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This is the story of Ridley College—one of 

Canada’s leading coeducational boarding 

schools. It begins in 1888 with the vision of its first 

headmaster. It follows the school’s development over 

the next 110 years—through a disastrous fire in 

1903, the Depression, two world wars, and into the 

global technological age. As the millennium turns, 

Ridley emerges as a vibrant institution—holding fast 

to its traditions yet constantly forging new strategies 

to meet modern challenges. 

This story is more than institutional history. The 

story of Canada’s own exciting development is 

woven into the text. Ridley’s evolution reflects and 

sometimes contrasts with the evolution of the 

nation. When it is a true reflection, its products 

become influential leaders in a wide variety of fields; 

when it is in contrast, fluctuating enrollment 

patterns necessitate adjustments to the school’s 

educational offerings. 

Ridley has always emphasized the highest 

academic and social standards for its students. 

Behind these standards is the constant reminder of 

the needs of others in the school’s motto, “May I be 

Consumed in Service.” 

The vitality of Ridley’s programs comes alive in 

the text, in the 150 photographs, and in the wealth 

of additional information in the attached CD-ROM. 

www.ridley.on.ca 
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To the Ridley family 

“We are wont to describe our period as a time of transition. But we must 

remember that all times are times of transition. Human life is never for a 

moment stationary whether we think of the individual or the community. 

New aspects of life, new points of view, are as continuously coming into the 

horizon of experience as new scenery meets the on-flowing river. Yet as the 

waters of the river may flow for many miles with a placid, almost 

imperceptible movement, and then rush rapidly on for a space, so the 

development of human life, with its concomitant changes, is more obvious 

at one period than at another.” 

John Ormsby Miller, 

Founding Headmaster, 

Ridley College 
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FOREWORD 

This is the story of Ridley College from its founding in 1889 to the present. It tells of the uncertainties of 

the early years, through the ups and down of the Canadian economy, through two Great Wars, through an 

industrial revolution, and now into the advances of technology. One can see the tremendous changes in 

education, from the three Rs and games of the early days to the diversity of the academics, athletics, and cultural 

activities now offered to its students. 

Ridley began as a small hoarding school for boys, and is now completely coeducational with over 600 young 

people divided between day students and boarders. I am honoured to have been asked to chair this committee 

with its mandate to tell the Ridley story. It has been a pleasure to have worked with the Book Committee 

members and the authors, Richard A. Bradley and Paul E. Lewis. 

Personally, it has been a particular delight as my connections with the School began in the mid-twenties 

visiting an uncle in the Pest Blouse (Infirmary), continuing through my teen years, attending the dances, cadet 

inspections, and carol services, marrying an Old Ridleian, having a son attend the School, and ultimately 

becoming a member of the board of governors. As you can see, Ridley has been a part of my life for many years. 

T 
Dorothy Burgoyne Doolittle 

Chair, The Book Committee 

Plarry J. Daniel, President, Board of Governors Rupert D. Lane, Headmaster 

Richard A. Coy ’60 Derek D. Eraser 79 William H. N. Hull Donald P. Hunt 

Brian A. Iggulden ’67 Robert E. Stanley ’47 Cynthia A. Weedon 
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AUTHORS’ NOTES 

Our original intention was to add a third volume to Kim Beattie’s Ridley: The Story of A School and thus update 

the history from 1962 to 2000, but a number of considerations persuaded us either to modify or amplify (according to 

one’s perspective) that intention. Perhaps the most compelling was the question of size. At 1265 pages (including 254 

pages of appendices), Beattie is already somewhat unmanageable. We may be among the few who have read it from 

end to end. In order to do comparable justice to the last eventful forty years, there would have to be 700 or 800 more 

pages, plus a hugely expanded appendix (perhaps 500 pages in itself). Besides, we wanted to impose a historical unity 

on the School’s story from its founding to the present. Cost and convenience were other good reasons. So we sought 

and gained the approval of our Book Committee to write a complete history of approximately 550 pages. A policy on 

the appendices was also necessary, since they are the documentary and factual justifications of the story. Here, we lay 

claim to a brain wave, including the coinage of a new word in the lexicon of technology. There would be a minimal 

appendix included after the text; but there would also be an “Appendisc” attached in the back of the book. This CD- 

ROM would include all of Beattie’s appendices, plus the accumulation of the last forty years and other interesting 

documents, such as memoirs or speeches. This could of course be updated regularly, without needing a complete 

reprinting of the book. For the sake of space, we agreed not to use team photographs in the book and instead select a 

few pictures of special people or moments. With all these guidelines accepted, we began our undertaking. 

Up to 1961, we had three written sources available to us. The first, of course, was Beattie. Especially for the earlier 

years, we did not feel that we could improve upon Beattie’s account. A substantial amount of our story is therefore an 

abridgement of his work. Although Kim Beattie was the official author, two true Ridleians assembled all of the material 

for Beattie’s double volume. The first was Adam Griffith, the son of Harry Griffith, whose whole childhood and most 

of his adult life was spent at Ridley. The second was Terence Cronyn, whose Ridley connection lasted, almost 

uninterruptedly, from 1913 until his death in 1983. These two men had collected Ridley memorabilia and records for 

most of the School’s first seventy years. They gave these resources, in their entirety, to Kim Beattie, who was a 

professional writer retained by the governors in 1959. Much was already in text form. 

This was richly supplemented by the almost unbroken chain of Acta Ridleiana, a chronicle year after year of 

literally “the doings of Ridley.” Until relatively recently, Acta followed a consistent format, invaluable in its flow of 

detail. Read decade by decade, it is an impressive tribute to the literacy and good taste of its student editors (no doubt 

proofread by staff advisors). Acta was never a real forum for student opinion: there were other more controversial 

publications from time to time, which were also revealing to us. From Acta, we derived accounts of the School’s annual 

cycle of activities (more constant than changing), tributes to staff comings and goings, and fine, respectful “in 

memoriam” notices. The only apparently uncensored writing in Acta came in the House notes, but since these were 

encoded at the time of writing to baffle the contemporary censor, we have felt quite incapable of judging their 

suitability. We have used them sparingly. In the last fifteen years, A eta has become a “high school yearbook,” written 

by and for the senior class. Its place as a chronicle has been taken by the Ridley Tiger. Our reading of Acta over the 

many years has generated our admiration for its clear writing, good thinking, and good manners. Our third resource 

has been the Ridley Archives. This wonderful collection, most recently housed in its own specially designed area, must 

he one of the finest in any school anywhere. It is described elsewhere in this book. 

A significant change in the nature of our sources dates from approximately 1935. This is the contribution of living 

memory. In the form of conversations, interviews, phone calls, written reminiscences, and e-mails, we have received 

a torrent of Ridley memories and experiences. We have welcomed all such offerings. Of course we have not been able 

to quote from a great number of them; but they have given us a vivid collective picture of Ridley life. They will, 

naturally, be preserved in the Ridley Archives. Our own direct experience of Ridley dates, in both cases, from 1971. 

To all those who have responded, and to our friends and colleagues, we offer our profound thanks. 

Such have been the sources of our information. Two other considerations have given shape and direction to our 

writing. The first is a conviction, expressed first by Dr. Miller, that Ridley has always been a distinctively Canadian 

institution. The School’s origins were derived from the English Independent Schools and Ridley’s systems have been 

influenced by American schools; but it could never be mistaken for either. We developed the idea that each segment 

of the Ridley story should be preceded by a brief synopsis of the history of Canada during those years. Ridley is only 

twenty-two years younger than Canada as a Dominion, and the School’s youthfulness and growth to maturity parallel 

the country’s story in many ways. While both of us claim some historical training, we were fortunate to have a 

professional historian on our committee who could modify and validate our historical generalizations. 



The second consideration relates to our perception of our two readerships whom we designate as “general” and 

“specific.” The general readers (whether part of the Ridley family or not) are those who are interested in the sweep of 

the School’s story, the ebb and flow of its fortunes, and its triumphs and tribulations. The specific readers are those 

who look forward to reading an account of their own years at the School. The records of their personal activities and 

their names in print are a justifiable source of pleasure to them. In the last three chapters, therefore, we have first 

addressed the general events and trends of the time and then written quite fully on “the doings of Ridley” (a kind of 

latter day substitute for the old Acta). The general reader may indeed be intrigued to read these later portions but may 

also wish to do some judicious skimming where the detail becomes burdensome. 

It is a generalization, but one supported by some experience and research, that a student body at any time, in any 

school, can be divided into three parts. The first are those for whom school has been a pleasurable experience. The 

academic, cultural, and/or athletic challenges seem designed for them, and their achievements bind them to the school 

for life. Without them, there would be no board of governors and far fewer benefactors. The second group consists of 

those for whom the school has offered a satisfactory but not scintillating experience. Often they become people of 

distinction in their careers, but the school never quite commands their allegiance as with the first group. The third 

group includes those for whom the school does not provide a happy experience. Victims of uncongenial systems, 

insensitive peers, and unsympathetic teachers, some endure to the end and some move away before graduation. 

Naturally we have had little or no communication from them. Definite schools like Ridley have definite weaknesses 

as well as strengths. One sad parent once remarked, “Nobody ever found John’s ignition and switched on the key.” All 

well-intentioned teachers grieve over these truths. We have tried to make our history a celebration of the Ridley story. 

For this third group of students, we hope sincerely that their post-Ridley years have been more rewarding. 

From the beginning of the enterprise, we have been generously and warmly supported by the board of governors. 

In particular, President Harry Daniel has sent us notes of sustaining encouragement. Our American Old Boys have 

always been especially proud of their Ridley connection and, with the leadership of Mr. Sam Anderson ’45, have taken 

a large share in the underwriting of the project. 

A committee was formed, under Dorothy Doolittle, to give authority to our editorial decisions and approval to 

our activities. They have been deluged over the last two years with reams of copy from us, which they dutifully proofed 

and critiqued. At our periodic meetings in the Archives Office, they have addressed the issues of size, format, cost, and 

publication timing, in addition to matters of the book’s contents. They are an excellent representation of Ridley 

experience and wisdom; and we thank them wholeheartedly. 

Above all, we have drawn inspiration from Dorothy. Some of our most helpful conversations have been with her. 

Her knowledge of Ridley goes back to the pre-war years when she was one of the young women of St. Catharines, and 

not unconnected with the Ridley social life of the thirties. In later years she became an enthusiastic sponsor of the 

move to coeducation. She is now the Chair of the Ridley College Book Committee. Her proofreading accuracy, her 

knowledge of detail, her own perspective, and her affectionate wisdom have been the most potent influences upon our 

efforts. If she were not already the patron saint of the girls at Ridley, we would claim her as our own. We thank her 

and indeed all the committee members. As the authors, we do wish to state, however, that any shortcomings or errors 

of fact are ours, and ours alone. 

We have written this history at a distance of 500 miles from each other. In this era of communications technology, 

500 miles are almost within shouting distance. Even so, our most valued occasions have been our meetings face to face. 

We have always begun with a businesslike agenda, which eventually got brushed aside as we shared our “sense of 

things” in a series of long discussions. Has the evolution of Ridley been a chance process or a planned progression? 

How does the School continue to affirm its traditions and heritage? Was the old summary discipline system so bad, and 

is the new remedial counselling so good? Is sophistication necessarily progress? Has not the Chapel always been more 

of a shrine than a house of worship? Could the survival of cadets be described as miraculous? Is the School truly a 

training ground for tomorrow’s world? How is leadership taught these days? 

Such intriguing discussions, let alone those about Ridley’s great personalities, have bound us closely together. 

Reluctantly, we have turned back to our businesslike agenda, put away our notes and papers, and gone our separate 

ways. We shall miss those discussions. We only hope that we have been able to do some justice to the Ridley story. 

Richard A. Bradley Paul E. Lewis 
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PROLOGUE 

THE FOUNDING MEETING 

(Toronto, September 27, 1888) 

From Minute Book, Ridley College, Vol. 1, 27 September 1888: 

Wycliffe College meeting. Present: Rev. Principal Sheraton, D.D. (Principal of Wycliffe), Rev. W. J. Armitage, 

Rev. J. O. Miller, Rev. C. J. James (of Saint John, New Brunswick), Sir Daniel Wilson (President of the 

University of Toronto), Messrs. T. R. Merritt, George E. Gillespie, A. H. Campbell, F. J. Stewart, H. Mortimer, 

Stapleton Caldecott, H. P. Flobson, and N. W. Noyles. 

At the request of the meeting Sir Daniel Wilson took the chair and Mr. Fred J. Stewart was asked to act as 

secretary. The Reverend Dr. Sheraton explained the reasons for convening the meeting, strongly pressing the 

great necessity at the present time of a school for boys where sound church principles should be taught. Mr. 

Armitage followed with an exhaustive report on the property known as “Springbank” in St. Catharines. He 

stated that the property, valued at $70,000, could now be secured for the sum of $15,000 in the form of two 

mortgages, one of $9,000 and one of $6,000, interest at 6 percent. He felt that Springbank should be the place 

for the proposed school. 

RESOLUTIONS: 

Moved by Dr. N. W. Noyles, seconded by Mr. S. Caldecott— 

1) That a Church School for hoys conducted on thoroughly sound Evangelical and Protestant principles, where 

the highest religious and secular training shall go hand in hand, is not only needed but imperatively 

demanded to meet the pressing needs of our Church at the present time. 

2) That a school is needed to prepare the youth of our Church who now go elsewhere, for a subsequent education 

in the University of Toronto and in Wycliffe College. 

3) That this meeting pledges itself to aid in the establishment of such a school, at the earliest possible time. 

Carried. 

Moved by Mr. Merritt, seconded by Mr. Campbell— 

1) That in the opinion of this meeting steps should be taken, in a practical way, for the establishment of the 

proposed school. 

2) That tor the purpose a joint stock company should he formed, to be duly incorporated, with a capital of 

$50,000 and that the first call should be amply sufficient to cover all the preliminary expenses to be incurred. 

Carried. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
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FOUNDER’S RIDLEY (1889-1921 ) 

Canada and the World 

NOTABLE EVENTS 

1867 Confederation of four 

Canadian provinces led by 

John A. Macdonald and 

George-Etienne Cartier. 

Joseph Lister introduces 

antiseptic surgery. 

1869 The Red River Rebellion. 

The Suez Canal is opened. 

1870 Manitoba joins confederation. 

Franco-Prussian war. 

Charles Dickens dies. 

1871 British Columbia joins 

confederation. 

The unification of Germany 

and Italy are completed. 

1873 Prince Edward Island joins 

confederation. 

North-West Mounted 

Police established. 

1876 A. G. Bell makes the first 

telephone call from 

Brantford to Paris, Ontario. 

1878 The Salvation Army is founded 

in London, England. 

1879 Thomas Edison invents the 

incandescent light bulb. 

Sandford Fleming unveils his 

standard time system. 

1880 Edward “Ned” Hanlan wins 

world professional rowing 

championship. 

1881 U.S. President James Garfield 

is assassinated. 

1883 Karl Marx dies. 

1884 First Eaton’s catalogue appears. 

1885 Dr. Louis Pasteur develops 

anti-rabies vaccine. 

North West Rebellion begins. 

Donald Smith drives the last 

spike on the CPR. 

Louis Riel is hanged. 

1886 Statue of Liberty dedicated. 

1888 Plains buffalo and passenger 

pigeons reported facing 

extinction. 

The original Dominion of Canada consisted of four provinces— 

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec, and Ontario. The vast northern 

expanse of Rupert’s Land, owned by the Hudson’s Bay Company since 

1670, was transferred to Canada in 1869 and renamed the Yukon and 

the North-West Territories. The settled region around Fort Garry (later 

Winnipeg) became Canada’s fifth province, Manitoba, in 1870. British 

Columbia joined Canada in 1871 with the promise of a railway. Prince 

Edward Island happily surrendered its debts to Canada in 1873 and 

received the promise of a year'round ferry service to the mainland. In 

1880, Britain ceded the Arctic islands to Canada, rounding out the new 

nation which stretched from sea to sea to northern sea. 

The chief architect of confederation was John A. Macdonald. It was 

a triumph of political engineering. The founding fathers assigned specific 

powers to various levels of government in a federal parliamentary system 

that combined features of both the British and the American models. They 

set these out in the British North America Act of July 1, 1867. The 

constitution was careful to protect the rights of Quebec. French 

Canadians would keep their own province, with its language, religion, 

legal system, and schools. 

The Federation’s early years were not easy. The continuing discord 

between its two most powerful members (Ontario and Quebec) made 

governance complex. This was compounded by grievances over land 

claims and fundamental rights with the Metis people in the midwest which 

led to rebellions in 1869 and 1885. Westward expansion of settlers and 

the disappearance of the buffalo also disrupted the lives of the native 

peoples forever. In addition, each of the older provinces was reluctant to 

surrender its “special relationship’’ with the Mother Country. In the late 

19th century, Canada struggled to forge its own identity and to strike a 

balance in its relationships both with the United States and Great Britain. 

Regional links with the United States, which were strong in the Maritimes 

and in the Pacific West, contributed to perennial fears of absorption. 

The spectacular achievement of these early years was the linking of 

the regions by the Canadian Pacific Railway. Its completion is a marvel 

of engineering in the face of horrendous challenges. Begun in 1880, the 

last spike was nailed in November 1885. This feat made possible the first 

giant wave of immigration primarily to the West—a wave of new peoples 

who were neither British nor French in origin. 

In 1888, the founding year of Ridley College, the country was only 

twenty'One years old. 
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THE FOUNDING YEAR 

THE FOUNDING MISSION 

On November 29, 1888, at the first meeting of the provisional hoard of 

governors, Dr. Sheraton, principal of Wycliffe College, recommended 

that the Reverend John Ormsby Miller be named as the founding 

principal of Ridley. Almost immediately, Mr. Miller produced his 

educational manifesto, “The Prospectus of Bishop Ridley College, 1888.” 

The document begins with a tribute to the general progress of academic 

education in the Dominion of Canada and an admonition that Canadian families 

at this time of intense activity were too often unable to take care of the moral and 

spiritual aspects of their children’s education. The heart of his manifesto is 

contained in this paragraph: 

The only true education is that which develops the threefold nature of the child, 
symmetrically. First, the moral nature must be so trained and nurtured that it may 
develop according to the perfect design of the Creator, and that the child may at 
length become a Christian gentleman. Secondly, the intellectual nature must be 
trained and strengthened by continuous and judicious exercise so that the child may 
gradually grow into the condition of a mental athlete. Thirdly, the physical nature 
must be so cared for and developed, according to its strength and nervous energy, 
that the bodily temple may fit the spiritual organism that dwells therein. 

In the paragraphs following “The only true education,” Miller describes the 

objectives and systems that were to guide the new school. Religious training was to 

be “based upon sound Protestant Church of England principles.” It was to prepare 

its students for entry to the universities, the Royal Military College, and the world 

of business. A specialty was to be made of physical culture, to the full potential of 

each student. Its teachers were to be “the very best men obtainable” and preferably 

ordained in the Church of England. Its “internal economy” was to make it “a 

pattern of family life.” [The entire prospectus can he found on the Appendisc.] 

By the end of December 1888, the prospectus was approved and sent to the 

printers. In the same month, the founding group applied for the new school’s 

charter in the name of “Bishop Ridley College.” 

Selectivity would be a definite policy in determining entrance to Ridley, but 

the average student would not be neglected for the sake of the brilliant. In the 

curriculum were all the usual subjects, including classics, mathematics, modern 

languages, science, and the various branches of English studies. There was a 

commercial department for boys who wished to enter business life and not a 

profession, but it was known (and desired) that the majority of Ridley’s boys would 

be prepared for entrance into the professions of law, medicine, theology, and the 

Royal Military College. 

To confirm the announced intention “to develop manly and Christian 

character,” the religious instruction of the Church of England in Canada would be 

worked permanently into the College’s daily schedule. The headmaster decreed 

there would be morning and evening prayers, regular instruction in the Holy 

Scriptures in the first half-hour of each day, instruction in the Catechism and Book 

of Common Prayer, and instruction in Morals. 

THE FIRST PRINCIPAL 

In retrospect, the founders showed remarkable insight in their appointment 

of the first headmaster of Bishop Ridley College. It is fortunate for Ridley that 

they sensed the gifts, qualities, and great versatility that their choice possessed. 

Rev. Miller was twenty-seven years old at the time of his appointment. He had 

“The only true education 

is that which develops the 

threefold nature of the 

child, symmetrically.” 

- J. O. Miller 
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FOUNDER'S RIDLEY (1889-1921) 

“Be of good comfort, 

Master Ridley. We shall 

this day light such a 

candle, by God’s grace 

in England, as I trust 

shall never be put out.” 

- Bishop Hugh Latimer 

come to Canada from England after passing his Oxford-Cambridge entrance 

examinations at fifteen. His steadfast integrity and his ability to set a target and 

reach it despite frustration and formidable barriers were discernible traits. Miller’s 

father, an Anglican clergyman of Liverpool, had been appointed to a Canadian 

church, but immediately after arriving in Toronto was incapacitated in an 

accident. This forced his son to go to work at once, though John refused to 

relinquish his dream of higher education. He worked in a law office for a time, 

wholeheartedly hating it, and then he taught for two years in a country school near 

Whitby. The rigid self-denial he imposed on himself is revealed by the $100 he 

saved to enter university. Miller then, literally, worked himself through arts and 

theology at Varsity (the University of Toronto) and Wycliffe. He had edited the 

Varsity and the University of Toronto Year Book. He was young, and not only had 

great capacity for hard work, but hugely enjoyed it. 

In his more private life, Miller was also suitor for the hand of Katharine 

Alexander. She was the daughter of Mr. William Alexander, a distinguished 

Canadian financier, who had moved with his wife and eight children to Santa 

Barbara, California, in 1883. 

THE RELIGIOUS HERITAGE 

To name a school after Bishop Nicholas Ridley was to dip back into a deadly 

moment of sixteenth-century strife. The Marian Persecution (1553—1558) was a 

desperate effort to reclaim England into the Roman Catholic Communion. 

Nicholas Ridley was probably the most consistently extreme of the Protestant 

theologians. He personally caused those things to be omitted from the Second Book 

of Common Prayer that the Tractarians strove to reinstate four hundred years later. 

It was a passionate naming. Ridley’s death by burning in Oxford, with the 

venerable Bishop Hugh Latimer, was agonizingly prolonged (the flames did not 

ignite the bag of gunpowder around his neck). He and Latimer, and subsequently 

Cranmer, are set forever in the history of heroism by Latimer’s words, “Be of good 

comfort, Master Ridley. We shall this day light such a candle, by God’s grace in 

England, as I trust shall never be put out.” In 1900, Ridley adopted as its motto 

Terar Dum Prosim (“May I be burnt out in sendee”) as a further reference to Bishop 

Ridley’s martyrdom. It must be one of the most devastating of school mottoes. 

The founding of Ridley was one of the last manifestations of a bitter 

nineteenth-century conflict within the Church of England in Canada. The 

conflict was at flood-level in the 1880s, but it has subsided (along with many other 

religious enthusiasms) during the twentieth century. 

The High Church practices (deriving from the Tractarians of the Oxford 

Movement, in England), were an attempt to restore some of the doctrines and 

liturgy of Rome to the Anglican communion. The leader of the Tractarian 

Movement in Ontario was John Strachan. As Bishop, and later Archbishop, of 

Toronto, he was effectively the leader of the Church of England in Ontario. He 

founded theological colleges at Cobourg (1842) and at Trinity in Toronto. The 

Cobourg school was absorbed by Trinity College when Trinity began divinity 

training in 1852. In 1870, Trinity College School (a boys’ preparatory boarding 

school) was founded in Port Hope. In 1886, the Bishop Strachan School for Girls 

was founded in Toronto. All these institutions adhered to the practices and 

teachings of the High Church leadership. 

The enterprise and drive of Bishop Strachan provoked resistance from the Low 

Church. This group, the Evangelicals, opposed any movement or trend which 

showed an inclination towards reversion to Rome. With Catholic Quebec next 

door, many Protestants felt defensive. The Second Book of Common Prayer (1552) 
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had set out the “sound Church of England Protestant Principles,” to which the 

Evangelicals adhered. 

An Evangelical champion, comparable in zeal to Bishop Strachan, emerged in 

the person of the Reverend Benjamin Cronyn (a name that would reverberate 

through the years at Ridley). Cronyn protested against the teachings of Trinity 

College and generally opposed Tractarianism. Subsequently, he was elected to be 

the founding Bishop of the Diocese of Huron in Western Ontario. In a sequence of 

foundings that almost mimicked those of Bishop Strachan, he created, or was 

involved in creating, two evangelical colleges—Huron College in London (1863), 

and Wycliffe College in Toronto (1879); and two independent schools—Bishop 

Ridley College in St. Catharines (1889), and Havergal School for Girls in Toronto 

(1894). The parallelism was complete. 

Almost from the founding of Ridley, the theological differences began to 

recede in importance. It was as if the boil of hostility was lanced hy the provision 

of the Low Church institutions comparable to those of the High Church. At any 

rate, the rivalry between Trinity College School and Ridley has long been athletic 

rather than theological. The ebbing of passion has been so absolute that a Ridley 

graduate had a distinguished tenure as headmaster of Trinity College School; and 

a theological graduate of Trinity College became chaplain, and subsequently head 

of the Lower School, at Ridley. Finally, even more dramatically, the Anglican 

Bishop of Niagara gave his specific blessing to the appointment of a Roman 

Catholic as headmaster of Ridley in 1981. 

THE EDUCATIONAL HERITAGE 

The other aspect of the heritage was John Miller’s declared intent to reproduce 

at Ridley “the best features of the best English schools.” Although some of the 

English schools are ancient foundations (one claiming to go hack to King Alfred 

in the ninth century), the majority were actually founded in the nineteenth 

century. “The English Public School Tradition” is a nineteenth century 

phenomenon. They were largely boarding schools because of the coming of the 

railway age. They were adherents to the classical curriculum. They were religious, 

somewhere in the spectrum from High to Low Church, according to the 

convictions of their founders. They were proponents of team sports. They espoused 

sportsmanship because it smacked of chivalry. They were hierarchical, reflecting a 

caste-divided society; and they were tough because of the belief that God was a 

tough taskmaster. “Smite us, and save us all,” pleaded G. K. Chesterton. They were 

successful because of a series of great leaders and educators. They were called 

“public” because their membership was national, not local; hut from the start they 

were financially “private” schools. 

They were exclusive and, in their turn, created an exclusive establishment of 

leaders. Coming into fashion in the heyday of Victorian England, they provided 

the leaders of politics, the church, the armed services, the civil service, and the law. 

They also provided the ruling caste in that one-quarter of the globe that was the 

British Empire at its height. “Old Boy Network” is not a recent coinage. Schools 

were founded, both in the colonies and in the United States, which tried to 

reproduce “the best features of the best English schools.” 

There was a dark side to the heritage, which sometimes amounted to a 

defilement. There was bullying, hazing, intimidation, sexual coercion and an abuse 

of power. Often, a philistinism stifled the pursuit of learning and the development 

of sensitivity. Many writers have borne witness to the pain of being victimized by 

the system. All these things have also been true of the derivative schools in the 

colonies and dominions, including Ridley. 

The other aspect of 

the heritage was John 

Miller’s declared intent 

to reproduce at Ridley 

“the best features of the 

best English schools.” 
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The tradition at its best provided a matchless education. Where 

encouragement has been given to the emergence of positive creativity; where 

tolerance has coaxed individuality into self-assurance; where compassion has 

engendered humility; and where responsibility has developed a sense of 

service . . . the “Public School Tradition” has served society well. 

In Canada, the graduates of the independent schools have been leaders in the 

world of enterprise, growth and development, and law. To their great detriment, 

the English schools regarded “trade” as a demeaning occupation. From the start, 

Miller incorporated a curriculum component for training in commerce, something 

English schools did not do until the second half of the twentieth century. 

Of all the distinguished founders and heads of his time, John Miller was 

probably the most stalwart in his adherence to the English tradition. His 

perceptiveness probably enabled him to emphasize the virtues and diminish the 

vices of the system. Certainly, Ridley’s response to the challenge of two world wars 

equalled that of the great English schools. In its leadership and social systems, 

Ridley has striven to be true to the ideal of educating “the Christian Gentleman.” 

That fervent terminology has latterly been replaced by the more humanistic and 

inclusive ideal of “the Responsible Citizen.” 

THE CHOICE OF ST. CATHARINES 

The Springbank Spa, as 

advertised in the early 1880s 

A requirement of the founders was that Ridley be a boarding school, away from 

the distractions of a big city. Accessibility had become less of a problem since the 

coming of the railway age. St. Catharines commended itself because of its 

remarkable development, its convenience, and the happy chance that a substantial 

building was available at precisely the right moment. 
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The history of St. Catharines is a reflection of the enterprise, energy, and 

daring of the nineteenth century. In 1800, it was a small village of 300-400 

inhabitants; in 1900, it was a city of 10 000 people. Its growth began with the 

decision to use the Twelve Mile Creek as a navigable waterway, joining Lakes 

Ontario and Erie. The Merritt Family was largely responsible for the enterprise that 

aspired to raise or lower the shipping 360' (the height of Niagara Falls) in a 

relatively short distance. In all, four canals were built. All the support systems for 

shipping developed, including shipyards at Port Dalhousie and in west St. 

Catharines. In addition, the raceways beside many of the locks were used as 

millraces, and some 40 mills, many of them powered from the canal, were 

constructed. Subsequently, the same source was used tor hydroelectric generation. 

St. Catharines became Canada’s canal city, perhaps the most vital link in all the 

inland waterways. 

By 1880, St. Catharines was linked by rail to Hamilton, Toronto, London, and 

the American West. To the east, it was connected to Buffalo, and from there to the 

cities of the east and south of the United States. St. Catharines had been a refuge 

for escaping slaves (Harriet Tubman lived there for a while), and it was a haven for 

southerners during the American Civil War. The railway age also brought another, 

more prosperous kind of American citizen to St. Catharines. In mid-century, it was 

discovered that the city’s saline water springs were health giving, and St. 

Catharines became a spa town (the Saratoga of the north). It was an attractive 

touring area, with the Falls nearby, the lake for sailing, and the rolling farmland of 

the peninsula. It was also the “centre of the fruit-growing industry of Ontario.” 

To accommodate the wealthy spa visitors, three large hotels with health resort 

facilities were built. The last of these, The Springbank Hotel and Bathhouse 

Establishment, was built in 1865. It had the latest in Turkish and municipal baths, 

was open year-round, and had all the appurtenances of luxurious affluence. But 

increasingly, again because of the railways, more people were heading to the resorts 

of the Atlantic Coast. Within twenty years, Springbank had become 

uneconomical as a hotel. Two of Ridley’s founders, Thomas Merritt (president of 

the Imperial Bank and descendant of William Hamilton Merritt) and the 

Reverend Mr. Armitage (the rector of St. Thomas’ Church), visited Springbank in 

1888. It was valued as a health resort at $75,000, hut they were able to establish a 

price of $15,000 with the owner wanting to get rid of it. Thus a superb facility, 

capable of housing between 150 and 200 boys, was acquired, with a year to adapt 

it for a school. 

THE QUEST FOR FUNDS 

John Miller was captured by Springbank at first sight. Before his appointment 

as headmaster, he had crossed the lake by the little steamer, which then always 

docked at the Norris Flour Mill on the old Welland Canal, to have a look at the 

future school. The Reverend Mr. Armitage had proudly shown him through the 

building, and Mr. Miller was enthralled with the vision of the inspiring creation 

yet to he. 

On his second visit, now as headmaster, he looked at Springbank with more 

practical eyes. Miller’s common sense told him that an enormous amount of work 

had to he done. After all, Springbank had been designed and built as a health resort 

for wealthy patients. Though the Reverend Mr. Armitage dismissed with an airy 

wave of his hand the task of converting such things as an elegant drawing room to 

a prayer hall, and spacious suites and bedrooms to boys’ dormitories, classrooms, 

and masters studies, the man who would oversee the operation had his first real 

impression of what lay ahead. He was not appalled; he was only challenged. 

The Reverend Mr. 

Armitage dismissed with 

an airy wave of his hand 

the task of converting 

such things as an elegant 

drawing room to a prayer 

hall, and spacious suites 

and bedrooms to boys’ 

dormitories, classrooms, 

and masters studies. 
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Convertmg a health 

sanatorium to a boys’ 

school would be far 

more expensive than 

they had at first 

optimistically supposed. 

A great deal ot money had to be raised over and above the cash required to seal 

the purchase of the property, and this was up to the headmaster. Armitage was his 

principal aid, but Miller was the one elected to do the legwork and to travel to 

many Ontario cities in quest of funds. He personally enlisted investors to purchase 

stock for the enterprise. Before his campaign was fully launched, the fund-raiser 

wrote to President Merritt, 

We have now got $9,800 subscribed. I am going over to St. Catharines on Monday 
or Tuesday on Mr. Blake’s advice. He thinks before canvassing in earnest here, we 
ought to be able to show what the St. Catharines people are willing to do. I hope we 
may get a good many thousand dollars when up there. . . . 

What St. Catharines may do will greatly affect what is done here and in Ottawa, 
Montreal and London where I shall go afterwards. 

The total ultimately collected may not seem large in terms of a modern building 

fund’s objective, but the $49,000 in cash that was obtained by late spring was a 

notable accomplishment for 1889. It was achieved largely by personal bell ringing. 

As early as January 1889, it was sensed that the first estimates for repairs, 

furnishings, and equipment were too low, as guesses on costs for new projects so 

often are. The wholesale price of knives, forks, sheets, blankets, washroom fittings, 

and practically everything else they needed, was going up. The Toronto Evening 

Telegram had commented editorially in 1888 that the cost of serviceable furniture 

had risen “outrageously” since the year before. Economy had to be the watchword. 

This was emphasized when the headmaster accompanied Mr. Dick, a Toronto 

architect, to St. Catharines to estimate the reconstruction required. When the 

architect reported on essential alterations and repairs, the board saw they must 

indeed be frugal in their spending. He confirmed the growing suspicion that 

converting a health sanatorium to a boys’ school would be far more expensive than 

they had at first optimistically supposed. It would cost about $10,000. The Dick 

Report was presented to the board on January 31. The last details in the purchase 

of Springbank were tidied up. 

In February, what might be fairly termed the first Financial Statement of 

Bishop Ridley College Corporation was presented to the shareholders. 

RECEIPTS & EXPENDITURES TO DECEMBER 1888 

Cost of building and adjoining ground $17,960.45 
Improvements and additions 10,900.85 
Preliminary expenses, legal fees, etc. 2,250.81 
Furniture and bedding 3,023.27 
Library 218.47 

TOTAL: $34,353.85 

Note: To meet this expenditure, the College had $10,000 of paid-up stock of 
the total of $49,000 subscribed and $24,353.85 in mortgages and a bank loan. 

It was again economy, rather than a flair for showmanship, that saw Miller 

writing his Ridley business letters with a fine hand on rather flamboyant stationery. 

He had wanted something to illustrate the new school, and so when he found a 

steel engraving that had been a promotional illustration for Springbank in its 

health-resort heyday, he adopted it. The engraving showed flags flying, a fountain 

playing, and crowds of sedate, fashionably dressed people on wide (imaginary) 

curving walks leading down from Springbank to the waterside, where a small 

steamer and a sailing craft were wafting by. Bright blue ink was used even for the 

title, Bishop Ridley College of Ontario, St. Catharines. It was the first official Ridley 

letterhead [see Appendisc]. The headmaster used it for general correspondence, 

and no doubt it helped raise some of that $49,000. 
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FIRST BOARD OF DIRECTORS, 1889 

On May 16, 1889, the members of Ridley’s first board of directors were 

recorded. The following comprised the first permanent Ridley board: 

President: T. R. Merritt; Vice-President: A. H. Campbell; Secretary: F. J. Stewart. 

Directors: Hon. S. H. Blake, Q.C., S. Caldecott, A. H. Campbell, B. Homer Dixon, 
K.N.L., G. E. Gillespie, Q.C., R. Gilmor, C. E. Hooper, N. W. Hoyles, Q.C., 
R. Jenkins, J. Herbert Mason, C. Moss, Q.C., Sir W. R Howland, C.B., K.C.M.G., 
and Fred J. Stewart, all of Toronto; His Honour Judge Muir, Hamilton; T. R. Merritt 
and His Honour Judge W. S. Senkler, St. Catharines; His Honour Judge Macdonald, 
Brockville; His Honour Judge Benson, Port Hope; and R. S. Gurd, Sarnia. 

THE FIRST STAFF 

The headmaster’s lund-raising campaign could not relax until late May. He 

waited impatiently at his home in Toronto. It was June before Miller at last had the 

satisfaction of crossing the lake to stay. He moved into temporary quarters in St. 

Catharines but spent long hours each day at the School. He urged on the workers 

but never goaded them. They liked him; he would take off his coat to move trestles 

or lumber, or to help a plasterer. It is true that some of them may have wished “he'd 

gang awa’ home," as the Aberdeen carpenter was overheard grumbling, but he was 

getting things done. 

As he kept a watchful eye on the Aberdonian and his men, on Richardson the 

gardener, on Riddle the drain man, on plumbers, painters, plasterers, and virtually 

everything else, the headmaster completed negotiations with his prospective staff 

members. By June 27, he had chosen and had acceptances from the masters he 

wanted; their appointments were approved that day by the new Executive 

Committee in Toronto. 

ACADEMIC STAFF 

Annual Salary 

Rev. J. O. Miller, M.A., University of Toronto; Principal $1,600 
H. J. Cody, B.A., University of Toronto; Classical Master $1,000 
F. J. Steen, B.A., University of Toronto; Modem Languages Master $1,000 
W. H. B. Spotton, B.A., University ot Toronto; Mathematics Master $1,000 
Rev. W. J. Armitage, Wycliffe College; Religious Instruction 

GENERAL STAFF 

Miss Ann M. Cleghorn; Matron $240 
Captain George Thairs; Bursar (former secretary of Springbank Sanatorium) 

APPOINTED LATER 

Dr. William Hamilton Merritt II, C.M., R.C.P.S.; Medical Officer 
Mr. Angelo M. Reed, Royal Conservatory of Music, Leipzig; Music Master 

The Reverend Mr. Armitage recorded: “This staff stood out in the annals of 

Canadian education, not only as marked by brilliancy and breadth of scholarship, 

but also as displaying the highest qualities of character.” They were all as new to 

teaching as boys, blackboards, and schoolboys’ desks were to the spacious rooms of 

the old spa. They were inspired alike by the challenge. 

Their scholastic qualifications (see page 22) are from Ridley’s first annual 

calendar, which was a small combination of prospectus and yearbook. The 

comments are a reflection of those stated in Wycliffe’s Jubilee Volume. 

President Merritt was 

the youngest son of 

canal builder William 

Hamilton Merritt. 

Stephen Leacock applied 

for the position of classics 

master, but lost out to 

H.J. Cody. 
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Seated. (I to r): Rev. J. O. Miller, 

H. J. Cody, Rev. F. B. Hodgins; 

standing: G. B. McClean, 

H. G. Williams, F. J. Steen 

ENGLISH 

The Rev. J. O. Miller, M.A., Headmaster, University of Toronto: honors in 

metaphysics, ethics and civil polity; Prizeman in English. Graduate of Wycliffe 

College: First-Class honors; MacPherson Prizeman. 

“He possessed fine intellectual powers, highly trained, an executive ability of high 

order; he made his plans with wisdom and carried them out with earnest purpose.” 

CLASSICS 

H. J. Cody, M.A., University of Toronto: McCaul gold medallist in classics; First- 

Class honors in metaphysics, ethics and civil polity; Wyld Prizeman in English. 

“A man with a notable career ahead of him, the Headmaster disclosed great wisdom 

in selecting him, and was fortunate to secure him. He brought the highest scholarship 

to his work, and enforced it by the noblest ideals of Christian character and life.” 

MODERN LANGUAGES 

F. J. Steen, M.A., University of Toronto: First-Class honors in English, French and 

German; Prizeman in French. 

“A man of singularly beautiful charm of manner, of the finest intellectual powers, and 

rich and varied scholarship, he was given profound respect.” 

MATHEMATICS 

W. H. B. Spotton, B.A., University of Toronto. Stanley Medallist in Mathematics. 

“A son of Principal Spotton of Barrie, he had taken a fine course at the [U. of T.], 

and was well qualified for his post. A man of refined tastes, his influence was good.” 
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The Reverend Mr. Armitage was in charge of religious instruction at Ridley for 

eight years. He held classes in Scripture and Catechism, and he prepared the boys 

for Confirmation. To this day, Ridley has an association with his church, St. 

Thomas’. The first music master was Mr. Angelo M. Reed, who was also organist 

of St. Thomas’ Church. He always had Ridley boys singing in his choir. George 

Thairs, the Bursar, had been secretary of Springbank Sanatorium and came with 

the building, a most fortunate development. He founded what he liked to call the 

Ridley Volunteer Cadet Corps in the School’s first term, drilled the boys and 

imbued them with a fine esprit de corps. He was known as “The Captain” and later 

as “The Colonel,” with his drill squads dubbed “The Colonel’s Own.” He was to be 

known and respected by generations of Ridleians, and was still bursar and drill 

instructor at his death thirty-five years later. 

The other key member of the staff was Miss Cleghorn, the matron 

(housekeeper). Inherently patient and kindly, she added a valuable touch of home 

and family life to the School. The smaller boys were soon affectionately calling her 

Mammy Cleghorn. The headmaster said even before the School opened, “The 

matron is a brick.” 

Two famous Ridley characters—Shaky the janitor and Tommy the cabman— 

should be mentioned with the first staff members. Shaky was a fixture for many 

years; all boys of Ridley’s first ten years knew him well. They also knew Tommy 

Nesbitt and imposed on him often. A load of boys would climb aboard his cab to 

head for the station, with only the last ones out—it they could be captured— 

paying the fare. But the headmaster looked with a jaundiced eye on Tommy’s high- 

smelling stable and outhouse, which were so close to the main building they were 

almost a part of the School. He failed to get rid of the odoriferous eyesores until 

Ridley was able to induce Tommy to sell his property a long decade later. 

THE SCHOOL’S INSIGNIA 

The headmaster found time to devise a school motto, choose school colours, 

and design the school insignia—the things that would be symbolic of the character 

and distinguished attributes of the new institution of learning. He first chose the 

personal motto of Thomas Carlisle, great scholar and philosopher. Miller explained 

that the motto was the Greek rendering of Proverbs 16:22—Understanding is a 

wellspring of life unto him that hath it. This motto was replaced by the present one, 

in Latin, at the turn of the century. The headmaster felt that May I Be Consumed 

in Service was more descriptive of the principles and ideals of Ridley and its boys, 

though some scholars always favoured the original Grecian motto. 

He was also at work on a Ridley crest, which would be proudly worn on the 

cricket blazers and school caps of future Ridleians. It would also add distinction to 

college documents, including letterhead and many other things which were 

Ridley’s. His original design in 1888 of the crest may be seen at Ridley today; it 

hangs in the library. It is also reproduced in stone over the front door of the School. 

The crest is in the shape of a shield, which is quartered. At the lower right are 

three maple leaves on a green background, which join the beaver in identifying the 

College as Canadian. (There are those who believe the leaves were of an oak, a tree 

common to the Niagara Peninsula, but to depict maple leaves was clearly the 

designer’s purpose.) At the lower left are three lions rampant, on a red background, 

to indicate Canada’s British connection. At the upper left is the family crest of 

Bishop Ridley: three white birds standing erect, and a triangular bar in reverse, 

bearing three circles. The background is red. At the upper right are three gold 

mitres, representing Bishops Cranmer, Latimer, and Ridley, on a background of 

ecclesiastical purple. 

The motto, Terar Dum 

Prosim, was descriptive 

of the principles and 

ideals of Ridley. 
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THE ORIGINAL 
SCHOOL SONG 

Come, fill your glasses up 
To Ridley, to Ridley, to Ridley! 

Come, fill a loving cup 
To Ridley, to Ridley, to Ridley! 

Here’s to the place we love; 
May we ever loyal prove; 
Come, fill your glasses up 

To Ridley, to Ridley, to Ridley! 

Sing, boys, with might and main 
To Ridley, to Ridley, to Ridley! 

Three times three, and once again, 
To Ridley, to Ridley, to Ridley! 

Here’s to battles fought and won; 
Here’s to heroes who have gone; 

Here’s to every worthy son 
of Ridley, of Ridley, of Ridley. 

When Miller presented his crest to the hoard of directors, the gentlemen 

understood the symbolization of most of the colours, hut requested an explanation 

of the orange and black bar underneath the beaver at the top. “They are the 

colours of Bishop Ridley College—orange and black,” said the young headmaster. 

It is not likely that the board members were told (and it is quite possible that 

many a Ridleian still does not know) that the inspiration for the choice of these 

striking colours was romantic sentiment. John Miller was now betrothed to Miss 

Katharine Alexander of Toronto and Santa Barbara, and he was deeply and 

completely in love. He had first seen Katharine while she and her partner were 

winning the Toronto tennis doubles championship, and the next night he 

contrived to meet her at a tennis gala. She was wearing an orange gown, covered 

with black net. Not being afraid of sentiment, as many young men are, he chose 

orange and black as the school colours of Ridley. [Author’s note: A length of orange 

ribbon from Katharine Alexander’s gown has been preserved in the Ridley 

archives, and the bookmark is a replica of that ribbon. [ 

Mr. Miller was also ready with Ridley’s grace, which would be said at meals. It 

is remembered from the first dinners in the College, in the winter of 1889. 

For the food which we are about to receive, 
may God make us thankful, 

through Jesus Christ Our Lord. 

The Latin grace, which was shortly a traditional Ridleian custom, was not at 

first in use. The headmaster and Mr. W. A. Kirkwood, who joined the staff as a 

classics master in 1898, agreed on a Latin version, and then introduced the grace 

which is still familiar to many Old Ridleians. 

Pro cibus quos accepturi sumus 
Deus nos gratos faciat 

per Jesum Christum Dominum Nostrum. 

It is unknown whether the headmaster had a hand in choosing the school 

song. In fact, the adaptation of an old song, which began, “Come, fill your glasses 

up . . .” became the school song by degrees. It was 1900 before it was officially 

named as Ridley’s special song. It should be noted that the words and refrain are 

almost identical with the Williams College song, and Williams is older. The words 

of both songs are alike and are set to the same refrain, Sousa’s Corcoran Cadets. 

Borrowed from Williams College or not, it is claimed by Ridley. (Of course, the 

words have since been adapted in the era of coeducation.) 

THE FINAL DETAILS 

September 16 was chosen as the School’s opening day, but there were times 

during the summer when it appeared far too soon. Many frustrations and setbacks 

presented problems, and the busy headmaster felt he must work furiously to keep 

to the schedule. Applications did not come in a flood, but in June Miller felt that 

Ridley’s students for the first term would number well over fifty. Earlier, he had 

hoped the School might he launched with nearly a hundred hoys, hut knowing that 

was optimistic, he estimated that only half that number would be the student total. 

He issued housekeeping instructions on that basis. He was very close. 

There were to be three school terms and three holiday periods during the year: 

The Michaelmas Term, with three weeks’ holidays at Christmas; The Lent Term, with 

one week’s holiday at Easter; The Trinity Term, with nine weeks’ holiday in summer. 

After much consideration and discussion, board and tuition for the College 

had been set at $267 per annum, or $89 per term. If fees were paid within fifteen 

days from the beginning of the fall term, there would be a discount of $27 in the 
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annual fee and $9 in die term fee. Day hoys would pay a fee of $67.50 per annum 

or $22.50 per term. A small number of St. Catharines boys was expected. 

Each new boy paid another $16 on his entrance. This covered $4 for the 

maintenance of the library and reading room, and $12 for the cost of each boy’s 

personal bed linen, towels, et cetera. Books, stationery, and drawing materials were 

provided by the School “at the ordinary prices.” Later there was a special fee set for 

musical instruction and for the use of instruments (piano, violin, and banjo). 

At first, there were no scholarships for Ridley students; the only bursaries were 

those that were available to the sons of the clergy in Canada. Each of these was 

worth $120 annually. The founders felt confident that the dearth of scholarships 

would not last long, for Ridley had generous friends. Even before opening day, 

awards and prizes were being volunteered for the first Prize Day, a full year away. 

The list of articles of apparel required by each boy, and supplied as a guide to 

parents, is interesting for comparison with today’s boarding school needs: three 

suits of clothes; two pairs of boots; one pair black leather slippers; one overcoat; 

one hat (Christy’s make, black, stiff, round); six white shirts; two white flannel 

shorts; two pairs knickerbockers or trousers; four nightshirts; six pairs socks; twelve 

pocket handkerchiefs; four table napkins; four undershirts; four pairs drawers; 

twelve shirt collars; six pairs white cuffs (unless white shirts are worn); three black 

neckties; brush and comb; clothes brush; sponge; clothes bag. Every article of 

clothing, including boots and brushes, was to be plainly identified in good marking 

ink by initials of Christian names and surnames in full. The flannels “should be 

made large to allow for shrinking in the wash.” (“Flannels made in the College 

colours may be obtained in St. Catharines.”) 

The headmaster was determined that Ridley College from opening day would 

be meticulous about the students’ school dress, especially on Sundays and for public 

events. All parents were so advised. On weekdays the boys must wear the 

regulation College cap, which was a small, natty black headpiece with an orange 

Ridley crest at the front. On Sundays, they must exchange the cap for a black 

Christy hat. It was not a compulsory regulation, but each boy would be “expected” 

Rev. J. O. Miller (standing, 

on the floor at the right) also 

instructed on Springbank’s 

gymnasium apparatus. 
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The board had discovered 

that when the headmaster 

wanted something, he had 

a tenacity that was easier 

to appease than oppose. 

to wear a black coat and black waistcoat on Sundays. (Within a few years, the 

junior boys wore the Eton suit on Sundays.) In tribute to the parents of the 

“originals” of Ridley College, it should be recorded that almost every boy arrived 

properly outfitted, with their crested school caps issued as they arrived. 

The headmaster had followed each renovation of the building step by step. His 

favourite room was Springbank’s former drawing room, which would be Ridley’s 

prayer hall. It was an impressive, handsome room. He was proud of its carved oak 

and walnut finish, from Niagara trees, and its shining inlaid floor from the same 

woods. He liked the glancing light of his candles on that beautiful flooring. The 

room seemed to be waiting in a hushed silence for the first morning prayers. Other 

rooms on the ground floor of the main building were converted to classrooms and 

common rooms, and the upstairs bedrooms were now dormitories, complete with 

individual cubicles. 

The sanitary fittings were remarkably fine, that is, for those days. The 

washroom on the ground floor had a battery of metal basins, and upstairs a big 

bathroom held six metal baths. The School was heated by steam throughout, but 

this did not provide hot water in its taps. A tub of water could be heated no more 

often than twice each day because of the time consumed through heating the cold 

water by means of steam running through a pipe in the tub. It worked, even if the 

device was slow and not very ingenious. 

The bedrooms were fitted with washstands, each containing a basin, a granite 

water jug, and a chamber pot. The headmaster knew that in the winter, ice was 

going to form in the water tub, and that each morning’s wash-up would be a cold 

business. He did not consider this a bit rugged; such frigid ablutions on cold winter 

mornings were still normal in an average Ontario home. 

Less work had been required on the dining room and kitchen than on any 

other part of the building. A big gas cooking range was still in position, and it had 

been only necessary to paint the kitchen, add utensils, and furnish the dining 

room. It all looked fresh and clean, and the headmaster noted with pleasure that 

the smell of paint and varnish was already growing faint. 

As late as August 29, Miller was greatly perturbed about the lack of equipment 

for the little gymnasium, located in Springbank’s old laundry room. He asked for 

tumbling mats, horses, parallel and swinging bars and rings, enough dumbbells and 

clubs for class exercise, and many other things. He wrote the president, “A number 

ot people have written about physical training, and we must keep faith with them.” 

The board had discovered that when the headmaster wanted something he 

considered an obligation, he had a tenacity that was easier to appease than oppose. 

On the last day of August, “a regular army of washer-women” had finished, and 

Miller reported, “Our first meals were pick-nicky, but we are all right now. Miss 

Cleghorn is going to be a great success.” All the masters had arrived and were 

installed in their quarters. Nearly all the workers had gone, and the feverish 

activity of the last few days had stopped. The masters held meetings; courses of 

study were decided; the first week’s timetable was arranged; and rules were laid 

down. Books were placed in the classrooms ready for distribution; furniture was 

moved and removed. 

With all that done, there was nothing for the staff to do but wait with nervous 

impatience. Such were the members of the first Ridley family, who would assemble 

well ahead of time and wait with mingled trepidation and anticipation for the 

thing that would make Ridley a school at last—the coming of the first boys. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE SPRINGBANK YEARS 

1889-1903 
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Canada and the World 

NOTABLE EVENTS 

1889 Eiffel Tower completed. 

Coca-Cola on the market. 

1890 Vincent Van Gogh dies. 

Public funds for Catholic 

schools end in Manitoba. 

1891 Sir John A. Macdonald dies. 

Census reports 4-8 million 

Canadians. 

The first basketball games are 

played in Springfield, Mass. 

1893 The Stanley Cup is donated 

by the Governor General. 

Algonquin Park is established 

in Ontario. 

1894 Quebec City’s Chateau 

Frontenac opens. 

Massey Hall in Toronto opens. 

1895 X-rays are discovered. 

1896 The Olympic Games are 

revived in Athens. 

Wilfred Laurier is Canada’s 

new prime minister. 

Clifford Sifton unveils plans 

for massive immigration. 

1897 Queen Victoria celebrates sixty 

years on the throne. 

Klondike find triggers Yukon 

gold rush. 

1899 Canada sends first troops to the 

Boer War in South Africa. 

1901 U.S. President William 

McKinley assassinated. 

Queen Victoria dies, Edward 

VII is king. 

Marconi receives a wireless 

morse code from England 

on Signal Hill, St. John’s. 

First Nobel Prizes handed out 

in Stockholm and Oslo. 

1902 The Boer War ends. 

1903 Orville Wright takes to the 

air near Kitty Hawk, North 
Carolina. 

Alaska boundary decision goes 

against Canada. 

The prosperity and the flood of immigration expected after confed- 

eration did not materialize. Beginning in the mid'1870s, contracting 

markets and falling prices marked a world depression. People were leaving 

the Dominion for greener pastures south of the border; and centrifugal 

forces in British Columbia, Ontario, and the Maritimes were raising 

serious doubts about the viability of the nation itself. French-English 

relations were strained by the execution of Louis Riel and by Manitoba’s 

legishting the French Catholic schools out of existence. In the 1880s, the 

opposition Liberals, supported by the producers of staples, were promoting 

the idea of a commercial union with the United States. 

Despite these challenges, the Conservatives won the 1891 federal 

election. Supported by manufacturing interests and the influence of the 

CPR, Macdonald campaigned under the banner “The Old Flag, The Old 

Policy, The Old Leader”—a succinct summation of the party and the 

man who had dominated Canadian political life for so long. A few weeks 

after this last campaign, Macdonald was dead. 

In 1896, a miraculous reversal occurred. The world depression lifted 

and Francophone Wilfrid Laurier—orator, statesman, and master of 

compromise—swept the country. He embraced Macdonald’s National 

Policy—western development, railway expansion, and tariff protection. 

One early accomplishment was his compromise resolution of the 

Manitoba Schools Question. His Minister of the Interior, Clifford Sifton, 

launched a massive and spectacularly successful immigration campaign 

aimed primarily at the U.S. and Europe. Settlement began in earnest. 

Laurier was determined to maintain Canada’s connection with 

Britain but also to limit British interference in Canadian affairs. The 

nature of the country’s population ensured the first goal, but he was less 

successful in limiting British influence. His first real test in foreign affairs 

came in 1899 when the Boer republics declared war on Great Britain. 

When the call to arms was received, it became a rallying cry both for the 

English Canadians who recognized a duty to the etnpire and for the 

French Canadians who viewed the war as British aggression against a 

linguistic minority. The whole issue fostered serious tensions between 

French- and English-speaking Canadians. 

Queen Victoria’s death in 1901 marked the end of an era. For 

Canada, however, a new era was already underway. Most people were 

ready to agree with Laurier, who had said that the twentieth century 

would be the century of Canada. 
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A SCHOOL IS BORN 

During the late morning of windy and sunny September 16, 1889, a little 

lake steamer signalled to the dock on the old Welland Canal that she 

was coming in. Before a deckhand could heave her mooring line, the 

awaited warning had gone hooting down the canal to the gaily 

whipping flags on the grounds of a spacious red-brick building. The building was 

ready and waiting; so were all of its occupants. 

Tommy, the cabman, was waiting for the boat to dock, his sedate old mare still 

astonished by the vigor of that morning’s brushing. Tommy had even adorned 

his whip with a festive ribbon of orange and black, bde had expected a busy day, 

but he was vastly disappointed. Instead of a boatload of boys, there was just one 

lone youth coming hesitatingly ashore, looking a little scared. This was Norman 

M. Trenholme, Ridleian No. 1 reporting. 

Even if he did not know he was a very important personage, historically, 

Norman must have been amazed by the colorful decorations, and probably startled 

by the size of the welcoming delegation. Three flags—the Blue Peter, the Union 

Jack, and the Canadian Ensign—flew in honour of Opening Day. Strings of 

pennants fluttered between the trees, and strips of coloured cheesecloth splashed 

orange and black through the scrollwork across the top of the wide veranda. 

Waiting for him at the open front door was the reception committee composed of 

the entire staff. They too were astonished, but not one revealed either surprise or 

disappointment to the first boy to enter Ridley. Headmaster Miller was smiling his 

greeting, flanked by a beaming Miss Cleghorn and Captain Thairs, and the 

masters, Mr. Cody, Mr. Spotton, and Mr. Steen. 

For a shy lad, the handshaking was like running a social gauntlet, but there Ridley’s first students arrive 

could be no doubt of his new school’s warmth of welcome. Even Shaky, the janitor, with their trunks. 
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“If there is one thing I 

should like to claim for 

Ridley College ... it is that 

it is intended to be, and is, 

in touch with the spirit of 

the Canadian people, and 

of Canadian institutions. ” 

- J. O. Miller 

and Lizzie Trill, the dining-room girl, were hovering excitedly in the background. 

Lizzie was whispering to Shaky, “Where’s the rest? What happened? Where’s the 

rest?” In the afternoon, Ridleian No. 2 reported in: Walter G. Wood, who had 

travelled by the Grand Trunk Railway from Millbrook. He was also greeted 

ceremoniously. Then no more came. 

When the main invasion took place the next day, it may have been something 

of an anticlimax, but the immense satisfaction of founders and masters was still a 

glorious feeling. Forty-six additional boys arrived, still by degrees, for they travelled 

by carriage, boat, and train. Movement and young voices filled the building as they 

settled down. Ridley felt and sounded like a boys’ school. There was a quick racing 

of feet, then a scuffle, and young boyish laughter. There is no counterpart to the 

opening of a school. Each new term would of course find strangers meeting 

strangers; but now this applied to the entire school family, for even the masters 

were still breaking the ground of new acquaintance. Everything was in the making. 

The School’s original students did not differ widely in their family 

backgrounds, but their earlier education varied to include tutors, public schools, 

other independent colleges, and even home teaching. Their origins could all be 

traced to the British Isles, yet a surprising number were Canadian born. There was 

orre American boy, R. N. Lyon of Denver, Colorado. 

CHARACTER, PHILOSOPHY, AND SYSTEMS 

A Canadian School 

Headmaster Miller was an ardent student of Canadian history and national 

identity. He distanced himself from the flag-waving patriotism that characterized 

the United States; and he respected the Canadian preservation of ethnic 

individualities. He did frequently express a regret, however, that Canadians were 

so inarticulate about their nationalism. He blamed the schools for not inculcating 

national pride; and he tried to remedy this at Ridley. Miller was explicit about the 

Canadian nature of his new school. He said, “If there is one thing I should like to 

claim for Ridley College above all, it is that it is intended to be, and is, in touch 

with the spirit of the Canadian people, and of Canadian institutions.” He insisted 

that Ridley’s role was to supplement in a special way the excellent schools of 

Ontario. As he said, “Ridley College was not founded to do better academic work 

than the public and high schools of the Province.” But Ridley’s English features— 

principally cricket—gave birth to repeated comments that it was not a Canadian 

institution but a transplanted English school, which both distressed Miller and 

made him impatient. He had yet to realize he must accept the certainty that his 

school would always be criticized in some quarters. 

In the meantime, the headmaster began an intense study of his Canadian-born 

students in order to learn the differences between them and the English boys he 

had known. Many of his young Ridleians were products of pioneer Canadian 

families. If Ridley was to succeed in its high purpose, it must produce men with an 

urge to explore, to be life-long seekers of knowledge, with a determination to think 

for themselves. Miller appreciated these things, as he took careful stock of the kind 

of Canadian which Ridley would soon start to produce in numbers. 

Academics 

As the headmaster and his masters got down to class organization, they soon 

saw that Ridley’s first group of students possessed a wide range of personalities and 

talents. Common interests, the influence of the masters, and the regulations of 

school life drew them together in less than a week. Life-long friendships were 
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forming. With reassuring quickness, the boys began to create the language, adopt 

the values and mannerisms, and form the characteristics of “The Ridley Boy.” The 

masters knew the responsibility was heavy on them to establish the academic 

standards and create the pattern of the school’s daily routine. 

It is only necessary to run down this list of things that students of the 

preparatory form and form 1 (approximately today’s grade 6) had confronting 

them, to see how the boys of Ridley were to be kept occupied. 

Required Reading 

ENGLISH GRAMMAR: definitions of the sentence and its parts, the eight parts 

of speech and their classifications, frequent exercises, the elements of letter writing 

and composition. 

SPELLING: Gage’s Practical Speller; pages 1 to 60. 

WRITING: numbers 13 and 14 of the Vere Foster Series of Writing Books with 

the special object being to cultivate a neat, legible style of penmanship. 

GEOGRAPHY: physical and political features of North America, with special 

deference to Canada, and more particularly to Ontario. 

HISTORY: Arabella Buckley’s History of England—the pages including a short survey 

of the reigns of the House of Brunswick, from George I to the end of Victoria. 

ARITHMETIC: the simple rules to the ends of fractions. 

MENTAL ARITHMETIC: (oral tests) 

BOOK-KEEPING: McLean’s High-school Book-keeping 

LATIN: Smith’s Principia Latina, Part 1—“the pupils are drilled in the declension 

of nouns and adjectives; acquire a fairly large vocabulary, and knowledge of the 

elements of Latin prose construction by means of the translation of simple sentences 

from Latin into English and from English into Latin.” 

SCRIPTURE: One selected book from the Old Testament and one from the 

New Testament. 

Internal Relationships 

The masters were alert to the need to have class decorum well established from 

the beginning, with their disciplinary expectations clearly understood. It was as if 

the headmaster advised, “Be firm, be stern,” on the sensible theory that it was wise 

to get things under control from the beginning. There was an unmistakable unruly 

element in this first group of Ridley boys; among them were older boys who had 

experienced trouble in other schools. But the young headmaster knew the usual 

tactics in the perennial war between schoolboys and masters. If detentions flew 

thick and fast for a few days, it was done with goodwill and there were no 

resentments. The wise disciplinary policy seems to have been adopted in these first 

days by the masters themselves on the simple formula that respect for authority 

would be won as the students came to respect the master. Such an onus may seem 

a bit rough on the masters, but they realized there was no other way to gain control. 

The successful master would resort to force only when everything else failed. 

Remarkably successful and long lasting was a statement that first term by the 

headmaster to an impenitent transgressor. It was repeated often by the students. He 

had said sternly, “Without discipline, neither the College, the masters, nor you nor 

I, can keep self-respect. If you cannot respond to discipline, you’ll not acquire 

confidence in command.” 

There were always invaluable iconoclasts among the School’s young 

population. These were boys who had what seemed like a streak of pure con¬ 

trariness to make sure a master’s life did not become monotonous. There were 

The young headmaster 

knew the usual tactics in 

the perennial war between 

schoolboys and masters. 
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Masters, household staff, 

and students soon knew 

Miller as firm but 

scrupulously fair, easily 

approachable—but don’t 

take liberties! 

“We had no foolish 

effeminacies like calling 

people by their first 

names. It would have 

been an indignity.” 

others whose ceaselessly enquiring minds seemed to take delight in questioning, 

even exploding the polite conventions by which masters hoped to rule things. The 

young iconoclasts were the School’s insurance against dull conformity. 

The imperative need to establish the right internal relationships—between 

headmaster and masters, headmaster and boys, and masters and boys—was not 

forgotten. This developed spontaneously. The key to it was probably the 

personality of the headmaster. He had the right touch of English reserve and the 

quiet dignity of an inherent self-respect. Masters, household staff, and students 

soon knew him as firm hut scrupulously fair, easily approachable—but don’t take 

liberties! He seemed to sense the wise policy that sought respect before affection, if 

one of these had to stand alone. He was not distant, yet maintained distance. The 

boys respected him, they stood in awe of him, but they were never in the 

least afraid of him. The headmaster also kept himself at a distance from the 

masters, who invariably admired and respected the Miller intellect and who 

followed through in the same way in their relationship with the students. He 

expected a respectful distance between masters and boys to he maintained, but this 

was seldom so wide that a troubled boy could not feel he could confide in a master. 

The successful Ridley masters were those whom the boys could consider 

counsellors and friends. 

To help with sound internal relationships and to create a helpful bridge 

between students and administration, the first prefects were chosen. They were: W. 

H. Cronyn (the first in a long line of the Cronyn family to enter Ridley); D. Bruce 

Macdonald (later to be the headmaster of St. Andrew’s College); W. M. Homer 

Dixon (son of one of the founders); and N. W. Trenholme, Ridleian No. 1. They 

helped greatly hy their good leadership. In the early days, the Ridley policy 

appeared to he to choose prefects who were noted school athletes, as they were 

likely to ensure respect from even the unruliest boys. The precaution was that 

scholastic standing must he maintained or a prefectship could not be held. 

In his relationships with other students, a prefect could make a friend for life 

if he played “shut-eye sentry” where the pets of the game, fish, and fowl fanciers 

were concerned. Pet owners were constantly and anxiously preoccupied with 

keeping their menagerie fed and healthy, without having to hide the members of 

their collection from prefects as well as the masters. It was particularly tough in the 

winter. One Ridley boy had a private partnership with Tommy the cabman in 

ownership of two ganders, which somehow lived through Thanksgiving. Also 

known to be secreted somewhere (in 1897) were a mud turtle, a one-eyed crow, 

seven rabbits, and five white rats. 

Names and Nicknames 

Surnames only were used at Ridley, a habit which started on the first day of the 

first term. It was always Cronyn or Taylor or Livingston ma (major) or his younger 

brother Livingston mi (minor), whether in class, in the dining room, en route to 

prayers, in encounters between master and boy in the halls, or when playing 

together on the sports field. “We had no foolish effeminacies like calling people hy 

their first names. It would have been an indignity.” Use of surnames was an English 

public school custom. Use of a boy’s family name held a flattering hint of manhood. 

Many a youth went through all the Ridley forms and never learned, or at least did 

not remember, the first names of boys who were not close friends. 

If the boys faithfully followed the masters’ lead and only used one another’s 

surnames, they also bestowed nicknames with such abandon that in the early years 

almost every boy had an identifying moniker. In this first term there was Pop or Ped 

Anderson, Jonah Jones, Ching Wah Lee, Esquimax Frank Perry, Socker Kingstone, 
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Browny Rodman Brown, Clover Allen, Redney Griffith, Ize Issacs, Bing Benson, 

Silts MacDonald, and Corky Kortright. Nicknaming became less prevalent as the 

School grew larger, hut in the first days of Ridley it was commonplace. 

The headmaster himself was known by several terms throughout the nineties. 

In casual conversation he was most commonly referred to as Mr. Miller, while his 

close associates sometimes called him Jo or Joe (for J. O.). Letters from parents and 

business correspondents invariably used the salutation, “Reverend Mr.” In official 

documents of the board of directors, he was referred to as “Principal Miller,” and 

he signed official orders as Principal. This was certainly his official title, hut it was 

reserved for officialdom. “The Headmaster” was in general use. Miller probably 

favoured it himself, and “Headmaster” was also favoured by the other independent 

schools of Ontario, both in the 1890s and later. The hoys habitually referred to Mr. 

Miller as “the Head” in their letters home. They also called him “The Goat,” 

because of his heard, when they were feeling quite impolite. 

Trade Monopolies 

One phase of Ridley’s establishment, which was meant to keep all on the same 

financial level, proved a problem which defied solution. This was pocket money. 

Keenly aware of the disruption and trouble that a boy with too much money can 

cause, a request was made to parents to limit a boy’s pocket money to twenty-five 

cents a week, remitted directly to the headmaster. It would then be doled out 

weekly. The theory was good, but nothing could be done about the $1, $2, and $5 

bills slipped into letters by a fond aunt or loving grandmother. The discovery was 

shortly made (and accepted) that it was as impossible to control the boys’ finances 

as it was to enforce that standing order, “Boarders are strictly prohibited from 

having eatables in the bedrooms.” 

Ridley, of course, had its share of budding businessmen, and it was soon 

apparent that the School was a free-enterprise zone. This was illustrated by a pair 

of entrepreneurs who founded the first of Ridley’s unofficial student trading 

monopolies. The start of the exclusive concessions was probably a visit to the Bun 

House on St. Paul Street by two of the smallest boys in the School—Hersee Isaacs 

and Harry Griffith. Each had ten cents as capital, which meant their initial stock 

could be only two chocolate cakes. They waited until after Lights Out to go into 

business, when they figured a boy’s hunger pangs would make a piece of chocolate 

cake the most delicious and desired thing in the world. They were right. They 

quartered each cake and sold the pieces for five cents each. Profit: 100%. The next 

night they had four cakes to quarter and sell. 

A second merchandising service business was established when another boy 

invested twenty cents in a supply of chocolate creams, gum drops, and chewing 

gum. After making thirty cents in a day, he announced that he was Ridley’s Candy 

and Gum Concessionaire. There were risks to such businesses, as all entrepreneurs 

know. Collections were poor, and in clearing up bad debts a boy had to expect to 

be called Shylock or Scrooge, or worse. The trade was also a little like bootlegging; 

there was danger of confiscation of supplies through illegal munching in the 

dormitories. Then, parcels would arrive at Thanksgiving or on birthdays— 

“Someone was always celebrating a danged birthday!”—and business would be 

temporarily ruined. Eventually, however, ownership of a trade monopoly was 

honoured by the students and unofficially condoned by authority. A candy and 

gum, or pie and cake merchant could sell his concession for a considerable sum, as 

much as twenty-five dollars, when he graduated. Ironically, the internal trade 

monopolies were stopped in 1920 by Harry Griffith—one of the two original 

instigators—who was by that time on staff at the School. 

They waited until after 

Lights Out to go into 

business, when they 

figured a boy’s hunger 

pangs would make a piece 

of chocolate cake the most 

delicious and desired thing 

in the world. 
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Routines and Expectations 

The students attended chapel in Springbank’s wood-paneled prayer hall. The 

headmaster made the Sunday evening services interesting to his boys. He took all 

services himself during this first autumn, developing such facility in delivering brief 

memorable messages that Ridley’s Sunday evening services became a firm 

tradition. He also began the traditional close association between Ridley and St. 

Thomas’ Church in St. Catharines. At the urging of the Reverend Mr. Armitage, 

he preached at St. Thomas’. Miller was always invited to return to preach, but 

before spring nearly all invitations had to be refused. The School absorbed him, 

and nearly all of his time. 

A system of regular health inspection was wisely started. The headmaster 

never worried about his own health, but he decreed that Dr. Merritt, the Medical 

Officer, would pay regular twice-a-week visits in order to hold a general medical 

check. As a result, many early symptoms were caught before an ailment could 

become serious, and the School went through its first winter with little more than 

a few sniffles and head colds. Perhaps part of this student healthiness came from 

the old-fashioned theory that fresh air is healthy and that it is wise for boys to be 

outside on cold days. It was never refuted in Ridley’s winters; all boys were outside 

for at least two hours. If they did not ski or skate, they were encouraged to brave 

the frost in any event. Ridley always had a lower ratio of cases of illness in winter 

than the average city high school. 

RULES AND REGULATIONS 

Bishop Ridley College (1891) 

1. Every boy who wishes to obtain any permission must obtain it from the master of the day and from him only. 

2. Forms I and II will study every weeknight, except Friday, in the classroom from 6:45 to 8:15. The other forms 

will work in their studies, and may not on any account leave their studies or visit other studies unless they 

have obtained permission from the master of the day. 

3. All scribbling on or cutting or disfiguring of any part of the school property is strictly forbidden. 

4- No boy may leave a classroom between hours of recitation; and every boy must be in his form classroom at 

every recitation, whether he takes the subject then taught ot not. 

5. Every boy who has received an imposition must write it in the detention room between 4:30 and 5:30 p.m. 

6. On Friday boys may go out to spend the evening with friends if they have obtained permission from the 

master of the day; but on any other evening no boy may on any account go outside the building. If any are 

found outside after hours, i.e., after 6:45, they will be severely punished. 

7. All boys may go down town on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons. On other days no hoy may go beyond 

the prescribed bounds. 

8. In the evening no boy may go to his cubicle until after prayers at 9:30; and every boy in forms I, II and III 

must remain in his cubicle after 10; boys in form IV, V and VI after 10:30. 

9. No boy may bring any eatables into his cubicle. 

10. Seniors drill on Monday and Thursday; juniors on Tuesday and Friday. Any boy misbehaving at drill may be 

sent to the detention room. 

11. No boy may go in swimming except at authorized hours. 

12. Smoking is strictly prohibited. 

13. Rising bell, 6:45; Prayers, 7:15; Breakfast, 7:30; School, 8:30; Dinner, 12:30; Tea, 6:00; Study, 6:45; Prayers, 

9:30; Retiring bell, 9:45; Fights Out, 10 and 10:30. 
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MASTERS’ DUTIES 

Bishop Ridley College (1892) 

1. All the masters are expected to take an active interest in the boys’ games. 

2. The master on duty is always to take the classroom, which has the shortest time for night-work. 

3. Arrangements must he made for keeping boys out of dormitories in the afternoon. 

4. Each master is required to inspect the portions of the building under his care at least once a week. 

5. Every master is expected to be present at morning and evening prayer. 

6. Every master is expected to dine with the boys. 

7. The master on duty in the dining room is required to give careful attention to the hoys’ manners at table. 

8. The master on duty on Sunday is to enter in a book the names of those absent from Church, and the names 

of those attending other churches than their own, and the names of the churches so attended. 

9. The master on duty is to see that the dressing hells, before meals, are attended to, and that there is order 

in the wash room. 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 
After three busy terms of establishing systems and routines, and ironing out 

any wrinkles in the process, Ridley’s inaugural academic year was declared a 

success. It came to a close with the parents and families of boys converging on the 

School on July 4, 1890, for the year-end ceremonies. The School itself was astir 

early, in eager anticipation of this first Prize Day in the history of Bishop Ridley 

College. All were dressed in their best; the building and grounds were polished and 

groomed. There was much hustling in the dining room for there would he 

important guests for lunch. Some events on the afternoon program were even 

rehearsed, for the School would be on public display for the first tune. 

The number of speakers on the formal program was wisely limited because of 

the heat. An imposing number of dignitaries were seated on the platform, under 

the trees, hut the audience of masters, students, and their families had to suffer 

both the sun and the speeches. President Merritt and the Reverend Mr. Armitage 

both spoke of the importance of this day to the future of Ridley. The Reverend Mr. 

Miller’s eloquent speech was the keynote, and he now began the custom of using 

Prize Day to reemphasize the educational policy of Ridley to the parent-audience. 

No less than thirty-eight of Ridley’s sixty hoys were on the prize list [see 

Appendisc], to testify to a highly successful school year and to a policy of scattering 

encouragement as widely as possible. Considering that Ridley’s customs and 

activities were not yet firmly established, this first annual report on the academic 

year was surprisingly effective. Parents and visitors were impressed. The top 

academic honour could not be presented because the results of the matriculation 

examinations were not yet known. W. H. Cronyn, who had captained the 

footballers, was later recorded as first Head Boy of Bishop Ridley College, a title 

emblematic of Ridley’s most important scholastic award. Cronyn was the first 

Ridleian matriculated to a university, which was no consolation to the Ridley 

footballers who lost him. He went to Varsity. 

Many prizes were presented, even if a little more time was required to make the 

School’s annual award list truly imposing. The most important prizes were those for 

top scholars with different donors for each form. There were special prizes for most 

academic disciplines, as well as dormitory neatness and top seasonal cricket 
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THE TOP SCHOLARS 

OF 1889-90 

Forms V and VI 

D. Bruce Macdonald 

The Sir Casimir Gzowski Award 

Form IV 

W. G. Wood 

The Hon. E. Blake Award 

Form III 

A. W. Anderson 

The A. H. Campbell Award 

Form II 

A. A. Allan 

The Charles Moss Award 

Form I 

W. E. H. Carter 

The N. W. Hoyles Award 

averages. By the second year, there were additional awards for many other phases 

ot Ridley activities, including Latin and Greek prose, persistent diligence, music, 

drawing, and squad prizes for smartness in drill. 

The hoard of directors was especially pleased with the report carried by the 

Toronto Mail on July 5, 1890. It was congratulatory and encouraging, concluding 

with this tribute, not to the School or the masters, but to the students. “The boys 

were all in the best of spirits and conducted themselves in a highly creditable 

manner.” They were so well behaved and meekly innocent in front of their parents 

that their masters could hardly recognize them. 

The Gold Medal for True Manliness 

On Prize Day in 1891, Mr. Merritt announced his intention to award the 

President’s Gold Medal for Scholastic Proficiency, which would denote the Head 

Boy of the School, academically. Ridley director, the Hon. S. H. Blake, declared it 

his intention to award a gold medal to the boy who possessed such character and 

integrity that he was representative of the Ridley ideal of true manliness. Thus the 

Gold Medal for True Manliness was established, an award which was to wield a 

particularly strong influence on the very character ot Ridley and on the high ideals 

it was to foster so faithfully through all the years ahead. 

Several elements had been at work to give the award this remarkable value. It 

was decreed that it would be bestowed by the vote of the boys, with the staff 

excluded, a wise principle that has been faithfully followed. This gave it immediate 

importance in the eyes of the boys, of course; but it was from the great integrity 

with which they cast their vote year after year that the prestige of the award 

derived. It was never to be awarded perfunctorily. An athlete could win it, but not 

for prowess in sport alone. A popular boy might win it, but it was never bestowed 

just for popularity. A fine scholar might win it, but it was never voted for 

scholarship alone. A well-developed intellect was an essential element, but there 

were greater characteristics. 

Before the boys held their first vote prior to Prize Day of 1892, the headmaster 

went around to all the classrooms explaining just what the award meant. He told 

the boys that the award would be just as great as Ridley made it. They paid heed 

when he said that in arriving at their choice they must make their own personal 

study of character. Kindliness and inherent decency; moral courage; leadership; 

tolerance; an incorruptible sense of honour and honesty, and thus, of course, of fair 

play—all these were elements of character that were important in gaining their 

vote. The boys took the responsibility of their vote with commendable seriousness. 

They seldom (if ever) discussed among themselves the name of the boy they were 

considering. Since the vote has been taken with integrity, the unique distinction 

of each annual award has been preserved. The Gold Medal for Manliness became 

the symbol of Ridley’s philosophy for training boys for manhood. 

The influence of the manliness medal, and the respect with which it was held 

by the boys, grew with each passing year. The Hon. Sam H. Blake informally 

withdrew his support for the School in 1902 due to religious differences, and so 

The Blake Gold Medal for Manliness became the Mason Medal. President Mason 

also provided a medal for the Head Boy of the Lower School who stood out in the 

academic subjects. In his 1903 indenture endowing the two awards, Mr. Mason set 

out the terms of reference for each. He defined the qualifications for the medals as 

cheerful submission to authority, 
self-respect and independence of character, 
readiness to forgive offenses, 
desire to conciliate differences with others, 
moral courage and unflinching truthfulness. 
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HEADMASTER MILLER 

In the summer of 1890, the headmaster married Miss Katharine 

Alexander, an event which not only changed his personal life but also 

the atmosphere and life of Ridley. His bride happily exchanged family 

mansions in Toronto and Santa Barbara for a tiny house in a quiet 

Ontario town. She was enthralled with the role of headmaster’s wife 

at a boys’ school and at once became virtually a member of the staff. 

Within a week, the Miller house seemed always to he filled to bursting 

with masters, prefects, good boys, had boys, Capt. Thairs and the boys 

of his drill squad, or Miss Cleghorn and her housekeeping staff. 

The Miller family eventually grew to include two daughters— 

Nannette was born in 1891 and her sister, Katherine (Kitty), was horn 

in 1906. Nannette and Kitty, along with two daughters of other staff 

families, were in fact the first girls ever to attend Ridley College. The 

others were Gwendolen Williams, daughter of Rep Williams, the 

principal of the Lower School, and Joan Griffith, daughter of Harry Griffith, who 

became headmaster. All four attended Lower School. Joan became headmistress of 

Bishop Strachan School in 1958. Nannette was the sole girl ever to go on to the 

Upper School before coeducational times. 

In 1902, at the Jubilee Convocation held in celebration of the 50th 

Anniversary of the University of Trinity College, the degree of Doctor of Civil Law 

was conferred on the Reverend John Ormsby Miller, principal of Ridley College. 

Also in that year, Miller published a penetrating analysis in the form of a text, 

Studies in Ethics, and he continually hammered home his conviction on the value 

of an independent mind backed by high moral courage. (Headmaster to students: 

“It is far better to come a cropper by taking a firm stand than to sit on a fence like 

a petrified wren.”) Studies in Ethics by J. O. Miller, intended as a supplement to the 

teaching of morals in Canada’s schools, came as a surprise. The extensive reviews 

for a hook, which was written for the small, specialized audience of educators below 

the university level, seem astonishing until it is realized that the author was far in 

the lead in his thinking. The inclusion of moral instruction within the curriculum 

was a novel proposal that received much approbation from educational critics. 

Particularly appreciated were his symbolic and anecdotal illustrations, which 

simplified such philosophical subjects as Duty, Obedience, Courage, Justice, 

Courtesy, Industry, and Conscience. It was adopted as a text by various institutions 

and aroused comment in educational publications. “Why not have a place in 

school for discussion of such topics?” asked the Educational Journal, adding, “We 

have long been convinced that one of the serious defects in our Public School 

system is the want of adequate provision for systematic moral training.” 

Miller also found time during those busy years to write and publish books on 

the history of Canada and its founders and national heroes. He recognized with 

sadness the clash of loyalties between English and French cultures, which were to 

become “the two solitudes” of Canada. In addition, the vastness of the country and 

its scattered centres of life made unity an elusive thing. 

The headmaster possessed the ability to read either poetry or prose with such 

purity of diction and impressiveness that he could always hold the rapt attention 

even of restless boys. His warm reading voice made his English classes memorable. 

Coupled with his love for poetry, his voice could be lyrical or forceful as he brought 

The Headmaster and 

Katherine Miller 
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In Miller’s view, 

no amount of formal 

education could be of 

real value unless the 

products of Ridley 

could think clearly. 

“Four personal parts of you 

grow as flabby as blubber if 

you neglect to exercise them 

constantly: your muscles, 

your courage, your virtues 

and your mind. ” 

- J.O. Miller 

words alive and gave clarity and meaning to obscure poetic perceptions. (“One of 

my most vivid memories of Ridley is Mr. Miller taking a class in literature on 

Tennyson’s Morte d’Arthur," said Dr. R. S. Gurd ’98 more than sixty years later. “He 

had one of the finest voices I have ever heard. I can still recite selections he gave 

us. I salute his memory.”) He could be intensely practical at the same time in 

impressing his English classes with the fundamentals of good writing. As an 

illustration, he urged their careful study of synonyms. He would explain: “You will 

write freely and accurately only if you remember that synonymous words are 

similar, often identical in meaning, and even interchangeable, but you will only 

express yourself properly if you choose the right word, the one with the true shade 

of meaning you wish to give.” “No great writer is too lazy to find the exact word,” 

was a favourite admonition. 

Because Ridley was up for both self-examination and external judgment in 

these years, there must have been a temptation to go all out for high scholastic 

repute. This was never out of sight, but it was not permitted to submerge Ridley’s 

high purpose. As concentration was given to the shaping of men of sound 

character, Ridley was itself being shaped, and there was never doubt in the 

headmaster’s mind on the form the School must take. In his view, no amount of 

formal education could be of real value unless the products of Ridley could think 

clearly. He expressed his philosophy—which was already Ridley’s—in these words: 

The one thing to be looked for in the training and education of a boy is . . . 
what is the promise?... It is not necessary that a boy should win prizes, and feel 
the stimulus of mental success, and perhaps rejoice in the power of beating all 
competitors. ... It is necessary that he should have moral power, and learn to 
discriminate right conduct, and love to practice it. . . . It is enough to ask: what is 
the promise?. . . Has he learned the meaning of duty? Has he acquired any strength 
in fighting against its irksomeness? Has he ever won a moral victory? Does he 
understand that his own strength is but weakness? 

Does he know where to look for strength, and where to place his reliance when 
beset with temptations to leave the straight way?... By the time a boy leaves 
school, he cannot have accomplished much, but we should look most anxiously 
for signs of coming power, and the promise of moral steadfastness, and positive 
Christian character. 

During the 1890s, the educational policies of Ridley easily could have been 

compromised. When finances are impaired, there can be pressure to lower 

acceptance standards, to sacrifice principle in favour of making a scholastic 

showing, or to pay special attention to the sons of wealthy parents. If there ever 

were such pressures, the headmaster’s integrity was too firm to permit him to push 

an undeserving student forward to a higher form, nor would he neglect an average 

student through unduly coaching the brilliant. Despite his own scholarliness, he 

never forgot that if boys were not studiously inclined, they could still become great 

men. He took care of all students, even if it was the lazy but gifted boys who 

challenged him most. Every class had them: the careless, brilliant boys who could 

infuriate a master as they drifted along, tackling their studies for a while and then 

neglecting them until they were an essential last-minute drudgery before exams. 

Miller never forgot “the sense of responsibility of the educator.” This explains 

why he was a great teacher. It was a painful part of his integrity sometimes, for 

he would blame himself when he seemed to fail with a boy who had a fine mind. 

One of his best-remembered challenges to Ridley’s boys was a favourite of his 

around the turn of the century: “Four personal parts of you grow as flabby as 

blubber if you neglect to exercise them constantly: your muscles, your courage, your 

virtues, and your mind.” 
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SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 

Good schools abound in activities that are neither strictly academic nor 

athletic. These include journalism, performing arts, debates, public speaking, and 

student leadership. Many such activities were launched in Ridley’s first decade. 

Acta Ridleiana 

Just before the end of January 1891, the first issue of Acta Ridleiana, the school 

journal, was published. It was such a striking innovation that the immediate 

interest of hoys and masters was captured. Acta Ridleiana had been christened in 

honour of both Bishop Ridley and Acta Diurna—Doings of the Day—generally 

accepted as the world’s first newspaper. A eta Diurna had been published in Ancient 

Rome to report to Romans on their world and the world around them. 

An Editorial Committee produced the historic inaugural issue. The 

Committee was chaired by the Reverend F. D. Hodgins, who had joined the School 

in 1890. It was not necessary to justify the sudden appearance of Acta Ridleiana on 

the Ridley scene, but the editors gave these sound reasons for its birth. 

The college paper is a record of the life of the community. It is the chronicle of 
the events that one would not willingly forget. It forms a bond of union among its 
readers; it cements friendships, sometimes life-long friendships, among those who 
are associated in its conduct. 

It is an additional tie between college and home, deepening the interest in college 
life by our relations and friends, and bringing us with our labours, and our enjoyments, 
to a nearer view of those from whom we are separated, during so large a portion of 
our college life. 

Acta Ridleiana was a chronicle of Ridley rather than a voice of the hoys, though 

the master who was editor-in-chief or editorial advisor generally permitted a few 

digs at Authority. Masters might write editorials or reports, hut aspiring student 

poets and authors contributed to all issues, using the journal as a medium for a 

display of their literary talents. Old Boys often supplied excellent nostalgic articles, 

or accounts of the world of adults, and perhaps were the most interested readers of 

the sections devoted to Ridley’s games and the annual report on each Prize Day. 

The early editors-in-chief were more tolerant than those of later years. The 

boys on the editorial committees did not hesitate to jibe at Authority, criticize 

school policies, or scold the entire school body if Ridley spirit seemed lukewarm. 

An unwritten, even unspoken rule kept humour and personal references in good 

taste. Here is a sample from an early Acta: 

Fire—Fire!: There is no possible excuse for not having those chemical fire extinguishers 
(glass bottles) placed in convenient positions around the building. Other colleges have 
them. . . . Take for instance, Wycliffe. Is it because their building is more valuable than 
ours? Or is a divinity student’s life of so much more consequence than a boy’s? [a rather 
ominous prediction of 1903] 

A eta Ridleiana, launched so early in Ridley’s history, is like a mirror: almost 

every change and development, for good or for ill, in both Canadian education and 

Canadian national life, can be glimpsed in miniature. That the headmaster viewed 

Acta Ridleiana as a means to help inspire boys with the urge to write was apparent 

in his references to the journal in his English classes. 

There was keen disappointment when the fall term of 1892 opened and Acta 

Ridleiana failed to appear as usual. Economics had forced the new Editorial 

Committee to close shop. The gap left by the demise of Acta soon appeared serious, 

however; the expressions of regret over its untimely death turned to complaints 

from both boys and Old Boys. It is not known how the financial problem was 

handled, but at Christmas 1894, Acta Ridleiana was reborn. It appeared as a 

The revival of Acta Ridleiana 

after 1894 was aided by the 

literary and artistic contributions 

of Julian Street. 
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When the headmaster 

heard loW'Voiced singing 

in the dormitories as the 

gaslights went out, he 

was content that Ridley 

was a singing school. 

quarterly, to general applause. A eta’s revival was made under Mr. Williams, a 

master who had joined the staff in 1891, His chiel aide was Julian Street, who was 

destined to literary fame in the United States. Street’s forte was humour, hut he 

also designed several A eta covers. Street sent contributions for years after he left 

Ridley and also acted as counsellor to many a young Ridleian with ambitions to 

write. In his honour, two annual prizes for contributions to Acta are still presented. 

The Easter issue of A eta ’95 was treasured by Old Boys. The editors gave 

information on a total of forty-seven former Ridley boys. Nineteen were students 

in universities in Canada, the United States, and England; and if the hanks led the 

business groups (twelve Ridleians), others were engaged in such varied pursuits as 

lemon ranching in California (Alex Alexander), mineral oil bottling in Colorado 

(Harry Carter), and travelling in Germany (Walt Caldecott). 

A Singing School 

In 1892, another Ridley characteristic emerged. The headmaster liked to hear 

boys singing with full-throated abandon, for to him it meant they were happy. 

Miller saw it as a sign of good school morale; he felt there was a lift to the human 

spirit in singing. He had attempted to form a Glee Club in the first winter, without 

success, perhaps because so many things were being organized for the first time. But 

in the winter of 1892, with the enthusiastic help of Rev. Hodgins, a fine pianist, a 

Glee Club was established. All the masters took part throughout the winter 

months, and more and more students voluntarily gravitated to the gym on Glee 

Club nights. The swinging, resonant choruses reverberated throughout the school. 

By spring, Mr. McClean, the music master, was rehearsing boys for a minstrel show, 

the headmaster and Rev. Hodgins were rehearsing the Glee Club for an ambitious 

public concert, and at almost any hour you could hear a boy whistling one of the 

choruses. When the headmaster heard low-voiced singing in the dormitories as the 

gaslights went out, he was content that Ridley was a singing school. 

On the night following the Queen’s Birthday—with a holiday at home on May 

24 denied to all—Mr. McClean’s seven comedians and singers staged a hilarious 

minstrel show in the gymnasium. The minstrel show had been a final 

entertainment for the parents and other visitors who stayed over after viewing 

Ridley’s third annual games. The Glee Club staged its long-planned concert on 

June 3. With the headmaster in his element as leader of the choruses, everyone 

joined wholeheartedly in the song festival. The individual performers were perhaps 

most appreciated by the adult visitors, but the boys themselves would have voted 

for the roaring choruses of the Glee Club. They sang the rollicking Forty Years On, 

the inspiring Men of Harlech, the humorous Pork, Beans and Hard Tack, and then 

May God Preserve Thee, Canada to close the show. 

Public Speaking and Debating 

Debates and speeches were also introduced as regular features of instruction by 

the headmaster, for he believed they gave boys the opportunity to discover and 

perhaps examine their personal prejudices. Mdler would have endorsed today’s 

definition of true education—the development of the whole person—but he also 

believed that some parts of his students needed special attention in order to inspire 

the proper values and moral strength. Becoming aware of his prejudices gave a boy 

the opportunity to develop tolerance as a key attribute of his character. 

In 1899, C. M. Keys, a new master who taught English, began a series of 

Saturday morning lectures. It was the start of Ridley’s custom of keeping students 

informed about the world. Mr. Keys’ first lectures were on the Nicaragua Canal (a 

headline topic of the day), on the Fashoda crisis, and on Egypt. 
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Another development of note at Ridley in 1900 was training in after-dinner 

speaking. The boys did not realize that they were being coached as after-dinner 

speakers at the succession of form suppers (generally oysters), which were a regular 

Ridley fall and winter custom for a time. By quiet suggestion, the headmaster 

managed to see that diffident and self-conscious hoys would be named to stand on 

their feet and talk. Years later, there were Old Boys who reminisced with gratitude 

that they had been listed to speak at a form supper. It somehow seemed much more 

frightening than getting up in class, and by discovering confidence so young they 

gained a benefit they had not understood at the time. 

Ridley was also organizing mock parliaments as another medium to advance 

familiarity with public speaking. They had a prime minister, a leader of Her 

Majesty’s loyal opposition, and some fine debates on public issues of the day, but 

with the Speaker of the House a harried man, as heckling was permitted. 

Other Extracurricular Activities 

The books being read at Ridley during these years provide a valuable insight 

into school life. In 1894, Sherlock Holmes was declared “spiff,” because reading 

mystery and detective stories was “the proper caper.” Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, G. 

A. Henty, Rudyard Kipling, and Robert Louis Stevenson were in great demand. 

The library was gradually being enlarged through gifts from Old Boys and friends 

of Ridley and through the headmaster’s personal interest. This included a check on 

the quality of books accepted. The requests for light mystery and adventure tales 

looked top-heavy to him, perhaps because of his ceaseless effort to instill into his 

happy-go-lucky boys a fascination in the search for knowledge. He instigated a 

system of required reading of more profound books. 

Ridley’s first Camera Club was formed in 1897, as photography rapidly became 

a popular hobby. Shortly after Christmas, a delegation of boys paraded to Mr. 

Miller’s study asking permission to turn the old music room into a darkroom. 

Always ready to acquiesce in anything that would keep the boys occupied, he 

agreed instantly. The new darkroom was constantly in use and, in time, very fine 

photography was produced. 

Just after the turn of the century, an unheard-of thing happened. A notice 

stated that dancing lessons would be held. About twenty slightly red-faced boys 

bravely turned up to learn how to dance the waltz and two-step. Mrs. Miller played 

the piano at the lessons and helped with instruction. If Ridley was seeking a little 

more sophistication, it was perhaps a natural second step to work on polishing the 

boys’ drawing-room manners. To this end, women were invited to a Ridley 

supper—a previously unheard of occurrence! The historic event was probably the 

Cross-Country Supper of 1901, to which faculty wives were invited to attend. 

THE SECRET LIVES OF RIDLEY 

In a closed society, a certain measure of secret freedom is often sought. It is a 

form of privacy—and is more often than not harmless. Darkness or a natural haven 

(hills, woods, valleys in the nearby countryside) are the most normal means of 

providing this. The early Ridley boys were adventurous and resourceful, and their 

environment facilitated this. 

The canal was the physical feature that made boyhood spent in the 

neighbourhood a wonderful adventure. Some Ridley boys were so fascinated by the 

canal they seemed destined to be sailors. In January 1890, the headmaster was 

taken aback by the discovery that the boys had been up the canal all winter long. 

Not only that, there was word of one small boy who had gone adventuring in the 

dead of night, almost every night! On his first night out, he had concealed a trap 

About twenty slightly 

red-faced boys bravely 

turned up to learn 

how to dance the 

waltz and two-step. 
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“Look out! It's a shark!" 

yelled a boy as the tail of 

the fish gave a frantic lash 

It was not a shark; it was 

a six-foot sturgeon. 

under the overhang of the frozen canal bank, where a creek came into it. The next 

night, after much trouble bundling up against a blizzard and then escaping 

undetected through his basement window, he was back on his trap-line. 

His excitement on this return excursion was no doubt tremendous—he had 

trapped a muskrat! He caught them all winter. Then he made a mistake: he boasted 

of his trapping prowess after succumbing to the hoys’ intense curiosity about his 

skin-hoards, which were hidden in the basement and covered with long soft fur, 

much like the fur of the otter. At the next muskrat time, half the school seemed 

ready to turn trapper, too. The boys discovered for themselves that muskrats were 

thick along the canal and the streams running into it. One animal was even caught 

running across the thin ice of the canal on the first morning they returned from 

Christmas holidays. A Ridley trapping industry jumped into existence. Among the 

fur companies hastily formed was “The Welland Canal Fur Company 

(Unlimited),” with G. P. Macdonald ’90 as president. Another enterprising 

company of adventurers out for pelts was the uSocietas Venatoria Trium Carolorum” 

or “The Hunting Society of the Three Charles”—Charlie Lee ’89, Charlie Hooper 

’91, and Charlie Merritt ’90. 

The burgeoning fur-trapping industry narrowly escaped being ordered to close 

its books and get out of business on a winter morning in ’92, when a frightened yell 

for help echoed down the canal. A boy had ventured on a floating cake of ice; it 

tipped and threw him in. His rescuer was the headmaster, who had been out for an 

early walk. Miller pulled the boy from the icy water of the canal just in time. A 

scare such as this was generally enough to inspire new, stern precautions about the 

danger of playing on the canal, and as the fur-trappers had been operating illegally, 

in barefaced def iance of school regulations, drastic measures were expected. Action 

was too late, however; the fur companies were soon all in voluntary bankruptcy 

through scarcity of muskrats. The pioneer fur-trapper should have continued his 

nocturnal operations in secret; hardly a muskrat could now be found. 

But spring brought young explorers and frontiersmen a new enterprise. The 

lock keepers on the Old Welland Canal began to drain off its fourteen feet of water 

at frequent intervals, which exposed its oozy, blue-clay bed to the fascinated eyes 

of the Ridley boys. Unhappily, the drainage operation seemed to occur on Sundays, 

with the boys dressed in their best. That high-smelling mud was no barrier to 

exploration was apparent on the first warm Sunday the slimy canal bottom was 

bared. One lad spotted a strange heaving and stirring in a shallow pool of muddy 

water. Something was struggling to escape—something huge. A closer investiga¬ 

tion was, of course, necessary. 

“Look out! It’s a shark!” yelled a boy as the tail of the fish gave a frantic lash. 

It was not a shark; it was a six-foot sturgeon, trapped by the recession of the water. 

The effort to capture the fish alive was soon abandoned, but not before three 

Christy hats were trampled out of sight in the bottom of the canal and the black 

Sunday jackets of all three boys were covered in a sheath of mud. They finally 

stunned the huge sturgeon (not yet identified) by a blow on the head from a 

waterlogged fence rail. The job of hauling the great fish to the side of the canal, 

then up the slippery slope, was a Herculean performance for three small boys. They 

made it, though they were as tired as they were unrecognizable. 

Now to get their find home. The boys’ resourcefulness did not fail them: by 

hooking the gills of the great fish to some wire on the fence rail, all three toted 

their wonderful prize home, the fish hanging from the rail. They lugged it along 

Welland Avenue, three feet of fish trailing on the ground. A flock of awestruck kids 

were soon following, and a man in tweeds exclaimed admiringly, “Probably a she- 

fish going upstream to spawn. If so, you’ll be rich by selling the caviar.” They had 

heard the word caviar, but were not sure what it was, and hadn’t the foggiest idea 
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that this indicated they had a sturgeon. The reception for the weary trio at 

Springbank’s front door was mixed. The other boys were properly astonished, but 

Authority in mortarboard and gown took one look at the grimy trophy-bearers and 

said, “What is this filthy thing? Bury it at once.” 

“But sir, a man said it was worth a lot of money.” 

“Bury it, bury it.” 

“But sir . . . ” 

“Bury it,” he said. So they buried their fish—seventy-eight pounds of edible 

sturgeon. They were so bitterly disappointed and tired that the hole for burial was 

naturally a bit shallow, and Ridley could smell the fish for days. The boys probably 

felt it served the School right. 

After church the following Sunday, the same trio went back to the canal. This 

time they found a snapping turtle of world-record size . . . well, at least it was the 

biggest they had ever seen. They didn’t get so muddy on this adventure; they found 

the giant turtle at the top of the bank above the towpath, busily burying eggs in 

the light, sandy soil. They knew what to do because Robinson Crusoe had done 

it—they flipped the turtle on its back, using a pair of heavy sticks for leverage. It 

was helpless but not meek—it slashed at them ferociously with its beak. What to 

do now? An abandoned washboiler was the answer, but it required half an hour of 

hard work to get the turtle into it—sideways—because she was far too wide to go 

in any other way. She was a fighting turtle. They might never have made it if one 

boy had not given her a stick to chew. After their reception with the sturgeon, the 

boys knew to be careful this time. They covered the turtle with a jacket and tried 

to pretend washboilers were carried around by Ridley students every day. A 

messenger sent ahead had a large reception committee of boys waiting near 

Springbank’s back door for this second trophy from the canal. Each boy had a ride 

on the turtle’s back, then they hid the animal in its boiler under Springbank’s side 

veranda for the night. They were out before breakfast—for another 

disappointment. Turtle and boiler both were gone. The strange disappearance was 

never solved. Turtle soup did not appear on the School’s menu, and for days they 

spied on the masters in case they were having turtle soup on the side. 

Like all boarding schools, Ridley always had a corps of mischief-makers. In the 

1897-99 period, the School seemed to have an extra share of fiendish instigators 

of pranks to harry the masters. Climbing in and out of the dormitory windows at 

night and walking around the roof on the wide eaves-troughing (“only Bernard 

Tate ever fell off and he wasn’t hurt much”) was just a minor regular escapade. 

Layers of bricks protruded from the outside wall, giving hand- and footholds, and 

some boys could go up and down in the dark like cats. Others used the drainpipe. 

The most notorious pranksters were Stiminy Stunt (H. S.) Stayner and his 

roommate, the deceptively quiet Big Mud (N. W.) Hoyles. Stiminy and Big Mud 

decided that the School’s rules and regulations must have been written just to be 

broken. So they solemnly swore to break each rule at least once every month. The 

two boys remained in a state of perpetual undeclared war with Authority. 

One memorable morning, all masters were late for breakfast and then arrived 

in a towering rage. During the night, someone had screwed a latch firmly to the 

outside of the masters’ doors, locking them in. Though the rattling, banging, and 

shouted commands from behind the sealed doors were echoing like thunder all 

over the school, and though a flick of the latch from the outside would have 

released them, the boys were stone-deaf. They scuttled past in high glee on the way 

to breakfast. A maid and the housekeeper finally released the imprisoned masters. 

Climbing in and out of 

the dormitory windows at 

night and walking around 

the roof on the wide 

eaves-troughing was just 

a minor regular escapade. 
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The most famous—or 

infamous—Ridley hut was 

made in the autumn of '92, 

from odd planks and bits of 

galvanized iron in a dense 

tree dump, well beyond 

the football field. 

Punishment was regular for Stunt and Mud. One day, Casey Baldwin spotted 

them waiting outside the headmaster’s study door. He knew they could only be 

there for one thing—a caning. He had just asked, “What’s up with you two?” when 

the headmaster called, “Come.” Deciding that anything involving them must 

include him, Casey marched in with them. “What? You, too, Baldwin?” asked Mr. 

Miller in surprise. “Yes, sir,” said Casey, though he did not even know the crime. 

The sequel was surprising, and revealing of Casey’s swift mind. He sensed the crime 

from the headmaster’s first words, and then put up such an eloquent defense that 

all three went free. Stunt and Mud were awed. “We came out with our mouths 

open,” said Stunt. “We had never said a word.” 

Pranks were not always limited to one or two boys. One day, the whole school 

went off on a stroll up the canal. Not a hoy reported to class that afternoon. The 

headmaster quietly ordered every senior student to report to his study. He caned 

them all, one after another. It required more than an hour, hut the cane was still 

stinging at the end. That lesson was in the responsibility a senior of Ridley must 

accept. After that time, the entire school contracted a great respect for John Miller. 

The boys of Ridley were building secret abodes in the woods well before 

Kipling wrote in Stalky & Co.: “In summer all right-minded boys build huts in the 

furze-hill behind the College—little lairs whittled out of the heart of prickly 

bushes, full of stumps, odd root ends and spikes—a place of retreat and meditation, 

where they smoked.” The most famous—or infamous—Ridley hut was made in the 

autumn of ’92, from odd planks and bits of galvanized iron in a dense tree clump, 

well beyond the football field. It was called “The Gun Club” and was a hideout for 

the misnamed Noble Six, older boys who had just entered Ridley in September. 

They turned it into a den of iniquity which disgraced their school. 

Smoking was considered by Ridley as at least a crime, if not a downright moral 

sin. It was a caning offense. If there was no stated ban against drinking, it was 

because student drinking was considered so unthinkable a written regulation was 

not required. The Noble Six proved otherwise. They were smoking and drinking in 

their hideout. A prefect discovered them. A horrified headmaster heard the report. 

He was incredulous, for the boys had been well recommended; but the offense was 

verified. He expelled all six at once. He never forgot the incident; the headmaster 

blamed himself for not seeing that these six boys had become an evil influence. 

The headmaster’s understanding of adolescence was deep, and perhaps this was 

because he had deep sympathy. He invariably kept a watch over the new boys, 

especially one who was an only child, or had been too sheltered for his own good, 

and now was experiencing close association with vigorous and rambunctious other 

boys for the first time. He sensed such a lad’s loneliness and fear on suddenly being 

thrown to the mercy of a tribe of frightening young savages, which is how the self- 

reliant (and proud of it) Ridley boys appeared to a new boy. Miller said, 

... a young boy going into a large school, is often beset with the temptations to forget 
the teachings of home and the precepts of his early childhood. It always happens that 
his moral courage is, sooner or later, put to a severe test. The fascination of less 
innocent companions than himself, who possess the peculiar attraction which a boy 
is always ready to admire and envy, is hard to withstand. We can only remember that 
the time of trial comes to everyone. If it be kept back in childhood, it comes with 
more fearful force later on. The boy who has won moral victories before going into 
life’s battle, carries with him the stimulating power of self-containment. His vision is 
wider, his ideals are higher, his courage is stronger, than if he were yet untried. 

The headmaster knew beyond all doubt that Ridley’s future depended on its boys 

and on the School’s wisdom and compassion. 
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THE PIONEERING DAYS OF SPORTS 

Esprit de corps unquestionably stems from what games are played, how they are 

played, and how the competitive spirit of boys is directed and encouraged. Ridley 

was fortunate to have a headmaster who believed that athletics was not only a 

healthy pursuit but that it also played an important role in the fostering of school 

spirit. Ridley also had some excellent athletes from its earliest days. A great 

incentive was the providential existence of Upper Canada College, Trinity College 

School, and later St. Andrew’s College as Ridley’s competition. 

Ridley rapidly became known as a cricket and football school, with hockey 

eventually becoming the third major sport. The School’s main handicap was its 

small population. For the first twenty years at least, enrollment was so small that a 

limited number of sports had to be concentrated upon. The policy was adopted that 

cricket, football, and hockey, plus track-and-field and tennis to a lesser degree, 

would be encouraged. No serious obstacle was set up it the boys had an inclination 

to turn to lacrosse or basketball, but they were not seriously aided, either. 

It is unknown whether cricket or football held first place in these years. It was 

already apparent that Ridley could win more public fame from football prowess 

because the game was more widely played in Canada, but cricket had a peculiar 

value all its own. Cricket was seriously encouraged at Ridley because both the 

traditions of the game and the purpose of the School sought to foster the same fine 

attributes—sportsmanlike conduct on and off the field, team spirit, unselfishness, 

and an instinct to play hard and never let the side down, but also an instinctive 

refusal to win unfairly. In other words, cricket helped form the very characteristics 

of honourable boyhood that Ridley sought to mold. “It’s not cricket!” was a protest 

or condemnation that every Ridleian understood. 

A few boys had arrived with lacrosse sticks, for the old Native American game 

had some earnest supporters among Ridley’s first boys. Lacrosse at this time was so 

popular in Canada that even the hockey players called it “the Canadian national 

game.” It is not likely that the headmaster discouraged lacrosse as too rough a 

game; he believed in robust games for boys. He might have pushed lacrosse because 

it was so purely Canadian, but the game seemed to languish at Ridley because the 

other sports took hold so quickly. Soccer and baseball encountered a similar fate. 

Year after year, groups of boys kicked a soccer ball around after football practice, 

with form and later house teams meeting each other at the end of the season. 

Baseball was played at intervals, quite seriously in some early years, with a 

determined effort to popularize it in 1902. Advocates of each sport were always on 

Ridley’s roll, but baseball, lacrosse, and soccer could not oust the position attained 

by cricket, football, and hockey. 

THE FALL 

In Ridley’s early days, football was still played with emphasis on the foot, a 

much closer counterpart to English rugby than to Canadian football of today. It was 

the kind of rugged exercise the headmaster wanted. The trouble, at least in 1889, 

was that the only available playing field was a cow pasture on Ontario Street. The 

boys cleaned up the rocks, but the uneven ground was actually dangerous. The 

headmaster took the risk, however, and had a good proportion of Ridley’s 

population sallying forth to the cow pasture every afternoon to practice furiously. 

Miller knew it was far from an ideal situation, and he was soon dickering for a 

more suitable piece of land. He was looking with a longing eye at a field on the 

west side of the canal, part of the Western Hill, and owned by John Henry Hainer. 

This field contained 7.4 acres, which was enough for the urgently needed school 

Ridley rapidly became 

known as a cricket 

and football school, 

with hockey becoming 

the third major sport. 

The trouble, at least 

in 1889, was that the 

only available playing 

field was a cow pasture 

on Ontario Street. 
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cricket and football ground, but the headmaster knew the cash cupboard was bare. 

Those acres were not available to the boys until the summer of 1891, and even 

then President Merritt had to advance the cash ($1,104) personally. 

It would be satisfying to relate that Ridley’s fine football repute of the future 

was forecast by the showing of the School’s first football team. But it was not to be. 

There was no lack of effort, but the boys knew little about punting, had no finesse 

to their attack, and had rreither experienced coaching nor field leadership to help 

them stop a well-drilled team. The result was inevitable and no doubt should have 

been avoided. Ridley played two games in October 1889, which they later tried 

hard to forget. The first, against the Hamilton Victorias, was played on a lacrosse 

field in St. Catharines. Ridley lost 60-0, despite the inspiration in the school cheer, 

“RT-D'L'E-Y! R-I-D-L-E-Y!” The return match in Hamilton was not quite so 

ghastly, but it was still grim: Ridley lost 40-0. The School was frankly relieved that 

the host and snow came early enough that such disasters could not be repeated. 

In 1890, the footballers were determined to reverse the horrible experience of 

1889, and they did so in their third game. The team’s attempt to sharpen its play 

after two losses met with success. Their opponents had been rated a strong team, 

but the Ridley attack was furious, coordinated, and relentless. They seemed to be 

inspired with a new spirit, and were so well drilled and improved in teamwork that 

they defeated St. Catharines Collegiate 64-0. This was the year when football fever 

first mfected the entire school. 

This fever was illustrated in 1891 by a mass exodus on October 3, with 

virtually the entire school crossing the lake to Toronto to see the school team play 

the renowned Canadians in the first match of the year. Ridley lost 15-6. It was 

actually an excellent showing against a strong, experienced team, but to the boys 

the loss was a terrible letdown. A silent boat crossed the lake for home 

that night; Ridley was finding it hard to accept defeat gracefully. The team played 

five additional games in the 1891 season. Against UCC they lost 10-6 but were 

far from disgraced, and there was glorious compensation in a 7-5 Ridley victory 

Ridley’s first rugby'football over TCS at Rosedale, with at least half the School on the sidelines to cheer them 

squad (1889) on These were historic games, regardless of the final scores. 

One more historic event took 

place to make 1891 memorable. It 

was the first Old Boys game—the 

start of another Ridley tradition. 

The Old Boys’ team arrived noisily 

the night before by train, and were 

so enthusiastically acclaimed by 

the boys that it was obvious such 

visits would be inspiring interludes 

in the life of Ridley. The Present 

soundly defeated the Past, 43-2. 

Despite the fact that all the Old 

Boys had graduated relatively 

recently, this can still be 

considered the first Old Boys 

Weekend in the history of Ridley. 

For the football team, 1892 and 

1893 were years of setbacks. The 

1894 season began in frustration— 

with a fierce tie-game against 
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Trinity II and a loss to the Hamilton Victorias 9-1 in four inches of snow—but a 

match with the Old Boys made up for everything. They lost 6-5, but a memorable 

evening followed, with the spur that the Old Boys always gave to school spirit a 

glorious thing to watch and hear. Lack of coaching was overcome in 1895 and 1896 

with the arrival of a new master, W. C. Mitchell, an old Varsity footballer. Next 

came a famous coach, a historic man in Ridley’s eyes. Mr. A. F. Barr, a junior 

master, came to Ridley fresh from coaching the great Varsity football teams of 1895 

and 1896. He and his teams made football history. He was ultimately to be the 

Reverend A. F. Barr, but he always remained “the great Biddy Barr” to the School. 

He was followed as coach by Mr. W. B. Hendry, who ably maintained much of the 

football skill and power which Biddy Barr had initiated. 

In 1895, Ridley’s football team played five school matches, losing but one to 

UCC on their home field. It was a year of promise but, in 1896, they suffered 

another dismaying defeat at the hands of Upper Canada. It is remarkable that 

Ridley could produce football teams in this period that could match and even 

defeat UCC because Ridley’s enrollment was less than one-third that of Upper 

Canada. Ridley’s population totalled between seventy and eighty, while Upper 

Canada could draw its athletes from a student roll of 270 or more. 

In 1896, complaints of rough or dirty play on the football fields were serious 

enough from some quarters to necessitate a meeting of the headmasters of the three 

schools. The headmaster of Ridley wrote a memorandum: 

SPECIAL SCHOOL UMPIRES 

The Headmasters of Upper Canada College, Trinity College School, Ridley College, 
have decided to appoint extra special umpires in the inter-school contests in football, 
for the purpose of repressing undue roughness. 

1. Each school shall be represented by a master as extra special umpire. 
2. During a match these masters shall remain in company outside the touch line. 
3. They shall not interfere with the ordinary play nor question any decision of the 
regular officials who will, in School matches, depute to the special umpires the right 
to suspend players. 
4- They shall take note of any attempt at brutality or undue roughness, and with or 
without warning, suspend any offending player. 
5. A suspended player shall not be allowed to re-enter the game. 

The “special umpires” were never appointed, because the regularly appointed 

officials considered the idea a reflection on both their integrity and ability to 

enforce the rules. But each headmaster did appoint a master to report to him on 

any rough play he noticed. Apparently, word of the policy was a sufficient check. 

Ridley’s clean sweep of all rivals in 1897 had not been heralded, and the 

realization that the black-and-orange team was having an unprecedented season 

did not dawn on either the School or the Old Boys until the first week of 

November. The Ridley record for 1897 was 9 games played—1 tied and 8 won— 

but only the smashing defeat of UCC on their own campus on November 6 really 

mattered. One of the most elated of all was Biddy Barr. He wrote: 

Remember, remember the 6th of November, 
UCC thirteen to ten; 
I don’t see any reason 
Why such a fine season 
Should not come again and again. 

Coach Barr had finally lived down the fact that he was a UCC Old Boy. There 

was real feeling in the song the Ridley boys were singing: 

Biddy, Biddy, I’ve been thinking, 
What an awful thing ’twould be, 
If instead of coaching Ridley 
You had gone to UCC. 

It is remarkable that 

Ridley could produce 

football teams in this 

period that could match 

and even defeat UCC. 
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Ridley was the first team in 

Canada to use a complete 

code of number signals. 

A Cross-Country Run 

over a rough 4 1/2 mile 

course reflected the 

headmaster’s search for 

annual Ridley events. 

The editor of Saturday Night wrote that the 1897 Ridley footballers “held their 

own against the best clubs in the country.” Billy (W. C. J.) Doolittle was captain of 

the victorious team, hut the hoy who was emerging as a permanent Ridley football 

hero was F. W. Baldwin, who was the “great Casey” even in 1897 when he was 

fifteen. There were other great Ridley athletes who vied with Casey for honours in 

1897, including Art Dalton, Billy Doolittle, and Hugh Hoyles. Each one was on 

Ridley’s first team for all three major sports—cricket, football, and hockey. It had 

been achieved before by Alex Mackenzie, but that four boys should do so in a 

single year reveals not only their personal all-round ability but the general high 

quality of Ridley’s athletes in 1897. 

In 1898, the Ridley team pioneered a new style of Canadian football through 

the inspiration of Coach Barr. They were the first team in Canada to use a 

complete code of number signals. To the spectators familiar with old-style football, 

the contrast in the use of the new number code was a revelation. “They went into 

a play as if breaking for the 100-yard dash—a sort of explosion.” After a single 

game, both players and spectators felt this innovation was sure to be adopted 

everywhere. It was, as all modern footballers know; but objections and 

misconceptions in the contrary way of football rule-makers held back acceptance 

of the number-code system for a long time. 

Biddy Barr left Ridley to study for the ministry, but he visited the School 

regularly during the 1899 football season. The team that year agreed to test a game 

with Varsity under the new Burnside rules. Biddy Barr was an ardent supporter of 

the new rules conceived by Thrift Burnside, who had also suggested the number- 

code system. His determined effort was continuing to rid Canadian intercollegiate 

football of the bull-force plays, the wedge, and the Big Buck, but it would take a 

long time. Critics declared that the new game was too scientific for ordinary 

clubs—an argument that only condemned the game they were trying to defend. 

The debate on the merits and demerits of the new game was still proceeding 

acrimoniously in 1903. Ridley remained ardent supporters of Varsity in the 

prolonged effort to persuade the Canadian Rugby Union, or at least the 

Intercollegiate League, to adopt the new, faster, more open game. 

After the 1899 Varsity game, the Ridley masters decided to prove football 

really did require scholarliness and not just bull-strength. A game was arranged 

between the sixth form (which included most of the school team) and “the rest of 

the school,” which included masters Griffith (captain), Bogart, Hendry, and Keys. 

The difference was that captain Casey Baldwin’s fine team used the number-code 

method of giving signals, while the masters secretly concocted a private code of 

their own. They so surprised the sixth formers with a code of signals in every 

known language hut English that they created complete confusion; Baldwin’s 

signal system seemed to break down or blow up. The masters seemed to have mixed 

Arabic, Erse, Gaelic, and ancient Hebrew with Latin, Greek, and French— 

Baldwin & Co. were confused into defeat, 28-12. 

We do not know what this proved, and neither did the footballers at the time, 

but the contest was so much enjoyed that the same opponents then tried a soccer 

match. The result was the same, the masters winning 3-0. Perhaps calling signals 

in untranslatable foreign terms had nothing to do with the first loss after all. 

Another exciting athletic feature appeared in 1891: a Cross-Country Run over 

a rough, hilly, 4 1/2 mile course. It reflected the headmaster’s search for annual 

Ridley events. The masters did their part and provided a handsome cup for the 

senior winner, and President Merritt promised a trophy for the first junior to finish. 

It is doubtful if even the headmaster envisioned the long succession of Cross- 
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Country Runs that this first run inspired. None foresaw that the time would come 

when nearly 500 boys and girls in six categories in the Upper School alone would 

go flooding across a muddy November countryside every year. 

Bad weather curtailed the Cross-Country in the second year, and mystery still 

shrouds the final disposal of the two cups. In 1894, a new five-mile course circling 

the College was laid out, with W. E. H. Carter beating twenty-two other seniors, 

and H. L. Hoyles taking the junior race over twenty-six other muddied, barbed 

wire-scratched finishers. That night, the Ridley tradition of the Cross-Country 

Supper was born. This first menu was based on oysters, with no less than ten toasts. 

It was hugely enjoyed. 

Another new course was laid out for the Cross-Country Run of 1895, and both 

the route and the race itself proved memorable for incidents—and mud. The hoys 

who finished deserved their oyster supper that night. Schramm followed his junior 

win in 1895 by winning the senior race in 1896. In 1897, Big Mud Hoyles again 

won the junior race, while his older brother, Hugh “Little Mud” Hoyles, won the 

senior run. The ground was frozen hard that year, with fast times made despite 

several inches of snow. The course was changed again in 1899, to avoid chained 

bulldogs in backyards and farmers threatening the boys with shotguns. The event 

and the course were now established, though the race was not an all-school event 

until just before World War I. 

THE WINTER 

The story of hockey’s struggle to reach the status of a major sport in the 

independent schools runs all through Ridley’s early years. The headmaster liked it 

because, like lacrosse, it was Canadian, and thus offset the strong English character 

of cricket. The School’s hockey enthusiasts soon discovered they were ahead of 

hockey’s development in other schools and ahead of organized hockey generally. 

A boy really had to love hockey to play the game in those days. The forwards, 

rover, point, and coverpoint men had no shoulder pads to ease the shock of body- 

checks. Only their knitted mitts protected their knuckles from slashing sticks, and 

those heavy hickory shillelaghs could flail about in fearsome fashion in the hands 

of a boy uncertain on his skates. Goaltenders faced a fusillade of wild-flying pucks 

(sometimes a stone in lieu of a rubber puck) with only a rolled newspaper for a shin 

pad, and were suspected of suicidal tendencies. Even when goalies wore cricket Ridley’s first hockey team 
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Springbank, the toboggan run, 

and the frozen canal, as taken 

from the Western Hill in 1895 

pads they still did not have a special, wide-bladed stick. There were no hockey 

heroes to spur on a player. That sound penetrating his ear-flapped cap was wind, 

not applause. It whistled across the open-air rink, eddying the snow in the corners, 

and building it into drifts overnight, to make him shovel for an hour in the 

morning to get a playing surface again. Spartans and pioneers played on Ridley’s 

canal rink that winter. 

There were good skaters among the School’s first students, and they had some 

rousing shinny games on the frozen canal. By the end of January 1890, the form 

teams were playing out a schedule, hut they had discovered there was no one to 

meet the school team, which declared itself ready to challenge all comers. They did 

not yet know, but there would be frequent repeats of the wry annual report by that 

first winter’s hockey secretary: “Games played 0, games lost 0.” 

When mild weather ruined the canal ice in February, a few enterprising young 

hockey enthusiasts decided they might get in some practice by paying fifteen cents 

to enter a St. Catharines rink on a Saturday afternoon. Their attempt to play 

hockey among the skaters caused indignant protests; the Ridley boys and their 

hockey sticks were peremptorily ordered to get out of the ririk—without a refund. 

In addition to shinny on the canal, there were excellent toboggan slides on 

nearby hills in the winter of 1890. The snow was deep during January, with soft, 

melting periods in February. One slide curved at the base of a hill to give a long 

clear run down the ice of the canal; it was crowded with toboggans and sleds until 

dark, as long as the snow lasted. The hoys did not mind the return trudge up the 

hill; and if a small hoy lacked a real toboggan, he used a serving tray from the 

dining room (until caught). 

There was the hard, clear ice on the canal in January 1891. To the elation of 

the hockey enthusiasts, fast ice was not only waiting when they came back from 

their Christmas holidays, a hoard¬ 

sided rink had been erected in 

front of the School beside the 

canal. Once more, there was no 

competition; so they doggedly 

played each other all winter, 

managing to maintain interest 

among half-frozen spectators by a 

good schedule for the form teams. 

They now suspected that hockey 

would be an orphan sport until 

the other schools were infected 

with the Ridley enthusiasm, but 

they could not know how long it 

would he before UCC and TCS 

would start to play them 

regularly. Despite the dearth of 

outside competition, the rink 

beside the canal was in such 

demand that a schedule had to be 

posted allotting ice-time for form 

teams’ practice and their games, 

and for the skaters. The latter 

would circle the rink by the hour, 

while the aspiring young hockey 

players scowled on the sidelines 

at such a use of their rink. 
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After years of challenging UCC in vain, a goading message was finally accepted. 

In 1896, Ridley and Upper Canada clashed on the ice for the first time (and the 

last for a long twenty-three years). The game was played before a packed gallery in 

Toronto’s Granite Club, which made the result harder to bear. Ridley lost 11-0. 

Covered rinks were now being built all over the 

province, and Ridley’s hockey enthusiasts decided their lack 

of one was the main cause of their difficulty in lining up 

competition. They organized Ridley’s first hint-and-nudge 

propaganda campaign, aimed at the board of directors. They 

were not subtle about it; their campaign slogan rose to a 

school shout: “We want a covered rink!” They demanded a 

rink with ice that would not be ridged and rippled by wind, 

pitted with dirt and blown twigs, holed by wandering cows, 

and often made dangerously lumpy from slush Lee which had 

frozen too slowly after a thaw. 

In 1896, the Acta hockey reporter wrote covered-rink 

propaganda, which was not very subtle. He hoped the 

headmaster would see to it that in this hockey season the team would be given 

more time to practice and “would not be forced to spend whole afternoons getting 

the ice fit for skating.’’ He hoped, too, that “cows and other noxious animals are 

kept off the ice at night.” Frustrated, but undismayed, the form teams went on 

playing each other throughout the winter seasons as if battling UCC or as if each 

victory meant the proudest of Ridley laurels to each player. 

The appeals for a rink were taken up chiefly by Mr. Frederick Nicholls (later 

Senator Nicholls), one of the most enthusiastic and energetic of Ridley’s directors. 

It was his inspiration, desire, and considerable infusion of cash that made it 

possible. Work began in the spring of 1902, and this combination of recreation and 

assembly hall and Ridley’s first covered rink—named Nicholls’ Hall—was the site 

for Prize Day ceremonies held that year in September. 

Nicholls’ Hall 

THE SPRING 

As the first robin was seen on Ridley’s lawn in the spring of 1891, before the 

break-up of ice on the canal, the boys were intrigued by signs of the headmaster’s 

plans to make the old Welland Canal a Ridley waterway. The canal was a ready¬ 

made asset to the School’s sport, especially in the summer. Now the boys were 

hearing heated discussion among a group of carpenters, whose job on the banks of 

the canal seemed a bit confusing. The boys and townsfolk were puzzled by a 

mysterious structure, most of it under water. It took shape against the canal bank, 

directly in front of the School’s main entrance. It remained such a surprising thing 

that an explanation was required before it could be recognized as a gigantic bathing 

crib. It was the headmaster’s inspiration. Miller not only wanted to add swimming 

to the School’s program of summer sport, he also knew it would be impossible to 

keep boys who were unable to swim away from the dangerous, fourteen-foot-deep 

canal. He decreed that every Ridley boy must leam to swim in the bathing crib. No 

boy would be permitted to try the canal until he was an able swimmer. 

At that time, the canal was actually a navigable river rather than a true canal. 

The headmaster had been warned that the crib must be strong, for canal scows and 

boats could smash it in passing. It was an architectural monstrosity, but it was 

functional. When completed, it was like an immense plank-bottomed bathtub. 

The water was only two and a half feet deep against the bank and only four and a 

half feet deep in the centre. “The worst thing was the splinters. The good 

swimmers among the seniors were the instructors; they tried to stop pranks around 
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the edges, hut every now and then there’d he a yell of anguish. Another splinter! 

In a hoy’s backside! We didn’t bother about an antiseptic until later. We were all 

so healthy we were hard to poison anyway.” 

A boathouse was soon constructed near the bathing crib, and an active and 

popular Canoe Club was formed. In the first year, fifteen canoes were housed in it. 

Canoe racing not only followed, but new excursions and explorations became 

popular. Twice a year, Canoe Club trips were staged over open Lake Ontario water 

to Niagara-on-the-Lake, and there were frequent weekend visits to Jordan via the 

Eighteen-Mile Creek. The old Welland Canal was closed to traffic in 1898 when 

the canal was rerouted and hydroelectric developments were constructed toward 

the Fort Erie end. This made it more useful than ever to Ridley. Right outside the 

School’s front door was a stretch of picturesque stream, two miles long, which was 

perfect for Ridley’s canoeists and accomplished swimmers. 

The Canadian climate, with its long winter and short spring, has never been 

particularly kind to cricketers. Practice can only begin indoors in March, and often 

the fields are not usable before mid-April. With the school year ending in early 

June, the cricket season is short—even if the weather permits every game to be 

played. Regardless of the climate, it was a certainty that any school founded by 

John Miller would be a cricket school; and for the first several seasons, as was then 

common practice, Miller himself played for the School. 

Ridley’s first cricket season was featured by its earnestness. The School’s first 

group of students included a host of eager cricketers. They were practicing bowling 

in the gym before the snow was gone, and on the first sunny day they usurped the 

stretch of fresh, green lawn beside the main school building (“the Main”), to the 

stamping ire of Richardson, the gardener. He did not want its surface cut up by 

cricket stumps; it was intended for tennis. The team then went down the street to 

the cow pasture, chasing a herd of cows into another field before they could lay out 

The bathing crib (looking their cricket pitch. Despite such primitive conditions, the experienced eye of the 

toward the Western Hill) headmaster saw encouraging signs of fine cricket elevens. 
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To spur their enthusiasm, a school team was chosen. They were the first 

Ridleians in history chosen to wear the coveted orange-and-black cricket colours. 

No challenges were accepted or issued with other cricket teams, however, because 

Ridley did not have a field fit to offer a visiting team for a return match. It was one 

thing for the Ridley players to encounter hilarious, but never serious, fielding 

accidents on the rough ground amid the cow pancakes, but quite another to risk 

physical injury to others or to subject the white flannels of fastidious visitors to 

such an unseemly hazard. Nonetheless, it was a good initial year; inter-form rivalry 

was high. The headmaster was encouraged at the impatience, if unjustified, of the 

school team; they were eager to face other cricket elevens. He assured them that 

they would in the second season. 

After 1891, cricket practice and games took place on the newly acquired fields 

on Hainer’s Western Hill. To reach the fields, the canal had to be crossed. The 

“ferry” (a little punt) was not only inconvenient and inadequate, but when 

overloaded with exuberant boys it could be dangerous. By mid-decade, the boat 

was attached to a cable and pulled back and forth by a boatman. By stern order 

from the headmaster, a proper dock was constructed. Unhappily, uncaring captains 

taking wheat boats through the canal to Montreal repeatedly wrecked the dock. 

School authorities were so incensed that the identity of the culprit ships was 

recorded, if not the names of the offending skippers. 

A small changing house was built at the top of a flight of steps which led from 

the canal to the new cricket grounds. This house, now known as “the cricket shed,” 

has been moved and re-moved over the years. It now stands beside the Iggulden 

Gym. It has the distinction of being the oldest building on the present campus. 

In Ridley’s second year, the cricket team finally saw their first matches—they 

won 2 and lost 1. In 1892, the first XI won their first match of the season by 

defeating Welland Cricket Club, whose XI had beaten them the previous year. It 

sent Ridley’s optimism soaring to new heights, which meant the terrible letdown 

to follow was that much harder to bear—-they lost all their remaining matches. 

On May 15, 1893, Ridley had played and defeated a Buffalo cricket XI by 6 

wickets on their own ground. The return match was scheduled for May 25. 

Unfortunately, several Ridley supporters heading for the game became lost in 

Buffalo. They were forced to ask strangers, “Where is the cricket game being 

played, please?” One Ridleian started with the stationmaster, who asked 

wonderingly, “Crickets? What is crickets?” A policeman said he thought a cricket 

was a bug. Several people swore they had never even heard of a game called cricket. 

One supposed it was a fancy foreign card game, but he was sure no one in Buffalo 

played it. An iceman was an improvement; he said it was probably played in some 

gymnasium or other, but he did not know where. The now desperate Ridleians next 

asked a streetcar conductor if he had seen anything of the cricket team. He had. 

He related at length with loud guffaws (for the benefit of his passengers) just how 

this was: “On my last trip about fifteen young gentlemen got on, all carrying grips, 

and in a large blue one I noticed some most peculiar things. There were pads the 

size of your leg, some rubber things, and a number of sticks—a flat thing, not like 

a baseball bat, but more like a paddle. Why a woman could hit a ball a mile with a 

hat like that (guffaw).” But at least he helped find the cricket field. The Ridleian 

then heard urchins at the gate making remarks. “It’s a plasterers’ picnic,” guessed 

one. Another said, “Hully gee! What are they playin’? Where’s the diamond?” A 

third exclaimed disgustedly, “Look at the feller making a windmill out of his arm.” 

Ridley’s cricket spirit caught fire in 1896, and perhaps for the first time the 

whole school became cricket conscious. This stemmed from a wonderful game 

against UCC. The inspiration in the game was a combination of sustained 

excitement, a spectacular finish, and a gesture of fine sportsmanship by Upper 

It was one thing for Ridley 

players to encounter 

hilarious fielding accidents 

on the rough ground amid 

the cow pancakes, but 

quite another to risk 

injury to others. 

RIDLEY’S FIRST 

CRICKET TEAM 

(1890) 

E. H. Anderson 

H. Brough (captain) 

H. E. H. Dixon 

W. H. Dixon 

H. S.Jones 

A. N. MacDonald 

G. P. MacDonald 

K. W. Millichamp 

E. W. Symmes 

G. Wallbridge 

W. G. Wood 
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Canada. The play went this way: UCC 

made 92 in their first innings, which 

was a lot for the low-scoring Ridley 

team to equal, hut Ridley then made 73 

for 9, which they somehow managed to 

turn into 86 at the fall of their last 

wicket. They were only 6 runs down, 

hut time was going to be a factor. At 

5:45 p.m., UCC went in to bat for their 

second innings, more as a matter of 

form than anything else. Then the 

complexion of play suddenly altered. 

Captain Hills for Ridley took two 

wickets in his first over. Alex 

Mackenzie, who was still considered a 

better howler and fielder than he was a 

batsman, followed with a third wicket 

The Ridley Eleven (1891) in his first over. As Ridley’s hopes rose, their howlers kept stumps flying. Seven 

UCC men were out for 8 runs. The whole side was out for 35 runs! Suddenly Ridley 

saw they could win. But it was now 7:00, and time to call the game if Upper 

Canada said so. With fine sportsmanship, Upper Canada’s captain agreed to 

continue to play until 7:50. Fifty minutes for 42 runs? It was far from impossible! 

Ridley was warmly appreciative of the gesture, but it meant they must play under 

the pressure of the timekeeper’s watch. They made it with less than a minute to go. 

The game’s most inspiring episodes were retold for years with nothing, of course, 

lost in the telling. The cricket reporter said at the time, “The true sportsmanship 

spirit shown by the UCC captain in consenting to play until 7:50 is most highly 

appreciated, and will not be soon forgotten.” 

Following a one-innings Old Boy match to wind up the cricket season on June 

26, which the School won, Mrs. Miller gave an “At Home.” A marquee was always 

erected on the top of the Western Hill near the cricket house for a major cricket 

match, where tea and refreshments were served, with Mrs. Miller presiding. 

Cricket meant long, wonderful afternoons for staff, students, and many visitors. 

Then everybody praised the team 
Which that great game did win, 

And everybody found the tent 
Where the college serves ice cream. 
But things like that you know must be 
After each famous victory. 

- Acta Ridleiana 

The defeat of TCS had 

to take second place to the 

excitement of Ridley’s first 

century. Alex Mackenzie, 

who now began to emerge 

as a terrific batsman, 

achieved the feat. 

The great feat of 1897—defeating TCS, “the stronghold of young Canadian 

cricket”—took place on Rosedale’s grounds in Toronto on June 4- In one sense, the 

defeat of TCS had to take second place to the excitement of Ridley’s first century. 

Alex Mackenzie, who now began to emerge as a terrific batsman, achieved the feat 

against Rosedale Cricket Club. He was 103 not out. Not only that, Ridley scored 

200 runs for 6 wickets against Rosedale’s 35, which was the highest total score by 

a school XI in Canada to date. There were telegrams of congratulations from 

distant Old Boys and from Honorary Secretary J. E. Hall of the Ontario Cricket 

Association. Cricket in Canada was still so young that a century was a notable 

event. Mr. Hall had already declared that Ridley’s cricket was improving faster 

than any other school’s, and The American Cricket Annual was even more 

complimentary about Ridley’s advance. The XI was going so well that Ridley easily 

defeated UCC for the second year in a row. 
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Despite this wonderful year, it became usual in later Ridley times to speak of 

the these years as Ridley B.C.—Before Cricket. This meant before 1911, when 

Ridley became the cricket giant of the Canadian preparatory schools. The sharp 

deterioration in Ridley’s cricket after 1897 showed up at once: 1898 was a dismal 

year. Ridley won only 2 matches of 9 played. Despite this record, competition was 

fierce to be named to the school team of ’99. That could only augur well. Never in 

the history of Ridley has there been so much interest in cricket, was the reporter’s 

comment on the 1900 season. A second eleven had as busy a season as the school 

team. Despite this enthusiasm, Ridley’s first eleven lost 6 of their 10 games. This 

was Casey Baldwin’s second (and last) year as cricket captain. He finished in a 

cloud of glory. He again had the season’s highest average in both bowling and 

batting, and he had scored more than 50 three times. It was a long time before such 

an individual season was matched. 

The Little Big Four 

In the fall of 1900, the Ridley football team played a team from one-year old 

St. Andrew’s College. The game was marked by fine sportsmanship, and it was 

almost with regret that Ridley beat St. Andrew’s in this first football encounter. 

But, as football captain L. D. Young said, it would have been an insult to St. 

Andrew’s if Ridley had not played their best game. This historic game heralded the 

birth of the Little Big Four (LBF)—the unofficial “league” whose four schools 

would now compete year after year for a fiercely contested inter-school 

championship status. From this time, teams from Trinity College School, Upper 

Canada, St. Andrew’s, and Ridley met each other once each year—on the football 

field in the fall and on the cricket pitch each spring. The only by-law or regulation 

behind the LBF was spontaneous goodwill. No athletic commissioner directed 

things; no governing body existed. 

Within a few years, the annual cricket and football encounters between the 

four schools were providing such a spur to school spirit that their value was beyond 

the ability of any form of measurement. It is true that the three older schools had 

been steadily making this athletic rivalry a beneficial influence during the nineties, 

but the advent of St. Andrew’s in 1899 brought it to a new plateau of importance. 

Within a few years, the 

annual cricket and football 

encounters between the 

four schools were providing 

such a spur to school spirit 

that their value was 

beyond the ability of any 

form of measurement. 

THE MILITARY HERITAGE 

The initial character of Ridley was distinctly British, despite the headmaster’s 

concern that it be a Canadian institution. Its religious allegiance, its educational 

style, and its first leaders and students were all British, and southern Ontario was 

the most British part of the young Dominion. The School was imbued with the 

assumptions of the imperial heritage. At its zenith, this heritage was a justification 

of “the white man’s burden” to govern and serve the far-flung lands “of palm and 

pine.” In 1897, Rudyard Kipling’s Recessional Hymn articulated this ideal, now so 

often dismissed as the mere jingoism of empire. 

When Canada came to the end of the 19th century, Ridley College was twelve 

years of age. The death of Her Majesty, Queen Victoria, in the first month of the 

new century, left a deep impression on Ridley. Canadian membership in the British 

Empire had been taken for granted, but it now had fresh meaning. Even the 

smallest boys were sorry the Queen was dead, and it would be strange to sing God 

Save The King; though Victoria had been so long on the throne that they were 

vaguely surprised she was mortal enough to die. The services of mourning and of 

acclaim for the new King were carried out at Ridley with deep respect. Acta 

Ridleiana reproduced a photograph of Her Late Majesty in colour—the first time 
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George Thairs was on 

hand from the very first 

day to incorporate the 

military tradition into 

the educational 

curriculum of Ridley. 

colour was used. Queen Victoria did not live to see the Empire at peace again. Her 

son was king when a treaty ended hostilities in South Africa, with the Boers 

accepting British sovereignty. With Ridleian love for a nickname, even a royal one, 

Edward VII would always be The Peacemaker. 

A man was on hand at Ridley, from the very first day, to incorporate the 

military tradition into the educational curriculum of Ridley. This was George 

Thairs, the Bursar. In addition to the drill squads he created, the martial arts were 

introduced. Included in this group of activities were gymnastics, boxing (with 

gloves), and fencing. 

The popularity of all these activities encouraged the organization of Ridley’s 

first Assault-At-Arms (a display of the martial talents) in 1898. It was held in the 

cramped space of the gym. The first Assault-At-Arms was so successful that the 

show was repeated the following year, this time in the Masonic Hall in St. 

Catharines. Sergeant Grant and Sergeant Casey Williams of the 48th Highlanders 

and Varsity came over from Toronto to give exhibitions of bayonet fighting, which 

was then more popular in Canada than it had ever been before (or has been since). 

The fencing reporter commented on Ridley’s outstanding swordsmen. There had 

been so much improvement that the bouts with the foils easily took the honours at 

the Assault-At-Arms, gaining even more applause than the heavily masked 

bayonet-fighters. Fencing had arrived at Ridley. 

Fencing, in fact, became a rival of cricket; or at least it did in the spring of 

1900—the upper forms had taken to foils with such enthusiasm that a month-long 

tournament was necessary to find the school fencing champion. Fencing reached 

its early heyday at Ridley with the arrival of Clemmy Keys, who had fenced at 

Varsity. Far more hoys wanted to be a d’Artagnan than he could instruct properly. 

They soon learned that the arm and wrist exercises were excruciatingly painful. 

“Try holding even a light rapier at full arm stretch for five minutes without 

dropping your point!” 

The encouragement of patriotic pride was implicit in the School’s annual 

celebration of the Battle of Queenston Heights. The headmaster saw to it that the 

War of 1812 was characterized as the War of Survival for Canada. To all Ridleians, 

the tall shaft on the topmost plateau of the Heights commemorating Brock and the 

victory was a primary point of interest in the area of the mighty Niagara Falls. 

In 1812, on the night of October 12, an overwhelming force of American regulars 
crossed the Niagara in the dark and quickly won the towering escarpment. General 
Brock, awakened in Fort George by the guns at Vrooman’s Point, had rushed to the 
scene, rallied a small group of defenders and charged up the escarpment in broad 
daylight. He was killed by a shot near his heart as he brandished his sword at the 
head of his men. Colonel Macdonnell led a second charge, and was also killed, and 
General Scheaffe, gathering some militiamen coming through from various outposts, 
then avenged Brock by sweeping up the heights and forcing 958 Americans to 
surrender, including Brigadier Wadsworth and five lieutenant colonels. About 160 
Americans were killed on the heights, with Canadian-British casualties much less. 

The entire school would be astir early on October 13th—Queenston Heights 

Day—with much bustling about as picnic baskets were filled. As a rule, Mr. Miller 

and a dozen or so of the more robust students would hike the thirteen miles. 

Promptly at nine, the rest of the school would pile into three horse-drawn open 

sightseeing vans, and they would be away in a din of cheers. They would all be 

home again in good time for a special General Brock supper, which Matron 

Cleghorn always had ready. 

Sometimes, Canadian militia units would re-enact the capture of the Heights 

on the Battle’s anniversary; on one occasion, Ridley’s Cadet Corps took part. In 
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1897, the Ridley excursion included for the first time a ride on electric cars to 

Chippawa, with some hoys getting their first view of Niagara Falls. This then would 

become a regular part of the Queenston excursion. 

THE SPRINGBANK YEARS 

The school archives include a faded hand-written memoir by “Cap” Iggulden 

who, along with his son, Andy, were to be the guardians for decades of Ridley’s 

military heritage. As a young soldier in the Sudan, “Cap” describes an experience 

that might have come from a book by Henty. 

The Battle of Atbara took place during 1898. I was the youngest man in the 
battalion. We had to march ten miles back from the scene of operations. I just 
couldn’t do it. We had been fighting all day. I fell out, watched the remainder pass 
me and then deadly silence. I got on my knees and said my prayers, then lay down 
to die. How long I slept I do not know. I woke, looked around, nothing, it was about 
the end of the day. I picked up my rifle and commenced walking. How many miles I 
walked I do not know but I walked right into my own company lines. I was reported 
missing. What was that fate, destiny or God. So I could keep on.7 

The Boer War broke out in 1899. South African President Krueger meant to 

drive the British out of South Africa and to set up a confederation of Boer 

republics. The young Ridleians did not understand causes, they only knew that the 

British Empire was at war. Most exciting of all had been the raising and departure 

of the Canadian contingent. Ridley was to have many soldier-sons, and the first of 

them to see action were all ready to fight in South Africa. During the 1899-1900 

period, Lt. C. T. Van Straubenzie ’92 was with the Royal Canadian Dragoons, and 

would be Mentioned in Despatches for great coolness at Bloemfontein; Sgt. 

Kenyon Lett ’96 was a Canadian gunner; Trooper j. G. McLaren ’96 was with 

Bethune’s Mounted Infantry; he was at the capture of Spion Kop. 

This was Ridley’s first war, and perhaps it held more fascination for the boys 

than a war-sated observer of today could expect. Young Ridleians who would fight 

in World War I certainly watched the Boer War’s frustrations intently. They were 

kept up to date by Major Thairs and by reports in the Illustrated London News. A 

military hero was a Victorian, a Henty, or a Kipling hero—a symbol to be admired 

and envied. To serve your nation as a soldier was more than an obligation; it was a 

privilege. The boys of Ridley were enthralled by the distant sounds of war. 

THE DIFFICULT YEARS 

Starting about 1893, a time of economic depression began. There was little 

expansion in Canadian education, and few schools were founded. This did not 

seem to relieve Ridley’s problem in obtaining skilled masters who wished to stay at 

the school. The original panel of masters was soon gone, with the exception of Rev. 

Armitage, who continued to teach divinity until he moved to Halifax in 1897. 

Staffing is like a chronic migraine for all headmasters, and the annual headache 

started in these years. 

During the next four years, the School experienced the most difficult period of 

its first thirty-five years. In a sense, Ridley’s situation was much more precarious 

that it was to be in the Great Depression. Several subscribers for stock who had 

been helpful to Ridley earlier had to forfeit their shares through inability to 

respond to desperate calls for additional cash. At one point, the masters agreed to 

accept a reduction in salary, though their annual stipend was not large in the first 

place. Fees were reduced. In some instances, whatever amounts parents could 

afford to pay were accepted. The school attendance records reveal the stress. After 

leveling off at about 85 for the 1892-93 period, the number of full-term boarders 

dwindled to 70 by 1895-96, and a registration of 80 did not recur until after 1900. 

The boys of Ridley were 

enthralled by the distant 

sounds of war. 
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EXPENSES 
(January 1898) 

General 
Salaries (maintenance) $550.00 

Servants’ wages 172.00 

Advertising 17.35 

Contingencies 37.20 

Insurance and Taxes 20.00 

Repairs 24.31 

Fuel, Water, Gas 
Coal and Wood $91.50 

City water 8.00 

Gas 30.27 

Groceries and Provisions 
Meat $182.58 

Market 103.66 

Groceries 55.33 

Milk 36.00 

Bread and Flour 44.87 

Total $1,373.07 

The subject of a new Junior 

School am so refreshing 

that, for a change, discussion 

was lively on where it should 

be built, when, how big it 

should be, and what land 

should be acquired. 

The strain on Ridley’s finances is illustrated by one surprising innovation 

decided upon by the board after weathering the worst of it between 1896 and 1898. 

The directors offered an honorarium (a polite term for a commission) of twenty 

dollars to anyone who obtained a new, full-time student. The heated debates 

between those who felt this was not a proper thing for an educational institution 

to do and those who were only concerned with Ridley’s survival are not difficult to 

imagine. The honorarium was not unlike the long-standing offer of ten dollars to 

anyone connected with Wycliffe who might send along a new Ridley student. 

Ridley was lucky to hold its ground. The School not only survived, it remained 

fully solvent each year. By astute financial policies, which someone described as 

holding “a touch of genius or even magic,” the board was able to show that the 

School had eked out a surplus for each annual report. It was often pitifully small, 

but the balance of the annual profit and loss statement was never written in red 

ink. How closely the headmaster watched expenses was evident in the concise 

report he had the bursar compile each month. It seems a strange role for a scholar, 

but he was always careful to be in a position to spot at once the slightest rise in 

costs of any phase of operations. It may be interesting to know the running costs of 

a fully staffed school of about eighty boarders in the 1890s. 

If every other expense was closely watched, there was no skimping with meals; 

food was plain but plentiful. There was no limit to the amount of milk a boy could 

have; it was in large pitchers on the table for all meals. It was in the postponement 

of repairs and the curtailment of all frills that Ridley practiced stern frugality. 

THE NEW JUNIOR SCHOOL 

By 1898, the economic fortunes of the country were on the mend. During that 

year, the first outstanding development for Ridley in the improving times was 

discussed by the board. The subject of a new Junior School was so refreshing that, 

for a change, discussion was lively on where it should be built, when, how big it 

should be, and what land should be acquired. That they were serious about a new 

Junior School, even if they had still to mark time, was seen in the excursion by the 

directors, shepherded by the headmaster, on a cold, wet November day. He induced 

them to cross the canal to inspect—and admire—the Western Hill and the 

surrounding land. Miller’s idea was to build the Junior School on the 7 1/2 acres 

there, used at that time for sports. He was also eyeing more acreage of the Hainer 

homestead. Money was a problem, but there was an inspiring contribution with 

which to make a start. Mr. W. G. Gooderham had offered to take up $2,000 of the 

stock if $10,000 could be raised in all. 

There was something just as serious, but more intimately important, bothering 

the headmaster. He had learned that Mr. Williams, now a senior faculty member, 

had been offered a post by Rothesay College in New Brunswick, possibly as 

headmaster. How serious this potential loss must have appeared to Mr. Miller is 

reflected in the struggle by Old Ridleians to finds words to describe Mr. Williams 

and to tell of their affection and respect for him. They say he was “one of God’s 

very great Christian gentlemen.” He was one of those rare masters who love 

teaching for teaching’s sake. 

John Miller knew that Rep Williams could become a living school legend if he 

remained. If the new building had to be delayed, he could at least obtain the 

directors’ approval for a new status for Rep. The headmaster felt a sense of relief 

when Rep agreed to stay when officially appointed vice-principal and head of the 

Junior School. It was not long before Rep Williams was “Mr. Junior School.” 

The fund-raising outlook was so promising by March 1899 that an architect, 

G. M. Miller, was requested to complete plans for the new school structure, to 
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proceed with specifications, and to obtain tenders from construction firms as 

quickly as possible. By May, the headmaster could report to the board that a low 

tender of $12,661 had been received. As soon as $11,500 was subscribed, construe- 

tion began. Subscriptions of cash for stock came in fairly well, but on June 1, the 

headmaster had to report he was short of the objective. Under pressure of time, this 

was reduced to $10,000. It proved to be enough, but only after a mortgage was 

placed on the partly completed new building and the 7 1/2 acres on which it stood. 

There was obviously great determination to establish the new school as quickly as 

possible at almost any risk. 

In 1899, the board also completed the negotiations to acquire the remainder 

of the Hainer estate (56 1/2 acres) for $6,000. A proviso in the deal allowed the 

Hainer daughters, Julia and Henrietta, to keep the old farm home which sat near 

the front gates of the farm. (When Henrietta died in 1934, the homestead was torn 

down and new gates were constructed.) There was now ample land on the Western 

Hill for the new Upper School the headmaster was dreaming about. It is interesting 

to note that the editors of Acta Ridleiana had the same dream. The Old Boys must 

have been startled to read what was expected of them as student-recruiters for the 

Junior School. 

Towards the filling up of the new school there is no doubt the Old Boys can do much— 

with a strong association such as we have, not only should the building be full, but it 

should only be a fraction of 10 years before another large slice of that sixty-five acres 

is required for another building. 

Construction of the Junior School building was rapid. At the Annual 

Shareholders’ Meeting in October, it was reported that “the new building for the 

Preparatory Department of the College, on a fine site adjoining the cricket field, is 

nearly completed, and will be ready for occupation about 1st November, under the 

charge of Mr. H. G. Williams, B.A.” The building, for boys under fourteen only, 

was sited to the northeast of the present Middle School. The small circular 

sidewalk, which today seems to go nowhere, led in 1899 to the front door of “the 

most modern and up-to-date 

school dormitory building in 

Canada.” Ridley’s pride in it was 

such that it was felt it could not be 

matched anywhere in the world. 

Built at a total cost of $16,107.62, 

it was a tall, three-story structure 

with some stone and wood trim, 

surrounded by about sixty-five 

acres of Ridley land. 

Total accommodation in the 

new school was for thirty boys, 

Principal Williams and his family, 

an assistant master, and Matron 

Mrs. Ross Mackenzie. The ground 

floor held two classrooms, a reading 

room, Mr. Williams’ study, the 

dining room, and kitchen. The 

assistant master’s bedroom and a 

dormitory for ten boys were on the 

second floor, plus living quarters for 

the matron and the Williams 

family. Two ten-boy dormitories 

were on the top floor. 

The new Junior School was first 

occupied in November 1899. 
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A Junior School dormitory 

A classroom in the 

new Junior School 

The canal between Springbank and the Junior 

School was still an inconvenience. It was now a 

river, for regular canal traffic had ceased. A wooden 

section of the old canal’s towpath was stretched across 

the river. This became a serviceable footbridge known 

as “the float.” It was replaced in 1910 by a more 

substantial structure. Wheeled traffic between the two 

Schools used the low-level bridge at the foot of Hainer 

Street. The high-level bridge would not be completed 

until 1914. 

The Junior School’s official opening on November 

25, 1899, was an impressive, if lengthy, event. The 

reports on proceedings of this memorable day do not 

mention the boredom of the boys (with some noses a 

hit runny in the cold), and the strained if polite 

patience of the visitors, who had to listen to speeches 

from the president of the board and the headmaster—followed by eight others! 

They must have been relieved to go trooping up the hill to the flagstaff, where a 

new silken Union Jack was unfurled to cheers for the Queen, and also for Ridley 

when an imposing orange-and-black pennant was hoisted. 

When this separate department for boys under fourteen was established, it was 

the first of its kind in Canada. The boys of Mr. Williams’ Junior School would 

always share in Ridley’s traditions, hut they would also develop some of their own 

and would live their own school life. Despite Mr. Williams’ pride in the new Junior 

School on opening day, and despite the feeling that the building definitely had 

“character,” it was functional rather than beautiful, and internally was soon found 

to be full of faults. Four bathtubs were not nearly enough to keep thirty usually 

grubby boys clean. It meant a ceaseless headache for the headmaster, the masters, 

and the matron. The heating system was found to be inadequate when a 

northwester howled across the playing fields that winter. Such a cold breath 

descended on the building during some winter nights that if water were left in a 

basin it would be frozen solid by morning. “Sometimes we thought we were the 
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coldest boys south of Baffinland. 1 still shiver when 1 think of getting out of bed 

some of those mornings.” Yet boys and masters seemed to love their Junior School 

with an abiding affection. They did not care in the least that it was not dignified 

with the title “Lower School” until 1902. 

A NEW NAME 

Early in 1900, a move was made to eliminate the business form of the title of 

the School and to have the name adopted which was already in common use. 

Resolutions were passed requesting the Ontario government to alter the Charter 

by dropping the word “Bishop” from the title and also the words “of Ontario, 

Limited.” The board was shortly notified by the government that its request had 

been approved. Since February 19, 1900, both the popular and official title has 

been simple: Ridley College. 

The most relieved of all Ridleians in the change of name was Mrs. Williams, 

the wife of the principal of the new Lower School across the canal. The tall 

structure stood out clearly on its hill, could be seen for miles, and strangers on the 

roads identified it as Ridley College, with Springbank forgotten. The number who 

called to say, “I’ve come to see Bishop Ridley,” was astonishing. They would be met 

graciously by Mrs. Williams who heard “I’d like to see the Bishop, please,” so often 

that she came to expect it. It was embarrassing to the callers to be told that Bishop 

Ridley was not available, and that he was a Protestant martyr who had been burned 

at the stake in the year 1555! 

THE OLD BOYS ORGANIZE 

The first effort beyond conversation to organize the Old Boys of Ridley 

occurred just before the following postcard notice was mailed: 

Faculty B.R.C. 
Toronto, October 1893 

Dear Sirs: 

A meeting of Old Ridley Boys will be held in Wycliffe College on Thursday, 
October 26th, at 7:30 p.m. sharp, to form an “Old Boys Association” of Ridley 
College, adopt a constitution, elect officers, and arrange for a dinner at a later 
date. We sincerely hope you will be able to be present. 

H. J. Cody, W. H. Cronyn, D. B. MacDonald, 
A. C. Kingstone and W. R. Wadsworth 

This led directly to the “First Annual Dinner of the Ridley Old Boys 

Association.” It was held at Webb’s restaurant in Toronto on December 22, 1893, 

with some forty-odd Ridleians in attendance. This beginning was premature, as 

there were still not enough Old Boys to support an association. The following year, 

the Old Boys formed a football team to play the School (losing 7-6), but the plan 

for a second dinner in December fell through. 

The idea was never far from sight, however, and within a few years a fresh start 

toward a permanent Old Boys Association was being seriously discussed. It moved 

from conversation to action with a serious meeting in the spring of 1899. Thirty- 

five Old Boys turned up, and organization—or reorganization of the initial start 

back in 1893—proceeded vigorously. The Reverend H. J. Cody of Wycliffe was in 

the chair, and a slate of officers for an Executive was at once approved. The annual 

fee was set at one dollar, which would include a subscription to Acta Ridleiana. An 

annual dinner would be held. Old Boy cricket and football matches with the 

School would be arranged. 

The number of strangers 

who called to say, “I’ve 

come to see Bishop 

Ridley,” was astonishing. 
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The headmaster was gratified because he was already visualizing the great aid 

to school morale the Association could become. It is doubtful if even the faith of 

Headmaster Miller let him foresee in 1899 that the day would come when the 

board of governors would include many Old Ridleians, and when reunions of 

hundreds of alumni would be held year after year. The organization has become an 

immensely valuable auxiliary to Ridley. 

THE RIDLEY FIRE 

In the black early dawn of a cold, blowing Sunday morning in October 1903, 

the chill cry—“Fire!” ran through the dark corridors and sleeping dormitories of 

the School. No sound is more dreaded in a school, especially at night. It was the 

shout of a new boy, James M. McKinnon, wakened by the glare of flames reddening 

his window. It appeared to him that the top-floor dormitory was already in flames. 

He screamed “Fire! Fire! Fire!” and soon “Fire" was echoing “Fire" all through the 

dormitories and corridors, now astir with convulsive movement. There were a 

score of little dramas in the suddenly dread-filled dark. It could easily have turned 

to uncontrolled panic and disaster. Boys scrambled from their beds, dazed, 

bewildered, and fighting back the first leap of panic within them. A boy near the 

door had eased the first rush by making a cavalier bow and giggling, “After you, 

Alphonse." It worked, they all giggled, took it easy. 

The boys headed downstairs in a jostling stream, several of them still giggling 

but only from excitement and fear. They stopped fighting each other for room, 

even when the fire-bell crashed out, being rung furiously by Dick Harcourt who 

had raced to ring its alarm. He had it ringing in less than two minutes of 

McKinnon’s first warning shout. “That fire-bell was the most frightening thing of 

Springbank after the 1903 fire the tire,” a boy wrote home. “I wasn’t scared until Dick started ringing it.” There 
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was remarkably good order as they poured outside; and a moment later there was 

shrill laughter, as they clutched their trousers with one hand, and saw in their other 

hand the foolish things they had snatched up in that first haste of terror—a broken 

comb, a cup, a book, a mouth-organ, a sponge, one shoe, not two. 

In a few moments, they were all safe in the raw night’s air, with the scrambling 

rush over but with Harcourt’s fire-bell still clanging. They did not yet realize how 

close this had been to a terrible human tragedy. They were beginning to chatter 

nervously, getting ready to start enjoying the excitement of it all. The masters were 

realizing the narrowness of the escape, of course; it was on the headmaster’s face as 

he had raced from his house, awakened by the fire-bell to see that ominous glare. 

It had lit up his entire room. His relief was so great as he saw the boys beginning 

to tumble out that he forgot the threat to his beloved school. 

“Have you the roll?” he demanded of two masters. “Check the boys.” Mr. 

Powell had telephoned the fire department at the first warning. Mr. Griffith and he 

were now getting the shivering boys assembled for roll call. Mr. Griffith had his 

peaked cap, always worn while coaching football, in his hand—he was saving that! 

No one had the roll, so Dr. Miller rushed inside to his office. There was no danger. 

Other masters and the matron were searching the buildings as far as they dared. 

They came out loaded with Ridley photographs from the walls, papers, and 

documents, as Dr. Miller returned with the precious list of the boys in hand. For 

long minutes, only the upper part of the Main had been burning, so small groups 

of seniors had rescued some things from the ground floor—a clock, a few books 

from the library, two good oak tables. Anything saved was stacked in the 

headmaster’s backyard. Some boys were lucky; before the fire was too blazing, they 

were able to go back and retrieve some of their personal belongings. 

The boys were standing ready for the roll call in a sudden, crackling stillness. 

Nicholls had been sent to tell Dick Harcourt to stop the din of the fire-bell and to 

get outside. Dick’s face looked as if he had been sunburned. That sudden stillness 

was awesome; the crackling was old Springbank wood, newly caught by fire. The 

roar of the flames in the high wind was suddenly loud as they waited and watched 

helplessly. As the headmaster stood under the street gaslight in front of his boys, 

the red glare of the flames reflecting on their young faces, he knew this would be 

the most important roll call Ridley College would ever know. They answered as 

they had answered a hundred times. There was a brief moment of terrible 

consternation. One boy had not answered. Then it was recalled that he had been 

given permission to stay in Toronto overnight. 

The firemen, upon arriving, discovered the water pressure was so low that the 

water turned into steam in the heat, quenching nothing. There was soon no doubt 

about the completeness of the fire’s destruction—Springbank was doomed. The fire 

rapidly ate along the attic under the roof because the space between the roof and 

the ceiling of the top floor was like a funnel; the fire raced through it, consuming 

the Mam. Soon the whole school became a sea of fire with the wind fanning it like 

a mighty bellows. With hope abandoned to save the main school building, the 

firemen concentrated their efforts on wetting the roofs of adjacent houses, 

including the headmaster’s. Many of the residents were carrying out personal 

property and piling it in the street. 

The roof of the Main was the first to collapse and fall into the raging furnace 

inside the walls, as the whole school watched in painful silence. Then the roof 

and walls of the rest of the school went, with a sudden vomit of flame and 

smoke and a fiery crash to mark it. As the cold October daylight crept over the 

desolate scene, only a pitiful shell remained of Springbank Sanatorium, built by 

Dr. Theophilus Mack in 1864 and destroyed by fire as Ridley College on Sunday 

morning, October 25, 1903. 

This would be the most 

important roll call Ridley 

College would ever know. 
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As Miller watched, the 

school he had created, 

fostered, and shaped with 

care arid pride for fourteen 

years was reduced to 

burning embers. 

The tire, which started in a trunk room usually kept locked, had perhaps been 

ignited hy a match dropped into rubbish by workmen who had been doing some 

repairs. It may have smoldered for some hours. This was a theory, never confirmed, 

hut the one generally accepted. By some quirk of the vagaries of a fire, the gym, 

which had been the spa’s laundry, still stood, almost undamaged. It still stands, 

converted into a terrace of three town houses, beside the home of “Ah” Taylor, 

original Ridleian, which was built on the original site of Springbank. Nothing else 

remains of the solid old building which, with all its imperfections, had been 

sincerely loved. 

“Terrible, it’s terrible,” Mr. Powell muttered helplessly. “I’m sorriest of all for Jo 

Miller,” said Rep Williams, who had arrived from across the canal. His kind face 

was warm with sympathy, as he looked at the headmaster, his head back, his heard 

seeming to jut in defiance toward the smoldering wreckage of his school. As Miller 

watched, the school he had created, fostered, and shaped with care and pride for 

fourteen years was reduced to burning embers and a smoking ruin. He must have 

known deep bitterness, though he gave no sign. 

IN MEMORIAM 

Obituaries of Old Boys now began to appear regularly in A eta Ridleiana. In 

1900, word of the death of five of them ran through the School with deep regret, 

for each was well remembered and admired: Lew (Llewellyn) Price ’91, awarded 

the Blake Medal hy vote of the hoys, and Head Boy in 1897, had died of typhoid 

in Quebec City; C. P. Merritt ’90 had died of typhoid in British Columbia; C. C. 

Hooper ’91 died of pneumonia in Toronto; Billy (W. M. H.) Dixon, a Ridley 

cricket great, and Kit (R. H.) Carr, a footballer of ’92 had both just died of 

consumption in California. In addition to those five, Robert Holmes Griffith ’99, 

younger brother of Harry Griffith, and Vivien Nelson ’96, a track-and-field senior 

champion, both died while young students at Ridley in 1902; Dr. F. H. Thompson 

’89 also died in Seattle in that year from typhoid. Quartus (G. G. P.) Macdonald 

’89 died of consumption in Arizona in 1903. (Note: Entrance years indicated.) 

Death also overtook Ridley’s masters with a frequency that would be 

considered dramatic today. Two young masters died in the nineties and a third died 

in 1903. G. B. McClean, who had been an English master in 1892 and 1893, died 

soon after in an accident; Mr. A. H. Burns, an English master from 1893 to 1894, 

was dead two years later from typhoid. The eloquent, young F. J. Steen, one of the 

most skillful and articulate teachers Ridley ever had, died in 1903 of pneumonia in 

Montreal, where he was Professor of Church History at McGill. 

This must emphasize the longevity provided by modern drugs and the great 

advances in medical knowledge and practice in the last century. The number of 

Old Boys who died before they were thirty from pneumonia, typhoid, and 

consumption is shocking by today’s standards. It is clear that at the turn of the 

century and, in fact, until much later, life in Canada still had a strong element of 

survival of the fittest. It was actually survival of the luckiest, for healthy, fit athletes 

were among the Ridleians to die at a young age. Nothing could illustrate this more 

sharply than the series of tragedies in the headmaster’s family, which, at his request, 

were never reported in A eta Ridleiana. The headmaster and Mrs. Miller lost four 

sons in infancy, all from jaundice. 
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Canada and the World 

NOTABLE EVENTS 

1903 Henry Ford sells his first 

automobile. 

The Curries win Nobel Prize 

for radiation studies. 

1905 Alberta and Saskatchewan 

created. 

1906 San Francisco earthquake. 

1907 Tom Longboat wins Boston 

Marathon. 

Charles Saunders’ Marquis 

wheat proves successful. 

1908 First coins staick at the Royal 

Canadian mint. 

F. W. “Casey” Baldwin flies at 

Hammondsport, N.Y. 

Anne of Green Gables 

published. 

1910 Edward VII dies, George V 

is king. 

Canadian navy is created. 

1911 Canadians say no to reciprocity. 

Robert Borden becomes prime 

minister. 

1912 Titanic strikes an iceberg. 

First Calgary Stampede. 

1914 Archduke Francis Ferdinand 

assassinated at Sarajevo; 

World War I ensues. 

1915 Lusitania sinks off Irish coast. 

1917 Czar Nicholas II abdicates 

Russian throne. 

U.S. declares war on Germany. 

Canadians under Arthur Currie 

capture Vimy Ridge. 

Bolshevik revolution. 

The Halifax Explosion. 

1918 Hostilities cease, November 11. 

Influenza epidemic strikes 

around the world. 

1919 Winnipeg General Strike. 

Prohibition in effect. 

1920 Ireland partitioned. 

League of Nations fonued. 

1921 W.L.M. King leads the Liberals 

to a minority government. 

In the early years of the twentieth century, Canada rapidly advanced 

in line with the intentions of the confederation’s founders. Under Laurier, 

great strides were taken towards creating a national economy to comple- 

merit the political reality of the young Dominion. An astonishing increase 

in population of 35%, through waves of immigration, brought the nation 

to over seven million people by 1912. Of course, the greatest increase was 

in Alberta and Saskatchewan, which became provinces in 1905. 

Immigrants, largely from Europe, opened up the huge potential of the 

prairies for farming. The Canadian mosaic of cultures began to emerge. 

The flow of immigration from the British Isles continued, as did the 

dominance of English. As the Great War drew near, the country’s 

orientation (except in Quebec), was unquestionably to the Empire. 

The other aspect of the founders’ dream was industrialization. 

Dramatic advances were made in this area, too. Urbanization centered in 

Ontario and Quebec. Their overall populations increased by nearly 20%, 

and the small towns grew as the people left the land for the greater 

opportunities of urban employment. These two provinces were also the 

main recipients of Canada’s increasing prosperity. Undoubtedly, the 

successful pursuit of materialistic wealth attacked the pieties and the 

proprieties of a God-fearing people; the corresponding rise of economic 

resentment among the less privileged began to generate socialist ideas and 

the forming of labour unions. 

When World War I began in August 1914, imperial loyalty ensured 

Canada’s support. The hope of being “home by Christmas” however, 

(with victory in hand) was quickly shattered. By November 1914, two 

opposing lines of trenches faced each other and stayed in place for four 

agonizing years. Canada’s contribution on all fronts was disproportionate 

to its size, but so too was the price. Nearly 60 000 Canadians lost their 

lives and almost three times that number were wounded. 

By the enfranchisement of women and the introduction of prohibition 

(both in 1917), Canada demonstrated a kind of moral leadership in the 

western world. But the war victory of 1918 was achieved at some cost to 

national unity. The Military Services Act of 1917 (conscription) gener¬ 

ated bitter opposition, especially in Quebec. In 1918-19, the dismantling 

of the wartime industries and the return of the veterans sent the country 

into a brief depression. These problems were compounded by industrial 

strikes in major cities, galloping inflation, and the virulent influenza epi¬ 

demic of those years. “Normalcy,” however, was just around the corner. 
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RIDLEY REBUILT 

One can only guess at the headmaster’s inner thoughts on the morning 

after the fire as he gazed upon the rubble surrounding the standing 

chimneys. Those who knew John Miller well knew that there was no 

question that Ridley would rise again. The foundation he had built 

over fifteen years would prove strong enough to sustain a new edifice. Miller was 

in his early forties and his educational beliefs were tested and secure. He would 

become a founding head for a second time. 

Everyone tried to help as they could. Boys were housed in the Lower School, 

in the homes of St. Catharines residents, and in the old Welland House (another 

spa), where the headmaster obtained an entire floor. Most of the senior boys were 

sent home for a short time. These decisions made, Miller went to Toronto to see 

the board of directors. They seemed to be in a state of half-hope, half-despair and, 

to him, seemed slow to respond to his sense of combined confidence and urgency. 

On October 26, 1903, Dr. Miller wrote a letter to all parents. He gave no hint 

of his lurking worry that perhaps only the Junior School could remain in full 

operation. He sounded confident about temporary space being found. 

Dear Sir: 

In this great calamity that has befallen the School, I ask you to join us in thanking 
God that there has been no injury to life and limb. 

We are obliged to send many of the Upper School boys back to their homes for 
a time. Our intense desire is to keep the School together until a new building is 
erected. We are now trying to arrange for temporary quarters in which to carry on 
the regular school work. We hope to complete our arrangements within a few days, 
and to reopen the School within two weeks. 

Confidently counting upon the sympathy and support of all boys’ parents, I am 

Yours very faithfully, 
J. O. Miller 

With the boys set up in temporary accommodations, the headmaster next 

looked to secure classroom space. St. Thomas’ Church hall was quickly promised, 

and classes were functioning again by the end of the week. 

Temporary Quarters 

In a subsequent search for more permanent accommodations, the headmaster 

discovered that the old Stephenson House in St. Catharines was available, if the 

right tactics were used. It was an even older sanatorium than Springbank and had 

enjoyed great popularity among wealthy Americans. Entire families with servants, 

carnages, and horses would arrive at the Stephenson House from Virginia, 

Kentucky, Tennessee, and the Carolinas. But that era was gone. It, too, was now a 

school, but the non-conformist clergyman A. B. Demill, who operated “Demill’s 

Ladies College,” had not paid his rent for many months and had very few pupils. 

Dr. Miller telephoned the landlord, Mr. E. R. C. Clarkson of Toronto; Mr. Demill 

was a tenant “on sufferance.” The board of directors signed an agreement with Mr. 

Clarkson, Dr. Miller gave Mr. Demill $500 in cash and saw him off happily on the 

train that same night. Everyone was pleased with the deal, including the students 

at Demill’s. Demill’s Ladies College was no more. 

Ridley College came back to life. On November 2, 1903, the headmaster wrote 

to parents, “We expect to move into the building on the 11th instant. It would 

have been done earlier, but everything had to be purchased, from classroom texts 

and blackboards to kitchen soap, bed linen and cutlery.” 

Boys were housed in 

the Lower School, in the 

homes of St. Catharines 

residents, and in the old 

Welland House. 
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Nicholls' Hall (1902) and 

the Junior School (1899). 

The farm buildings are 

behind the covered rink. 

The School soon found all but three seniors back, installing themselves in 

their new home. These three were the entire loss to the School’s enrollment. 

Stephenson House was to be an integral part of Ridley life for fourteen months, and 

it was much better than initially expected. The new spa was more commodious 

than Springbank in the dining room and the student’s reading room, and there was 

also a larger prayer hall. Classes were established, and Ridley was ready to carry on. 

The building proved well heated that winter, but until the new washroom facilities 

were completed, the morning battles in the line-up were heroic. If a senior shaved, 

he did it at noon. Within a month of the fire, everything was normal in the 

academic program and general activities, and they even had a gym of sorts. 

The dormitories were not at first able to accommodate all the boarders. The 

few Ridley boys billeted at the Welland House waited until room could be found 

for them at Stephenson House. “They were the longest weeks I ever lived,” recalled 

the landlord feelingly long afterwards, “and they nearly drove my night clerk crazy.” 

The boys had only one master (a heavy sleeper), and two long-suffering prefects to 

observe, outwit, or appease. The harried prefects would stare at the chimney stacks 

over the burned-out shell of their old school with deep regret. They, along with the 

Welland House’s proprietor and night clerk, were vastly relieved when the Ridley 

contingent was able to move over to Stephenson House. 

The New Upper School 

With school routines in place and functioning relatively smoothly within a 

week of the fire, the headmaster and the board moved remarkably quickly on a plan 

for a new building on the western side of the Welland canal. The land had been 

secured in 1899 with the purchase of the Hainer farm. The Junior School was 

already there, of course, as were the main playing field and a few farm buildings. 

Miller had been harbouring a dream for many years of consolidating the School in 

one location. He also dreamed of space for a separate chapel. The emergency of 

October 25, 1903, hastened everything. Less than two weeks after the fire, the 
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hoard and the headmaster sent out an appeal to the friends of Ridley College. They 

wrote of their plans: 

The proposed new buildings will cost in the neighborhood of $75,000. The college 

will have $23,000 in hand from insurance. Unless the friends of the college come to 

its assistance it will be impossible to build at the present time. 

Between $50,000 and $60,000 have hitherto been subscribed by the promoters and 

friends of the college to the capital stock of the corporation. 

It is necessary to raise at least $50,000 to complete and equip first-class buildings for 

the use of the school. It is proposed to ask the friends of the college to advance this 

money upon the security of bonds upon the property of the corporation. Such bonds 

are to be issued in amounts of $100 and multiples of $100. Subscriptions may be 

spread over a period of four years, one-fifth being payable at the time of subscription. 

The directors believe that there are many friends of Ridley College who will be 

willing to assist them in the endeavor to recover from the serious disaster which has 

befallen it by fire. The splendid work done by the college since its organization fifteen 

years ago encourage them to hope that the response will be prompt and liberal. 

Although the appeal did not exactly bring in a torrent of cash, it did encourage 

a response sufficient for the board to move forward with the project. In December 

1903, the board decided to borrow $47,000, offering property and stock pledges as 

security. The following February, the School borrowed another $30,000 and signed 

a building contract with Newman Brothers of St. Catharines. The new Upper 

School would be built on plans submitted by G. M. Miller &. Co., the Toronto 

architects of the Lower School. President Mason was assured that the foundations 

would be ready for the laying of the cornerstone on Prize Day (around the first of 

July) and that the building would be ready for operation by January 1905. 

Prize Day in 1904 was held on the Western Hill for the first time. The day was 

blessed by a bright sun and clear skies. The scholastic prize list boasted many new 

awards—further evidence of the way Ridley’s supporters rallied to help “In the Year 

of the Fire.” A great crowd of visitors and parents were on hand for the day’s events, 

which included the cornerstone ceremony for the new building. Lunch was served 

in the Lower School, and the guests then adjourned to Nicholls’ Hall, where the 

The new Upper School 

(1904-05). The construction 

shed is still in place in front. 
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boys were waiting. After President Mason’s opening address, Dr. Miller was 

eloquent in a tribute to the board, especially President Mason, Mr. T. R. Merritt, 

and Mr. W. G. Gooderham, for making a new Ridley College available so soon. 

At the site of the future Upper School building, President Mason was handed 

a silver trowel by Miss Nannette Miller, to “well and truly lay the cornerstone.” 

Unhappily it was not well laid; there was a heavy rainstorm that night, and under 

its cover a thief abstracted the copper box, which is the core of the cornerstone and 

always holds historical items as artifacts for posterity. It was sheer vandalism, for 

the contents of the box were largely worthless: a copy of the College charter; 

cancelled Imperial Bank bills from $1 to $20; a set of Canadian coins and another 

of postage stamps; a copy of The St. Catharines Standard with a story on the College; 

a Ridley annual calendar for 1902-03; and a short history of the College. 

The board of directors felt (with premature pessimism) that money for the 

building fund was coming in too slowly. The headmaster, ever confident about 

people’s generosity, left immediately after Prize Day for a fund-raising expedition in 

the British Isles. Dr. Miller was fairly successful, but upon his return he knew his 

dream of a separate Ridley chapel must remain a hope for the future. 

By October 1904, the board’s anxiety about meeting financial commitments 

was dispelled. People were generous, as the headmaster had predicted. 

Construction of the new Upper School was rapidly nearing completion, and at the 

annual meeting held in that month, the outlook “reflected a distinctly optimistic 

tone.” In spite of all the construction expenses, and after paying off all debts, a 

small operating profit could be declared. 

The style of architecture was “the latest phase ol the pure Gothic.” It had been 

adopted by academic institutions in both England and the United States. The 

main entrance was a spacious porch, with leaded glass lights and double sets of 

quartered oak doors. The inner porch had a handsome screen with windows of 

leaded glass. The main hall seemed wonderfully wide; it was dignified by polished 

black ash woodwork. The peak of modernity was in the overhead lighting of all the 

corridors—new electric lights! Gas was piped into the kitchen and to the old 

mantle lights. The headmaster was cautious, with electricity used only on the 

ground floors until it had proved itself. Six classrooms fitted with the latest style in 

school desks, and a chemical and physical laboratory were off the main hall. 

The Dean’s House (1908) At one end of the building was a large dining room, with space to seat over one 

hundred people. The furniture had been specially made 

for Ridley. An Acta editor called it “the handsomest 

room in the whole College.” A hallway, lined with 

pictures rescued from the fire, led from the dining room 

to the new library. A group of Ridley women had 

presented a magnificent bookcase and special library 

furniture. There was a small gymnasium in the 

basement. Washroom facilities were adequate for the 

first time in Ridley’s history. The headmaster’s house 

adjoined the library. Dr. Miller’s family at last had a 

home that was part of the College. 

At the east end of the building was the chapel, 

which would have been a convocation hall if Dr. Miller 

had succeeded in raising funds for a separate chapel. It 

made a beautiful annex to the College; its high, vaulted 

roof was finished in varnished wood, and a handsome 

brick skirting about seven feet high encircled the entire 

interior. Amber cathedral glass was used in the large 

Gothic windows. 
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Dr. Miller was now able again to achieve something close to his heart— 

Sunday evening chapel service in a proper atmosphere. He never “preached,” yet 

there was always a message. Many years after they attended Ridley, Old Boys could 

still quote some of the wise thoughts Miller expressed in Ridley’s Sunday evening 

chapel services. It is a pity his short talks for hoys were not recorded and preserved. 

In the next few years, various guest speakers appeared to give short talks as well. 

Dr. Miller always requested that guest speakers should honour a ten-minute limit. 

The hoys grew to enjoy the Sunday evening chapel service, and there was a 

diminishing frequency of attempts to cut chapel on Sunday night. The attraction 

of the service for the hoys was revealed in their spontaneous, quite unprompted 

proposal to replace the piano with an organ. They proposed a regular “organ 

collection.” Their nickels and dimes piled up slowly. By 1907, there was still far 

from enough in the organ fund; but offers ot large donations were discouraged as 

this was to be the boys’ organ. It was not until 1909 that their organ was bestowed. 

The Dean’s Hou se 

The new Ridley proved to be so popular that the hoard’s annual report for 1905 

commented, “We must next September (1906) face the problem of providing 

another building, or letting business go by.” A new dormitory was erected in 1907 

and opened in 1908. It was named the Dean’s House because Ridley’s senior master 

had been officially called “the dean” for the previous ten years. The dean was Mr. 

E. G. Powell, maths master. When Mr. Powell moved into the Dean’s House, he 

became Ridley’s first housemaster. The title for Dr. Miller’s assistant did not survive 

beyond Mr. Powell, but the christening of the new house did. 

The Dean’s House cost had been attained through generous subscriptions and 

College debentures. Specially noted was the help given by Mr. W. G. Gooderham, 

G. H. Gooderham, Colonel R. W. Leonard, Mr. W. G. Trethewey, Mr. R. J. 

Christie, and Ridley’s president, Mr. J. Herbert Mason. The financial provisions 

reflected the friendship that existed between Dr. Miller and the Gooderham family, 

and also the friendship between Mr. Williams and Colonel Leonard. These 

fortunate attachments would lead to even greater benefactions in the future. 

The Dean’s House at once created 

its own identity and began to fashion 

its own customs and traditions. Inter- 

house rivalry began, which would later 

strengthen the morale of the school 

as a whole as the house system came into 

full operation. The Dean’s House 

provided for thirty additional boarders. 

By September 1908, it was filled to 

capacity and so was the Upper School 

building (now called School House). 

Ridley could have expanded again 

immediately. Instead, the decision was 

made to mark time, and another new 

dormitory was not erected for fourteen 

years. Lor several years, Ridley serenely 

enjoyed its affluence, content to put 

aside ambitions for more physical 

expansion and a longer student-roll. It 

was good judgment even if it reflected a 

certain self-satisfaction. 

The boys’ organ (1909) 

The Dean’s House provided 

for thirty additional boarders. 

The drafts were legendary. 
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Harry Griffith stands between 

two seniors beside the new Old 

Boys' Gymnasium. A “fives” 

court is visible to the left. 

If the term “campus” was seldom 

used by the boys until they had gone 

to a university, this masters’ and Old 

Boys’ term now fitted the Ridley scene 

as no other could. The School’s 

surroundings had taken on much 

beauty through care of the green 

playing fields and the growth of 

shrubs, hedges, well-located trees, and 

ivy. A sense of dignity, distinction, and 

permanence was added when Ridley’s 

crest was cut into stone and the stone 

was inserted as a centre-piece above 

the arched main entrance of School 

House. It was installed to mark 

Ridley’s twentieth birthday, in 1909. 

Ridley had a mellowed grace, and it 

would be enhanced steadily as the 

years passed. 

One additional school need in this early period was a gymnasium. Neither the 

Lower School nor the new Upper School provided adequate space for indoor 

activities. Nicholls’ Hall served marginally when the ice was out, but there was 

neither heat nor storage space, and its cement floor was uninviting for organized 

games. A magnificent response to this need was forthcoming in 1909. A group of 

Old Boys, led by A. W. Taylor ’90, organized a campaign to provide a proper 

gymnasium. The first sod was turned in June with three-year-old Kitty Miller 

wielding the shovel. The building was completed early in 1910 and opened 

officially in April. 

What followed was a burgeoning of activities, particularly in the winter 

months. There was a swimming tank in the lower level. Fencing was revived, 

boxing and gymnastics began to receive regular instruction, and parallel bars and 

rings were set into place. Basketball, the new sport of the century, began to be 

taken more seriously. The headmaster also encouraged the suggestion of the boys 

themselves that the old Assault-At-Arms demonstrations be revived. With the 

completion of the Old Boys’ gymnasium, the School’s facilities were complete, 

except perhaps, for a separate chapel. Ridley was an impressive complex of 

buildings and it is remarkable that all this construction had occurred within an 

eleven-year span. 

THE LIFE OF RIDLEY 

If Ridley’s expansion program temporarily slowed, the tempo of school life 

seemed to accelerate. Ridley’s story now began to leap from event to event, from 

football season to cricket time, from Prize Day to Prize Day. Each would have fresh 

aspects and new highlights, but they were all Ridley’s. 

Leadership and Authority 

In Ridley’s first years, prefects had many duties and few privileges. Over time, 

however, their regular duties were reduced to reading the roll call and not much 

else. Dr. Miller changed all that on entering the new Upper School. Prefects soon 

took charge of the fourth and fifth form study, and could enforce discipline as 

required. Some almost panicked when told they would take turns to read an Old 

Testament lesson in the Sunday chapel service, but they did it well. More profound 
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demands were impressed on them, such as being told that they were responsible for 

the morale of the School and especially for the moral tone of things among the 

juniors. As they were worked deeper into the life of the School, they began making 

suggestions themselves. A new importance for, and a new dependence on, the 

Ridley prefect had begun. 

In these years at Ridley, it was believed that “fagging” of the right kind could 

have real value in teaching juniors a respectful attitude without subservience. The 

fagging system required that juniors perform services for senior students. At the 

same time, it impressed on seniors the responsibilities, obligations, courtesy, and 

decency that must go with the privilege of authority. This ideal is easier to state 

than to implement. Mr. Powell referred to this when he wrote in A eta, “Fifth-Form 

boys are not usually capable of using power over the lower forms judiciously.” It was 

here, of course, that trouble could arise. To take care of it completely, perhaps the 

first solution is to make fagging of any type illegal. Ridley did not think so; neither 

did the headmaster nor the seniors who had been juniors and knew fagging at both 

ends. Instead, the solution adopted was that fifth formers were given a special 

category; they became neutrals who could neither “be fagged” nor “command a 

fag.” It was a wise waiting period in which the fifth formers could observe the good 

judgment and sense of responsibility or otherwise of the sixth. 

Dr. Miller and his masters realized how easily this system could be abused, and 

the headmaster’s personal watchfulness never relaxed. It was condoned, however, 

because he believed in putting boys to the test. That a junior could not be asked to 

do anything which would break a Ridley rule, written or unwritten, was, of course, 

fully understood. A good guard against abuse was the firm, if unwritten, law that 

decreed that no boy could discipline another except through those in authority— 

the prefects. This prevented bullying under the guise of punishment. The prefects 

were always alert to stamp it out. It was a poor prefect who failed to detect an ele¬ 

ment of personal spite when a senior student wanted a younger boy put in his place. 

Private feuds between a master and a boy were another story, of course, and 

harrying masters had been developed to a fine art. There were some masters who 

were firm but so just that they never had to raise their voices. All masters had the 

strap for a persuader, hut in the senior forms it was wiser to maintain control hy 

other means. A disliked or boring master could find himself in perpetual trouble. 

He was probably doomed, though sneakiness and lack of straightforward honesty in 

his dealings with the boys would 

condemn him even more 

quickly. A master in the Fifth 

gave a boy 500 lines one day 

and was astonished to hear him 

stand up and plead, “Will you 

strap it off, sir?” 

Much later in the century, 

an English lad in the Lower 

School remarked, “Canadian 

boys assume a new teacher is 

incompetent until he proves 

otherwise. English boys tend to 

assume competence, but quickly 

recognize if it is not there.” 

Under John Miller’s leadership, 

masters who survived the 

students’ testing exerted great 

influence over Ridley boys. 

A group of prefects (1913) 
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Learning to Express 

The headmaster was persistent in his efforts to teach hoys to be comfortable 

while talking on their feet, and a Speakers’ Class flourished. Miller was not trying 

to develop great orators. He was just seeking to ensure that Ridley’s seniors would 

he able to handle with poise and confidence any speaking assignment to come their 

way after they graduated. An increase in debates and the staging of mock 

parliaments, to give the boys knowledge of the Canadian parliamentary system, 

also served to assist speaking ability. 

The boys liked debates, especially when they could suggest their own subjects. 

This plus the element of competition made a debate more interesting than a 

lecture. Some proposals were facetious and dismissed at once, but many were 

serious and well worth exploring by discussion. One good debate was Is a sensitive 

man a weak man1 A fine study of human character resulted. A somewhat similar 

offering was Should imagination or realism be encouraged most? This inspired so many 

references and quotations from the great thinkers that the schedule of the English 

class that held the debate was disrupted for a full week. 

Another memorable debate was What is a genius? The boys quickly nominated 

Marconi and Alexander Graham Bell as geniuses, but Leonardo da Vinci was 

accepted as the perfect example because he pioneered and invented prodigiously 

and inspired mankind to search for knowledge in the future. “If originality and 

invention are criteria, Ridley is packed with geniuses of mischief,” said a 

disillusioned new master. 

A gymnasium party 

in honour of Nan 

Miller launched the 

gymnasium into its 

social role at Ridley. 

—- 

It was undoubtedly with the thought of stiffening the national spirit in the 

years just before the First World War that the St. Catharines chapter of the 

Imperial Order of the Daughters of the Empire (I.O.D.E.) offered a valuable prize 

to the Ridley student who authored the best essay on “Canada’s Duty to the 

Empire.” The first contest was won by Harold Drope ’14, whose prize winning essay 

then appeared in A eta Ridleiana. The young essayist placed the utmost importance 

on serving the Empire’s cause at the expense of Gallic pride. “First,” he pleaded, 

“we may try to solve the problems by moulding the French more completely into 

the actual imperial life of the Dominion.” 

The development of broader student interests at Ridley enabled a dramatic 

club to find its beginnings in 1911. The first series of productions by a cast of 

Ridleians occurred largely through the efforts of two masters, Mr. C. E. Thomas 

and Mr. M. Brockwell. Old Boys who were trained by Mr. Thomas declared he was 

a “genius” in persuading a self-conscious boy to become a credible stage character. 

He gave early training to several boys who later did well in careers on the stage or 

in radio and television. 

Social Matters 

In November 1910, a gymnasium party was arranged in honour of Nan Miller. 

Here is the first purely social note ever to appear in A eta: 

The coming-out dance of one of the very few of the gentler sex who can claim to 
be a Ridleian, took place in the College gymnasium on Friday, November 18th, and 
marked the debut of Miss Nannette Miller. That the affair was a grand success goes 
without saying, and as it took place on the eve of the Old Boys football match, a 
large number of past Ridleians were present. 

This memorable affair launched the gymnasium into its social role at Ridley; its 

hardwood floor was an invitation to dancing, and the gallery was a perfect adjunct 

for chaperones or for sitting out dances, with two offices of the gallery used as 
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ladies’ dressing rooms. Someone suggested draining 

the swimming pool and decorating it. The result 

was a cozy sitting-out place, which was utilized 

often over the years. 

The Ridley Cadet Corps’ first Annual Dance 

followed in February, with Canadian Ensigns, 

Union Jacks, and the flags of other nations 

providing colourful decor. The Cadets’ dance would 

become a regular feature of each Ridley winter and, 

unquestionably, the School’s most notable annual 

social affair. Immediately after the first dance, at 

which the smartly uniformed cadets had been the 

envy of all the civilians, a series of dancing lessons 

for the seniors was arranged. So many young Ridleians wanted to learn to dance The pool was drained for 

that the instructor had to import St. Catharines’ young ladies to help out; the a “sitting out” place during 

Ridley boys considered this a wonderful idea! Another piece of evidence to say that social affairs in the gym. 

dancing had arrived to stay was that A eta’s editorial policy changed between issues 

from criticism of dancing as a Ridley activity to one of applause. Ridley had always 

possessed a core of hard-shell disciples of masculinity, quick to deplore the slightest 

sign of encroachment by social (feminine) functions such as dancing. These critics 

hastily backtracked as the popularity of dances became evident. 

In 1914, when a dancing exhibition by sixth formers was on the program of the 

Assault-At'Arms, A eta actually applauded. “The Sixth in a dance drill showed that 

the boys could be quite as graceful as the girls, and in the variety of the steps 

performed rivalled the much-talked about tango.” This display of balletic skill was 

not repeated, however, in the following years. 

Otter Lake Summers 

Many students headed north to spend their summer holidays in the woods, 

often in virtually virgin country. They were following the Canadian outdoor 

heritage. The countryside around St. Catharines was rapidly built-up, and only a 

highly imaginative hoy could have much fun “exploring” the Welland Canal. 

Ridley now had to go farther afield to get close to nature, and the boys were going 

north in greater and greater numbers. 

In 1905, Camp Tenagonic in Deer Park ran a full-page advertisement in Acta 

Ridleiana, and the editors might have filled the fall journal with tales of summer 

adventuring hy canoe and portage by Ridley hoys. In 1907, three canoe-loads of 

Ridleians went up the north arm of Lake Tenagonic, through a chain of lakes with 

many a tough portage, then down the Montreal River to Latchford, and back by 

another route. They learned to like the mournful cry of the loon, to enjoy pork and 

beans, fish and blueberries for breakfast, and not to despise hard tack and cheese. 

They saw moose, deer, otter, hear, and heaver, and learned the trick of carrying a 

canoe over rugged portages, one of them a brute of two rough miles. 

Interest of parents as well as boys in the northern woods inevitably inspired 

setting up a Ridley Camp. In the summer of 1908, three Old Boys—Doggie Mason, 

Schuyler Snively, and J. P. Alexander—travelled by canoe from Chief’s Island in 

Lake Joseph to Otter Lake, then returned to report to Dr. Miller who was staying 

with President Mason on Chief’s Island. They were enamoured with the beauty of 

Otter Lake, five miles southeast of Parry Sound. Otter Lake looked ideal for 

Ridley’s first summer camp. In case of illness, a Parry Sound doctor could be 

reached in thirty minutes. One could leave Toronto by train at 10 a.m. and he in 

Parry Sound at 2:30 p.m. A dozen different canoe trips could he taken out of Otter 
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The Camp became 

a personal interest 

of Dr. Miller’s. By 

1910, he had built a 

huge stone fireplace 

with his own hands. 

The Miller’s cottage 

at Otter Lake 

Lake. It was decided at once that if ten boys indicated in January their desire to 

attend, the Camp would be set up for the summer of 1909, with an efficient 

instructor in canoeing, swimming, and outdoor living. The ten boys must have 

been secured quickly, for a site on Otter Lake was purchased by the headmaster on 

behalf of Mr. George Gooderham during that winter. 

The Camp became a personal interest of Dr. Miller’s. By 1910, he had built a 

huge stone fireplace with his own hands, with Mrs. Miller, Nannette, Kitty, and the 

Ridley boys enlisted to find good field stones. A beautiful log home was then 

constructed around the great fireplace, which many boys knew in the following 

summers. By the camp’s second year, in 1911, the Miller’s log home was completed. 

An abandoned barn had been cleaned and divided into a dining room, kitchen, 

and woodshed. Mrs. Newall, caterer and cook, presided over this essential adjunct, 

and the memory of her fresh bread and hot biscuits could make many an Old Boy’s 

mouth water forty and fifty years later. Her companions were a black and white 

“country collie” named Ridley, and a lanky black-and-white tomcat named Dean’s 

House. The cat slept under the steps and waged intermittent war with Ridley. 

The sleeping cabin had one wide side open, covered by copper screens to 

thwart the night-mosquitoes. The daily itinerary was simple: 7 a.m. reveille, a 

swim, make up beds, breakfast, prayers, and then a boy was free as a bird. There 

were lots of canoes, a rowboat, and a launch called the Spindrift. Sergeant Williams 

gave lessons in swimming and boatmanship. There were three canoe routes to 

Georgian Bay, each with tough portage. The young northland explorers would be 

first taken on a two- or three-day trip via Salmon Lake, Clear Lake, Blackstone 

Lake, and then back to Otter. The overland stretches were just enough to teach 

boys how to portage the canoes. 

At night there were singsongs and taffy-pulls around the campfire. In the day 

there were bass and pike to be caught, wigwams to be built, woods to explore, 

beaver to watch, and pestiferous bears to chase away. There was a level patch for 

playing tennis and baseball. Sometimes there were exciting and threatening 

bushfires, with the boys helping the fire rangers. 

Between 1911 and 1914, the camp increased its capacity but was seldom able 

to accommodate all the boys who wished to have the most glorious holiday Canada 

provides. Boys always came back from their summer in the outdoors, fit, tanned, 

_ and veterans of canoe and portage. 

They were full of tall tales of the trail 

and of their fishing prowess, as well 

as rich memories that would be 

savoured for many years. 

In 1914, Ridley’s student camp 

was converted into a fresh-air camp 

for underprivileged boys, with Ridley 

collections in chapel to support it. 

Both Old Boys and members of 

Ridley’s staff would look after the 

boys who were chosen by Canon 

Dixon of Toronto. By 1917, this 

social-service endeavor was no 

longer considered feasible by the 

social-service agencies, and for a time 

it reverted to its old role as a 

students’ camp. The camp was sold 

years later by Mr. Gooderham, who 

was the actual owner. 
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A Ridley Hero 

In the spring of 1908, a famous Old Boy made electrifying news. The news 

broke in The Toronto Star. 

The famous Varsity football player, Casey Baldwin, is now figuring in a new 
role. Yesterday, at Hammondsport, N.Y., Casey, who is the engineer in charge of 
construction, appointed by the Aerial Experiment Association, sailed Professor 
(Alexander Graham) Bell’s new aerodrome (sic) the Redwing, over Lake Keuka, 
a distance of 319 feet, at the rate of from 25 to 30 miles per hour. 

This is destined to be the first successful public flight of a heavier-than-air 
machine in America. 

It was also the first flight by a Canadian. It was on March 12, 1908, that the 

first observed public flight of a heavier-than-air flying machine was made in the 

Western Hemisphere, from the ice of a lake near Hammondsport. At the controls 

was Chief Engineer F. W. Baldwin ’00. He was the main force in the construction 

work. The Wrights, Bleriot, and Henri Farman had tried to obtain balance in the 

air by warping their wings. Casey Baldwin found the answer after he crashed the 

Redwing in a second flight. This was the invention of the aileron, or “little wings” 

as Henri Farman christened the device. That this invention was considered 

primarily Baldwin’s by the members of the Aerial Experimental Association seems 

clear in their insistence that the patents should be in his name alone. This 

invaluable contribution to flight was described by Dr. Bell’s biographer. “These 

wing tips or ailerons of Baldwin’s design have been fundamental to all balancing 

control ever since and are used in all modern heavier-than-air machines.” 

The following year, Casey came to St. Catharines to speak to the Canadian 

Club. He gave an address so modest that his own great contribution to aviation was 

all but lost. He visited Ridley that afternoon, and was royally welcomed 

by awestruck boys. Ridley would produce many illustrious Canadians in 

the years ahead; but because Frederick Walker Baldwin went on to gain 

international renown for his valuable contributions to experimental 

aviation, he must he seen as a Ridley giant. 

clone 

A dramatic event occurred in the year of Ridley’s twentieth 

birthday—1909. In early spring, the Niagara Peninsula had been swept 

by a series of unusually high winds and blustering, wet weather. While 

the boys were at home at Easter, such a big blow took place that The St. 

Catharines Standard called it a cyclone. It wiped out miles of peach 

orchards and was certainly the nearest approach to a wind of cyclonic proportions The roofless Nicholls’ Hall 

that the School on Hainer’s Hill had yet known. 

When the boys returned from their holiday, there was wreckage everywhere, 

including the loss of several of Ridley’s finest trees. Nicholls’ Hall appeared to be 

completely wrecked. The roof had been blown off the rink and one end of the 

building had been blown out, but that was repaired long before the next hockey 

season. The most astonishing damage by the capricious wind was done to their 

outdoor fives court. This brick enclosure (the predecessor to a modern squash 

court) was completely demolished. 

The Birth of Ridley’s Cadet Corps 

A persistent effort by the headmaster and Colonel Thairs to have Ridley’s drill 

squads converted into a properly equipped and officially recognized Cadet Corps 

finally bore fruit in 1907. There was encouragement for this from drill assistant A. 

W. Taylor ’90 and one or two members of the board. The nation’s general zeal for 

St. Catharines Cy 
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the British Empire, an increasingly unsettled European scene, and the 

government’s renewed interest in local militias spurred the formation of many local 

corps in these pre-war years. 

During the winter of 1906, Colonel Thairs introduced his drill squads to the 

latest infantry training manual in use by his own local 19th Regiment. Uniforms 

were sent from the Department of Militia and Defense early in 1907, and the 

headmaster gave the Colonel the green light to start recruiting volunteers. Later 

that year, the Canada Gazette issued the formal announcement recognizing the 

Ridley College Cadet Corps as Unit No. 162. As might he expected of the boys 

now facing a more intense cadet regimen, there was no rush for volunteers! 

The first photograph taken of Ridley’s uniformed Cadet Corps in the spring of 

1908 disclosed a total strength of forty cadets. The Colonel was seriously intent on 

placing the military mark on every member of the Corps. Any boy with a slouch 

was snapped erect as if hit in the rear by lightning—the Colonel’s cane! A sharp 

order that was to ring in the ears of Ridley boys until they were stout, old 

gentlemen echoed often in the halls—“Take your hands out of your pockets!” 

The creation of a more enthusiastic spirit was achieved within four years, aided 

by the awarding of platoon drill prizes. The acquisition of rifles was also an 

important item, even if they were old pre-South African War Martini-Lee Enfields, 

cut down to carbine size for cadet use. Three Ross Target Rifles were issued for work 

on the firing range. The arrival of uniforms and their issuance and fitting made a 

memorable performance. Included were heavy dark green serge tunics, ill fitting 

and uncomfortable, with the same rough material used for breeches and a forage 

cap. Even when they wore the forage cap with a cavalier tilt (until sharply 

reprimanded by Colonel Thairs), the Corps looked smart only at a distance. 

To the headmaster, the establishment of the uniformed Cadet Corps meant a 

marked consolidation of Ridley’s position as an important independent school. To 

him, the Corps represented much that Ridley held worthy and right. He felt that 

Canada’s militiamen, the citizen-soldiers, epitomized the basic tradition of Canada. 

In a sense, too, Ridley’s Cadet Corps was a tangible manifestation of the basic 

principles of good citizenship and its responsibilities that Ridley taught. Miller was 

intensely proud of the Corps; there was little Colonel Thairs could ask for the 

The Cadet Corps ready cadets that would he refused. It would be a long time, however, before all boys 

for inspection (1908) would he expected to belong to the Cadet Corps. 
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Much of the Corps’ efficiency was owing to the hoys’ own enthusiasm; more 

could he attributed to Colonel Thairs and his choice of commanders. Both cadets 

and their instructors were inordinately pleased by this terse compliment in the 

official inspection report of 1911: 

Officers: all good, smart in drill. 
Rank and file: general appearance and physique very good. 
Instructor: very keen and hard working. 

In June 1911, the cadets were informed that they could go to 

the Niagara-on-the-Lake militia camp, at their own expense, to 

form a Ridley detachment. The headmaster expected ten or twelve 

might go. Instead, forty-two boys promptly volunteered and stayed 

behind when the rest went home after Prize Day. They were 

transported hy train; upon arriving, they found their bell tents 

erected and waiting beside the lines of the Governor General’s 

Foot Guards from Toronto. One military blanket and a rubber 

sheet on the hard ground found them stiff on the first morning, but 

they were so enamoured of the bugle calls, the martial music of the 

bands, the marching men, and the bustle and stir of the big 

military camp, that they never noticed such petty discomfort. 

In 1912, it was decided that the Corps needed a band, even a 

bugle or two, and at least one drum to lift their step. Their 

Commanding Officer at once discovered that blowing a bugle 

takes much practice and that only some boys can pace a marching step properly on Having fun at the C.N.E. 

a drum. By the time the Corps staged its first public parade in the spring, a base Cadet Camp 

drum was added, with Ernie Crossland beating it. He was so small he could hardly 

see over the top of the drum while marching, hut he was a fine drummer. The new 

Bugle Band was the addition the Corps needed. Its size and the number of 

instruments grew steadily. The discordant squalls of a beginner on the bugle or 

trumpet have been heard ever since, during each Ridley spring. 

This was the proudest year to date for the Corps. They were invited to camp 

at the Long Branch rifle range near Toronto. They were to train for an appearance 

before the vast throngs attending the Canadian National Exhibition (C.N.E.). A 

fine detachment of cadets assembled at Long Branch on August 19. They were told 

it would be all work and no play except perhaps a swim in the lake. And it was! A 

huge muster of Empire cadets was taking place, and there would be stiff 

competition at the C.N.E. They drilled and drilled, but Ridley did not win a 

contest trophy; the Corps was fifth. But they were the first Canadian team in 

marching and manual exercises, which was the next proudest thing. 

In 1913, Captain Marshall, the Inspecting Officer, held the same opinion he 

had expressed in 1912. He wrote Colonel Thairs, “Your Corps was way ahead of 

any I inspected ... I must congratulate you on having such a splendid all-around 

company. Think you should now organize a Second Company ...” 

A definite feeling that war was coming existed among the senior staff officers. 

Warning of war was not officially voiced, but one hint was the tour of Western 

Ontario by H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught, Governor General of Canada. He 

visited Ridley in the late spring of 1914, not long before the outbreak of war. The 

Duke was accompanied by Princess Patricia (after whom a new Canadian regiment 

was named a few weeks later). The Royal party was met on Ridley’s green, spotless 

lawn by Dr. Miller and Nannette, taking her mother’s place as hostess at the 

following garden party. Young Kitty Miller presented flowers to Princess Pat with 

delightful composure. The Cadet Corps formed their first Royal Guard of Honour. 

The Duke’s compliments seemed more sincere than the usual official platitudes; 

Colonel Thairs was beaming as his cadets “did themselves proud.” 
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School fees were raised 

to $400 per annum. 

In June 1914, with the outbreak of war close ahead, the repute of Ridley’s fine 

Cadet Corps was obviously known at headquarters in Ottawa. Captain Marshall 

once more warmly congratulated the cadets. They heard again the need by the 

Canadian militia regiments for young officers of the Ridley cadet calibre. Marshall 

was killed in 1916 in the Ypres Salient while several cadets he inspected at Ridley 

in 1912 and 1913 were serving under his command. 

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

In 1910, Mr. A. W. Taylor was president of the Old Boys Association, and Dr. 

Miller became very persuasive just before their annual dinner in Toronto in early 

December. He hoped Taylor would accept an appointment as the third Old Boy 

representative on the board. There were still only two: Courtney Kingstone and H. 

C. Griffith. Mr. Taylor demurred. He realized how much he had come to admire 

Dr. Miller and to enjoy their friendly associatioia. He did not want to expose it to 

the risk of dissension. “There could be situations in which you and I might not 

agree,” he said, “and I do not want to be in a position where I could contradict 

you.” “I can take all the contradictions you can offer,” urged the headmaster, “You 

can be of great help to Ridley.” 

Mr. Taylor reluctantly agreed while en route to Toronto with Headmaster 

Miller, and that night the Old Boys nominated him as one of their representatives 

on the board. The enjoyable dinner was held in the Albany Club, with a record 

turnout in honour of Dr. Miller and Ridley’s twenty-first anniversary. Professor 

George M. Wrong, the guest speaker from the University of Toronto, and 

Mr. George Gooderham both paid a warm tribute to the headmaster, who spoke 

on “My twenty-one years at Ridley.” Lantern slides of forgotten scenes helped 

conjure up old memories. 

Mr. Taylor took his post seriously; he appointed himself watchman over the 

quality of food served at Ridley. He would have cuts of meat and quantities of other 

foods sent to his home and charged to him, testing for quality at his own table. He 

did this with bacon, beef, and mutton, especially, but also with any new breakfast 

food or canned or preserved meats or other foods. For years, corned beef and 

cabbage was the great favourite at Ridley. Why? “Because boys are always hungry 

and they were given such huge helpings of corned beef and cabbage, I expect,” said 

Mr. Taylor. “They could go back for ‘seconds,’ too. . . . They were getting 1 1/4 

pounds each whenever it was served, and they always cleaned up the last slice.” 

It was in 1910 that the board first considered a plan to change Ridley College 

to a corporation without share capital, with any profit used for the work of the 

School. Nothing was done to make this basic alteration in the College 

Constitution and Charter; it was discussed for years before the change was actually 

achieved (in 1924). The board did make one firm decision in 1910: they raised the 

fees to $400 per annum for the coming year 1911-12. At this time, the fees for 

Upper and Lower Schools were the same. 

In those years, a small St. Catharines committee was making most decisions; it 

carried out all transactions for Ridley. A specific “School Management 

Committee” was appointed in 1912. Even after the Management Committee was 

formed and given the power to act, only some of its members were active. As Mr. 

Taylor recalled college operations, “From 1911 to 1920, the St. Catharines 

Committee was generally comprised only of Mr. Ingersoll, the headmaster and 

myself. We virtually operated the School. The board met very seldom, not oftener 

than once a year, and then dealt with all policy matters and confirmed all our 

actions during a single session.” During the seven-year period from 1914 to 1921, 

the full board met only five times. 
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THE RIDLEY SCENE AT TWENTY-FIVE 

At the turn of the century, when Her Majesty Queen Victoria died, Ridley 

lived in a converted sanatorium at the edge of St. Catharines, with only a single 

building beyond the canal. When Ridley mourned the death of Edward the 

Peacemaker in 1910 and hailed the new king, a cluster of buildings beyond the 

canal on Western Hill had become Ridley College. The Lower School, Nicholls’ 

Hall, the Upper School or School House, the Dean’s House, and the new 

gymnasium had been built. In 1914, the year of the School’s twenty-fifth 

anniversary, a new headmaster’s house was added. Situated just to the north of the 

flight of steps leading down to the canal, it commanded a beautiful view up and 

down the waterway and looked across to St. Catharines. Designed by Sproatt and 

Rolph, the Toronto architects who designed the University of Toronto’s Hart 

House, the house was considered a splendid example of collegiate architecture. It 

was the gift of President George Gooderham and his brother Ross. It also marked 

twenty-five years of leadership hy John Miller. “This group of buildings makes a 

more superior equipment for the work of our institution than could he found 

elsewhere in the whole land. And care of ground has gone hand-in-hand with new 

buildings. Trees have been planted, shrubs and climbers placed where they will best 

add to the beauty of Ridley.” Acta Ridleiana was justifiably self-congratulatory. 

School spirit and morale were excellent. Financially, Ridley was unworried. 

Attendance was at a record peak, with more than 160 hoarders in both schools. 

Owing to the large numbers in the upper two forms, several fifth formers had to live 

in dormitory-style rooms for ten to twelve boys. One upper dormitory was divided 

into two rooms, with four boys in each, but this was as close as they could come to 

providing separate rooms. Another innovation was the conversion of an old 

basement room into a large night-study room. The temptation was strong to launch 

another building program, but it was resisted. “At present a larger school is not 

desired,” was the decision. 

One reason for the continued popularity of Ridley was a development that 

gave great satisfaction to Dr. Miller. That was the steady success of Ridleians in 

university and Royal Military College (R.M.C.) examinations. Such comments as 

this constantly appeared in Acta 

Ridleiana: “We extend congrat¬ 

ulations to the following: Murray 

Wrong and Harold Wrong who 

have graduated with first-class 

honours in classics; Gerald Blake, 

first-class in English and history 

and second-class in classics; 

Eric Macdougall, who graduated 

with honours in forestry; W. L. 

Scandrett and J. P. Alexander who 

gained honours.” 

A historic tribute was paid to 

Dr. Miller by the Old Boys in 1914 

to mark the School’s twenty-fifth 

birthday. They commissioned a 

magnificent portrait of him in oils 

by Mr. John Russell, an outstand¬ 

ing Canadian portrait painter of 

his time. It was presented to the 

School after the Old Boys’ football 

The new headmaster’s 

house (1914), now 

named Hamilton House 
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game on November 22. It was formally accepted by Vice-President F. H. Ingersoll, 

who was eloquent in his tribute to the headmaster and his immeasurable 

contribution to the founding and development of Ridley College. The painting 

now hangs in the Great Hall. This was Dr. Miller’s tribute to the Old Boys: “As 

long as Ridley College continues to receive the support and encouragement of her 

sons, just so long will she continue to forge steadily ahead.” 

RIDLEIANS GO TO WAR 

We don't forget—while in this dark December 

We sit in schoolrooms that you know so well 

And hear the sounds that you so well remember— 

The clock, the scurrying feet, the Chapel bell; 

Others are sitting in the seats you sat in; 

There’s nothing else seems altered here—and yet 

Through all of it, the same old. Greek and Latin— 

You know we don’t forget. 

We don’t forget you, in the wintry weather 

You man the trench or tramp the frozen snow; 

We play the games we used to play together; 

But through it all, the shouting and the cheering, 

Those other hosts in graver conflict met, 

Those other sadder sounds your ears are hearing 

Be sure we don’t forget. 

And you, our brothers, who for all our praying 

To this dear school of ours come back no more, 

Who lie, our country’s debt of honour paying— 

And not in vain—upon a foreign shore, 

Till that great day when at the Throne of Heaven 

The books are opened and the Judgment set, 

Your lives for honour and for Empire given 

The School will not forget. 

- C.A.A. in A eta, 1915 

(from The London Times) 

It was dear that if Britain’s 

war was Canada’s war, it 

was also to be Ridley’s. 

The Beginnings 

Long before the 1914 football season had been played out to the 

accompaniment of flaring headlines about Verdun and the First Battle of Ypres, it 

was clear that if Britain’s war was Canada’s war, it was also to be Ridley’s. It was 

inevitable that Old Ridleians would at once start moving into the fighting services. 

The perception of the rightness of the cause and the nobility of sacrifice in service 

were irresistible to young patriots, and Ridleians were imbued with patriotism. It 

was “school spirit” writ large. Thus it is not surprising that Ridley and other 

independent schools should provide an extremely high proportion of their Old 

Boys for the battlefields of Europe. As the war years unfolded, the cumulative 

sacrifice of the School’s recent youth and their teachers gave a solemnity to school 

life. Which of this year’s graduating class would never return? Which would return 

maimed in body or mind from the struggle to gain yardage of north European soil? 

They were indeed “Christian soldiers marching as to war.” 

Ridley entered 1915 with a high heart and with a brave attempt to carry on as 

usual. The clink of spurs on St. Paul Street, the rhythmic smash of heels of the 
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marching infantry, and the pulse of the bands playing martial music still spoke of 

high adventure. By 1916 and 1917, the old glory in even a justified war had been 

trampled into the mud and blood of the Somme and the hideous morass of 

Passchendaele. War became a black, grim shadow, a challenge of the human spirit. 

Acta Ridleiana reported Ridley’s dead and published their obituaries. Their 

honoured names also went up on panels, placed on the walls of the Chapel along 

with their photographs. Another proud panel held the names of Old Ridleians who 

were decorated for valour and fighting leadership. In the School itself, there was a 

complete honour roll of all Ridleians serving in the armed services. 

The first photographs of Ridleians in khaki to appear (Easter 1915) were of 

Old Boys serving with the Imperials (British Army). They were naturally the first 

to see action. Ridley’s Old Boys had been flooding into the 1st and 2nd Canadian 

Divisions from the moment the militia units had the order: Mobilize! By the 

following February, many of those who were with the 1st Canadian Division were 

in France. Nannette Miller, a true Ridleian, went to England to serve as a V.A.D. 

(Volunteer Nurse) at the Queen’s Canadian Military Hospital in Beachborough. 

Proportionately, Ridley’s masters were matching her Old Boys in answering the 

call to arms. Dr. W. H. Merritt, the School’s first physician, entered the army as a 

combatant and was given command of the 14th Field Battery. Mr. W. E. Harris 

joined Merritt’s battery and soon became an officer and poison-gas authority. 

Others on the staff to serve were Mr. W. F. Wallace; Captain Mel Brock; Denny 

Bright; Ft. C. E. H. Thomas; and Major W. J. Dobson, who was killed in action. 

The Canadians’ first experience of action was a defensive stand at the second 

battle of Ypres, where the advancing Germans used poison gas. The Canadians 

held the line over four days of heavy fighting, but at a cost of more than six 

thousand wounded, missing, or killed. These included the first three Ridley 

casualties. During the first two months, the 1st Canadian Division was involved in 

two unsuccessful attacks at Festubert and Givenchy. In September, they were 

joined by the 2nd Division, and a 3rd Division was formed in December. 

By 1916, the Canadian Corps of over one hundred thousand men was 

committed to the Western Front and would remain there until the war was won. 

There were several great feats of arms that bestowed military greatness on Canada. 

Of all the far-flung Commonwealth countries, Canada made the greatest numerical 

contribution to victory. 

In June 1916, the 2nd Division underwent its baptism of fire at Sanctuary 

Wood on the Ypres Salient. It was at first driven from its prepared positions, but 

came back with heroic courage to regain every inch of lost territory. More Ridley 

Old Boys were involved in the bitter fighting than in any subsequent battle sector. 

At least six were killed either in the June action or in the continuing skirmishing 

on the Salient. In September, the Canadians were sent to the Somme, where 

pointless and bitter advances and retreats gave horror to the term “trench warfare.” 

Thirteen Ridley Old Boys were among the thousands of casualties that year. 

The Ending and The Cost 

The year 1917 brought the greatest achievement of its history to the Canadian 

army. On April 9, the entire Canadian Corps stormed the heights of Vimy Ridge, 

which proved to be a turning point in the entire war. Six Old Ridleians were killed 

in action. The grim battle of Passchendaele did not yield further Ridley losses, 

though many took part in the action. But four Old Boys, all pilots in the Royal 

Flying Corps, were killed that summer; the total of Ridley fatalities in 1917 rose to 

sixteen. In the Canadian Corps as a whole, the actions of 1917 brought a casualty 

list of 25,000. 

In the School itself, there 

was a complete honour 

roll of all Ridleians serving 

in the armed services. 
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Of the 800 graduates of 

Ridley since the days of 

its foundation, over half 

were in active service. 

In 1918, with war on the Eastern Front concluded, Germany massed its 

armies against the Allies in a spring offensive. American involvement was now 

a tact, hut the American troops would not reach the Western Front until the 

summer. The Canadian Corps was “in reserve” throughout the German assault, 

which came close to success. But in August 1918, the great counter-attack was 

launched, and the battle at Amiens convinced Germany that the war was lost. In 

those final months, Canadians were in the forefront of the action. At the time of 

the Armistice (November 11, 1918), the Canadian Corps was at Mons, which had 

been the starting place of the entire war four years before. During the final year of 

the war, twenty-six Ridley Old Boys died in action. 

Unhappily, during 1919 there were still more war casualties among Ridley’s 

Old Boys to he recorded. The School was uncertain of the fate of several. Pte. K. 

Cameron (15th Battalion, 48th Highlanders) had been reported killed-in-action, 

hut it was unconfirmed and there had been no other word. Two other Ridleians 

with the Royal Air Force were also still marked missing: Lt. Micky (V. R.) Irvine 

and Lt. John Gordon. They had been shot down in the summer of 1918. Only Pte. 

Cameron was not to be listed with Ridley’s war-dead. The total would finally grow 

to sixty-one, including Capt. Peter Richardson, who died in February 1919 in 

Coblenz while with the U.S. Army and was buried with full military honours. “No 

more loyal Ridleian ever left our walls, and few had more friends.” 

Victory cost Canada 61,000 lives. The sheer burden of providing manpower for 

the Canadian Corps exhausted and divided the country. But Canada’s participation 

was a symbol of its identity as a great nation. Of the 800 graduates of Ridley since 

the days of its foundation, over half were in active service. Sixty-one deaths and a 

comparable number of wounded represents a staggering contribution to the cause. 

RIDLEY LIFE IN WAR TIME 

Activities and Concerns 

It did not take long before the subduing influence of the war and its casualties 

impacted on Ridley life. President George H. and Mrs. Gooderham launched a 

custom of sending Christmas parcels to all Old Boys overseas, but the first fund to 

be raised in the School had been for relief of the Belgians in 1914, with the 

youngest boy digging deep into his small spending allowance. During the war, few 

Ridley boys did not give at least half their term pocket money to some social appeal 

or war relief fund. The most generous donors were the fourth and fifth formers, who 

repeatedly sent comforts to Nannette Miller for her hospital wards in England. 

They even organized a minstrel show and donated the proceeds. After Miss Miller 

had left to return to Canada, a Ridley gift of a piano reached Queen’s Canadian 

Hospital, in Beachborough, England. She received a cable from the Commandant 

Aircraft on the Ridley field (1917) asking her to thank Ridley and assuring her that a brass plate was inscribed with 

the donor’s name: Ridley College. A 

pennant of black and orange was 

then sent overseas as the piano’s 

drape. Nannette later married Old 

Boy Laddie Cassels. 

It was on Ridley’s weekends 

that the green fields, the head¬ 

master’s office, and the dining 

room looked most martial, for 

returned veterans and Old Boys 

newly in uniform habitually con¬ 

verged on their old school from the 
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training camps. They generally came to see just one more hockey, cricket, or 

football match before going overseas, but they were actually absorbing the spiritual 

strength that Ridley’s atmosphere always seemed able to impart, before they left 

Canada to take their chances with fate and the enemy. Perhaps Ridley represented 

a safe haven to them, something they wished to savour for one last time. 

Dr. Miller realized that if Ridley’s world in wartime was a remote retreat, it still 

could not escape daily repercussions of tremendous events. The war was like an 

indissoluble shadow over the School. The Canadian people could find no place to 

hide from such a war; it was too vast and disrupting. The country—and Ridley— 

must learn to live with it. He told the boys how essential this was, and that each 

must do his duty even if it seemed humdrum and without a direct connection to 

the war effort. Such things as doing well in academics or trying hard on the sports 

fields could have easily been seen as irrelevant, but the boys seemed to take the 

headmaster’s words to heart. 

It was a painful experience for Dr. Miller to watch his students come up 

through the forms to Prize Day, only to be swallowed by the war. That was why he 

ordered that each Prize Day during the war be subdued and quiet. It no longer 

meant that Ridley’s graduates were on the threshold of higher education and the 

bright promise of adult life; it could mean they were about to march to death. 

Yet the boys did learn to live with the war. There was one excitement at Ridley 

remembered by all boys of the war years. Many young pilots in training—and even 

some veteran instructors—could not resist the impulse to swoop over Ridley’s 

campus to “buzz” the boys. The boys loved it when the planes narrowly missed the 

Upper School’s roof, even if the headmaster shook his head at the recklessness of 

youth. On one occasion, tiny Adam Griffith, wheeled out in a baby carriage, was 

splashed with oil by a low-flying Old Boy’s plane. After a flying school was 

established at Beamsville, aircraft always seemed to he in sight. The boys were 

enthralled by demonstrations of formation flying and aerobatics. 

Singing was the great Canadian morale-builder of the 1914-18 war, for the 

troops in the field and on the home front, and at Ridley. The school’s Glee Club 

was restored with energy, and their first concert filled the gymnasium with full- 

throated choruses in March 1915. The most popular Ridley song of 1915 was When 

You Wore a Tulip and I Wore a Big Red Rose. Throughout the war, the gym was 

occasionally converted into a motion-picture theatre, and somehow Ridley 

contrived to show several of the early Charlie Chaplin movies. Anything in the 

way of slapstick comedy was highly popular with the boys. 

Young Adam Griffith 

The Death of Katherine Miller 

No greater shock came to Ridley in the rough war-year of 1916 than the death 

of the headmaster’s beloved wife, Katherine Miller. After a brief illness, the First 

Lady of Ridley died from pneumonia three days after Christmas. To help Dr. Miller 

bear this tragic, sudden loss, his two daughters were fortunately both at home. For 

Ridley, a charming, gracious, and familiar personality had vanished. Mrs. Miller 

had been an integral part of the Ridley story from the second year of the School’s 

existence. It would be difficult to say more than was written in Acta at the time. 

During her illness, we all thought she must recover, for we could not imagine 
Ridley College without her ... we cannot reconcile ourselves to our loss, nor as yet 
take in its full meaning. 

For over twenty-six years she has assisted the Principal in successfully watching 
over the destinies of the School, to which she came ... just over one year after the 
college opened. 

In her comparatively short life she has built for herself a monument of good deeds, 
and kind memories, which will ever stand out in the minds of all who knew her. 
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As for Dr. Miller, it may be said that the death of his wife marked the point 

where he began to wish he could turn over some of his heavy responsibilities to 

others. He turned to scholarly things to find what consolation he could, and 

engrossed himself in editing essays for a book on the historical development of 

Canada. It was published in 1917 under the title The New Era in Canada. 

The Pest House 

Boarding boys took up every inch of space in the School. The need for repairs 

and renovations in both the Upper and Lower School buildings grew worse as the 

war wore on. By 1917, the space situation was acute; some applications for 

admittance had to he refused in September, despite the conversion of the top floor 

of Dean’s House into a dormitory to make space for a few more hoys. Ridley had 

obviously reached its limit in boarders—120 in the Upper School and about 60 in 

the Lower School. 

The board of directors was slow to become alert to the School’s need for space 

and renovations, but they did act quickly on another concern. The minutes of the 

main board meeting in Toronto in September 1917, carried this item: “Resolved 

that the resolution of the St. Catharines Directors as to a hospital building be 

approved and adopted, and that the work be proceeded with at once.” 

Sproatt and Rolph, the Toronto architects who had designed the headmaster’s 

House, were called in and requested to produce plans immediately. As if he had a 

premonition of the virulent influenza epidemic to come in late 1918, Dr. Miller’s 

sense of urgency continued all that winter. When work began on the hospital 

building in the late spring, he asked that construction be rushed. It was not, but 

the hospital was ready before the epidemic struck. 

Lower School Life 

Lower School boys on the 

flatcar on their way to visit 

the Welland Canal 

The Lower School had its own war-time problem, apart from a sad lack of 

repairs. Mr. Williams found he was constantly under pressure to keep his boys 

active and out of mischief. It was as if the war added mischief to the turbulence of 

adolescence. The boys became infected with the restless mood of the adult world. 

Everything possible was inserted into the pattern of school life to keep the students 

interested. It was a deliberate policy to maintain morale, as the boys of both the 

Upper and Lower Schools seemed happier when engrossed in activity. 

One excursion that was long 

remembered by the boys of the 

Lower School took place on 

October 11, 1916. The boys were 

transported through the awe¬ 

inspiring construction scene of the 

new Welland Canal. They were first 

taken to Port Weller where they 

boarded flatcars to carry them 

through the ninety-foot-deep cut 

and a vast tunnel in the new 900- 

foot lock. Although they marvelled 

at the feat of engineering, the boys 

were probably more interested in 

the basket of fruit each was given— 

the gift of their hosts, Mr. 

Robertson and Mr. Weller of the 

construction company. 
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There was an almost unprecedented snowfall over Niagara in early 1917, 

which meant not only skiing for Ridley but also tobogganing, with a thrilling slide 

built for the private use of the boys of the Lower School. It was an ingenious slide. 

To avoid having the toboggans swoop over the treacherous and often rough and 

dangerous canal ice at the bottom, the slide was built diagonally across the hill— 

a long, safe run that was the scene of many torchlight toboggan parties. 

The Spoken Word 

An intense interest was created in academic contests—some new, some old. 

The reading contest that Dr. Miller had established years before was revived in 

1915. The Challenge Cup for the best essay of that year went to a timely subject, 

National Military Service. Orators competed annually for the award established 

years before by Old Boy A. C. Kingstone, with Dr. Merritt’s second speaking prize 

also awarded. In 1917, Dr. Merritt was home from his overseas service to witness 

the contests himself. He was intrigued by the tough time the boy-audience gave the 

nervous young orators, but he agreed with Dr. Miller that permitting some heckling 

was of value in helping the boys acquire poise and confidence. The boys of Ridley 

may not have been articulate and polished, but a good proportion were 

comfortable when facing a critical audience, and that was the important thing. 

The S econd Ridley Fire 

In the dark dawn of May 18, 1918, the dreaded cry of “Fire!” awoke the 

School. A Ridley building was in flames! An angry red glow at the south end of the 

campus must have brought back a frightening memory to any of the staff who had 

been at Ridley in 1903. It was 4:30 a.m. when the alarm sounded. Those at the 

windows of the Upper School could not discern what was burning. The boys of the 

Lower School, however, were able to see that it was their sixteen year-old Nicholls’ 

Hall—their precious rink! The fire brigade was summoned, but by the time the 

School was fully awake, everyone knew there was no hope of saving the building; Nicholls’ Hall in ruins 
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The new rink was ready for 

use in January 1919. 

it was already a roaring mass of flames. The photographers among the boys were 

soon out in full force. The pictures taken in the dark were dramatic; the ones taken 

the next day showed a remarkably neat pile of rubble. The fire had started in the 

pigpen, one of the remnants of the old Hamer farm. The dry wood of the old 

building burned furiously and had ignited the end of the rink. The firemen were 

only able to save the adjoining barn and stable, which suffered minimum damage. 

These remaining farm buildings would be torn down shortly after the war, having 

long served their purpose of housing the animals which provided supplementary 

meat and milk to the School for nearly two decades. 

The board of directors proved their awareness of the great value of the rink to 

school spirit in the winter months. Plans for a new rink were quickly rendered by 

Sproatt and Rolph, and by autumn the building was rapidly nearing completion on 

a new location—directly west of the Old Boys’ gymnasium. The hockey players 

were on the ice in January 1919, thanks to ice-making cold weather even while 

construction was still in progress. Spectator space was built on both sides of the ice 

surface, and an armory was incorporated into one corner for the Cadet Corps. The 

ice surface was 75 x 161 feet, with the western end of the building constructed to 

permit expansion at low cost. (It was felt that with the school growing as fast as it 

was, it would not be long before the rink was too small.) 

SPORTS 

THE FALL 

In 1903, “The Year of the Fire,” Ridley won its first Little Big Four football 

championship. The remarkable character of the 1903 team was its large number of 

first-year players. All proved themselves, which was the key to the team’s success. 

Justified credit was given to Coach Griffith. He was already displaying the football 

knowledge that would later make him one of the greatest coaches in the history of 

the University of Toronto. 

The touching success of 1903 was not repeated in 1904- In 1905, however, a 

lightweight, inexperienced team rose to great heights. They practiced assiduously, 

were blessed with an injury-free season, and were expertly coached by Harry 

Griffith. They scored 83 points and conceded only 16 on their way to the 

championship. Much the same team returned in 1906 and repeated their success 

with a second clean sweep of the championship. 

Signals practice after supper Unfortunately, that was the end of success for four years. Ignominiously, they 

became a tradition. did not win a single Little Big Four game from 1907 to 1910. Lack of experience, 

lack of school spirit, and an unjustified 

complacency were all quoted as reasons for the 

failure, but perhaps the most potent explana¬ 

tion was the absence of Harry Griffith. He left 

in 1907 to teach French and coach varsity 

football at the University of Toronto. His 

triumphs there made him a coach of national 

standing. In 1908, he visited Ridley to assist in 

the team building, but it was to no avail. 

The prospects for recovery in 1911 were 

not good: only two old colours returned and 

the average weight of the team was 138 pounds. 

But the great news was that Harry Griffith 

had returned to Ridley—this time for good. 

Under an inspiring captain, Mill Jarvis, the 

football morale began to rise. They played no 
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preliminary games before the Little Big Four Championship. In this, they won a 

surprising and courageous victory over UCC, though they lost to TCS and SAC. 

Once again, in 1912, the team played few preparatory games. They then swept to 

victory on three successive Saturdays. The inspiration of the 1912 team was the 

combination of its coach and its captain, Laddie Cassels. Another fine year 

followed, although they just conceded the championship in a heartbreaking loss to 

SAC. A similar season was played out in 1914, with a similar loss of the 

championship to SAC. The popularity of football at Ridley was at a high point. 

SeventyTive out of 116 Upper School boys were playing football, and Ridley 

fielded six teams in the 1914 season. 

The fine pre-war Ridley football teams were equalled or even surpassed during 

the war. Ridley won the championship in 1915, 1916, and 1919. In 1916, Mr. 

W. H. Moore of Toronto presented Ridley’s football team with its first tiger cub 

mascot. (This mascot has been preserved and is now in Ridley’s Archives.) Also in 

that year, the Little Big Four schools began to change tactics behind the line, and 

by 1917 had advanced football out of its brute force age. That was a change worth 

marking in any review of secondary-school football in Canada. 

During the 1916 football season, the Battle of the Somme was thundering far 

away, into October, and in 1917 the Battle of Passchendaele was fought in 

atrocious weather in the mud of Flanders. But autumn in Canada saw fine weather 

for most of the 1917 season. Several of their finest players had left to join the 

Army, but the 1917 team was great and made no excuses when they missed 

winning their third football championship in a row by a single point. Influenza 

completely wrecked the 1918 football season, but Ridley had beaten UCC before 

the quarantine clamped down. 

The short football seasons during the war inspired the soccer enthusiasts to 

organize games starting in mid-November. The game rose and fell in popularity as 

usual, but in 1917 the enthusiasts succeeded in organizing a soccer league of eight 

teams. Like the basketball players, the disciples of 

soccer had to fight the popularity of hockey, cricket, 

and football. They did not succeed in having their 

game reach the level of a major school sport, but they 

never surrendered. 

Sgt. Gellateley, the gym instructor, attempted 

during the war to place both swimming and gymnastic 

displays on the Ridley calendar. It had been many 

years since swimming races in the Welland Canal had 

been a regular activity, and the cold water in the 

cement tank of the Old Boys’ gymnasium discouraged 

serious contests. Sgt. Gellateley scorned this and 

inspired the boys to brave the water for serious 

practice and then staged an aquatic tournament in 

1915. Unhappily, the cement tank was already 

beginning to leak, an affliction that eventually put it 

out of action, but while it could still be patched up, 

the aquatic tournament was an annual event. 

Simultaneously with the revival of swimming, 

the gymnasts, boxers, and fencers were determined to 

restore an Assault-At-Arms to its old important 

annual place. In 1915, a series of gymnastic displays 

again developed into contests by the apparatus 

; . , 

Swimming in the tank 

became a regular activity, 

in spite of the cold water. 
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enthusiasts in an Assault-At-Arms. The skill of the sergeant’s pupils on the horse, 

horizontal and parallel bars, rings, and the rope was so good, and the contest was 

so close and exciting, that Ridley’s athletes were confident they had one more 

annual event of importance. 

By this time, the Cross-Country Run was a major feature of Ridley’s athletic 

tradition, as was the Cross-Country Supper that always followed the race. It had 

become a permanent annual social event, which was unbroken from 1891 until 

1918 when influenza cancelled both the race and the supper. The traditional 

Cross-Country Supper on the night of the race continued during the war to attract 

many Old Boys, though they came without their spouses. The proponents of an all¬ 

male Ridley, who had objected to the presence of Old Boys’ wives at the Cross- 

Country Supper some years before, seemed to have had their way. The small boys 

of the Lower School were eager as a rule to follow the lead of their Upper School 

heroes, but they balked at this. They refused to be anti-feminists at their first 

private Cross-Country Supper in 1917. (The Lower School had organized its own 

run, at a shorter distance, shortly after the turn of the century.) 

THE WINTER 

To the annual dismay of Ridley’s hockey players and a host of supporters, their 

favourite winter sport remained relegated to a secondary role as far as inter-school 

status was concerned. It seemed impossible to obtain agreement between the four 

preparatory schools that a three-game championship schedule in late winter was 

wise. When one school decided the interruption to winter study was worth it, 

others would be in opposition, including Ridley at times. Little Big Four 

Championship or not, enthusiasm for hockey at Ridley was so high that dormitory 

teams were actually playing hockey before breakfast (5:30 a.m.). When the hockey 

players were not on the ice, it was crowded with skaters. The Ridley master or boy 

who did not at least skate was rare. In 1905, Dr. and Mrs. Miller gave a skating 

party, providing a band and refreshments, with the rink gaily decorated. That was 

a wonderful Ridley winter. 

Hockey remained important even, without inter-school games. Ridley had 

The start of the Cross-Country strong teams almost every year. To win one’s hockey colours was a matter of pride, 

and the hockey captain was always 

considered (at least in the hockey 

season) to be as big a man on the Ridley 

campus as the football and cricket 

captains. In those years, Ridley iced 

some great hockey teams, and hockey 

came into its own in Canada. 

As a result of the rise in the 

national popularity of hockey, Ridley’s 

teams found much better and more 

diversified competition in Niagara. In 

1912, a strong team won 9 games out of 

10 in a crowded schedule in February 

and March. Unhappily, their schedule 

was abbreviated in 1913 by scarlet 

fever, with the school quarantined, but 

the boys won all the games it was 

possible to arrange. In 1914, the Ridley 
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team encountered the most rugged hockey and roughest play a Ridley team had yet 

experienced. A team of engineers and workmen employed on the Welland Canal 

taught the Ridley players some hard lessons in cross-checking, hip-checking and 

elbowing, but also discovered that the boys could body-check and could generally 

outskate them. 

In the winter of 1915, the School’s hockey players disclosed that the general 

war-mood had infected them with a fierceness of effort, which was going to make 

them formidable regardless of the game or the opposition. They finished the season 

with a remarkable record of 16 victories, 3 games tied, and only 1 defeat. 

In 1916, they won most of their matches but learned much about butt-ends in 

many a wild goalmouth melee. By 1917, an outdoor rink was in operation to relieve 

the congestion on the indoor ice, because the problem of allotting time for both 

skaters and hockey players had remained acute. The team lost to the Hamilton 

Alerts that season but otherwise had a sweep of all games. The 1918 hockey season 

was over before the severe influenza epidemic struck. 

A team of workmen 

employed on the Welland 

Canal taught the Ridley 

players some hard lessons 

in cross-checking, hip- 

checking and elbowing. 

Basketball came into its own in the pre-war years, with the new gymnasium 

ready for use in 1910. With Sergeant J. Williams as coach, the boys found outside 

competition at once. Ridley lost their first match that year against their militia 

friends of the 19th Regiment in St. Catharines’ Armories. The team’s competition 

remained largely against the Y.M.C.A. and the collegiate teams of St. Catharines 

and Niagara Falls. In 1911, Ridley defeated collegiate teams from both towns. 

Basketball was now developing so rapidly in Ontario that an inter-city provincial 

league was in operation and, in 1912, Ridley tested the St. Catharines city league 

entry. They were beaten, but the defeated Ridley players learned a lot about quick 

passing and felt they had not been disgraced. An unusually cold winter did not help 

the team that year. The cold ensured good ice conditions, so many teams in the 

region lost players to hockey; as a result, there was little competition available. 

In 1913, mild January weather gave basketball a good start, but then came the 

cold temperatures and “the plague” (scarlet fever). Despite this, they won 3 out of 

6 games. In 1914, a new coach arrived. Mr. G. M. Brock was a great Olympic 

runner and the holder of the Canadian record for the half-mile. Unfortunately for 

the team that year, the entire city of Niagara Falls, N.Y. was under quarantine for 

scarlet fever; only two outside games could be scheduled. 

The basketball players during the war were still up against the old handicap of 

hockey’s greater popularity, but more “string beans” were now being chosen and 

trained for Ridley’s teams. They did well among the Y.M.C.A. and collegiate teams 

within reach of Ridley, but the players often failed to reach a destination because 

of snow-blocked roads. A Ridley team might be hours on the road in bad weather, 

just trying to reach Niagara Falls or Hamilton. 

THE SPRING 

In 1904, bad weather prevented the cricket team from matching the excellent 

record of Ridley’s football and hockey players. Their four preliminary matches had 

to be cancelled because of rain. They went into their school games with little 

practice and were beaten by both SAC and TCS. The second eleven made up for 

it; they won all their matches, generally by an innings. In 1905, the first XI 

defeated UCC and SAC decisively, but fell short of victory against TCS. In 1906, 

they won 5 but lost 4, defeating only TCS in the Little Big Four matches. 

In 1907, TCS defeated Ridley by 6 wickets and then went on to win the 

cricket championship of the Little Big Four with a sweep, rare so far in cricket until 
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In 1915, Ridley achieved 

another first: the feat of 

being both football and 

cricket champions in the 

same year. Ridley repeated 

the double-championship in 

1916 and again in 1919. 

Sandy Somerville as 

a cricketer 

Ridley made a habit of it a few years later. The most notable time in the history of 

Ridley’s cricket began in 1910. All phases of the team’s play improved, though they 

did not win a championship that season. 

The 1911 team looked promising from the moment the weather let them onto 

the practice wickets on the grass. They had six old colours, including R C. Tidy in 

his second year as captain; he was a tested tactician. They won easily against TCS. 

The St. Andrews’ game in Toronto was much stiffer. Batting first, SAC made 54 in 

their first innings. Then, with 9 wickets gone for only 48 runs, things looked 

serious for Ridley when Laddie Cassels, came in. Acta wrote, 

Cassels was playing very carefully and, finally, with a score of 50, he changed his style 
and commenced hitting. His first effort—a long hit—netted the runs to a tie, a neat 
four. In the next over he quickly added seven runs more before he was finally bowled. 

It was a win for Ridley. In their game against UCC, Ridley’s cricketers were 

confident. When stumps were drawn, UCC was short by 42 runs. It was Ridley’s 

game—Ridley’s first Little Big Four Championship! The hopeful prediction that 

Ridley’s new cricket greatness would continue was borne out in 1912; they so 

narrowly missed repeating as inter-school cricket champions that a mere 12 runs 

thwarted them in the final game of an exciting season. 

An exhilarating innovation, a tour of Western Ontario, was arranged in 1912 

through the generosity of Mr. G. H. Gooderham. The team was away as soon as 

school closed, playing the first game in Brantford. Then it was London, against the 

Asylum team, which Ridley won quite easily. The team had victories over Galt and 

then Hamilton and Mimico Asylum, but missed making a sweep by playing a draw 

with the Toronto Cricket Club. (Presumably “Asylum” did not mean what it does 

today.) The tour was not only greatly enjoyed by the cricketers, it was a valuable 

promotional project for Ridley. It quickly became an annual tradition. 

In 1913, the School XI once more proved that they were masters of school 

cricket. The triumph was taken in stride, for Ridley’s confidence was soaring. They 

would have won all 9 of their matches that year if they had not encountered the 

Toronto Colts, who had many old Ridley cricket “greats” on their team including 

no less than four former Ridley cricket captains. The School lost cheerfully, 

103-82. The most thrilling event was J. F. Manley scoring his century against the 

strong Hamilton Cricket Club. It was Ridley’s second century; Alex Mackenzie had 

scored the first back in 1897. Between 1910 and 1914, Ridley had lost only 2 inter¬ 

school cricket games, one in 1910 and one in 1912, and each loss had cost them 

the championship. But they held the crown in each of the other three years. 

From 1911 to 1914, all the School’s teams were playing inspired cricket. The 

Lower School XI covered itself with cricket glory. One reason for the success of the 

juniors was the rapid development of an outstanding future Ridley cricket athlete 

who was destined to world fame. When Sandy (C. R.) Somerville won the Junior 

School trophy for the best cricket batting average in the 1914 season, Rep 

Williams wrote in Acta, “Every time he has gone to the wickets he has . . . 

strengthened the promise of one day becoming a really first-class bat.” This was an 

accurate prediction, but too conservative. Long before Sandy Somerville became 

the only Canadian golfer to win the U.S. Amateur Golf Championship, he had 

achieved the highest individual score yet made by a Canadian schoolboy cricketer. 

The story of Ridley cricket during the war years is one of almost unbroken 

triumph. The School won the inter-school cricket championship in 1915, 1916, 

and 1917. Between 1911 and 1922, Ridley was outright cricket champion 9 times, 

and tied for it once. They lost only 4 matches during those twelve years. 

In 1916, no less than four Ridley teams were playing outside matches. The 

School was so strong that the second XI had several players who would have won 
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their first team colours. The year 1917 marked the 

arrival of a new cricket professional, Tom Coburn, who 

had been a star with Lancashire. Sometimes called “Pro” 

and sometimes “Uncle Tom,” he became an integral part 

of Ridley as both cricket coach and groundsman. 

In retrospect, behind this emergence of Ridley as a 

great cricket school was a planned purpose which had 

known some painful moments before it was at last 

realized. Unlike the older TCS, whose first students had 

been largely the sons of British cricket-playing families, 

Ridley’s first students were largely Canadian-born. The 

new Canadian boys were arriving with some familiarity 

with tennis, with actual knowledge of baseball, but none 

of cricket. The Ridley cricketers were the product of 

excellent coaching from the moment of their arrival at 

the Lower School. 
Pro Coburn coached cricket 

and cared for the grounds. 

The Olympic Games always kept track-and-field prominent, but its 

importance rose and fell in schools and colleges. A Little Big Four Championship 

was not in existence, though each of the four preparatory schools made the 

suggestion at intervals. As a result, the public exhibitions of track-and-field 

remained confined at each school to one or two days each year. 

Ridley’s annual games were generally held toward the end of May. The band of 

the newly (1912) named 19th Lincoln Regiment was always on hand, smartly 

uniformed. The array of glittering challenge cups was impressive, and Mrs. Miller 

and later Mrs. George H. Gooderham had the honour and somewhat arduous task 

of presenting prizes. Both the Welland House and the Upper School were regularly 

the scene of teas and parties after the games. 

Everything was going so well with Ridley’s athletic program by the spring of 

1914 that a new event was added. The first Ridley Steeplechase was run three 

weeks before Sports Day. It had long been an idea of the headmaster. Nannette 

Miller provided a Challenge Cup and personally took part in laying out the 

difficult course. The initial race caused a great deal of excitement. Three runners 

came into view close together on the final stretch: Laddie Cassels, C. G. Brock, 

and Eric Lefroy. Cassels fought fiercely into a lead and looked a sure winner, but 

then suffered such a cramp that he had to drop out while in sight of the tape. Brock 

and Lefroy raced across the final stretch of campus like a team, Brock winning by 

a whisker. At that moment, the Steeplechase appeared about to become a classic 

Ridley race. The war intervened, however, and there was no post-war revival. 

THE ENDING OF “FOUNDER’S RIDLEY’’ 

The Post-War Energy 

The word that best expresses the mood of Ridley as the Great War ended is 

“confidence.” The atmosphere of the School was that of a secure, firmly established 

institution, ready to go on to greater things. The war had hurried this feeling of 

institutional maturity. In normal times, this grows gradually, much of it from the 

accumulated contributions of graduates to the national life. For Ridley, the war was 

a shortcut; the great sacrifice of Old Boys to the national sovereignty of Canada 

was a matter of intense, if inarticulate, pride for the youngest new boy and the 

oldest master. 

There was one really 

astonishing early track- 

and'field record. That 

was the mighty heave of 

a cricket ball by R. C. 

Lee in 1906. Joey Lee’s 

throw of 115 yards, 2 

feet, 6 inches could still 

be unsurpassed today. 
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It was in the full sense of this that the task of renovation and reconstruction 

was faced after the war. The school buildings were not only overcrowded, but much 

repair work and refurbishing was long overdue. Growth and expansion were in all 

minds. The rising number of applications for admittance could no longer be 

dismissed as caused by some passing popularity. The School had clearly won a 

permanent high place in public regard. In addition, Canada’s population in 

proportion had grown much faster than Ridley’s since 1889, and particularly since 

1905 and 1908—the years in which the School had made important space 

extensions. There had also been an unmistakable advance in the Canadian 

attitude toward education, emphasized by an increased public desire for preparatory 

and higher education. To expand Ridley thus appeared thoroughly sound. 

In July 1918, for the purpose of insurance, the value of the Ridley buildings and 

their contents was estimated at $268,000—a considerable sum for those days and 

an indication of the extent of building that had already been completed. There was 

no real opposition to expansion. Dr. Miller and his vice-principals, Mr. Griffith and 

Mr. Williams, prepared a frank and detailed report on student overcrowding. In 

their minds were the most ambitious building projects Ridley had yet considered. 

The Old Boys had a wonderful building project of their own in mind. They 

proposed to build a chapel in honour of the Ridleians who had paid the supreme 

sacrifice in war. They saw no need to wait, at least not for the fund-raising. There 

might be complications in financing the needed renovations and creation of a 

larger school, but nothing was going to delay the Memorial Chapel. Success 

resulted from such enthusiasm. By the early spring of 1919, $10,000 had been 

collected; by Easter, nearly $50,000 had been raised, including $2,000 collected by 

the students. By midsummer, Sproatt and Rolph were asked to prepare plans for the 

most noble Ridley building of all. Nothing would be permitted to delay it but the 

post-war shortage of materials. 

The Gentle Departure 

In June 1920, Dr. Miller was granted a year’s leave of absence. He chose to 

travel around the world, paying visits to all the major British countries and many 

of the small outposts of the Empire. On Prize Day 1920, the only one Miller had 

ever missed, Rep Williams presided and Harry Griffith called up the prizewinners. 

On February 23, 1921, Dr. Miller mailed this letter from Auckland, New 

Zealand, to the president of Ridley’s governors: 

Dear Mr. Gooderham: 

Before leaving Canada last June I intimated to you my intention of retiring from 
the Principalship of Ridley College, and I now beg leave to offer to the Board of 
Directors my resignation. 

At the end of the school year 1920, I completed a period of service to the College 
of thirty-two years, during which time I had never been away for more than three 
months at one time and that only twice. These long years of service justify me, as I 
think, in asking the Board to relieve me and to appoint a successor. 

It is not without many pangs that I give up a work which has occupied all my 
thoughts and energies from its inception, but it is a great consolation to leave Ridley 
at the time of its greatest prosperity and to see gathered around it friends whose 
lavish generosity will doubtless make its future secure. 

Once more I would express to you personally my gratitude for what you have done 
for the School at a time when it needed help more than it does today, and for many 
acts of kindness to me ever since your sons first came to Ridley. 

With very kind regards, 
Yours sincerely, 

J.O. Miller 

These long years of 

service justify me, as 

I think, in asking the 

Board to relieve me and 

to appoint a successor. 
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Most of his close friends had known something of 

Dr. Miller’s intention; they had noted how he was 

straightening out his affairs and turning 

responsibilities over to Mr. Williams and Mr. Griffith. 

To others, however, his resignation was a shock and 

they feared it could mean a momentous change for the 

School. The headmaster had not been certain when 

he asked for a year’s leave of absence to travel; he 

wanted to make up his mind at a distance, when he 

could look back at Ridley from a perspective free of 

distractions. Whatever was best for the School must he 

done. This was the important factor: would it be best 

for Ridley if he postponed his resignation or if he 

stepped out now? The fact that all things were not 

only well with the School, hut that Ridley was 

prospering and in a sound position financially, while 

also holding the confidence of all institutions of 

higher learning, no doubt made his decision for him 

when he was in New Zealand. 

The deluge of letters and telegrams from Old 

Ridleians left no doubt of the Ridley family’s 

consciousness of the magnitude of the debt that the 

School owed Dr. Miller. It was a feeling that would 

grow deeper with the years. The “momentous change” that many friends of Ridley 

feared when they heard the news on Prize Day in 1921 did not occur because care 

had been taken that it would not. Dr. Miller’s formal letter of resignation had 

already been read to the General Meeting of the board on May 4. Mr. J. H. 

Ingersoll, who acted as chairman on Prize Day, could thus also announce that Mr. 

PI. C. Griffith and Mr. H. G. Williams, who had been carrying on in Dr. Miller’s 

absence, had been given new appointments. They were named joint principals: 

Mr. Griffith of the Upper School and Mr. Williams of the Lower School. 

The Prize Day address of the Venerable Archdeacon Cody, who had been 

a master in Ridley’s first year and who was thus an original Ridleian, paid tribute 

to Dr. Miller. 

Mr. Williams and 

Dr. Miller in retirement 

The first principal of Ridley College, the Rev. J.O. Miller, M.A., D.C.L., has 
tendered his resignation to the Board. Dr. Miller has had a year’s leave of absence 
from his duties at Ridley and has spent that time in visiting the Motherland and the 
other overseas self-governing Dominions, South Africa, Australia and New Zealand. 
At the end of the school year of 1920, Dr. Miller completed his thirty-second year 
of service in the school. He inaugurated its work in 1889, guided its development 
through the critical years, spent upon it his best thought and energy and now leaves 
it at a time of its greatest prosperity, when its position is well established and its 
educational future assured. Dr. Miller has earned the right to less strenuous years 
and carries with him the best wishes of his many friends and the gratitude of many 
generations of his old pupils. His pen will doubtless be employed in furthering the 
cause of good citizenship in the Dominion and the Empire. 

At the Christmas banquet of the Old Boys Association in Toronto in 1921, the 

Old Ridleians had their first opportunity to celebrate Ridley’s first headmaster 

since his retirement. They hailed Dr. Miller hut did not say farewell. He would he 

with them often. The Old Boys gave him a prolonged standing ovation in 
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recognition of the complete gift of himself and his life to their school. George 
Gooderham presented Dr. Miller with an illuminated address as a token of 
appreciation for his long years of service to Ridley, and the emotion and warmth of 
Dr. Miller’s thanks were long remembered. Also memorable was one of the 
Christmas Triolettes he had composed, which he read during the silent toast to 
Ridley’s war-dead. Here is one stanza: 

The years that speed with winged feet! 
(A health to Ridley ere we go!) 

Whose yolk has fitted us to meet 
The years that speed with winged feet. 
Some Ridleian lives are now complete 

What odds, since they had learned to sow 
The years that speed with winged feet1 

A health to Ridley ere we go! 

He went to live in Toronto with his daughter Nannette and her husband, 
Laddie Cassels. Their home was a Toronto outpost of Ridley. As Principal Emeritus, 
Dr. Miller visited the school and attended Ridley occasions for the rest of his life. 
He had defined the School’s philosophy and had set out the patterns of its life. 

IN MEMORIAM 

Miss A. M. Cleghorn 

In October 1907, the College lost that greathearted lady of Ridley, Miss A. M. 
“Mammy” Cleghorn, the House Mother since Ridley’s historic opening day in 
1889. She died from pneumonia after a short illness. Acta Ridleiana honoured her 
memory in a unique way: her photograph was published as a full-page frontispiece 
to its Christmas issue. Editorially, Acta said it all: “For nearly nineteen years, upon 
her heart, upon her life, were deeply graved the words of the College motto: Terar 
dum prosim.” The entire combined body of Ridley students and Old Boys mourned. 
Old Boys attended her funeral in great numbers, others sent flowers, and many 
later wrote the headmaster from far parts of the world. Ridley’s motto, which fitted 
her life so well, stood out in large letters on the bronze plaque placed in the Chapel 
in her honour. 

Two Young Ridley Athletes 

There was a sad day for the Old Boys of Ridley in 1907 when the untimely 
death occurred of one of Ridley’s cricket “greats,” a young man who was not yet 
thirty. Alex W. Mackenzie ’97 had prospects of great wealth and a notable business 
future, as his father was the railway pioneer Sir William Mackenzie. When Alex 
died of pneumonia, he was treasurer of the Great Northern and a director of many 
national corporations. He had been captain of the football and hockey teams, and 
was the powerful mainstay of the cricket team, scoring Ridley’s first century. His 
interest in Ridley had never lagged; he headed the Old Boy subscription list after 
the fire in 1903. Canada, the Old Boys, and Ridley had lost a great man. 

In the autumn of 1908, the whole school mourned after learning of the death 
of Bob (R. B.) Cassels ’07, from typhoid. He was just starting his second year at 
Varsity after being a tower of strength at Ridley, both academically and on the 
playing field. He had been Head Boy in 1907 and an officer of Ridley’s first 
uniformed Cadet Corps. He had captained the hockey team in both 1906 and 
1907, and had played on Ridley’s two championship football teams in 1905 and 
1906. In his last two years at the School, he had also been one of Ridley’s strongest 
cricketers. He was only eighteen when he died. 
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Dr. J ames P. Sheraton 

Dr. James P. Sheraton had called the meeting in 1888 in his office at Wycliffe, 

at which Ridley College was founded. His wise counsel had guided the group of 

earnest Evangelicals through the difficult period of negotiation and early 

establishment, and he headed the committee which chose John Ormsby Miller to 

be the first headmaster. He remained a member of the board of Ridley until his 

death. While he lived, no young theological student arriving at Wycliffe was 

greeted with more warmth and encouragement than a boy from Ridley. 

Thomas Rodman Merritt 

The name Merritt is inextricably tied to St. Catharines and the Welland 

Canal, just as T. R. Merritt’s own name will always be linked with Ridley’s. It is 

perpetuated in Merritt House and in his awards. Here is an excerpt from Acta's 

tribute in 1906: 

A founder of Ridley and President 1889-1899; 

Member of the Board of Directors 1889-1906 

The first President of Ridley College has passed away, in a good old age. At 
the very beginning he managed the purchase of the first school property, and the 
expenditure of money necessary to get the old school buildings ready for occupation. 
It was largely owing to his foresight that the cricket field was purchased, and his own 
farmer levelled the field, put in the tile drainage, and planted the double row of trees 
around it. His wisdom and experience in business matters were given freely, and at a 
great loss of his time, to putting the School on a good financial basis. 

It was one of the greatest satisfactions of his last year of life to see the beautiful 
new building completed and occupied, and the grounds laid out. Ever since the 
foundation of the School, Mr. Merritt presented every year a gold medal to the boy 
standing highest at the university honour matriculation, and a silver medal to the 
boy standing highest at the pass matriculation. 

We rejoice that the name of Thomas R. Merritt is perpetuated at Ridley College. 

J. Herbert Mason 

President of the Board Mr. J. Herbert Mason passed away in 1911. The great 

consolation for his family in the years ahead would be that his name was linked to 

Ridley’s most respected accolade, the award which was the symbol of the School 

itself, the Mason Gold Medal. Here is an excerpt from the tribute paid to President 

Mason in Acta Ridleiana, Christmas 1911: 

President of Ridley 1900-1911: a Director from 

1899; a founder of both Wycliffe and Ridley 

Mr. Mason became President of Ridley College Corporation at a time when, owing 
to business depression, residential schools were not flourishing. He and a few friends 
assisted in the building of the Lower School, the first step in advance. We were the 
first of the residential schools to provide complete separate accommodation for 
younger boys. Immediately afterwards came the fire, with its tremendous financial 
embarrassment. It was entirely owing to the energy, and wise advice, and practical 
help of the President that we were enabled to build again without loss of time. 

It was an honour to the College to have such a man for its President. For over 
fifty years he filled a great position in Toronto. He was the founder of the Canada 
Permanent Mortgage Corporation, and raised it to be the greatest financial 
Corporation of the kind in Canada. Throughout those long years he put into his 
chosen work, his great abilities, and all the energy and perseverance of which a man 
is capable. No man could do such a work without, at the same time, building up 
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his own character. And so it came about that the thing he valued most, and laid 
emphasis upon at every opportunity, was character. This was what led him to take 
so great an interest in Ridley and Havergal Colleges. That was the side of school 
work and life he continually emphasized. Thus it was he founded the Mason medals 
in three schools (the other was UCC). 

When the time came for him to give up active work and to resign the principal 
offices he held, his interest in Ridley was so great that he consented to remain as 
President of the Corporation, and was pleased to have the annual meetings held in 
his house. The example of his life, its tireless industry, its dauntless courage, its wise 
prudence, is high character, its lofty ideals was a model for young people. 

On Sunday, June 22, 

1919, Ridley held its 

first formal Memorial 

Service for the School’s 

war-dead. 

Ridley Remembers . . . 

On Sunday, June 22, 1919, Ridley held its first formal Memorial Service for the 

School’s war-dead. It was a beautiful and moving service that was to he long 

remembered, largely because of Dr. Miller’s eloquent sermon. Old Ridleians had 

mustered in great numbers. There was subdued sternness on their faces, reflecting 

the depth of their feelings, the flashes of vivid and tragic battle scenes that were 

being conjured, and all that this service meant to them. 

Dr. Miller’s notable In Memoriam address disclosed his deep, sad pride that so 

many of his old pupils had so gallantly and resolutely honoured the spirit and 

motto of Ridley. Here are two brief excerpts: 

Today, we want to look at these sixty-one heroic souls in the mass, as a company, 
just as we might look upon our Cadet Corps, to which they once belonged, drawn 
up for inspection. If you can imagine them standing before us in serried ranks, eager 
to spring to action at the Commander’s voice, animated by a single living force, 
unterrified, confident, resolute to achieve, you will begin to understand the power of 
their unified spirit, and the tremendous spiritual energy that they have bequeathed to 
us, and to this beloved land in which we dwell. 

The symbols of the corporate spirit that our beloved dead have left us are the poppy- 
lighted crosses of France and Flanders. The men who fought and bled and died there 
have redeemed us with a price that we cannot yet begin to estimate. We shall never 
be able to reckon its full total. In all the world’s history there has been no 
redemption from evil without suffering and sacrifice, and the shedding of innocent 
blood, and this redemption only typifies for us the great world redemption won for 
us by the Cross of Christ. 

The service concluded with the singing of the great hymn. It began: 

O valiant hearts, who to your glory came, 
Through dust of conflict and through battle flame; 

Tranquil you lie, your knightly virtue proved, 
Your memory hallowed in the land you loved. 
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THE WAR DEAD OF 1914-18 

CANADIAN INFANTRY 

Ridley Date of Death 

Name Period Unit or Service (as recorded) 

Herbert Hallowell Bourne (’01-’02) 54th Battalion June 3,1916 

George O. Cooper (T2-T6) 75th Battalion September 30, 1918 

Frank Turquand Denison (1892) 27th Battalion August 21, 1917 

Oliver Hugh Dennis (’05-’06) 39th Battalion October, 1918 

Cyril Bernard Dickson (’04-’06) Canadian Mounted Rifles August 18, 1916 

Wilfred James Dobson (T1-T2) 1st Battalion July 9, 1916 

Walter Leslie Lockhart Gordon (’05-’08) 2nd Battalion April 23, 1915 

Hugh Mackay Grasett (’09-T2) 3rd Battalion June 13,1916 

Geoffrey Heighington (T1-T3) 4th Canadian Mounted Rifles November 2, 1918 

Hugh Lewis Hoyles (’93-’99) 42nd Battalion August 12, 1918 

William Dummer Powell Jarvis (’02'T1) 3rd Battalion April 24, 1915 

Richard William Fisher Jones (’96'’01) 2nd Battalion April 15, 1917 

Gordon Alexander Gordon Mackenzie (’93-’99) 16th Battalion May 23, 1915 

John Fitzhayne Manley (T0'T4) 72nd Battalion April 15, 1917 

Arthur Ernest Bernard Morton (’09'T4) 75th Battalion September 24, 1916 

Charles Lome Waller Nicholson (T0'T4) 4th Canadian Mounted Rifles November 4, 1918 

Alfred James Norsworthy (’OD’04) 73rd Battalion March 29, 1917 

Hugh Wilson Norton-Taylor (’96-’01) 21st Battalion September 16, 1916 

Arthur Norman Sclater (’00-’06) 13th Battalion July 18, 1918 

Frank Robert Spence (’93-’95) 2nd Battalion August 18, 1917 

Edward Fox Thairs (’04-T2) 3rd Battalion August 8, 1918 

Alfred Syer Trimmer (’93-’01) 10th Battalion May 4, 1917 

William Henry Victor Van der Smissen (’03'T1) 3rd Battalion June 13, 1916 

D’Arcy Rein Wadsworth (’02-’06) 75th Battalion October 13, 1916 

Harold Mackenzie Wilson (’05-’08) 15th Battalion June 7, 1916 

Matthew Maurice Wilson (’08'T4) 186th Battalion October 10, 1918 

Samuel De Veaux Woodruff (’02-T2) 116th Battalion July 13, 1918 

Eric Hallman Ziegler (TO'Tl) 36th Battalion June 7, 1916 

CANADIAN CAVALRY 

Charles Turner Van Straubenzie (’90-’92) Royal Canadian Dragoons November 1918 

CANADIAN ARMY SERVICE CORPS 

George Courtland Noxon (’09'T1) C.A.S.C. October 1, 1915 

CANADIAN ARTILLERY 

James Wallace Alexander (’05'T6) 84th Battery August 8, 1918 

Graham Alexander Fairfield (T1-T3) 1st Battery May 19, 1917 

John Lambert Hart (T3-T6) 54th Battery May 7, 1917 

Kenneth Walbank McLea (’05'’09) Canadian Artillery October 18, 1917 

John Labatt Scatcherd (’07-T3) 11 th Battery September 13, 1918 

Archer Robert Robinson Trench (’98'’03) 7 th Battery June 3, 1918 

John McLeod Wainwright (T3-T6) 54th Battery May 8, 1917 
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ROYAL FLYING CORPS (R.F.C.) AND ROYAL AIR FORCE (R.A.F.) 

Ridley Date of Death 

Name Period Unit or Service (as recorded) 

Richard Lawrence Cotter Barwick (T0-T4) R.A.F. July 5, 1918 

Charles Carpenter (1904) R.A.F. March 21, 1918 

Ernest Ford Crossland (T1-T2) R.A.F. October 20, 1918 

William Maberley Fatt (’01-’03) R.F.C. January 4, 1917 

John Aron Gordon (T4-T5) R.A.F. August 12, 1918 

James Hamilton Ingersoll (’03-T3) R.F.C. September 29, 1916 

Van Rennsler Van Tassell Schulyer Irvine (’07-T5) R.A.F. July 19, 1918 

Robert Gordon Jardine (’02-’04 R.F.C. July 20, 1917 

Clark Caimforth Stitzel Montgomery (’08-T3) R.F.C. August 14, 1917 

Karl Nieghorn (T6-T7) R.A.F. June 19, 1918 

Richard Shaw-Wood (’03-’0 5) R.A.F. March 20, 1918 

Douglas Colin Sims (’05-’06) R.F.C. August 8, 1917 

ROYAL NAVY 

John Garnet Scott (’01-’09) R.N.V.R. January 13, 1918 

OTHER BRITISH ARMED SERVICES 

Gerald Edward Blake (’03-T0) Oxford & Bucks Light Infantry July 23, 1916 

Herbert Cust Boyd (T3-T5) King’s Own Yorkshire Light Infantry February 13, 1918 

John Albon Chestnut (1912) Royal Artillery December 19, 1915 

Alan Ferrier Gates (’06-T5) Royal Artillery August 21, 1917 

Harold Verschoyle Wrong (’08-’09) Royal Lancaster Fusiliers July 1, 1916 

OTHER COMMONWEALTH ARMED FORCES 

Thomas Molyneux Graves (’06-’07) 76th Punjabis April 22, 1916 

Eric Edward Maynard Shewell Jenoure (’08-T5) 2nd British West Indies Regiment 1918 

UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES 

Walcott Brown Hastings (’03-’09) U.S. Army October 18, 1918 

Albert Augustus Porter (’07-T5) U.S. Ambulance Corps April 25, 1917 

Peter Richardson (’99-’05) U.S. Army (Cavalry) February 15, 1918 

James Livingstone Wadsworth (’08-T0) U.S. Army July 15, 1918 

Note: Letters may be found on the Appendisc from two of these casualties, John Scatcherd T3 and Van Irvine T5. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

A DECADE OF CONSOLIDATION 

1922-1932 
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Canada and the World 
For the most part, the 1920s was a period of prosperity and emanci¬ 

pation for Canadians. The aftereffects of the war gradually wore off, and 

the economy improved as foreign investors displayed a new confidence in 

the country. The products of the prairies claimed an increasing share of 

the world’s food market, and the development of Canada’s immense 

resources insured the country a place among the highly industrialized 

nations. Foreign investment, which had been overwhelmingly British until 

the war, became predominantly American in this decade. 

Conservative Arthur Meighan, tvho took over as prime minister 

when Robert Borden resigned, inherited the wave of post-war strife. In 

the election of 1921, the Liberals under William Lyon Mackenzie King 

assumed power. King, a strong proponent of an independent role for 

Canada in world affairs, would dominate both the Liberal party and 

Canadian political life for almost three decades. At the Imperial 

Conference of 1926, Canada and the other dominions were declared 

independent nations, although still members of the Commonwealth. The 

Statute of Westminster (1931), cemented Canada’s independence, 

although amendment of the BNA Act was still under British control. 

Also, the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in Britain remained 

Canada’s final court of justice. In the landmark “Person’s Case” of 

1927, this court upheld the appeal that the word “persons” in the BNA 

Act referred to women as well as men. 

The economic prosperity of the 1920s was real. New inventions— 

radio, talking films, mass-produced consumer goods, and especially 

automobiles—came within reach of a larger proportion of the popidation. 

As urban and suburban society grew, the hedonism and indulgences of 

“The Roaring Twenties” were taken up by Canadian young people. 

“Speakeasies” ensured that prohibition could be circumvented; smoking 

became widespread. At the same time, Canadian national consciousness 

took a giant leap forward. Historians began to rewrite Canadian history 

as the story of the rise of nationhood. The Group of Seven painted the 

The bounty of normalcy and continental isolation in America seemed 

enough. In 1929, the stock markets floated upwards until September and 

then dipped. By November, they began their disastrous plunge, which 

continued into the next decade. Canadians and the rest of the world 

entered a time of trouble. The world, it would seem, had not been made 

safe after all, either for democracy or unlimited prosperity. 

northern landscape as part of the Canadian experience. 

NOTABLE EVENTS 

1921 Lord Byng is governor general. 

“Bluenose” wins International 

Schooner Championship. 

1922 Insulin discovered in Toronto. 

Bombardier builds his first 

snowmobile. 

Mussolini seizes power in Italy. 

1923 Foster Hewitt broadcasts his 

first hockey game. 

Crippling inflation in Germany. 

1924 Lenin dies. 

Red Ensign is Canada’s flag. 

1925 Sir Adam Beck dies. 

Edward Rogers invents 

A/C radio tube. 

1926 Television is invented. 

Viscount Willingdon is 

governor general. 

Harry Houdini dies. 

1927 Charles Lindbergh flies across 

the Atlantic. 

First “talkies” come to Canada. 

1928 Joseph Stalin is firmly in 

power in Russia. 

Edmonton Grads win world 

basketball championship. 

Pablum invented at Toronto’s 

Hospital For Sick Children. 

Alexander Fleming discovers 

penicillin. 

1929 The influence of the Group of 

Seven artists at its height. 

Financial panic on Wall Street. 

1930 Richard B. Bennett elected 

prime minister. 

International tunnel connects 

Windsor and Detroit. 

1931 Statute of Westminster makes 

Canada almost fully 

independent. 

Drought conditions on the 

prairies. 

Relief camps open up for 

the unemployed. 

1932 J. S. Woodsworth founds C.C.F. 
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THE DUAL PRINCIPALSHIP 

Founders are difficult leaders to follow. If they are of the calibre of Dr. 

Miller, they will create the vision and the educational philosophy of the 

school. The longevity of the founder’s regimen (over thirty years in this 

case) is another complicating factor. Many immediate successors last for a 

short time; some boards recognize this likelihood by making a temporary or interim 

appointment. Ridley’s decision in this case was further complicated by the 

uncertainties of the early 1920s. The governors’ solution to the succession was to 

create a dual principalship. It is rare that dual responsibility and divided authority 

result in successful leadership, but both Mr. H. C. Griffith, who was appointed 

principal of the Upper School, and Mr. H. G. Williams, appointed principal of the 

Lower School, were rare men. Besides, there had been reassurance for the board in 

a year’s trial of dual principalship during Dr. Miller’s leave of absence. Harmonious 

and successful direction of Ridley resulted. The dual appointment was accom¬ 

panied by a specific directive from the board on how authority was to he divided. 

The directive said, “In all matters pertaining to the general policy of the whole 

school, Mr. Griffith and Mr. Williams shall act jointly and with equal voice, and 

should they he unable to agree, any such disagreement shall be referred to the local 

board for decision.” It was a precautionary rule to which they never had to resort. 

In his Prize Day address to the School in 1921, Archdeacon Cody, who had 

known Ridley from the day the school opened, spoke of the dual principalship. 

Mr. Griffith’s appointment will be widely welcomed. It is the first instance in 

Canada in which an “old boy” has been appointed principal of his school. Mr. 

Griffith entered Ridley in September, 1889, on the day the School opened. . . . He 

entered Trinity University in 1896. . . . He returned to Ridley as modern language 

master from 1899 to 1907. . . . From 1907 to 1911 he held the professorship of 

French in Trinity College and was famed throughout the Dominion as coach of 

champions of the gridiron. In 1911 he returned to Ridley College. . . . He has been 

as keen on securing a high scholastic standard in the school as on inspiring and 

maintaining its athletic eminence. 

Mr. H. G. Williams, who now becomes principal of the Lower School, is a 

distinguished graduate of the University of London. He came to Ridley in 1891 as 

mathematics master. Since 1899 he has been headmaster of the Lower School and 

has proved himself to be an ideal teacher and leader of junior boys. . . . Mr. Williams 

remains in full charge of the Lower School. The ideals and destinies of Ridley will be 

safe in the keeping of these two principals. 

Rep Williams and Harry Griffith were not alike, but somehow they seemed to 

complement each other. Mr. Griffith was a forceful man who was to drive constant¬ 

ly for great physical additions to Ridley. When he retired, his skill as a football 

coach was still seen as the outstanding phase of all his extracurricular activities. 

Often overlooked was his skill as a cricket coach, as well as his scholarship and 

musicianship. In the Upper School, interest in the classroom was kept alight by the 

imagination of the masters. Imagination was a quality always sought by Principal 

Griffith in selecting new masters. He considered it as important as their scholastic 

qualifications. He said, “Orthodoxy can easily be just another name for a rut.” 

Rep Williams also believed in the imagination. He had the understanding to 

perceive, as if viewing a prism, the changing impulses, yearnings, and secret 

conflicts of young minds. He firmly believed that it was the men of imagination, 

the dreamers, who led the practical men of science and technology to their greatest 

advances. He had a gentle way of correcting teachers who were scornful of 

adolescent excess of imagery or fancy. “It does no harm to any of us now and then 

to permit the things we imagine or only feel to make a mockery of the things we 

Harry Griffith 
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Mr. H. G. Williams 

know, or think we know,” Rep Williams once said. “You don’t have to believe in 

fairies, but you should believe in boys believing in them, at least a little.” 

He also said, “Academic brilliance is no assurance that a boy will develop 

greatness as a man. First of all are the qualities of sound character and viewpoint.” 

To many, Mr. Williams may have appeared to be a man without ambition. But he 

had one great, unselfish ambition: to live his life in the service of his boys. When 

he saw his boys succeeding in adult life, while holding fast to the principles he had 

taught, he felt richly rewarded. 

The Leaders’ Team 

Fortunately, 1922 saw the end of the frequent changes in masters that had 

marked the early post-war years. Most of those who now came to the School stayed 

for a reasonable time. Two notable new Ridley masters were Mr. R. S. “Twink” 

Cockburn (1921) and Mr. J. R. “Hammy” Hamilton (1922). 

Mr. Cockburn loved teaching for teaching’s sake. He was destined to give fine 

leadership to the boys who liked his kindness, honesty, and dependability. He 

would make a deep impression on the School. A graduate of St. John’s College, 

Oxford, with long war service as an artilleryman, his steadying influence was of 

great value. He quickly became the cadet’s shooting instructor, and made 

marksmanship a permanent and valuable Ridley feature. 

Mr. Hamilton had interrupted his university training to join the Canadian 

Army, later transferring to the Royal Flying Corps. He had returned to the Univer¬ 

sity of Toronto, graduating in 1922. He then joined Ridley to teach science. At 

first, he detested teaching; he even left briefly. But Ridley grew on him. In a short 

time, he was a pillar of the Upper School, then of Ridley itself. Before many years 

had passed, Principal Griffith disclosed his respect for Mr. Hamilton’s judgment 

and wonderful qualities as a master by ensuring his appointment as his assistant. 

Another new master in 1922 to win the respect of the boys was the Reverend 

W. F. Wallace, who taught English and history in the Upper School. He was also 

appointed chaplain and remained at Ridley until 1929. Dr. Miller had been the “de 

facto” chaplain at the School throughout his headmastership. During his year’s 

leave of absence, the Rector of St. Thomas’ Church served as the parish priest for 

Ridley. After Dr. Miller’s retirement, the appointment of a school chaplain was 

essential as neither of the dual principals was ordained. Miss C. H. Hague arrived 

as school nurse for the Upper School. Mrs. E. M. Roper joined as matron of Upper 

School, and Dr. W. J. Chapman was appointed school doctor, a post he would hold 

for twenty-eight years. Rounding out the new strength and permanence now given 

to the staff, was Mr. S. G. Bett, organist and choirmaster, who made sure that 

Ridley would remain “a singing school.” 

These fine, scholarly, and proficient masters joined a small but solid core of 

masters who were rapidly becoming an integral part of the permanent Ridley: Ernie 

Powell, a fixture since 1900; G. Mel Brock and C. E. H. “Twa” Thomas, who had 

left temporarily for active service; J. C. Ashburner, who had joined in 1916; 

Meredith Brockwell, a ten-year veteran and, of course, white-haired Colonel 

Thairs, an original of ’89. Such was the splendid team that Ridley possessed to rise 

to the challenge of the 1920s. 

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS 

Establishing Itself 

For several years, discussion by the board of directors had returned to the 

possibility of changing the corporate nature of Ridley from a shareholders’ 

corporation to a purely non-profit corporation. To achieve this, all outstanding 
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bonds would need to be returned to the School either as donations or to be sold 

back at a low figure. This transfer took place over a few years, and by January 1924, 

the board was in a position to request that the Ontario government change Ridley’s 

charter to one of a corporation without share capital. Ridley’s solicitors drafted a 

bill and a petition [see Appendisc]. Approval was at once forthcoming; on April 

17, 1924, the Act received Royal Assent from the Lieutenant Governor, the Hon. 

Henry Cockshutt, and became law. It cancelled all shares while preserving any 

rights or claims against the old corporation that was considered wound up. The Bill 

named the governors of the new Corporation. In one sense, they became founders 

of the modern Ridley, but they had all been directors on the former board. 

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS, 1924 

President 

Mr. George H. Gooderham 

Vice-Presidents 

The Hon. and Reverend H. J. Cody and Mr. A. C. Kingstone ’92 

Governors 

Sir Edward W. Beatty 

Arthur L. Bishop ’12 

Edward D. Gooderham ’02 

M. Ross Gooderham ’92 

Harold B. Greening ’96 

Henry C. Griffith ’96 

Newman W. Hoyles ’00 

J. Hamilton Ingersoll ’13 

Aemilius Jarvis ’12 

Frederick C. Jarvis 

Reuben W. Leonard 

Douglas H. C. Mason ’01 

Wilmott L. Matthews ’95 

W. Hamilton Merritt 

John O. Miller 

Stanley C. Norsworthy ’98 

Thomas O’Meara 

Carl C. Riordan ’92 

Alfred W. Rogers ’20 

Albert W. Taylor ’90 

Henry J. Taylor 

Henry G. Williams 

George M. Wrong 

Dealings with the Headmasters 

Harmony and mutual confidence between the board and the academic 

administration prevailed with remarkable steadiness year after year, regardless of 

occasional changes in composition of both staff and the board. Yet it would be 

untrue to suggest that the board members themselves did not sometimes have stiff 

arguments or that some meetings between governors and the principals were not 

marked by disagreements, clashes between personalities, and even a touch of 

testiness now and then. There was an episode in March 1924 when the two 

principals were even scolded. This occurred when a small boy in Lower School 

decided to run away. He just took off, without saying good-bye. He was missing for 

a few hours, with publicity resulting from the search for him. The boy was soon 

safe, but there were repercussions as revealed by the following somewhat acrid 

letter from Vice-President A. C. Kingstone. 

March 19, 1924 

Dear Mr. Griffith and Mr. Williams, 

Mr. Albert Taylor, Mr. Ingersoll and myself were surprised to learn from outside 

sources on Tuesday that one of the boys had run away from the Junior School and 

that considerable difficulty had arisen over it and a certain amount of notoriety 

followed. What we were surprised at and felt strongly about was that it was not 

brought to the attention of the Board who were sitting in Mr. Griffith’s house at a 

meeting on Monday night. Some of us have felt even prior to this happening that 

there has not always been on the part of the Principals the fullest co-operation with 

Harmony and mutual 

confidence between the 

board and the academic 

administration prevailed 

with remarkable steadiness 

year after year. 
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the Board on all matters that might be of importance and relate to the well being of 
the School. If we are going to get the best results for the School we must expect both 
of you as Principals to take us into your full confidence and inform us about matters 
which although you may consider they relate to the internal economy of the School 
nevertheless affect the credit and reputation of the School in the public mind, and 
also affect ourselves as Directors from the public viewpoint. I am sorry that I should 
have to write in this way to you gentlemen but we three feel strongly on the fact that 
in this particular instance this information should have been withheld from us. There 
should be hearty co-operation and assistance of the Principals with the Board and the 
Board with the Principals in all matters pertaining to the welfare of the School, but 
we do not feel you have shown proper confidence in your Board in this case. 

Yours sincerely, 
A. Courtney Kingstone 

Mr. Griffith does not appear to have been in an apologetic mood; at least, a 

draft letter by him declared that the insinuation of an intent to conceal “cut 

deeply.” He telephoned Mr. George H. Gooderham, Ridley’s president, and asked 

for a full board meeting. The incident was then apparently smoothed over, with 

harmony restored in relations between the local board and the two principals. 

The episode seems worth mentioning, if only to emphasize how seriously the 

members of the board accepted their responsibilities and how important it is in 

matters of potentially adverse publicity for the trustees to be kept informed. 

THE MEMORIAL CHAPEL 

The fund-raising program for the Memorial Chapel never relaxed. The Old 

Boys were probably the most urgent clients the architects and builders had ever 

had; once construction was started, they kept pressing for speed. A cornerstone 

The laying of the ceremony was held on June 4, 1921. While the Chapel was being built, Ridley’s 

cornerstone (1921) chapel services continued to be held in the Prayer Hall in School House. 
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Some Nostalgia 

By the spring of 1923, as construction of the Memorial Chapel neared comple¬ 

tion, it was realized that the last services were being held in the Prayer Hall that 

had meant so much to so many Ridley boys. Mr. Griffith thought of this, and on 

the second last Sunday he recalled various Ridley rooms that had served as a chapel 

since 1889. In the reception room of the old Springbank Sanatorium, thirty-two 

boys had first assembled for prayers. It was a beautiful room, hy far the most 

imposing in the old Victorian hotel. It was used until the fire of 1903. The second 

Ridley Chapel had been part of the dining room of the old Stephenson House. In 

January 1905, the first Sunday evening chapel service was held in the Prayer Hall 

in the new school building on the Western Hill. On the roll of Old Boys in 1923 

were a total of about 1300 names; Principal Griffith said that approximately 900 of 

these boys had worshiped in the Prayer Hall. 

It was during the third last Sunday evening service that the most memorable 

episode occurred that the old Prayer Hall had ever known; it was not meant to be 

either sacrilegious or hilarious. Elliot Peixotto ’24 was the hapless victim. The 

undisputed champion crapshooter of Ridley, he was sitting on the aisle directly 

under the closed eyes of Mr. Griffith, who was intoning the closing prayer. 

Suddenly Peixotto had to sneeze; he grabbed for his handkerchief—and out flew a 

pair of dice! They hit the hard floor with a rattle, then bounced down the aisle. 

There was an instant of silence as Mr. Griffith paused and opened his eyes. The 

dice were staring brazenly up at him—showing a seven! He went on with the 

prayer, the service ending in a hubbub of whispered speculation over Peixotto’s 

fate. It was easily the most disastrous “natural” Peixotto ever threw, as the evidence 

showed on his return from the principal’s office later that evening! 

The Prayer Hall was now to be known as The Hall or the Assembly Hall. It 

continued to play a valuable role in the life of the School, but merely as a 

functional wing, while the Memorial Chapel stood apart, a majestic monument in 

stone and a revered symbol of spiritual Ridley. 

The Dedication of the Chapel 

Ridley Chapel in the morning, 
Incarnation fresh and pure 

Of those souls who, this life scorning, 
Fought to make the issue sure. 

Ridley Chapel, hallowed dwelling 
Of the spirit of the dead: 

We have made you as a temple 
For the sacred flame they fed. 

The dedication of Ridley’s Memorial Chapel occurred on June 23, 1923. The 

Cadet Corps opened the ceremony and marched into the Chapel to their seats. 

The procession, which then came down the centre aisle, affirmed the ceremonial 

reverence of the opening. The Lower School choir led. Then came the officers of 

the Old Boys Association and the principals, Mr. Griffith and Mr. Williams. Next 

were the clergy, including Ridley’s Principal Emeritus, Dr. Miller; His Lordship the 

Bishop of Niagara; the Reverend the Provost of Trinity College; and the rectors of 

St. Catharines’ churches. The formal presentation of the Chapel to Ridley was 

made by Association President Colonel Douglas Mason ’01 and accepted by the 

Hon. Mr. Justice A. Courtney Kingstone ’92, vice-president of the board. 

His Lordship the Bishop of Niagara opened the dedication service. Then came 

the alphabetical reading of the names of Ridley’s war-dead by Principal Griffith, 

Suddenly Peixotto had to 

sneeze; he grabbed for his 

handkerchief—and out 

flew a pair of dice! 
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with a sudden silence after the last name was intoned: Eric Hallman Ziegler. Then 

the bugles sounding the Last Post broke the hushed stillness. It seemed fitting that 

a leading role in the ceremony should be taken by the Principal Emeritus. It was Dr. 

Miller who recalled the admonition at the stake by Latimer to Ridley to play the 

man, when he spoke in the new chapel of the boys of Ridley who had also been 

martyrs of freedom. 

This is truly a House of Sacrifice. It owes its building to the blood of a little band 
of Canadian soldiers who once attended Ridley. They played on these fields and 
enjoyed the delight of boyhood as the boys of Ridley do now. I have often gone over 
their names one by one and always recalled some fact or incident connected with 
each; how one had excelled on the playing field, another in the classroom. Still 
another in personal qualities. But in their great and final act of laying down their 
lives, all had attained to equal spiritual eminence. Tribute can be paid to none, 
which the others do not share. 

Think what each one gave: Life! What greater thing could a man give than his 
life?. . . Theirs was the spirit of self-sacrifice and this is a House of Sacrifice, built 
to commemorate that spirit. 

Designed in perpendicular Gothic style, both the exterior and interior were of 

Georgetown stone with windows, copings, and doorways constructed of Bedford 

stone. The tall, finely proportioned new building did not intrude on the standing 

Ridley structures or tower over them; it merged into and enhanced them and was 

joined to them by a passageway, starting beside the tall, gracefully arched entrance. 

Yet the Chapel held a distinguished character of its own. Despite the 

impressiveness of the memorial’s exterior, it was in the interior that the beauty was 

most striking of all. The stones were laid on edge as they came from the 

Georgetown quarry, resulting in unexpected colouring from delicate glistening 

hues. Nine mullioned windows were on the two sides, with small windows in the 

entranceway and a large window above the altar. At the chancel end a door led to 

the vestry. An organ screen of Bedford limestone lent further beauty to the 

chancel. The seating throughout was of solid oak, with the chancel furniture 

distinguished by hand carving. Low-pitched beams created a flat, perpendicular 

ceiling, with principals, purlins, and rafters of warm British Columbia cedar. 

The memorial windows added more soft colour and warmth. Each testified to 

The interior of the new chapel the success of modern stained-glass craftsmen in recapturing the rich translucent 

colouring of the glassmakers of the 

thirteenth to fifteenth centuries. The 

revival of the art had made Ridley’s 

Chapel windows magnificent, with their 

warm, mellow richness of colour and 

design. They seemed to dispel the 

Chapel’s newness. The west window on 

the south side was in memory of Ridleians 

of St. Catharines among the war-dead— 

Lieutenant J.A. Chestnut; Lieutenant J. 

H. Ingersoll; Lieutenant J. G. Scott; 

Lieutenant E. E Thairs; Lieutenant S. D. 

Woodruff, and Gunner G. A. Fairfield. A 

chancel window was in memory of 

Lieutenant R. G. Jardine. Memorial 

windows were later installed to honour 

Lieutenant Van R. Irvine and Lieutenant 

A. F. Gates. Other memorials were an oak 
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eagle lectern in memory of Lieutenant J. L. Scatchard; an archer’s desk of 

Lieutenant J. E. Leonnard; the organ screen of Lieutenant H. M. Crassett; the 

Chapel’s Bible of Lieutenant E. H. Ziegler; the communion service for Lieutenant 

S. D. Woodruff; and an alms basin in memory of Lieutenant A. F. Gatis. The 

communion table was to honour Katherine Alexander Miller, wife of the Principal 

Emeritus. This latter memorial was provided by past and present members of the 

staff and also by masters who had been at Ridley while Mrs. Miller was alive. 

During the annual Memorial Service of 1928, the Bishop of Niagara dedicated the 

A. A. Porter memorial window; it joined the four earlier windows. Two small 

windows in the porch were also of stained glass: the Herbert Cust Boyd and 

Marshall Inglis memorials. 

In 1924, Sproatt and Rolph, architects of the Memorial Chapel, were awarded 

a gold medal by the American Institute of Architects for educational and 

institutional architecture. The citation stated that the chief features of their 

exhibit were the designs for the Memorial Tower at the University of Toronto and 

for the noble Gothic Chapel at Ridley College, St. Catharines. 

That same year, the hoard was informed of a magnificent and timely 

benefaction from Ross A. Wilson of Oakville, the Cadet Corps Commander and 

Mason Gold winner of 1917. It was officially an anonymous gift, but Ross was 

directly thanked in the minutes of the board. His gift was designed to erect a 

reredos and a new organ for the Chapel, to pay off the balance due on the Chapel 

after all outstanding subscriptions had been paid, and to wipe off the School debt. 

The size of the donation is not recorded, but its impact was to reward the governors 

for their own great generosity. 

The reredos 

The St. Thomas’ Connection 

In 1923, the long and close association between Ridley and St. Thomas’ 

Church was sealed in a special way. Three beautiful windows in St. Thomas’ were 

dedicated to the men of the parish who had sacrificed their lives in the war of 

1914-1918. The names of Ridley’s own war-dead were included in the dedication 

ceremony, taken by the Venerable Archdeacon Armitage, who was largely 

responsible for originating the strong link between the School and the church. 

It also seemed to be particularly fitting that Colonel Thairs, who had instructed 

each one of Ridley’s boys who had died as men in the armed services, should 

perform the unveiling. 

Other Sources of Inspiration 

The Ridley College Women’s Guild was formed hy a group of women of Ridley 

families. They were inspired with the feeling that they could further the work of 

the School in many ways. Their Guild was organized in Toronto on December 7, 

1923. They virtually adopted the Memorial Chapel, with a first project to be 

completion of the chancel furnishings. By the time of the Guild’s second annual 

meeting (December 18, 1925), a branch had been formed in Winnipeg, which 

would donate a beautiful oak sedilia to the chancel. Another branch in London 

undertook to provide the chancel with cushions, and the Toronto group pledged 

itself to supply a chancel rug. They next turned to furnishing the headmaster’s 

study in the Lower School. 

The institutional dignity and maturity of Ridley were also impressed on visitors 

by the number of oil paintings that were now hanging in the school. At the Old 

Boys’ annual dinner in Toronto in December 1926, the affection of all Ridleians 

for Principal H. G. Williams was manifested by the presentation of an oil of himself 
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The post-war climate 

of generosity and 

gratitude ensured that 

the 1920s would be a 

period of remarkable 

growth for Ridley. 

by John Russell. It was hung in the Lower School. The most recently installed oil 

in the dining room had been that of Colonel George Thairs. In 1928, Mrs. Mason 

bequeathed to Ridley the oil of her late husband, J. Herbert Mason, who had been 

president of Ridley from 1900 to 1912. It was by Wyly Grier, R.C.A. 

There were a number of inspirational occasions in the 1920s. Many of these 

were Prize Day ceremonies, to which speakers were now invited with regularity. 

The School was fortunate in 1924 in obtaining General Sir Arthur Currie, K.C.B. 

Arthur Currie had been the commander of the Canadian Corps during the war and 

was now the principal of McGill University. As an educator, he was disturbed 

about the assault of the Roaring Twenties on the values of youth and on the old, 

fine principles of good citizenship. His address on that occasion was remembered 

long afterwards, partly because of the emphasis he placed on the leadership 

opportunities which Ridley boys enjoyed. The General surprised both staff and 

boys by the deep feeling in his talk and the strength of his oratory. His remarks were 

clearly designed for his youthful audience [see Appendisc]. Here is an excerpt: 

Keep your hearts young; and do not fall into the modern habit of complaining 

about the world or into the modern desire to uproot established conventions. You 

did not make the world. You cannot spoil it; you can only make it better; enter into 

its joy with hope and faith. The tear-stained world needs your smile and your bright 

outlook from the eyes of youth. . . . 

The great majority of you are not prizewinners. Prizes are incentives to work, but 

they are not the object of work. . . . Do not think that because you did not win, you 

have failed or that your struggle has not availed [you]. . . . Most of the great poets 

and artists, most of the successful business men have struggled with difficulties and 

have wrought out of their conditions their success. 

Sir Arthur concluded, quoting: 

If youth but knew there are so many songs 
for youth to sing! 

Lay down, then, youth, your foolish, fancied wrongs, 
your questioning. 

Take up your harp of joy where faith belongs 
and wake each string! 

Ah, heart of youth, there are so many songs— 

go forth and sing! 

THE GREAT BENEFACTIONS 

The post-war climate of generosity and gratitude ensured that the 1920s would 

be a period of remarkable growth for Ridley. The Old Boys’ were committed to the 

building of the Chapel. Other generous gifts helped forward the expansion of 

Ridley and gave everyone confidence by the mid-1920s that financing and all 

other problems were already resolved or soon would be. Some of those who 

surrendered school bonds as gifts were Mr. and Mrs. Carl Riordon, Dr. W. H. 

Merritt, F. H. Ingersoll, A. W. Taylor, A. C. Kingstone, and Mr. Alfred Rogers. 

The Leonard Foundation 

Early in the spring of 1919, news spread about the creation of the Leonard 

Foundation, whose scholarships would mean much to Ridley and other colleges 

and schools. Word of the Foundation had previously been well known to the board 

and the staff, but it was not until 1919 that parents also began to understand that 

the Foundation’s scholarships would surely mark Colonel R. W. Leonard of St. 

Catharines, a director of Ridley, as one of the great Canadian educational 

philanthropists of his time. The Trust Deed stated the purpose and designated both 

the boys who would benefit and the schools to which the bursaries would apply. 
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The Foundation’s scope was later widened, but the first grants were to the sons of 

clergymen or schoolteachers who were British subjects; sons of officers, non- 

commissioned veterans, or men of the permanent British or Canadian Army or 

Navy; or sons of veterans who had taken part in any of the British Empire’s wars. 

Ridley was mentioned in the original Trust Deed together with Wycliffe 

College, The Royal Military College (Kingston), and the Royal Navy College 

(Halifax) as the institutions that were to benefit, but later the list included many 

other selected colleges and universities from coast to coast. The students would be 

selected from the applicants each year by a committee appointed in the manner 

specified in the Trust Deed. Recording the appreciation of Ridley, the board wrote, 

The Board of Directors deeply appreciate the action of Colonel R.W. Leonard in 

instituting the benefaction known as the Leonard Foundation, and in recently greatly 

enlarging its scope; the Board is gratified to know that Ridley is one of the chosen 

institutions at which the beneficiaries of the Foundation may be educated, and is also 

proud that the founder of the benefaction is a member of this Board. 

As the awards of the Foundation were extended to include children of all 

classes named in the Trust Deed, the expressed intention of Colonel Leonard was 

honoured in all aspects. It still is. He clearly stated the types of schools and 

universities for selection, and those that enjoyed his approval were specifically 

named. His deep belief in the British connection was disclosed in The Principles 

Underlying the Foundation, this document saying in part that 

the underlying principles upon which the Leonard Foundation is based best in the 

belief of the founders that . . . the progress of the world depends in the future, as in 

the past, upon the maintenance and spread of the Christian religion; and the stability 

and prosperity of the British Empire are essential to the peace of the world and the 

advancement of civilization. 

Because of Colonel Leonard’s confidence in Ridley, literally hundreds of 

students have since been aided by the Leonard Foundation. In the current era of 

sensitivity about discrimination, the trustees have “finessed” the Colonel’s 

religious, imperial, racial, and gender restrictions to extend the Foundation’s 

bounty to Canada’s entire population. 

Gooderham House 

One gift was initiated by Ross Gooderham who undertook, to present a brand- 

new boarding house to the Upper School. Perhaps there was rivalry between the 

Gooderhams because when this generous act was reported to President George H. Gooderham House 

Gooderham (as it was at once, of course), 

he was not to be outdone. He exclaimed, 

“The Gooderham brothers will build 

your dormitory for you.” 

The building was completed by the 

summer of 1921. Although boys occupied 

the residence in the fall of 1921, it was 

not until Sports Day on May 26, 1922, 

that the formal presentation of the 

building was made. The new dormitory 

to accommodate fifty boys and three 

resident masters had been erected at a 

cost of $288,000—entirely through the 

generosity of the Gooderham brothers. 

Designed in “Collegiate Gothic” style by 

Sproatt and Rolph, it had three stories 

and was constructed of red brick with 
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The erection of Gooderham 

House and the Memorial 

Chapel were the most 

notable items in the creation 

of the enlarged Ridley. 

white stone facings. A large number of parents, Old Boys, and friends of Ridley had 

converged on St. Catharines and the School from all parts of Canada for the 

official opening. Mr. A. Courtney Kingstone formally accepted the magnificent 

building on behalf of the hoard. 

Dr. Miller, in his role of Principal Emeritus, offered the prayer of dedication. 

Both Principal Griffith and Principal Williams spoke, the latter not forgetting to 

express the hope that some day a generous gift could he made to the Lower School. 

Mr. Griffith particularly stressed a striking new feature provided by Gooderham 

House: a wing reserved for the use of the Old Boys whenever they visited Ridley. 

Principal Griffith assured them that no rules would he attached to its use. He also 

stated his great belief that “no school exists in the world where former students 

display more loyalty to their old school than do the Old Boys of Ridley.” 

The erection of Gooderham House and the Memorial Chapel were the most 

notable items in the creation of the enlarged Ridley, but there were also other 

significant improvements. Dean’s House was renovated and the interior of School 

House was also updated. As Acta explained: 

A great many thousands ot dollars have been spent, and the School shows 
it. Probably the improvement most talked about and appreciated has been the 
installing of a new hot-water system. No longer does one hear about taps being 
turned and only cold water forthcoming. 

Classroom accommodation has been increased, a Reception Room has been 
provided, and Colonel Thairs now has a complete set of offices. 

Both the School House and the Dean’s House have received wall decoration. 
In both buildings, cupboards and fixed wardrobes have been fitted. 

In 1924, one further gift, this time from President Gooderham, became a 

Ridley landmark for fifty years—a new flagpole. It was made from the masts of two 

dismantled yachts. Planted near the headmaster’s house on the site of the present 

flagpole, it complemented the artillery piece, which Ridley had received as a war 

prize a few years earlier. The Cadet Corps took on the responsibility of the daily 

raising and lowering of the flag. 

The Lower School 

A deep and abiding friendship had grown between Colonel Leonard and Mr. 

Williams, and this inspired a memorable gesture by Colonel Leonard in 1922. He 

gave $25,000 as the starting fund for a new Lower School and headmaster’s 

residence. This donation was meant to encourage the raising of the large sum 

required to construct a complete new building. He refused to permit his $25,000 to 

he diverted to other uses. 

Serious planning began in 1924, when a committee was appointed to 

investigate the financial possibilities and to report on requirements and costs. This 

led directly to Colonel Leonard’s magnificent total gift of $200,000; for it was now 

apparent the money could not he raised in any other way. There can be no doubt 

of Mr. Williams’ deep gratitude; his dream of a new Lower School was to he realized 

through the generosity of his old friend. The new Lower School was the first Ridley 

building designed by the Marani architectural firm, which was destined to make a 

succession of fine additions to Ridley in the years ahead. The construction contract 

was awarded to Newman Brothers, who had already built many of the Ridley 

additions. When tenders were called and the construction contract was awarded, 

it was for $310,000. A final estimate of the total expenditure, made some time 

later, was $400,000. 

Colonel Leonard made one interesting condition about the building that his 

gift was erecting. To quote from a letter to the Toronto General Trusts Corporation 

informing the hoard of Colonel Leonard’s gift, “No sand or gravel taken from the 
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shores of Lake Ontario should be used in the construction of the building.” This 

arose from Colonel Leonard’s desire to preserve the shoreline. He wanted the sand 

and gravel taken from inland deposits, even at a slightly higher cost. 

Styled in early Georgian, the new Lower School was a departure from the 

Tudor Gothic design of Gooderham House. It was constructed to be fireproof, and 

it merged well into the general architectural atmosphere of the other school 

buildings. The handsome new building was 300 feet long. Its attractiveness was 

enhanced by the principal entrance and the two archways that admitted the boys 

to an inner quadrangle, which was 160 feet by 90 feet. It faced the Upper School, 

with its classrooms at the rear. 

The building contained eight twelve-boy dormitories, each with its own 

washroom; four two-boy rooms; and bathrooms with four baths. There were 

excellent sick room accommodations, nurses quarters, a matron’s suite, four suites 

for single masters, and two extra suites for visitors. In addition, the building had a 

fine office and reception room, two libraries, two common rooms, three playrooms, 

and a dining room wing including a staff dining room, plus kitchens and servants’ 

quarters. In the basement were locker, shower, and store rooms. There was also a 

separate residence for Mr. Williams. Mr. W. T. Comber was appointed his assistant, 

and assigned to Mr. Williams’ former residence. 

When the building opened in 1927, the Lower School’s total roll was eighty— 

sixty boarders, nineteen day boys, and one day girl, Joan Griffith, daughter of the 

principal of the Upper School. Terar Dum Prosim was soon carved in stone above 

the entrance to the building, and John Russell’s painting of Colonel Leonard, 

presented to Ridley by Mrs. Leonard, was hung in the front hall. Nearby a tablet 

was erected to record that the new Lower School stood as a result of the generosity 

of Colonel and Mrs. Reuben Wells Leonard. But in the way of all such formal 

plaques, it could never convey the many generous acts by the Leonards, of which 

the gift of the Lower School was only one, if the most striking of them all. 

The destruction of the old Lower School building late in 1931 removed a 

Ridley landmark of 1899. It had been built for $14,000 and was Canada’s first 

boarding school for junior boys. Old Boys recalled that Henrietta Street was only The new Lower School 
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a mud road at that time, with Hainer Street, leading to the low-level bridge across 

the canal, only a little better because of a cinder sidewalk. An extension to the 

building was added in 1901. Improvements were made in 1918, with room for sixty 

boarding students, three masters, matron, nurse, and six maids. When the wreckers 

moved in, the tangible background vanished for memories of cops-and-robbers, or 

marbles bouncing against the folding doors, of the engraved initials on the wooden 

lockers, and the boxing ring in the basement where honour was defended and 

insult avenged. Mr. Williams’ house, which had been added in 1918, was now 

detached and moved on skids just up the street near the main gate where it remains 

today as a private residence. 

AN UNSTOPPABLE MOMENTUM 

Some sentimental Old Boys protested mildly and watched the larger Ridley 

developing with regret that had more nostalgia in it than logic. They remembered 

the happy intimate relationships within a Ridley that had one hundred boarders or 

less and felt this represented a quality too valuable to be discarded. There would be 

more boys, but there also would be more classes and more masters in a Ridley of 

250 or more students. The gain was unquestionable; it meant financial ability to 

provide a broader preparatory education and the means to add many things to 

school life that a small school must forego. These advantages would continue to 

loom importantly as Ridley grew larger still in the years ahead. 

During the 1920s, the demand for places at Ridley grew annually. From 193 in 

1924-25, enrollment climbed to 296 in 1928-29. By that time, the governors were 

already planning to build another dormitory. 

Colonel Bishop spoke of the need of changes and alterations of the Upper School 
buildings. Mr. Griffith went further. He pointed out that, with one hundred and 
seventy-nine boarders and seven dayboys, the Upper School was full to overflowing. 
Needed were classrooms, a laboratory, extra dormitory space, alterations to the 
kitchens and servants’ quarters, and a general remodeling of School House. 

The board acted. Colonel Bishop was appointed chairman of the building 

committee, and plans were soon under way for a new fourth residence. The 

confidence in Ridley, evident in the board’s discussions and financial decisions in 

1929 and 1930, had a good base of reason. Enrollment in 1928-29 of 296 boys was 

Merritt House rises in 1931 a record high. Numbers dropped slightly in September 1930, but there were still a 

comparatively safe 258 students. 

Nothing seemed to warn that the 

drop in enrollment would be a 

startling one hundred boys between 

1929 and 1932. Complacency was 

understandable, for the crash and 

general industrial and financial 

panic in late 1929 was answered at 

Ridley by perhaps the most 

successful year in the history of the 

School. Attendance was at an all- 

time high, the football and cricket 

teams were champions, and the 

hockey team was superb. In 

addition, the percentage of success¬ 

ful matriculation papers written by 

Ridley students rose from 76% in 

1929 to 83% in 1930. There was 
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thus cause for the astute financiers on Ridley’s board of governors to feel that 

Ridley would survive the Great Depression (still underestimated) with far less 

trouble than was actually to be experienced. Ridley was later hit, and hit hard. 

There were men on the board who knew at first hand something of the chaotic 

economic situation in the country in 1930, but they probably did not foresee how 

long it would be before economic recovery could bring the upswing. If they had 

done so, it is difficult to see how they could have proceeded to build a new 

dormitory in 1931. If there was dissension and protest on the board as the new 

Ridley building went up and the economic fortunes of Canada and the rest of the 

world went down and down, such views were not recorded in the minutes. 

It was not long, however, before this formal record was thick with operational 

worries and evidence of almost chronic financial migraine, but the board refused to 

entertain proposals that construction of the new dormitory be stopped once it was 

started. All through the years, the motto of Ridley’s board of governors could well 

have been We Finish What We Start. This time the board looked merely stubborn; 

they finished the new dormitory in 1932 but had no boys to live in it. Ridley’s 

fourth house even remained nameless until just before it was occupied. 

PASTORAL MATTERS AND “THE GAME” 

The Need 

The mood of the 1920s was bound to have an influence on the adolescent 

generation. Many of the survivors of the war years and their children felt “lost.” 

Groping for new values, experimenting in new pleasures, they did not depend upon 

a stable heritage. The old certainties of the pre-war years had given way to the 

questioning and pleasure-seeking post-war atmosphere. Ridley was not immune 

from the hedonism of a society assailed now by the “Red peril” and the “economic 

roller-coaster." The kind of adults who served at schools like Ridley came to repre¬ 

sent sanity and faith to many students. The principals saw the need for “the smack 

of firm government,” but they also recognized a new youthful vulnerability. 

The Masters 

In 1991, Hume Cronyn published his delightful autobiography, taking his lead 

from an aphorism: “Memory can be a judicious editor, omitting trial and tribula¬ 

tion. It can also be a terrible liar. . . .” He chose the latter as his title. But his 

characterization of Ridley life and Ridley people is brilliantly clear. He came to 

Ridley in 1921, the smallest boy in the School and a diminutive bearer of one of 

Ridley’s illustrious names; five Cronyns had preceded him. The first master he met 

in the Lower School was Robert Finch, who became one of the most versatile poets 

and musicians of twentieth century Canada; this did not offset Hume’s abiding 

feeling that Ridley was a cultural wasteland. He acknowledged that it was an insti¬ 

tution of character; Hume, as in so many of his famous future roles, stood up to the 

“big ones.” He learned to box and won a boxing shield in 1925, the first of six 

altogether. He also used these skills to humiliate at least one much larger bully. 

His account of his school days makes delightful reading (highly 

recommended). It tells of escapades, adventures, and high comedy. But most of all, 

he delights in thumbnail sketches of his masters and teachers. His memories often 

chime with those of other Old Boys, who recall the powerful impact of these 

masters upon boys. Years later, many Ridley boys spoke of their indebtedness to one 

or other of their masters who found the right words at the right time. Hume came 

by his boxing skills through being encouraged by Sergeant Alexander, ex-British 

Army. He describes Alexander as “a square man with massive shoulders and fur on 

The old certainties of the 

pre-war years had given 

way to the questioning 

and pleasure-seeking 

post-war atmosphere. 
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The boxing squad of 1926. 

Hume Cronyn is in the back 

row, fourth from the left. 

his chest.” “I watched him sparring with 

older boys. There was something balletic 

about tt, hut vaguely dangerous too.” One 

day, Alexander handed him the gloves. 

“Put 'em on”—and that was how it began. 

The other ex-British Army hero was 

“Cap” Iggulden. “He was an emperor of 

gymnastics,” wrote Hume, though he failed 

completely to teach Hume to swim. Cap 

was a frightening martinet, but as another 

Old Boy wrote “he had a heart as big as a 

bucket. I know a score of things he did for 

hoys which went far beyond his duties and 

responsibility.” Hume remarks that he was 

their principal sex educator. “The walls 

would tremble with his roaring outbursts on 

the evils of ‘self-abuse.’ ” 

“The one who straightened out my thinking was Mr. Thomas,” wrote an Old 

Boy nearly forty years later. Hume graduated from the Lower School to Dean’s 

House where Twa Thomas resided. “He was called Twaaa’ (a sort of prolonged 

bleat) because he was a great believer in pear-shaped tones.” Since Twa produced 

the school plays, Hume came to know him well. 

Of Ernie Powell another Old Boy wrote, “You could see him and talk to him 

at any time. His door was literally always open.” Hume, fascinated by appearances, 

described how Ernie’s Adam’s apple would run up and down his stringy throat like 

a “busy robin” as he imparted Pythagoras. Ernie succeeded Twa as Hume’s 

housemaster, with whom “Little Hell” (Hume’s dormitory) had a kind of running 

war. He kept control usually through being liked and respected. But on one 

occasion, a notorious troublemaker known as Babe was using his bed as a 

trampoline. Finally, the leg of the bed went straight through the floor, and the 

ceiling of the matron’s room. Miss Boyd was so startled that she asked Ernie to rush 

upstairs. Babe’s guilt was obvious, and he therefore followed Mr. Powell to receive 

an unknown punishment. 

Mr. Hamilton’s hot temper was recognized and respected. One of his 

provocations was to hear swearing. A hoy called Goosey had a foul mouth, and was 

overheard by Hammy on one occasion. He got “four on each” (strapping on each 

hand) from Hammy, who then apologized for his precipitate action. Goosey replied 

ill-advisedly, “Well, this is one hell of a time to tell me that”—which provoked yet 

another “two on each.” Once more Goosey had a reply: “Goodness gracious sakes 

alive, now don’t tell me you’re sorry.” But Hammy’s reputation rested not on his 

hasty temper but on his superb teaching. 

Hume gives a lovely picture of Twink Cockburn. “He was ramrod straight 

and meticulous in everything. He wore two wristwatches, one on each wrist . . . 

Twink was a model referee, sprinting around the field, whistle at the ready, 

wristwatches flashing . . .” He attributes his own lifelong commitment to punctu¬ 

ality to Twink’s example of precision. Of Hurphy Ashhurner, he noted that 

“He was a dead shot with a piece of chalk,” although he was blind in one eye. 

Subsequently, Hume was to suffer the same fate—and his admiration for Hurphy 

was enhanced. 

“My final housemaster,” wrote Hume, “was a wonderful man named Crawford 

Grier, familiarly known as ‘Wyly’ after his father, a respected Canadian painter. He 

had inherited much of his father’s talent and interest. . . . He was an angel’s voice 

in what to me was a sterile wilderness.” He brought humour and enlightenment to 
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his teaching of ancient history. “The only reason I remember Alcibiades to this day 

is that his name went up on Wyly’s blackboard as Mr. A1 C. Biades.” 

The men described here, and others, have lived on well beyond their mortal 

ending. Schools like Ridley, with their traditional rigidities, have never been easy 

for free-spirited individuals such as Hume. He respected and admired Dr. Griffith 

for his talents more than for his policies. But he did love the Chapel with its 

Gothic beauty, its solemnity, and its vibrancy when full. “I would be glad to see the 

Ridley Chapel again,” he concludes. 

“The Game” 

There was another side to the foible of various masters, and that was “The 

Game.” Traditionally, “The Game” has taken many forms as the contest between 

adult vigilance and youthful enterprise (“cops and robbers”). To the usual business 

of enjoying forbidden fruits and nocturnal escapades was added a new, and 

potentially hazardous, adventure: hitchhiking. In the early twenties, the advent of 

the automobile provided an exciting challenge. “We went to Hamilton this 

afternoon—thumb how.” The contest was to see how far you could get in a day— 

and get back. The principal’s response to this was the cane. Another entry in a 

“dorm” record reads, “To Hamilton twice in a week—caught once, ten strokes.” As 

the frequency of caning increased, this became a badge of citizenship. One group 

of fifth formers took an oath to get themselves caned. “I deliberately got myself 

caught going to the store,” wrote the final hold-out. “That made it 100%, the 

whole dorm caned by the Head.” Masters were allowed to use the strap on the 

hand, prefects were not. In their role as cadet officers, however, the prefects 

developed a ritual punishment for “cadet offenses.” They used the flat of an officer’s 

sword to whack miscreants (always carried out with a kind of court-martial ritual). 

This was forbidden whenever discovered. 

Corporal punishment in any form is so discredited today that it is hard to 

remember the mindset that made it a matter of course, sometimes of pride, and very 

rarely of resentment. It was quick and quickly over, and the offense was 

immediately fully expiated. The administrator was not regarded as a sadist, nor the 

recipient as a victim. [This writer grew up in an environment where it was 

practiced.] Yet the modern disapproval is irresistible in a century where the 

infliction of pain has been massively practiced, particularly against the innocent. 

As a form of moral education, the weakness of corporal punishment is that it is an 

undiscriminating instrument. Whether the offense is a harmless prank, a forgetful 

lapse, or an intentional dishonest act, the same punishment was applied. Short of 

suspension and expulsion, that was it. It encouraged physical bravery; much more 

eloquently, it suggested that the best thing was not to get caught. “The Game” has 

always been played at Ridley. 

THE LIFE OF THE MIND 

Academics 

Academic achievement is the least glamorous aspect of school life but, in the 

end, perhaps the most important. The fifth formers took the “pass” exams for 

matriculation, and the sixth formers took the “honours.” With the mounting 

enrollment through the twenties, the number of matriculation candidates rose 

steadily. In 1928, over a hundred boys wrote more than 600 papers, with a success 

percentage above 70%. In 1930, a success rate of 83% was achieved. The highest 

point of national recognition was to win a major scholarship at one of the 

universities. Until the 1920s, only twelve Ridleians altogether, including Harry 
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Ridley’s library was now 

fine enough to help a boy 

form a sound philosophy 

of his own while studying 

the thoughts and concepts 

of the great minds. 

Griffith, had achieved that distinction. In 1923, Richard Turnbull won awards in 

mathematics, classics, and moderns at Trinity College. In 1930, two Ridleians, R. 

B. Dale-Harris and A. T. Olmsted, won five scholarships between them. It was not 

until 1944 that such academic distinction in one year was equalled. These high¬ 

fliers brought distinction to the school, but the overall success rate at matriculation 

was the sounder indicator of a hard-working school. 

Words, Words 

As Principal Emeritus, Dr. Miller continued to provide the annual award for a 

public-speaking competition traditionally held on the last night of the summer 

term, after preliminary trials had left a group of finalists. So intense was the 

competition that the judges in 1922 decided that all eleven finalists were excellent, 

and only reluctantly did they cast their vote. The formation of a Reading Club in 

1922 was inspired by the desire to counter the flood of what was described as 

“literary trash” pouring off the presses of the United States and Canada. “We hope 

tor great things from the new Reading Club and, if it succeeds, it can have a lasting 

influence on the boys and on the School,” said A eta. 

Ridley’s library was now fine enough to help a boy form a sound philosophy of 

his own while studying the thoughts and concepts of the great minds. As Mr. 

Griffith frequently told his seniors, “When you reach university you are not going 

to find memorized knowledge and information all set up for you in a card-file. You 

must learn how and where to find knowledge, and you should now be discovering 

how to be selective in your exploration and search for it.” He always contended 

that a curious student was more important than the answering master and that 

nothing should ever be done to check a persistently questioning boy. “Frivolous 

questions in the impertinent or impudent category are another thing, of course.” 

The library had been maintained mostly by unsolicited gifts and never before 

had an appeal been made. During the 1920s, Acta frequently asked its readers for 

donations. A sort of literary cocktail was requested, mixing the essayists and 

philosophers with the popular and more ephemeral writers. Some of the authors 

suggested as acceptable for Ridley’s library were Balzac, Boswell, the Brontes, Edgar 

Rice Burroughs, Carlisle, Conrad, Cervantes, Darwin, Dumas, Gibbon, Zane Grey, 

Hugo, Kingsley, Macaulay, Baroness Orczy, Plutarch, Southey, Livingston, Booth 

Tarkington, and H. G. Wells. The poets suggested formed another literary 

mixture—Tennyson, Wordsworth, Browning, Milton, Chaucer, Rupert Brooke, 

John Masefield, Robert Service, and Bret Harte. 

The English masters always maintained a high level of literary interest, which 

was fostered steadily as boys advanced through the forms. A fourth former, G. A. 

Woods, was curious to learn if Walter de la Mare’s poem The Listeners had an inner 

meaning he did not discern. He followed the logical course (to a schoolboy) and 

asked the poet. De la Mare’s reply appeared in the Easter 1926 issue of Acta. 

Hill House, 
Tap low. 
Buckinghamshire 

Dear Mr. Woods, 

Thank you for your letter. My own view is that a poem has no meaning apart 
from what is expressed in its own words, and I should include in the meaning 
whatever effect it has upon the mind and the imagination. 

Every poem, therefore, may have as many “meanings” as it has readers. 
With best wishes, 

Yours very truly, 
Walter de la Mare 
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Interest in good literature was also fostered in the Lower School, with the hoys 

urged to read things that were more philosophical than might be thought 

beneficial for their years. There was a ban on the luridly illustrated boys’ magazines 

and comic books on sale on the newsstand, most of them American. Mr. Williams 

often spoke wistfully of the wholesomeness of the Boys Own Paper and Chums, 

which his boys had read twenty years earlier. 

“What is poetry?” asked A eta’s literary commentator for the Lower School, no 

doubt inspired by the presence of a master, Mr. Robert Finch, who was noted for 

his poetry. “The smallest boy in Lower School aged nine, ten or eleven may not be 

able to answer the question,” he answered himself, “but Mr. Finch has been 

encouraging them to express themselves rhythmically.” 

A new departure of interest was the organization of a third form parliament. 

The parliament was an auxiliary to the long-established Ridley policy to have all 

graduates reasonably practiced in public speaking. The senior students always had 

been active, and some of them were even regular guests of the Canadian Club, 

St. Catharines. The junior hoys were now students of elocution, too. To encourage 

their interest, classes were suspended on two Friday afternoons in succession to 

allow the entire school to hear both the preliminaries and finals of the senior’s 

Speaking Contest. The school was a tough audience but a good training ground. 

Generally, each boy spoke once on a subject of his own choosing and a second time 

on a subject drawn by lot, to call on his ability to speak extemporaneously. 

Dr. Merritt and Mr. A. C. Kingstone still gave the two principal speaking prizes 

(a gold locket for first place and gold cuff links for second, both engraved with the 

Ridley crest). Dr. Merritt no longer gave evening instruction in public speaking, 

but he remained keenly interested. He declared there had been a notable increase 

in the proportion of Ridley boys who could speak in public with ease and lucidity. 

A eta Ridleiana 

Acta Ridleiana was steadily mirroring the changes that follow growth. 

Beginning in 1922, tribute was paid to the new autonomy of Mr. Williams’ Lower 

School by allotting a permanent position at the back of each issue for an exclusive 

report on its affairs and activities. The section was given its own Index and Term 

Diary, further to emphasize the Lower School’s independent status. 

Mr. Williams felt that the steadily enlarging Lower School needed a new spirit 

of internal competition. He decided to divide the boys into four groups, which 

would compete against one another in all aspects of school life—athletics, 

academics, cadets, and extracurricular activities—throughout the school year. Mr. 

Williams was as interested as Ridley’s first headmaster had been in arousing a spirit 

of Canadian nationalism, so he turned to pure Canadiana to title his four divisions. 

Each was given a tribe name—Algonquins, Hurons, Mohawks, Iroquois—with the 

captain of any tribe team called the “chief.” His idea caught on immediately, and 

the tribe system proved an inspiring stimulus for keen rivalry. The system also 

included junior tribe teams, the “Papooses,” who played their hockey on the 

outdoor rink—to their great disgust. (They protested so vociferously over the term 

“papooses” that it was not used after the winter of 1925-26.) 

It is doubtful that Mr. Williams realized even at the end of a full year just how 

valuable to school spirit his tribal system would prove. It inserted a new zest into 

each game and added importance to almost every phase of Lower School life. If it 

was not directly intended as an antidote to the harmful pressures and influences on 

boys of the 1920s, it worked that way. 

It is doubtful that Mr. 
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the end of a full year just 

how valuable to school 

spirit his tribal system 
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By this time, too, A eta was regularly incorporating special house sections for 

notes from Gooderham House, the Dean’s House, and School House, with the 

news sections of the Old Boys also retained. The new house reports added bright, 

breezy material from various witty pens to the school’s journal, averting the danger 

of stuffiness. These items are from 1927 issues: 

Dean's House Notes: Dear Editor: I cannot tell you much about the Upper Chamber 
of this House, as I have only been up there on certain occasions, which I should like 

to forget. 

School House Notes: Two of our dormitories, Cosy Corners, where the fire was 
located, Palais Royal, and Mrs. Murray’s suite were the main points of attack in 
the recent fire. The inmates of the dormitories were forced out, some sleeping in the 
Lower School for a few nights, while others occupied rooms in homes downtown . . . 
Special attention should be called to the splendid work of our noble masters, some 
even in white flannels, in clearing floors of surplus water, carrying fire hose here and 
there and smashing in the plaster. 

The fire mentioned in the School House Notes could have been serious. By 

chance, a boy returning to his dormitory for a forgotten hook discovered it burning 

between the ceiling and roof of the School House. It was above Cosy Corners, 

which was burnt out, with Palais Royal below rendered uninhabitable by water. The 

damage totalled several thousands of dollars. Only two masters were at Ridley who 

had experienced the fire in 1903, hut it was a historical time-mark, which all knew. 

In the thought of what might have happened if the comparatively minor fire above 

Cosy Corners in 1927 had been more serious, the wisdom of building separate 

dormitories was evident. The houses were separate enough that total destruction 

should never he the result of a future fire. 

Much more material was submitted to the editors of A eta than was ever 

printed, especially for the House Notes. Those sections were read as avidly by the 

“Cosy Corners” dormitory hoys as the social notes in a country weekly. They would have liked more good- 

in School House natured “razzing” of masters and prefects and more frequent cryptic references to 
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illegal episodes or excursions. It would have helped maintain reader-interest among 

the boys. One reason the master-editors were wary of the House Notes arose from 

the occasional instance of the use of a risque term that the hoys all understood but 

the masters did not. Letters from parents, who also knew the meaning, had left red 

faces among the masters (and gleeful culprits). 

After the war Ada’s master-guide had been reckless enough to defy the 

conviction of some editors that a joke book is the most boring of all printed 

documents, and a Jester’s Page was introduced. Its editors, S. O. Greening and J. L. 

Maw, even had the temerity to identify themselves, though the names of no other 

student sub-editors were revealed. The editors applied good taste. They avoided 

double meaning, over-sophistication, or too juvenile a tone, and learned the secret: 

brevity. Some of their jokes of the 1926-27 period still provoke a grimace of 

passing pleasure. Sample: 

Proud father, to son returned from school: “Do you ever talk about 
your parents at school, John?” 
“Yes, dad.” 
“Did you tell them that I’m a lawyer?” 
“Yes, 1 told one of my pals, and he was really jolly decent about it.” 

Interesting historical footnotes to the Ridley countryside had been appearing 

in Acta Ridleiana for some time under a series title: Historic Spots Near Ridley. The 

whole Niagara region was studded with sites from the stirring times of its early 

history. Further to refute the Old Boys’ grumbles about informative material by the 

hoys being crowded out of Acta, a notable series on Canadian national affairs, 

written by students, was launched in 1927. The first article was “A National 

Policy” by R. W. Reville; the second was “The Hudson’s Bay Railway” by A. G. 

Ballantyne, and the third, by B. S. Wallace, was “The International Waterways 

Problem.” It was good Canadians, and the boys showed skill in marshalling their 

facts and pressing their cases with easy, even convincing readability. 

When Acta was founded in February 1891, there were few in its field. By 1928, 

however, the exchange list of other school journals totalled in the dozens. “Some 

are good, others are deadlier than the Deadly Amaneta (sic); some are literary, 

others are not; some are chronicles of the life of the school, others are hut faint 

echoes of current American humour; some are austere and un-illustrated, others 

are gay and bright with pictures, some are merely grotesque.” The editors admitted 

their own lapses hut felt that A eta was making a contribution of lasting value. 

It is true that Acta has sown some of the wild oats of school journalism; it has 
sometimes striven unsuccessfully after novelty under the misapprehension that what 
is new is necessarily good, it has sometimes been merely respectable and dull, it has 
occasionally catered to the small-boy sense of humour, but these lapses have been so 
infrequent they are almost negligible. 

There were some Old Boys who felt the format of the journal incorporated too 

many divisions of school detail, with deterioration in Ada’s impression of Ridley as 

a whole. Complaints were heard from critical Old Boys that all these regular 

reports meant a reduction in schoolboy fiction and articles. They lamented 

wistfully that since the war Ada Ridleiana had become too sophisticated, too 

professional, too well edited, and had lost the schoolboy touch. They said it was 

smug and all hut self-righteous. They meant that in the “good old days” the editors 

deliberately overlooked awkward construction and signs of literary immaturity in 

order to allow the brave offerings of youngsters to appear (more or less) in their 

natural state. They were also critical that only masters now appeared on A eta’s 

masthead as editors, with the names of student sulveditors eliminated. In time, the 

names of the boys would be prominent once more; Acta was just going through one 

of its many phases. 
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Acta at times had a 

professorial tone and was 

occasionally vulnerable to 

a charge of being highly 

respectable but dull. 

The grumblers perhaps missed the fact that the journal had recently increased 

in size to seventy or eighty pages, which meant much additional space was avail¬ 

able for informative articles and general Ridley features. They may have failed to 

note that A eta had been growing more polished and professional for some years and 

that it was now reflecting the life of not only a larger but a more mature school. As 

time moved along, and Ridley grew larger and more mature, the atmosphere of 

Acta kept pace, sensibly and always with value for a wide variety of readers. If it 

some-times was inclined to be too stiff and correct, the witty new House Notes 

were a saving grace. There is no doubt that A eta at times had a professorial tone 

and was occasionally vulnerable to a charge of being highly respectable but dull. 

There was certainly little about Acta in the 1920s to recall its production 

problems in a day when it was produced in the old Print Shop on Ontario Street, 

with the type set by hand. In some emergencies, Ada’s staff had themselves done 

the typesetting, the page make-up, the proofreading, printing, sewing, cutting, 

binding, and mailing. Like the journal, Ridley had itself become physically 

unrecognizable through wonderful new buildings since those distant and often 

difficult days, and the student-roll had more than doubled. This dramatic increase 

in numbers meant it was now impossible for the historians of activities, games, and 

Houses to hope to name a fair proportion of the hoys of each period in their 

narratives. They had to be content with references to those phases of Ridley life 

and times in which they all played a part. 

MUSIC AND DRAMA 

Ridley maintained its tradition in the post-war years as a singing school, 

especially among the smaller hoys. Everyone in the Lower School sang. This 

tradition was enhanced dramatically with the arrival of Mr. Sidney Bett in 1923. 

Sid Bett’s Ridley career as organist and choirmaster would stretch across four 

decades. It was from his junior singing classes that the angelic faces, on Sundays, 

of Ridley’s Boys’ Choir emerged. 

The Upper School was musical, too, with interest whetted by school concerts, 

the Glee Club, occasional instrumental recitals, and their own school orchestra. 

The year 1924 seemed to mark a post-war revival of Ridley music; there had been 

such concentration on musical attractions it was obviously official policy. A school 

orchestra was organized by Mr. W. T. Thompson, Ridley’s piano instructor who had 

been unobtrusively connected with Ridley since 1900. An all-school instrumental 

musical was staged in November, with Ridley’s student population the critical 

audience. It was so well done that Principal Griffith ordered a repeat performance 

by Mr. Thompson’s pupils for the public in the spring. 

Another quiet organization to wield influence on Ridley’s music was the 

Mozart Club, founded in 1910 by Mr. Thompson. In 1929 and 1930, the club met 

in the homes of its St. Catharines members, with musically inclined Ridley boys 

often attending their musicales. One night in March 1927, the group gave Ridley 

aia unforgettable sample of music-making in the Assembly Hall, for which a 

surprising number of boys and the entire staff turned up. It was a refreshing evening 

and gave the boys a new appreciation of Mozart. 

This school concert must not be confused with the New Boys’ Concert, a 

medley of music of a sort, volunteer stage acts, enforced speeches, and general 

hilarity. This hugely entertaining event had developed from the days when a new 

hoy was captured and forced to sing a song; it, in turn, had replaced more rugged 

initiation ceremonies. A concert was held in the Assembly Hall, and, with 

desperately mustered courage, each new boy had to sing, recite, play an instrument, 

or even dance. Do something he must. Excellent instrumentalists often performed; 
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the xylophone, saxophone, violin, piano, banjo, and drums were played, and some 

surprisingly fine skits were enacted. The entertainment at these concerts ranged 

from fairly good to bad. The New Boys’ Concert was one of the Ridley functions 

that would serve a purpose for a while and eventually disappear. 

The Glee Club was, of course, the oldest and most permanent of all Ridley’s 

musical efforts. It was still staging concerts for the entertainment of the School in 

December or March or both. They were always enjoyed because everyone could 

join in the choruses. Even if a boy could not sing, he could imagine he was singing 

as he roared choruses. A feature of the Glee Club program in 1928 was Mr. Bett’s 

Boys’ Choir from the Lower School. Their young voices were perhaps most 

effective in the Chapel on Sundays, but the Glee Club audiences loved them, too. 

One of the most earnest and hard-working of all after-class groups, and one 

whose members won but fleeting fame, was the Dramatic Society. By 1930, their 

prolonged post-war effort to answer their personal attraction to the stage, and to 

entertain the school at the same time, was bearing satisfying fruit. Mr. C. E. H. 

Thomas had returned from war service, and, by 1921, was able to stage his first 

ambitious post-war effort in amateur theatricals. In 1930, the Society’s production 

of Vice Versa, a difficult but well-acted and well-staged play, marked a sort of climax 

to the series offered at well-spread intervals in 1921, 1925, and 1928. In the gaps, 

interest did not lag; the boys’ involvement in so many other activities made casting 

a problem, not for the play, but for the arduous, time-consuming rehearsals. 

The Dramatic Society discovered a wonderful actor, Hume Cronyn. Vice Versa 

was centered around Hume, in his role as Dick Bultitude and as Dick’s father, Paul, 

in the last act. “Hume Cronyn played the lead and too much cannot be said for the 

quality of his performance,” said Ridley’s theatre critic. “He took a long and 

difficult part with the greatest ease, and established himself as the ablest actor in 

recent years at Ridley.” 

SPORTS IN THE 1920s 

Dr. Miller’s belief in sport as an education, a recreation, and a joy was to be 

wonderfully endorsed in this era. He had established a tradition, appointed 

teachers who were also coaches, and given Ridley the pride of competitive success. 

The number of sports offered was limited by the School’s modest enrollment, but 

all students participated at their own level. The first teams were the crown of the 

program, and support for them was both required and lovingly bestowed. In the 

Lower School, Rep Williams had laid the foundations of many successful first 

teams and had particularly ensured that his youthful Canadians were well grounded 

in cricket, football, and hockey. Harry Griffith personified competitive zest. Both 

as coach and then as principal/coach, he imbued the school with a thirst for 

success. His particular gift was for the crafting, year after year, of competitive 

football teams. But he was also, with the help of Pro Coburn, the most successful 

cricket coach among Little Big Pour schools. 

Between 1921 and 1932, football and cricket remained the premier sports of 

Ridley. In each, the outcome of three games per season established championship 

status in the Little Big Pour. In addition, the football team always played the Old 

Boys, Hamilton Delta Collegiate (very tough, older competition), and occasionally 

North Toronto Collegiate. Ridley was champion for six of these years. 

THE FALL 

The football season was the first “test” for the School every year. Academic 

answerability in December seemed far away in September. The pursuit of fitness 

after the gentler indulgences of summer often came during Indian Summer 
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Boxing champion Jack 

Millidge (1923) 

weather. It was the first opportunity for the new leadership to assert itself and for 

newcomers to be bonded into the Ridley family. There were generally second and 

third teams, the “scrubs,” who trained almost as assiduously as the first. Across the 

field, the Lower School coaches were at work teaching the basics to players whose 

helmets were almost as large as their bodies. In some seasons, the thirds challenged 

the seconds; one year, the thirds actually defeated the seconds twice! One year’s 

“scrubs” aspired to be the next year’s heroes. In such a brief season, success in 

football, or otherwise, unduly influenced the morale of the school year. 

THE WINTER 

Two winter team sports flourished in the 1920s. The first was hockey in the 

brand-new covered rink. Most of the competition was with local sides in the 

Niagara Peninsula, older and bigger but not always as skillful. In a good (cold) year, 

the first team might play as many as fifteen games. There were second and third 

teams, and a Lower School team. But in a mild year, 1932 for example, the school 

could only play five games, and the second and third teams literally melted away. 

In 1920, Ridley and UCC met for the first time in twenty-three years. (Ridley 

won.) The year 1929 was made memorable by the first visit ever from TCS hockey 

players. Hockey is a sport for speed and balletic skills. Billy and Clarke Bell were 

naturals. But Ridley also produced some other fine hockey players in the 1920s. 

These include Strachan Bongard, Harry Griffiths, and Murray Snyder. Possessing a 

small ice surface, Ridley was at a disadvantage when playing away from home. 

Their tight passing skills, however, gave them the home advantage. 

The other distinctly emergent sport was basketball. In the past, this sport had 

competed with hockey for players. As the enrollment of the Upper School grew, 

the School could support both sports. The year 1923 was marked by success, 

including 11 wins against older teams from the Niagara Peninsula. At the end of 

that season, they actually defeated the holders of the Provincial Junior 

Championship. In that great year, Ridley scored more than 100 points in a game, 

a rare feat at that time. In the late ’20s, Ridley began playing fraternity teams from 

the University of Toronto. The success of Ridley’s basketball teams was a great 

tribute to Mel Brock’s long years of coaching. 

Nearly all the School’s athletes were boxing in these winters. So many boys 

were putting on the gloves that a longer and longer series of preliminary bouts 

became necessary in the late winter each year to declare the finalists at the school 

weights. Sergeant Alexander was always under pressure to get his boxing 

tournament ready for staging before the cricket season was upon them. He 

managed it, but in many years the finalists were only decided late the night before. 

In 1923, wild excitement occurred in the battle for the Middleweight 

Championship between Harry Foster and Jack Millidge, who had been the winner 

in 1922. The bout was furiously fought in all rounds and both boxers finished with 

a sprained thumb. An Acta poet wrote: 

Jack Millidge and Red Foster 
Put up a fight so rare, 

That we could only grip our seats 
And look ahead and stare. 

Foster lost to Millidge, which was no disgrace, for Jack won a boxing championship 

in three successive years. 

Gymnastics training also took place during the winter. The gymnasts were 

perhaps the most intensely drilled of all Ridley’s athletes, and, after long hours of 

practice, the squad was on public view less than any of the boys in the team sports. 

The gymnasts practiced and drilled, just to enter their own competition once and 
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to stage one public display, or sometimes two, with a limited audience. Yet the 

gymnast’s intense seriousness was striking. A stranger entering the gym on almost 

any winter afternoon, and on many an evening, would see about forty boys 

practicing independently on the apparatus scattered around the floor, boys on 

the horse, rings or high bar, the parallel bars, or making muscle with dumbbells. 

Tricks and positions were practiced over and over, relentlessly. Every piece of 

apparatus was used. 

Colours were now awarded tor members of the gym team, which greatly 

increased both the earnestness of the volunteers and their numbers on the bars, 

rings, and tumbling mats. On April 14, 1919, no less than 160 boys of the Upper 

and Lower Schools took part in a display that attracted many St. Catharines and 

out-of-town visitors. Unhappily, this wonderful, well-drilled mass demonstration 

by the boys of Ridley was never repeated. The team lost Sergeant Gellateley who 

returned to England in 1920. In 1921, however, Captain Iggulden drilled them for 

six weeks and then staged both the usual gymnastics contest and the Assault-At- 

Arms in close succession in March. 

Just before the signal came that the cricketers could get on the grass for 

practice in the spring of ’22, the annual Assault-At-Arms disclosed that the 

gymnasts had been again drilled to perfection by Captain Iggulden during the 

winter. He personally led the sword-swinging display. A musical interlude was 

provided by the bugle band (“if it was not musical, it was at least rhythmic”) and 

that year’s pyramid ended in a “crescendo of balances” that saw the top man 

scraping his feet on the gym’s girders. 

THE SPRING 

At the other end of the school year, the cricketers played out their season in 

mostly congenial weather—though standing out on a wet, windy April day could 

be an extended torture. Most years, summer comes to Niagara a week or so ahead 

of Toronto, so Ridley teams had perhaps a week’s advantage over their Little Big 

Four rivals. Club games combined with the three championship games to fill the 

short seasons; sometimes, the four schools played each other twice. 

Unconventional stroke play (especially from baseball converts) and occasional 

very low scores characterized Ontario School Cricket. 

The seasons were frequently lengthened by post-school tours. These were 

generally confined to Ontario but once or twice extended to Quebec and even 

Manitoba. In 1931, the first of many tours to Bermuda took place. This established 

a flourishing tradition and a highly useful flow of Bermudians to become Ridleians. 

In general, the 1920s were years of triumph for Ridley cricket, with eight 

championships to the School’s credit. For six of these years, Ridley won the 

championships in both football and cricket. 

There were many fine athletes at Ridley during these years, but three in 

particular stand out. Each of them proved to be of national standing. The greatest 

of these was the modest Sandy Somerville, now in the Upper School. He excelled 

in all sports. In football in 1919, he was singled out “for his consistent punting and 

faultless catching” in an epic game against TCS. In 1920, he captained a superb 

team (points for, 74: points against, 28). At cricket, he was the first Canadian 

schoolboy to score a double century, 219 not out in 1919 against Hamilton. He was 

consistently top of the bowling averages in 1919, 1920, and 1921. Just playing 

alongside such a princely athlete was an inspiration. Sandy was also the recipient 

of the Mason Gold Medal in 1921. 

Another great athlete of the ’20s was awarded the Mason Gold in 1928. This 

was Billy Bell. He also distinguished himself academically that year, coming just 

Harry Foster in football 

gear (1923) 
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behind the winner of the Governor General’s Gold Medal for Scholastic 

Proficiency, J. H. O’Flynn. Billy was the captain of all three school teams (hockey, 

football, and cricket). In 1927, he led an unbeaten hockey team (15 wins, 1 tie), 

in the first of several fine seasons. In football, A eta wrote, “it was largely due to Bell 

(quarterback) that the team reached a high level of efficiency.” It was a significant 

compliment to coach, captain, and team that the sports editor of Toronto’s Mail 

and Empire wrote, “the way that Ridley handled the ball was a treat to watch . . . 

football fans would be well advised to attend as many prep school games as 

possible.” Harry Griffith’s hallmark was a flowing game played at great speed, and 

Billy Bell was the perfect quarterback to ensure that. 

But it was in cricket that Billy achieved his greatest success. As captain in 

1928, he personally scored more than 500 runs, including two centuries. He was 

also the most successful bowler of the year. He neatly epitomized the essence of 

good captaincy in a famous game against SAC in 1928. It seemed that the game 

was slipping away from Ridley, as the SAC score closed in on the Ridley total. Billy 

decided to replace two reliable bowlers (himself one of them) by two comparatively 

ercatic bowlers. It was a lonely decision, taken without consultation, but it worked. 

The SAC wickets fell, and the game was won. Billy went on to play both cricket 

and football for the University of Toronto and cricket for Canada. 

In that same year, Billy’s younger brother, Clarke, also distinguished himself as 

a brilliant cricketer. He scored two centuries and dominated Ridley cricket for the 

next two seasons. For the 1930 season, his batting average was 62.5 runs (438 in 

only nine innings). He was also captain and best player on the highly successful 

1930 hockey team. 

In 1932, the Australian Cricket Team touring Canada came to Ridley. This 

was one of the highlights of Ridley’s athletic history, with the great Don Bradman 

at the height of his fame. Billy and Clarke were part of a Ridley XI comprised of 

students and Old Boys. Clarke scored a century against the Australians: the only 

one by a Canadian in the entire tour. The Australian cricket reporter, Victor 

Richardson, reviewed the Canadian tour in the Sydney Morning Herald. He said, 

“the match with the Ridley lads and their Old Boys provided the best cricket of the 

tour.” The era of the Bells was justly called one of Ridley’s greatest. 

Silverware on display for One more aspect of these years needs to be recorded. That is the sportsmanship 

Sports Day winners with which the Little Big Four schools played their games. In 1926, an 

extraordinary cricket game 

between Ridley and TCS came 

down to this: Ridley had ten 

minutes before close of play to 

score 24 runs for victory. TCS, far 

from slowing the game, hastened to 

give Ridley every chance. Ridley 

did not make the runs, however, 

and the game was an honourable 

draw. It is doubtful whether 

modern players would regard TCS’s 

action as even sensible! In another 

game in 1929, when SAC was 

within reach of their first ever 

championship, the SAC captain 

insisted on re-instating a Ridley 

batsman who had been given out in 

error. As a result, that batsman 

went on to take part in the defeat 
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of SAC. So the championship was shared. As Acta wrote, “the action of Grant, the 

SAC captain, lifted the match beyond the rut of championship cricket!” Good for 

TCS and SAC, and for the true spirit of games! 

A DECADE OF CONSOLIDATION 

Harry Griffith was renowned for his distrust of individual sports. But the 

traditional Ridley calendar included two, which he duly recognized. The last 

athletic event of the calendar year was the Cross-Country Run. Only seventy boys 

entered in 1921, provoking a blast of protest from Acta. But it revived the next year 

and was well supported throughout the ’20s. The Lower School Cross-Country was 

reduced in length; the traditional reward of a cake for each boy who finished was 

reduced to a slice, in view of so many more finishes. The Lower School Cross- 

Country Supper always had a cheerful note, since it occurred on the eve of the 

Christmas Holiday. 

The 1930 Cross-Country Run was a memorable one. In spite of Captain 

Cockburn’s meticulous administration, the race was chaotic. It began on track, 

with the juniors successfully dispatched. Things went downhill as the inter¬ 

mediates almost immediately went off course and were lost to sight. The seniors, 

thinking it would be helpful, resolved to run the course the wrong way round. The 

various levels met each other coming in opposite directions—some runners even 

got turned around and ran hack the other way. No one wanted any other outcome 

than to get home, however, and somehow everyone managed this! 

The last event of the academic year was Sports Day. It was not a major social 

event during the war, but it was happily revived in 1919, 1920, and 1921. In 1922, 

with so many participating, Sports Day became the final day of a week of competi¬ 

tion. In both 1923 and 1924, the weather made the whole event an ordeal, to be 

redeemed only by a magnificent tea party. Most other years provided good weather; 

and the custom of accumulating school records was resumed (lapsed since 1907). 

The Gooderham Challenge Cup was awarded to the “Victor Ludorum” (the senior 

individual champion determined by overall points), but, in 1929, no less than four 

boys tied. Four replicas of the cup were made that year! In 1930, Harry E. Griffiths 

left no room for a tie. He won all of the running events, except the 100 yards in 

which he came second. He set a new record in the 880 yards and tied the previous 

record in the mile. Even his “almost” namesake looked upon such a superb feat 

with admiration. 

Harry Griffith was 

renowned for his distrust 

of individual sports. 

THE CADETS 

The status of the School’s Cadet Corps was now so high it was difficult to 

remember the unwillingness of many senior boys to join its ranks in 1907 and 1908. 

During the war years, cadet work was as permanent a feature of Ridley as the 

academic program. “Ridley’s Cadet Corps was the most compulsory volunteer 

organization I ever enjoyed,” chuckled an Old Boy of a later era. Actual compul¬ 

sion was not applied—the rather overwhelming force of expectation worked just 

as well. This new fervour was briefly checked in 1922, when an accident on 

the rifle range resulted in a tragedy. John Inglis ’23 was killed by the freak 

accident of a ricochet. His memorial in the Chapel is the first tribute to a post-war 

student fatality. 

There was a Conchie Class for a while. From Conscientious Objector, a 

Conchie was a boy who declined to wear a uniform. The Conchies sometimes 

numbered three to six boys at the start of a term, but the class was generally 

dissolved as it meant study even on a Saturday morning while the cadets were off 

on a maneuver or doing something else interesting. 

“Ridley’s Cadet Corps 

was the most compulsory 

volunteer organization 1 

ever enjoyed. ” 
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Captain C. W. Iggulden 

In 1923, Colonel Thairs was ill and feeling his years; by the turn of 1924, the 

Cadet Corps had been taken over completely by Captain Iggulden—“a man who 

has won his soldier’s ribbons nobly on more than one Imperial front, and proven 

himself a soldier on more than one of her hardest fields.” The change did not cause 

a single misstep in the march of the Corps. This was remarkable for more than one 

reason. The Canadian government’s almost non-existent defense policy meant 

that the cadet corps of most high schools would eventually be wiped out. In 

defiance of this, the spirit of Ridley’s Cadet Corps remained proud and strong. 

There was always special admiration for the smartness of the small hoys of the 

Lower School Junior Cadet Corps, marching in Mazers and white pants, and also 

for the Bugle Band, which was still virtually self-trained. The Corps’ fine exhibi¬ 

tions of physical drill which had become a highlight of each Inspection Day was 

the result of careful training by Captain Iggulden. 

A Cadet Ball was held annually. Here is part of a 1922 account of the event: 

At last, after many rumors of wrecks, floods, fire and stories that the train had 
never started from Toronto at all, someone yells, “Here it comes!” and with many 
groans the engine rolls into the station. Taxis are secured somehow and everybody 
goes downtown with “her” to eat. The comfort of the meal is disturbed by the 
hotel’s omitting to state the prices on the menu, consequently the important bill 
is a mystery until finally solved by the waiter. After the calling time has been fixed 
for 8 o’clock you walk back to the school to sit through tea thinking of the joys of 
the evening. 

A most meticulous toilet having been made you borrow someone else’s best 
handkerchief and present yourself with another taxi to convey your prize to the ball. 

And then the dance! Never were the orchestra and punch so good, the floor 
so perfect. From the minute that you stepped on the floor you are under the 
enchantment from which you are rudely awakened in the third dance by a French 
heel cutting a hole in your borrowed socks. 

You sit on the stairs or on the benches doing the balancing stunt with a cup of 
coffee and sundry sandwiches. 

But all things good and bad must end, and finally you stand at the door of the gym 
with wilted collar, tousled hair and sore feet to take “her” back to the hotel. You taxi 
one way, hut by this time your roll [wallet] shows signs of expiring completely under 
the strain, so you walk back, crawl into bed and try to sleep the few remaining hours 
until the rising-bell summons you to school once more. 

After struggling through a morning three-quarters asleep, you visit the station 
to say a last farewell . . . 

It was by far the best dance that you had ever been to and you hope future 
functions will be half as successful. 

THE DUAL PRINCIPALSHIP ENDS 

In 1932, Mr. Williams, the veteran principal of the Lower School, resigned. 

The decision appeared sudden because he had been such a familiar pillar of the 

School. His close friends knew he had been contemplating withdrawing for some 

time. He had given no hint of his decision on Prize Day in 1931, when he and 

Mrs. Williams sat at the head table luncheon, or when in the gymnasium later he 

spoke about the Lower School at work and play. Prize Day of 1932 was a great 

farewell party for him. Mr. Williams was the central figure, presenting the prizes— 

the role usually taken by a guest of honour—and making the one speech that 

mattered. It was Rep Williams’ day; he was the guest of honour. Before the 

platform, in crowded rows, sat boys, masters, parents—all friends. His speech was 

whimsical and witty, and filled with pride in Ridley. He passed on once more to the 

boys of Ridley the three precepts he had so often stressed through the years: 

be faithful to the little things; 
do not follow the crowd; 
and hold fast to your self-respect. 
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Of the hundreds of Old Boys who had gone through Mr. Williams’ Lower 

School, each could recall his personal touch, which always either had immediate 

meaning or a value in some far-reaching way. Acta Ridleiana, autumn of 1932, was 

an H. G. Williams issue; that is, eulogies of him dominated its articles, house, and 

sport reports. Julian Street ’96 wrote, “He is a great teacher—and great teachers are 

extremely rare. He is an artist at teaching, and like all great artists he has followed 

his art for the pure love of it, and in doing so has vastly benefited mankind. His 

heart is great, his wisdom is great, and he is a great gentleman. May his years of rest 

from active work be filled with happiness.” 

Dr. Miller wrote this memorable account of the teacher’s vocation: 

The life of the schoolmaster is a service to the individual and to the state. 
The man who deliberately devotes his life to the training of the young achieves 
something for himself. He begins with Faith; with diligence he adds Virtue; 
to Virtue he adds Knowledge; to Knowledge, Temperance; to Temperance, 
Patience; to Patience, Godliness; to Godliness, Brotherly Kindness; to Brotherly 
Kindness, Charity. 

Mr. Williams is to an unusual degree the embodiment of these qualities; they 
are his portrait. 

What more? If Mr. Williams has achieved these riches for himself, this result 
can only have come about through long years of trying to implant them in the 
personalities of his pupils. His compensations are their achievements. They 
indicate the type of Canadian citizen he has striven to produce. Insofar as he 
has been successful, during all these years, he has performed a useful—nay, a great 
and outstanding—service to Canada. 

Ernie Powell, himself a pillar of Ridley, wrote the editorial for the Williams’ 

issue of Acta. He recalled the feature of Ridley’s character, which had attracted Rep 

to Ridley many years ago. “These ideals set down in the (first) school calendar 

made a deep impression on this young man, who felt that to develop a manly 

Christian character in the youth of a young country was a much higher ambition 

than to turn out scholarship winners.” Mr. Williams remained near Ridley after his 

retirement. Before Christmas 1932, he moved into Rodman Hall, the old home of 

the Merritt family. On occasion, he would judge contests at the School, and he 

even taught a few classes. His door was always open to staff and boys. 

Replacing Mr. Williams as head of the Lower School was Mr. E. V. Brown, who 

had been eight years at Appleby. Nobody in the world could have worn the mantle 

of Mr. Williams, and Ted Brown very sensibly did not. Instead, he was content The Williams family (1932) 

to he himself: cheerful, friendly, energetic, 

alert, enthusiastic, and talkative. His tall figure 

seemed to be walking quickly along every 

Lower School corridor at once; as he walked, he 

sang to himself. What he sang is still a mystery. 

It sounded like the half-remembered words to 

some half-forgotten tune, but it succeeded 

admirably in its purpose. No boy could ever say 

Mr. Brown “snuck up on him.” 

The difference between the two men was 

mirrored in their attitude to cricket: Mr. 

Williams approached the game as a stylist, who 

would rather he out attempting a beautiful 

stroke than make runs on a bad one; Mr. Brown 

came to the game as a practical engineer in a 

hurry to make runs, eager to smite lustily, let 
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Colonel George Thairs, bursar 

and Cadet Corps founder 

the bails fall where they may. Both loved teaching for its own sake; both had an 

unslakeable thirst for knowledge; both were warm-hearted and generous; and both 

showed an uncanny insight into the mind of the unpredictable mixture of 

irrational contradiction—the boy. 

Thus, with no apparent change in school policy, academically or otherwise, 

and certainly without the slightest disruption, the period of Ridley’s dual 

principalship came to an end. Principal H. C. Griffith was given authority over 

Ridley as a whole from September 1, 1932. 

IN MEMORIAM 

A number of Ridley’s “originals” died in the 1920s. All of them, and the others 

listed here, were important in the School’s formative years. 

Colonel George Thairs 

The first person appointed to the staff of Bishop Ridley College while the 

School was still in the course of organization in 1888 was George Thairs, the 

bursar—a post he held until his death in 1924- At the principal’s suggestion, he 

had been drilling Ridley boys since the School’s first term. Whether uniformless 

drill-squads or smart cadets, he had given the boys of Ridley—wholeheartedly and 

completely—his last thirty-five years. The final occasion he was to see was the 

Cadet Corps on parade as they marched to St. Thomas’s Church on June 1, 1923. 

Among other warm things, Dr. Miller wrote, 

He was often severely tried by unruly spirits in the Cadet Corps, but no one ever 
charged him with giving away to anger. If he had a good Cadet Corps captain he 
rejoiced; if a poor one, he took the extra burden on himself and said nothing. In 
all the years of our association together, I cannot remember an angry word or any 
suggestion of wrath. . . . Many of the old Ridleians realized later on in life what a 
lovable man they had been privileged to know. 

On February 24, 1924, with staff and boys of both schools assembled in The 

Hall, his portrait in oils by E. Wyly Grier was unveiled and presented. Vice- 

President Kingstone did the honours, recalling that he himself had at once come 

under the wonderful influence of “the oldest and most honoured of all Ridleians.” 

Colonel William Merritt 

On the first Sunday of the spring term, in 1924, Principal Williams presided at 

a memorial service in the Chapel in memory of Colonel William Hamilton 

Merritt, the school’s first doctor. He had died on April 22 in Rodman Hall. He was 

a descendant of the Hon. William Hamilton Merritt, who had inspired and largely 

built the first Welland Canal. Colonel Merritt had studied medicine and had been 

practicing in St. Catharines when Ridley was founded. He at once became the 

boys’ first physician and held the post of Ridley’s medical officer for fifteen years. 

He later became a member of the board. During the 1914-18 war, his activity in 

the militia enabled him to serve as a combatant officer. He organized and lead 

overseas the 14th Battery, C.F.A., commanding it in action until after his guns 

backed up the 2nd Canadian Division in the bitter fighting for the St. Eloi craters 

in the spring of 1916. He then transferred to the Medical Corps and commanded 

a military hospital in France. The Old Boys who had known him as Ridley’s 

physician were most affected by his death, but all Ridleians realized a man had 

passed on who had been a staunch friend of Ridley from the first day. For years he 

had sacrificed an evening each week to coach the boys in public speaking, and his 

last visit to the school had been to hear the young orators in a speaking contest. 

His will endowed the Merritt Speaking Prize, which is still coveted. 
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Dr. N. W. Hoyles 

The death in 1927 of Ridley’s second president (1899) and longest-serving 

governor, Dr. N. W. Hoyles, recalled earlier Ridley days, especially for the Old Boys 

of the nineties and the scores who had heard him speak on the Gold Medal for 

Manliness as he presented it on many Prize Days. He did this so often after 1901 

that the function had been considered his by tradition. In later years, his health 

had prevented his frequent appearance at Ridley, but his charm of manner and his 

scholarly allusions in his always witty and brief speeches would be long 

remembered. His two sons had been active and prominent students between 1893 

and 1899. He had been president of Wycliffe College for thirty-three years, and his 

personal regard for Ridley and dedication to its affairs had not faltered in nearly 

forty years. With the exception of Dr. Miller, the first headmaster, Dr. Hoyles had 

been the last living founder. 

A GREAT BENEFACTOR 

Colonel Reuben Wells Leonard 

The death of Colonel Reuben Wells Leonard occurred on December 17, 1930. 

Colonel Leonard was a governor of Ridley, not an Old Boy; he had graduated from 

the Royal Military College in 1883, six years before Ridley was founded. He then 

went on to become an engineer. In the course of his career he was the mastermind 

of some striking hydro projects. In 1892 he was engineer in charge of the first 

hydroelectric development at Niagara Falls; he also constructed the hydro plant at 

Decew Falls near St. Catharines and similar plants in the Canadian West. His great 

wealth was derived originally from the historic discovery of extremely rich deposits 

of silver near Cohalt in 1905. To reflect his eminence as an engineer, he was vice- 

president of the Canadian Mining Institute, a member of the American Institute 

of Mining Engineers, and a member of the Council of the Institute of Mining and 

Metallurgy of London, England. His wealth turned Colonel Leonard to a lifetime 

of service, including a great contribution to the nation in wartime shipbuilding, 

followed by an almost endless distribution of his money to social movements. His 

contribution to Canadian education was the most important of all his 

benefactions. Through his generosity, no fewer than 150 Canadian university 

students were receiving aid from the Leonard Foundation in the year of his death. 

Ridley’s Lower School was, of course, a monument to Colonel Leonard. In 

addition, he bequeathed such a fortune to Ridley that her scholarship and bursary 

program was transformed. Principal H. G. Williams wrote this of him, “His 

personal pleasures were simple and wholesome, and it required but little money to 

enjoy them. His money ... in the highest sense of the word was a trust, and he its 

administrator. ... It can be truly said of him that he had learned and practiced the 

true use of money, and in so doing he won his own happiness.” [see Appendisc] 

OTHER MAJOR INFLUENCES 

Dr. W. T. Greenwood 

In 1923, Ridley lost Dr. W. T. Greenwood, the School’s third medical officer. 

His long hours and unfailing devotion to the boy-patients of Ridley during the 

influenza epidemics of 1918 and 1919 were gratefully remembered. Dr. Greenwood 

had treated more than 150 boys in these two years and lost none of them—a 

remarkable achievement. For that alone Ridley owed him a debt that could never 

be paid. A dedicated physician of the old school, he belonged to the entire 

St. Catharines community as well as Ridley. His loss was deeply mourned. 
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Walter Thomas Comber 

In April 1929, the staff of Acta Ridleiana was in deep discussion and working 

on an enlarged and more elaborate school journal, when their former editor died 

after a brief illness. Walter Comber of the Lower School had helped produce many 

tine issues. Educated at King’s School, Bury St. Edmunds, and Wadham College, 

Oxford, Mr. Comber had taught at Hillcroft and then Ashbury College before 

coming to Ridley in 1919. He was the first housemaster of Gooderham House and 

then joined the Lower School’s staff in 1927 as senior assistant to Principal 

Williams. He was considered one of Ontario’s finest history teachers. The Lower 

School had loved him and would miss him greatly. 

OLD BOYS 

One of the most distressing elements of space limitations is the historian’s 

inability to record the passing of all Old Ridleians. Each Prize Day saw the ranks of 

the Old Boys increased by the graduates, but each issue of the school journal also 

recorded the toll among them by illness, accident, and time. Two of these follow. 

The 1929 Christmas issue of Acta mourned the death from pneumonia of 

Robert Dyson Hague ’04- 

[Robert was the] son of the Reverend Canon Hague, one of the founders of Ridley. 
Bob Hague had a very distinguished career at the school and afterwards at Toronto 
University. He was captain of the rugby, hockey and cricket teams and winner of 
the Herbert Mason Medal for the finest all-round boy in the School. He was later 
a member of Varsity football teams. 

In 1930, an article on the death of Major John O. Leach ’ll described this 

intrepid airman who had traded trench warfare with the Middlesex Regiment to fly 

with the Royal Air Force. John lost a leg in combat against the Richthofen circus. 

He had continued to fly in action in 1918. After the war, he flew with the Ontario 

Provincial Air Service. He was killed in a crash near Thunder Bay due to a stalled 

engine. The Leach Memorial Prizes were set up by his brother in memory of 

John and his nephew Anthony, who was killed on active service in the Second 

World War. 
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Canada and the World 
The rnarket crash of 1929 ushered in the Dirty Thirties. Poverty 

spread, unemployment grew, and relief camps and soup kitchens became 

commonplace. Western Canada was particularly hard hit. Along with 

collapsed grain prices came years of drought and plagues of grasshoppers. 

The prairie provinces actually suffered a net decrease in population as 

thousands abandoned their homesteads. In the 1930 election, voter frus- 

tration ejected the Liberals and inserted R. B. Bennett’s Conservatives. 

No domestic cure was forthcoming, and the policy of higher tariffs was 

singularly unhelpful. Bennett’s “New Deal" of 1935 was filled with 

radical reforms but was branded “too little, too late." Canadian voters 

returned Mackenzie King and the Liberals to office in a 1935 landslide. 

In response to the belief that there was something inherently wrong 

with the economic system, new political parties emerged in the decade. 

On the left, the Co-Operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF) was 

born in 1932 in Calgary. On the right, also in Alberta, the Social Credit 

party formed the provincial government in 1935. In Quebec, the Union 

Nationale formed a government in 1936. These splinter groups all shared 

a belief that real social, economic, and political reform was essential to 

relieving the widespread hardship. They planted the seeds for the notion of 

the welfare state in Canada. 

The tragic impact of the Depression, leading to massive unemploy¬ 

ment and class conflict, undermined the resolve of the western world. The 

rise of National Socialism in Germany was predictable in view of the 

crippling and vengeful terms of Versailles. It was even welcomed as an 

antidote to communism. A yearning for global tranquillity made Pacifism 

an attractive ideal, combined with a revival of isolationism in North 

America. The League of Nations proved ineffective in face of the 

territorial aggressions of Japan, Italy, and Germany. An unprepared 

world lurched towards the supreme test of the Second World War, both in 

Europe and in the Far East. 

Throughout the 1930s, Ridley was more fortunate than many 

institutions. The Depression certainly threatened its survival; but as early 

as 1933, its enrollment began to strengthen. The School’s academic pres¬ 

tige and the amazing success of its teams contributed to its increasing self- 

confidence. The School’s “warrior culture" was not seriously threatened 

by Pacifism. When it came finally to war in September 1939, the 

response of Ridleians was as great as it had been in 1914. 

NOTABLE EVENTS 

1932 F. D. Roosevelt defeats Herbert 

Hoover for U.S. president. 

1933 Hitler becomes chancellor 

of Germany. 

1934 The Dionne quintuplets born. 

Dust storms on the prairies. 

Bank of Canada established. 

1935 W. L. M. King is prime minister 

again. 

On-to-Ottawa protesters march. 

1936 Japan invades China. 

Edward VIII abdicates the 

throne. 

George VI is king. 

Spanish Civil War begins. 

The CBC is established. 

1937 More than 1 million Canadians 

on relief. 

1938 Honeymoon Bridge at Niagara 

Falls collapses. 

Superman comics appear. 

1939 Norman Bethune dies 

in China. 

Royal tour of Canada. 

Canada declares war, Sept. 10. 

1940 Battle of Britain. 

British evacuee children begin 

to arrive in Canada. 

1941 Japanese attack Pearl Harbor. 

Hong Kong falls to the 

Japanese. 

Ration cards appear. 

1942 Canadian raid at Dieppe. 

Japanese Canadians removed 

from the west coast. 

1943 The allies invade Sicily. 

1944 D-Day in Nomiandy. 

Family allowance program 

in Canada. 

Conscription crisis. 

1945 Canadians liberate Holland. 

F. D. Roosevelt dies. 

Truman is president. 

Atomic bombs drop on Japan. 
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SURVIVING THE DEPRESSION 

As Harry Griffith took on the overall direction of Ridley in 1932, 

another famous old Ridleian, A. W. Taylor, became the elected 

chairman of the local board of governors. He replaced Courtney 

Kingstone, who now lived in Toronto. The local board consisted of 

those governors who lived in close proximity to the School. At this time, the local 

board’s responsibility was the School’s financial operation. Ultimate governing 

power was exercised by the majority of the governors in Toronto. 

During the dual principalship, Harry Griffith (with the larger domain) was the 

more powerful partner. The graceful co-operation of Rep Williams ensured 

harmony. Now the effectiveness of Harry Griffith stood fully revealed. By the end 

of the 1930s, he was recognized at the provincial and perhaps national levels as an 

outstanding educator, not just a superb coach. In a special Convocation of the 

University of Toronto in 1934, the honour of a doctorate was conferred upon Harry 

Griffith for his contribution to Canadian education. This recognition was received 

with delight, but with no surprise, by the Ridley family. 

“He was a fighter, a doer and an inspirational leader,” declared a Ridley athlete 

of the late 1920s. “He had faith and courage, and to me personally, he was a friend 

to whom I could turn for advice and guidance at any time.” Ridley’s athletes, 

especially those of the first football and cricket teams knew Harry Griffith much 

better than they did other masters. All that he meant to Ridley was widely 

appreciated. This included his sermons (generally preferred to those of visiting 

preachers), his digressions into ethics discussion during French classes, his force 

and intelligence, and his playing of the piano and the organ. His eloquence The proposed Ridley Quadrangle 

bird’s-eye Vievr of fompleied Scheme 
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ENROLLMENT 

AT RIDLEY 

(September 1922 to 1932) 

Year Students 

1922 204 

1923 197 

1924 183 

1925 194 

1926 231 

1927 237 

1928 283 

1929 296 

1930 258 

1931 228 

1932 187 

enabled him to articulate the mission of the School and, more generally, to define 

and implement an education suited to the needs of his time. Such was the man 

who now held Ridley’s destiny in his hands. 

Ridley’s Crisis 

The board of governors’ optimism in 1929, and even 1930, was illustrated by 

their instructions to Marani, Lawson, and Morris, the School’s architects, to 

prepare a preliminary sketch of the future Ridley. It revealed their dream of a 

Ridley Quadrangle. The sketch suggested how the new Lower School and the 

Upper School and its houses could be linked by a dining room, new classroom 

buildings, and more new dormitories—the whole enclosing and looking inward 

upon the great green central held. The Ridley Quadrangle never went beyond the 

suggestion stage; it was a brave dream, which the Great Depression effectively 

shattered. But none could say that Ridley’s governors were not visionary. 

In the spring of 1931, it was evident to Principal Griffith and the governors 

that Ridley could soon be facing a crisis. Canada’s industrial and trade situation was 

desperate. No one knew when improvement might come, and Ridley could not 

logically expect restoration of security and prosperity until it did. No one could 

more than hazard a guess on the duration of the Depression. In spite of this, an 

extensive renovation of School House was completed in 1931, at a cost of $42,400. 

Ridley suffered its private economic crash in September 1932. Enrollment 

plummeted to a shocking 187, with only twenty-eight boys in the Lower School. 

The three lonely new boys who had appeared in September were sons of Old Boys, 

or there would have been no new admittances. From the number of new boys 

entering the Lower School each September, the future income from fees for the 

entire school could be reasonably estimated. There were eventually thirty-two in 

the Lower School that term, counting day boys. Where would the replacements be 

found for next June’s senior graduates from the Upper School? 

Ridley’s bank overdraft in 1932 reached nearly $64,000—at least partly 

because of delinquent accounts. Most of the deferred fees were eventually paid, and 

the bank was lenient in pressing Ridley, but some of the debts had to be written off. 

Some family fortunes never recovered from the financial debacle of 1929. On the 

urging of the board, all efforts by Mr. Griffith and his staff were now concentrated 

on dealing with an encroaching crisis. The Old Boys were urged to seek new 

students. The sons of Old Boys were placed on preferred or even deferred fees if 

they were in arrears. Parents living in sterling areas, such as Bermuda, were assured 

of discounts. Special discounts had been offered for brothers for a considerable 

time. The policy of the depression during the 1890s, when some parents were 

allowed to “pay whatever they could,” was not repeated but things were serious. 

Just before the summer holidays of 1932, the most drastic of all moves was 

made: the entire staff was asked to accept a 10% reduction in their salaries, effect¬ 

ive in September. It was done, but 50% of the cut was restored in 1933 by a bonus. 

The cut itself was restored in 1937. Several members of the Lower School staff were 

told their services would not be needed until attendance was greatly increased. 

The Depression Dormitory 

With enrollment down by a hundred boys, the new dormitory seemed 

incongruous, even foolish evidence of Ridleian confidence. “I cannot give you the 

name of our new building,” Mr. Griffith had told the Toronto Globe at the time of 

the cornerstone ceremony in the spring. “It is not yet named. I would suggest Faith, 

because that is what it is being built on.” Faith was indeed a good name for the new 

Ridley building. It was built on earnings, on donations, and by virtue of an over- 
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draft (which did not completely disappear from the books until 1937). The final 

cost of the dormitory was $156,362. Designed by Marani, Lawson, and Morris, with 

a housemaster’s residence attached, it merged beautifully with the general quiet 

impressiveness of the older Ridley buildings. Constructed of red brick and white 

stone by Wilde &. Bryden, the new Ridley addition was of “late Stuart design” and 

was set off by a green slate roof. It was a handsome building, and it would be needed 

far sooner than its critics could realize. By persevering with the new building, the 

governors were illustrating a sublime faith in Canada and Ridley. The School 

recovered more quickly than the country, but faith was confirmed in both. 

The christening of the new dormitory was settled before the first residents 

moved in. The building would not be called the New Dean’s House or the West 

House hut Merritt House. The name was well chosen. It not only honoured the 

memory of Ridley’s first president, Thomas Rodman Merritt, but it also recognized 

Ridley’s affinity with the history of its environs. It was the father of T. R. Merritt, 

the Hon. W. H. Merritt, who had brought the first Welland Canal to completion. 

The name of Merritt was symbolic of the development of the canal and of St. 

Catharines itself. It had been partly through T. R. Merritt that the attention of 

Ridley’s founders was attracted to Springbank Sanatorium and, thus, that Ridley 

came to be located in St. Catharines. 

The first members of Merritt House came from School House and Dean’s 

House. When they arrived in 1932, there was much confusion and disgruntlement 

until the re-shuffle of accommodation had everyone settled and straightened away. 

Mr. Thomas, the new housemaster, assisted by Messrs. Sherrell, Knights, and 

Brierley were the welcoming committee as the boys arrived by twos and threes from 

their old houses. In the first Merritt House Notes in Acta, D. J. Byers wrote 

enthusiastically of all the school notables who were residents. There were 

“gladiators of the football field, lithe pacers from the Cross-Country Derby, veteran 

hockey players, sage cricketers, gymnasts, musicians and boxers.” 

The Rapid Recovery 

Principal Griffith and the governors strove to maintain an air of confidence 

throughout that worrying winter of 1932-33. A fine effort by the principal and Mr. 

Taylor inspired the Old Boys at the annual meeting in Toronto in December 1932. Merritt House 

Most of those attending were clearly 

dubious and worried. Mr. Taylor told 

them that last year’s deficit of only 

$16,000 had been achieved by writing 

off an annual depreciation of $47,000. 

Mr. Griffith reported that the 

overdraft at the bank was now 

$64,000. Those who were in business 

knew the seriousness of the economic 

times; many of them suffered 

personally and were nervous and 

disheartened. Mr. Griffith sought to 

infect them with his personal 

confidence by stating, “That overdraft 

is negligible considering the import¬ 

ance of possessing a fine building 

worth $170,000, such as Merritt 

House.” But he knew this could only 

he justified by finding new boys. 
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It is doubtful if twenty- 

seven boys ever meant so 

much to the School. For 

Ridley they spelled sudden, 

wonderful salvation. 

Major R. M. Harcourt presided over the Old Boys’ dinner. He expressed the 

regret that Dr. Miller was absent due to illness, and then introduced the guest 

speaker, General Sir Arthur Currie. In his speech, Sir Arthur said Ridley occupied 

a high place in the history of Canadian education. He added, 

Education is the bedrock of all advancement, and one of the greatest mistakes 
that a country can make is to economize with regard to its schools. A complete 
reorganization of mankind from the point of view of the basic ideas of civilization 
is now essential. Ideas govern the world and a new course must be charted. 

Undisciplined thinking is useless, and the teacher is the hope of the coming gen- 
eration. In the era of reconstruction with which the world is faced today, the schools 
are the basis of recovery of the spirit of good will which the world needs so much. 

Ridley has done much in this regard, and the thanks of the country are due her for it. 

A report on the activities of Ridleians during the year revealed some notable 

developments. Dr. Cody and Dr. D. Bruce Macdonald were now respectively 

president and chairman of the board of governors of the University of Toronto. 

Clarke Bell had scored a century against the mighty Australian cricketers, and 

Sandy Somerville had won the Amateur Golf Championship of the United States. 

That December meeting proved to be highly important. The Old Boys were 

challenged to get busy at once as recruiters. A sense of urgency was inserted into 

plans for the second annual Old Boys’ Weekend in the coming June. Emergency 

meetings were scheduled. Dinners were held in Winnipeg and in Montreal to urge 

serious recruiting hy Old Boys in those areas. The Old Boys’ Weekend in June was 

not only a great success, nostalgically and inspirationally, it sent the Old Boys 

home determined afresh to search for new hoys during July and August. 

When Ridley opened in September 1933, there was justification in full 

measure for Ridleian confidence. The Lower School report tells what happened. 

The prevailing note when the Lower School opened in September was new boys. 
Everywhere! . . . Wandering through the building, asking for bath tickets, exploring 
the dormitories, losing their way, getting under one’s feet. . . . Mustering 27, they 
completely outnumbered the veterans with 21, to bring the complement to 48; an 
increase of 20 over the total roll in September 1932. 

It is doubtful if twenty-seven boys ever meant so much to the School. For 

Ridley they spelled sudden, wonderful salvation. If the new boys were not full 

justification for the confidence of the governors, they at least revealed that there 

was no cause for defeatism. It seemed both sensible and safe to go on defying the 

prevailing economic fear. Even if the number of new boys who had appeared in 

September was not maintained the next year, it was quite apparent that Ridley 

would weather the Depression. There was reassurance in another factor. The 

intake of twenty-seven new boys in 1933 revealed that the character of Ridley as a 

family school would go on and on. Among the new boys were eight sons of Old 

Boys, and ten pairs of brothers, including one set of twins. 

In 1934, there were twenty-five new boys to accommodate in the Lower 

School. A gain in students then occurred each year until 1939, when the total 

enrollment reached a safe and profitable 275. That was better than 1930, if still 

below the peak of 1929. When the Depression was at its worst from 1931 to 1932, 

only one or two hoys were withdrawn for economic reasons. This clearly indicated 

that Canadians considered education should not he the first expense eliminated, 

hut one of the last. The number of Ridley families who made great sacrifices to 

keep their sons at Ridley is not known, but the very condition of things suggests 

there were many. It has been said that hoys were kept at school during the 

Depression because there was no work anyway, but this cynical view is refuted by 

the fact that the great majority remained at school even after times improved, and 

by the outstanding professional men prepared at the schools and produced by the 

universities during the late years of the Depression. 
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A Great Undergirding 

What makes reunions so attractive? Some Ridleians can look back along a line 

of reunion dinners that dwindles far into distant years. It can only be that the spirit 

of Ridley has stayed alive, deeply imbedded, but demanding at least a ransacking at 

intervals of the pigeonholes of Ridley memories. Once a year was about right, and 

then came the urge again for a brief reincarnation of school days—those full, 

exciting days when, all-unknowing, the patterns of a lifetime were established. 

Following is an account of a typical Old Boys’ dinner of that era: 

It is called a dinner. All Old Boys’ reunions are called dinners unless they are 
luncheons. At a luncheon the food is important because everyone has to eat before 
returning to work. But at a dinner—at any rate, an Old Boys’ dinner—food does not 
mean much. . . . 

. . . you had walked right into the arms of Old Pete, whom you hadn’t seen for ten 
years. Old Pete introduced you to this man Old Joe—“You remember Old Joe, he was 
in the Vlth when you were the Illrd.”—Certainly I remember Old Joe, but not as 
Old Joe, as Smith I, a very superior Vlth former, quite Olympian in fact. But Old 
Pete and Old Joe and yourself commence a trilogue based on the theme “D’ya 
remember when?” 

You remember saying “D’ya remember when?” to countless Old Boys. . . . “Well, 
well, well, if it isn’t Old George . . .” 

Then you go on and tackle the celery and the olives. But that is about as far as you 
get, for Old Joe and Old Mac and Old Pete are all singing as the piano starts, We’re 
Champions again! . . . “Pardon me, sir, are you finished with your partridge?” 

Then you and Old George go to see who is up at the far end of the room. You join 
a very harmonic rendering of “Good-bye UCC, Good-bye," after which the Chairman 
rises and says, “Gentlemen, the King!” 

Then Fisher sings a very dawn-coming-up-like-thundery rendering of Mandalay . . . 
The waiter offers you a cigar . . . 

Dr. Cody speaks with affectionate remembrance of Dr. Miller and Mr. Williams, 
and said he joined with the Chairman in regretting the latter’s absence . . . Mr. 
Griffith spoke of all that he owed to Dr. Miller . . . 

Everybody sang Auld Lang Syne, after which you and Old Joe and Old Mac 
and Old Pete climb into a taxi with Old Sam and Old Gus . . . and you sit around 
playing “D’ya remember” far into the night . . . 

Proceedings were much the same throughout the years. Weather permitting, 

there would he a cricket match, with the Old Boys hatting in relays. Then a dinner 

would be held, generally at the Welland House. If there was little formal speech- 

making there would be some fine singing. On Sunday, the Old Boys who did not 

golf would just reminisce, contentedly. Old Boys Weekend (1933) 
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Preserving and Developing the Property 

In School House in 1932, the boys found many surprising changes. Cos^y 

Corners had become a science lab, and Hoppers was a sick-room. Forty Below was 

now a classroom, brightened by new, wide vita-glass windows. Ex-denizens of the 

Dean’s House wailed in protest: it was closed completely. All they could do was 

write nostalgic articles for A eta about their old home. This looked like the end of 

the Dean’s House, though returning prosperity eventually came to its rescue. 

Another change was that the old Hainer house at the entrance to the school 

grounds was at last razed. The house had been left in the Hainer will when the farm 

was sold to Ridley, to be Miss Hainer’s residence as long as she lived. As late as May 

1929, the local board had lost its patience with the dilapidated condition of the 

Hainer property, especially as an introduction to Ridley’s grounds. They had 

suggested to Miss Hainer that she might accept her mortgage and leave. She would 

not, and did not; and so the old farm house, with its staggering collection of 

outbuildings, each leaning on another, its grape vines, and its old green wooden 

fence, had remained to greet Ridley’s visitors until Miss Hainer died. The one 

attractive attribute about the property at the gates had been the beautiful, if 

cluttered, old garden with its mass of yellow roses. When they were not in bloom, 

the place was an eyesore. Ridley was pleased to forego the roses for the sake of a 

fine, clear view at the comer of the driveway. In 1934, just after Miss Hainer’s 

death, another benefaction gave rise to the Marriott Gates. 

During the Depression, the School seemed more concerned about appearances 

than ever. No money of any consequence was actually spent until 1939, when the 

board granted $1,500 “to beautify Ridley,” but much was achieved in bits and 

pieces. Mr. Hamilton revealed that he had a green thumb—his flower beds became 

a feature of Ridley’s beauty in the months between the snows. A. W. Taylor, local 

board chairman, insisted in 1936 that Westchester Avenue be cleaned up, and the 

city was persuaded to improve this Ridley approach. In 1938, a city bylaw renamed 

this stretch of Westchester Avenue; it became Ridley Road. A hedge was planted 

behind the Lower School. Trees planted behind the School House in 1930, 

including a grove of Scotch pine, had become a young forest by 1936. A large 

copper beech that had stood near the front door of School House was carefully 

moved to a position near the vestry where it flourished at once. 

A major alteration in 1936 was the filling of the gully between the front field 

and Merritt House, with its little stream directed through underground pipes, but 

The Marriott Gates (1934) that this was part of a beautification program is doubtful. Just before the Easter 

holidays, two boys had plugged the culvert draining 

the gully with an old mattress, at the point where 

the stream passed behind the Chapel—just to see 

what would happen. After the holidays, the 

astonished school discovered they had a new 

artificial lake. The Fire Department had to be called 

to empty it; the two culvert stuffers had a warm 

session in the headmaster’s office. 

A few garages were put up on Ridley Road. The 

Upper School icehouse was gone, a victim of 

electric refrigeration. A farmer was given free use of 

Ridley’s most westerly twelve acres, just to keep 

down the weeds. Four or five acres were purchased 

on the Hog’s Back (the hill behind the Pest House 

leading to the canal) and some further property was 

obtained (at a depression price) on Ridley Road. 
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Miss Hepworth, the nurse of the Lower School, was given a life interest in a 

small property on Ridley Road to erect a bungalow. The plans were approved by 

the board and Miss Hepworth left the School in June 1938 to live in the newly 

built house. For years thereafter, Heppie would be seen on her way to the school, 

trudging along in her brown coat and Wellingtons, to deliver a bunch of flowers for 

a table, or to carry “a little loaf’ for a friend, which she had baked herself. 

In 1936, new oak honour boards were placed in the Assembly Hall, to replace 

the small originals. Fire escapes were added. Oak benches were installed in place of 

the old ones of softwood (and the engraved initials of a hundred boys were gone). 

The walls of the Assembly Hall were enhanced by two new oil paintings. The first, 

of T. R. Merritt, Ridley’s first president, was the gift of the Imperial Bank of 

Canada; it was a copy by Adrian Dingle of Sir E. Wyly Grier’s original, owned by 

the bank. The second was John Russell’s fine painting of Dr. H. C. Griffith. There 

was also an F. S. Coburn snowscape presented by Mr. F. G. Venables and an oil by 

Thomas W. Martin, presented by Mrs. Murray Alexander in memory of Old Boy 

Arthur Alexander, her brother-in-law. Perhaps the most remarkable of all capital 

investments made by Ridley during the Depression was the purchase of forty-three 

oils, watercolours, and black-and-whites from John Russell’s one-man art show in 

Toronto. This was done on Dr. Griffith’s urging, with the board’s approval. Many 

remain still, dispersed through the various buildings of the School. 

The Chapel also received additions: a prayer desk as the Old Boys’ memorial 

to Colonel Thairs; a new baptismal font, presented by Colonel and Mrs. Bishop in 

memory of their infant son; a water cruet, presented by Dr. and Mrs. Griffith; a 

stained-glass window in memory of Adam George Ballantyne, who had been a 

victim of poliomyelitis while attending Ridley; a silver chalice and paten, 

contributed anonymously; a glass and cruet for wine, in memory of Kelly Matthews, 

an Old Boy who had died suddenly in 1931; a purple superfontal and bookmarks, 

from Mrs. Griffith and her sister Miss Amy Wright; and a framed illuminated verse 

from its author, Colonel the Venerable Archdeacon Frederick George Scott: 

In honour, chivalrous, 
In duty, valorous, 

In all things, noble, 
To the heart’s core clean. 

Nurse Hepworth 

GOVERNORS’ BUSINESS 

Staff Business 

In 1936, the board acceded to Dr. Griffith’s request that his office title be 

changed from principal to headmaster. In that same year, a new post was created, 

assistant to the headmaster. The master appointed to fill it was Mr. J. R. Hamilton. 

Hammy remained in his old role as housemaster at first, but he was soon taking 

over an increasing variety of responsibilities of school administration. His duties as 

housemaster were eventually taken over by Mr. J. P. Matheson, a new master with 

a wealth ot independent school teaching experience. 

At each year’s end beginning in 1937, there was enough surplus to pay a staff 

bonus. This was part-recompense for the reduced salaries of 1932. 

Bond Redemption 

In 1936, the board of governors had the satisfaction of redeeming the last bond 

still outstanding from the period before the corporate reorganization of 1924- In 

spite of the wariness of the banks and the general economic caution prevalent at 

the time, the governors appeared to work a minor financial miracle by the aforesaid 
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In the 1930s, Ridley’s 

scholarship program 

was transformed in a 

striking, lasting way. 

redemption of the Ridley bonds, with their long-standing liability removed. The 

effort to have the holders turn in their bonds as gifts to the School or to sell them 

back at a nominal value had been intensified after 1933, when the local board 

was informed that the National Trust Company had $12,125 on hand against 

the bonds outstanding, with a face value of $37,000. The surplus was deposited and 

the bond issue totally redeemed in 1936 with an overdraft of only $9,000 required. 

A few shares were still outstanding, and, in 1937, a fund to cover this was pegged 

at a nominal amount, with interest to be paid as required. Ridley had not only 

staged a private economic recovery, its financial position was stronger than ever. 

Endowed Financial Aid 

In the 1930s, Ridley’s scholarship program was transformed when a payment of 

$59,000 was received in 1936 from the Toronto General Trusts Corporation. This 

was just a portion of the total bequest from the estate of the late Colonel Reuben 

Wells Leonard. The man who had done much for Ridley while he was alive was to 

do even more after his death. In the following years, Ridley received additional 

funds to a total of $310,782. The majority of these funds was devoted to Ridley’s 

scholarship program under the title of The Leonard A wards. 

The many gifts and endowments to Ridley during the 1920s had been 

consolidated in a single endowed trust fund, and this was also done in the 1930s. 

There would be more, but Ridley announced in 1937 that the following were 

offered (in addition to The Leonard Awards): 

six Memorial Scholarships in the Upper School; 
ten Dr. John Ormsby Miller Memorial Scholarships; 
one special scholarship for entering Form IV from the Lower School; 
clergy allowances, not to exceed $200 for the sons of clergymen. 

Board Changes 

In 1936, the board of governors appointed two additional Old Boys to be 

governors of Ridley—Mr. Hamilton Cassels '13 and Mr. J. Grant Glassco ’21. The 

presence of these men, with their prominence in law and finance, could hardly fail 

to strengthen the board of governors and to add to the conf idence that was already 

great and by which others viewed its actions. 

The local board had met faithfully at least once each month throughout the 

Depression years, but owing to the resignation in 1938 of its chairman, Mr. A. W. 

Taylor, the small group of governors which had handled Ridley’s day-to-day 

problems for so many years was disbanded. Mr. Taylor resigned after twenty-four 

years of dedicated service because of his disagreement with the method adopted to 

finance the School’s new gymnasium. To replace the local board, an executive 

committee was chosen from the main board of governors. The new committee 

began functioning in 1939 under the chairmanship of Colonel A. L. Bishop. A 

majority of the new committee were residents of Toronto, not St. Catharines. This 

meant that more responsibility for decisions would come to Dr. Griffith. 

THE SCHOOL’S PREOCCUPATIONS 

A New Awareness 

The Depression in the western world strengthened young people’s anger at 

government, leaders, and capitalism. The Communist Revolution was offering an 

alternative form of world government. Pacifism (particularly espoused by the 

student generation) urged worldwide disarmament and a cessation of arms 

production. Early Fascism had the allure of effectiveness. 
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The editors of Acta Ridleiana noted the students’ deep seriousness and 

absorption in the confusing trends of the social scene. 

A change in the attitude of the average boy at Ridley towards questions of the day, 
and towards the consideration of abstract ideas, is to be noticed. 

With surprising frequency, we find boys showing a definite interest in current 
events ... in the dormitories, at the table, at any time when master and boy may be 
indulging in casual conversation. Arguments will arise as to the question of war and 
debt payments, of Communism, of Mussolini and Hitler and their activities, mingled, 
it is true, with generous doses of discussion as to the relative merits of the Maple 
Leafs and the Red Wings in the N.H.L. . . . 

Perhaps this is a manifestation of the development of the modern youth, but . . . 
it is certainly to be encouraged at all places and at all times. 

The masters noted a demand on the library for such books as Adam Smith’s 

Wealth of Nations, Durant’s Story of Philosophy, biographies of Napoleon and Disraeli, 

works on great social movements, and, not the least, on the development of the 

House of Commons. The Ridley boys were trying to fathom the social confusion. 

Mr. Harry Hussey ’36 was invited to speak on the League of Nations—a subject one 

would expect would bore hoys—and they kept him answering intelligent questions 

for almost two hours after his prepared talk concluded. The consensus of feeling 

Mr. Hussey left with them was that the League had teeth to control aggressors, but 

they were proving false teeth. In school debating and speaking competitions, the 

persistence of the Depression, the apparent idealism of communism, and the early 

vigor of Mussolini and Hitler were all topics chosen for discussion. 

A fine article appeared in A eta in 1931 entitled “Communism and Free 

Speech.” It stated that if the ideal of Communism was right, the Russian version 

was wrong. Among Ridleians, it served to counter some of the insidious effects of 

the propaganda for political pacifism and World Communism as the one way to 

world peace. Surprisingly, A eta’s editors disclaimed responsibility for the views 

expressed. Perhaps the timidity indicates the strength of public support for 

international Pacifism. All this reflects the underlying drift towards war. 

The Cadets 

Among pacifist targets was the public funding of school cadet units. The cost 

at a time of grim economic need was one reason, but the noisier argument was 

against any promotion of the spirit of militarism. The pacifists wanted all school 

cadet corps declared illegal as “breeders of militarism” but had to be content with 

withdrawal of all government funds. Cadets virtually disappeared from the public 

and high schools. The sole survivors were those few cadet corps that were already 

largely self-supported—like Ridley’s—and which now were maintained by private 

funds and personal devotion. 

One old Ridleian raised his voice in disagreement with the pacifists in an 

article published in the Canadian Defense Quarterly. 

These alarmists about militarism are nothing but shadow-boxers . . . From infancy we 
play at soldiers—yet we don’t grow up into Ludendorffs. You never see a small boy 
playing with leaden lawyers or mechanical insurance agents! 

Captain Heighington T4 apparently saw that pacifism was so strong a feeling that 

it was a waste of time to debate its wisdom or otherwise. He did not even warn that 

it was foolhardy to disarm while an old enemy was arming. 

In 1932, the editors of A eta Ridleiana proved that they stood with the Cadet 

Corps; they gave record space to a report on the Corps—three and a half pages in 

a single issue. A eta had tart remarks for the pacifists when reporting Inspection 

Day’s great success in 1932. 

The gymnastic work and the physical training displays were two of the important 
events of the day for they showed the “Agnes MacPhails” who attack and condemn 

The pacifists wanted all 

school cadet corps declared 

illegal as “breeders of 

militarism’’ but had to be 

content with withdrawal 

of all government funds. 
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every cent that the government votes for the Militia and the Cadets that the work 
is not all forming fours, wearing a uniform and shouldering a rifle. Physical develop¬ 
ment is fostered and encouraged. (Note: Miss Agnes MacPhail was a Socialist M.P.) 

Ridley’s Cadet Corps knew one of its periods of greatest enthusiasm in those 

years of depression and pacifism. They were calling themselves the Rifle Corps. 

They had a fine Signal Section, an Ambulance Corps of twenty-nine, and a 

machine-gun section equipped with a Lewis gun. The Band consisted of sixteen 

buglers and eight drummers (“Now, if we only had those two tenor drums . . .”). 

The Cadet Corps’ vigour arid erect smartness, and the obvious physical fitness of 

every boy more than refuted the charge that school cadets served no good purpose 

hut to make militarists. Their coveted tenor drums were donated. Two masters, 

Captains Cockburn and Grier, both ex-artillery officers of 1914-18, presented an 

imposing drum major’s baton. The sixth form took up a collection and presented 

two officer’s bandoliers, two officer’s swords, and a crook for every bugle. 

Warm compliments to the Corps from the inspecting officers of the Military 

District had been unfailing for years. As usual, the great throng of onlookers on 

Inspection Day appreciated most of all the Lower School cadets in their smart 

blazers and white pants as they proved they too could drill with precision. 

The Honour Guard marching 

to CNR station, June 1939, 

to greet the King and Queen 

In 1938, the Cadets’ allegiance was changed and they became associated with 

the Air Cadet League. Just where the inspiration for this move originated is not 

clear. It was probably proposed by the Air Cadet League. The boys were 

unconcerned and heard with enthusiasm how the proposal, once made, developed 

rapidly. On Inspection Day, the Corps was told that new airforce blue uniforms 

were on the way and that by the spring of 1939 they would be affiliated with the 

119th (Reserve) Bomber Squadron of the R.C.A.E stationed at Hamilton. By the 

autumn of 1938, the attractive new uniforms arrived, and the first officers of 

Ridley’s Air Cadet Squadron were appointed. 

The Air Cadets were thrilled when the officers of the 119th Bomber Squadron 

flew over from Hamilton and advised that they would hear a series of twelve 

lectures on military aviation. The airmen’s visit was closed by an exhibition of 

stunt flying over the School. The boys took the change in stride, quickly picked up 

the new formations, duties, and words of command, and made a fine showing on 

their first public appearance: the visit to St. Catharines by Their Majesties the 

King and Queen on June 17, 1939. This was the occasion for the opening of the 

Queen Elizabeth Way (QEW) linking the cities of Buffalo and Toronto via St. 

Catharines and Hamilton. Ridley’s Cadet Squadron formed a Royal Guard of 

Honour at the station, looking very smart 

in their new uniforms, which included a 

beret they could contrive to wear with a 

cavalier tilt. 

The change meant much work for 

Captain Iggulden but that, too, was taken 

in stride. Captain Iggulden had a strong 

parade-square voice and a sharp word of 

command; new students often resented 

his bellowed “Snap into it!” or ‘‘Take your 

hands out of your pockets!” (He had 

inherited this habit from Colonel Thairs.) 

At the same time, he was patient with the 

nervous or awkward boy. Each new class 
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of boys came to understand that Cap’s bellow was only to hammer home the Ridley 

spirit. Few boys left Ridley without a soft spot in their hearts for the Cap. This 

implies more than the words say, for Captain Iggulden was also Detention Master. 

Only a jailer who is meticulously fair is respected by young delinquents. 

Challenges To Literacy 

Ridley’s masters were persistently campaigning against the prevailing 

destruction of the English language. It was being abbreviated, corrupted, and 

invaded by impurities. There was inevitable conflict between established custom 

and the new forms. A counterblast in support of traditional construction and usage 

came in the early 1930s. There was probably not a schoolmaster in either Canada 

or the United States who failed to point an accusing finger at the newspapers as 

their Public Enemy No. 1. A respected Canadian editor of the old school supported 

the teachers and declared, “The tabloids are trying to reduce journalism to a series 

of pictures and captions, literature to a cavalcade of aphorisms, and spoken 

language to a succession of committal grunts.” The trend of “tabloidism” was 

considered harmful because it was generating a new form of expression. This trend 

had been resisted only by a few self-respecting conservative dailies and the 

unchanging country weeklies, which did not mind being called old-fashioned. It 

had infected most of the large-city dailies, in both Canada and the United States. 

The public’s sense of values seemed to be at an all-time low. Were the newspapers 

really to blame? There were many debates to reveal Ridley’s alertness to what was 

happening to society, to its values and, of course, to its English. 

Ridley’s English masters were never inflexible purists. They just respected the 

English language and were intent on instilling that respect. Habitual use of good 

English in the Ridley classrooms was always insisted upon, though to control slang 

after class was a hopeless endeavor. The very quickness of boys to pick up new 

expressions and cryptic phrases was an obstacle in the path of polite speech in the 

schoolyard, and a glossary of Ridley’s slang would have filled a small volume. 

TRITE TRIPE 

Oh, whence, from tvhere do we derive 
The slang of nineteen thirty-five, 
Expressions now, it seems to me, 

Have changed since my day (’23). 

Old words are dated like the bustle. 
Instead of bravo! Just say muscle. 

Descriptive words abound in school, 
Like drip and dreep and droop and drool. 

A wealth of feeling we can cram 
In one poetic word like scram. 

Deride we may with squirt or phooey, 
Half-pint, feeble, nerts or screwey. 

- Nebula 

The policy of Ridley’s English masters (set by Dr. Miller) was to enable Ridley 

boys to acquire, through reading, some familiarity with the important concepts of 

our culture and, through practice in writing and speaking, the ability to express 

themselves with clarity. Dr. Miller had instituted speaking and reading contests, 

and he encouraged submissions by the boys to Acta. The same policy motivated Dr. 

Griffith. His belief was that the prerequisite to the pursuit of knowledge—and of 

learning to write with intelligence—was to read. Dr. Griffith also had a theory that 
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a schoolmaster in either 

Canada or the United 
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the newspapers as their 

Public Enemy No. 1. 
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good English usage inspired 

a controversy about the 

value of studying Latin. 

the ability to listen intelligently was a skill requiring as much attention as reading, 

writing, and speaking. He once said, “To listen constructively can be very valuable. 

It needs systematic training and controlled practice.” 

Mr. R. L. White, English master in 1930, held this view on the use of language: 

Prior to is stuffy; why not be satisfied with before? Apprise is another stuffy one, just 
a high-falutin’ substitute for inform, tell or notify. Why not use them if they say what 
you mean? And don’t say witness except with a legal connotation. Otherwise you see 
a thing, or watch or observe it. Any one of them is better than witness. 

He identified himself with the enemies of “jargon,” and “jargon” was the use of 

cliches: words emptied of authentic meaning. “Never use a word that does not fit 

its companions or your attempt to impress your erudition will rebound in ridicule.” 

Some masters used mild current slang expressions in their casual chats with the 

boys, for they thought that it helped remove restraint and the years which stood 

between them; it may have done so. With a grin, Rep Williams had once agreed 

with a hoy that “everything was jake." He had also startled a delinquent (in 1922) 

unhappily visiting his office, by greeting him: “So you are in Dutch again with Mr. 

Finch?” Another time, he turned away, deaf, when he heard a small boy yell at 

another who was wearing a new, short winter coat: “Hey, Puffer, where did you get 

the bum freezer?” Part of his teaching philosophy had been that “the important 

things are kept important by ignoring small-boy trivialities.” 

The effort to maintain good English usage inspired a controversy about the 

value of studying Latin in Canadian schools, especially at Ridley. Adopting the 

sound publishing premise that controversy creates reader-interest, one was 

deliberately launched by an article in Acta with the challenging title: “Is Latin 

Really Necessary?” The editor wrote, 

In the matriculation forms we spend five of the thirty teaching hours a week on 
a dead language. We spend a very large proportion of our evening study time at the 
same language. 

When we investigate the modern practical uses of Latin, we find that they are 
very few. . . . 

If the work of Caesar, Virgil, Horace and the rest can be translated, why not let 
us read them in translation and for pleasure as well as profit?. . . 

. . . Surely good economics scholars would be more useful to the modem world 
than good Latin scholars. 

Note: We hope that a staunch supporter of Latin will reply to this. 

One answer to “Is Latin Really Necessary?” was so succinct it was held by the 

editors of Acta to be unanswerable and to make further debate unnecessary. A 

prominent St. Catharines scholar emphatically said: “YES!” 

But the debate could not be permitted to end in such a facetious way. An 

unidentified classical scholar using the pseudonym “Classicus” took his stand in 

favour of Latin. His contention was that not only Latin but also Greek were 

essential if education was not to be confined to a materialistic end. Here is his 

superb analysis of the malaise of the twentieth century. 

The materialistic world ... is on trial. The clouds are lowering everywhere. Our 
neighbour to the south is in the throes of a cataclysm. Europe is in a state of 
bankruptcy. Rifts appear from time to time in the sky, only to disappear again. What 
is the reason? Is our whole system of civilization at fault, or is it that our minds are 
trained to consider wealth and the acquiring of it as an end in itself?. . . 

If happiness is the aim of human endeavor, then the satisfying of one’s soul and 
one’s spiritual aspirations should count before ... a mere sordid application to one’s 
immediate necessities. It has been, and still is, the contention of many that the study 
of the so-called dead languages affords the student something which he can never 
lose and money can never buy. 

There is no doubt that an appreciation of Latin and Greek helps us to appreciate 
our own literature. . . . We may be good at making aeroplanes and machinery of all 
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sorts but the perusal of Greek and Latin authors reminds us that there is another way 
of living than our own. . . . 

What is wrong with us today? The Greeks answered that question more than 2,000 
years ago. Socrates tells us that power, success and worldly empire did not matter at 
all, nor riches, nor grandeur, but what did matter was . . . spirit, in thoughts and 
feelings and understanding. 

. . . the Greek and Roman languages are not really dead to those who have eyes to 
see and ears with which to hear; that indeed they are vitally alive to those who have 
the courage to overcome the initial difficulties in their years at school and the desire 
to pursue the study of them in their later life. 

Without apology. 
- Classicus 

As if to illustrate the thesis of Classicus, this poetic gem was included in Acta. 

It is a translation hy Charles Sherrell, a classics master from 1927 to 1938. 

FROM SENECA 

(Latin reader, p. 96) 

Riches do not make a king 
Nor robes with Tyrian purple bright, 

Nor golden portals glittering. 
Nay, he is King who puts to flight 

The fears and ills of knavish breasts; 
Who by ambition unrestrained 
Is never moved nor even rests 
On fickle laurels lightly gained 

From headstrong mobs. Secure on high 
He sees the whole world at his feet 
And goes with willing steps to meet 

His fate; nor grieves to die. 

- C.M.S. 

Comings and Goings of Staff 

The most notable innovation in Ridley’s curriculum in these years was the 

establishment in 1933 of a new Upper School course in commercial adminis¬ 

tration. Meredith Glassco ’27 took charge of the new course. He had been with an 

insurance firm before deciding to come hack to Ridley. In the Lower School the 

great change in 1933 was the retirement of Matron Crawford after seventeen years 

of service. The boys were very attached to her but warmly welcomed her successor, 

Mrs. Graves, who had been with Lake Lodge School at Grimsby. Mr. John Guest 

and Mr. Hugh Baker were new Lower School masters. 

In 1934, a famous Ridley athlete, Bill Bell joined the staff. He left after one 

year to join a St. Catharines law firm, Collier and Schiller. Mr. L. S. Gilbert also 

left in 1935, moving to a school in Northern Ontario. In their places came Mr. E. 

A. McCourt, a Rhodes Scholar, and Mr. A. E. Sparling. Another innovation was 

an art class, under Mr. Thomas Leighton, established in late 1935 in Dean’s House. 

Mr. Leighton was a protege of John Russell. Another much regretted gap appeared 

that year in the life of the Lower School. Mr. Brockwell, a Ridley master for 

twenty-three years, resigned. He would be missed at Ridley by boys, staff and Old 

Boys. He had founded Onondaga Camp in 1922 and would now devote his full 

time to it. Mr. John Page was the new master to replace Mr. Brockwell. 

In the four pre-war years, changes in masters were frequent. In 1936, Mr. 

McCourt left Ridley to teach English at UCC; Mr. Sparling left to be married and 

to teach at Picton Collegiate. Mr. S. Hughes came to teach history. In the Lower 
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School, an exchange was arranged in 1937 for a Ridley master and one from Mill 

Hill School, London. Mr. A. J. C. Air arrived as Mr. Glassco was on his way to 

England. In this year also, Mr. H. F. Strathy was given the revived post of bursar, 

and Miss Blanch Durham resigned as treasurer after working on Ridley’s books for 

twenty years. In 1939, Mr. R. Campbell replaced Mr. Strathy as bursar. In 1938, Mr. 

C. M. Sherrell, who had taught classics for ten years, returned to England, and Mr. 

Roy Wainwright was housed in Gooderham House to teach history and languages. 

Mr. R. W. Dorman was another new master; he taught science and English. Mr. 

Harry Griffiths replaced Mr. Terry Cronyn when he left on a year’s leave of 

absence. When Mr. Cronyn returned, he once more went to the Lower School. 

Welcomed to the Upper School staff in 1939 were Mr. H. A. Staples 

(moderns) and Mr. H. B. Holloway (classics). Mr. G. C. Powell joined the Lower 

School staff. School House and Gooderham House now had new housemasters: 

Mr. G. Morris and Mr. J. P. Matheson. It was this year, too, that Adam Griffith, son 

of the headmaster, joined the Lower School staff, teaching English and history. 

Both Mr. Griffith and Mr. Powell were young Old Boys returning as masters. 

A young statistician of the Lower School reported some interesting facts, the 

result of a personal survey he made in 1938: 

66% of the Lower School’s staff were Old Ridleians; 
50% were sons of Old Boys; 
four masters had gone through both Upper and Lower Schools as students. 

THE LIGHTER SIDE 

With the passing of years, Ridley had grown increasingly secure as sons 

followed fathers through the gates, and then sons followed sons. Implied was a 

respect for, and confidence in, Ridley that no oral or printed assurance could ever 

match. The School’s strong spirit was clearly evident in the way the boys became 

engrossed in activities in the winter months of 1933, while the country itself was 

still raear the depth of Depression. You could hear the faith and confidence of the 

hoys in their school echoing amid the strident din of gym or rink. 

THE LOWER SCHOOL 

Music and Clubs 

Spirit was also heard in the wondrous discordancies of the Lower School’s boys, 

practicing for their new musical inspiration, a Toy Orchestra—the blare of kazoos, 

the tootle of flutes, the roll and crash of the traps, the jangle of cymbals, and the 

ringing of hells. Dr. S. G. Bett, school organist and choirmaster, had only recently 

sat at the University of Toronto for the degree of Doctor of Music, and the entire 

school was congratulating him on his success. He had been the only successful 

aspirant to be granted the coveted degree. There was some astonishment that their 

eminent Doctor of Music would now help foster such an innovation as a Toy 

Orchestra—“Kazoos, of all things!" The boys soon demonstrated at a unique 

concert that if what they were producing was not art, it was still music, or at least 

rhythmic. Even the disapproving aesthetes had to admit that it was . . . well, 

probably . . . musical, and that anything in an artistic sense had compensation in 

sheer entertainment. 

Mr. Brown developed interest in revived or new organizations such as the 

stamp club, the railroad club, the model aircraft club, and the art-and-camera club. 

He also kept the boys busy with carpentry and visits to the Ontario School for the 

Blind in Brantford, or to view the St. Catharines City Council in action. Through 

the kindness of Mr. Burgoyne of The St. Catharines Standard, a printer’s club had 
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long been active, and now Mr. Brown 

obtained an excellent press, the gift of 

H. M. Robertson of New York. The 

boy-printers were soon producing 

programs and lists for the other 

schools. Friday nights were once a 

problem to fill, but the boys of the 

Lower School were now saying, 

“We’re so busy, we’ve even run out of 

Fridays.” Things were organized to 

avoid small-boy boredom and restless¬ 

ness. No better antidote to mischief 

has ever been discovered. 

Excursions 

Weekend excursions became a 

regular habit. With the help of a 

friendly garage, Mr. Brown acquired 

old truck parts at a bargain. Mr. Brown 

and Sergeant Alexander then built a 

van, which was used to haul the 

overflow of boys who could not be accommodated in borrowed cars. Old Boys Ridley boys actually saw the 

recall those happy Saturday or Sunday outings, with lunches packed in hampers bridge collapse. 

and Mr. Brown urging the start with his call “All aboard!” for Decew Falls, 

Rockway, Effingham, or some picnic spot along the Welland Canal. 

There were many weekend trips to factories like the Ontario Paper Co. and the 

Atlas Steel Co., and eventually the boys had had enough. On one occasion, a trip 

was scheduled and forty boys were named for it. It was “one too many.” A tactic of 

passive resistance was organized; the boys vanished—all forty of them. Mr. Brown 

called and called, growing angrier and angrier. It was uncanny; the Lower School 

had few places where so many boys could lay themselves away, but not a boy could 

be turned up. The staff knew some hideouts and uncovered others, but no boys. Mr. 

Brown finally sent the bus home. Where did the boys hide out? Their secret was 

never discovered. Mr. Brown realized the vanishing act of the boys had been a 

protest against too much organization of their spare time. The trips continued, but 

he made sure the students had time to try out their own resourceful inspirations in 

mischief and self-entertainment. With their sports also well organized, the 

rebellion against over-organized weekends was understandable. 

An unforgettable feature of the winter of 1938 was a trip by many boys to see 

a fantastic ice structure in the Niagara Gorge. Several buses were chartered for the 

unique sightseeing tour. When the fleet of the Ridley buses reached the river, the 

boys began taking photographs, marveling at the colossal mass of ice in the bottom 

of the Gorge. Suddenly, the buttresses of the famous Honeymoon Bridge began to 

give way. The bridge quivered like a stricken thing at the American end as the 

crushing power of the ice moved its heavy stone abutments. As the fascinated boys 

watched, the back of the great bridge broke and the whole structure collapsed into 

the Gorge two hundred feet down, a huge spray of glittering ice splinters rising up 

like a sparkling shroud. Newspaper cameramen had been waiting for hours, but 

when the collapse occurred some had wandered off and missed the historic picture. 

This caused a frantic search for amateur shots. Russell Smart of the Lower School 

was suddenly “a millionaire”—he claimed to have a dramatic picture in his camera. 

He sold it to the highest bidder. 
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The Muscle-Binders 

were a small gang 

dedicated to mischief. 

Mischief 

That there was no deterioration in the quality of Ridley’s meals during the 

Great Depression was emphatically illustrated on opening day in September 1933. 

Young Ben Cronyn was a part of the wonderful invasion of the Lower School by 

twenty-seven new boys. He was not going to be lonely; he had a brother and a 

cousin already there, and another cousin arrived with him. But his mother and 

father waited until he had his supper before saying goodbye. As he emerged from 

the dining room, his mother who (fortunately) had a sense of humour asked if he 

had enjoyed his supper. “Enjoyed it?” exclaimed Ben enthusiastically. “Why, the 

food’s better than anything we get at home!” 

In 1933, the Lower School did not yet know it had just taken unto itself a 

number of youngsters, soon to he famous as “the Muscle-Binders.” Led by Pat 

Boswell and Ben Cronyn, this was a small gang dedicated to mischief. On their first 

night in their assigned dormitory, Mr. Brockwell pounced out of nowhere and 

caught them talking after Lights Out. Detention for the whole dormitory! The next 

day, an indignant nine-year-old Pat confronted Mr. Brockwell in the hall and 

declared war: “We have a name for you, Mr. Brockwell; it’s Pussyfoot!” There was 

no resentment; when Mr. Brockwell later made a motion picture, The New Boy, he 

had Pat play the star role. 

Mr. Ted Brown had been settled for less than a year as the new head of the 

Lower School when he was involved in the warfare with the Muscle-Binders. They 

called him “Hick" because he came from Western Canada. The members of the 

group were in the dormitory that was connected to the second floor of Mr. Brown’s 

house. One night they set a trap for prowling masters in the night. They arranged 

their tuck (junk) boxes at the ends of their beds, so that they protruded well into 

the walkway between the beds. In dead of night, they dropped a metal trash 

container from the top to the bottom of a stairwell. It hit with a stupendous crash. 

The whole Lower School was shocked awake. White-haired Matron Crawford told 

Mrs. Hamilton the next day that it had sounded like the end of the world. 

It was intended to catch Mr. Glassco; instead it caught Hick, for the first 

master to rush headlong into the dark, silent dormitory was Mr. Brown. He barked 

his shin on one tuck box, yelped, stumbled over another, swore, banged into still 

another and yelled in anguished rage for the lights. (“We couldn’t see it, we could 

only hear him banging around in the dark. If only we hadn’t giggled. . . .”) Mr. 

Brown could not be sure which boy in which dorm had tossed the trash-container 

down the stairwell, but those tuck boxes pointed to at least this dormitory so all 

suffered detention. Mr. Brown was the one who later christened them the Muscle- 

Binders as a tribute to their success in sport. 

THE UPPER SCHOOL 

Escapades 

A great proportion of student escapades and high jinks were merely boys 

entertaining themselves—concocting one thing after another. A master, lacking 

the ability to gain respect by his justness and personality, could be harried out of 

Ridley. The undeclared master-student war was endless, but it was conducted with 

general good humour. 

When Mr. ]. P. Matheson came to Ridley and became housemaster of 

Gooderham House he was, of course, on trial. The boys liked Mr. Matheson; he 

soon earned the repute of a square shooter. Pat Boswell was a bugler in the cadet 

band who was permanently resentful of the ban against blowing a bugle in the 

house. With infinite patience and great secrecy, Pat and some friends taught Mr. 
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Matheson’s son Ian to blow the bugle. Then one quiet Sunday, a series of loud 

discordant blasts brought Mr. Matheson charging up the steps. The boys were 

lounging about with an air of innocence, and on the floor in the centre of the room 

was Ian, delightedly trying to extract more blasts. He was three years old. “Ian will 

be a fine bugler one day,” Pat said nonchalantly, as the discomfited housemaster led 

away his offspring, who was protesting loudly about the loss of his new toy. 

If the boys turned thumbs down on a new master, they could persecute him 

without even going near his classroom. A master who was briefly at Ridley trapped 

boys playing radios at night, making toast on hot plates, and other things generally 

given a blind eye. He lived in the centre flat, and one night, very late, someone 

rang the house bell downstairs. The master raced down to catch the culprit. Just 

then a loud clatter broke out on the top floor. He rushed back upstairs. The bell on 

the ground floor began ringing again. As he turned to rush back down, he was met 

on the second floor with a barrage of water bombs. When he finally had the lights 

turned on, and was about to mete out punishment, a boy pulled the master electric 

switch. Simultaneously, the bell started ringing below, the din began again up 

above, and another shower of water bombs hit him. Fortunately, Mr. Hamilton 

arrived to see about the lights; he took over before the harried master lost all con¬ 

trol. Every hoy suffered some penalty, and the master left at the end of that term. 

The ingenuity of the boys in hiding things like forbidden radios and even tiny 

refrigerators was unabated. In one instance, two boys had a radio hidden behind a 

wall baseboard, with a wire running over the top of the door. When the door 

opened the radio was automatically disconnected. More than one master had heard 

the noise and barged in, only to hear nothing and see no sign of a radio. They were 

forced to retire, defeated. Terry Cronyn solved this mystery one night when the 

boys were intently listening to a NHL broadcast after Lights Out. When he opened 

the door the radio cut off obediently, but instead of retreating Mr. Cronyn entered 

the room and closed the door behind him! “He scores!” yelled the well-known 

voice of Foster Hewitt out of the baseboard . . . 

Stumpers 

The game of “stumpers” (who can outwit whom) was an essential part of 

school life. Mathematics was the natural subject for stumpers, but they could come 

up in any classroom. Dr. Griffith may have inspired a new phase of the master- 

student contest of wits when he based a question requiring knowledge of the Greek 

scholars. He had dropped into the junior mathematics class, perhaps just to pose it. 

“Who was the first mathematician to measure the circumference of the earth?” No 

one had the answer off-hand, but next day they all knew it was Erathosthenes. He 

followed this up with a similar question to another junior class on the first 

astronomer-mathematician to reckon the solar year. After a search in the library 

they knew it was Hipparchus, who also estimated the distance to the moon as 

250,000 miles and was only out by five percent. 

Acta got into the act and published stumpers for its readers. For example: A 

certain number of five digits (all different) when divided by 223 leaves a remainder 

194 and when divided by 194 leaves a remainder 165. What is it? 

The Forbidden Sport 

In the spring of 1939, a large group of sixth formers—eighteen of them, 

exactly—decided that Dr. Griffith was growing mellow in some of his strong 

opinions, especially in his reverence for cricket. These sixth formers were not 

among Ridley’s top cricketers, and one Wednesday half-holiday, they secreted 

baseball gloves and a bat or two on their persons and sneaked down past the Hog’s 

The ingenuity of the boys 

in hiding forbidden radios 

and even tiny refrigerators 

was unabated. 

Our mental stimulants, like peas 

Are bottled to our taste 

B;y doctors (Mus) and LL.D.s, 

Lest brains should go to waste. 

Experience teaches that one's head 

Has need of acrobatics, 

So masters earn their daily bread 

By teaching mathematics. . . . 

- C. E. H. T., Acta 
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A familiar green Packard 

came down the road and 

stopped. It was the 

headmaster! They were 

trapped—arid recognized. 

Back to a baseball diamond in a St. Catharines park. Two baseball nines were on 

the illegal expedition, including Hamish Macintosh, a prefect and a footballer. The 

eighteen seniors were into the fourth innings when a familiar green Packard came 

down the road and stopped. It was the headmaster! Knowing they were trapped— 

and recognized—they went on playing baseball. Dr. Griffith watched for an inning 

or two, then drove away. The rest of the baseball game was less fun, and the boys 

were ready for trouble. They hurried back for cricket practice (sixth form league) 

at 4:30 p.m. To their astonishment not a word was said. The headmaster ignored 

their baseball game, a rather startling reversal of habit. 

Late in Dr. Griffith’s time, it seems that a similar baseball escapade was greeted 

with a more hostile attitude. Alex Porter ’48 reported, 

“The Griff,” who was at the end of his long reign, had a major dislike of baseball 
as of many other things American. . . . There is Dr. Griffith’s scornful remark about 
baseball, as opposed to cricket, as'a game whose players wear “pillows” on their hand. 

Someone else told me that there was actually an underground “UnRidley” baseball 
team, probably captained by Tom Perry. False names and identities were used, and 
presumably players were sworn to secrecy. I was not very good at baseball, nor 
cricket, for that matter, so would definitely not have been invited to be on this sub- 
rosa travelling team. 

This occurred on a Sunday morning in May, probably 1946 or 1947. With a good 
deal of quiet prior planning we arose early, and rendezvoused at a town baseball 
diamond, outside the School gates, of course. This was probably in Walkinshaw Park, 
between Henrietta and MacDonald Streets. Of course, the reason for 19 boys is very 
understandable; two teams and an umpire. I remember that in addition to the 
obvious ball and bat, there was other equipment that showed up, concealed in 
someone’s laundry bag, such as the catcher’s face mask, and chest protector. 

It was a grand spring morning, perfect for baseball, but apparently some master 
or another happened by the diamond, and subsequently “Blew the whistle” on us. 

The upshot was that all 19 of us were taken into Hammy’s residence, just off the 
library in Merritt House, where Hammy administered “six on each” before Church, 
maybe even before breakfast. The offense was either breaking bounds, or playing 
baseball, or both. It’s my guess that Hammy was told by Dr. Griff to “give those boys 
a good strapping.” 

Anyway, Hammy was obliged to dole out the punishment. Dealing with the two 
teams and the umpire meant swinging the strap 228 times, not allowing for any 
misses, of which there may have been none, or few. He certainly didn’t miss me, nor 
did he miss Paul Nichols. “Nick” was hanging back, and Hammy saw him at the end 
of the line, and said, “Nichols, I know what you’re doing, you think that by the time 
I get to you, I’ll be tired and won’t be able to hit as hard. Well it won’t work!” And I 
don’t think it did, because Hammy was in pretty good form, and worked up a bit of a 
sweat, as I recall. 

Church 

Another activity, which would have been forbidden if Dr. Griffith had known 

about it, was the prefects’ knock-rummy game that was played in the back of St. 

Thomas’ Church. The prefects were seated behind the Upper School to watch over 

the behavior of the boys. Their seclusion was made-to-order for an irreverent card 

game while the sermon proceeded. They used the cover of a floor hot-air register 

across their knees as a table. They forgot to put it back one Sunday and Ian Wilson 

fell into the hole, up to his waist, where he was stuck for a few dramatic moments. 

Even boys who were not addicted to gambling were willing to wager anyone 

that a particular fiery and energetic preacher, who sometimes spoke at St. Thomas’ 

morning service would one day smash the pulpit. The boys fell into the habit of 

watching in mingled apprehension and anticipation. One Sunday morning he was 

particularly violent with his emphases—and the top of the stand came off in his 

hand! He stopped thundering in dismay. “Because we had been expecting it, the 

consternation on the reverend gentleman’s face added to our smothered mirth.” 
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THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS 

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS, 1939 

Visitors 

The Most Rev. the Archbishop of Toronto 

The Rt. Rev. the Bishop of Niagara 

President 

Mr. George H. Gooderham 

Vice-Presidents 

The Hon. Rev. H. J. Cody and Mr. H. G. Williams 

Governors 

Sir Edward W. Beatty 
Arthur L. Bishop T2 
F. Blaikie 
Maj. H. B. Burgoyne 
H. J. Carmichael 
Hamilton Cassels ’13 
V. R Cronyn 
Gurney Evans ’23 
J. Grant Glassco ’21 
Edward D. Gooderham '02 
H. D. Gooderham ’02 

M. Ross Gooderham ’92 
S. O. Greening ’26 
Henry C. Griffith ’96 
Col. Douglas H. C. Mason ’01 
Leighton McCarthy, K.C. 
T. R. Merritt 
A. E. Mix ’14 
B. B. Osier ’21 
Carl C. Riordan ’92 
Alfred W. Rogers ’20 
George M. Wrong 

RIDLEY TURNS FIFTY 

It was fitting that the most serious celebration of Ridley’s fiftieth birthday was 

by the Old Boys. Their special weekend at Ridley in June 1939 was so well 

organized that it drew the largest attendance of any Old Boys’ function held at the 

school in the Association’s history to date. An official total of 219 Old Boys visited 

the School over the weekend. There actually were more that that; forty or fifty 

visitors forgot to sign the register. 

More than one Old Boy recalls that it was not the School’s anniversary that 

induced such a tremendous number of Ridleians to find their way back to their old 

school. “Let’s go back to Ridley with the old gang; it may be the last chance we 

ever have to see some of them.” International tensions were growing, and if it came 

to war, there would be an almost solid movement of Old Boys into the armed 

forces. The war came and this proved to be true. 

At the dinner, with 180 reporting, Harry Griffith ’96 and Ab Taylor ’90 were 

joined by three other Ridley originals: T. B. F. Benson, Walter Caldecott, and E. A. 

Noble. Two other veterans travelled long distances: Dr. Con Cartwright ’94 came 

from Vancouver, and Colonel Frank Cartwright ’93 came from England. Grant 

Glassco was the retiring president; he reported on the formation of a new London 

(Ontario) branch; forty Old Ridleians had been present at the organizational 

dinner in London on April 29. W. L. Scandrett ’08 was the first chairman. Dr. H. 

C. Griffith had replaced Dr. Miller as honorary president of the Association, and 

the following officers were elected by acclamation for the coming year: 

Hamilton Cassels 73, president 
John A. Roberts 78, 1st vice-president 
W. E. N. Bell 78, 2nd vice-president 
Henry S. Gooderham 71, secretary-treasurer 

In the 50th Anniversary issue of Acta Ridleiana, Professor G. M. Wrong (the 

only Ridley personality still living whose recollections went back beyond 1889) 
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contributed a story of “The Founding.” Professor Wrong spoke of the strong anta¬ 

gonisms within the Church of England “happily now softened.” He also recalled, 

I well remember discussions in the Council of Wycliffe College, as to the founding 
of Ridley College. Wycliffe had been named after that bold philosopher and theolo¬ 
gian, John Wycliffe, who, shortly before the year 1400, led in a great task of trans¬ 
lating the Bible into English. A bishop burned at the stake under Mary I, a century 
and a half later, Nicholas Ridley, is remembered in the name of Ridley College. 

A principal with adequate capacity for the task was found in a recent graduate of 
Wycliffe College, The Rev. J.O. Miller, whose long record of unselfish and difficult 
work is a tale for all Ridleians to remember. 

I loved him as my closest friend. ... he was an inspired teacher and to him Ridley 
College owes an immense debt of gratitude. 

Those who came as callow 

children and left as self- 

assured young men were 

the Ridley product. 

A Retrospect at Fifty 

Perhaps the heyday of traditional Ridley was the decade from 1935 to 1945. By 

1935, the School was highly successful. It was an attractive advantage for people 

to bestow upon their sons: a strong academic program, well-defined discipline, 

superb sports, and a community infused with spirit in its many activities. The 

School was well led by its governors and heads, and well served by a devoted staff. 

Old Boys supported it with pride and with generous donations. The war years 

revealed the Ridley spirit in action, as they did with many other schools. By 1945, 

the free world had been saved, and an era began that was to prove fast moving, 

technologically miraculous, and socially revolutionary. Underlying the success of 

Ridley, there was a social system, an evolved hierarchy, that can be called the 

“Ridley Experience.” Other independent schools in Canada (and in other 

countries) had similar hierarchies. But Ridley’s was particularly definite. 

Those who came as callow children and left as self-assured young men were the 

Ridley product. Shakespeare’s Seven Ages of Man cannot quite be adapted to 

traditional Ridley, but a progression of six stages can be discerned. First, there was 

that child, fresh from family intimacy, who came to the Lower School. The Lower 

School was a holistic experience, and often a daunting one. Everyone took part in 

everything, and everything was more or less mandatory. The daily routine was 

precisely implemented by the masters who were very much in control. Traditional 

classes took place with a well-established curriculum. Academic substance, 

organization, hard work, and punctuality were firmly inculcated. Meals were 

“family style,” and good manners were actively taught. Everyone took part in sports 

almost every day. The masters introduced the Lower School boys to the skills of the 

seasonal games. Competitive spirit was encouraged; fitness, teamwork, and 

sportsmanship were insisted upon. During the limited spare time, hobbies, crazes, 

and mild mayhem took place. Evenings involved organized study and the cheerful 

rituals of the dormitory. All this was supervised, and a line of banter between boys 

and masters was combined with mutual respect (mostly). The Lower School was 

famous for its expeditions, including winter sports. There were plays, films, debates, 

public speaking, indoor games, and reading times. In two activities, the Lower 

School got together with the Upper School: attending chapel and cadets. When 

Upper Schools teams were playing championship games, the Lower School turned 

out to watch its heroes and dream of its own future triumphs. Several years of this 

all-embracing life imparted habits of mind and skills of value for the future. For 

most it was a fond memory, though not always so fond at the time. 

The second stage can be described briefly and was something experienced by a 

chosen few each year. These were the duty boys. They were intended as a support 

system for the masters. They were the chiefs of the Lower School tribes. The duty 

boys also captained teams and took charge of various activities. They enjoyed 
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certain privileges, such as barbecues in the headmaster’s garden. The position 

represented a first step in leadership training, though duty boys were not greatly 

exalted above their peers. 

The third stage involved the shift across the field to the Upper School: from 

bullfrogs back to being tadpoles. The New Boy year was a dramatic induction into 

the world of adolescent hierarchy. A New Boy was forcibly reminded of his 

insignificance. He was only allowed to go through certain doors. He had to learn 

the names of the seniors. He was required to carry books, clean shoes, run errands, 

tidy rooms, and do whatever was permitted by the School rules, at the command 

of Old Boys (seniors). This was the traditional “fagging” or “slobbing” system. An 

Old Boy could command “a slob” and impose “hours” upon a New Boy. “Hours” 

was a detention to be run off in the gymnasium, not always mercifully. The New 

Boy year was an experience to be endured and looked back upon. But since it was 

reciprocal (in the end, you become an Old Boy) it was remembered without much 

resentment. It did create, in the minds of those who did not enter until the later 

years, a slight sense of exclusion. 

The fourth stage of The Ridley Experience was becoming a Neutral. It was a 

status “devoutly to be wished” by all those in the New Boy year. It was a year of 

imperviousness to slobbing and yet of no reciprocal responsibility. Originally, the 

fifth formers could exercise Old Boy rights, but being less mature, they tended to 

abuse the system. Further, the demands made upon New Boys were excessive with 

three senior classes demanding “slobs.” So the happy-go-lucky Neutral year was 

introduced. Neutrals were, of course, free to find their own way of circumventing 

the school rules. . . . 

The fifth stage was the Old Boys. All sixth formers were Old Boys, apart from 

those who entered the school at this stage. The power of the Old Boys was both 

corporate and individual. As a group, they were the guardians of the Ridley 

traditions. By their own efforts, they were responsible for the continuation of the 

great sporting record of the School. They provided the leadership of the cadets. 

They asserted their authority over the New Boys. By the time they reached this 

status, they were bonded together for life. 

Finally, the sixth stage was reached. Each year, a small group (ten to a dozen) 

were appointed to be prefects. They underwent a sophisticated experience of 

leadership. They met regularly with the headmaster, were answerable to him, and 

were supportive of the School’s principles and rules. They were also the leaders of 

the student body and were expected by the Old Boys in particular to preserve 

rituals and traditions and to defend student interests. The senior leadership of 

the cadets and often the captaincy of teams was provided by the prefects. They 

oversaw the slobbing system and monitored the fairness of “hours.” They were 

responsible for preserving school spirit, for the rituals of the Snake Dance, and for 

the cheerleaders. They faced both ways; this was the climactic experience of a 

Ridley career. 

An important aspect of this Ridley Experience is that it was very much a 

student-run affair. In the Upper School, the slobbing system was not something the 

masters were involved in. In fact, to many it was not especially welcome. It did 

indeed impinge upon the time and energy of New Boys, and it did have its 

injustices and cruelties. It also generated a kind of arrogance. But it was defended 

and cherished by generations of Ridleians. Of a similar “experience” in England, E. 

M. Forster wrote that it produced highly developed bodies, well developed minds, 

and underdeveloped hearts. If that means being inhibited in the experience and 

expression of emotion, that would be true of a whole concept of manliness 

prevalent in the first half of the twentieth century. If it means being uncaring, that 

would be hard to fasten upon Ridley’s tradition of loyalty. 

The third stage involved 

the shift across the field 

to the Upper School: 
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It is worth noting that the boys of the 1930s and early 1940s who went through 

it all—through the Lower School, through the New Boys’ slobbing phase, then 

that of the Neutrals, then through the senior form of Upper School to the pedestal 

of the prefect—were emphatic that it was an experience they would not deny to 

their sons if they could manage it. 

One senior said, “One probably remembers one’s last year at Ridley better than 

any . . . First-team games and trips . . . prefectship . . . cadet corps leader . . . spare 

periods when one is supposed to study . . . finding that St. Catharines had girls as 

well as one theatre and two barbers . . . being entertained in homes on Sunday 

afternoons . . . There is one certain moment that is unforgettable. A First XI cricket 

game is going right through to 7:00 p.m. The day has been bright and hot, but by 

6:30 the sun is low and it has started to cool . . . there is no wind at all . . . As you 

stand there on the cricket field you hear the rest of the school singing the hymn at 

the evening chapel service ... it comes clear as a bell softly across the field . . .” 

Let the final words be those of Lea Fates '44, one of Ridley’s most loyal 

American Old Boys. 

My friendships with Ridleians cross many classes before and after mine and I make 
a special effort to attend all the get-togethers and reunions that are . . . offered, 
because it is a priority in my life; it’s fun and always has been. That feeling is shared 
with a large number of classmates and with Ridleians as far back as they still are 
alive—It has always been that way from [my] first days at Ridley in 1939. As I have 
said before: Ridley is a family, past and present. I shall never outlive the “magic” of 
experiences past and present. I can count on at least 25 classmates associated with 
Ridley that feel the same way! The happiness comes from a feeling of accomplish¬ 
ment, excellence in that accomplishment, and camaraderie second to none. 

As the Athenia sank, the 

three men were stranded 

without a lifeboat. 

THE SURVIVAL YEARS: 1939-1945 

RIDLEIANS AND THE WAR 

Responding To The Challenge 

A “September” conditioning seemed to go with the pre-war years. In 1934, the 

School had reassembled in the fall simultaneously with the death of Dolfuss and 

Hitler’s pressure on Austria. In September 1935, it was Mussolini who defiantly 

told the world that nothing but the complete subjection of Ethiopia would satisfy 

him. In September 1936, the Civil War in Spain had just broken out. On 

September 14, 1937, President Masaryk of Czechoslovakia died in despair with the 

German-Czech crisis at a peak. Throughout that first month of the fall term in 

1938, Ridley lived with the drama of Berchtesgaden, Godesberg, and Munich. In 

that first war-time September (1939), Ridley students knew that many of their own 

were already in uniform as school re-opened, and that Old Ridleians were reporting 

for war service as they reported for their first class. 

On September 3, 1939—the first day of the war—the SS Athenia was 

torpedoed off the coast of Ireland. Old Ridleian Tony Cassels ’36 was on board with 

two friends. Their lives were saved by the fact that they were on the second meal- 

shift and, therefore, not in the crowded dining saloons under which the torpedo 

struck. As the Athenia sank, the three men were stranded without a lifeboat. 

Fortunately, they were rescued by a powered lifeboat that returned for more fuel. 

They carried brandy with them from the saloon bar to refuel the spirits of the other 

survivors. Eventually, a rescue ship landed them in Galway, Ireland. One hundred 

and twelve lives were lost on the Athenia, including twenty-six Canadians. 

The next six months, “the phoney war,” were times of hesitancy. They were 

ended dramatically by Hitler’s Blitzkrieg assault on Northern Europe. The hesitancy 

was enhanced in Canada by the reluctant leadership of Mackenzie King. By 
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personal inclination he was a pacifist and isolationist. In March 1939, when Hitler 

defied the terms of Munich and absorbed Czechoslovakia into the Third Reich, 

King was actually assuring Canadians that they would never again need to send 

troops abroad to fight. The invasion of Poland came almost exactly six months 

later, making war unavoidable. Mackenzie King hesitated for a few days before 

declaring war on Germany; only then did Canada begin to make preparations for 

the conflict. By Christmas, however, Canada was still relatively unprepared. 

Whole peoples, even governments (including Canada) tried to believe that 

Hitler’s power-lust had been satisfied with Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Poland. 

This delusion was totally dispelled by the events of the spring of 1940. 

The hundreds of Old Ridleians who reported for active service in World War 

II did not respond to the Call-to-Arms in high spirits. They went to war with 

resolution, knowing what war meant. The luck of war dealt variously with Old 

Ridleians, sometimes tragically, sometimes proudly. There were four Ridleians on 

their way overseas in December 1939 with the 48th Highlanders, who had 

Christmas at sea with the rest of the 1st Canadian Division. They were Ian 

Johnston ’25, Don Mackenzie ’31, Phil Seagram ’31, and Trumbell Warren ’34- Phil 

Seagram was the first infantry officer Ridley mourned; the great Ridley cricketer 

was killed by a direct hit on the Cafe de Paris during the bombing of London in 

1941- Don Mackenzie reached command of the 48th Highlanders after a brilliant 

career on the staff, only to die in the last hours of the war leading his regiment in 

Holland. Ian Johnston led the 48th in the invasion of Sicily and through much of 

the bitter fighting in Italy. He was then promoted Brigadier to command the 11th 

Brigade and, for a time, was in acting command of the 5th Armoured Division in 

Northwest Europe. Trum Warren had the fascinating assignment of being General 

Montgomery’s Canadian aide-de-camp, while Monty led his famous Eighth Army 

in Italy and when he was ground commander of the invasion of Northwest Europe. 

Trumbell was present at the final German surrender in 1945. 

The story of Hitler’s brilliant successes in early 1940 is so well known that it 

does not need to be retold. By the end of May, most of the mainland of Northern 

Europe was under German control. The fall of France was perhaps the most 

desolating event, and the miracle of Dunkirk the most heroic. In a desperate 

gamble to save France, the 1st Canadian Division was sent to France in late May 

and rendered useless almost immediately. They finally received a message from 

General Sir Alan Brooke to make their way to a Channel Port. Two Ridleians, 

Johnston and Mackenzie, took part in leading much of the division to the port of 

Brest and then back to England. Several other Ridleians escaped from Dunkirk. 

The survivors of the 1st Canadian Division immediately became a valuable 

component of England’s defense. A German invasion seemed imminent, and the 

entire country was rushed into a state of semi-readiness. The Canadian Air Force 

played a vital role in the Battle of Britain, frustrating Hitler’s attempt to establish 

air supremacy and then protecting cities and civilians from “the Blitz.” As the 

battle of the Atlantic developed, the Canadian Navy provided an increasing 

number of escorts for the convoys. In these middle years of the war, the Canadian 

presence in England was an important factor. 

On June 14, 1940, Winston Churchill inspired the whole free world with one 

of his most defiant speeches. 

We shall not flag nor fail... we shall fight on the beaches, we shall fight in the 
fields and on the streets ... we shall never surrender. 

That same June 14 was the first wartime Prize Day at Ridley. It was fitting that Sir 

Gerald Campbell, High Commissioner in Canada for the United Kingdom, 

presented the awards in the gymnasium. In frank reference to the imminence of 

complete defeat for the Allies, Sir Gerald said, “If this Nazi pestilence sweeps the 

The MacLachlan brothers: 
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world you are going to find yourselves in a society that is based on a lie. . . . You 

need not face this if your spirit is right and you help us win through. . . . Bend your 

head only when you pray that you may live courageously.” Young as they were, the 

boys could sense in the informed speaker’s words how close the collapse of the 

cause of democracy was looming. 

Even as he assured Sir Gerald that Ridley’s doors would always be open to the 

boys of Britain’s preparatory schools, Dr. Griffith was experiencing the bitter irony 

of war-time Prize Days. The graduates of 1940 marched away from the presentation 

table, evidence of their academic success in their hands, and went straight into the 

fighting forces. It must have been an exhausting prospect to Dr. Griffith to 

contemplate the huge burden of war: loss of staff, loss of students, difficulty with 

supplies, problems of divided families, and the certainty of grief. 

Turning Points 

In the first half of 1941, the invasion of England seemed only a matter of time. 

Transport ships were assembled in Europe’s channel ports, and the war in the air 

continued daily. But in June, Hitler suddenly abandoned the enterprise and turned 

on his eastern ally, Russia. By so doing, he ensured the ultimate defeat of the Third 

Reich. In December 1941, the Japanese assault of Pearl Harbor brought America 

into the war. The material means for the final victory were provided. With the 

Atlantic somewhat protected, the flow of American personnel and equipment 

began the buildup for the liberation of Occupied Europe. The struggle for victory 

in the Pacific was an equally awesome task. Canada sent two battalions of infantry 

to stem the Japanese sweep through Southeast Asia. They were unable to do so. 

The Canadian Army was mainly deployed in England. It was an important 

component in the buildup of the invasion army for the liberation of Europe. During 

this time, it incurred very few casualties. But in August 1942, the Canadian Army 

played a major part in the Dieppe Raid. This was a tragic and expensive failure. 

Out of a landing force of 5000 men, almost 2000 were taken prisoner and 900 died 

on the beaches. Among these was Clarke Bell ’30, one of Ridley’s and Canada’s 

greatest athletes. In both the Far East and the Dieppe Raid, large numbers of 

Canadian soldiers became prisoners of war, and thus no longer were active 

participants. Six Ridleians were among them, as well as a young sergeant named 

Andrew Iggulden. Dieppe was an invaluable rehearsal for D-Day, though at an 

unacceptable cost. Rightly or wrongly, the Canadian people perceived the Dieppe 

disaster as a heartless squandering of Canadian lives. 

Victory At A Price 

In 1943, the Canadian Army took part in the liberation of Sicily and the 

invasion of Italy. It has been said that the courage and resourcefulness of both the 

opposing armies in Italy was superb. The German rear-guard action lasted almost a 

year. The liberating armies were truly international (American, British, New 

Zealand, Canadian, French, and Polish units were deployed). Names such as 

Salerno, the Anzio beachhead, Monte Cassino, Forme D’Aquini, Rimini, and 

above all, Rome, ring through the memories of survivors. Two Ridleians, Ian 

Johnston ’25 and J. S. H. Lind ’27, both only twenty-eight years old, led their 

brigades into the Lombard plain and broke through the last German defense, the 

Gothic Line. In 1945, these Canadian veterans of the Italian campaign joined 

their fellow countrymen in the post D-Day push eastward. 

On June 6, 1944, all three arms of the Canadian forces took part in the 

Normandy invasion. At the beachhead alone, over 1000 Canadians died. Of all the 
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units under British command, the Canadians suffered the heaviest casualties as 

they captured Caen and engaged a crack German army. By their efforts, the Ameri¬ 

can army was enabled to move forward. The costly advance continued through the 

winter of 1944-45 with a major German counter-attack (The Battle of the Bulge) 

almost succeeding in January. The war in Europe ended amongst the shattered 

ruins of Berlin in May 1945. These campaigns cost the lives of 23,000 Canadians. 

By the end of the war, almost a million Canadians were in the armed services. 

The R.C.A.F. totalled forty-five squadrons, eleven of them bomber squadrons who 

took part in the bombing campaign from 1941 to 1945. Of the 10,000 Canadian 

airman who died in those raids, 22 were Ridleians. The Canadian Navy had 

become the third largest navy in the world, consisting of 373 warships manned by 

90,000 men and women. Nine Ridleians were lost at sea. The total of personnel 

who served in the Army was 730,000. Although there was finally an Act of 

Conscription, it was still far the largest volunteer army in the world. 

There are records of over 900 Ridley Old Boys in the uniforms of the 

Commonwealth and American fighting forces. Since enlistment was probably 

comparable among Old Boys who were out of touch, it is likely that the true total 

was closer to 1200. The midsummer issue of Acta 1943 added 47 Old Boys to the 

long list of those already on Active Service, most of them new graduates or very 

recent students. In 1944, a total of twenty-eight of the sixth form in June were on 

Active Service before September. As Dr. Griffith and his masters wished each one 

the best of fate’s fortune as they left for a military, not a scholarly destiny, the 

frightful cost of war came home to Ridley in full, bitter measure. 

The Second World War was different in many ways from the First. It was more 

fundamentally evil. Its casualty lists were infinitely greater, especially among 

civilians. Its operations were global and included an enormously enhanced 

importance for aerial warfare. It culminated in the use of a weapon that was 

potentially a threat to civilization. For Ridley as well, everything was on a grander 

scale. Since the School had been in existence for fifty years, there were hundreds 

more Old Boys in the war. Reading accounts of their activities and achievements 

reveals that Ridleians entered into every aspect of war, were sent on every kind of 

operation around the world, and won many honours. 

There are almost 150 decorations known to have been won by Ridleians [see 

Appendisc]. They include some of the highest honours awarded (nineteen 

Commanders of the British Empire, fourteen Distinguished Service Orders, fifteen 

Distinguished Flying Crosses, et cetera). They are largely Commonwealth or 

American but also include honours bestowed hy France, Holland, China, Serbia, 

and Norway. Perhaps one award-winning Ridleian should be mentioned. Hugh 

Cronyn, a painter and peacetime sailor, was in England when war broke out. He 

volunteered for the Navy, took part as a rescuer at Dunkirk, helped guard the 

Thames in Fondon against infiltration or sabotage, became a bomb disposal expert, 

and, finally, served with the French Navy in Vietnam. Hugh was awarded the 

prestigious George Medal for his remarkable courage in bomb disposal. 

The Ridleians who died in the war were often the leaders of their Ridley year: 

Mason Gold Winners, distinguished academics, and wonderful athletes. This does 

not surprise us, since their qualities had already brought them recognition. But it 

does sadden us beyond grief to think of all that talent and potential lost to Canada 

and to posterity. Every November on Remembrance Day, Ridley recalls their 

names. Their contemporaries remember them as if it were yesterday (“age shall not 

weary them”). In fact, it seems as if each of them is alive still, so long as a personal 

memory survives. But that too will pass, and they will at last be gone except in 

name and record. “Time like an ever rolling stream bears all its sons away” . . . but 

not usually so many so young. 
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In September 1943, Air-Gunner John Anthony Leach died on a bombing raid 

over Germany. He was the son of Jack Leach, another Ridleian and airman. Jack 

had survived the war in the air in 1914-18, only to die in a peacetime air crash 

over Ontario. This poem was found among Tony Leach’s personal effects. It affirms 

the attitude of so many who fought and died between 1939 and 1945. They had no 

doubt of the rightness of their cause but, equally, no illusions about war’s glamour. 

It is addressed to the surviving relatives of the dead, who, of course, came to 

include Tony Leach’s own family. 

ODE TO AN AIRMAN 

I do not think he died for God or king 

Or with the out-wom boast of death-onglory. 

Nor do I think tomorrow’s world will sing 

Heroic chapters of his too'brief story. 

He passed, resenting that he had to die, 

Fighting to live, until his final breath 

Was lost in timeless limits of the sky, 

And the sun smiled warmly on his death. 

Yet, will you say his going was in vain? 

If you shall see, in not far distant years 

The greatness of this nation’s life again 

Born from your lonely anguish and your tears. 

Let this stand as an epitaph to all who died, 

and a solace to all who were bereaved. 

Even the young 

malcontent was influenced 

by that urge to play the 

man in dead earnestness. 

THE WAR’S IMPACT 

Keeping Going 

Old Boys whose time at Ridley straddled the last years of peace and the first of 

war remember a distinct change in the mood of both classroom and playing field. 

There was an air of defiance in previously quiet boys, and more of them adopted 

an exaggerated “don’t-care” attitude. There was also an added spur to “play the 

man.” Captain Iggulden noted a fierce will to win in some boys in his gymnastic 

classes; Sergeant Alexander saw it in his boxers. There were certainly some boys 

who dreaded the future and others who, cynical at the thought of enlistment soon, 

suffered from an inner protest and secret rebellion. Even the young malcontent was 

influenced by that urge to play the man in dead earnestness. 

The same old pranks were played, and masters were baited just as daringly as 

ever. The urge for mischief still warred with the tedious duty of study. The 

proclivity for bestowing nicknames flourished. They had Monk, Owl, Squizzle, 

Donny the Visigoth, Ugly Dugald, Moron Mac, Wooden Beak, Zeke, Red, Cro, 

Stubby, Forty, Porky, Yokel, Casa Nova, Lover Boy, and Pee-wee Red. All the 

above and more were in common use around the School. 

The doings at Lower School in 1944 were graphically summarized in Acta, in 

an imaginary conversation between an Old Boy of that year and his grandson 

(purported date 1994). 
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It was a great year, Egbert! The boys who were in the Lower School in the days 
of Adolf Hitler were probably the finest the School ever saw. Just look at me, for 
instance. Can you think that I would ever have risen in the world to be the manger 
of the Stratosphere Helicopter Corporation’s Pelham Road Service Station if it 
wasn’t for the training I received at Ridley? That was before the new addition to the 
Lower School was built, of course. 

The weather was disappointing that year. We had to skate on natural ice then and 
depended on cold weather for hockey. That winter it used to thaw every week or so 
and then snow. We’d flood the rink and flood it and then—bingo—we’d be out with 
shovels and have to take off two feet of snow again. 

We had a new movie projector that year. Most of the pictures were about the 
war. . . . Those dates you learn in History were mighty important to us. I remember 
how we felt when we heard that the United Nations had landed in Africa. In those 
days we read about the war in the papers, in magazines and heard about it in class 
and in the movies. Most of us had fathers or brothers overseas and we realized 
what a school like Ridley meant to the country. Every month we’d hear that boys 
we had known in school were missing or killed on active service. They were boys who 
had won the Mason Gold Medal, boys whose names we remembered on the football 
teams and often the quiet boy, who never shone at school, would win a medal for 
conspicuous gallantry or just be killed in the front line or shot out of the sky. I hope 
the masters at school make you realize that our chapel is a monument to the memory 
of these boys. If they hadn’t gone out to defend democracy, you might now be 
talking German. 

The nearest that war came to Ridley was in November 1943. An Air Raid 

Precaution (A.R.P.) drill was rehearsed by a night alarm. It was done with great 

seriousness and according to the rules laid down by Ontario’s Civil Defense Corps. 

The boys entered into the drill with enthusiasm, even if A.R.P. was privately 

considered a bit ridiculous. An air raid on St. Catharines looked pretty remote, 

given that the bombing of England had virtually stopped! The Acta reporter for 

School House told of the all-school January rehearsal. 

The first bombs are falling on Ridley. The efficient C.D.C. swings into action. The 
blackout is on. Mr. Cronyn has sallied forth into the blackout with a flashlight in his 
hand and the interests of the House, as always in his heart. . . . Dave Weldon joins 
the rush to the basement, carrying his Fourth Team Colours and squash racket. Don 
Keene has a book on surgery and a cage of white rats. John Scott-Paine, Yale and 
Navy bound, has his Colour Sergeant’s bandolier and a Trig book. 

The wardens had evacuation so well organized that they emptied in brief 

minutes eight school buildings and four masters’ houses—both academic and 

domestic staff and their families, and nearly 250 boys. 

Academic Standards 

That Ridley was able to maintain a fine standard despite the loss of many 

seniors who did not stay to graduate is, of course, a great tribute to the sense of 

responsibility toward scholarship by Dr. Griffith and his staff. The war atmosphere 

made it equally difficult for masters and students to concentrate seriously on 

academic things. Rut the numbers Ridley was graduating, and the scholarships that 

continued to be won by outstanding students, confirm that Ridley’s academic 

standards were steadfastly maintained. 

The excellent qualifications of Ridley’s graduates in science and physics had 

been consolidating the School’s high repute in the universities for a long time, and 

Mr. Hamilton’s duties as assistant headmaster did not prevent him from continuing 

to direct the science department. He had long been recognized as one of the great 

Canadian teachers of all phases of science, not the least for the grounding he was 

giving to future industrial chemists. He became a Fellow of the Canadian Institute 

of Chemistry (F.C.I.C.) in 1942. 

The nearest that war 

came to Ridley was in 

November 1943. An 

Air Raid Precaution 

drill was rehearsed by 

a night alarm. 
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With casualties mounting, Ridley’s seniors by 1942 were living, studying, and 

even sleeping with the war: 

. . . suddenly the light of dawn 

Shone full across my bed; 

1 thought not of the war and death, 

I thought of years ahead. 

“There will be peace,” my heart spoke out, 

“A peace that shall be kept." 

I turned my thoughts to home and friends, 

And closed my eyes and slept. 

- Robert J. A. Irwin ’45 

As the conflict wore on, fewer boys could be persuaded to obtain their senior 

matriculation before enlisting. The steady flow of the country’s finest scholars into 

the armed services seriously reduced the number of students in Canadian 

universities. The number of boys who lost a university education due to the war, or 

had no more than a year or two of higher education, is one part of war’s cost. This 

happened despite a number of students who continued studying after they were in 

uniform and others who took advantage later of a generous post-war program for 

the education of veterans. 

When the war ended, the numbers of Ridley students heading to university 

naturally increased. In September 1945, 132 Old Boys were in attendance at 

twenty-seven different universities. By the autumn of 1946, there was a record of 

173 former Ridley students in thirty-five universities. The great portion of this 

expansion was through ex-servicemen going back to university. 

Performance and Writing 

Duiing the war years, Acta records continuing activity in debating, public 

speaking, music, and drama. The new gymnasium led to a time of multiple drama¬ 

tic productions. The plays included dramatic evenings in the Lower School and 

Director Terry Cronyn productions mounted by Gooderham House, School House, and Merritt House. 

is behind the desk in this Until their departure for war, Gwyn Morris and Adam Griffith were tireless 

1942 dramatic production. supporters. During the war, Terry Cronyn undertook the Annual School play. 
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Acta’s account of Richard of Bordeaux in 1940 serves as proof of Ridley’s 

wartime drama program. 

The story was woven around the personal tragedy of King Richard II of England, 
son of the Black Prince, with the cast and scenery thus demanded of a full-scale 
historical drama. The principal characters were: Richard (Robert Magor); Queen 
Anne (Hugh Cronyn); the Dukes of Lancaster, York and Gloucester, ably played 
by C. I. Nicholl, B. B. Cronyn and John Smart; the Earl of Arundel was played by 
Cro (H. T. C.) Taylor, with the role of the Archbishop taken by Mr. Adam Griffith. 
These were the heavy roles and all were convincing in their hatreds and schemings. 
Nearly another score of boys were required to complete the cast. The audience 
considered the timing, suspense and dialogue all wonderful. . . . Our praises cannot 
be too great for the excellent and patient directing by Mr. Gwyn Morris, assisted by 
Mr. Adam Griffith. . . . Richard of Bordeaux will long remain in our minds as a 
majestic production suitably handled by Ridleians. 

Mrs. Guest was costume designer and Mr. Cronyn makeup man for the casts. 

The masters’ wives and their sewing machines, the ushers, technicians, and others 

who laboured behind the scenes were just as responsible for this new era of the 

drama at Ridley as those on stage. There were few actors with serious stage 

ambitions. But Hume Cronyn ’30 was beginning to gain recognition, and his stage 

success no doubt inspired some boys to hope for a stage career. 

In those years, there were also some fine writers. These included Leon Adams, 

Chris Nicholl, Crozier Taylor, BUI Burgoyne, Robert Irwin, Ronald Bryden, and 

John Cairns. John Cairns won the speaking competition in 1944 with a superb 

retelling of the Dunkirk story; Ronald Bryden contributed an essay to A eta on 

Bishop Ridley, powerfully relevant to the wartime consciousness of service and 

sacrifice. The Chapel continued to be the chief expression of the School’s music. 

The anthems performed by the choir were listed in Acta; and Dr. Bett generally 

produced a concert performance of his own creation or his Ridley adaptation of 

such familiar works as The Pirates of Penzance. 

Five English evacuees (l to r): 

Fleming, Bathurst, Tubbs, 

Lennard, and Montagu 

Diversified Enrollment 

The student roll of 1944 probably saw the greatest diversity of nationalities 

Ridley had yet known. In 1942, the Rotary Club of St. Catharines invited 

representative Ridley boys from foreign countries to lunch. The Lower School sent 

five, while the Upper School produced representatives from twenty other 

countries. Such a diversity of nations represented in the school had a valuable 

broadening influence and was to develop steadily in the future. 

In all, Ridley looked after sixteen English boys evacuated to Canada during the 

war. Their gratitude was expressed at the time in this letter from Acta 1944. 

To Ridley, 

What is written here, I believe is deeply felt by all the English boys who have 
been and who are, attending Ridley College. 

We, the English boys, want sincerely to thank all you Ridleians, and everyone 
who is connected with Ridley, for what you have done for us. 

Some of us have gone, some of us are still here, and there are more of us coming, 
but nearly all of us unceremoniously “arrived.” . . . We travelled by various routes 
from all parts of the British Empire to come to a strange school in a strange land. 
We did not know whether we were wanted here and we were shy and apprehensive. 

However, as soon as we entered Ridley’s doors all our fears were dispersed. You 
welcomed us as if we had lived on the same street. You took us in and almost made 
us forget that we had ever come from England. ... we became part of Ridley. 

When we finish our time here, we will remember Ridley and the hospitality of 
all Ridleians. We will remember the way you welcomed us here in the dark uncertain 
months in which we came. 

By J. Scott-Paine ’43 
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Added to Dr. Griffith's 

problems in wartime was 

the inevitable, steady loss 

of valuable young masters 

to the fighting services. 

Staff Turnover 

Added to Dr. Griffith’s problems in wartime—and further to illustrate Ridley’s 

deep involvement in the war—was the inevitable, steady loss of valuable young 

masters to the fighting services. Following Capt. R. S. Cockburn and Capt. John 

Page, who had joined for active service as soon as war broke out, there was a steady 

procession of masters through 1940 and 1941 into the fighting services, including 

Dr. Griffith’s son, Adam. 

The problem was also severe for Mr. Brown of the Lower School, where the 

younger masters were particularly “service prone” (a term coined by the situation). 

Even Mr. J. S. Guest who had been with the Lower School since 1933 left at 

Christmas 1942, to become a sub-lieutenant with the navy. The Lower School was 

relieved to welcome Mr. J. Campbell (one year), and Mr. F. L. Hanna and Mr. J. D. 

Schussler, who would remain at Ridley for years. 

Ridley even lost its chaplain in June 1942. The Reverend Mr. W. H. Langhorn, 

who had been school chaplain for ten years, left to join St. Matthew’s Church, 

Hamilton. The Bishop of Niagara shortly appointed in his place the Reverend R. 

C. Good, a graduate of Wyclitte and the University of Toronto. He would remain 

for fourteen years, playing many roles in addition to that of school chaplain. 

In September 1945, Gwyn Morris returned. There was an especially warm 

welcome for a war veteran who came back. The reappearance of a long-serving 

master, fresh out of uniform, and new masters who were war veterans gave inspiring 

evidence that the war was indeed over. Ridley felt more like itself when Major R. 

S. Cockburn also came back, after training gunners for the R.C.A. since the 

outbreak of the war. He had been a familiar part of Ridley since 1921, and he so 

smoothly revived his long-standing intramural activity—shooting on the indoor 

range—that one more old Ridley custom was quickly back into routine. 

The Cadets 

The first British Air Ministry’s announcement of a decoration for an Old Boy 

was to Fl.-Lt. L. W. Skey ’30, who was serving with the Royal Air Force. He had 

won the Distinguished Flying Cross for outstanding bravery. Fl.-Lt. Skey had been 

a prefect and a cadet. At the time, there still had not been a casualty among the 

Old Boys with the British forces; this first honour for a Ridleian’s courage in action 

was glorious and inspiring. 

The Ridley Air Cadet Squadron’s official establishment was nine officers, 

forty-five NCOs, and 130 other ranks, but they had uniforms for 200 and all were 

issued by Quartermaster Sergeant M. L. Mandeville. The boys of the Lower School 

continued to parade at full strength as Squadron No. 2, if not officially air cadets. 

Their parade dress was still white pants, school blazers, and school caps. 

When the roll of the new cadet formation was called for the first time in the 

spring of 1940, the Cadet Squadron disclosed it had inherited all the traditional 

smartness of Ridley’s army cadets of the past. Their first public display as an air 

cadet squadron was a Dress Parade and route march through downtown St. 

Catharines on the Saturday preceding their yearly church parade. Ripples of 

applause paced them through the crowded Saturday streets. On Inspection Day in 

1940, the first Inspecting Officer, Group Captain P. H. Mackworth, D.S.O. 

(R.A.F.), was so impressed that he reported, “Without doubt the best-trained cadet 

corps that I have ever had the pleasure of inspecting. Their discipline and precision 

are especially to be remarked upon.” 

In June 1940, with the catastrophe in France an unrelieved shock, the Cadet 

Squadron staged a ceremonial parade for the Old Boys, who watched them with a 
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much more critical eye than Brigadier R. T. Hall, C.O. of the 1st Canadian Cavalry 

Brigade who took their salute. “They are as smart as the best of our day. They 

moved with a snap and a spring. There’ll be steel in these lads.” They soon proved 

this was their metal, for nearly all the cadet officers and NCOs were on active duty 

within a few weeks—Collins, Cronyn, Davidson, Douglas, Dixon, Meech, Nicholl, 

Park, Snively, Taylor, and Watson—with Elly Dixon, Bob Douglas, and Doug 

Snively destined to die. 

Between the wars, cadet activity was seasonal, but now they might take part in 

a ceremonial at almost any time of the year. The Annual Church Parade and 

Inspection Day were no longer their only public displays; they often polished and 

shined for ceremonial parades in the autumn, too. All winter long, there was a 

Saturday flight parade and during the week the gym saw the band practicing; the 

cadets sharpening their precision in sword and rifle exercises; the big, awkward 

squads striving to respond with a snap to the bark of Capt. Iggulden or to good 

imitations of it by their cadet sergeants; and the signallers learning Morse, with Mr. 

Hamilton instructing. 

In late 1943, rumour said that the headmaster and the Chief of Air Staff at 

Ottawa were at loggerheads, Ridley’s affiliation with the Hamilton bomber 

squadron had become meaningless, National Defense (Air) was too busy fighting 

the air-war to give a hoot about cadet affiliation, but National Defense (Army) 

gave a hoot and wanted the Ridley Cadet Corps restored to the Army. Like many 

rumours, there was something officially stirring to cause the gossip. It was this: the 

area officers of the Air Cadet League—not the R.C.A.F. staff itself—were insisting 

that Ridley cadet officers should be properly qualified by R.C.A.F. standards to 

hold their rank. It meant that a Ridley boy could not be an officer in his own corps. 

Ridley masters with a military background might be able to qualify but not the 

boys. There was obdurate deafness to the headmaster’s protest that this would 

diminish the value of the Corps to Ridley in its most important factor: its ability to 

teach leadership and a sound sense of responsibility. By the time the boys heard 

further rumours, something about the air cadet corps at TCS also being up in arms, 

Dr. Griffith and the governors had made their decision. Ridley’s Air Cadet 

Squadron would return to the Army and become an army cadet corps once more. 

The Corps was quickly restored to the list of non-permanent units of National 

Defense (Army). That they were welcomed was evident by the energetic way in 

which they were re-equipped, despite all the other preoccupations confronting a 

wartime staff. Ridley’s cadets retained their airforce blue uniforms, but they became 

army cadets in all other respects. Not only that, they were given such a diversity of 

weapons that they were equipped like a modern independent battle group. 

Ridley’s cadets heard later—through the grapevine—that their action had 

induced the Air Cadet League in the Kingston military district not to insist that 

the officers of the TCS Cadet Squadron be properly qualified. If their action was 

responsible, Ridley was pleased, but they were also pleased with themselves. The 

change had no ill effect on enthusiasm for cadet work. Instead, the claim was made 

with conviction that the 1944 Cadet Corps—army cadets—was the most efficient 

in Ridley’s history. 

During the winter, a supply of additional uniforms was obtained, and the Corps 

was also issued with enough white military parkas to equip a ski patrol. The cadets 

quickly picked up the army words of command in their change from flights to 

platoons. There was a lift for the officers when permission was issued for restoration 

of swords. The training for the platoon competition was declared stiffer than ever 

before. In 1944 after a lapse of three years, something lifted the ban against social 

events, and the cadets held a ball with the officers of Upper Canada’s Cadet Corps 

invited as special guests. 

A supply of additional 

uniforms was obtained, and 

the Corps was also issued 

with enough white military 

parkas to equip a ski patrol. 
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In late 1945, the cadets 

were instrumental in a plan 

to mark Captain Iggulden’s 

twenty-fifth anniversary of 

service to Ridley. 

In late 1945, the cadets were instrumental in a plan to mark Captain Iggulden’s 

twenty-fifth anniversary of service to Ridley. At a short, surprise ceremony in a 

packed gymnasium one Saturday morning, the president of the Old Boys 

Association, Lieutenant Colonel Graham Maclachlan (first post-war president) 

pinned a special twenty-five-year service medal on Captain Iggulden’s breast where 

his service medals were worn when he was in uniform. 

The unassuming Cap spoke so seldom of himself that little was known of his 

past army service except that his regiment was the Warwicks. He fought in the 

Soudan in ’98, sailing up the Nile with Kitchener to the victory at Omdurman, 

where he saw the last charge of British cavalry in the old romantic style. He had 

long service in India, after fighting in South Africa, and had also fought in the 

Kaiser’s War. 

Captain Iggulden had made an indelible mark in his twenty-five years at the 

School. Many an Old Ridleian walked more erectly and carried himself with a 

military smartness in his civilian clothes because of Cap’s terse commands and his 

sharp criticism of appearance. A veteran businessman who once owned a Ridley 

gym locker, might unconsciously, sheepishly, snatch his hands from his pockets if 

someone mentioned Cap’s name, or if he just remembered him. 

Though Captain Iggulden made light of the presentation in the gym, this 

twenty-fifth anniversary meant much to him. He seemed to he stiffer than ever in 

his disciplinary demands, to give Ridley in 1945 an exceptional gym team and 

Cadet Corps. At this point, an Old Ridleian on a unique assignment in the Far East 

cabled that Cap’s son Andy, an Ordinance Staff-Sergeant captured at Singapore 

and for 3 1/2 years in a Japanese POW camp, had been released and was in an Allied 

hospital. Captain Iggulden had been told of his son’s capture two years before, and 

had heard nothing since. The cable was from Brigadier R. S. Malone ’29, one of 

Canada’s handful of official representatives to attend the formal signing of the 

surrender terms by the Empire of Japan. 

RIDLEY SPORTS 

THE FALL 

Football: A Changing Game 

In 1933, the Little Big Four adopted Canadian Football Union rules. That 

meant emphasis on the new aerial attack and the forward pass. Ridley’s players had 

been experimenting with the forward pass during the previous two seasons. It was 

the wise counsel of Dr. Griffith that they should concentrate on defense, treat the 

forward pass with respect, but not go overboard at the risk of Ridley’s well-known 

running game. It was also the consensus that in the new football situation, some 

teams might place too much dependence on the forward pass and that Ridley 

might cash in on their over-eagemess for long gains—which they did, and Ridley 

did. The new rules and the forward pass had some violent critics, all of them 

voluble. They deluged the sports pages with letters and some wrote scathingly to 

the headmasters of all four Little Big Four schools. 

II Ridley had been badly beaten in 1933, the grumbles against the new rules 

might have become louder, hut the opposite occurred. The first team performed 

like a wall—only 28 points were scored against them. Coach Griffith was applaud¬ 

ed by sports writers for developing a remarkably successful pass defense. The 1933 

championship team earned a permanent place in Ridley’s football annals. 

With only two colours left to recreate a team for 1934, Ridley lost a lot of 

power. They developed a light team to take every advantage of speed. Despite this 

change from the hard-hitting team of 1933, Ridley’s footballers did well, though 
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they lost the championship to TCS. There were important victories for other 

teams that year. After trying for twelve years, the Lower School’s football team at 

last defeated UCC Preps—on both UCC and Ridley fields. 

Today’s fans would be astonished at the speed of Ridley’s football in the 1930s. 

The concept of scoring three touchdowns within a few minutes is difficult to grasp. 

It must be remembered, however, that in those days the referee did not wait for the 

two sides to huddle and line up before whistling to resume play. The ball was dead 

where play stopped, the offensive quarterback could be calling signals as his team 

was still coming into position, and a play could be launched at once. This was the 

Griffith system for Ridley. They could easily complete three plays in one minute or 

even less. When really rolling, a Ridley team with the ball could sweep the whole 

length of the field in two or three minutes. Mr. R. S. Cockburn, who habitually 

refereed junior games in these years, declared he had to be as fit as the players just 

to keep up with the play. 

Tackling in those days meant the knees or below. Dr. Griffith’s training 

method included placing two boys six to seven feet apart, and then ordering one 

to tackle the other from a standing start. The tackier could not reach his victim 

without leaving the ground. More frequently, each boy had to tackle another carry¬ 

ing the ball, with the rest of the team in line watching. He had to tackle low with 

the ball carrier at full speed. The ball carrier learned to pass as he was tackled. It 

you locked your opponent’s knees or ankles, he was stopped. In open-field tackling 

Ridley’s boys were taught to hit low and with one shoulder to make sure the victim 

spun and hit the ground first. This had been the Ridley doctrine of tackling since 

World War I when Dr. Griffith returned to Ridley. You tackled hard and often— 

and always low. Ridley was one of the last teams in Canada to adopt the huddle and 

only did so because all their opponents were using it; there was nothing else to be 

done. The true heir to the game of the 1930s is modem rugby football. 

The young team of 1934 was followed by championship teams in 1935 and 

1936. In 1937, captain E. G. Gibbons faced serious attrition in old colours due to 

graduation the previous June. Coaches Dr. Griffith and Mr. Brock considered it 

would be sound strategy to get in all the practice time possible and to curtail the 

number of preliminary games. The policy worked perfectly; a well-drilled Ridley 

team went through the season without a defeat. In 1938, captain R. W. Lewis had 

the advantage of eight old colours on hand. Despite this fact, the crucial game 

against UCC saw a half-time score of UCC 8, Ridley 0. “Ridley came out after their 

half-time rest, a more determined team after a few words of advice and 

encouragement from Dr. Griffith,” said the 

football reporter in extreme understatement. 

The “advice” had been pungent and scathing. 

The third period was all Ridley. Score: Ridley 

9, UCC 8. The Ridley players fiercely 

maintained their momentum in the final 

crucial quarter, and finally won 15-10. Ridley 

then defeated both SAC and TCS and to win 

their fourth LBF championship in a row. 

One of the most unusual post-season 

games in Ridley’s football history was played at 

the end of the 1938 season when Bishop’s 

College School from Quebec visited Ridley. 

They, too, were coached by their headmaster, 

C. G. M. Grier, a former Ridley master. The 

Bishop’s team tackled a truly mighty orange- 

and-black team. Ridley won by the appalling 

l to r: Shields, MacLachlan, 

]effery, Davis, and McFarlane 

in the famous canvas jackets 
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Ridley’s half-century 

statistics make proud 

reading: games played 

133—won 87, lost 43, 

tied 3. 

score ot 101-0. A month or so later, Ridley felt better about that one-sided score. 

The journal of Bishop’s College said that Ridley had paid them a compliment in 

not letting up in their play. Years afterwards there was another sequel. A Bishop’s 

College master was being interviewed by Ridley’s governors for an important 

Ridley post. He said, “I know little about Ridley, except that in 1938 your football 

team beat Bishop’s College School 101-0.” He was told that one of the governors 

present had played on the Ridley team. 

In 1939, it was apparent that Ridley had reached the end of a wonderful string 

of football triumphs. The team was the youngest, lightest, and the most 

inexperienced in years. They were beaten 23-15 by the Old Boys. This reverse at 

the hands of their own was the first defeat by Ridley’s School Team of footballers 

since October 5, 1935. Their scoring power had temporarily forsaken them in 

1939, and they lost to Hamilton Central, SAC, and UCC. They had a win against 

TCS to close their disastrous season with its only cheerful note. 

Ridley’s footballers moved into the war years with a driving incentive: behind 

them was a string of Little Big Four championships in succession, broken by a loss 

in 1939. The new goal was to win five in a row, with a start in 1940. They were not 

a heavy team and they were even younger than those of 1939, but they made up 

for everything in football brains and the driving spirit. SAC was defeated in a great 

game in Aurora on a cold, overcast day, with R. M. Schmon and Rastus Marcia the 

outstanding offensive players. There was a nerve-wracker against UCC, which 

Ridley won in the final furious ten minutes. TCS was downed for a clean sweep. 

The autumn of 1941 saw such flooding spirit and interest that several extra 

football teams were organized; the entire school was alive with football talk and 

football action for nearly three months. J. M. Stevens was the captain of a 

wonderful Ridley team. In their seven-game season Ridley’s first team knew only 

victory for the second undefeated championship season in succession. 

During World War II, the football team’s mascot was a toy tiger known as 

Yeldir, which disappeared with Yeldir II and perhaps III also, as it was subject to 

kidnapping. Mr. Henry Gooderham replaced the Yeldir (Ridley spelled backwards) 

line with another toy tiger—Hank. The present mascot is probably the third or 

fourth in the Hank line. 

Mr. Terence Cronyn, in a reminiscent football roundup in Acta 1941 entitled 

“Fifty Years of School Football,” related how Little Big Four football had been slow 

to develop. Exactly fifty years before, UCC had defeated Ridley in the first clash 

between the two schools and Ridley had defeated TCS in their first encounter. It 

was not until 1897 that Ridley defeated both rival schools in the same year. In 

1900, the new St. Andrew’s College in Toronto fielded its first football team to give 

birth to the Little Big Four. In 1903, Ridley won its first football championship of 

the Little Big Four. 

To add to continuous earlier evidence that Ridley was an incubator for great 

football players, there was inspiring word from Princeton University in late 1942: 

Dick Schmon was elected captain in his junior year. He had been rated with the 

finest outside wings Ridley had known. A great natural athlete, Dick had won 

almost all the athletic laurels Ridley could bestow before leaving for Princeton. He 

had won all three Sports Day championships—junior, intermediate, and senior. He 

had been middleweight boxing champion in 1937 when he also won his gymnastic 

colours. In his last winter at Ridley (1939), he also won his hockey colours. He won 

a place on the Varsity football team in his sophomore year, and to be elected 

football captain in his junior year was unique at Princeton. 

Ridley’s 1942 team was splendidly balanced; the backs caught and ran well, 

with long end runs again a Ridley forte. The Griffith-coached teams had long been 

famous for their running game. It was a short season—five games—and the firsts 
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not only gave Ridley its third Little Big Four championship in a row but a third 

successive undefeated season. It was a brilliant Ridley team; they revealed strength 

both ways as the total season’s scoring disclosed: points for, 103; points against, 14- 

When Ridley downed UCC in the final match on November 7, 1942, they had not 

been defeated since November 4, 1939. 

With Big Bob Stevens the 1943 football captain, the Ridley team won a fourth 

championship in a row and again made a clean sweep of all their games. In 1944, 

Bob McFarlane, a driving and skillful leader, was captain; although Jim Fisher was 

his only old colour, another powerful team was developed. The 1944 team was 

strong on attack—so strong its offensive strength covered some defense weakness. 

They also overcame the handicap of frequent team reorganization forced through 

injuries. They again had a clean sweep of all their games and easily won Ridley’s 

fifth consecutive championship. 

Although there was nothing unusually spectacular or memorable about that 

football season, Bob McFarlane’s team of 1944 must still represent Ridley’s football 

peak. Five football championships in succession speaks of power, strength in depth, 

experience, consistency, and the will to win, in a way nothing else could. The 

spurring inspiration and football knowledge of Ridley’s great headmaster-coach 

seemed to be as potent as it had ever been, despite his sixty-six years. 

In 1945, the attempt to win a sixth football championship was played out “in 

the football season of rain, mud—and peace.” Jim Fisher was football captain. 

Though the team had a fair line, the backfield lacked weight. They always seemed 

to be fighting against odds. They defeated TCS, their sole victory. 

Cross-Country 

In 1932, the Lower School was still holding their own Cross-Country Run on 

their own day and course. They offered an object lesson to all three age groups of 

the Upper School, in both the proportion of participants and the grim deter¬ 

mination to finish. Only one Lower School boy failed to start—and all finished. 

They had tribe prizes now, on a basis of the first twenty boys to finish in each tribe. 

The Upper School run of 1933 was almost snowed out. It was postponed for a 

week and then staged with the course still treacherous and knee deep with mud on 

the ploughed lands. Paul Snyder’s superb fitness brought him home in front of this 

year’s mud-spattered cavalcade. In 1934, the heavy going of the previous year was 

emphasized by the times made over the firm ground by the leaders in this race. The 

three leaders of the seniors, intermediates, and juniors all ran the stiff course in 

faster time than Snyder in 1933. There was a fine turnout—115 boys in the three 

Upper School categories started and ninety-four finished. The speed was not 

entirely due to the drier course; the new parklike Burgoyne Woods permitted easier 

going, for the Parks Commission had removed all underbrush. Wats Watlington 

was the winner that year. In 1935, it was an entirely new route and a shortened 

distance. St. Catharines had insisted upon growing steadily and new roads and 

subdivisions forced a changed course, with complete abandonment of the old, 

rugged route. No longer would there be the long run along the towpath of the old 

canal beneath the St. Paul Street bridge, the thorns and fallen logs of the Burgoyne 

bush, or the plunge through the creek (generally ice-cold in November). Runners 

would no longer catch a whiff of the brewery’s aromas or see the pile of bricks and 

debris at the old factory site, where ankles were often twisted. The big annual run 

was now much closer to a road race than to an endurance grind. 

All races started across the fields diagonally in front of School House. The 

route led to the most distant corner of D-squad’s field and then turned a sharp right 

across a ploughed field. They ran along country roads past fenced farms, only 

Five championships 

in succession speaks of 

power, strength in depth, 

experience, consistency, 

and the will to win. 

Runners would no longer 
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ankles were often twisted. 
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In 1944, everyone in the 

school competed, but ten 

runners were still missing 

when the supper roll call 

was taken. 

occasionally going cross-country. The greatest change was in the shortened 

distances. Instead of nearly seven miles for both seniors and intermediates, the 

seniors would now run only 4 3/4 miles, with the intermediates and juniors on 

a course of 3 1/2 miles. It was still long enough and tough enough in November’s 

cold and mud. 

In the first year on the new course, the race was won again by “Wats” 

Watlington, with the stragglers far back, resting behind a red barn. Watlington’s 

repeat victory was especially notable, for he had won at both the long and shorter 

distance. Because school policy on participation had now become the familiar 

Ridley method of “compulsion by expectation,” every healthy boy in the school 

would turn out for the Cross-Country in these years. In 1938, 40 juniors, 70 

Intermediates, and 30 seniors from the Upper School reported at the start-line, 

with another 63 boys running in the 1 1/2 mile Cross-Country of the Lower School. 

Although there were three separate races, all runners had to come back by way 

of the tiring Hog’s Back, and each year even the defeated main pack tried fiercely 

to finish with a bit of elan. Magnificently muddy but strong, they conjured enough 

reserve strength for a brave rush through the archway and across the last field to 

the finish line. There was something wonderful about this one day in the year 

when most of the Upper School turned out for an endurance test. 

In 1939, the boys of the Lower School staged one of the most exciting contests 

ever seen in the long history of the Cross-Country. The youngsters raced under a 

handicap system, with the seven-year-olds away first, the eight-year-olds off with a 

grand rush fifteen seconds later, and the nine- to twelve-year-olds at fifteen second 

intervals thereafter. Bill Schneidau and H. A. Slater ran the entire 1 1/2 mile course 

with never more than a yard separating them. Schneidau won by a whisper. Mr. 

Williams, who had watched more Cross-Country Runs perhaps than any other 

Ridleian—and all those of the Lower School—said the 1939 duel for the lead 

had made the tightest and most exciting race of them all. It was a tough loss for 

young Hugh Slater. 

The outstanding feat of the war years was achieved by Dick Bowman. When 

he won the senior Cross-Country in 1941, he completed a Cross-Country hat trick; 

he had won all three Upper School classes in successive years, starting with the 

junior in 1939. Don McFarlane’s win in the snowstorm in 1943 over Charlie 

Shields and Mike McGiverin made one of the best races of the war years; when 

Don left, the great cross-country runner of the period was Terry Carter. He won the 

Intermediate in ’43 and then defeated the senior field in the next two years, for a 

rare double win. 

The Cross-Country in 1943 was run in a heavy snowstorm, which the 

superstitious declared was only to be expected on unlucky Friday, November 13. In 

1944, everyone in the school competed—more or less—but ten runners were still 

missing when the supper roll call was taken. Their names remained on the secret 

list. In 1945, a total of 180 boys of the Upper School puffed across the finish line 

before it became too dark for recognition. Those who crossed at a later hour also 

remained safely anonymous, and where they had been was their secret. 

THE WINTER 

Hockey 

The slogan of the famous campaign of the nineteenth century had been, “Get 

us a covered rink!” The boys’ newest crusade was, “We want artificial ice!” They 

knew the power of persistence. Inserted into almost every discussion on hockey 

and skating throughout these winters was the comment “now ... if we only had 

artificial ice. . . .” 
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A tremendous number of boys wanted to play hockey in the winter of 1933, 

but there was so little frost that Ridley’s firsts only managed a schedule of eight 

games. The Lower School had a fine hockey team, with a weird schedule of 9 games 

all arranged with Gray Gahles—the new Roman Catholic boys’ school in Welland. 

The weather in 1934 gave them a solid winter, with zero temperatures lasting 

for days. Pro Coburn was happy; he made ice in the rink for uninterrupted weeks 

for the skaters and hockey players. The old canal froze solid despite its current; 

there was also skiing and tobogganing on the banks of the canal. The School 

hockey team won 9 and lost 4- Ridley had the exhilarating experience of playing 

in Maple Leaf Gardens for the first time—against UCC. It was the highlight of 

Ridley’s winter. The 1935, continuous frosty weather again held. In addition to the 

usual first, second, and third squads, there were form II and form IV teams as well 

as much activity by Lower School teams. The first team won 8 and lost 4 games 

that year. As a result of regular ice in 1936, Ridley produced its best hockey team 

of the pre-war years. “Their combination, speed and stick-handling marked them 

as outstanding in the past decade of Ridley’s hockey history.” Much of the team’s 

success was due to the inspirational leadership of Tony Cassels, the hockey captain, 

who had stalwart support from Cam MacLachlan, a 60-minute defenseman. They 

were undefeated through 22 games, until February 28. They then had a tie game 

and lost twice to a tough, older team from McKinnon Industries. The old story— 

no ice, little practice time—overtook Ridley hockey again in 1937. The first team 

managed 5 games—winning 4, and tying 1. Their big game was against University 

of Western Ontario Intermediates on their large playing surface (artificial ice!) in 

London. Through a whirlwind finish, Ridley whipped in two goals in the final 

minutes to escape with a 4-4 tie. 

The inspiring factor about the 1938 winter was that the whole school seemed 

to be constantly on the ice—either skating or playing hockey. With Les Ashburner 

as captain, the first team played a total of 15 games, winning 11. Ridley’s second 

and third teams also did well, and an intramural house league was organized which 

gave action to 9 additional teams. That meant twelve Upper School teams were 

playing hockey regularly. The Lower School added seven additional teams—a 

school team, a second team, the Muscle-Binders, and four Tribe teams. The Lower 

School’s first team had a wonderful season. They played 25 games, including a 

league schedule comprised of junior players from Ridley, UCC, and SAC. The 

Lower School won 15, lost 6, and tied 4- 

The winter of 1939 also saw much hockey activity. The first team had mixed 

fortunes, winning 10 games and losing 5. A hilarious hockey feature of the late 

winter was an “ice battle” between the Cubans and Bermudians in the school. It 

was not hockey, but it was glorious fun. Watching these ice-gladiators was almost 

as much fun as watching the annual Masters vs. Firsts hockey match. In 1939, this 

was the game-of-the-year. According to the delighted reporter, “The time had 

come at last when ... a [boy] would see his arithmetic master slugged so hard on the 

shins that he would be unable to walk for at least three days.” The Masters lost 4-3. 

Ridley played their hockey matches throughout all the war-winters fiercely but 

fairly, and not the least in 1940. It was a long, cold winter, and Pro had a marvelous 

sheet of ice from the first week in January until well into March. So many hockey 

players were in competition that a first and second team could he selected with 

more than enough skilled players left over for a third and fourth form league, in 

which the Lower School also entered a team. Ridley’s team played 12 games in 

1940, winning 8 and losing 4- In 1941, Ridley won 8 of their 13 matches, but this 

was incidental to the most exciting hockey match—against UCC. Ridley had been 

issuing taunts and challenges and had to back them up when Upper Canada 

unexpectedly agreed. A huge crowd was on hand to greet UCC. Ridley won, but it 

Ridley had the exhilarating 

experience of playing in 

Maple Leaf Gardens for the 

first time—against UCC. 
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was not achieved until the final most dramatic moment of 

play. “Just as the last echoes of a series of Ridley cheers died 

away, the crowd broke into frenzied madness as Hague hanged 

Cronyn’s rebound into the UCC net for the winning goal.” 

In 1942, the first team also had to compete for interest 

with a fierce rivalry that developed in an inter-house league. 

Merritt, School, Gooderham, and Dean’s Houses each 

organized teams, and the inhabitants of the four houses, when 

lending support under full lung-power, proved to he among 

the most vociferous hockey fans the rink had ever heard. 

In 1943, wartime travel restrictions rigidly curtailed their 

hockey schedule. Ridley had to forego clashes on the ice with 

distant schools and the Toronto fraternities, hut there was 

good ice for weeks and lots of snow. They played a series of 

rugged games with industrial teams, each a stiff test of their 

tolerance and temper. The hockey reporter complimented 

them on avoiding retaliation for rough play—and enlivened 

his accounts throughout the winter by using a war 

correspondent’s terminology. 

Coach McFarlane in front of Red Don McFarlane was like a Hawker Hurricane . . . The enemy threw up a little flak. 

Wilsher, Vic Allan, and Mac Irwin Seigrist kept coming closer and closer to their gun-emplacements. 
Bob Stevens rushed with all eight guns roaring! . . . Minthome was like an anti¬ 

tank gun stopping the enemy’s drives. 

The new style in reporting was to no avail; Ridley lost 6 of 10 games that season. 

The following year, 1944, Ridley’s firsts won 6, lost 3, and tied 1. The high¬ 

lights for Ridley were a defeat of TCS and a tie with UCC. Bob McFarlane broke 

his wrist before the 1945 hockey season opened, but he was a tireless coach of the 

third and fourth form league and encouraged the first team, which he had inspired 

as a player for two hockey seasons. The team had a great year: 6 victories, 1 loss, 

and 1 tie. The propaganda for artificial ice was only faintly heard. . . . 

Basketball 

The frequent mild winters in the 1930s saw first team hockey players also on 

the school basketball team, which led to a rare Ridley athletic status: the five- 

colour man. Colours could be won in football, hockey, cricket, basketball, and 

gymnastics, but because hockey and basketball schedules clashed, not many boys 

ever reached this unusual pinnacle of athletic prowess. It was achieved in this 

period by R. S. Hart. He was cricket, basketball, and hockey captain during these 

years, and he also won his football and gymnastic colours. Basketball threatened to 

supplant hockey as the main winter sport and more or less did so in the “iceless 

winters.” It was in 1937 that Ridley’s team seemed to confirm the frequently heard 

contention that young Canadians were growing taller and taller in each successive 

generation. They had remarkable height: all were over 6 feet, and Ossie Schmitt 

topped them at 6' 7 1/2". They barely managed a 50-50 record, however. The 1938 

team, led by D. C. Doherty and R. W. Lewis, was a good one; they won 12 and lost 

3, with all their losses by less than 4 points. In 1939, Ridley’s only loss in 11 games 

was against Buffalo’s Nichols School. Gord Park was captain of that great team, the 

last to play in the old gym. 

The hard winters of 1940 and 1941 favoured the hockey program. In 1943, 

however, the first basketballers had disclosed new promise. In the next year, the 

growth of general skill and ability in school basketball was marked by the develop¬ 

ment of not one, but two top basketball teams, with the hard-playing B-squad not 
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at all outclassed by the firsts. Captain Abe Davis could find a substitute without 

weakening his team; in fact, he had nine colours, the equivalent of a double-team. 

The following year, Ridley’s basketball team set a new record in the number of 

games won. In 14 contests, they won 10. They were outplayed by only one team, 

London Collegiate Institute, but that team rated with the best in Western Ontario. 

Ridley’s basketball was flourishing. 

Long winters in ’36, ’38, ’39, and ’40 meant that the hills and ski runs at 

Lookout Point in Fonthill, were crowded with Ridley boys. The boys grew adept 

with christies, stems, and snowploughs. On a wild stormy day in ’36 there was an 

exciting slalom race, which became a long-standing annual event. The year 1938 

had such a prolonged snowy winter that the school was almost isolated, with food 

brought in by sleigh. 

THE SPRING 

Cricketing Glory 

Although 1933 was a championship year for Ridley’s first team, the Lower 

School’s XI stole the glory with a perfect season, winning 10 straight games, 

including a defeat of the Masters XL C. D. Muir, of the Lower School, scored 

Ridley’s seventeenth and nineteenth centuries (Clarke, of the School XI, scored the 

eighteenth) in that season. The first XI lost only to the Toronto Cricket Club, 

where talented Old Boys loved to turn out against their successors. 

Next to winning the championship, the great thrill for Ridley’s cricketers in 

1933 was a quick visit by the victorious English XI returning home with the 

“Ashes” after defeating the Australians. With hopeful optimism, Pro Coburn had 

prepared a wicket, just in case, but the English cricketers only intended to stop for 

lunch. They were prevailed upon after lunch to pause in Assembly EEall long 

enough for the captain, D. R. Jardine, to say a few words, including his definition 

of cricket: “Cricket is a beautiful, beautiful game that is battle and service and sport 

and art.” Ridley’s famous visitors then hurried away to see Niagara Falls. 

The Ridley XI of 1934 had only two colours as a base, and it was soon evident 

that they were entering one of those recurrent dips in their fortunes. Despite the 

1934 showing, fine things were said about Ridley’s cricket in the newly published 

A Century of Cricket. 

It was a Ridley boy, Ross Somerville of London, who made the highest score ever 
made in school cricket in Canada, and the second highest ever made in Canada, 212 
not out against Hamilton at Ridley in 1921. . . . 

Another Ridley boy, L. C. Bell. . . established in 1930 a record season’s batting 
average of 62.5 including scores of over 50 in each of the Little Big Four matches. . . . 

Ridley also holds the record for the highest team and individual scores in a school 
game, that of 261 for 6 against UCC in 1931, and J. M. McAvity’s 134 against the 
same school in 1927. 

The 1935 season was grotesque in its weather frustrations. The School was 

robbed of likely Little Big Four victories—against SAC by rain and against TCS by 

running out of time; both games were recorded “drawn.” Then UCC defeated 

Ridley and won the championship for the second year running. 

In 1936, the cricket reporter could be forgiven for echoing the words of nearly 

all his predecessors in the flush of victory, “Ridley has had one of the most 

successful cricket seasons in the history of the School.” After all, the reporter was 

the proud cricket coach, Dr. Griffith. All the ingredients of a championship team 

and a clean sweep were there. All but the luck of a drawn game—rain stopped play 

All the ingredients of a 

championship team and 

a clean sweep were there. 
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In 1942, the three school 

elevens finished in a dead 
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champions also tied for 

last place! 

Don and Bob McFarlane 

were now dominating 

Ridley’s running events 

on each Sports Day. 

against SAC when Ridley was on the verge of victory. Despite poor weather in 

1937, Ridley was so immersed in cricket that almost every boy in the School was 

playing. The School XI won the championship for the second year in a row. 

The dark international situation in 1938 did not handicap Ridley’s bowlers 

and batsmen. They were not a strong batting team, but their victories over their 

rival school teams still constituted a steady march of triumphs. The highlight was 

the captain’s hat trick against UCC. Ridley next defeated SAC decisively when 

their entire XI went on a scoring spree, and they went on to capture their third 

consecutive cricket championship. Les Ashburner was cricket captain in 1939, and 

his powerful batting, bowling, and inspirational leadership carried them through 

their preliminary games in fine shape. He was gallantly assisted by a great fielding 

display by R J. E. Evans, whose catch of the UCC captain in the slips was declared 

one of the finest ever seen at Ridley. They captured the three school games 

unspectacularly but irresistibly. Ashburner’s bowling average for the season (4-8) 

matched his batting average (34-57). He led in both. 

From 1940 to 1942, cricket was in such an uncertain condition in all the Little 

Big Four schools that an outright championship could not be claimed. In 1940, 

Ridley had a tie championship with TCS. In 1941, there was a bizarre three-way- 

tie championship with only SAC losing. The finish of the Little Big Four cricket 

season in 1942 was even more bizarre. SAC had to default its matches and the 

other three school elevens finished in a dead heat: 1 win, 1 loss each. That meant 

the three champions also tied for last place! Ridley’s cricket fortunes remained low 

in 1943; it was a season of almost perpetually “sticky wickets.” 

In 1944, Ridley’s cricket luck was reversed. The School XI with Muzz 

Greatrex, captain, played with such elan and authority that they had the cricket 

championship. Cricket strength was again showing through the School. In 1945, 

the team trained hard and won Ridley its second LBF Championship in a row. 

Track-and-Field 

While the cricket seasons were still underway, the young athletes were 

practicing a fast start for the sprints and perfecting their takeoff jumps long before 

Sports Day. Perhaps it was the influence of Don and Bob McFarlane, who had 

arrived in 1939 and 1940, with both boys revealing a hint of the spectacular 

running careers ahead of them. 

The senior mile saw such a bitter struggle in 1940 that this race probably 

highlighted the games in all three years: ’40, ’41, and ’42. Dixie Dixon led from the 

start, and at the half-mile point he seemed to have the race won. Maclean I had 

been lying back, pacing himself; with less than a quarter-mile to go, he burst out of 

the pack and ranged up inexorably beside Dixon. He challenged him over every 

stride of the last hundred yards, with the spectators roaring. The pair staged a 

heartbreaking struggle and broke the tape almost together. Dixon’s steadiness won 

the great race for him—by an inch or two. 

The two boys who were to become legendary Canadian athletes—in both 

track-and-field and football—were now electrifying Ridley’s sport scene. Don and 

Bob McFarlane were now dominating Ridley’s running events on each Sports Day. 

The brothers won two senior and two intermediate championships between them 

in a period which saw intense competition in track-and-field at Ridley. 

There was sympathy for D. B. Soules, a fine athlete, that he should encounter 

the speedy Bob McFarlane in 1945. They ran one-two (with McFarlane first) in the 

mile, half-mile, and 220. In 1944, M. G. P. Daubeny literally raced away with the 

Lower School’s track-and-field events; he won seven medals, a cup, and the 

championship shield. The next year, Tad Brown also won easily. Sports Day of 
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1945 was held in fine weather, with the presentations made hy Mrs. McFarlane. 

Her son Bob, after receiving his silverware, presented his mother with Ridley’s 

bouquets of roses. 

A NEW ERA IN SPORTS 

The New Gymnasium 

As early as 1935, Dr. Griffith had made strong representations that a new 

gymnasium was an essential because “the upper walls have started to spread . . . and 

the swimming tank will not hold water.” On top of this evidence of decay, the 

gymnasium was so small that the gymnasts had to give their annual display in St. 

Catharines. The old gym was seriously inadequate for the Ridley of the 1930s. 

Designed by the architectural firm of Old Boy Ferdie Marani ’12, as were all 

Ridley buildings of the past dozen years, a new gymnasium went up on the site of 

the old. Built of red brick with white stone facings, the gym was as good as that of 

any school on the continent. It was built on three levels to provide a high overhead 

gallery above the twenty-five-yard tile swimming pool. Two gymnasia on the 

second floor could serve multiple purposes: the main floor could be a basketball 

court or three regulation badminton courts, or could be used as a theatre 

auditorium with the second, smaller and raised gymnasium used as a stage. This 

space had all stage-lighting requirements. 

In the basement was the pool, its ceiling three stories high. There were also 

locker rooms, showers, a huge recreation room, a practice bowling pitch for the 

cricketers, and an indoor rifle range and armory for the cadets. The ground floor 

had a kitchen, offices, cloakrooms, and a visitors’ gallery looking down on the pool. 

Three squash courts completed the western end of the building. 

Several times in the history of Ridley, a new building has literally 

revolutionized the School. It was a timely response to the urgent need for indoor 

playing space. The new gymnasium was a building of imaginative design and could 

be called a superb sportsdrome for its time. It could accommodate swimming, 

squash, basketball, gymnastics, shooting, boxing and fencing. In addition, the new 

stage (also a playing area) created an opportunity for a vigorous revival of drama. 

The School’s athletic offerings were enriched. For some sports, it was a revival 

(as with swimming); for others it was an innovation (as with squash). The 

competitive zest of Ridleians instantly pounced upon new opportunities for 

success. It was, for sure, a sign that the old unquestioned prestige of the traditional 

trio (football, hockey and cricket) was giving way to a wider opportunity to 

represent the School and develop different athletic talents. 

The official opening ceremony took place on November 4, 1939—just before 

the start of Ridley’s last football game of the season. Ridley was host to Upper 

Canada. In anticipation of the return of swimming contests to Ridley, the UCC 

football team presented a magnificent silver bowl for a swimming competition 

among the boys of Ridley. To illustrate once again the growth of Ridley, a crowd 

totaling several hundred was on hand. 

Years later, the building was named, appropriately, for the Iggulden family. 

Swimming and Diving 

The most exciting change provided by the new gymnasium was, of course, the 

restoration of swimming and diving. The first Ridley swimmer to win the new 

Upper Canada cup was J. A. Ordonez, from Cuba, in 1940. Joe Macia, a Cuban 

athlete who was prominent in all sports, was runner-up for the award. He was 

destined to perish in the Castro Revolution. 

A new gymnasium was 

an essential because “the 

upper walls have started 
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swimming tank will not 

hold water. ” 
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Ridley’s swimming-diving team showed great ability from the outset, winning 

against Western University and against the St. Catharines Y.M.C.A. in 1940. The 

test against UTS and UCC in 1941 was in the form of an inter-scholastic meet 

between the three teams, held in the pool of Hart House. Ridley took 46 points, 

with UCC gaining 18 and UTS only 3. Unfortunately, the outside competition of 

the first two years could not be repeated in 1942. 

The 1943 team practiced faithfully all winter and pronounced themselves 

ready in ample time for a Little Big Four meet in late March in Hart House pool. 

The St. Andrew’s swimmers won handily. In 1944, much the same standing for the 

four schools resulted, with SAC again much the best. The edge SAC held over the 

schools in swimming, if not in diving, was not dulled even in 1945, though their 

margin was reduced. 

Ridley’s captain, S. G. Christie, had set a new Little Big Four record in Hart 

House pool for the 200-yard freestyle, the classic event of the tournament. He 

swam it in 2.27.4. At home, he distinguished himself by winning the UCC Cup 

two years in a row—1944 and 1945. 

The beautiful tiled pool was such a vast improvement that there seemed to be 

a general desire to make full use of it. Lifesaving classes and first-aid training were 

now a regular part of the gym’s activities; by 1944, nine boys had qualified for the 

Silver Award of Merit in lifesaving classes under T. R. H. Box. There was a large 

group of junior boys who wished to try for the Bronze Medallion of the Royal Life- 

Saving Society. The first-aid classes proceeding regularly in the gym resulted in a 

fine showing on the Cadets’ Inspection Day in 1945. Eleven young cadets passed 

The new gymnasium (1939) the junior St. John Ambulance test, and nineteen cadets passed the senior test. 
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Squash and Badminton 

In 1940, with the gym open, a professional squash instructor was engaged to 

teach the fundamentals of the sport. By 1942 and 1943, there had been such 

interest that negotiations were opened for inter-school tournaments. The Old Boys 

Association encouraged them, and help was now forthcoming from a 

four-school committee. As a result, a Ridley squash team entered an inter-school 

meet on March 18, 1944, at the Badminton and Racquets Club in Toronto. Unlike 

other Little Big Four championships, squash had a trophy. The winning school 

at the annual meet received the Gibson Trophy (presented by F. M. Gibson, TCS 

Old Boy in memory of his brother, the late John Scott Gibson). SAC did not 

provide a team, but TCS, UCC, and Ridley were ready for the challenge of the first 

annual tournament. 

The Gibson Trophy was first won by Ridley, with a clean sweep of their games 

against both Upper Canada and Trinity. This was Ridley’s first inter-school 

championship squash team: T. R. H. Box, P. S. Gooderham, D. M. Robinson, 

F. E. Rowe, J. G. Thompson, and C. N. Tubbs. Ridley captured the trophy the 

following year as well. 

Another feature of the new gym’s facilities was the acceleration given to 

badminton. Interest had been whetted by the spectacular success of Paul Snyder 

’34, who was challenging even the eminence of Jack Purcell, the world’s singles 

badminton champion. In the winter of 1939-40, Paul Snyder and his brother Jim 

defeated Jack Purcell and his partner in a doubles badminton match staged in 

Massey Hall. 

Boxing and the Martial Arts 

It would be incorrect to say the gym caused a revival in boxing at Ridley, for it 

had been one of the steadiest winter sports for years. In 1943, however, Sergeant 

Alexander had been Ridley’s boxing instructor for twenty-three years and never 

before had he known boxing gloves to be so popular. He had so many eager novices 

that adequate training was impossible. In the first two war years, between forty and 

fifty boys competed in the preliminaries, semi-finals, and finals at the various 

school weights. Their numbers began to rise. By 1944, no less than ninety-four boys 

were battling through the eliminations to win a place in the finals. It was still 

compulsory to take boxing lessons in the Lower School, but the main increase was 

in volunteer boxers from the Upper School. One peek into the crowded room in 

the new gym’s basement, which was fitted with a regulation ring, punching bags, 

skipping ropes, a first-aid kit, and at least thirty sets of big boxing gloves, was 

enough to testify that fisticuffs was very important to Ridley’s boys. 

There was a combination of reasons for this wartime boom in boxing. The new 

equipment was one cause, of course, but perhaps the war atmosphere had much to 

do with it. To many, the manly art was suddenly the sport in which a boy could feel 

he was playing the man to the best of his years, strength, and weight. There was 

more value to character than to physique. The boy who hated the jarring jolts and 

stunning clouts probably added most to his mold for manhood. It was always 

“nearly cricket-time” before the final bouts could be held to determine the 

champions. These were of vast importance to the young gladiators, from 95- 

pounders to the 175-lb.-and-over school heavyweights. 

Two other activities, part sport and part military training, were invigorated by 

the new facility. The indoor rifle range enabled every cadet to have experience in 

handling the classic weapon of the infantryman; fencing kept alive the older 

tradition of swordplay. 

The manly art of boxing 

was suddenly the sport in 

which a boy could feel he 

was playing the man to the 

best of his years, strength, 

and weight. 
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IN MEMORIAM 

“NUNC DIMITTIS” 

On November 17, 1936, the cleric, teacher, and scholar who had molded 

Ridley College died quietly in his home in Toronto. When the Ridley family heard 

of the death of John Miller, there was a great welling up of affection and respect, 

and the early days of Ridley were recalled with vividness. 

A remarkable number of Old Ridleians still survived from the 1890s and even 

from 1889, Ridley’s founding year; to them there had always been only one 

headmaster. It was their white-bearded teacher and headmaster, whom the masters 

often called Joe, while the boys affectionately dubbed him Jo-Jo, the Head, or The 

Goat, who had established what had become Ridley’s most cherished quality. He 

had implanted the wish of the founders that Ridley should be known as the school 

whose first interest was to build high character. A thriving school, pulsing with the 

spirit and principles he did so much to instill, is a more wonderful memorial than 

any cenotaph of stone. Dr. Miller could not have asked for more. 

The two school mottoes that Dr. Miller selected neatly epitomize his 

convictions as a teacher and a priest. The first showed his commitment to 

scholarship: “Understanding is a well-spring of life to him that hath it.” The 

second asserted his commitment to moral education: “May I be consumed in 

service.” The latter has survived in name, but the two of them have formed the 

essence of the Ridley education for over a century. 

It was the Honorable and Reverend Dr. H. J. Cody, president of the University 

of Toronto and vice-president of Ridley, who wrote Dr. Miller’s eulogy in Acta. The 

two men had been together at Varsity, and Dr. Cody, classics master, had stood by 

the young headmaster’s side at the door in September 1889 to greet the first forty- 

eight boys to attend the School. The following are some of the historical flashbacks 

that Dr. Cody wrote for Acta: 

He (Dr. Miller) was one of the many who came under the philosophic influence 
at Varsity of Professor George Pointon Young, who not only taught the history of 
philosophy, and a system of philosophy, but also taught men how to philosophize, 
to think for themselves. These deep lessons Dr. Miller thoroughly learned. . . . 

Manifold were his duties and activities in those early days ... he had to meet par¬ 
ents from all parts of Canada, who confided their sons to his care, and numerous visi¬ 
tors who came to see this new educational venture ... he had to exercise a firm, yet 
kindly discipline over a group of vigorous boys ... he had general supervision over 
the teaching of the School, though he wisely allowed his colleagues much freedom. . . . 

A sore blow fell on him when his gracious and beautiful wife passed away; he was 
never the same again. . . . 

His interests were always wide. He travelled much. He had a warm place in the 

hearts of all Ridleians. 
In these few words may I pay tribute of affection and respect to a dear friend and 

old-time colleague, who left in Ridley College a visible monument of his love of 
boys, of his devotion to sound learning and of his service to God and his country? 

Like so many Old Ridleians whose family name is restored to the Ridley roll 

again and again through the generations, Dr. Miller’s grandson, Tony Cassels, was 

a prominent student at the time of his death. Tony’s mother was Dr. Miller’s 

daughter, Nannette. She was the wife of another Old Ridleian, Laddie Cassels, a 

governor of Ridley. Dr. Miller’s second daughter, Kitty, also survived him. 

Mr. Terence Cronyn wrote Dr. Miller’s obituary in Acta Ridleiana; a student, 

Leon Adams, contributed the verse. 

To him a long and prolonged sickness would have been a burden almost beyond 
the bounds of contemplation. We feel that Old Boys and old friends of the School 
will be glad to hear that this was spared him. He passed away quietly. . . . 
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On the morning of Thursday, November 19, a funeral service was held at St. 
James’ Church in Toronto. This was followed by one held in the school chapel at 
2:30 o’clock of the afternoon. 

After the service the boys lined the driveway, and the school bell tolled as the 
cortege left the grounds to drive to Victoria Lawn Cemetery. . . . 

This ended a career of one who “ran the straight race” and who left behind him 
an enduring monument of achievement—Ridley College. 

Nunc Dimittis in Pace Domine Servum Tuum 

(In Memory of Rev. Dr. J. O. Miller) 

Lord, let Thou a son depart in peace 

Into they loving hands to be with Thee 

Until that glorious day when Heaven and Earth 

Shall meet thee at Thy throne . . . 

The organ’s swell sinks into quietude . . . 

“I am the Resurrection and the Life. 

“He that believeth though he were dead 

“Shall he live ...” 

President George H. Gooderham 

The passing of Mr. George H. Gooderham on December 22, 1942, marked the 

end of the longest tenure by any president of Ridley’s board of governors and an 

accumulation of contributions to Ridley that defies assessment. He had been 

president of Ridley for so long—thirty years—that scores of Old Ridleians had no 

recollection of any other. When he died, it was realized that although Ridley had 

been in existence more than fifty years, only four men had presided over the board. 

They were Mr. Thomas R. Merritt, the first president of Ridley; Dr. N. W. Hoyles, 

who served briefly in 1899; Mr. J. Herbert Mason, who succeeded him in 1900; and 

Mr. Gooderham, who became president in 1912. 

Mr. Gooderham had been “The President,” a somewhat remote personality to 

students hut a permanent fount of generosity and thoughtful deeds to the School. 

The physical growth of Ridley during his thirty-year tenure was a lasting tribute in 

itself. Under him, building programs were initiated which created Ridley’s rink, 

Gooderham House, the headmaster’s house, the Memorial Chapel, the New Lower 

School, Merritt House, and the gymnasium. He subscribed generously to all 

building funds. 

George Gooderham’s philanthropies were sound and broad, generally aimed 

toward aiding Canadian youth. He spread his largesse, but Ridley was never for¬ 

gotten. This tribute to the late president was entered in the minutes of the hoard. 

For the past thirty years, the Board has carried on its work under his leadership 
absolutely confident of his judgment, and more than content with the splendid 
results of this strong guidance. 

His wonderful generosity and his devotion to Ridley cannot be measured. His 
never-failing interest in the welfare of the Old Boys and his great pride in their 
success, have meant much to them, and the Board feels that his loss to the School 
is almost irreparable. 

As long as Ridley lasts, Mr. Gooderham’s name will be honoured and revered by 
all Ridleians wherever they may be. 

There was no interruption in Ridley’s administration. The hoard of governors 

was unanimous in urging Melville Ross Gooderham '92 to follow his brother as 

president. He took over at once. The transition was without complications; he was 

fully conversant with Ridley’s affairs. 
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Mr. H. G. Williams 

When a man like Mr. Williams passes from sight, it is a long time before 

memory of him dims in the area of society in which he lived and influenced. In his 

long association with Ridley—fifty-two years—the number of men whose 

character he helped form when they were hoys by stiffening their sense of honour 

and integrity, and adding a touch of his own gentleness and tolerance, can never 

be known. We do know that few men have had such an opportunity to leave the 

mark of their own minds and warm personality on others; Mr. H. G. Williams took 

full advantage of this from the distant day when he came from England at the 

invitation of Ridley’s first headmaster, Dr. Miller, to teach in the new hoys’ school 

in St. Catharines. 

Mr. Williams died in December 1943, at the Toronto home of his son, Hal B. 

Williams, who was wartime president of the Old Boys Association. He left an 

indelible mark on Ridley and its traditions. Much has already been said of this great 

teacher; we add these comments from the Lower School: 

To each one of us, Mr. Williams has been a friend, kindly, sympathetic, and under¬ 
standing, ready always to share confidences and to help us with our problems. . . . 

To his room flowed an endless stream of Old Boys, each one of whom had 
memories of “the Rep” from some period of Ridley’s past. 

To the same room went staff and boys for counsel, and to each Mr. Williams 
imparted something of his essential goodness and charm. 

To his family we extend our expression of deep sympathy, tempered with a certain 
envy in that they share in such large measure in the heritage of one who was so 
immensely admired and beloved. 

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. H. Thomas 

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas were returning from Hamilton with their son Roy on the 

evening of December 26, 1938, when they were involved in an accident near 

Turner’s Corner during one of the worst blizzards of the year. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 

were killed instantly, and Roy suffered a concussion which sent him to hospital for 

several days and mercifully blotted out all recollection of the actual accident. On 

Wednesday, December 28, they were buried in St. Catharines after an impressive 

funeral service in the Chapel, at which Bishop Broughall paid a memorable tribute 

to their life and work in this community. 

Mr. Thomas, after graduation from Jesus College, Oxford, taught for several 

years in England before coming to Ridley in September 1912 as a classics master. 

A lover of outdoor sports, cricket, football, and tennis, he quickly fit into the life 

of the School. Early in his career at Ridley, he organized the Ridley College 

Dramatic Society, which proved to he his greatest school hobby, until the end of 

his life. In June 1915, he resigned and was soon in France, where as a machine-gun- 

officer he remained until serious wounds sent him to hospital in England. He was 

then able to return to Ridley and take up his work again. In 1921 he was married 

and took charge of Dean’s House, where he and Mrs. Thomas remained until they 

moved into Merritt House some eight years later. 

Mrs. Thomas was born in Derbyshire, England, and was the daughter of Mrs. 

and the late Dr. George D. Moon. During the war she served overseas as a V.A.D. 

nurse with such distinction that she was decorated personally by King George V 

with the Royal Red Cross silver medal. Mrs. Thomas joined the Rose, Thistle, and 

Shamrock Chapter of the Imperial Order, Daughters of the Empire, in 1923. She 

became their Regent in 1926 and again from 1932 to 1936, when she was elected 

Municipal Regent. The Order had lost a staunch and loyal member. 
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THE WAR DEAD OF 1939- 45 

CANADIAN INFANTRY 

Ridley Date of Death 

Name Period Unit or Service (as recorded) 

Norman Stacey Andrews (’17-’20) Dufferin & Haldimand Regiment 1944 

Llewellyn Clarke Bell (72-70) Royal Hamilton Light Infantry August 19, 1944 

David James Byers (77-72) Royal Regiment of Canada 1944 

Hugh Latimer Denison (’35-’39) Royal Winnipeg Rifles February 1945 

Robert Hugh Douglas (’32-’40) Royal Canadian Regiment 1943 

Harold Branscombe Hughes (’26-77) Royal Regiment of Canada December 19, 1941 

Donald Alexander Mackenzie (’25-’33) 48th Highlanders of Canada April 1945 

Edward Martin Maclachlan (’33-’37) 48th Highlanders of Canada July 15, 1943 

David Derwyn Owen (’32-’34) Queen’s Own Rifles of Canada June 1944 

Philip Frowde Seagram (’28-’31) 48th Highlanders of Canada March 8, 1941 

Douglas Schuyler Snively (’35-’40) 48th Highlanders of Canada May 23, 1944 

Ian Griffiths Wilson (’36-’39) Royal Canadian Regiment April 1944 

ROYAL CANADIAN ARMY MEDICAL CORPS 

Frederick Herschel Stringer (’17-’19) C.A.M.C. April 1945 

ROYAL CANADIAN ARTILLERY, ARMOURED CORPS, ENGINEERS 

Norman Harold Victor Brown (’35-’38) Fort Garry Horse June 6, 1944 

Lionel Meredith Hawkins (’30-’31) Lord Strathcona Horse May 24, 1944 

Charles Ross Jefferys (79-’32) Royal Canadian Engineers September 1943 

Albert Fletcher Riley (72-75) Royal Canadian Artillery September 5, 1944 

William Frederick Runge (’34-’35) Canadian Armoured Corps April 12, 1944 

ROYAL CANADIAN ARMY SERVICE CORPS 

William Bowman Snider (’30-’32) 4 Div. Petrol Coy. September 20, 1944 

ROYAL CANADIAN NAVY 

Robert Arthur Brett (’40-’43) R.C.N.V.R. 1944 

George Melbourne Brock (’33-’43) R.C.N.V.R. August 19, 1944 

John Gibbs Drew (76-77) R.C.N. 1941 

George Alan Maclachlan (’34-’39) R.C.N.V.R. 1944 

Ralph Crossley Ripley (79-’33) R.C.N.V.R. 1945 

Oscar Hedley Rumpel (78-71) R.C.N.V.R. 1945 

John Morris Gregory Smart (74-’41) R.C.N.V.R. 1945 

William Isaac Bompus Stringer (’18-76) R.C.N. 1947 (died of wounds) 

Norman Allin Terwillegar (79-72) R.C.N.V.R. September 10, 1943 

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE 

Leslie Irvin Armstrong (77-72) R.C.A.F. October 6, 1944 

Leslie John Ashburner (78-79) R.C.A.F. May 1943 

John Maynard Cox (’35-’42) R.C.A.F. June 14, 1945 

Peter Hume Cronyn (73-75) R.C.A.F. August 12, 1944 

Gordon Pinder Cushing (78-72) R.C.A.F. May 6, 1942 

Elton Lascelles Dixon (’37-’40) R.C.A.F. September 17, 1943 

Peter Hartley Doig (79-72) R.C.A.F. April 1944 
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Arthur Meredith Dunstan (’02-’06) R.C.A.F. June 17, 1943 

Robert John Edgar (’27-’36) R.C.A.F. 1943 

Murray Norman Firth (’37-’39) R.C.A.F. February 21, 1945 

Hugh Stinson Glassco (’31-’36) R.C.A.F. 1944 

George Ketchan Graham (’32-’34) R.C.A.F. 1945 

Norris Hart (’27'’34) R.C.A.F. November 1945 

William de Veaux Woodruff Hilton (’25-’36) R.C.A.F. July 23, 1942 

Lloyd George Langley (’35-39) R.C.A.F. September 15, 1943 

John Anthony Leach (34-39) R.C.A.F. September 27, 1943 

Archibald Havill Leitch (’41-’42) R.C.A.F. 1944 

Robert Marr Lount (36-38) R.C.A.F. October 21, 1942 

George Fellows McAvity (’22-78) R.C.A.F. October 14, 1940 

John Ruthven McNally (79-32) R.C.A.F. 1941 

Harold Rueben Millichamp (76-78) R.C.A.F. August 1942 

Everett Paul Misener C40-’41) R.C.A.F. October 11, 1942 

Arthur John Benning Monk (78-79) R.C.A.F. December 11, 1941 

Dugald George Morrison (’35-’42) R.C.A.F. July 29, 1944 

Gerald Murphy (79-30) R.C.A.F. 1941 

Kenneth Albert Nordheimer (33-’42) R.C.A.F. August 17, 1944 

Richard Blake Palmer (34-39) R.C.A.F. March 11, 1944 

Donald Cameron Plaunt (37-’41) R.C.A.F. March 13, 1943 

Robert Harold Rolph (31-35) R.C.A.F. June 8, 1944 

George Benjamin Sanderson (Staff) R.C.A.F. June 1944 

Ronald Franklin William Sedgwick (36-’41) R.C.A.F. December 21, 1943 

Paul Edward Snyder (78-34) R.C.A.F. 1941 

Walter Alexander Tanner (30-32) R.C.A.F. December 1941 

John Leslie Vaughan (76-78) R.C.A.F. December 1942 

CIVILIAN INSTRUCTORS, ATT. R.C.A.F. 

Frederick Edgar Wellington (79-37) R.C.A.F. November 24, 1940 

Donald Fielden Whitaker (30-33) R.C.A.F. November 24, 1940 

OTHER COMMONWEALTH ARMED FORCES 

Maurice Chester Brockbank (74-78) Royal Marines 1945 

Alan Dennis Brown (1939) Royal Air Force January 26, 1944 

Anthony Gerahty (32-’43) Guards 1945 

Brian Kinder Nice (1939) Royal Air Force 1945 

Christopher Fothergill Robinson (73-78) Royal Artillery December 1942 

James Alexander Salter (30-32) Royal Norfolk Regiment January 25, 1942 

Arnold Beverley Smith (T6-T7) Royal Australian Navy 1946 (died of wounds) 

UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES 

Frederick Lionel Barrett (32-35) U.S. Army 1945 

Robert Jarvis Davis (38-’43) U.S. Army 1945 

Gordon de Pencier Hicks (77-79) U.S. Army April 17, 1945 

Thomas Welsby Kiley (37-’43) U.S.A.A.F. 1945 

Peter Nye Kirkpatrick (1927) U.S. Army December 1942 

W. Morgan Macy (T7-73) U.S. Navy May 20, 1942 

Maurice Laurence Nayon (’4U42) U.S.N.A.F. 1945 

James Osborne Putnam (34-34) U.S. Navy December 16, 1943 

Richard Reynolds Schmon (30-39) U.S. Army November 1944 
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Canada and the World 

Canada contributed more, in manpower and material, to the victory 

of 1945 than any country twice its size. In the ensuing peace, approxi¬ 

mately one million young people had to be reabsorbed into civilian life. 

Several factors contributed to the success of this process. First, a generous 

government policy subsidized their retraining. Second, the colleges and 

universities made prodigious efforts to accommodate them. Third, the 

wartime expansion of the Canadian economy was sustained in the 

peace—and even increased. 

In the early years of the Dominion, it was the railroads that 

integrated the national economy—now it was the automobile industry, 

the symbol of the emerging well-being of society at large. War factories 

were adapted to the production of cars and trucks. The need for first-rate 

roads stimulated the construction industries. Canadian families became 

more mobile; suburban living became an attractive reality for increasing 

numbers of urban workers. The automobile industry epitomized another 

of the post-war characteristics of Canada. This was the trend towards 

Americanization. Canada and the U.S. became each other’s best custo¬ 

mers and chief suppliers. The continued intermingling of the Canadian 

and American peoples and their cultures became a cause for rising con¬ 

cern. While both North American economies prospered in war, the 

British economy was exhausted and its colonial resources dwindled away. 

The war had hastened this process. In the ensuing Cold War, 

Canada supported the need for a North American defense strategy. As 

Canada became more deeply connected with the United States, it relied 

more completely than ever for its defense upon American military power. 

At the same time, however, Canada became one of the leading supporters 

of the UN arid the chief architect of the UN’s role as peacekeeper. The 

nature of the Commonwealth also changed as its membership increased to 

include newly created Asian and African countries. The ties of the old 

Dominions (Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and Canada) were 

loosened, as they became part of their own regional economies. 

Dramatic scientific advances of the 1950s were dominated by the 

“Space Race,” as well as the beginning of the computer revolution, 

transplant surgery, ultrasonics, and the demystifying of DNA. The most 

spectacular advance was in the mass media. The money in the pockets of 

affluent adolescents became targeted by the giants of commercialism. The 

cult of Elvis Presley and the pulse of rock-and-roll were preludes to the 

excesses of the 1960s. 

NOTABLE EVENTS 

1946 The first session of the UN. 

1947 Alberta’s oil boom begins. 

Barbara Ann Scott skates to 

a world title. 

1948 M. K. Gandhi assassinated. 

Berlin airlift begins. 

The state of Israel is born. 

Louis St. Laurent replaces 

W.L.M. King as prime minister. 

1949 Newfoundland joins Canada. 

China establishes the People’s 

Republic. 

1950 North Korea invades South. 

1951 Old age pension plan unveiled. 

1952 George VI dies. Elizabeth II 

is Queen. 

Vincent Massey named 

governor general. 

First CBC TV broadcast. 

1953 Joseph Stalin dies. 

Salk vaccine tested successfully. 

Edmund Hillary scales Everest. 

1954 Roger Bannister breaks the 

4-minute mile. 

Marilyn Bell swims Lake 

Ontario. 

Toronto subway opens. 

Hurricane Hazel devastates 

Toronto region. 

1955 Albert Einstein dies. 

1956 Elvis Presley lights up the rock 

and roll scene. 

Suez crisis ends. 

Hungarian revolution crushed. 

1957 Lester B. Pearson awarded 

Nobel Peace Prize. 

John Diefenbaker succeeds 

St. Laurent. 

Sputnik launched. 

1959 Fidel Castro’s forces seize Cuba. 

Diefenbaker scraps Avro Arrow. 

St. Lawrence Seaway opens. 

Georges Vanier named 

governor general. 

1960 John F. Kennedy is president. 
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POST-WAR RIDLEY 

Word of the European War’s end came to Ridley, as it did to Canada, 

after hours of violent swings between hope and disbelief. Could the 

Nazi dream of power have come to an end? Could the rumours of 

Adolf Hitler’s death in his Berlin bunker he true? The doubts were 

not dispelled, even when the entire school was assembled in the dining room, 

instead of going to class, to hear Winston Churchill announce victory. This was 

midday of May 7, 1945. Nothing happened . . . the BBC news reported routine 

matters. “The assembly was dismissed; we stood around, conjecturing, and then 

wandered back for lunch.” But the end came at 1:30 p.m. when it was quietly 

announced that the official VE Day would be celebrated on Tuesday, May 8. For 

Canada, the Pacific War was far less immediate, but its continuance for three more 

months left the certainty of world peace unsecured. 

On May 8, Ridley’s cadets marched in a victory parade in St. Catharines, but 

school routine was otherwise undisturbed. Fifty years later, a Ridley history class 

wrote to Old Boys of that time to ask what they remembered of VE Day. Several of 

them replied with memories of a nightlong celebration in St. Catharines, which 

they joined in defiance of Ridley protocol. One said that after Lights Out only two 

boys were left in Merritt House. These were the two school prefects who neither 

wanted to act officially nor personally defy their school. It was a compromise in the 

grand tradition of the unspoken compact: some things go unreported . . . but as it 

happened, Dr. Griffith knew all about it anyway, and contented himself with a 

tirade the following day—and no punishments. The end of term was just the other 

side of the school exams; the year ended quietly but with a profound thankfulness, 

especially among the sons and brothers of servicemen. 

The School’s reopening in September 1945 seemed strange; both masters and 

students had almost forgotten the feel of peace. Six Septembers, including 1939, 

had been shadowed by underlying anxieties. In 1945, the conflict was so recently 

over that talk of war still dominated among boys arriving back. The awesome 

atomic clouds that had mushroomed over Hiroshima and Nagasaki, forcing the 

Japanese to surrender on August 10, was still so chilling that the war-mood could 

not really lift. There was something ominous about the future; boys who had 

entered Ridley during the war were going to graduate in the Atomic Age. 

The Great Hall 

Ridley’s Chapel had been erected to honour the Old Boys who had paid the 

supreme sacrifice in the 1914-18 war, and all desired a similar gesture to 

commemorate Ridley’s dead of 1939-45. The plan to create another memorial was 

vigorously pursued. It was decided to build a Memorial Hall in the general area of 

the current Assembly Hall, which it would dwarf. Its lofty magnitude caused it to 

be named the Great Hall. It would stand between School House and Gooderham 

House. Ferdie Marani T2 was again appointed architect. 

The boys began to donate to a fund from their pocket allowance. An Old Boys 

meeting in December 1945 set the first financial target at $250,000. The organiza¬ 

tion for the fund-raising campaign was so thorough that success was assured from 

the start. Grant Glassco was general chairman; Henry Gooderham and Fielding 

Biggar led the Toronto campaign; and John L. McCarthy and Graham MacLachlan 

headed the out-of-Toronto effort. The target was increased to $350,000 before the 

end of 1948. A second memorial was added by a private donation, in memory of 

Richard R. Schmon ’39. The buildings would be completed by 1950. 

The School’s reopening 

in September 1945 

seemed strange; both 

masters and students 

had almost forgotten 

the feel of peace. 
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Mr. Hamilton knew 

that the world was 

moving rapidly into 

the Age of Science. 

Reorganization 

In 1939, there were 251 hoys at Ridley, sixty'Seven of whom were in the Lower 

School. By 1945, the Lower School had nearly doubled in population, and the 

School’s total enrollment had risen to 336. The absence of young fathers away at 

war probably contributed to this growth, especially in the Lower School. For the 

rest of the 1940s, the total enrollment never varied by more than ten boys. Until 

the building expansions of the 1950s, this was a capacity enrollment. There are no 

records to indicate whether or not Ridley was turning away applicants. 

Between 1945 and 1950, the school fees rose dramatically. They had remained 

stable from 1927 to 1944, at $700 for Upper and Lower Schools. Now they 

increased by over fifty percent, going through the $1,000 barrier in 1948. In 1950, 

they were $1,150 for the Upper School and $1,025 for the Lower School. This was 

a reflection of both post-war inflation and the general prosperity of Canada. 

In 1945, an Old Boy came home to teach. Mr. Chic (Charles F.) Carson ’30 

had taught for seven years at Bishop’s College School in Quebec; he now joined 

the Upper School along with Mr. Sidney S. Bunting. Ernie Powell retired in June 

1946; he had been a dependable stalwart at the School since September 1900. 

Only those whose memory went back to the 1903 Ridley fire could fully assess his 

value. By the autumn of 1946, the first full year of peace, the School’s staff was 

reasonably close to full requirements for the first time since the spring of 1939. 

Joining Ridley in 1946 were Phil Nind, who became a Lower School institution, 

and D. G. Partridge, who at once established a new art department and stayed ten 

years. Mr. J. D. Schussler, who had taught in the Lower School until 1943, rejoined 

the staff that year as a teacher of literature and French in the Upper School. The 

new Matron, Miss Irene Davis, would be eight years at Ridley. “To Miss Davis who, 

despite her training as a dietician, was almost raw to the fascinating problems 

involved in laundry, mending Fauquier’s trousers, and Elgin dormitory, we offer 

congratulations. Somehow, you kept your sanity and continued to smile.” (From 

Lower School Notes, one year later.) In 1950, Jim Pringle joined the School and 

stayed throughout the 1950s. 

The most fortunate of all developments in Ridley’s post-war academic 

arrangements grew from Mr. Hamilton’s awareness of the new demands on 

education owing to the great advance in industrial technology. He knew that the 

world was moving rapidly into the Age of Science. As a result, he obtained Dr. 

Griffith’s agreement to create the strongest physics and science staff he could 

possibly assemble. Also, as Hammy had to devote more and more time to general 

administration as assistant headmaster, he carefully sought a scientist who could 

shortly take over the department. The man chosen was Mr. David S. Fensom, who 

had been highly successful as a wartime scientist. Joining Ridley with him was Mr. 

N. L. Shipley, who would teach physics and mathematics. They were key men in a 

development that added respect for Ridley in Canadian universities because of the 

high standard of its graduates in science and maths. 

The Old Boys Association used its annual meeting in December 1946 to close 

out the war period and organize for peace. President Hal B. Williams turned his 

post over to Colonel Graham MacLachlan, who had enlisted in 1940 and had led 

the Royal Hamilton Light Infantry in the breakout battle at Caen. The most useful 

(and long-lasting) innovation for the Association was the appointment of a 

permanent secretary, Mr. Terence Cronyn, who had been a Ridley master since 

1927, and before that a student from 1913 to 1920. Now he would be inextricably 

linked to the Old Boys while still remaining a part of the School. The board of 

governors supported the Association’s proposal for Terry’s appointment so strongly 

that it was agreed his office should not only he at Ridley hut that the School would 
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bear most of its cost. The appointment was particularly fitting; Mr. Cronyn knew 

more Old Boys and their histories than probably anyone else, and his personal 

loyalty to Ridley was intense. 

Student Attitudes 

Late in the war, newspapers and magazines—and some pulpits, too—fell into 

the habit of deploring the younger generation. Some thought-leaders had given 

rebirth to the old wail about a Lost Generation. Ridley was having none of this, at 

least not A etas editorial staff. The war was barely over when an editorial took issue 

with such gloomy misjudgments of post-war Canadian youth. 

There is no need to infer any general decadence among the rising generation. Abnormal 

conditions have induced a lack of the side of education only a home can provide, but 

war has wrought much of its own salvation by reviving discipline and patriotism. 

The new post-war masters felt that the war had left a residue of unruliness at 

Ridley. The steadying influence of Ridley’s few long-serving masters during the war 

had been constantly weakened by the failure of some of the temporary staff to win 

the respect of the boys or to maintain control. The mood of the student population 

was not peaceful. Many boys had been infected by the recklessness of the times, 

including an impulse to defy authority. The spirit of defiance shown by wartime 

pilots and the ruthless enterprise displayed by commandos had become heroic 

molds. The work of secret agents in occupied Europe and, perhaps most relevantly 

for schoolboys, the gallant prisoners of war trying to outwit their Japanese or 

German guards, made resistance a noble cause. 

The attitude of the boys had to be altered, and that could only be done 

effectively if the boys did it themselves. A secret of Ridley’s method of control had 

always rested in the conviction that anything the boys instituted themselves would 

work immediately. The habit was long established to give boys as much 

responsibility as possible in order to foster leadership, but it was felt that more 

public recognition was due. The prefects had been pictured on the frontispiece of 

A eta Ridleiana for some time, but in 1946 another group of young leaders, the 

Senior Boys of each House, was added as were the captains of cricket, football, 

basketball, swimming, and gymnastics. There was no longer a master as editor-in- 

chief of Acta; instead, the Reverend R. C. Good, Ridley’s chaplain, was named staff 

advisor, with R. M. Penney as editor, and the following year all the associate editors 

were named. 

Youthful generosity had not ended with the war. In 1947, the Lower School 

celebrated the wedding of Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip in a delightful 

manner. The boys bought out of their pocket money 350 tins of fruit, soup, 

vegetables, and candies to feed hungry people in England. Each tin was stamped 

with a seal bearing the good wishes of Ridley and then shipped to England. 

A secret of Ridley’s method 

of control rested in the 

conviction that anything the 

boys instituted themselves 

would work immediately. 

A Silver Anniversary: 1947 

This was Dr. Griffith’s twenty-fifth year as headmaster. At the Old Boys’ 

annual meeting, Laddie Cassels was called upon to pay the Association’s tribute. 

He gave an eloquent review of Dr. Griffith’s years at Ridley. Harry Griffith brought 

Ridley through three periods of great difficulty—the twenties, the Great 

Depression, and finally, World War II. That Ridley’s ideals and high sense of 

purpose had emerged unshaken was, of course, largely due to the School’s 

leadership—to Dr. Griffith. Mr. Cassels spoke warmly of the continuing high 

standards that Ridley had maintained both academically and athletically. The Old 

Boys presented Dr. Griffith with an inscribed silver tray to mark his silver 

anniversary as headmaster. 
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Lower School boys watch 

intently as a fatherland.-son 

cricket game unfolds. 

More significantly, the Old Boys marked their support for the School with 

their sons. The number of sons who followed their fathers through Ridley’s gates 

had been an increasingly encouraging facet of Ridley’s character. Now it seemed to 

be a permanent attribute. Familiar names—Ridley names—ran like bright threads 

through the years. In the early post-war period, the pattern began to offer further 

assurance about the perpetuation of Ridley. Neither Ridley’s handsome buildings in 

their beautiful setting nor the School’s financial security in the late 1940s offered 

stronger proof of the School’s success than the presence in the Lower School of 

Baker ma and mi, grandsons of Dr. Con Cartwright ’95, and of J. L. Smallman, 

grandson of J. E. Smallman ’95. They heralded the coming of a steady stream of 

grandsons and grandnephews of Old Boys—to join the sons and nephews of Ridley. 

In 1947, a total of thirty-six Old Boys had sons at Ridley, a figure that had been 

closely matched for several years. There was still more emphasis of the family 

nature of Ridley in the forty-four Old Boys who had brothers in the Upper or the 

Lower School that year. Two and three brothers at Ridley at the same time were 

not a rarity; occasionally there had been four (such as the MacLachlans, Gordons, 

Tanners, and Stringers); and in 1947, five Savory brothers were photographed 

during the Old Boys’ weekend. They had attended Ridley between 1930 and 1947. 

Cricket matches, which saw fathers competing 

against sons, had not been unusual on Old Boys’ 

weekends, but now they had a variation: fathers 

and brothers vs. sons and brothers—all 

Ridleians, of course. In 1948, Hal Williams T7 

captained the Fathers and Brothers XI and his 

son captained a team of Sons and Brothers. It 

would not be too long before an eleven could be 

formed of grandsons to play their grandfathers. 

The Ridley family custom was intensified and 

spread through Old Boys marrying sisters of Old 

Boys, and daughters of Old Boys marrying sons 

of Old Boys. It interlocked one Ridley family 

with another, like the Sellers-Riley-Moncrieff 

Ridley-family group of Winnipeg. This would 

also hold, of course, for the blood connections 

rather than a marriage link, where it was present 

among the twenty Jarvis boys, the nineteen 

Mitchells, eighteen Gooderhams, seventeen 

Lees, sixteen Mackenzies, fifteen Campbells, 

thirteen Macdonalds, twelve Cronyns, and eight 

Glasscos who attended Ridley in its first sixty 

years. When Dick Malone ’29 arrived at Ridley 

with his brother in September 1954, they had 

many Ridley names for relatives, including two 

Hoyles uncles, a Norsworthy uncle, and a Hoyles 

cousin dating back to the 1890s. When Dick 

Malone’s two sons, Bob and Richard, entered 

Ridley in the 1955-7 period, their Ridley 

cousins seemed countless. To offer one more 

example, take Ferdie Marani, Ridley’s architect. 

In 1946, he was able to point to a Ridley dynasty 

of Maranis that included one son, one brother, 

one uncle, three brothers-in-law, two nephews, 

and nearly forty cousins. 
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More than one young voice over the years answered Adsum or Sir to names 

such as Adamson, Anderson, Archer, Ashburner, Atack, Bain, Bishop, Bongard, 

Botterell, Burgoyne, Caldecott, Campbell, Carter, Cassels, Counsell, Cronyn, 

Davidson, Davis, Digby, Dixon, Doherty and Dougherty, Drope, Duffield . . . 

Taylor, Tidy, Travers, Trenholme, Turner, Watson, Wallace, Warren, Watlington, 

Weaver, Wilson, Woodruff, Wright ... on and on. There is something about the 

sea of Ridley names that resembles successive waves breaking on the Western Hill. 

There would be great-grandsons soon. 

A Crisis in Higher Education 

University facilities had not been expanded for years. They were now far 

behind Canada’s combined population growth and the new need for educated 

workers caused by increased industrialization. A virtual technological explosion 

would soon occur, which would further multiply the demands on education. 

There was congestion in the universities at this time, caused by war veterans 

attempting to regain their lost years. In 1946-47, only the academically brilliant 

were being admitted directly from school to a Canadian university, with the 

average student refused a chance for higher education unless he or she could gain 

admittance to an American university. The “export of brains” of educated 

Canadian youths to the U.S. was a slogan that was soon to provoke a shout of 

protest all across Canada. Demands were made for a vigorous shake-up in the 

Canadian education system, principally in increased financial provision for 

expanded facilities. 

In 1947, a total of 208 former Ridley boys were in forty-four different 

universities, with seventy-two in the University of Toronto alone. A considerable 

number of these were war veterans who had graduated as far back as 1939. It is 

fitting that the concern felt by Ridley should be summed up and excellently 

expressed publicly by a student—H. D. L. Hill. His entry in the School’s annual 

speaking contest was entitled: Senior Matriculation—Then What? He delivered it by 

special invitation to the Lions Club of St. Catharines. Orator Hill made it clear 

that the current congestion in Canadian universities would be permanent unless 

action was taken quickly. Here are pertinent extracts: 

In the Faculty of Medicine at the University [of Toronto], 512 students wished 

to enroll and had qualified to enter the course. Only 200 could be accepted. What 

happened to the other 312 students? 

Similarly in Dentistry out of 563 who intended to enter the dental profession, only 

160 were admitted. What happened to the other 403 students? 

In the Faculty of Forestry only about half of the applicants were accepted. The 

others were denied the opportunity of proceeding in their chosen profession this year, 

simply because of the lack of sufficient clinical and laboratory facilities . . . such 

people will be lost to their chosen lifetime work, or they will seek university entrance 

elsewhere and probably will remain the rest of their lives in the country where they 

received their university training. 

To this regrettable emigration ... we are forced to add many graduate students 

who wish to do post-graduate work and who are regularly turning to the U.S.A. 

In 1946 some 18,000 students left Canada in what is commonly called Exportation 
of Canadian Youth Brains. 

In a few years Canada will be composed of might-have-beens. . . . 

By way of comparison, New Zealand, with a population of 2,000,000, has four 

universities, while Ontario with 4,500,000 people has five universities. 

The most persistent and seemingly logical demand was for the establishment 

of technical courses and schools to keep pace with the rapid advance of industrial 

technology. Canada needed many more medical professionals, but this was in 

danger of being forgotten in the outcry for vastly expanded facilities for industrial 

training. So much was being made of the shortage of technicians and scientists by 

University facilities had 

not been expanded for 

years. They were now 

far behind Canada’s 

combined population 

growth and the new need 

for educated workers. 
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The Hope Report seemed 

to recommend strongly 

for secondary education 

the very elements that 

Ridley had been 

emphasizing since 1889. 

editors all across Canada that the arts faculties of many a Canadian university grew 

genuinely worried. There was such a vociferous demand for materialism in 

education, for specialization in science, engineering, commerce, and finance, that 

voices could he only faintly heard in favour of a grounding in a broad liberal arts 

education and the wider horizons of human knowledge. 

In 1948, a Royal Commission was established “to ensure that Canadian 

educational institutions were making the maximum possible contribution to the 

development of young Canadians.” The Commission was chaired by Mr. Justice J. 

A. Hope. Ridley and all other independent schools in Ontario had come under 

general criticism; specifically, the independent school was denounced as an 

undemocratic institution. The demand was made in the Ontario Legislature that 

independent schools should not be tolerated in the province or that at least they 

should be taxed as commercial organizations. The need to answer these aspersions, 

and also to contribute to the general study of education, caused the independent 

schools to work together under the title of The Headmasters’ Association. 

The headmasters of Ontario’s independent schools decided to compile and 

present a brief to the Royal Commission on Education. The case for the 

independent schools has never been more effectively documented in Canada. Lack 

of information had permitted many Canadian citizens to believe that the parents 

of the boys in independent schools were excused the usual school tax of their 

municipalities, which was, of course, untrue. 

The brief pointed out that if the nine independent boys’ schools in Ontario 

were not under the direct administration of the Provincial Department of 

Education, they were closely associated with the provincial system in that 

a. a majority of their pupils have previously attended the provincial schools; 
b. the courses in their higher grades conform to provincial requirements; 
c. their Middle School grades are inspected by the Department of Education. 

The many advantages possessed by an independent school in continually 

improving the quality of citizenship were cited, including smaller numbers in the 

classes, teachers of wide experience as well as learning, ability to train not only the 

minds of boys but the character and the body in a broad educational program, and 

the availability of scholarships and bursaries that make attendance possible to 

promising boys whose financial situation would otherwise render it impossible. It 

was pointed out that except for the small sum paid to schools that provided cadet 

training, they received no grants from either the Dominion or Provincial 

governments. In 1948, the year in which the brief was presented to the Royal 

Commission, the ratio of masters to boys in the nine independent schools was 1 to 

12.4- The advantage in individual attention by teachers, which this revealed, was 

one of the most impressive points in the brief. 

The results of the exhaustive study by the Royal Commission were not known 

until 1950. They were published in a document known as the Hope Report. The 

report had a mixed reception. By 1950, the great post-war industrial expansion was 

well forward, and conditions now disclosed ever more sharply the historic increase 

in industry’s need for technicians. The Hope Report made a fine contribution in 

achieving greater understanding of educational principles among Canadians, 

particularly in Ontario. 

The Hope Report seemed to recommend strongly for secondary education the 

very elements that Ridley had been emphasizing since 1889. 

We recommend that . . . religious education and ethics be subjects of study in 
each year of the secondary school program. . . . 

Civics ... it is essential for students to have a coherent outline of social and 
political organization together with some knowledge of international affairs. . . . 

History should be studied partly for the purpose of developing a patriotic attitude, 
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partly for the purpose of providing a factual approach to the understanding of 

modem conditions and the solution of modern problems. 

Training in the understanding and use of English must be a prime purpose. . . . 

We recommend that, for the fourth year of secondary school curriculum, the 

following subjects be obligatory: English; social studies; physical and health 

education, including cadet training for boys . . . religious education or ethics. 

In the third year, the student should be required to select three, or four optional 

subjects: agriculture, commercial work, home economics or general shop work; art 

and/or music; French; Latin or German or Spanish or Greek. 

The Hope Report achieved some improvement, particularly in Ontario’s 

public attitude toward education, but it did not reduce the increasing frequency of 

public debates on education. Education in Canada was under fire again by 1952, 

with the controversy reaching a new peak in the 1958-59 era. 

THE RETIREMENT OF DR. GRIFFITH 

On Prize Day in 1948, the momentous announcement was made that the 

following year would be Harry Griffith’s last as head of Ridley. In the summer of 

1949, Dr. Griffith’s retirement as headmaster and the appointment of Mr. J. R. 

Hamilton to succeed him became effective. Throughout Dr. Griffith’s long years of 

service to his school, the prestige that Ridley enjoyed among Canadians had been 

steadily enhanced by his leadership and judgment. He had also contributed greatly 

to the new respect in which the profession of teaching was now held. 

The Old Boys paid tribute to Dr. Griffith on November 6, 1948, the day of the 

Upper Canada-Ridley football game in Toronto. The annual meeting of the Old 

Boys Association was held before the game. President J. E. Kennedy was in the 

chair, with 102 Old Boys on hand, plus members of Ridley’s staff. In addition to 

warm tributes to the old headmaster and greetings to the new, with short speeches 

by each, serious plans were laid for the annual dinner, which would be held at 

Toronto’s Prince George Hotel on February 18. It would have all the attributes of 

a testimonial for Dr. Griffith. 

This proved to be an inter¬ 

esting function, alive with school 

history. A guest of particular note 

was Lt.-Col. F. L. Cartwright from 

England, who must have made 

Ridley feel its fifty-nine years; he 

had known Harry Griffith as a 

classmate, for they had both been 

originals of 1889. That was so 

long ago that Col. Cartwright 

had never known the four 

members of the staff who were 

honoured by Life Memberships 

for their quarter-century of service 

to Ridley: J. C. Ashburner, Dr. S. 

G. Bett, G. M. Brock, and Major 

R. S. Cockbum. 

H. Napier Moore, editor of 

Maclean’s magazine, was the 

informed and fluent guest speaker. 

He paid an eloquent tribute to Dr. 

Griffith. From the time he had 

been Head Boy and winner of the 

Harry Foster (left) helps 

hold the scroll presented to 

Dr. Griffith by the RCOBA. 

Jack Soules looks on. 
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His vigour, intense 

nature, scholarliness, 

and driving leadership 

were all directed to the 

improvement and 

development of Ridley. 

“If you lose, say nothing; 

if you win, say less. ” 

Gold Medal for Manliness hack in the nineties, Harry Griffith had been helping 

create a secure, thriving Ridley College. He had interested himself at different 

times in so many phases of school life—Acta, the Glee Club, football, cricket, 

hockey—that almost all activities had benefited by his counsel and influence. His 

vigour, intense nature, scholarliness, and driving leadership were all directed to the 

improvement and development of Ridley. How could all that he bestowed be 

measured or even remembered? 

To Ridley’s athletes there was no forgetting; they considered Dr. Griffith to be 

the greatest football and cricket coach Canada had ever known. In his four years 

of teaching French at Trinity College (1907-1911), he coached several 

outstanding Varsity football teams, leading them to two Dominion championships 

(the Grey Cup). In that short period, he made such an impact on university sport 

that he was considered one of the greatest Varsity football coaches. He then took 

his skills back to Ridley, and the Ridley championships that followed were truly his. 

Harry Griffith was a gifted scholar and teacher, qualities often missed because 

of those he applied to administration in his later years. He knew boys; it was a 

Ridley legend that he could sense what they were going to do before they did it. 

All problems did not dissolve as he tackled them, but they had a way of yielding 

under his direct attack. His persuasiveness and unswayable determination to finish 

any Ridley project were entirely familiar to the governors. He was a fervent, 

convincing Ridley salesman. 

When Dr. Griffith replied to the eulogies at the Old Boys’ dinner, there was 

quiet pride in his voice as he reminisced through Old Ridley days. He said he would 

never forget the late Dr. Miller, who opened the School with $23,000 of stock in 

1889, and who, when it was burned down in 1903, recreated it with $26,000 of 

insurance money; the late Mr. Williams, the first headmaster of the Lower School, 

one of the greatest of schoolmasters, would also be remembered. He noted proudly 

that the School in 1948 was free of debt and that it possessed school buildings and 

a property worth 1 1/2 million dollars. He said there were three Ridleys—buildings, 

present boys and Old Boys—and reiterated his belief in the value of old virtues. 

The 1949 Prize Day ceremonies were inspiring and gracious. In particular, Acta 

excelled itself. The sixtieth anniversary issue included a brief history of the School, 

written mainly by Terence Cronyn, and a personal tribute entitled “H. C. Griffith 

and Ridley.” In the tribute, Dr. Bett wrote, 

The pattern of the School’s history is like that of a basket weave. The Millers 
and the Griffiths and the Williams; the founding of the School; the moving to the 
present site; the building of the Chapel—these are the strong uprights. But weaving 
horizontally in and out of them are the lesser personalities and events, without which 
the uprights would be useless. Scores of assistant masters have taught and done duty 
and taken games; doctors and nurses and matrons have laboured behind the scenes; 
present and old boys have added their many and diverse contributions. And the 
steady stream of ordinary Ridley events has gone on year after year . . . 

As Chapter One will forever be associated with Dr. Miller, so will Ridleians always 
visualize Chapter Two as the age of Dr. Griffith. Those who have watched the first 
two chapters of Ridley history unfold have no fear of the future’s verdict. Those who 
know J. R. Hamilton feel, deep in their hearts, that all will be well in Chapter Three. 

It was calculated that 3325 boys had passed through Ridley in its first sixty 

years. Probably well over 3000 had a personal experience of Dr. Griffith—in chapel 

services, French classes, ethics classes, Tuesday night football songs, Sunday 

morning singing, interviews in his study (sometimes uncomfortable), but, above 

all, as a coach. 

Not many people achieve the distinction of owning an aphorism. Yet Dr. 

Griffith will forever be associated with this lesson for sports and for life: “If you lose, 

say nothing; if you win, say less.” 
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The Women’s Guild 

In 1949, the Women’s Guild celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary, even as it 

recognized the School’s sixtieth birthday and said farewell to Dr. and Mrs. Griffith. 

Of all the satellite organizations of Ridley, it was one of the most loyal. By the late 

1940s, it had three branches (Toronto, London, and St. Catharines); all parents 

were encouraged to belong, and there were members from twelve other countries. 

The Guild expressed its devotion and generosity in many ways: funding for 

scholarships, support of the libraries, special gifts, encouragement of mothers of 

new boys, and, particularly, additions to the Memorial Chapel furnishings. Perhaps 

most importantly, it was a conduit for the mothers to express belief in the Ridley 

education. It was a custom for all branches to come together for a lunch in the 

Lower School in early May. This was then followed by a brief Annual General 

Meeting and then the Cadet Inspection. It was a reversal of normal Ridley practice 

that, on these occasions, husbands had to wait for their wives. Mrs. Kathleen 

Drope, the president, invited Dr. Griffith to speak for the last time as head about 

his profoundest beliefs. She then spoke of the Guild’s devotion to the Griffith 

family and made a presentation to them. It was a cheque for $900, a billfold, and a 

purse—a treat and thoughtful act of generosity. 

THE SECOND WAR MEMORIAL 

“Memory Is the Treasury and Guardian of All Things” 

One last salute to the Griffith years remained. This was the opening of the 

Great Hall, erected as a memorial to Ridley’s war-dead of the Second World War 

and a wonderful addition to the utility and beauty of the School. Opened 

simultaneously was still another addition to the institutional structure—the 

Schmon Memorial Hospital. The dual event marked Prize Day of 1950 as the 

outstanding public day of this Ridley decade. Dr. Griffith, retired headmaster, was 

welcomed by the School for the event. Field Marshal, the Viscount Alexander of 

Tunis, Governor General of Canada, and Lady Alexander, officiated at both 

opening ceremonies. The Cadet Corps, 

given the role of providing a 

background with a touch of military 

pageantry was brushed, polished, well 

rehearsed, and at its best for the 

discerning eye of the great British 

military leader. The Corps first formed 

a Guard of Honour to greet Their 

Excellencies at the station and then 

was inspected by the Viscount. 

Everything went smoothly; the Field 

Marshal was complimentary. 

After greetings from Vice- 

President Colonel A. L. Bishop and 

Headmaster Hamilton, it was explained 

to Their Excellencies that the 

magnificent new hall had been built as 

a memorial to the eighty Ridleians who 

had died as a result of service in World 

War II. The Governor General then 

unveiled the memorial tablet on the 

cloister wall, which carried the names 

Official ceremonies at the 

opening of the Great Hall 

and wall of remembrance 
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The Schmon Memorial Hospital 

of Ridley’s honoured war-dead. The ceremonial phase of Their Excellencies’ visit 

was concluded by the reading of a prayer by the Lord Bishop of Niagara, the Right 

Reverend Walter E. Bagnall. 

Their Excellencies then inspected the Memorial Hospital, which was 

presented to Ridley hy Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Schmon of St. Catharines to honour 

the memory of their son Richard—a leading Ridley boy of the 1930s. He had been 

killed while serving with the 313th Field Battery, a unit of Patton’s famous Third 

U.S. Army. Dick’s brother, Bob, accompanied his parents during the ceremony. Dr. 

Kelly of Princeton University, where Dick Schmon had an equally outstanding 

career, presented Ridley with a picture of Princeton’s Nassau Hall. 

The infirmary was joined to the Great Hall by a covered passage. Wards of four 

beds and two beds allowed space for twenty patients, with space in each room for 

additional beds. A solarium for convalescent patients, waiting rooms, treatment 

rooms, and a storage area were located on the ground floor. Accommodation for a 

resident nurse was provided on the second floor. The Schmon Memorial Hospital 

has since served the School well for half a century, and the painting of Richard 

Schmon is a fine reminder of those boys who attended Ridley and served in the 

armed forces of the United States. 

The Great Hall rivals the Memorial Chapel as a most impressive structure. It 

is distinguished by the cloister across its front, and made striking by tall, majestic 

windows with iron balconies and a tower, surmounted by a copper-sheathed spire 

and weather vane that reaches up almost 110 feet. Inside, the walls are paneled in 

oak to a height of eight feet, and all furniture matches—twenty-four tables to seat 

240, with other special seating giving a total capacity of 292. 

Some adaptations have taken place over the years. The gallery, presumably 

designed for entertainment, is now joined to the ground floor by two staircases. 

Except on banquet occasions, a cafeteria servery replaces the head table. Portraits 

of Ridley’s presidents and headmasters hang above the oak paneling. To service the 

spacious dining room are kitchens and pantries, with a refrigeration plant in the 

basement, where the science department’s new laboratories for chemistry, physics, 

and biology were originally located. 

Following an ancient English school custom, the dining-room chairs were 

made available to the Old Boys for lettering with their names. Three huge oak 

honour boards (from the old Assembly Hall) faced the entrance, bearing the names 

of the winners of the Mason Gold Medal for Manliness and the Merritt Gold 

Medal, and naming the Head Boy of the School 

for each year since these awards and honours 

were founded. Opposite them, other honour 

boards listed the hoys who had been awarded the 

Merritt Silver Medal, the Blake Gold Medal, and 

the Mason Silver Medal. 

To all Ridleians, and to all visitors, the beauty of 

the soft Westminster chimes in the tower of 

Memorial Hall, heard in the hush of a quiet 

evening, adds a warmth to Ridley’s atmosphere. 

It also provokes an irresistible nostalgia. The 

clock was built by Gillet and Johnson of 

Croydon, England, makers of the carillon in the 

Ottawa Peace Tower. The chimes and the clock 

were the gift of Colonel and Mrs. A. L. Bishop in 

honour of Colonel Bishop’s uncle, the late 

Colonel Reuben Wells Leonard, the great 

benefactor of Ridley. 
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In Memoriam 

- Ridley College 

The new Memorial Hall is freshly built. 
This afternoon they added on a spire 

That points the lesson of the brick and stone. 

This and the Chapel in memory of Them—- 

Two wars—two buildings stand to mark Their place. 
Now, Their names engraved, They proved Their gift 

Of life, and They in death have won the race. 

If so it be, there’s little more to add 
I only know I knew most of these men 

When they were young and lithe and turned to life 
As something free and well within their ken. 

They felt and ate and loved, as we do still, 
The sunrise was as bright, the rain as soft, 

They knew the lusts and failings of the body, 
Their minds were filled with questionings as oft. 

- Terence Cronyn 

HAMMY TAKES CONTROL 

“What we want is trained minds, men and women who will be ever mindful of their 
indebtedness to the past and will yearn to do something good for civilization.” 

Dr. J. R. Hamilton, 1957 

New Priorities 

The transition from Griffith to Hamilton was more gradual than it might 

appear. The younger man was devoted to the heroic legend of the older, and the 

older man believed completely in his successor’s competence and integrity. Hammy 

had been a teacher-housemaster until 1936, when he was appointed assistant to Dr. 

Griffith. At that time, he and his wife, Muriel, were in Gooderham House. They 

regarded their Gooderham years as a golden era, caring for their two children and 

their Ridley boys in that special entirety and embrace that is boarding school life. 

In 1939, they moved to the larger challenge of Merritt House. The burden of 

an important administrative role, especially in the complexity of wartime, was 

added to housemastering and teaching. As Dr. Griffith began to feel his seventy- 

plus years, Hammy took on more and more responsibilities. By 1949, Hammy had 

been the heir apparent for thirteen years. 

Mr. Hamilton was deeply imbued with the systems and spirit of Ridley. 

Overtly, nothing much changed. But there was a shifting in perspective, arising out 

of the needs of the 1950s and the full expression of Hammy’s educational 

philosophy. He was driven by two powerful forces—his Christian faith and his 

calling as a scientist. There is often an assumption that faith and reason are 

opposed, but Hammy certainly did not believe so. He once said, 

Science does not teach a harsh materialism. Science looks at life, measures and 
compares and probes. But it does not speak with authority on a man’s free will and 
choice of action. It does not deal with faith. These things are beyond science. The 
great religions are still the powerful force in the world, not the hideous results men 
are seeking in the study of nuclear fission. 

Mr. Hamilton was 

deeply imbued with 

the systems and spirit 

of Ridley. 
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]. R. Hamilton (right) was 

granted an honorary LL.D from 

Western in 1951. Prime Minister 

Louis St. Laurent officiated. 

Already, Hammy was considered one of the great Canadian science teachers. 

As a realist and a man of science, he had a sharp awareness of the potential 

miracles and catastrophes of the twentieth century. Hammy’s mission (not perhaps 

articulated by him) was to prepare Ridley boys for the second half of the century, 

known and unknown. 

Dr. Hamilton was not a man to be taken lightly. Both as assistant and as head, 

Hammy was capable of righteous wrath (the Hamilton temper). The world of 

“right or wrong, permitted or forbidden” reflected the Ridley in which he believed. 

A tradition had developed during the 1920s and 1930s that said a student was not 

a full-fledged, proper Ridley boy unless he had won his spurs by being caned by the 

headmaster. Without perhaps intending to do so, Hammy moderated the use of 

corporal punishment and cultivated responsible behaviour by the power of reason, 

but, he would, and did, cane for smoking and for serious offenses against the school 

rules. His wrath, like magnesium, flared brightly and died away quickly. 

He was quite aware that a new headmaster, like a young teacher, has to prove 

himself. Making the move from staff member to headmaster, in the same school, 

involves a delicate withdrawal from intimacy and informality to something a little 

more detached. Hammy managed this, as evidenced by the “first end-of-year 

report” by the editor of School Notes in Acta, 1950. 

From the smallest boy in the Lower School who sees “the Head” only in Chapel, 
or in the Dining Room, or at school activities (where he is always in evidence) to 
those of us who have the privilege of being taught by him, of working under him, or 
of talking with him (every boy in the School feels free to do so), all of us offer our 
sincere congratulations to him at the end of a very successful year as Headmaster. 

We are not aware of the opinions of the Governors or parents or Old Boys of the 
School, but we suspect that they, too, are very favourable. We do know and are very 
conscious of the prevailing sentiments of the present boys at Ridley. 

At the same time, Hammy himself wrote, 

This year has been an eventful one in the history of the School. It has marked the 
end of one regime and the beginning of another. Naturally such a period is a critical 
one in the life of a school—the appointment of a headmaster is always a gamble and 
this is no exception. However, such changes as have been instituted have gone into 
effect without undue disturbance of equilibrium—and Ridley in June 1950 bears all 
the earmarks of Ridley in June 1949 and previous Junes. 

Increasing Awareness 

Dr. Hamilton believed, with all wise educators, that a school that only taught 

a boy how to make a living without teaching him how to understand the world he 

must enter would fail a boy. Thus the headmaster wisely adopted a policy of 

enlightenment. He established regular weekly periods to discuss current affairs in 

the sixth form and something similar for the fourth and fifth forms. There were 

soon junior as well as senior debates, and the speaking contests were clearly design¬ 

ed to urge Ridley’s boys to examine the world around them. Old Boys of the period, 

in looking back, are agreed that Ridley’s seniors acquired a more reasoned view of 

the social and political evolution in Canada of the last difficult, changing twenty 

years than most adults possessed. This is a great tribute, unnoted at the time, to the 

wisdom of the masters who led the discussion periods on current affairs. 

Hammy worked urgently to achieve a return to the many pre-war 

extracurricular and intramural activities of school life that had fallen away during 

the war. It required time, but soon the School’s activities became wonderfully 

diversified. The Speakers’ Club took a special position in school life, after a year of 

behind-the-scenes encouragement. Astronomy, art, and photographic clubs were 

formed (or re-formed); in addition to the discussion periods on current and world 

affairs, there were regular weekly periods on art and music. The Glee Club was 
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busy. The House Plays were revived. That this renewal of extracurricular activity 

was overdue and very important is attested by the following note of applause in 

Acta: “We salute this miniature Renaissance and emergence from the dark ages, and 

those connected with it.” 

The Speakers’ Club was revived in 1948 by a committee of three masters: 

Messrs. Fensom, Bunting, and Morris. Instead of the formal, set speech that was 

delivered for the annual speaking prizes, the Speakers’ Club was a debating organi¬ 

zation that followed parliamentary procedure. The method did not at first gain the 

approval of the other masters or even of the headmaster. The interruptions and 

unrehearsed responses by the “opposition” were not understood, but these proved 

of utmost value in helping boys to think on their feet. The success of the Speakers’ 

Club was apparent in the rising wave of enthusiasm engendered by the possibility 

of competing for the Fulford Trophy, provided by Roger Fulford, a TCS Old Boy, 

for inter-school debating competition between five schools: SAC, UCC, UTS, 

TCS, and Ridley. The wisdom of holding debates along parliamentary lines was 

fully confirmed when Ridley’s debating rules were adopted for the Fulford contest. 

In the finals of the 1950 contest, so many fine orations were heard that the 

judges had great difficulty allotting the right weight to subject matter, care in 

research, and manner and effectiveness of delivery. They at length awarded first 

place to W. D. McKeough for his address: Free Enterprise—Password to Prosperity. 

The winner then delivered his prize-winning speech before a luncheon of the St. 

Catharines Rotary Club on its International Day, when guests from Ridley 

represented twenty-two different countries. McKeough then won second place and 

a scholarship of $100 to any university, in the Lincoln County Oratorical Contest, 

sponsored by the Lions Club. 

It is notable that Cro Taylor ’40 won the National Oratorical Contest of the 

Canadian Chamber of Commerce held at Toronto’s Royal York Hotel on June 18, 

1949. His prize-winning speech, We Are For Freedom, was later delivered over the 

CBC’s coast-to-coast network. 

How closely Ridley’s boys were following world affairs could be seen in the 

other subjects offered in the contest, notably: W. R. Whitlock’s The North Atlantic 

Pact; R. H. Railton’s Civilization on Trial; and J. L. Allen’s second-place speech, 

Canada’s Place in the United Nations and his offering in the semi-finals, The 

Challenge of the Atom. This type of subject reflected the headmaster’s 

encouragement of discussions on world affairs. In one series of debates, four out of 

five subjects were on Communism. Earlier, Ridley (Bob Johnstone, Ed Schadt, and 

Simon Coke) challenged UCC orators to debate the resolution Should Communism 

Be Outlawed in Canada? The judges gave Ridley the verdict. 

Emphasis On Science 

There was one grave lack in Ridley’s science facilities in 1949. This was the 

inadequate laboratories. Mr. Fensom described the instruction situation at Ridley 

in 1949 in this way: “A high degree of theoretical competence. A low empirical 

ability. Didactic teaching.” Fortunately, a solution was in sight in 1949; the Great 

Hall was under construction. In the basement of the wonderful new structure 

would be the most modern and well-equipped science laboratories that David 

Fensom could wish for. The headmaster had seen to that in the building’s design. 

It was quite fitting that the Great Hall should incorporate a new science 

department. A literary piece in A eta celebrated the labs as an integral part of a 

liberal education. 

Any morning now it is a common sight to see the senior form of the Lower School 
troop from Chapel into the Physics Lab where they sit at the work tables in pairs, 

There was one grave lack 

in Ridley’s science facilities 

in 1949. This was the 

inadequate laboratories. 
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If the stories of Ridley’s labs 

and budding young chemists 

and creators of foul smells 

and high explosives could fill 

a fascinating volume, the tale 

of the horse skeleton would 

be given a prominent place. 

gaping in the early hour at the brilliant lighting and weird furnishings of the 
immaculate room. They look attentive but really their minds are on the innumerable 
gadgets on the desk or the machines in the sacred depths of the store room at the 
back. Here is indeed an “elaboratory,” and the secrets of the physical universe are 
unfolded to those who wish to perceive them. 

The Chemistry Lab boasts a most unusual design. At one side is the tiered lecture 
section facing directly into the demonstration desk. At the other side is the work 
bench section, set out in steel units with stove tops in the form of an E. There are 
cup sinks, gas and electrical outlets for every two boys, and the whole room is 
ventilated by a very powerful fan and by a separate fume hood. In this room our 
feelings undergo a gamut of emotions: no, the device like a black machine gun at the 
top is only a projection lantern of recent design; the green box which matches the 
walls is only an oven, not a refrigerator; the woodwork at the side conceals a fume 
hood, not an organ; and the ash pews do not imply an offertory but rather the prayer 
“Seek and ye shall find. Knock and it shall be opened to you.” And then, with one 
wall almost entirely windows at the level of the outer walk, one must remember that 
the room is not quite a fish bowl about which we swim willy-nilly, our every 
movement observed by visitors. 

“The Bodies, Receiver and Heads” may be found literally in the Biology Room. 
Here, with lantern slides, microscopes, dissection kits and other paraphernalia of 
Zoology and Botany, life may be studied very fully. Many a new boy has gaped at the 
skeletons in the cupboards and has gone out with his spine a-prickling lest he be 
popped in a jar or dissected. 

If the stories of Ridley’s labs and budding young chemists and creators of foul 

smells and high explosives could fill a fascinating volume, the tale of the horse 

skeleton would certainly be given a prominent place. Mr. Fensom found that 

obtaining specimens for study was an endless problem, as all biologists know. This 

was why there was great excitement one day when a hoy reported that a skeleton 

of a horse was lying in the woods. A working party was hurriedly organized and sent 

off to retrieve it. 

The return was one of the most bizarre processions that St. Catharines ever 

saw. The expedition had to pass right through the town. In the lead marched a 

Ridley boy carrying the toothy skeleton of a horse’s head—on his head. Then came 

two more boys, each shouldering a leg. Then two more staggered along trying to 

hold the rib cage intact by carrying it on both their heads at once—a difficult trick 

and a ghastly sight. One or two ribs had broken away, which the boys used to 

threaten the barking dogs along the way. Lastly, bringing up the rear, was “the 

aesthetic face of a dignified prefect framed by the horse’s buttocks.” 

One of the most important moves Hammy made after his elevation to 

headmastership in 1949 was to assure David Fensom that the policy of building a 

strong science department would proceed. Ridley was going to be one preparatory 

school that could pick up the vastly accelerated scientific pace. To do so, however, 

would involve allowing science masters to belong also to a world beyond Ridley. 

This had never been a Ridley staff policy, largely because the masters were so busy 

with after-class activities. If the headmaster could not make it a general school 

policy, it was encouraged where the science department was concerned. The policy 

on a master’s outside interests proved permanent as Mr. Hamilton carefully built up 

the science staff with able teachers. The services of Mr. W. Woodside were 

obtained in 1952; he had done valuable work in radar research during the war with 

the Royal Naval Scientific Service and was now with the National Research 

Council. He joined Ridley with the understanding that he could continue some 

research work. He stayed for two years. 

As the technological explosion gained momentum during the 1950s, the 

headmaster approved an expansion in the science department. Mr. D. R. Wilson 

joined in 1954; Old Boy R. E. Stanley ’47 joined in 1955 to teach science to the 

junior forms; and Dr. E. J. Reedman, a noted biochemist, joined in 1957. 
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Faculty members serve 

Christmas dinner. 

Staff Changes 

There were few staff changes in Hammy’s early years. 

There were, however, two retirements of people much 

loved by Ridley. The first was J. C. Ashburner who taught 

at Ridley from 1916 to 1952. Acta wrote, 

Some four decades ago a restless young Englishman, 
newly admitted with ancient ceremony to Cambridge’s 
degree of Bachelor of Arts, left his homeland for Canada 
for adventure and fortune. He found much of the one and 
little of the other as he tried one thing after another. Thus 
in 1916, J. C. Ashburner came to Ridley. Some will recall 
his compelling insistence on perfection in their class work. 
Some will remember how he made them feel that their 
football or cricket squad was the most important. Some 
will still wonder that their prowess in the prefect’s soccer 
league seemed to lose its brilliance when they faced him in 
the staff game. Many will recall gratefully the start he gave 
them in his spare time in senior mathematical subjects. 

Always he was loyal, by precept and by example to the ideal of the Christian 
gentleman. No short memoir can do justice to the efficient work, loyal service and 
inspiring character of any schoolmaster, on his retirement, of the calibre of Mr. 
Ashburner. For the historical record he was on the staff for 36 years, 211/2 years as 
a master residing out of school and 14 1/2 as a house master. 

The second, much-admired retiree was Miss Helen Boyd, who had been the 

Upper School Matron from 1927 to 1952. For twenty-five years, Miss Boyd 

devoted her time, energy, and love to Ridley and to the boys. She fed them well 

not only in good times but also in depression and war tunes. She made sure that 

clothing was kept in good condition. Her Cross-Country Suppers and her suppers 

for winning league teams were always wonderful. In addition, there were the 

countless individual deeds of kindness Miss Boyd performed. Many, many times 

boys went to her for help. Their problems ranged from such mundane things as torn 

trousers to far deeper problems of the spirit. The numerous photographs of Old 

Boys on her walls demonstrated the affection in which she was held. 

There were a few other staff changes. Mr. S. Bunting left for a school in 

Colorado. He was replaced by Mr. P. H. A. Wykes, who became housemaster of 

Dean’s House, with Mr. J. P. Matheson moving to Merritt House. Andy Iggulden 

was now leading the cadets and teaching gymnastics. Adam Griffith moved from 

the Lower School, where he had been since 1940 just before joining the R.C.A.F. 

He now taught literature and history in the Upper School and acted as the guiding 

genius of Acta Ridleiana. Maurice R. Cooke arrived in 1959 and became 

housemaster of School House in 1960. Ross Morrow came to the English 

department in 1960; he also taught Spanish. 

The arrival of Mr. Cecil Rhodes from England to join the office staff and to 

assist in coaching the boxers and cricketers was greeted with a loud cheer—he 

reopened the tuck shop! He was astonished by the appetite of Canadian hoys for 

ice cream; the wrappings of ice-cream bars littered the shop floor every afternoon 

to denote his most popular item of trade. 

Some Unsuspected Repercussions 

Opening the tuck shop was an attempt to persuade the boys not to patronize a 

local store run by a character called Tuffy. It was suspected that he utilized his 

basement as a Ridley smoking room, and, if never substantiated, there were 

suspicions that he stocked stronger bottled goods than pop. The real reason Tuffy 

was in official disfavour was that he was too often “in his cups” and too publicly 

It was suspected that he 

utilized his basement as 

a Ridley smoking room, 

and there were suspicions 

that he stocked stronger 

bottled goods than pop. 
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The Hamilton years were 

full of quiet innovations. 

demonstrative about his affection for Ridley. One night, while under the influence, 

he realized he had missed a favourite hoy lately and apparently was seized with the 

idea that Ridley was the Bastille holding the boy prisoner. He staggered to the front 

door, attacking it with his fists and bawling at the top of his lungs, “Let Davie out! 

Let him out, I say. He’s a good boy. Let Davie out! Let him out.” 

Tuffy’s most famous demonstration of affection for the School occurred one 

Inspection Day. Once again under the influence, he decided to make a donation to 

Ridley and felt that the time to do it was before the whole School—on parade. The 

dignitaries at the saluting base must have been startled when Tuffy strutted in front 

of the cadets, yelling for the headmaster and waving a cheque. “It’s a hundred 

dollars for Ridley!” Mr. Fensom attempted to walk him off the field before the 

formalities were completely wrecked, but he was only persuaded to go when 

Mr. Fensom pocketed the donation to the School. 

About the time of Tuffy’s Inspection Day performance, an amazing illustration 

of the ability of Ridley boys to keep a secret, and also their ingenuity in 

circumventing the “no smoking” ban, was accidentally uncovered. Discovery was 

made of “the smoking garden of Dexter Street.” A widow, who was always kind to 

children and stray animals, had thrown open her garden to Ridley’s boys for several 

years. She placed seats under her peach trees and sometimes welcomed her guests 

with lemonade. When the weather grew cold, the boys could smoke in her garage. 

The astonishment of the staff over this long-established smokers’ retreat was 

multiplied when the lady explained how it had started. “I’ve only been carrying on 

a tradition started by my late husbarid,” she said. “He liked to have the Ridley boys 

around and felt they should have a place to smoke where they couldn’t be caught.” 

The “smoking garden of Dexter Street” had perhaps been in operation for ten years 

or more, with the staff never catching as much as a whiff of it. 

INNOVATIVE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

Career Guidance 

The Hamilton years were full of quiet innovations in accordance with content' 

porary educational trends. The career guidance program developed rapidly, aided 

by the efforts of Adam Griffith. There were three aspects to its growth in the 1950s. 

The introduction of IQ tests (the Kuder aptitude tests) was carried out by Mr. 

Schussler, with guidance from the psychology department of the University of 

Toronto. Adam Griffith’s wartime experience of such testing in the R.C.A.F. 

enabled him to take this over in 1952. 

Mr. Griffith began an annual program of visits to colleges, establishing 

personal contacts at the greatest of the eastern United States colleges. He became 

familiar with the requirements of the U.S. College Entrance Examination Board. 

This introduced a degree of professionalism to Ridley’s promotion of its Old Boys 

at the university level. 

A policy was developed of inviting successful people to come to Ridley to 

lecture on their own careers and offer guidance on how to become prepared (best 

college courses, et cetera). In 1958 alone, there were lectures on big business, 

architecture, law, forestry, the R.C.A.F., and the Army. People were glad to come, 

glad to think they might attract Ridley boys into their worlds. 

The Student Council 

In 1950, the headmaster instituted a new medium of aid in administration by 

the senior boys. Called the Students’ Council, the new group was comprised of 

representatives from all forms, but it was heavily weighted at the top. More than 
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half its representatives were nominated by the sixth form. At the start, the prefects 

were not members; to them the Council seemed to be not only usurping some of 

their traditional functions but also diminishing their prestige. The Council even 

managed to “get into the hair” of some members of the staff. For a time the Council 

appeared to be more disrupting than anything else. But there were alterations in its 

personnel and authority, and, shortly, it was making the contribution to school 

government that the headmaster had originally intended. 

A Tutorial System 

The final innovation in support systems was the introduction of a tutorial 

system. Both Dr. Hamilton and Mr. Matheson were strongly behind this. One 

specific master was assigned to oversee each boy: to discuss his progress, guide him, 

and be an advocate for him. Tutors could arrange extra help for areas of academic 

weakness and make sure that no individual was lost to anonymity or allowed to 

“contract out” of school requirements. The system fed naturally into the career- 

guidance efforts of the School. Its success varied, of course, according to the 

effectiveness of the tutor and the compatibility of tutor and boy. 

NEW BUILDINGS 

The Classroom Wing 

In the late 1950s, the twin concerns of library and teaching space were 

addressed. A new building, designed by Salter and Flemming, was constructed 

between School House and the Chapel. Here is Ada’s description of it. 

The building has been designed to harmonize with both the Chapel and School 
House. It contains four large classrooms and two smaller ones, the latter being used 
for small 6A classes and study purposes. Upstairs is a fully-equipped Assembly Hall, 
including projection room and permanent screen. Evening study takes place entirely 
in the Assembly Hall. With a ceiling supported by beautiful curved arches, the hall 
has a brick interior which is . . . illuminated by modem wall lamps between the arches. 

The classrooms are of a painted concrete interior, whereas the hallways are of 
plaster. Modern terrazzo tiling gives the floors extremely long life, and a colour 
scheme of light green and yellow gives a pleasant atmosphere. The new-type green 
blackboards add to the beauty, and an extremely modernistic two-level window with 
an abstract colour design supplies the finishing touch. 

All classrooms, halls, and the assembly hall have sound-proofed ceilings. 

The final innovation 

in support systems was 

the introduction of a 

tutorial system. 

The Matthews Library 

The library, now in the old dining hall, received an upgrading in 1957. Ada 

wrote of the changes. 

New shelves have been installed along the walls at the west end, with two jutting out 
into the body of the room. A quietly scholastic atmosphere—the “Silence Rule” is 
already the main code of the Matthews Library—has encouraged many more boys, 
both Juniors and Seniors, to enjoy the facilities for undisturbed reading and study. 
Four small tables have been installed against the walls at the east end, which is 
pleasantly carpeted. An individual lighting system is being arranged for these tables 
so that students will enjoy greater comfort for private work. 

Several hundred excellent books have been given to the Library. In the bringing of 
the Catalogue up-to-date, a complicated task, in view of the great number of 
additional books, invaluable help has been given by Mr. George Hunt, who has 
completed for us hundreds of cards, with clear and artistic lettering. The Librarians 
are very grateful to Mr. Hunt for his patient and speedy work. George Hunt’s wife, 
Elizabeth, served Ridley as an important administrative assistant for many years. 

Since the Library opened, volunteers from the Sixth Forms have acted as Assistant 
Librarians. The Librarian wishes to register his gratitude and appreciation for the 
immense help given to him by these Librarians. 
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School spirit, at its 

simplest, is loyalty 

expressed in 

cherished rituals. 

The Auty Cricket Library 

Karl Andre Auty, perhaps the leading authority on cricket in North America, 

died at his home in Chicago on November 30, 1959, at the age of seventy-eight. 

In his will, he bequeathed to Ridley College his magnificent Library of Cricket. As 

a cricketer and in the capacity of organizer of many cricket touring teams, Mr. Auty 

visited Ridley frequently. During his life, he amassed the most complete collection 

of books on the Great Old Game on this continent, numbering well over three 

thousand volumes. Among these is a complete set, dating back to 1865, of 

Wisden’s “Almanac of Cricket,” the annual record of cricket as played in every 

comer of the globe. 

Mr. Auty had a great affection for Ridley, deeming the College to be the 

nursery of his well-loved game in Canada. To this affection we owe this valued 

bequest. It was housed in a special room adjacent to the Visitor’s Gallery of the 

Great Hall, and became known as the Auty Cricket Library. The Library was 

maintained in its entirety, for reference by all enthusiasts in the country. It is now 

located in a special section of the Ridley Archives. 

THOUGHTS ABOUT SCHOOL SPIRIT 

Definitions 

“School spirit” is a term of much ambiguity. At its simplest, it is loyalty 

expressed in cherished rituals. In this sense, the success of school teams is both the 

product and progenitor of school spirit. Thus an unsuccessful year can diminish 

spirit, while the lack of success is often blamed on poor spirit. In a deeper sense, 

school spirit is the understanding and support of the school’s educational mission. 

It is an unmeasurable indication of school morale, and is a topic much discussed in 

every school. 

At Ridley, A eta editorials often bewail the absence of school spirit, and they 

did so at this time. Dr. Hamilton was not a great athlete; he was sensitive to this 

contrast with his predecessor, ha fact, Hammy became sufficiently perturbed to 

consult the old guard in the masters’ common room, as well as the school prefects. 

In 1949 and 1950, there was a practical explanation for low morale. Warm 

winters two years running made it impossible for the gallant Pro Coburn to make 

ice, even though he worked night after night. Not only the hockey teams, but all 

those who enjoyed skating became frustrated. Basketball was not seen as a 

glamourous substitute for hockey. The swimming and squash teams were specialized 

and catered to relatively few. Mixed success in the spring sports was an additional 

disappointment. With Ridley’s appetite for winning, this looked like a decline. 

There also may have been deeper trends at work, which culminated in the 

troubled society of the 1960s. Old certainties were giving way to new uncertainties. 

The pursuit ot individual rights and privileges was making loyalty to the team less 

desirable. The increase in sporting options (more boys representing Ridley in more 

sports) dimmed the lustre of major sport victories as well as the pain of defeat. 

Another factor may have been that of size. A school of 250 is much more open to 

expressions of spirit than a school of 350. The cherished traditions such as the 

football songs, rallies, and cheerleaders were to continue for a long time but not 

quite with the old fervor. All this was understandably painful to Old Boys whose 

memories had become golden in retrospect, but a different kind of school spirit 

(pride in participation and pursuit of excellence) was beginning to formulate itself. 

These trends are characterized in the ending of the Ridley roll calls. They were 

symbolic of the old, monolithic Ridley. When the old Assembly Hall was torn 

down to make way for the Great Hall, the end came of the Sunday evening pre- 
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chapel roll calls, with the whole school assembled to reply Adsum in alphabetical 

order. The roll call was often the toughest test a new master ever experienced. Even 

veteran masters sighed with relief that they were no more. The roll calls were now 

held in the separate houses. 

The term A dsum had been almost as familiar as their own names to hundreds 

of Ridley boys. “Adsum”—“I am here!” sometimes came out “Absum”—“I am not 

here.” In the Lower School, Adsum also died out. It had begun to vanish earlier, 

when Mr. Brown instituted a system of giving each boy a number, with a roll call 

carried out by a line-up of boys, in order of number, filing past the duty-master. 

Nearly all the vintage Old Boys remembered those great massed roll calls for years, 

and vaguely regretted the passing of Adsum. Once gone, it seemed to bear an 

important meaning. 

Consciously, Ridley seeks to affirm its heritage. Plaques, pictures, honour lists, 

and memorials are displayed. Rituals—chapel, cadets, plus a host of light-hearted 

annual occasions—and the prominence of orange and black have always been seen 

as important. To the observer from the 21st century, Ridley seems to have 

preserved many of the old traditions. In the 1950s, four Ridley institutions, quite 

apart from sports, generated school spirit. They were music, Acta, the annual 

school play, and cadets. 

To the observer from the 

21st century, Ridley seems 

to have preserved many of 

the old traditions. 

Music At Ridley 

A 1955 Acta article described the prevalence of music at Ridley, and how it 

served as a source of school spirit. 

The Chapel, the Assembly Hall, and the Music Room are the three focal points 
of music at Ridley, and for most Ridleians it is the Chapel which would first come 
to mind. It is where the whole School gathers under one roof for a common purpose. 
The musical feature which dominates the Chapel service is the congregational 
singing. With the single exception of the anthem, all singing is done by everybody. 
This singing is led by a choir, whose personnel changes almost completely every year. 
No group in the School does a more important job than the choir. 

The Chapel has amazingly good acoustical properties, and possesses a beautiful 
Casavant organ. 

Almost without being aware of it boys make the acquaintance of a wide variety 
of good music as they sit in the Chapel before the Services begin. 

Most Ridleians would name the Carol Service, the Confirmation Service, the 
Old Boys’ Service and the last Sunday evening service of the School year as the four 
most important. 

But, it is not special Services but the ordinary daily services which give the Chapel 
its position as the centre of School life. 

Singing of a different type is heard in the Assembly Hall. 
Every Tuesday night during the football season it resounds with Ridley football 

songs. This unique collection of songs has grown up gradually over the years, and, 
while none of the words would qualify for admission to the Oxford Book of English 
Verse, they do show an enthusiasm for Ridley in general and Ridley football in 
particular that has played no small part in maintaining the School spirit. 

There are one or two national songs, popular songs of all vintages, . . . and a few 
of the best known tunes from the Gilbert and Sullivan operettas. When the football 
season is over the Glee Club takes over, and once again the Assembly Hall is the 
scene of enthusiastic singing. This continues throughout the Winter months, and is 
climaxed by the performance of a musical play in the spring. Usually from one third 
to one half of the Upper School are members of the Glee Club. 

The Assembly Hall also sees a different form of music making in the form of 
Musical Appreciation classes. There are always some boys who need no persuading to 
listen to such music, others gradually discover the enjoyment of doing so. Still others 
have no use for such music, and are firmly convinced that they never will have. But 
(long afterwards), perhaps years later, that seed sown on stony ground has, after all, 

quickened and borne fruit. 
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The Music Room came into being when the Great Hall was built, and through the 
generosity of Mr. and Mrs. Hoover Sutton was equipped with an excellent record 
player. It is also in the Music Room, and in a corresponding room in the Lower 
School, that lessons are given in piano and in the Theory of Music. At the present 
moment between six and seven percent of the boys in both the Upper and Lower 
Schools are receiving such lessons. 

The Lower School boys attend Singing Classes in their own Assembly Hall twice a 
week, and in the course of the School year build up an acquaintance with a variety of 
songs, ranging from folk songs and sea shanties, national songs and songs by the great 
composers, to songs from the Gilbert and Sullivan operettas. Vocal ensembles spring 
up in rooms and dormitories, discovering for themselves the joy of singing in 
harmony, and often making a very good job of it, too; instrumental ensembles meet 
in the Assembly Hall, often rivaling Tennyson’s orchestra of “flute, violin, bassoon” 
in unorthodox combinations of instruments, but giving an enormous amount of 
pleasure to themselves and their audience. 

Over the decades, 

Acta has provided a rich 

chronicle of Ridley life. 

Ridley Publications 

Over the decades, Acta has provided a rich chronicle of Ridley life. It was 

never a forum for the expression of student opinion; it therefore incurred regular 

criticism from the students. On the other hand, any dramatic change was likely to 

provoke the wrath of Old Boys. One of the editors commented tartly, “Our opinion 

is that while at Ridley, the boys are dyed-in-the-wool radicals, but when they leave 

. . . they promptly become sure-fire conservatives.” Adam Griffith once wrote (in 

response to critics), “Acta serves three bodies, the Old Boys, the present boys and 

the parents. Moreover it is a history of the School. We try to serve all.” 

Adult supervision of content was ever present, but volunteer staff did most of 

the writing. Perhaps forty boys would participate in each edition. Under Adam 

Griff ith, the role of the staff advisor was played down, and the hoys’ editorial team 

was given a high profile. To the historian, it is a superb repository of information. 

The classic composition of an A eta can be summarized as follows; 

20% profiles, greetings, farewells, congratulations; 
20% activities: Chapel, cadets, clubs, plays, music, expeditions; 
20% literary and artistic contributions; 
25% sports; 
10% Lower School; 
5% Old Boy news. 

These proportions are revealing of the School’s priorities. The absence, with a 

few exceptions, of academic discussion is typical of school journalism. What 

happens in the classroom is educational routine and variable from boy to boy, so it 

is not newsworthy. The political or social concerns of the boys emerge from debate 

and speech topics and from the literary offerings. 

Many hoys learned the discipline of commissioned writing in their reportage. 

Production deadlines were always a harsh reality, as was the experience of writer’s 

block to many editors. One of them wrote so truthfully: 

The Editor sat in the Editor’s chair 
And gazed at his desk in dismay and despair. 
In a pile to his left reams of paper appeared 
While centre his portable typewriter leered. 

Their meaning was devilish hut painfully clear: 
“No editorial—deadline is here.” 

And as blank was the paper, so blank was his brain, 
Though he sought for ideas, he sought them in vain. 

He thought of the one he had written before, 
And wondered just what he could rehash once more. . . . 

- Acta 
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The sheer detail of each Acta is daunting, especially when it reflects a distant 

past. But for the most part it is literary and well mannered; and in the matter of 

tributes to individuals, it is always gracious. With some slight changes of format in 

the 1950s, Acta was true to its heritage. 

In 1950, a new publication was launched. This was The Ridley Tiger, an 

Association mailing put together by Terence Cronyn. It came out three or four 

times a year and was essentially a “facts piece” for the Old Boys. Here is a sample 

from its first issue. 

Facts About the Old Boys Association: There are 483 Old Boys known to be deceased, 
1,960 whose addresses are known and 1,153 for whom there is no address—or 3,551 
boys attended Ridley between 1889 and 1950. 

Facts About the School: There are 224 boys in the Upper and 109 in the Lower 
School. There are 30 members of the Staff in all and 4 ladies (matrons and nurses). 
There are approximately 45 other men and women employed at Ridley. In other 
words, there are 412 persons living at Ridley, not including masters’ families. 

Facts About Our Scholars: In a matriculation examination of last June, 77 boys wrote a 
total of 395 Upper School (senior) papers, of which 84% were passed. Bob Johnstone 
won two open scholarships at the University of Toronto and Harold Hadley won a 
closed scholarship. Dick Court won a scholarship at Princeton University. 

Tiger was extremely well received, especially since it was published in a 

“pocketTormat.” It also represented yet another aspect, year after year, of Terry 

Cronyn’s devotion to the cause of Ridley. 

Drama 

Multipurpose buildings make excellent sense at schools, and the 1939 

gymnasium was among the best of its time. But one or other of the purposes 

generally suffers. In this case, it was its suitability for school plays. The stage was 

capacious enough, but for obvious reasons neither the stage nor the main floor was 

raked, thus restricting visibility and upstage action. In addition, especially for 

young voices, the acoustics presented a great challenge. 

Every fall, a school play was produced. Generally they were mysteries or light- 

hearted comedies. But in 1948, Gwyn Morris directed a stylish production of The 

Importance of Being Earnest by Oscar Wilde. Douglas Gibson, Michael Humphries, 

Tony Bourne, and Robert Johnstone made a fine showing as the four “young 

things,” while Darcy McKeough was a formidable Lady Bracknell. Gwyn Morris 

once again produced a costume drama, She Stoops To Conquer by Oliver Goldsmith, 

in 1955. The cast, led by M. C. McNeil, David Hagerty, and Charles Mack, 

handled the elaborate dress and spirited language admirably. In 1957, an original 

play by Dr. Bett, called Open House, had its first performance at Ridley. 

In 1960, a high point was reached. Gordon McLeod directed T. S. Eliot’s 

Murder In The Cathedral in the Memorial Chapel. The authentic setting, the 

haunting poetry (especially as spoken by the chorus), and the superb acoustics set 

this production apart from all others of these years. Betty Lampard, the critic from 

The St. Catharines Standard, wrote, 

Vivid pageantry and drama in a superb setting . . . best describes the production . . . 
the focal point. . . was the performance of Julian Patrick as Thomas Beckett, a rich 
performance glowing with truth and understanding. Mr. Patrick was especially 
magnificent as he preached the Christmas morning sermon. 

As an aspect of school spirit, the annual plays generated a fierce cast loyalty to 

be remembered over the decades. From time to time, there were also talent shows, 

and, regularly, there were House plays. In the Lower School, there was a touching 

THE RIDLEY 

TIGER 
VO I— 1. NO. I OCTOBER. 1950 

PUBLISHED BY 
THE RIDLEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS’ ASSOCIATION 

ST. CATHARINES. ONTARIO 

A message Irom G. R. Marks, the President 
of the R.C.O.B-A. THIS, the first issue of The Ridley Tiger. 

brings you a new venture of your Old 
Boys' Association. Your Executive Com¬ 

mittee has felt for some time thal there should 
be a closer and more continuing contact be¬ 
tween the Old Eoys themselves and the Old 
Boys and the School. 

"It is our intention to make the contents of this 
booklet more timely than Is possible in the Old 
Boys' section of Acta, because it will be pub¬ 
lished more often and mere regularly. It will 
have a wider field, too, because it goes to 
every Old Boy whose address is known, while 
only paid-up members receive Acta. 

‘The editor is Terry Cronyn. our Secretary- 
Treasurer. Ii you have any news about Old 
Boys, please do not hesitate to write the Editor. 
This issue brings sad nows. All of us who were 
at 'Ernie' Powell's funeral felt that we had lost 
a true friend—that a kind and noble gentleman 
had passed on. 

"The football games will soon be here again. 
These of you who have not been at the school 
recently will find much to interest you. Then 
there Is the Luncheon, or ‘snack’, after the 
T.C.S. game. On December 1st there -will be 
the Annual Meeting of your association. We 
hope that there will be a good turn-out for this, 
cs there are some important matters to be 
discussed." 

As an aspect of school 

spirit, the annual plays 

generated a fierce cast 

loyalty to be remembered 

over the decades. 
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tradition of short plays, two or sometimes three being performed on a winter 

evening. In 1947, Adam Griffith staged a magnificent Lower School production of 

Macbeth—an unusual achievement indeed. 

When introducing Andy 

to Ridley, Cap referred 

to him fondly as “My son, 

Andy." For a year or 

two, the School knew him 

only as “My son, Andy.’’ 

Cadets 

Familiarity with things military had become a normal assumption for boys 

during the war. It lingered on even after 1945. Cadet corps across the country 

benefited from the national surplus of equipment now available for distribution. 

Returning masters and many of the new ones had experiences of the services. 

In 1946, Ridley’s Cadet Corps won the most coveted honour open to cadets of 

Canada: first place in the National Defense (Army) Cadet competition. It was an 

open district competition, not confined to cadets of the independent schools; so 

the achievement was as notable as the satisfaction it brought. But Captain 

Iggulden was ailing, and the need to find a successor became urgent. 

He retired in 1946, and for two years the cadet program was “held together” by 

three different instructors. In 1948, Cap returned temporarily. In that same year, 

his son Andy came back to Canada. Since his liberation from a prisoner-of-war 

camp, Andy had received a commission and served in the British Army. He was 

persuaded to remain in Canada and succeed his father. 

A little unfortunately, when introducing Andy to Ridley, Cap referred to him 

fondly as “My son, Andy.” For a year or two, the School knew him only as “My son, 

Andy.” After the precision of a professional army, the amateurism of the Ridley 

cadets came as a shock to Andy, yet he quickly perceived the boys’ capacity for 

response to a good leader. This was the beginning of his thirty-year affection for 

“the little monsters” to whom he gave so much. 

It was Andy Iggulden’s particular talent to enlist the cadet leadership in both 

the organization and the training of the contingent. He supervised, of course, but 

their responsibility was real, and year by year, the boys took up the challenge. 

Probably this delegation of authority has kept the cadet tradition alive at Ridley 

long after military preparedness has ceased to be a priority. 

The Annual Inspection and the Church Parade across the Burgoyne Bridge to 

St. Thomas’ were the ceremonial highlights every year. The cadet dance was a gala 

affair, and so was the Assault-At-Arms. One year, an illegal party was organized at 

a St. Catharines hotel after the dance. Regrettably, it got out of hand and property 

was damaged. More regrettably, the organizer had booked the room in the name of 

Dirk Hamilton. When the proprietor called the School to seek compensation, he 

was told that the only Hamilton at Ridley was the headmaster. “That will be him,” 

he shouted angrily. Hammy sought out the culprits. They received the full force of 

“Dirk’s” wrath, and the whole of 6A came close to losing their privileges. 

It is a truth well known that ceremonies and inspections may be fine spectacles 

for onlookers, but to the boy or man in the ranks they can be detested if not well 

organized. Ridley’s cadets generally seemed to have common sense at the top, with 

long waits avoided, so an aversion to ceremonial parades seldom developed. They 

enjoyed being on display. At that time, some of the visiting VIPs were so 

interesting that all the pre-parade snapping to smarten them up and the fussing by 

their officers and NCOs about their appearance were worth bearing. 

In 1946, Lt. Col. Cecil Merritt, V.C., of Dieppe fame—the first Canadian to 

be awarded the Victoria Cross in World War II—paid a visit to Ridley. The cadets 

paraded proudly in his honour. Fifty years later, Jim Atwater recalled the man. 

“Aren’t heroes supposed to exude a macho self-confidence? Instead we met a shy 

and uncomfortable man obviously unhappy with all the public adulation ... it 

taught me a lesson I’ve not forgotten. Heroes are mostly courteous and diffident.” 
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Then cadet history was made—they were officially inspected for the first time 

by an Old Boy and former Ridley Cadet Sergeant, General Ian S. Johnston, C.B.E., 

D.S.O. (and bar), Croix de Guerre (Belgium), and Chevalier of the Legion of 

Honour (France). Brigadier Johnston had commanded the 48th Highlanders in 

Sicily and Italy, and during the Italian Campaign he was promoted to command 

the 11th Brigade. He then had command of the 5th Canadian (Armoured) 

Division in Northwest Europe. 

The outbreak of the Korean War focused new attention on the School’s cadets 

in 1950. Active service was looming again for the seniors in the Corps. The equip¬ 

ment supplied to the cadets in 1950 would have awed the boys of 1890. The armory 

in the gymnasium stored 154 Cooly rifles for drill purposes; six Long Branch rifles 

for target work; one Bren gun; fifteen side-drums, two tenor drums, one bass drum, 

and sixteen bugles; and signal radio equipment worth $2,000. In contrast, the boys 

of the 1890s drilled without uniforms or even one drum and often with not enough 

wooden dummy rifles to go around. Yet the tradition they founded was honoured 

and gloriously embellished by the fighting services of former Ridley cadets in the 

South African War, World War I, and World War II, as it was now to be again in 

the Korean War. People had not recovered from the terrible mental strain of the 

Nazi war before they were being buffeted by the new Communist conflict. 

In 1950, a total of fourteen Old Boys were known to he in the Canadian Army 

under active service orders. In the three allied air forces, five Old Ridleians were 

with the R.C.A.F. hut were not believed to he serving in Korea, two were with the 

Royal Air Force, and seven others were with the U.S. Air Force and actually 

serving in Korea. A total of twelve Old Ridleians were serving in the Royal 

Canadian Navy, but only one was known to be aboard a Canadian warship in 

Korean waters. Three others were in the Royal Navy, and another eight Old Boys 

were in the U.S. Navy. The cadet band always 

There was not the tension of major war in the Korean “brushfire,” but there performed after the Annual 

was deep anxiety about the future. Each Ridley senior wondered how far the Church Parade to St. Thomas’. 
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With the lavish provision 

of supplies, the cadets 

could train Canada’s 

soldiers of the future. 

Communist aggression would go and what kind of a tomorrow would be his. There 

was no need for a justification of school time spent on military training. It seemed 

that any able-bodied young person should be willing and well prepared to enlist for 

Korea or other possible areas of conflict. With the lavish provision of supplies 

(rifles, machine guns, artillery pieces, signaling equipment), the cadets could train 

Canada’s soldiers of the future. Even the cadet bugle band, first formed in 1912, 

received an upgrading with artillery trumpets, cymbals, and bell lyres. 

Bill Watkins recalled the 1954-55 cadet season, the one marking the year the 

band became a full-fledged harmonic unit “with many new marching pieces and a 

great deal of new drumming.” A year before, a glockenspiel and cymbals had been 

added and all the bugles had finally been replaced by trumpets. It seemed only 

fitting to the senior band members of ’54 that they should “pep it up a bit.” 

In October, I called the band leadership together with Captain Iggulden. ... I 
demonstrated a few new tunes on the trumpet and everyone agreed that we should 
try to increase our musical repertoire. ... I suggested to the band that we practice in 
secret so that the rest of the school would not know what we were going to play for 
the Assault-At-Arms. All trumpet practice was done in mouthpieces only and all 
drum work was done on wooden blocks. For three months we practiced in the rifle 
range in a quiet mode. ... I don’t know how we did it, but our presentation at the 
Assault-At-Arms was a surprise to most people. ... It was a smashing success.” 

Band Officer Watkins went on to describe the subsequent musical triumph on 

Inspection Day. He paid a particular tribute to Weynerowski, Hagarty, Strang, 

Jupp, and Garrett, the cadre of 6A cadets who “gave their all” to a lot of younger 

musicians to develop a competitive level band. “Every member of that band 

demonstrated Terar Dwn Prosim during that year,” Bill concluded. 

A REVIEW OF SPORTS 

THE FALL 

Tennis 

In September 1951, there was a welcome innovation to the fall sports program. 

This was the McAvity Tennis Tournament. In the Springbank years, tennis had 

been one of the School’s competitive sports. But after the 1903 fire, it languished 

for fifty years. A memorial trophy, donated to promote inter-school tennis, revived 

the sport. The trophy was given in memory of George McAvity ’28, a tennis enthu¬ 

siast, who was killed during World War II. Jack Aylott, the Hamilton Thistle Club 

Professional, had joined the Ridley staff, and he coached the Ridley tennis players. 

The competition was held annually at the Badminton and Racquet Club in 

Toronto, in September, and was the first inter-school event of the year. For the first 

three years, fittingly in view of its title, Ridley won the McAvity Trophy. Early stars 

were R. E. Foshrook, F. P. Banyard, T. B. Jones, and D. M. Mansur; C. Gordon, 

A. L. K. Acheson, J. D. Coons, and L. M. Smith succeeded them. UCC and TCS 

tied for the trophy in 1954, but Ridley regained it in 1955. Ridley won twice more 

in the 1950s. It was quickly established as a recognized LBF championship. 

Football 

Ridley maintained a good football record during these years. Canadian football 

was going through a period of change, heavily influenced by the emergence of the 

modern game in the U.S. There, college football was increasingly accused of 

creeping professionalism. The tactics and precision development of “plays” meant 
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more time spent in front of a blackboard. Amateurism survived at Canadian 

schools and colleges for the most part. In the Little Big Four, two changes came 

about that were not much welcomed by ardent Old Boys. The introduction of the 

huddle broke the flowing game, and the abandonment of the old canvas jackets (at 

least at first team level) put an end to the painful skinning of tacklers’ fingers. 

Ridley was the last school to incorporate both these changes. 

In 1946, Ridley’s football captain R. E. Stanley led a powerful team, both 

offensively and defensively. In the three school games, Ridley scored 77 points, 

with only 18 against, and 16 of those 18 points came in the game with UCC—a 

tie, 16-16. For the next two seasons, UCC dominated. The other three schools 

struggled amongst themselves for second position in the league. 

The 1948 football season proved one of the busiest Ridley had known. So 

many teams were in action that a busload of footballers seemed to roll through 

Ridley’s gates every few minutes on Saturday mornings, bound for many 

destinations. They would pass at least one busload of visitors, sometimes as many 

as three, arriving for a game on Ridley’s campus. From early September until the 

first week of November, football was almost the only subject of conversation. 

It fell to Dick Farley, assisted by Chic Carson, to succeed Dr. Griffith as 

football coach. Dick had come to Ridley in 1948 and ran football for six years. 

During that time, Ridley won three championships and had three indifferent 

seasons. It was a respectable record—but not enough to reassure those grieving the 

end of the Griffith tradition. 

Dick Court was captain and quarterback in 1949. Big wins over SAC and 

UCC preceded a final thrilling game against TCS. The account of its closing 

moments is worth quoting. 

The excitement of the finish is illustrated by a Ridley team backed up to their own 
20-yard line, with only four minutes to go and still that 1 point down. But TCS made 
a mistake and elected to try an onside kick. Glassco of Ridley ran it back to the 50- 
yard line. Then Court threw a thrilling 40-yard pass to Glassco who fought his way 
to the 2-yard line. On the next play, Court went over for the major score. 

Six other Upper School teams had highly successful seasons that year; Ridley 

football seemed all set for the future. But 1950 was one of those seasons when a 

good defense was not matched by an equally successful attack. The captain was 

J. A. Steedman, “pound for pound the hardest hitting back Ridley had had for some 

time.” Robin Dunbar was captain in 1951; his leadership generated great school 

spirit, but it was not enough to overcome SAC and TCS. Ridley’s esteem was 

somewhat restored that year by a fine win against UCC. 

Next came a two-year period of championship football. In 1952, Dick 

Hutchison (a gallant 138-pound captain) led the team to Ridley’s twenty-fifth LBF 

championship. This was out of a total of 51 football seasons. Norm Stewart, a 

brilliant runner and punter, and quarterback Ted Evans, profited from the heroic 

defense of the lightest line in the league. Another successful season followed in 

1953, with Ridley scoring 146 points in all and conceding only 60. 

The final year of Dick Farley’s coaching (1954) was disappointing by Ridley 

standards: 4 wins, 4 defeats, and 1 tie. The consolation was a victory over SAC at 

the end of the season. Bob Stanley (now a teacher at Ridley) was the perfect choice 

to succeed Dick Farley, though that year was described as a dismal season (two wins 

and five defeats). It was somewhat redeemed by a magnificent win against SAC on 

the Old Boys’ Weekend. It was a David and Goliath struggle, with David just 

holding out against a final Goliath assault. This was the last season of the canvas 

jackets, so a win in front of the Old Boys was a particularly desirable farewell. 

The three seasons between 1956 and 1958 held a number of exciting moments, 

with the most tense of all situations somehow saved for the last moments of play. 

This was the last season 

of the canvas jackets, so 

a win in front of the Old 

Boys was a particularly 

desirable farewell. 
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Bob Stanley supplied a 

summer training program 

and adjured all players to 

follow it without fail. 

There was wild excitement in the afternoon of October 20, 1956, when the 

football team took the lead over Upper Canada in the dying moments of the game. 

UCC had the ball, and all the quarterback had to do was drop to one knee and the 

game would be over. They decided instead to try one more play. Gary German told 

Peter Beamish that he would try to jar the ball loose; Beamish was to grab it and 

run. Coach Stanley turned to congratulate the UCC coach. Beamish, meanwhile, 

was sprinting down the field with UCC in hot pursuit. The plan worked; Ridley 

won the game (although not the season). Years later, Bob swore that when those 

lads from ’57 got together, that’s all they talked about! 

To bring the boys back in September 1957, fit and ready to play their best 

game, Bob Stanley supplied a summer training program and adjured all players to 

follow it without fail. How diligent they were is not known, but the 1957 team was 

much improved. With Gary German the football captain, they narrowly missed a 

clean sweep. An inspired TCS team thwarted their bid for their first championship 

since 1953. The TCS game (which was played on UCC’s ground) had a busload of 

“illegal” Ridley supporters who kept out of sight before the game. Hammy had 

made a headmasterly decision that only members of “6A” could attend. But a group 

of forty, led by Tom Kinnear and Richard Malone, left the school by bus at 6 a.m. 

They returned, silenced by defeat. On their return, Jack Matheson compounded 

their misery by proclaiming the escapade an “impertinence of modern youth” and 

docking two days from the midterm break. 

The 1958 season was a strange one, culminating in a shared championship. 

The first three games were lost, but the fourth was won handsomely. Though 

defeated by SAC, Ridley went on to surprise both UCC and TCS with the 

identical scores of 16-3. Since SAC then succumbed to UCC, the championship 

was celebrated enthusiastically in both Aurora and St. Catharines. 

In this same year, there was a move to recognize the efforts of all the other 

football teams. The squad system was changed. The seconds would no longer he 

categorized with the firsts under the title of A-squad; they would be B-squad. 

Instead of the former combination of third and fourth teams, there was C-squad 

and D'Squad. Below that were the “under-16s” and then the school league. The 

seconds were happy with the change, they had been the poor unknown hopefuls 

identified only by the term “scrubs” long enough. One of the School’s football 

songs paid a long overdue tribute to the seconds. 

Poor old Seconds, 

We’d never get along without yon! 

Poor old Seconds, 

You take it in the neck and you ask for more; 

They don’t mind if you’re hurt, but you must not score; 

But remember this when they’ve done their worst— 

If there weren’t any Seconds 

Then there coiddn’t be a First! 

Poor old Seconds. 

In 1959, under the leadership of Tim Rigby, Ridley had mixed success. Both 

SAC and UCC defeated Ridley in a couple of hard fought games. The season 

ended with a splendid win over TCS. In A eta’s captain’s column, Rigby wrote, “had 

there not been a driving Second team, the First team would have lacked 

initiative.” In these years, the LBF was well balanced. Ridley did not win the 

championship in 1960, but, once more, it had some fine games. Defeated by UCC, 

the team came back to win against SAC and TCS. This was the first year that 

Ridley would play Appleby at first team level. It was a hard game (a narrow win) 

as the first in a new and keen rivalry. 
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The football spirit flourished in the healthy seasons of all the junior teams, and 

the Lower School team (coached by Ed Bum) became great “feeders” for the Upper 

School.The footballers of the Lower School rose to glory in 1956 with a sweep. For 

the first time since 1944, they defeated their LBF counterparts in succession. They 

strutted a little, but we do not suppose their football reporter intended 

condescension to the school team’s single win: “The Lower School would like to 

express pride in the Upper School’s season." Mr. R. J. Wright, who had just joined 

the Lower School’s staff, assisted Mr. Burn in coaching the firsts of the Lower 

School, and the team they produced was not only invincible, their goal line was 

nearly inviolable. Over the years, the Lower School notes bear the style of the 

adult hand. In 1960, they read, “We were not overloaded with talent ... it was a 

question of ‘Do your best and maybe something will happen.’ ” Something did 

happen, more often than not. 

Soccer 

The soccer season seemed to be played out earlier in these years, or else the 

autumn weather was improving, for there now seemed to be more time each fall to 

get in a lot of soccer before the end of playable turf. It was an overdue spur to 

soccer, which was a fill-in sport. With so few supporters, the players were forced to 

buoy themselves by their own enthusiasm. Mr. R. A. Taylor gave such skilled 

coaching (the fruit of his three years as a Cambridge soccer Blue) that he literally 

revolutionized the Ridley game. It was much more like the gentlemanly game that 

used to be played in England and much less like the old Ridley soccer. They were 

elated by a surprise chance to play a soccer game against Upper Canada in 1946. It 

was the first Ridley-UCC soccer game ever played. A quickly chosen school team 

clashed with the UCC in a tight, hard-fought game, but this did not signal regular 

Little Big Four games or even a regular school team. 

Soccer was largely an intramural sport, popular enough to generate a league of 

thirteen teams in 1949. In 1951, the soccer dinner was cancelled because there had 

not been enough activity to merit a banquet. Many years of pleasant internal 

competition passed. In 1957, they had a long and successful season, including 

outside games. It ended with a somewhat familiar nemesis: a defeat by UCC. 

In the autumn of 1953, Hillfield School of Hamilton and the Lower School at 

Ridley tried rugby just before the soccer season. Judging from the boys’ reactions, 

they considered it a rough experience. 

They come limping off the field 

After the game is over, 

Leaving behind them 

The bloodstained clover. 

Experimentations with English rugby kept recurring at Ridley, but the game did not 

become a regular school sport for another twenty years. 

In both Upper and Lower Schools, soccer games against the masters and the 

fierce league struggles were reported with some exuberance and irony in A eta. 

The prefects wish to thank the wives and mothers for those eagle-eyed guardians of 
virtue and fair play, the masters referees. (The prefects/masters game) 

Finally we must congratulate Bill Charlton whose team was chosen for character . . . 
and consequently finished up with one point and last place. (From the league) 

As the half wore on, the DuMaurier wheeze hit many of the prefects and masters . . . 
(From the prefect/masters game) 

The masters seek revenge next year ... it is suggested that next year’s team adopt the 
phrase “Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death. (From the 
Lower School/masters) 

Experimentations with 

English rugby kept 

recurring at Ridley, but 

the game did not become 

a regular school sport for 

another twenty years. 
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Pro Coburn tried 

valiantly to make ice, 

night after night, to no 

avail until mtd-February. 

The Cross-Country Run 

There is something equinoctial about the last event of autumn—the day of the 

Cross-Countries. The annual Cross-Country Run was becoming a more serious 

athletic event and less an all-school outing, if always an ordeal in had weather. 

Most of the hoys turned out, hut there were fewer stragglers and lost competitors 

than in the days when the majority treated the big race as something of a lark. 

There were many outstanding runners in those years [see Appendisc]. Terry 

Carter, who won the senior race in 1946, had previously won the intermediate and 

junior races. Arthur Hunter, a youngster of Lower School, was a lad of tender age 

when he first won the Lower School race in 1945; he repeated the win in 1946, 

1947, 1948, and 1949, for he was still too young to move up to the junior race. 

Another notable feat of the post-war runs was Boh Fennell’s time in the 1947 

senior race. He bettered the record set in 1943 by the famous Olympic runner Bob 

McFarlane over the same course. Fennell covered the 4 1/2 mile course in 28.21, 

defeating a huge field of 175 runners. He repeated the win in 1948. 

Carlos Ardebol of Guatemala won in 1953, 1954, and 1955, and broke Boh 

Fennell’s 1947 record. Ardebol also ran in the Boston Marathon and subsequently 

competed in the Olympics for Guatemala. Peter Beamish won at each successive 

level (except for coming second in his very first year) from 1953 to 1957. In 1960, 

David Morris, son of Gwyn and Jane Morris, missed a new record in the junior by 

a mere four seconds. It seems he spoiled his chances by stopping for a conversation 

in mid-race. 

THE WINTER 

Hockey 

If hockey still held first place as Ridley’s most important winter sport, it was 

because there was still much student participation. There were many hockey teams 

in action, and, with virtually everyone in the School either playing hockey or just 

skating, the rink was badly overcrowded. An outdoor rink was constructed and 

flooded nightly, which helped relieve the ice congestion in the main rink in 1946 

and 1947. The school team played rival schools of the Little Big Four in all three 

post-war years: 1946-48. The 1946 team had S. M. Irwin as hockey captain, with 

A. L. Chapman in goal. Both would become influential people on the hoard of 

governors. The 1947 team had a mediocre winter’s play; in 1948, there was good 

hockey weather until March, but the School only managed a season of six wins and 

six losses. 

Warm weather frustrated the School hockey team in 1949 and reduced their 

schedule to two games. W. D. Court was captain. The following winter, the ice 

situation was even worse. Pro tried valiantly to make ice, night after night, to no 

avail until mid-February. Then, a few hockey practices were carried out on a slushy 

surface and one game was played against the Niagara University. Somehow, the 

unpracticed Ridley team won. During the first of these all-hut-iceless winters, the 

old propaganda campaign was revived in earnest: “Give us artificial ice! We want 

artificial ice!’’ This time Ridley’s hockey players and skaters had justification. By 

1950, hockey as a school sport had dropped so low in importance that for the first 

time no photograph appeared of a Ridley hockey team. Dick Glassco had been 

elected captain of a team that never really existed. 

The protest against the weather was of course impotent, hut not the complaint 

about the lack of artificial ice. It came from the masters, too, who saw that the 

winter days without sport were too long for restless hoys. It came from virtually 

everyone at Ridley, for nearly all those who did not play hockey were at least ardent 
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skaters. “We hope that in the future years there will be some means by which we 

will be able to cope with similar weather of the last two years,” said the hockey 

reporter at Easter 1950, in gentle support of the protest undoubtedly being carried 

by letter and word-of-mouth to parents, Old Boys, and the governors. That the 

protest was working was hinted at in June, when Headmaster Hamilton said, “I can 

almost promise the boys something better in hockey for the next year.” 

That autumn, the end of the rink was tom out and the ice surface extended 

by twenty feet. The roof was reinforced. A jubilant school then attended 

the official opening of Ridley’s revamped rink, with a hard surface of ice on 

December 8. They cheered everyone: Mr. Ross Gooderham, chairman of the board 

who came over for the event; his governors; the Building Committee, of which 

Governor D. S. Weld was chairman; and a visiting team of Old Boys, who 

presented a time clock. 

It was absolutely fitting that Pro Cobum should drop the puck for this 

introductory game on the new wonderful artificial ice surface. Ridley’s opponents 

were The Sahara Desert Canoe Club, Old Boys of the preparatory schools, who 

won the rousing game—perhaps because the school team had not yet been skating. 

But no one cared. The jubilation of Ridley’s hockey players and skaters was such 

that they accepted in good humour the poor season that followed. They may have 

been too good-humoured; discerning Old Boys complained that the fight seemed 

to have gone out of Ridley’s hockey teams. When the school team had an 

ignominious record of 5 losses against only 2 victories in 1951, there was open 

criticism of lack of fire, of the old fierce will to win. 

In their first five years of hockey on artificial ice, the school team disclosed one 

brief flash of Ridley’s old hockey prowess. In their first two seasons of play, with ice 

always available for practice, they won 4 games and lost 14- Both the firsts and 

seconds fought gamely, in the face of defeat after defeat. In 1953, the school 

team’s small group of staunch supporters was repaid to a degree, for the turn in 

Ridley’s hockey power seemed to arrive. Led by hockey captain E. C. Evans, the 

firsts won 8 of their 13 games. Unhappily, this was a false indicator of a great 

hockey team in the making; too many old colours were then lost, and, in 1954, the 

calibre of the first’s game deteriorated so seriously that even the faithful hockey 

reporter grew despondent. They were beaten by St. Andrew’s and then by Upper 

Canada. They managed a victory over Trinity, but the promise of their earlier 

games had proved a myth. “The third period in the St. Andrew’s game seemed like 

the downfall of hockey at Ridley,” wrote the reporter sadly. It was becoming 

extremely difficult for their loyal but dwindling supporters to watch Ridley lose— 

and “say nothing.” 

Surprisingly, in these years of unsuccessful hockey teams, Ridley defeated the 

Sahara Desert Canoe Club three years in a row. The Old Boys of the preparatory 

schools were astonished when Ridley defeated them 11-9 at the start of the 1953 

season; it was the first time they had been beaten by a boarding school team. 

Ridley won only 7 games while losing a total of 12 in 1954 and 1955. As usual 

in adversity, everyone was blamed and there was no lack of suggestions; yet, as a 

participation sport, hockey at Ridley was more than holding its own. There were 

always second, third, and fourth teams in action, plus a senior and junior league, 

and two hard-playing teams of the Lower School. In the late afternoons and 

evenings when no hockey game was scheduled, the ice was always thick with 

skaters. The rink even had before-breakfast skaters. 

In 1956, with Andy Bakogeorge as captain, they won 10, lost 3, and tied 1 

game. Included was a promising win over TCS and another over SAC. Ridley both 

lost and tied that year against UCC. In 1957, with F. F. Coy as captain, and T. H. 

Rigby and I. F. T. Kennedy alternating in goal, Ridley lost to TCS and to UCC. 

That autumn, the 

end of the rink vuas 

torn out and the ice 

surface extended by 

twenty feet. 
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The day was long past 

when basketball thrived 

only in mild winters. 

The gymnasium had 

seen to that. 

This lowly record in inter-school play in 1957 made their clean sweep in 1958 a 

great surprise to their rivals and perhaps to Ridley, too. 

Captain Keith Acheson, who had been a star forward for two seasons, led a 

strong team in the victory year. “We have been considered weak sisters in hockey,” 

he told the team before the first game, “but all that will now change.” They won 3 

and lost 2 preliminary games and then defeated their rival schools in glorious 

succession—TCS in Varsity Arena, UCC at Ridley, and SAC in Aurora. “We’ll be 

a power in hockey in the future,” the hockey captain now reported with vast 

satisfaction. His prediction went awry; Ridley won only a single school game in 

1959. In 1960, an open-air artificial ice surface was added beside the rink. “This 

magnificent ice surface with its all round wire-fencing and tall standards of lights” 

was to provide for as much hockey and skating as the School needed. It was named 

the J. R. Hamilton rink and opened on December 2, 1960. 

The years 1960 and 1961 were possibly the greatest in the history of Ridley 

hockey. The 1960 team, captained by Guy Mahaffy, won the Lawrenceville 

Tournament, defeated the college freshman teams of Cornell and Rensselaer 

Polytechnic Institute, decisively defeated all the Little Big Four schools, and ended 

the season by playing a thrilling tied game (5-5) against St. Catharines Anthes 

Bees—who were the Niagara District Junior “B” Champions. In all, they played 

17 games of which they won 16 and tied 1. They scored 136 goals and conceded 

only 35. In 1961, these feats were almost repeated. There were victories over all 

the LBF schools and those same two freshman teams from New York State, but 

they did lose in a fine fast game to the District “B” Champions. The captain was 

Charlie Mitchell. Bob Stanley was the coach at this time, and these were two of 

his greatest years. 

Basketball 

No winter sport in any Ridley period ever matched the long schedules that the 

basketballers were now playing. The day was long past when basketball thrived 

only in mild winters. The gymnasium had seen to that. The School was also now 

large enough to support powerful teams in two sports. Basketball did not have to 

compete with hockey for spectators; the basketballers had won their own ardent 

fans. In the early post-war years, Mel Brock, the tireless basketball coach, had 

trouble building a team capable of handling its rivals in the Niagara Peninsula. By 

1948, however, Ridley produced a fast-breaking, free-passing, quick-scoring team. 

Other boys of other years and teams might dispute it, but enthusiastic supporters 

claimed it was the best team which Ridley had yet placed on a basketball floor. 

They competed with credit to themselves against top Ontario teams. 

After Mel Brock’s retirement in the early 1950s, basketball lacked an effective 

coach. School spirit in general was low. The basketball reporter was so incensed 

about this low ebb in Ridley’s loyalty to its teams that he scolded the entire school 

in the most blunt criticism of poor school spirit ever to appear in Acta. 

The win-and-loss figures in basketball fail to tell the story of how close so many of 
the games were—Ridley so often losing by a few points. In many cases we could have 
won: the reason we did not is one which is for Ridley a pretty shameful one—lack of 
support by the School. 

We mean poor attendance and not enough spirit exhibited ... no team plays its 
best for an empty or a quiet gym. . . . 

So much for that—let’s not let it happen again. What do you say, Ridley? 

At the lowest point (1957) the record was 2 wins and 13 defeats. A new coach, 

Mr. J. Thompson from McGill, brought new techniques and a new emphasis on 

fitness. In 1958, with D. M. Grace as captain, the team won almost as many games 

as they lost. Basketball was headed for a turnaround in the 1960s. 
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Swimming 

In the first three post-war seasons, the Ridley swimmers were most successful. 

The new pool and the skills of Coach Staples produced a succession of remarkable 

swimmers. They broke four records in 1945 in the Little Big Four meet and tied 

with UCC. In the next two seasons, they were outright champions. 

The greatest swimmer of this period was Doug Gibson, but there were several 

others of great excellence. These included Roy Wilkie, Ed Powell, Stan Christie, 

Chris Christie, and Mike Humphries. Stan Christie won the UCC Cup in 1944 

and 1945, and Doug Gibson won this individual trophy the following two years. 

Douglas Gibson was the first Ridley boy ever to be chosen to represent Canada 

as an Olympian while still at school. Much of his coaching had been with the 

West-End Y and Central Y swimmers. As he broke records in 1947 and 1948 in the 

classic 220-yard freestyle, the School waited expectantly for his selection. 

Dr. Griffith was watching, too, but saying nothing. Doug noticed that the 

headmaster often slipped into the spectator’s gallery above the pool to watch him 

swim. He did not speak to Doug, but perhaps this gave the young swimmer the 

courage to visit his study to ask permission to take four days off to swim in an 

international meet at Indianapolis. To Doug, this was an important competition. It 

was not to Dr. Griffith. “No, no, absolutely not!” was the head’s first reaction. The 

crestfallen Doug had not reached the door when he was called back. “Well,” said 

Dr. Griffith, “you can go—but get back here on time.” Perhaps the prospect of 

having a Ridley boy on the Canadian Olympic team was too much for the taboo, 

or perhaps the headmaster remembered that Mrs. Griffith was an ardent supporter 

of swimming and a Doug Gibson swimming fan. In any event, Doug was away. By 

brilliant record-breaking performances in the Olympic trials in Quebec City, Doug 

earned his place on the 1948 Olympic team. 

Ridley continued to win in 1950, but the sequence came to an end in 1951, 

with TCS winning the championship. In 1952, Ridley actually finished last. 

Things then improved steadily until 1956, when a superb competition (several 

records broken) resulted in a long-awaited Ridley victory. The captain was M. ]. 

Williamson, and the Ridley record breaker was Larry Freeman. In 1957 and 1958, 

TCS won both years. The Ridley strength in those years was in its upcoming, 

younger swimmers. 

Squash 

By this time, squash had an interesting intramural schedule, boasting Little Big 

Four status. It was sometimes considered an “escape sport” for boys who were not 

good enough on their skates for hockey or rugged enough for football, hut the 

earnestness of the squash players belied this. In the years between 1945 and 1961, 

Ridley won the LBF championship 11 out of 17 times. 

Squash was enjoying great popularity in England and North America. The 

dominance of the Kahn family from Pakistan raised the level of artistry to new 

heights. Coach Jack Aylott’s Ridley teams were a small local reflection of this. 

Ridley won the John Gibson Memorial Trophy every year after 1951, except for the 

victories of TCS in 1954 and 1955. Some of the greatest players were Larry 

Freeman, Morley Smith, J. D. Poole, and Crawford Gordon. 

Fencing 

Fencing saw a marked post-war revival through the skilled tutelage of Mr. 

David Fensom, with Ridley’s fencers meeting university teams with both sabres and 

foils in 1948. If still in the novice class, they would be ready as serious competitors 

Douglas Gibson was the 

first Ridley boy ever to 

be chosen to represent 

Canada as an Olympian 

while still at school. 
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To Ridley, spring meant 

cricket, of course. 

in 1949. Ridley had produced unusually skilled fencers back in the 1890s and at 

intervals since, but fencing was never destined to reach Little Big Four status. 

In 1950, their captain-of-foils, B. R. Woodburn-Heron, was invincible; he won 

all his bouts. Due to the entire team’s success that year, David Fensom decided to 

fence Woodburn-Heron, Ronald Lightbourne, and Bob Walpole in the foil, and 

Lightbourne and Simon Coke in the sabre, against the swordsmen of the 

University of Toronto Schools. The result was the first tournament victory in 

fencing tor Ridley for many years. Woodburn-Heron then went on to a higher 

bracket and won the Intermediate Fencing Championship of Ontario. 

In earlier years, such a feat would have electrified the entire school, but the 

combination of boredom and a false sense of sophistication that marked the boys 

mood prevented more than polite interest. The Ridley attitude was only slightly 

stirred by warm province-wide congratulations for David Fensom, especially from 

the university fencers; he was the only coach Woodburn-Heron had known. As 

long as David Fensom was at Ridley, fencing was a small but competitive addition 

to the winter program. 

THE SPRING 

Cricket 

Springtime in the Niagara Peninsula is frequently blessed with birdsong and 

warming earth, many days earlier than the rest of Ontario. To Ridley, spring meant 

cricket, of course; how the season came to the School was beautifully expressed in 

this anonymous item from Acta. 

It is warm tonight, and out on A-squad field the last fingers of sunlight are clutching 
desperately at the new sprouts of grass, in a vain attempt to keep from being dragged 
below the horizon for another night. Pro is out on the field beside the rink with his 
mowers . . . one can see little pinwheels of newly shorn grass as they arch in curves 
over the whirling blades. . . . There is a low hum from the studies—and it is spring 
again at Ridley. 

In 1946, Ridley’s cricket XI successfully faced the challenge of striving to win 

their third Little Big Four championship in a row. Ridley’s power that year was 

keyed to the great bowling pair: Harry Cressall and J. S. Routley. Cressall had, in 

1944, attained the lowest bowling average in Ridley’s history with an amazing 3.15 

runs per wicket; he had nearly matched it with 3.84 in 1945, and this year had a 

fine 3.9 on the season. In school bowling, his consistency had already surpassed all 

records. By the time the last man was out in the last match, Cressall had taken 19 

wickets for 30 runs in the three school games, for an average of only 1.58 runs per 

wicket. This was an astonishing record. 

In 1947, all Ridley cricket teams had a poor record, and prospects for 1948 

were gloomy. Dr. Griffith was optimistic. He did not relinquish his traditional job 

of cricket coach until 1949. Mr. R. A. Taylor was assisting him, aided, of course, by 

Pro Coburn. The first XI rose to the new situation so valiantly that Ridleians were 

once again champions in 1948 after one of the busiest seasons in memory. The first 

XI played 10 matches between April 28 and June 9—winning 4, drawing 4, losing 

1, and tying 1. 

A historic game against TCS was effectively the last in Dr. Griffith’s long, long 

coaching career. The cricket reporter called it “one of the most thrilling Little Big 

Four games ever witnessed.” Every ball bowled was important, and every batsman 

to step to the wicket was “as tight as a bow-string” with nerves. Cricket captain 

Graham Rainbow won the toss and Ridley batted first. They were 4 wickets down 

for only 8 runs, with a dismal defeat looming, before Osier and Travers each scored 

8 to brighten things a little—but only a little. Ridley’s score mounted with painful 
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slowness as the TCS fielders made several spectacular catches. The bowlers for 

TCS had Ridley all out for a puny 65 runs. 

TCS thus came to bat needing only 66 runs to win the championship. Their 

leading batsman scored 25 before he was out, and gloom settled down on Ridley— 

but they were not yet beaten. Tension and good Ridley bowling took over. The 

next TCS batsmen was out for 5, and then two were bowled for a duck. The fifth 

man up had Ridley’s supporters watching in painful silence; he made 16. The game 

then became a battle of nerves, with every ball critical. The next four TCS bats¬ 

men went down in quick order for a total of only 6 runs. Ridley’s hopes rose and 

then leaped high as Anthony Bourne took the ninth TCS wicket on the second 

ball of the over. There was one wicket to go. The score stood: Ridley 65, TCS 65— 

and the last man was in. It was a dreamlike finish for Ridley but a nightmare to 

TCS because Bourne took that tenth wicket with his first ball. Dr. Griffith’s famous 

aphorism is about losing and winning, but what do you do about a tied game? 

Much hope had been placed in Ridley’s cricketers after the hockey’s lack of 

success in 1949 and 1950. Unfortunately, both cricket seasons brought mediocre 

success in their inter-school matches. There was an improvement in 1951, and in 

1952 Ridley temporarily climbed out of its frustrating cricket valley. They defeated 

SAC and UCC and looked like sure champions of the Little Big Four before they 

met TCS in the final match. Played at Upper Canada, it was a tense, exciting 

game. A win for Ridley would give them the championship; a win for TCS would 

mean a TCS-SAC-Ridley three-way tie. TCS were all out for only 71, so Ridley 

was elated and confident. The cricket reporter told the sad tale of the orange-and- 

black finish. 

One wicket to go. Storm joined Chaplin, and for ten interminable overs they held 
the fort. Four runs were added, five as a matter of fact, but in the over-anxiousness 
of the moment there was “one Short.” Finally, the spell was snapped when Brewer 
dived forward to catch a return from Storm’s bat—and we had failed to win a clean- 
cut championship. In fact, it was shared three ways. 

Norman Stewart, who was destined for Ridley cricket immortality in another 

year, was captain in 1953. Unhappily, an almost phenomenal rainfall literally 

washed out several preliminary matches. When play was at last possible, they did 

not do well. The kindest explanation offered was that the Ridley cricketers were 

all infected simultaneously with “championship game nerves.” 

It was all forgotten in the glorious cricket season of 1954—glorious because a 

Ridley boy once more hit a century. Norm Stewart was captain again, and the 

spring was so wet that Pro Coburn could not use his tractor or roller on A-squad 

field until the last day of April. Against TCS, Ridley lost the toss and went to bat. 

Four wickets fell for 54 when Stewart came to the wicket. D. H. Cook was still in. 

It was now 12:40 p.m. (i.e. twenty minutes before lunch). In that twenty minutes, 

Stewart’s own score reached 47. The cricket reporter vividly described his brilliant 

afternoon stand. “Following lunch, the thrashing and flogging of the limited TCS 

attack continued. In the forty minutes before declaration Stewart had reached 102 

not out, Cook 61 not out, and Ridley 202 for 4.” It is worth noting that Stewart 

scored his 102 in sixty minutes. Fie had 6 sixes and 7 fours. Ridley’s last century 

had been scored by Les Ashburner before the war, in the 1937 season. 

In 1955, the pre-war link with Bermuda was revived. Ridley did reasonably 

well in the regular season and had a successful Bermuda tour, losing only to a 

championship side. The following year was described as “the year of the rains”— 

very little cricket was played. The team had an uneven season in 1957, but 1958 

was the beginning of a period of revival. M. FI. C. Masters led an experienced team 

(seven old colours) with a powerful bowling attack (D. Hayward and G. K. Kitson). 

However, they were not matched with reliable scorers. In 1959, Ridley tied with 

It was all forgotten in the 

glorious cricket season of 

1954—glorious because 

a Ridley boy once more 

hit a century. 
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TCS for the championship. For the first time, TCS travelled all the way to 

St. Catharines. It was the deciding game; unless Ridley could win, TCS would be 

outright champions. It was a good win—and a shared season. Under captain 

George Hayward, the 1960 XI once more shared the championship with TCS. 

Finally, in 1961, led by G. B. Newman and with Ward Passi as the year’s 

outstanding wicket keeper, Ridley was undefeated in the LBF championship. It was 

a pleasing but brief return to past glories. 

Track-and-Field 

Being a sport of individual achievement, track-and-field traditionally had a 

low profile at Ridley. Without track meets against other schools, there was no 

occasion for team spirit. Sports Day provided a showcase for a stream of fine 

athletes, however, and there were record-breaking performances annually. 

Track-and-field athletes in fact made the School proud in the Wembley 

Olympics of 1948. Ridley was represented by four athletes: Douglas Gibson, a 

swimmer; runners Boh and Don McFarlane (Ridley’s already famous brothers); and 

Raoul Ordonez, who ran for Cuba. Bob McFarlane and Raoul Ordonez were each 

chosen to carry their national standards in the impressive Pre-Games Olympic 

procession in London. 

Another Old Boy to become famous as a runner was Paul Collins of Wolfville, 

Nova Scotia. He accompanied Bob and Don McFarlane to the British Empire 

Games in 1950 as a marathoner. He had earlier won the Olympic marathon trial 

in Hamilton and in October had won the famous Around-the-Bay Run. 

THE LOWER SCHOOL 

When the new Lower School was built in 1927, the building was more than 

adequate for the enrollment of the time. The climb in enrollment during wartime, 

The opening of the classroom however, exposed serious limitations. The shortage of classrooms was acute. 

block in the Lower School, Ted Brown, with the strong support of Hammy, pleaded for an expansion 

October 1954 that would create a quadrangle on the Ridley Road side of the building. An 

addition was designed by St. 

Catharines architects Salter 

and Flemming, and built by 

the Newman brothers. It 

was opened on October 13, 

1954, by Lieutenant Gov¬ 

ernor Breithaupt, with ap¬ 

propriate ceremonies in the 

new quadrangle. 

The design called for 

eight classrooms, an art 

studio, a recreational space, 

and an assembly/dining hall 

area. (This was subsequently 

to be the H. G. Williams 

Memorial Hall.) The orig¬ 

inal building could now be 

given over to residential 

needs. In its heyday, the 

enrollment of the Lower 

School was 130, with never 

more than 30% day boys. 
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In the Lower School notes in Acta, this description appears: 

The classrooms have now been in operation for seven months but we are not 
accustomed to their splendour. . . . flower beds, shrubs and grass were planted to 
add to their appearance. The new addition has now settled into the old building in 
complete harmony. The old classrooms are being converted into game rooms while 
the junior library newly painted has been furnished to provide a senior library. We 
are deeply grateful to the St. Catharines Women’s Guild, Mrs. Niblett of Hamilton 
and Mrs. Snyder of Kitchener for gifts of beautiful leather upholstered chairs, and to 
Mr. Snyder for matching leather cushions to go on the new benches. All these add 
greatly to the comfort and appearance of the room and, together with the silk-screen 
pictures presented by Mr. Partridge, have brought life and colour to the library. 

When the Williams Memorial Assembly Hall was completed, many people 
expressed admiration of the ingenious stage which was made integral with the wall. 
Some doubt was expressed at the time about its size and the first opportunity of 
testing the room as a theatre came in March with three short plays, when all doubt 
vanished. What had been lost in size had been more than compensated for in inti¬ 
macy and acoustics. No longer do boys . . . have to shout to make themselves heard at 
the back of the gymnasium. The natural voice can be heard in any part of the Hall. 

In 1955, Ted Brown had a potentially life-threatening accident—he fell down 

one of the Lower School stairwells. He was in hospital for several weeks and was 

the recipient of great spontaneous sympathy form the entire Ridley family. This is 

how he expressed his gratitude: 

It should not be necessary to advise the average person that stairs should be taken 
one step at a time rather than by flights. This latter method, however, has one thing 
to commend it. It brings clearly and forcibly to the front a realization of how many 
nice people there are in this imperfect world. It emphasizes the power and unity of 
the Ridley family. Here in the Lower School Notes the author wished to place on 
record his very great and deep appreciation of the many kindnesses shown to him 
since March 12th. 

In 1956, Ted Brown decided to retire and move with his wife, Ailsa, to a home 

in Muskoka. The year he took over the Lower School (in the Depression), the 

enrollment was fifty-six. It was 132 in his final year. Ted had given the school 

twenty-four years of total commitment. 

Ted had arrived at Ridley by a circuitous route. He was a student at both 

Appleby and UCC. Too young for World War I, he went to McGill and took a 

science degree. He then returned to Appleby. He was invited from there to succeed 

Rep Williams as head of the Lower School. Ted had married Ailsa Maciver (the 

most important thing he ever did), and they brought a small daughter Carol, 

known as Tigee, with them. They added a son, Tim, to their family, and, in one fell 

swoop, adopted a hundred or so Lower School boys and all the resident staff. 

He brought an immense and unconventional zest to everything he did. All 

games were played with impeccable sportsmanship. All activities and expeditions 

were undertaken wholeheartedly (film-making, trips to the Buffalo Zoo, sleigh 

rides, visits to the police court). He was always “on” for something new. 

His biographer catches the lovability of the man in this paragraph: 

Another E.V.B. invention was a highly personal method of giving out announce¬ 
ments after dinner, in which the spirit was everything and the letter of no 
consequence whatever. Thursday was liable to be called Tuesday, the Assembly Hall 
the Masters’ study, Mohawks Algonquins, major minor, a.m., p.m., and black white. 
If, some early June afternoon, he had announced B-squad hockey at 1:30 a.m. 
scarcely an eyelid would have batted. All concerned would have been out that 
afternoon on B-squad field, ready for cricket. 

In dealing with the day-to-day problems and crises that arise in the life of a 

boarding school, Ted had the rare ability to see everything though bifocals. He saw 

In 1955, Ted Brown 

had a potentially life' 

threatening accident. 
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the problem from a schoolmaster’s point of view, but he could also see it through 

the eyes of a ten- or twelve- or fourteen-year-old hoy—a very different matter. That 

ability, more than almost any other, distinguishes the born schoolmaster from the 

run-of-the-mill one, and Ted had it to an astonishing degree. 

John Guest was chosen to succeed him. John was the perfect choice to retain 

the best of Ted’s heritage—and to give a new style to the Lower School. John and 

his wife Cosie had been at the heart of the Lower School since the 1930s. 

IN MEMORIAM 

GOVERNORS 

Melville R oss Gooderham ’92 

Ross Gooderham was a student at Ridley in 1891 and 1892. He died early on 

the morning of November 25, 1951, at Wellesley Hospital, Toronto. At the time 

of his death, he was president of the Manufacturers’ Life, a director of the Canada 

Permanent Trust Company and of the Consumers’ Gas Company, and president of 

the board of governors of Ridley College. 

Throughout his life, Ross gave generously of his time and money to Ridley. In 

1920, he was elected to the board of governors. In the following year, he and his 

brother presented Gooderham House to Ridley; his detailed interest in that 

building never waned. In 1943, he became the fifth president of Ridley, and he was 

the first Old Boy to occupy this position. 

Here is an excerpt from a tribute by Dr. Hamilton. 

His interest in all School activities, in all phases of School life, and the manner in 
which he kept his finger on the pulse of the School have been a constant source of 
amazement to me. . . . When the members of a first team spent the night in Toronto 
prior to a game his house was always open to them, and generally two or three slept 
under his roof. On his visits to Ridley, he combined the unassuming naturalness of a 
casual visitor with the understanding watchfulness of an executive. . . . 

Yes, I shall indeed miss him as a friend and as an advisor. I knew that I would 
receive from him advice and help of a deeply understanding nature, and I turned to 
him frequently. We shall all miss him at Ridley, and what better epitaph can a man 
have than that he was sincerely mourned and missed by his friends. 

The Reverend Canon Henry John Cody 

The Reverend Dr. Cody, aged eighty-three, died in Toronto on April 27, 1951. 

Dr. Cody was a member of the Ridley staff when the School first opened its doors 

in 1889. For three years, he taught classics and helped form the foundations upon 

which the School was so surely built. After leaving Ridley to become Rector of St. 

Paul’s Church in Toronto, he continued his interest in the School. Many times he 

spoke at the Sunday evening chapel services, and on several occasions he was the 

guest of honour on Prize Day. For many years, Dr. Cody was an active member of 

the hoard of governors and, latterly, he was a vice-president. He was an eminent 

Canadian and the last survivor of Ridley’s original staff. 

Major Henry B. Burgoyne 

One of Ridley’s veteran governors, Henry B. Burgoyne died in August 1950. 

He had been a respected and dedicated friend of the School over many years, and 

his son Bill was an Old Boy. As president and publisher of The St. Catharines 

Standard, and head of such organizations as the Henley Aquatic Association, the 

Chamber of Commerce, the Canadian Association of Amateur Oarsmen, Mr. 

Burgoyne contributed greatly to the community of St. Catharines. 
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HOLDING THE LINE 

Leighton Goldie McCarthy 

The Honorable Leighton Goldie McCarthy died in 1945. He was not an Old 
Boy, but his son John had attended Ridley from 1924 to 1932. Prominent in 
business and finance, Mr. McCarthy was called to the service of the Canadian 
Government during World War II when, in 1941, he assumed the office of His 
Majesty’s minister plenipotentiary at Washington. When the Canadian legation 
was raised to embassy in 1943, Leighton became the first Canadian to bear the rank 
of ambassador. 

Hume Wrong ’ 11 

Hume Wrong, who died in January 1954, had also been Canadian ambassador 
to Washington. After a long and distinguished career with the Department of 
External Affairs, he was appointed Ambassador to the Government of the United 
States in 1946. He relinquished the post to become Under Secretary of State for 
External Affairs at Ottawa, not long before he died. 

Hume Wrong came to Ridley in 1909 at the wish of his father, Dr. G. M. 
Wrong, who was then a governor of Ridley and had been a close Varsity friend and 
a life-long advisor of Dr. Miller, before and during Ridley’s establishment in 1889. 
While attending Ridley, Hume was a brilliant scholar. He won the Merritt Gold 
Medal in fourth form and was the Head Boy in 1911, winning the Governor 
General’s Gold Medal. He served as a captain with the Oxford and Bucks 
Regiment and was later with the Royal Air Force during the World War I. 

“FAREWELL TO THE CHIEF” 

Ethel Clare Griffith 

The Griffith family had rejoiced in 1914, when Harry married Ethel Clare 
Wright—she was the perfect, quiet, unobtrusive foil to this dynamic man. Harry 
and Ethel were looking forward to some quiet years together when they retired to 
Toronto in 1949. They had been married for fifty years; almost all of them were 
spent in the service of Ridley. Ethel had not been well during her husband’s final 
years as head of Ridley. Shortly after their retirement, her health declined still 
further. She died in 1952. The footballers of A-squad remembered her annual team 
suppers and how she would lay “Hank” away in mothballs for them until the next 
season. Tennis, skiing, school dances, school games, and concerts: in these and in 
many other activities of the School she took the keenest interest. She loved the 
Memorial Chapel and headed a committee of women who took care of it. From 
the day it opened until the day she left Ridley, the care of the Altar, its linen, and 
the flowers on the Table was hers. For many years, she fitted the whole choir with 
their vestments, many of which she made with her own hands. She hosted 
gatherings of the Ridley Women’s Guild. Above all, she cared for her family—her 
daughter Joan, her son Adam, and her loving husband, Harry. She was a great 
Ridleian in her own right. 

Henry Crawford Griffith 

Due to his wife’s death, the last eight years of Harry’s life were lonely, in spite 
of his being frequently invited to Ridley and being honoured with the title of 
Headmaster Emeritus. Henry Crawford Griffith died on December 8, 1960. Here 
are some accounts of him: a verbal portrait to match John Russell’s striking portrait 
of him in the Great Hall. 
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His youngest sister, Mrs. Letitia Haygarth, wrote a charming family memoir in 

1964- She was the last survivor of his generation. She wrote of his school days: 

Prize Day at Ridley was always looked forward to because we knew he was an out- 
standing student. I remember my mother’s disappointment when his soprano voice 
did not continue. . . . He was known as the outstanding boy soprano in St. Catharines. 
But he studied organ and piano and became a success in both musical endeavors. 

When he was coaching the U. of T. team to its Grey Cup triumphs, she used 

to follow the games closely. “I was very proud to be once told by a friend that Harry 

had remarked that his young sister knew just as much about Rugby as he did . . .” 

Harry’s triumphs as a schoolboy are well known, as are his subsequent coaching 

successes. Letitia adds a couple of things to our knowledge. He spent as much time 

as possible at the Sorbonne in Paris and became a great scholar and teacher (for 

four years he was Professor of French at the University of Toronto). She also tells 

of a plea to Harry in 1915 to go to Salonika as the administrative head of a hospital, 

from which he was narrowly dissuaded by the Ridley board of governors. 

Their mother always said that Harry and his sister Margaret had given her 

more anxious moments than any other of the six children. 

One day she went quietly into the bedroom . . . and found Harry . . . hanging out over 
the window. She was able to get hold of him . . . “Where would you have been if you 
had fallen out of that window ?” And his reply was “On Davies Street, I guess . . .” 

Letitia said, “I do not believe that any gentleman had more or better friends.” 

From his first day at school, he was “Harry,” and so he remained to his friends 

for the rest of his life. He was called “Red” in honour of his hair (his family came 

from Kilkenny in Ireland), while he was playing and coaching in his most active 

years. He loved an audience and was a great storyteller, with a fine sense of humour. 

As head of Ridley, he was generally referred to as “Griff” or, more respectfully, “The 

Chief.” “The Chief’ beautifully reflects his leadership style; his unquestioned 

authority over the School and the tribal nature of his leadership. He was patriar- 

chal even in his retirement years, though “there was not one occasion,” wrote Dr. 

Hamilton, “when he interfered in any way with the running of the school.” 

In 1948, he was the subject of a cheerful featured article in Maclean’s. The 

interviewer was Robert Thomas Allen. It reveals the uncompromising nature of 

Harry’s beliefs and the source of his authority. Here is an excerpt: 

There are radicals who rebel against the old and there are those who rebel against 
the new. Griffith is one of the latter. He knows exactly what he believes and what he 
doesn’t believe. He believes that much modern psychology is (a) something sensible 
people have known all along, or (b) nonsense; that children should do not as they 
wish, but as they are told; that it is better to do a good job than to make a lot of 
money; that cricket is a good game and baseball the pastime of nitwits; that courage, 
honesty and fair play are still worth-while values; and that maxims like “It’s not who 
wins or loses, but how you play the game” express sound, practical principles. 

One day at dinner, a woman asked what he thought of progressive schools. “If you 
mean, Madam, schools that are making progress,” he said, “I’m strongly in favor of 
them. If you mean those idiotic places where everyone is allowed to do exactly as he 
pleases, I have no use for them.” 

Here are four more insights into the views and personality of Harry Griffith. 

Does being sheltered from the seamy side of life handicap the boys when they go out 
into the real world? Perhaps, perhaps, he says, “But if you were walking along the 
street with your son, and you came to a house placarded ‘smallpox,’ would you let 
your boy go in on the principle that he could only learn by experience? Yet there are 
worse things than smallpox of the body. There is smallpox of the mind.” 
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He thinks he was given a pretty good insight into today’s attitude toward a job the 
night when, returning to the college he fell in step with a workman and got to 
talking about this and that. The man eventually asked, “What’s your job, Mac?” 
“I’m a schoolmaster.” 
“Yeah? What’s your hours?” 
Doctor Griffith had never thought much about hours. He said he supposed about 
8:30 in the morning till 10 at night. 
“How many days a week?” 
“Seven.” 
The man stopped in his tracks. “What’s the matter—ain’t you got a union?” 

The right attitude toward a job is that of the five Old Country masons who built 
Ridley’s chapel by hand. “I thought they’d never get finished,” Dr. Griffith says. 
One day, years later, he saw a man wandering around the chapel and went over 
to talk to him. It turned out to be one of the masons who’d “just dropped by to 
see how it looked.” 

Dr. Griffith is a born salesman and has a way of getting people to sign cheques for 
Ridley buildings that leaves anyone he deals with slightly bewildered. He raised most 
of the funds for Ridley buildings single-handed. “I hate to see him come into my 
office,” said one businessman. “I know he’s going to walk out with $20,000.” Harry 
Griffith often said, “You supply the charity . . . I’ll supply the faith and hope.” 

When Harry died, one of his most distinguished pupils, Dr. Derwyn Owen, 

Provost of Trinity College, preached at the great memorial service in the Chapel. 

Dr. Owen graduated from Ridley in 1928 with a school record comparable to that 

of “The Chief.” He was a product of Dr. Griffith’s years as principal of the Upper 

School—perhaps the prime of Harry’s life. Dr. Owen preached the sermon of a 

disciple, part of his text being, “Look unto the rock from which you are hewn.” He 

spoke of Harry’s strong religious convictions. Dr. Owen also remembered that “he 

never stood for any nonsense and never hesitated to wield the cane. He believed 

in the authoritarian method. . . . We shall remember him as Valiant for Truth.” 

Harry’s severity was moderated by a deep humanity. Owen illustrated this by 

telling a story about a boy who had failed to win a scholarship that would have 

enabled him to go to Oxford. Dr. Griffith went to a couple of his wealthy friends. 

“How much did you bet on the horses last year?” he asked them. “How would you 

like to bet on a human being for a change?” He persuaded them to donate a 

scholarship. Owen continued, “I know because I was the boy. . . .” He concluded 

by offering thanks to God for Harry Griffith and his five educational principles, 

which were as applicable to life as to football: sportsmanship, fitness, mastery, 

drive, and team play. 

The last word should rest with Dr. Hamilton, who was Harry’s devoted disciple. 

He sat in the chair that he had inherited from “The Chief’ and expressed his grief 

in a tribute written only eleven days after Harry’s death. There is a sad irony in his 

words, since he was so soon and so unexpectedly to leave that chair himself. He 

acknowledged that he owed his own calling as a teacher to Harry’s “counsel and 

the fairness of his judgment.” Here are some of his words: 

It was a complete revelation to me to see how the influence of one man could 
permeate the entire School. . . . His fondness for children resulted in our children 
looking upon him as a beloved friend. ... In my thirteen years as his assistant, I 
enjoyed the most cordial relations. I believe the crowning achievement of his career 
was the building of the Memorial Chapel. I hope I may be forgiven for writing this 
on a personal basis, but Doctor Griffith was highly personal to me. . . . “The Chief’ 
is gone, but not forgotten. 
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STAFF 

Dr. W. J. Chapman 

Dr. W. J. Chapman, who died in January 1950, was one of those seemingly 

permanent Ridley personalities, so his death was a shock. He had been the school 

physician since 1923. He had been physician and surgeon, confidant and friend to 

hundreds of boys. Dr. Chapman was an ardent Ridleian; he attended all Ridley’s 

official functions and LBF games, and was always a welcome advisor in the athletes’ 

dressing rooms. His advice was competitive rather than medical. Dr. Chapman was 

missed by both staff and boys, for he had made Ridley his personal charge. Grief 

was sincere at the special service in the Chapel. 

His son, Alfred, attended Ridley. Subsequently, Alfred practiced law in St. 

Catharines and was a valuable local governor. Both of Dr. Chapman’s grandsons, 

Bill and John, were also Old Boys, and so was his stepson, Bill Hilton. Bill served 

in the R.C.A.R and was killed in 1942. 

Ernest Gregory Powell 

Ernie Powell died on September 23, 1950, just four years after his retirement 

from Ridley. He had joined the staff in September 1900 as a teacher of 

mathematics in the Upper School. He had charge of the mathematics department 

until his retirement. Mr. Powell was a brilliant mathematician who was never 

happier than when confronted with a difficult problem or when a member of his 

class produced an unusual solution for such a problem. In 1909, he became the first 

housemaster of Dean’s House. From that time until his retirement, he and Mrs. 

Powell occupied the residences of Dean’s House and, latterly, School House. Their 

home was always open to Old Boys and parents, and was the scene of many happy 

reunions. The Powells had two sons, Os and George. 

In many respects, Mr. Powell was the ideal housemaster. Probably what left the 

most lasting impression upon the boys who passed through the School in his time 

were his tolerance, his sense of fairness, and his love for and interest in his fellow 

men. He was imbued with infinite patience and had the happy faculty of, at all 

times, being able to see the boys’ viewpoint. He was a keen and enthusiastic 

follower of all sports, and during his years at Ridley he took an active part in the 

coaching of football and cricket. 

After his retirement, his interest in the School never waned. Whenever 

weather permitted, his familiar figure could be seen watching football or cricket 

practices. His last few hours before entering the hospital were spent making a tour 

of the School’s buildings. 

George Melbourne Brock 

The famous Mel Brock came to Ridley in 1914, but he left to go to war in 

1915. He returned in 1921 and stayed until his retirement in 1953. Mel lost a fight 

with illness on October 4, 1957. Though the genial Mr. Brock had been known 

throughout Canada, his funeral was very much a Ridley affair. Six prefects were the 

pallbearers and Dr. Griffith, Headmaster Emeritus at the time, read the lesson. 

Many Old Ridleians had in common this experience: in their travels through 

life people said to them, “So you went to Ridley; you must know Mel Brock.” Mel 

was an Olympic runner and a prominent tennis player and executive, as well as a 

very fine coach of football, basketball, and hockey. Mel was known and loved by 

people all over Canada. 

So, too, everyone who knew him at Ridley worked with him, laughed with 

him, and loved him. He was long a part of Ridley. Whenever Ridleians of his era 
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met, they spoke about him; they remembered Mel for what he was—a man with a 

big heart, a man who gave everything he could to the place he loved best. 

An Old Boy, David MacLachlan '45, adds, 

To be fitted for a blazer in the sports shop in the basement of School House left 
most new boys in a state of bewilderment. Mel’s selection ran to large and extra large. 
An unsuspecting new boy would have a blazer placed on his shoulders. While Mel 
gathered and held ample quantities of material at the back, the new boy was invited 
to admire the trim fit of the front. The process was then reversed to show a smartly 
fitted back. The clothes must have shrunk or the boys grew, for by Christmas all 
blazers looked as if they had been tailored by Cameron-Jefferies. During the war years 
when material was scarce, every new boy was solemnly assured “This is the last set of 
school blazers in Canada.” 

Captain C. W. Iggulden 

Captain C. W. Iggulden died on November 18, 1958. Captain Iggulden came 

to Ridley in 1920 after a splendid army career. From 1920 to 1946, Cap was the 

Cadet Corps, the Gym Squad, the Gym Display, Physical Training, and part of the 

spirit of Ridley discipline. In the Lower School, boys were in awe of him; in the 

Upper School, the feeling of awe remained but mingled with this was respect and 

affection. One had only to see him surrounded by Old Boys at School functions to 

know that it was the affection that stayed and grew as the years went on. 

There are so many memories of him—walking along the rafters of the old gym to 
fix the lights—sitting in his funny little office in the same old gym—displaying 
considerable gymnastic skill—proudly showing us his new gym. Some of us can still 
hear his words ringing in our ears—“step out lads! It’s not hey-day, go-day, God send 
pay-day,” or “Take your hands out of your pockets.” 

Cap had one idea of a Ridley boy—that he should be a gentlemen. Everything 

he taught was to that end. There was many a boy who became a better man because 

of Captain Iggulden. 

Charles Frederick Carson ’30 

Charles Frederick Carson was admitted unexpectedly to the St. Catharines 

General Piospital on December 21, 1958, and he died there two days later. A 

funeral service for him was held in the Memorial Chapel; it was filled to capacity. 

Chic was bom in 1911. He attended the Upper School from 1925 to 1930. 

While at Ridley, he was a member of the first football and hockey teams, and for 

three consecutive years, he won his weights in boxing. After teaching at Bishop’s 

College School and at the Upper Canada Preparatory School, he joined the staff 

of the Upper School at Ridley in 1945. 

The rest of his life was dedicated to Ridley, and his interests covered every 

facet of that life—classrooms, games, School Duty, fellow masters, maintenance, 

Foundation Fund, and all Old Boys. He had two sons, Tony and Mike (who 

attended the School), and a daughter, Judy. 

RIDLEY’S BELOVED HEADMASTER 

Dr. John Russell Hamilton 

Brand new as chaplain, Donald Hunt described Hammy’s collapse in chapel on 

only the second Sunday of the 1961 school year. Dr. Hamilton tried to insist, in the 

vestry, that he would return and preach his sermon. Donald said, “Sir, I am the 

chaplain and I cannot allow you to speak.” Hammy’s retort was succinct: “I am the 

headmaster and you cannot stop me.” Fortunately, Dr. Hamilton’s son, Richard, 

who was a doctor, arrived in the vestry and took firm care of the matter. 
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Dr. Hamilton died so suddenly that the respect he had won as headmaster 

could not be expressed to him. He collapsed from a stroke in a place that he 

loved—the Chapel. It was only a few months since he had penned his personal 

tribute to Dr. Griffith for publication in Acta Ridleiana. At the time of his 

unexpected death, he had been at Ridley for thirty-nine years. 

John Russell Hamilton was born on January 5, 1898, in Nelson, Ontario. In 

1915, he won an Edward Blake General Proficiency Scholarship to the University 

of Toronto, but his university career was interrupted by service in England and 

France from 1916 to 1918. Then Lt. Hamilton returned to the University of 

Toronto, gaining his B.A. in Honours Chemistry in 1922. He joined the Ridley 

staff that September and taught science. He left after one unsuccessful year hut 

then returned . . . for the rest of his teaching career. In 1925, he married Miss 

Muriel Kidd, and, in 1927, their daughter Joan was horn at Ridley. Their son, Dick, 

was horn in 1934- 

The fact that young J. R. Hamilton came to Ridley as science master in 1922 

proved to he an event of immense good fortune for Ridley in the Age of Science 

that lay ahead. He remained an earnest student of science; he not only continued 

to teach classes after he became headmaster hut personally kept abreast of the 

dramatic advances in such things as nuclear physics, electronics, and industrial 

chemistry during World War II. As early as 1946, he had insisted upon a strong 

science department, staffed by the most highly qualified men Ridley could attract. 

It was through Hamilton’s foresight that Ridley’s science graduates, aiming for a 

career in engineering, chemistry, or an allied profession in the demanding 1950s 

and 1960s, found they had as sound a grounding as the products of any preparatory 

school in Canada. 

During the Sputnik panic, when Russia achieved space flight ahead of the 

U.S., there were attacks on the educational policies of Canada and other 

democracies. Ridley was not only immune to the general criticism but had won a 

new respect among Canadian educators, not the least among those of higher 

education. Dr. Hamilton had seen to it that Ridley could rise to the challenge of a 

disturbing and dangerous day. 

As assistant headmaster from 1939, Hammy attended to a thousand details. 

Old Boys remember him returning from forays to Toronto in wartime, to improve 

the rations or secure educational supplies. The interviewing of staff and the 

recruitment of hoys was organized by Dr. Hamilton, even if he got others to help 

him. Towards the end of Dr. Griffith’s time, Hammy was the main disciplinarian. 

Dr. Griffith’s style of leadership had become more majestic than managerial. 

When Dr. Hamilton succeeded to the headmastership, he assumed areas of 

new responsibility. The head of a large hoarding school is responsible for 

everything that happens (intended or otherwise) in the complex life of the 

community. He is answerable to the board of governors and, even beyond the 

board, to the mission of the school. It was Hammy’s nature to take nothing lightly. 

If he felt some aspect of the School was lacking (such as his concern over school 

spirit in the early 1950s), he immediately sought advice and action. If he felt 

individuals were not responding to the School’s challenge, he made a personal 

appeal to them. Every individual who belonged to Ridley (teachers, staff, students) 

was Hammy’s concern. Membership, to Hammy, meant being members one of 

another, without hierarchy. 

The School grew in size in the 1950s, the nature of its operations became more 

complex, and the anxieties of a troubled world impinged on the School’s 

consciousness. All these things added to Hammy’s burden, and his very nature 

dictated that he shoulder that burden. Neither he nor anyone else perceived that 

he should delegate any of his responsibilities. 
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In November 1960, two boys were involved in a dreadful motor accident, in 

which one, Robin Stone, was killed and the other was maimed for life. In the 

Memorial Service at the School, Hammy spoke first of the bewilderment that 

people experience at a young death. Then he suddenly said, “Any man discovers if 

he is wise, that life is set in a limitless sea of mystery.” The humanity of the man is 

clear in this consolation. There is also, perhaps, a prophetic resignation. 

Probably, no one could have deterred him from all that he undertook. If ever 

a man was prone to being consumed in service, it was Hammy. In 1961, there had 

been warning signs of ill health, to which neither he nor the governors gave 

enough attention. At the age of sixty-three, he was preparing to embark on his 

twelfth year as headmaster. On several occasions during each year, he preached to 

the School. The most fervent of his speeches and sermons were his September and 

June sermons—his hail and farewell messages to the School. They had a directness 

and simplicity, reflecting the faith of a great heart. His welcoming sermon for 

September 1961 was prepared. . . . 

This could not ease the shock of his sudden death for his family or for all those 

who were members of his Ridley family. The latter were legion—all those Ridleians 

who had been attracted by the warmth and inherent kindness of his nature. The 

sadness of those who mourned him could still be relieved by knowledge that the 

years Dr. Hamilton had given to Ridley had been good years, with special value 

because of his vision and faith. 

Hammy loved landscaping and gardening. His flowers, like his young charges, 

were the recipients of his caring and his skills. The rose garden in his remembrance, 

beside the main drive, is a perfect tribute to the spirit of Hammy. 

In the first edition of Acta after his death, the grief of the School was expressed 

in a number of splendid tributes. Terence Cronyn wrote, 

He has become one of a small group of former Ridley masters who greatly influenced 
their generation of staff and students, whose long service gave extension of scope, 
and whose character gave quality to this imprint, which lives on long after them, as 
long as one mind that received it exists. They remain in memory as men the Psalmist 
thought of as fit to abide in the tabernacle and dwell in the holy hill. 

These words came from an Old Boy: 

To the Old Boys Association, Hammy gave selfless support. Never was a gathering 
of Old Boys too small, or too distant for him to attend, if it were humanly possible 
for him to be there. His “few words” at the Annual Dinner in Toronto and at the 
Weekend at the School were the corner-stones on which the success of those events 
was built. No man who ever attended a Weekend will forget the personal hospitality 
offered by Hammy and Mrs. Hamilton. 

A governor wrote, 

The Board had special reason to know how much of himself he put into Ridley. For 
years they tried to make him conserve his energies, and to be a little easier on 
himself. The effort was useless. Hammy was absolutely dedicated to his job and to 
Ridley. If he thought he could do some good by extra teaching, by coaching 
individual boys, by travelling to see schools in England, or by meeting with parents 
or Old Boys practically anywhere in the Western Hemisphere, he would not spare 
himself. As no doubt will be said by many others, he literally was worn out in service. 
He would not have it any other way. 

A master, one of his devoted followers, commented upon Hammy’s total 

commitment to Ridley. 

Dr. Hamilton did not seek his Headmastership, or consciously work toward attaining 
it. Through the logic of events it sought him and, reluctant as he was, he was unable 
to refuse. For many of the new duties involved, duties lying outside the strictly 
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academic sphere, he felt at the start that he had no flair or special liking. A dogged 
toiling at them brought to him the sense of competence he wished, apparent to him 
probably much later than to all those who worked in contact with him. He served 
Ridley for more than half its present life: he came to the School with No. 1209 on 
the Upper School Register and had accepted officially for this year up to No. 4051. 
Thus in varying degrees he knew and had an influence on some seventy percent of 
all the boys in the Upper School since the foundation. 

Finally, here is an excerpt from a hoy’s tribute—a disciple reveres his late master. 

As a teacher, Dr. Hamilton’s ability and intelligence were again manifested. Those 
in his Chemistry class marveled at the fact that he never referred to a text book— 
then again—why should he? He could have written it. He had the exceptional ability 
to make “mud” clear; to explain the principles of his course in a language 
understandable to nearly everyone. Little studying was required to do well in one of 
“Hammy’s” exams—the material was planted well in the minds of his students 
without their needing a great deal of extra study. 

His lessons, however, extended far beyond the classroom; he taught us to act like 
men. By being a living example of his own high standards and morals he encouraged 
us to adopt similar attitudes in our own lives. His impeccable deportment, sincerity 
and profound interest in people were obvious to everyone. He had the habit of 
squeezing your elbow gently as he would ask? “How’s it going there?” he would pause 
a second, “John?” (It took him a moment to remember everyone’s first name.) 
Ridleians were important to Dr. Hamilton, and the understanding which he 
displayed with each one of us and his own willing self-sacrifice marked a generosity 
found only within a truly great man. In or out of class, Dr. Hamilton loved Ridley 
just as Ridley loved Dr. Hamilton. 

Dr. Hamilton’s unpreached sermon was preserved, and here are two brief 

excerpts from it. Defining the purpose of education, Hammy wrote, 

Most important is the awakening and broadening of your minds—in the 
development of initiative, determination, ambition, self-control, self-denial as well as 
the willingness to accept difficult tasks and to master tough assignments. Lessons in 
the necessity for punctuality, obedience, doing one’s duty, observing law and order, 
respecting other people and their property as well as their rights are included here. 

It is as fine a catalogue of civility as one could find. His very last words to 

Ridley were: 

A future worth contemplating will not solely be achieved by flights to the moon nor 
will it be found in space. It will be achieved, if it is to be achieved at all, only in our 

individual hearts. 
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JACK MATHESON AND HIS TEAM 

To the freshness of 

that September was 

added the sadness of 

individual mourning 

and institutional grief. 

There is a rhythm to the school year, and an annual repetition of activi¬ 

ties, which continues despite any dramas of leadership that might arise. 

The 1961-62 school year was unique as an interregnum hut entirely 

typical of its time. A comparable account of any succeeding year would 

describe the same annual happenings (public speaking, debating, drama, rallies, 

cadets, expeditions, lectures, sermons, activities, and clubs). It is impossible to 

record in detail the happenings of each year. As a special tribute to Jack Matheson, 

however, we have chosen to cover 1961-62 fully as a good account of Ridley life. 

September at schools is a time of aspiration. The new entity comes together 

for the first time. At Ridley in September 1961, however, this coincided with the 

unpredicted end of an era. To the freshness of that September was added the 

sadness of individual mourning and institutional grief. Dr. Hamilton’s death 

concluded a continuity that stretched back to Dr. Miller and the founding of the 

School. In the year of Dr. Miller’s retirement (1921), Harry Griffith, one of Ridley’s 

very first students, succeeded him. In 1922, John Hamilton joined as a young 

teacher. In due course, Dr. Hamilton became the assistant headmaster, and in 1949 

the successor to Dr. Griffith. Late in 1960, Dr. Griffith died, and, nine months 

later, so did Dr. Hamilton. In retrospect, it became clear that this was a watershed 

in the story of Ridley. Great efforts were made to preserve the heritage (many of 

them successful for many years). But the worldwide forces of challenge and change 

that came to characterize the 1960s eventually made their impact on Ridley. 

Mr. John R Matheson, who had been assistant headmaster since 1952, was 

immediately made acting head by the board of governors. He accepted the post 

with the clear understanding that he would not be a candidate for the permanent 

position. At the age of sixty, he realized that Ridley needed a younger man. The 

loyalty and cooperation he was granted were complete and without reservation. 

Jack Matheson was steeped in the independent school tradition. He had been 

educated at St. John’s College, Winnipeg, of which his uncle was the headmaster. 

On completing college, he returned to teach at St. John’s. Breaking away from 

Manitoba, he later taught at Appleby and at Choate School, Connecticut. He 

eventually returned to Winnipeg to join the staff of a newly founded school, 

Ravenscourt. He came to Ridley in 1939 as a classics teacher. He describes his 

teaching thus: “Latin all the way, with a little Greek here and there. I had to teach 

Algebra for one war-year and all concerned still bear the scars.” 

His liveliness and his impish sense of humour made him a favourite of the 

Ridley community. He had a short fuse and was liable to explode, but his fairness 

and inherent kindness easily offset the fallout from the explosions. He and his wife 

Alice were the “houseparents” of Gooderham, Dean’s, and Merritt Houses before 

he became assistant headmaster. His rapport with Hammy was complete. 

Part of his colour as a school personality was his “western-ness.” Boys from 

western Canada never forgot that Jack had been a member of the first western 

team, the Blue Bombers of Winnipeg, to win the Grey Cup. Fred Mannix describes 

how western boys would be invited to his home whenever a western team was 

being shown on television. This group of boys formed a rugby team for the short 

period between the football and soccer seasons. Jack was effectively their captain 

and manager—and they challenged all comers. Their spirit was such that if one of 

the boys was given “hours,” they all turned out to run them, and they became the 

fittest group in the School. The prefects made the “hours” more and more 

demanding until Jack intervened and forbade the running of voluntary “hours.” 

Western fitness declined . . . but not western allegiance to Jack. 
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In his opening remarks to the School that September, Jack Matheson said, “It 

would seem fitting that we of this year at Ridley should determine to pay tribute to 

the memory of the late headmaster by resolving to carry out his last expressed 

wishes. ... we can and shall turn over to Dr. Hamilton’s successor a school proud 

of its attainment in scholarship as in the many other fields of interest at Ridley.” 

Jack Matheson inherited a strong staff, to which a number of people had 

recently been added. The Reverend Donald Hunt, already mentioned, became the 

tenth chaplain of Ridley. He was educated at North Toronto Collegiate and at 

Trinity College at the University of Toronto. He spent a year at the Church of the 

Transfiguration and then served several years as rector of St. Margaret’s Church in 

Toronto, and St. Aidan’s Church in Oakville. His interests were not all pastoral. 

For six years he played football for Trinity College and passed on his love for this 

game to many Ridley teams. He was also a captain in the Toronto Scottish Reserve 

and something of an authority on small arms. He had selected the perfect partner 

in his college contemporary, Nancy. In all ways, including personal warmth and 

humour, Rev. Hunt was particularly well equipped “to quench all the fiery darts of 

the wicked,” which would be fairly numerous in the 1960s. Effectively, Donald 

devoted the rest of his professional years to Ridley. 

Carl Dorland graduated from McGill University in physical and health 

education. His career as an athlete included personal championships in boxing and 

wrestling, and membership of a champion McGill senior basketball team. He was 

the first physical education graduate to be hired for that purpose at Ridley. He also 

became an enthusiastic member of the geography department. He coached 

football, but his first major contribution to the sports program was the revival of 

basketball and the training of championship teams. His second was to sponsor and 

promote the Ridley rowing program. His was a cheerful, competitive, and 

essentially enthusiastic personality, affectionately appreciated by his Merritt House 

boys. Carl, too, became a “lifer" at Ridley. 

The Upper School was also strengthened by the addition of three people 

already familiar with the School. Frank Hanna, after nineteen years in the Lower 

School, moved across the field to join the Upper School math department 

and to coach first team hockey. During the next fifteen years, he rendered 

valuable service to Ridley in both these roles. John Saxton, who had been part of 

the Lower School from 1955 to 1959, returned to Ridley as head of the Upper 

School English department. He and his wife, Juliana, were responsible with Ross 

Morrow for a resurgence of interest in drama and much exciting innovation. 

Finally, David Fensom returned from a sabbatical. He was already a revered teacher 

in the science department (part of Hammy’s team), but Ridley was only to hold 

him for two more years before he was claimed for a university teaching position at 

Mount Allison. 

In John Guest’s Lower School, there were two additions destined to be 

permanent fixtures at Ridley. Keith Mawhinney had a science degree from Mount 

Allison, and he had taught in the contrasted scenes of Temiskaming in Northern 

Quebec and at Trinity College School. A eta’s welcome to him referred to his move 

from Port Hope to St. Catharines as a distinct promotion. . . . Keith became an 

important, if understated, influence at Ridley as a hockey coach, math teacher, and 

colleague in both Upper and Lower Schools. Frank Hollinrake, who had been a 

boy at Ridley from 1949 to 1957, returned from fours years of college in Hamilton 

(McMaster and Teacher’s College) and became “the science department” of the 

Lower School, in all its range of activities. He served the Lower School devotedly 

for thirty years. 

Fortunately for Jack Matheson and Ridley, the staff intake of 1961 represented 

an investment of over one hundred years. Terar dum prosim, indeed! 

The staff intake of 1961 

represented an investment 

of over one hundred years. 
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Havergal proposed the 

motion that Women, not 

money, are the root of 

all evil. They questioned 

why anyone would want 

to go to Ridley, unless it 

was to avoid women. 

The Search 

In due course, a Search Committee for Ridley’s next headmaster was organized. 

On January 22, 1962, the president of the board of governors announced the 

outcome of the committee’s work. Edwin Victor Burk Pilgrim was to he the next 

headmaster of Ridley, as of July 1962. Mr. Pilgrim was a graduate of Ashbury 

College, Ottawa, and of Bishop’s University. He had spent the first thirteen years 

of his teaching career at Bishop’s College School. The record of his diverse 

involvements in debating, drama, and many sports portrayed a person of great 

energy and vitality, who was at the peak of his powers. During the 1961-62 year, 

he visited Ridley and attended the sixty-fourth annual Old Boys Dinner. 

THE WORLD OF WORD 

The Spoken 

The 1961-62 year was an active one in the history of debate and public 

speaking at Ridley. Excellent leadership was provided by the officers ol the 

Speaker’s Club, Frank Buck and John Stubbs; participation was widespread. 

Undoubtedly, the return of David Fensom along with the organizational skills of 

Maurice Cooke contributed greatly. It was a golden year of debate at Ridley. 

There were nineteen debates during the year. The first, sure to he a popular 

attraction, was a debate with three recent Old Boys all at the University of 

Toronto. They were BUI Charlton, Bryan Finlay, and John Banks. They came to 

oppose the motion that Universities should abolish all fraternities. They did so 

triumphantly (60 for, 140 against). 

There were eight internal (training) debates before the inter-school 

competition. Most of these concerned international issues (the containment of 

Communism, American/Canadian relations, and the status of the United Nations, 

for example). There were also two local issues. The first concerned the Old Boy 

System and its relevance to character development. All the predictable arguments 

on both sides were paraded; in a close decision, the system was given support. The 

other was on the topical issue of specialized courses of study, as against the general 

curriculum. It was, in effect, a debate between the academic assumptions of the 

British and American systems of secondary education. The “specialists” argued that 

each individual’s priority should be the learning of skills in this accelerating world. 

The “generalists” responded that premature specialization inhibits the broad 

civilizing of the mind. Thirty years later, the debate remains alive; on this occasion, 

the outcome was diplomatically declared a tie. 

When it came to the four major inter-school debates (with UCC, SAC, TCS, 

and UTS) the themes were more grandiose. No man has any rights or Man is the 

master of his destiny are two of them. The outcome for Ridley was two wins and two 

losses. A final debate was held with Havergal. A busload of Havergal supporters 

came, and the Ridley attendance was reciprocally high. Havergal proposed the 

motion that Women, not money, are the root of all evil. They questioned why anyone 

would want to go to Ridley unless it was to avoid women. It was a lively evening, 

and Ridley’s opposition easily won. 

To complete the year’s speaking program, there were two public speaking 

competitions. They were strongly supported in what Acta describes as a “a 100% 

voluntary (press-ganged) attendance.” In the junior speaking competition, the 

winner was Brian Cruchley with his talk on “Sunspots.” Another of the eighteen 

speakers “chose to begin his speech face downwards across the rostrum. While it 

did muffle his voice somewhat, his novel entrance did much to attract the 

audience’s attention.” 
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The senior public speaking competition was won by P. R. Henderson, secretary 

of the Speakers Club. His theme was that all Canadians should be proud, not 

embarrassed, by their lack of nationalism. He attributed nationalism to pride in a 

sanitized version of a country’s past and argued that Canada really had little past to 

either sanitize or glorify. It is a theme of continuing relevance to the image of 

Canada. There were other excellent speeches, with some of the best coming from 

Frank Buck, Andrew Chant, and Christopher Henn. 

Attendance at speaking occasions, except when compulsory, ranged from 

twenty-five to eighty. Occurring on Friday and Sunday nights when off-campus 

leave was not granted, they were received as evenings of entertainment as well as 

erudition. They also provided, of course, a superb opportunity for the acquisition 

of self-confidence in the art of speaking. 

The Written 

Among the literary offerings of the year, there are many reminders of the 

mindset of the early ’60s. An essay on Sir Winston Churchill (Paul Hendriks), one 

on De Gaulle (David Morris), and another on Algeria (published in French) speak 

of the heroes and issues of that time. The nuclear threat is reflected in a piece 

called “Ridley After the Fall-out” (Peter W. Rogers) and in a letter addressed to the 

Ridley College Ladies Guild (Andy Watson), urging them to own bomb-shelters. 

There is an article on the feasibility of coexistence with the communist world 

(Terry Cook), and a study of Rasputin (Philip Somerville). A year or so after the 

shooting down of Gary Powers, there is a poetic description of the U2. It begins, 

Monstrous, glistening, graceful 
Like a gigantic bird. 

Searching for its prey 
Wondering, silent, watchful. 
The Russians know nothing 

Of this magnificent splendour 
As it steals their secrets. 

- P. L. Muir 

There is not a word of resemblance in all the literary sections to the subsequent 

writings of the “Me” generation of the later ’60s. In fact, two other poems catch the 

eye as an expression of the relative innocence of the time. 

The first is a poem called “Latimer’s Light” (author unknown). It is somewhat 

in the style of Robert Browning, and it concludes, 

For, said he, “Brother Ridley be of good cheer 
A candle in England is lighted here 

Which, by grace of God shall never go out” 
And that speech in whispers was echoed about 

Latimer’s light shall never go out 
However the winds may blow it about; 

Latimer’s light is here to stay 
Till the thump of a coming judgment day. 

The second, written by George Sutherland (a fourth former) “says it all” about the 

contemporary Ridley experience—at least for a survivor . . . 

Character of a Ridley New Boy 

When a new boy enters Ridley 
He knows not what he’s done. 

He’s put a stop to social life 
And ended all his fun. 

Among the literary 

offerings of the year, there 

are many reminders of the 

mindset of the early '60s. 
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His time is spent in studying, 
His time is spent on slobs, 

And if that isn’t good enough, 
The prefects find more jobs. 

And if he should act naughty, 
Or make a bad mistake, 

He’ll have to work off hours 
Until his muscles ache. 

As soon as he’s in bed each night, 
His brain begins to plan 

On how he’ll make his great escape 
And get back home again. 

But June is getting closer, 
And closer still the tests, 

He’ll soon be rid of Old Boys 
And other Ridley pests. 

He’ll soon be rid of studying 
Arid back to fun arid play, 
But he’ll return to Ridley 
Some sad September day. 

Now here’s a little seriousness 
A line you just don’t scan, 
A boy who enters Ridley 
Will leave it as a man. 

“[Dr. Bett] wrote all 

those football songs . . . 

but didn’t tell us the tunes 

were all from Gilbert & 

Sullivan. Tm called little 

quarterback, poor little 

quarterback’ is of course 

Buttercup’s song from 

HMS Pinafore.” 

THE ARTS 

The personification of Ridley music was Dr. Sidney Bett. In addition to the 

Carol Service, he organized the weekly rehearsals of “the football songs.” David 

Spence recalled, “he wrote all those football songs . . . but didn’t tell us the tunes 

were all from Gilbert & Sullivan. Tm called little quarterback, poor little 

quarterback’ is of course Buttercup’s song from HMS Pinafore. ... I often thank my 

lucky stars for Dr. Bett.” The Glee Club, for its annual presentation, did another 

original work by Dr. Bett entitled The Puddleford Festival. This told the tale of “a 

western tragedy, staged in the wilds of Canada and containing all the ingredients 

(a pretty girl, a savage chieftain, death-dealing hordes of Indians, and a touching 

frontier romance) of a suspense-ridden thriller.” 

A popular aspect of the year’s music were the performances of the jazz hand (six 

instrumentalists), which generated hand and toe tapping and even some 

impromptu dancing in the aisles. 

The school play for the year was The Unexpected Guest by Agatha Christie, 

directed by Mr. Ross Morrow. The production and performances were compliment¬ 

ed by the drama critic of The St. Catharines Standard; but it was not thought to be 

a particularly good play. Audibility (a familiar problem in the history of Ridley 

theatre) was not strong. As the major offering of the year, it was deemed a pity that 

only one performance was given. The theatre club also sponsored a visit to Toronto 

to see Krapp’s Last Tape and Zoo Story by Edward Alhee, very much the “new wave” 

of the time. A fine innovation that year was the introduction of a film society. On 

ten winter evenings, a range of important films was shown, including 1984, On The 

Waterfront, and Seven Samurai. John Saxton was the moving spirit, with the worthy 

motive of fostering critical response to the cinema among Ridley students. 
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Other cultural and intellectual activities included a science club, a lecture 

series, and a number of career talks from former Ridleians. Finally, a tribute should 

be paid to the four cartoonists who made both the Midwinter and the Midsummer 

Editions of A eta a pleasure to behold. They were M. D. Rapsey, R W. Rogers, J. K. 

Hillmer, and D. M. Sanders. 

THE CADETS 

The cadets played their traditional role during the interregnum year. The 

Assault-At-Arms, one of the final events of the winter term, brought together 

performers from both the Upper and Lower Schools. The Lower School 

demonstrated a range of drills and exercises, and the gym squad entertained with 

apparatus work and, finally, a pyramid. Acta wrote, “while it lacked the stability of 

its Egyptian predecessor, [it] had all the impressiveness of those earlier models.” 

Once again, the evening was a personal triumph for Major Andy Iggulden. 

Cadet participation in the St. Julien’s Day Parade at the St. Catharines 

Cenotaph was marked by unusually lusty singing, which carried over to the annual 

On Wednesday, May 9th, I awakened with a 
sick feeling in my stomach, having dreamed that 
I had two left feet. I looked down as soon as I 
got out of bed and was relieved to find 1 had 
both varieties. The morning went quickly and 
we had our lunch in Mrs. Guest’s garden. I 
couldn’t eat much, because I had to make sure 
that my right foot wasn’t turning into a left foot. 

At 2 p.m. we lined up in front of the Lower 
School. There were many beautiful cars drawn 
up on the school roads and many visitors in 
interesting hats coming across the fields. We 
were marched into position for inspection, and 
I was not surprised that one boy in another tribe 
had trouble in keeping step. Who would be the 
next victim of this dread disease? Everyone was 
nervous when the Colours were marched on, 
followed by the Inspecting Officer in a colorful 
kilt, which flapped as he walked. 

The Lower School was inspected first, and as 
he approached us I prayed that I would not 
sneeze. He came nearer, he’d soon be past, but 
no—he stopped and spoke. What was my name? 
At first no sound came out. Eventually I told 
him. Did I like Ridley? Did I intend finishing 
my school life here? “Yes sir,” I said hoarsely, 
and he moved on. . . . We didn’t win the tribe 
competition, but I still think the weeks of 
practicing were worth while. 

Church Parade service at St. Thomas’ Church. On the homeward march, the 

traditional “eyes left” to Mr. A. W. Taylor at his Yates Street home was continued, 

although Mr. Taylor had recently died. Lieutenant-Colonel John Page, of the 44th 

Pield Artillery, took the salute instead, on the steps of Mr. Taylor’s house. 

Cadet Commanding Officer Terry Mactaggart led the Corps in 1962. The 

visiting officer for the cadet parade that year was a distinguished Ridleian, 

Lieutenant Colonel Hamish Macintosh, a former commanding officer of the 48th 

Highlanders of Canada. The hand performed admirably, and the day went well. 

Colonel Macintosh duly requested a half-holiday for the school. 

Here is a worm’s eye view of the day from the pen of Lower School student 

C. E. Morgan. 

Col. Hamish Macintosh ’39 

reviews A Company beside 

Commander David Temple 
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First football coaches Bob 

Stanley and Don Hunt 

For the first time, the annual Cadet Corps dance was held on the first night of 

the February break. Thus it was possible for the boys’ partners to stay overnight in 

the Lower School. Everyone departed the next morning after breakfast and chapel. 

The new timing was most popular. 

THE SPORTS 

THE FALL 

The School’s total enrollment was 406: 269 in the Upper School, and 137 in the 
Lower School. On a certain fine day in September, it was discovered that 404 boys 
had played football or soccer that afternoon. On another day in October, fourteen 
Ridley teams played against other schools. . . . 

The Ridley Tiger, Nov. 1961 

On results alone, football’s first team had a poor season, winning 1 and losing 

5. But the Little Big Four championship proved to he one of the most dramatic and 

competitive on record. Each of the Ridley games was in contention until the final 

whistle. St. Andrew’s, playing at Ridley, dominated for most of the game. But early 

scores by Ridley, combined with heroic defensive play in the final moments, gave 

Ridley a 26-20 victory. The following week, at Port Hope, an even closer game was 

fought out. Ridley was leading 14-13 as time was running out. Yet on two separate 

drives, Trinity closed on the Ridley territory and was able to kick the rouges to give 

them a 15-14 victory. In the final game in Toronto, Upper Canada was leading 16- 

13 as Ridley launched a final assault on their line. Only time prevented the 

crossing of the line. This magnificent championship was shared by SAC and UCC. 

Captain Ward Passi and his team had no cause to feel diminished. The coaching 

team was Messrs. Stanley and Hunt. The second and third teams both had 

excellent records, winning 5 each out of 9 and 7 games respectively. 

Captained by S. S. Spurling, soccer’s first team had a triumphant season. They 

lost only 1 of 12 games. For the first time, they defeated Upper Canada—and not 

only once but twice. In the first game they won 10-2, and in the return match they 

won 6-0. The second team was undefeated. The coaches were Messrs. Aylott, 

Morris, and Griffin. 

The Cross-Country Run was held in early November. The senior, interme¬ 

diate, and junior trophies went to Chris Henn, Dave Morris (in record time), and 

Brian Bexton respectively. A young master, John Griffin, completed the senior 

course in record time, and student D. K. King had the best time over the junior 

course but was ineligible to win because he was still in the Lower School. 

Certain end-of-term activities occurred such as the prefects’ soccer league 

and a soccer game between the football and soccer firsts. Football wisely enlisted 

the help of Mr. Jack Aylott in goal, who duly kept the score to a respectable 2-1 

win for soccer. 

Upper Canada narrowly won the Little Big Four tennis championships from 

Ridley, but the renovation of Ridley’s courts the following summer gave hope for 

the future. In early December, the boxing finals yielded a triumph for the Rapsey 

Family. Peter won at 125 pounds and Michael at 140 pounds. The other two 

champions were Biff Matthews at 135 pounds and Bill Stoner at 150 pounds. 

THE WINTER 

This was the first season of Frank Hanna’s leadership of the hockey program. 

His vice-captain, Terry Mactaggart, welcomed him as “an able and upright coach.” 

The team did well, winning 7 out of 9 games. Ward Passi was the star, and one of 

Ridley’s “best ever” hockey players. His season total of 27 goals and 10 assists 
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represented more than one-third of the entire team’s achievement. In the Little Big 

Four, SAC was unable to compete because of home rink problems; Ridley lost to 

TCS and defeated UCC in two excellent games. 

The second team also had a new coach, Bill Montgomery, who was to become 

an institution at Ridley. Seconds are often confronted by the challenge of playing 

other school’s firsts. This was the case against Pickering, Appleby, and Hillfield. 

They tied with two of these schools, compiling a modest season record of 3 wins 

and 5 losses. There were two other representative teams, under-16 and under-15, 

and a couple of leagues. 

The up-and-coming sport was undoubtedly basketball. Both junior and senior 

teams were coached by newcomer Carl Dorland. This was the first year of a run of 

successful seasons. The seniors played 14 and won 10, and the juniors played 11 

and won 9. They were both championship teams. 

The squash team was confronted, as usual, at two levels. Its most formidable 

challenges tended to come from the adult club teams, such as the Jesters or the 

Hamilton Thistle Club. Against schools, they were therefore highly competitive— 

winning the LBF tournament and losing only to Appleby. Leighton McCarthy, the 

captain, was also runner-up in the Ontario Squash Championship. The good 

fortune of Ridley in having Jack Aylott as coach (of both skill and good conduct 

on court) was emphasized once more. 

Another successful coach with a long record was A1 Staples with the 

swimming team. Ridley comfortably won the LBF championship at Hart House by 

a margin of 25 points over its nearest rival, UCC. 

The final activity of the winter was traditionally the Gym Squad. The season 

culminated in March in two traditional events: the Colours Parade and the 

Assault-At-Arms. In spite of a bad back, Andy Iggulden gave his usual stalwart 

support to gymnastics at Ridley. 

THE SPRING 

The place of cricket as the dominant sport in the spring was still secure. The 

alternative was track-and-field, which offered only two competitive opportunities 

apart from the annual Sports Day. 

Three competitive cricket teams were fielded in 1962, as well as a league All- 

Star Team. The All-Stars were drawn from the nine-team league that catered to 

well over one hundred boys not good enough to make the competitive teams. 

Considering the unpredictability of the Ontario spring and the limitations of the 

playing fields, it is hard to believe that the “Leaguers” had much playing time. Even 

the second XI and the under-16s had few matches. The records show 3 games for 

the seconds (2 wins, 1 loss) and 3 games for the under-16s (2 wins, 1 loss). 

The first team, however, had 6 club games and then 3 games for the Little Big 

Four championship. In the club games, the School won 2, lost 3, and drew 1. It was 

not a great season. UCC won the championship, defeating all others; but the 

season included one of those sudden situations that turn the majestic progress of a 

cricket game into high drama. It involved the game at Ridley with SAC, on May 

23. Ridley, batting first, had declared at 178 for 3 wickets. There was a rain 

interruption after tea, and SAC’s chances of making the runs vanished. It was a 

question of whether SAC could hold out against the Ridley bowling. The game was 

due to end at 6:30 p.m. Here Acta takes up the tale. 

At or about 6:27 p.m., with the SAC total at 94 for 7, Leighton McCarthy took the 
ball to bowl what had to be the last over of the day. He bowled the first ball to 
Rowan who hit it hard on the offside. Spurling, Ridley’s outstanding fielder, at silly 
mid-off, threw his left hand out and took a brilliant one hand catch, and SAC were 
94 for 8. Knox survived two balls before he stepped in front of a straight one, and 

The up'and'Coming 

sport was undoubtedly 

basketball. Both junior 

and senior teams were 

coached by newcomer 

Carl Dorland. 
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SAC were 94 for 9. Then a certain amount of chaos reigned! The umpires, misinter¬ 
preting Law 18, drew stumps, thinking that the two-minute rule would prevent the 
last SAC batsman from reaching the wicket. The mat was unpinned and, somewhat 
naturally, players and spectators discussed the rather mysterious and delicate situa¬ 
tion. A conference of umpires and coaches (and reference to the Laws of Cricket) 
took place. The umpires reversed their previous decision and decided that play must 
resume for the final over to be completed. (See Law 18 and accompanying notes). 
The mat was re-laid, the last SAC batsman was recalled from the comfort of the 
showers; umpires, players, scorers and spectators took up stations, and the stage was 
set for the final act of drama. So, at 6:43, with a hushed school watching, McCarthy 
had one ball to bowl to win the match for Ridley! Joyce had one ball to stop to 
preserve the draw for St. Andrew’s! Ridley fielders clustered around the bat, far too 
close to accomplish any catches, but close enough to read the small print on the bat! 
McCarthy, deliberate and purposely, took his time. He bowled at his usual medium 
pace. Joyce got the merest touch with the outside edge and lost his off-stump! The 
bare statistics reveal nothing of the excitement of these final moments which are now 
part of Ridley cricket lore, and little of the excellent cricket which preceded them. 

It is notable that the 

Ridley of 1961-62 

should be competitive in 

so many sports—notable, 

but entirely consistent 

with the School’s record 

and character. 

Ridley’s Annual Sports Day was held on Wednesday, May 16. Never has there 

been such a remarkable effort put forward by Ridley track enthusiasts. Seven 

records were established and one tied. The senior championship went to Ian 

McKay who won the broad jump and placed second in the 100-yard, 200-yard, 880- 

yard, and one-mile events. Close competitors for the senior championship were 

Terry Mactaggart (winning two firsts) and Chris Henn (winning three firsts). 

The intermediate championship was won by David Morris, followed closely by 

John Moore. The junior championship was won by Reg du Domaine who won four 

firsts in the 100, 220, 440, and 880 yards and claimed a second in the broad jump. 

Ian McLean of the Lower School came a very close second. 

Of the 7 records broken, Reg du Domaine broke the junior 220 yards (24-6) 

and the 440 yards (59.8). In the intermediate, Dave Morris broke the half-mile 

record (2:31.1), and John Moore equalled the 440-yard record (56.5). In the senior 

events, Terry Mactaggart broke the 220 record with 22 seconds. Chris Henn broke 

the 440 record (53.4) and Dave Baird broke the high jump record (5'8.75"). 

It is notable that the Ridley of 1961-62 should be competitive in so many 

sports—notable, but entirely consistent with the School’s record and character. 

LIFE IN THE LOWER SCHOOL 

Apart from grieving the loss of Dr. Hamilton, the Lower School experienced a 

rewarding year. John Guest had a strong team behind him; the life of the Lower 

School was happily divided between academics, athletics, and activities. 

Football and soccer absorbed every member of the Lower School. The A-squad 

football had a fine season (6-1), and the B-squad had an even season. The soccer 

first team won 4, tied 2, and lost 1. There were 5 teams altogether and a league. A 

tribute to three outstanding soccer players reads, “This . . . team was . . . tied 

together and inspired by the halves. Hunter could rise to surprising heights of 

artistry. Warner and Elliott, in the four years they have been with us have 

exhibited: skill, sportsmanship and leadership coupled with indomitable spirit.” 

The traditional Cross-Country Supper has always been a special event in the 

Lower School. In 1961, this followed a particularly well-contested race won by 

D. K. King. At the supper, the staff ingeniously created the menu in the form of a 

crossword. “There was surely never such a tasty puzzle.” Toasts were proposed and 

a spirited concert followed, reflecting the imminence of the Christmas holidays. 

Three hockey teams competed successfully in the winter. They played 25 

games in all, and won 15 of them. The swimming team had a star in Lance Rumble, 
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who broke the AlhCanadian Record for 25 yards and the Ontario Record for 50 

yards. The Gym Squad consisted of 19 hoys, who performed well in the Assault- 

At-Arms. Only basketball, probably through want of numbers, languished a little. 

Pulling the roller over the cricket wickets proved to he a punishment, applied 

according to need. If numbers were short, it was no great problem for the headmas¬ 

ter to identify a crime wave and keep the roller rolling. The first XI won half of its 

games and, against SAC, compiled a record score of 186 in 90 minutes: Warner 40, 

Elwood 47. Three other teams also represented the Lower School. Thus happily 

and busily, the Lower School moved through the spring to Sports Day. 

With particular leadership from Ted and Nora Morgan, who had both arrived 

in 1958, there were some promising cultural activities. The Tiger Cub was a 

newspaper largely self-generated among the boys. Three one-act plays were 

presented in April; this may have been the acting debut of Bob Schmon— 

subsequently a successful professional actor. Finally, the development of a reference 

and working library in the East House Reading Room was given encouragement by 

a donation from the Ridley College Women’s Guild (Toronto Branch). 

Pulling the roller over the 

cricket wickets proved to 

be a punishment, applied 

according to need. If 

numbers were short, it 

was no problem for the 

headmaster to identify a 

crime wave. 

CLOSING THE YEAR 

Jack Matheson’s year ended with a most successful Prize Day. Mr. John P. 

Robarts, the premier of Ontario accepted the invitation to give away the prizes. 

Both the Young Liberals and the Progressive Conservatives saw this as an 

opportunity for politicking. The staff made sure there were no undignified 

moments. Mr. Robarts sensed the “unbiased spirit” of the occasion. He paid a 

handsome tribute to the Ridley men now in prominent leadership positions, 

regardless of their political colour. “Too many movements have lost their sense of 

direction,” he remarked. “But while Ridley retains its code of service, neither its 

spirit nor its traditions will ever yellow with age.” 

In his final chapel address, Jack Matheson chose also to speak of Ridley’s 

traditions. He identified the best of these as loyalty, respect, tolerance, and love of 

fellow man. In thanking the headmaster for his year of leadership, Acta wrote, 

His sincerity and truthfulness have been felt by all. Owen Feltham once said, “truth 
and fidelity are the pillars of the temple . . . when these are broken, the fabric falls.” 
Ridley is a temple and it has not fallen; and, as the year has progressed, its 
foundations have been strengthened. Mr. Matheson based his foundations on truth 
and sincerity and Ridley has benefited greatly. In addition, his boundless enthusiasm 
and wit have won him the respect of all who know him. We thank you, Sir, for 
everything you have done. 

Best of all, Jack and Alice lived on as an important Ridley team for many years. 

The Old Boys Association 

During this eventful year, the Ridley Old Boys showed a deep sense of 

institutional respect. The traditional weekend was cancelled as a mark of respect 

for the memory of Dr. Hamilton. 

Then in March, there was a great Ridley gathering at the King Edward- 

Sheraton Hotel in Toronto. Two hundred and twenty-one old boys and twenty- 

eight guests assembled. They were there to observe a short silence for Hammy, to 

thank Jack Matheson, and to welcome Ted Pilgrim as the new headmaster. A 

much-loved Ridley figure, Twink Cockburn, was invited to reminisce as the main 

speaker. This he did with great charm. 

To his deep regret, the president of the board of governors, Mr. Arthur Bishop 

could not be present. The vice-president, the Reverend Canon L. Hunt, presided 

and said the grace. The honorary president of the Old Boys’ Association, Mr. 
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It was an important 

endorsement of the new 

leadership and a typically 

warm affirmation of 

Ridley loyalty. 

On the fine spring morning of April 30, 1962, the funeral service for 

A. W. Taylor was held in the Memorial Chapel at Ridley. It was conducted by the 

Bishop of Niagara, assisted by the Reverend J. K. R. Thompson, Canon Harry 

Bagnall, and the school chaplain. The choir sang “Crossing The Bar” hy Alfred 

Tennyson to a setting by Sid Bett, as an anthem, and the school hymn, “Father in 

Heaven.” As the cortege left the front of School House, it passed between the 

silent ranks of the boys of the School. So “A. W.” left the place he loved and for 

which he had done so much. 

Albert William Taylor entered Ridley at its opening in September 1889 and 

was the last surviving member of the first graduating class of 1890. He was a 

member of the first football team of Ridley. He was president of the Ridley College 

Old Boys’ Association in 1919-20, and the following year he became a member of 

the board of governors of Ridley. He became chairman of the local board in 1932 

and remained on the board until 1938. 

In 1910, he built his home on the site of the original building of Ridley, which 

had been destroyed by fire in 1903. Countless Old Boys will remember the return 

route after the Church Parade past Mr. Taylor’s house and the erect figure that took 

the salute from his front steps. We are happy to say that Mr. Taylor was able to 

continue this custom right up to 1961. The passing of A. W. Taylor represented a 

great loss to Ridley. The School was fortunate indeed that its first seventy-three 

years were so closely involved with such an able and unswerving friend. 

A Youthful Death 

The Mandeville family has been one of the most loyal and generous of Ridley’s 

American citizens. Thus, the death of a young student, Michael Ross Mandeville, 

was especially poignant. Mike attended the Lower School in 1957-58 and the 

Upper School until December 1960, when he was in form 4B. In the fall of that 

year, he developed leukemia and returned to his home in Lima, Peru. He died on 

June 10, 1961. Michael was cremated, and his ashes were interred in the Memorial 

Chapel. On the plaque that remains as a memorial to him on the wall of the 

Chapel, near to the place that he had occupied in the choir, appear the words, 

“Ridley, the place he loved.” We are happy to he able to say that Ridley loved him, 

too, and the deepest sympathy was extended to his family. 

Ridley’s Cubans 

Until the Castro revolution, Ridley had been home to a number of Cubans. 

All of them were at risk in Castro’s Cuba. Terry Cronyn, the Editor of Tiger, kept 

Ridley abreast of their fates. There were two tragic victims. Fabio Feyre was 

captured with the invading party from Guatemala. He was one among many in a 

mass trial conducted by Castro’s people. Joe Macia was captured in the Bay of Pigs 

Invasion. He was driven with fourteen others for five hours in an airtight meat 

truck. When the truck was opened, Joe was found to have died. 

Laddie Cassels, introduced Ted Pilgrim, who proposed a toast to the staff. The 

president for the year of the Old Boys’ Association was Harnish Macintosh, who 

was having a great Ridley year. He had chaired the Search Committee and presided 

at the Cadet Parade. 

It was an important endorsement of the new leadership and a typically warm 

affirmation of Ridley loyalty. 

IN MEMORIAM 

Albert William Taylor ’90 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

TED PILGRIM’S RIDLEY 

1962-1971 
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Canada and the World 
The sixties have become a buzzword for the roiling of the western 

world. They articulated the implicit conflict between the preservation of 

order and the yearning for freedom. The reforming zeal of young people 

was exhilarating; the reaction of authority was predictable. The ensuing 

disruptive violence was probably unavoidable. 

Politically, the first half of the decade was dominated by battles 

between John Diefenbaker and Lester Pearson. In 1965, the Canada 

Pension Plan and the unveiling of Canada’s new flag each ended months 

of heated debate. Canadian pride burst forth with the celebrations of the 

Centennial Year and Expo ’67. When Pierre Trudeau emerged in 1968 

as the new leader of the Liberal party, he seemed to epitomize the 

country’s readiness to face change. Under the slogan “A Just Society," 

the Prime Minister tackled a long list of overdue reforms. 

The agony of the United States as it confronted civil rights issues, the 

three tragic assassinations, and the Vietnam War, was shared by Canada. 

An influx of draft dodgers reinforced the existing radicalism on Canadian 

campuses. Fuelled by the drug culture arid the highly political pop music 

scene, the issues of permissiveness (social mores, feminism, and long 

hair) became the expression of the generational conflict. 

In Canada, a group of Quebecois intellectuals coined the phrase 

“Maitre chez nous" in the provincial election of I960. “The Quiet 

Revolution" did much to move the province into the 20th century, but it 

highlighted the differences between those wanting degrees of reform and 

those pressing for outright secession. The affirmative action that followed 

the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism of 1963 went 

far towards creating a more equal partnership. The Official Languages 

Act of 1969 seemed to cement that equality. 

Instead of enhanced unity, Trudeau’s vision unleashed riots in the 

streets. There were whisperings of revolution from a radical coterie under 

the FLQ banner. Mailbox bombs, the kidnapping of the British Trade 

Commissioner, and the murder of Premier Bourassa’s labour minister led 

to the invocation of the War Measures Act in October 1970. The 

military enforced martial law, and the world watched as “the peaceable 

kingdom” wrestled with a real national emergency. All this did nothing to 

solve the unity issue. In fact, the reaction to it diminished the attraction 

of liberation (political and otherwise) that so characterized the decade. 

Traditional systems and assumptions survived at Ridley in the 1960s, 

but there were undercurrents at work, ultimately presaging a new era. 

NOTABLE EVENTS 

1961 U.S.S.R. puts the first man into 

space. 

Bay of Pigs landing in Cuba. 

Communist wall divides Berlin. 

Medicare established in 

Saskatchewan. 

1962 Marshall McLuhan coins the 

phrase “global village.” 

John Glenn orbits the earth. 

Marilyn Munroe dies. 

Cuban Missile Crisis ends. 

1963 Martin Luther King Jr. “I have 

a dream” speech. 

Lester Pearson is prime minister. 

Kennedy assassinated. 

1964 The Beatles invade America. 

1965 Winston Churchill dies. 

New Canadian flag flies. 

Albert Schweitzer dies. 

1966 Mao Tse-tung launches the 

Cultural Revolution. 

Walt Disney dies. 

1967 Expo’67 in Montreal. 

Six Day War in Israel. 

Charles De Gaulle pledges to 

liberate Quebec. 

Concorde supersonic aircraft 

takes flight. 

Microwave ovens on the 

market. 

1968 M. L. King Jr. assassinated. 

Pierre Trudeau sworn in as 

Canada’s 15th Prime Minister. 

Robert Kennedy assassinated. 

Helen Keller dies. 

1969 American astronauts land on 

the moon. 

Woodstock festival of music, 

love, and peace. 

1970 Anti-war demonstration ends 

in shootings at Kent State 

University. 

October Crisis in Quebec leads 

to the invocation of the War 

Measures Act. 

1971 FLQ terrorist Paul Rose found 

guilty of murder. 
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THE FOURTH HEADMASTER 

In September 1962, Mr. E. V. B. Pilgrim began his tenure as headmaster of 

Ridley College. He was only the fourth head in over seventy years. Edwin 

Victor Burk (Ted) Pilgrim was thirty-six years old on assumption of office. He 

brought to Ridley enthusiasm and a beguiling youthfulness. 

Ted was born in Port Arthur, Ontario. At the age of eleven, he was sent to 

Ashbury College. In his seven years at Ashbury, he had a golden career. In his final 

year, Ted became head prefect, commanded the cadet corps, captained the football 

and hockey teams, and played on the cricket team. He won the Cross-Country Run 

three times and found time to be prominent in debating and drama. 

He went on to Bishop’s University, where he gained an honours degree in 

history and English. Once again he was a leader in his generation. For two years, 

Ted was elected president of his class and served on the university council. He 

supported many college clubs, including drama and debating. He represented the 

university in football, hockey, badminton, and track, and became the record- 

holder for cross-country. While at Bishop’s, he also ran in the Boston Marathon. 

Ted was invited to join the staff of Bishop’s College School, where he 

continued his participation in a range of school activities. He taught history and 

English to matriculation level, and became the housemaster of the senior boys. He 

coached the main sports, even adding squash to his list of credentials. As editor 

(staff manager) of the BCS magazine, Ted influenced and reflected school opinion. 

He served at BCS for thirteen years. 

In 1948, Ted Pilgrim married Geraldine Mary Melton of Peterborough, 

Ontario. Together they embarked upon a school career. Gerry took an active part 

in volunteer work in both church and hospital. When Ted became housemaster, 

Gerry provided hospitality to many and was a motherly presence for “Ted’s boys.” 

At the time they came to Ridley, their two sons, Tim and Peter, were ten and seven 

years old respectively. 

The Pilgrims had a summer place at Cascade, near Metis, in Quebec. As it 

inactivity was unthinkable, Ted became prominent in the summer community of 

Cascade. He became director of the Community Association and was secretary 

treasurer of the Cascade Golf and Tennis Club. He held all these positions for at 

least nine years. It was at that time that Ted came to the notice of Brit Osier, 

chairman of the Ridley board of governors. Brit had plenty of first-hand experience 

of Ted’s organizational and social skills. His recommendation put Ted onto the 

Ridley short list, where he was chosen from among ten candidates. All agreed that 

Ted’s wholesome versatility, his supportive wife, his devotion to his family, and his 

vitality made him an appropriate heir to Ridley’s succession of great headmasters. 

Ted’s wholesome 

versatility, his supportive 

wife, his devotion to his 

family, and his vitality 

made him an appropriate 

heir to Ridley’s succession 

of great headmasters. 

THE SCHOOL’S STORY 

For many years, there had been talk of a history of Ridley. In 1957, an 

interesting proposal had been laid before the board of governors. Professor Robin 

Harris of the University of Toronto was a Ridley Old Boy and a master for two short 

spells in the 1940s. His field was the history of education. 

In a submission to Laddie Cassels, Professor Harris proposed a Ridley history 

that would be a study of “the private school in the context of Canadian 

Educational History.” It would be a critical survey (“the strengths and weaknesses 

of the school as observed by an unbiased educator”). It would not “have a 

compulsion to mention as many names as possible. ... In a scholarly study, a name 
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In Ridley, the Story 

of a School, there is a 

fictional character, “the 

Ridley Boy,’’ to whom 

an impossible nobility 

has been ascribed. 

is mentioned only if it bears significance.” He remarked that a scholarly study is not 

necessarily a dull or humourless account. 

He outlined a five-part plan beginning with the problems of the private school 

in the Canadian scene and ending with an estimation of the private school 

contribution to Canadian life. The three central sections would cover the 

founding, the history, and the achievements of Ridley. 

As an influential governor, Billy Bell discussed the proposal with Robin and 

gave his support. He felt that Robin was uniquely qualified for such a project. 

Robin discussed the idea with the director of the University of Toronto Press, who 

responded that, even with Robin’s skills, it would not be a book of commercial 

viability. Robin then proposed to the governors that they seek funding for the 

project, to be recovered from the sales of the book to the Ridley family. 

This led to a difference of opinion concerning the character of the book. Was 

it to be Robin’s scholarly study of the School (warts and all) or was it to be a loyal 

chronicle of the School’s story? At the end of a letter dated May 14, 1957, Robin 

Harris wrote, “I am not myself convinced that the type of book I can produce . . . 

is the one which those who must raise the money want. You can get a cheaper book 

than this one, and one which may better serve Ridley’s interests.” This effectively 

ended Robin’s association with the project. He withdrew also for genuine reasons 

of ill health. 

The governors approached various eminent writers without success. An 

alternative was at hand at the School itself, in the person of Adam Griffith (for 

whom Ridley had been his life) and his friend Terry Cronyn. They could assemble 

a full record of the School’s history, but it would not be set in Robin’s national 

perspective. Adam was retained and proceeded with the work late in 1957. In a 

remarkably short time (eighteen months or so), Adam produced a compendious 

first draft. 

Immediately, the question of readability was raised. The History Committee 

(Laddie Cassels, Billy Bell, Red Foster, and the headmaster) sought the advice of a 

publisher’s reader, and she strongly recommended that the material needed the 

expertise of a professional writer. Kim Beattie was known to Laddie Cassels, having 

written the regimental history of the 48th Highlanders of Canada. After 

considering several others, the Committee contracted Kim Beattie in September 

1960. It was agreed that Adam Griffith’s work should be the research base of 

Beattie’s book. Adam was compensated for his work, and both he and Terry 

Cronyn readily agreed to work with Mr. Beattie. For his part, Kim insisted upon 

sole authorship but with acknowledgments to both Adam and Terry. He set to 

work, submitting each chapter for approval by the History Committee. 

Ridley, the Story of a School was published in 1963. It is a two-volume history 

covering 1889 to 1962. The 1265-page book, with its 250 pages of appendices, is a 

remarkable archive. [As previously acknowledged, it is a source book for the first 

seventy years of Ridley’s history, which we have here abridged and incorporated.! 

Beattie’s “readability style” has generated some critical comment. There is a 

fictional character, “the Ridley Boy,” to whom an impossible nobility has been 

ascribed, and there is a sentimental insistence on the perfection of Ridley. 

Terry Cronyn kept a copy of the book by his side, for annotation and comment, 

for twenty years. On first reading it, he wrote on the flyleaf, “Just too, too flowery 

journalese and made-up imagination, as it might have been rather than as it was!” 

This is a harsh criticism, since Kim was brought in to give life to the story. But 

there is little doubt that both Adam and Terry were wounded by Kim’s refusal to 

acknowledge co-authorship. Despite the criticisms of the author’s style, Beattie’s 

contribution to the heritage of Ridley was considerable; it came as a loss and a 

shock to Ridley when this chronicler died just as the book was published. 
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GOING STRONG AT SEVENTY-FIVE 

To the present Governors, Masters and Boys we say - 
The Old Boys of Ridley stand behind you, not only 
in years but in spirit. 

Birthday Greeting from a Ridley Old Boy, Acta, Midyear 1965 

The seventy-fifth anniversary of the School’s founding was marked with 

special events in the 1964-65 year. Even before the anniversary, the Ridley family 

was planning a generous gift for the School. The Seventy-Fifth Anniversary Fund 

was launched in September 1963, under the general chairmanship of Hamilton 

Cassels. This project, undertaken by the board, set a target of $700,000 to expand 

and renovate facilities and to provide additional scholarships. A major proposal to 

build a new residence was accepted. Funds were also set aside for a long-planned 

expansion of the Chapel, for an upgrading of the School’s libraries, and for the 

installation of a major new heating plant. A team of fund-raisers was so successful 

that the target was exceeded by $150,000. A professional fund-raiser may comment 

that the target should have been a million from the start, but this was an impressive 

sum for its time. The donors’ generosity covered the costs of all the proposed 

enterprises. It was a popular decision to devote the surplus to endowed scholarships 

in gratitude for the lifetime work of Dr. Griffith and Dr. Hamilton. 

The Birthday Party 

Everything was targeted for the weekend of October 30, 1964, when the Old 

Boys assembled to celebrate the School’s birthday and their own reunions. A 

member of staff, Sam Anderson ’45, undertook the task of designing the anniver¬ 

sary celebrations at the School. The weekend began with a performance of “Ridley 

Onward”—a pageant celebrating the spirit of Ridley, and written by Ridley’s own 

Sid Bett and directed by Maurice Cooke. On Saturday, October 31, the 

Honourable Walter Gordon, the Canadian minister of finance, gave a rosy view of 

Canada’s economy and skillfully sidestepped uncomfortable questions. It was an 

honour to have him. This was followed by a discussion panel of four staff members 

and four boys, and was moderated by Dr. James Gibson, the founding president of The side aisle was dedicated 

Brock University. The panel described contemporary Ridley to the Old Boys. All in October 1964. 

seemed to agree (not surprisingly) that a 

boarding school with a religious foun¬ 

dation and a rich extracurricular program 

was just the right thing. A football victory 

over TCS in the afternoon was followed 

by an anniversary dinner in the Great 

Hall and a dance in the Upper School 

Classroom Wing. Two Thanksgiving 

services were held on Sunday. 

Expansion of the Chapel 

The rectangular nature of the Chapel 

and its Georgetown stonework created a 

magnificent sounding box for hundreds of 

voices. Due to space limitations, however, 

the Fower School had worshiped 

separately from the Upper School since 

the early 1930s. The possibility of an 
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A gradual increase in 

overall enrollment had 

taken place in the late 

'50s arid the early '60s 

Arthur Bishop House (1965) 

expansion in connection with the Second World War Memorial had been 
discussed in the late 1940s. During discussions concerning the Seventy-Fifth 
Anniversary Fund, the question was raised again. If a side aisle could be built in 
absolute harmony with the rest of the Chapel, it was decided to go ahead. The 
Chapel had been built originally to the design of Sproatt & Rolph; the extension 
was entrusted to Marani, Lawson &l Morris (the patron architects of Ridley). The 
renovation was completed in time for the Old Boys Weekend of 1964 and was 
dedicated by The Bishop of Niagara, The Right Reverend Walter Bagnall. 

The New Residence and Space Changes 

A gradual increase in overall enrollment had taken place in the late ’50s and 
the early ’60s. School House, Gooderham House, and Merritt House were distinct¬ 
ly crowded; the small Dean’s House was not only inadequate, but dilapidated. Tour 
guides tended to miss it entirely when showing people around the School. 

When the Seventy-Filth Anniversary Fund was being designed, the concept of 
new residential space between the Chapel and Merritt House had been high on the 
priority list. The creation of a new House would allow for an improved quality of 
life. In terms of landscaping, the idea of “closing off’ a quadrangle already framed 
by the gymnasium, Merritt House, and the Chapel had great attraction. It was an 
important part of the plan that this should not be seen as an enrollment expansion 
tactic. The new house would be populated by the transfer of Dean’s House’s mem¬ 
bers, combined with a relieving of numbers in all the other houses. Dean’s House, 
subject to renovation, could become a club and activity area, including (for the 
first time) an art department in the Upper School. Naturally, this would be “the 
big budget item” of the appeal for funds; it proved to be attractive to the donors. 

The decision to build coincided with the retirement of Arthur Bishop, the 
School’s sixth president, in 1964- It was appropriate, almost inevitable, that the 
new House should bear his name. He had served on the board since 1920, and for 
almost half that time had been either vice-president or president. Arthur Bishop 
graciously granted permission for his name to stand along with Merritt, 
Gooderham, and Leonard as one of the giants of Ridley. Their name-buildings are 
the Mount Rushmore of Ridley. 
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The architects were Marani, Lawson & Morris of Toronto, in 

association with Macbeth, Williams, Woodruff, and Hadaway of St. 

Catharines. Thus F. FL Marani T2, the architect of so much of 

Ridley, and Sam Woodruff ’47, a local Ridleian of great devotion, 

were linked in the enterprise. For less than half a million dollars, 

they were directed to build a residence for the accommodation of 

seventy-four boys. Provision was also to be made to accommodate 

one married master and one single master. The architectural idiom 

was to be compatible with Merritt House and the gymnasium, in a 

kind of “Ridley Georgian.” Work on the house began in late 1964- 

By September 1965, Arthur Bishop House was ready for occupancy. 

With pride in this expeditious achievement, The Ridley Tiger of 

September 1965 informed the Old Boys of additional improvements. 

The interior of Merritt House and the dormitories of Gooderham 
House have been completely renovated. Fire escapes have been attached to Merritt 
House and the Lower School. A new central gas-heating plant has been built in the 
basement of School House. A Music auditorium has been made in the Lower School 
and an all-weather tennis court . . . has been built on the site of the original Lower 
School. Dean’s House still stands. To date, we have seen in it an excellent geography 
classroom, an art-room, an orchestra-room and individual music practice-rooms. 

Arthur Bishop receives the 

front door key from Hamilton 

“Laddie” Cassels. 

In 1965, the School opened with exactly the same enrollment as the previous 

year. This was the admirable realization of the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary dream: a 

great step forward in the quality of life at Ridley. 

The Libraries 

The School was also honoured on that Old Boys October weekend by the 

presence of the chancellor of the University of Toronto, Dr. F. C. A. Jeanneret. He 

came for two purposes. First, he wanted to celebrate Ridley’s seventy-fifth birthday 

by reminding the School of its many connections with the University. Preeminent 

among these were Dr. Miller and Dr. Cody. Second, Dr. Jeanneret wished to pay a 

tribute to Wilmot Donald Matthews ’23, who had attended the University and 

then served Canada in a number of roles, culminating in that of Assistant Under- 

Secretary of State for External Affairs. Mr. Matthews had died in 1959, and in a 

tribute to him, poet and principal of University College, Professor Douglas Le Pan 

had said, “Though immersed in affairs virtually his entire life, he never lost his taste 

for scholarly work and for historical scholarship in particular.” The relocation of 

the library would be celebrated by naming it in honour of Mr. Matthews. 

Wilmot Matthews had contributed books and funds to Ridley all through his 

life. At the time of his death, the Ridley Library was in the process of centralizing 

the various house libraries into a much superior location. As a result of the building 

of the Great Hall (1950) and the Upper School Classroom Wing (1957), the old 

dining room space on the main floor of School House had become available. It was 

entirely fitting that it would take on the Matthews name. 

Resources were badly needed for the library, and Mrs. Matthews and her sons 

gave a substantial gift for this purpose to the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary Fund. A 

committee of masters headed by John Saxton, head of the English department, had 

careful consultations with Judith Mason (interior designer), and David Bain 

(design consultant) to create a new library experience. A light and airy space was 

created—with room for an expansion of the School’s resources. With a total of 

3500 books, the library was reported as still “lamentably inferior” to those of other 

schools, even though nearly 1000 hooks were added in 1964-65. 

It was Dr. Jeanneret’s “privilege and honour” to speak at the opening ceremony 

for the renovated space. He paid a warm tribute to Gwyn Morris, the School’s 

Wilmot Matthews had 

contributed books and 

funds to Ridley all 

through his life. 
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The post'1957 reallocation 

of space provided a superb 

opportunity for housing 

the K. A. Auty Library 

of Cricket. 

librarian who had died just the year before. “How fitting it is,” he said, “that Mrs. 

Morris should be given the opportunity of furthering the project so cherished by 

her husband.” On the subject of libraries in general, he affirmed his belief that “the 

library can be even more conducive to the development of individual power than 

can the classroom.” The Matthews Library was destined for further drastic 

expansion as its educational role expanded to include the resources for 

independent studies and new technology. 

— NX\- 

In the Lower School, there had already been successful initiatives towards 

the creation of a library. John Guest enthusiastically supported Ted and Nora 

Morgan, who spearheaded a search for funds and space. The Kitchener and 

Toronto branches of the Women’s Guild gave books and money. In the summer of 

1964, the order was given for the conversion of the West House Recreation Room 

to be called The Memorial Room. It was to be a quiet reading room, 

and the East House Library became a reference library and silent study space. These 

things were made possible by anonymous gifts from two Old Boys. The West House 

Common Rooms were designated game rooms, to meet other less studious needs of 

the Lower School. 

The post-1957 reallocation of space provided a superb opportunity for housing 

the K. A. Auty Library of Cricket—a valuable part of Ridley’s archival material. A 

small room immediately opposite the main entrance to School House was made 

over for the Auty Library. Bookcases were built, pleasant furnishings were supplied, 

and the Auty Library became the first room at Ridley that many people visited, 

since it doubled as a waiting room. It is intriguing to speculate how many visitors 

to Ridley encountered the esoteric character of cricket and its massive literature for 

the first and only time in their lives in that room. The Auty Library remained in 

this prime location for twenty years. 

TWO INITIATIVES 

The Re evaluation 

In 1964-65, Ted Pilgrim was responsible for a thoughtful initiative in evab 

uation: a detailed survey of Ridley and its current issues. This does not seem to 

have arisen out of anxiety. More likely, its purpose was to confirm the basic 

rightness of the School’s direction. There is no evidence that the governors asked 

for such a survey, but naturally Ted sought and gained their approval. 

So began a three-year process that culminated in an important document of 

Ridley history: a kind of educational Domesday Book of some seventy pages. A 

Reevaluation Committee of seven masters, under the leadership of Alan Staples, 

was invited to conduct the survey. They were selected to represent the staff range 

of expertise and age. They were Sam Anderson, Maurice Cooke, Adam Griffith, 

Ted Morgan, John Saxton, and Bob Stanley. 

At the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary Weekend, a booklet had been distributed 

entitled “The Spirit of Ridley College.” It spoke of the School’s five great aims: 

to transmit our Canadian heritage; 
to enhance appreciation of the spiritual basis of our culture; 
to maintain high academic standards; 
to develop the character of its students; 
to train youth to live together. 
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The Reevaluation Committee had designed an accompanying questionnaire 

which would reveal the School’s effectiveness, or otherwise, in realizing these five 

aims. Two hundred people (Old Boys, governors, staff, parents, and current 

students) were invited to respond. One hundred responses were received. During 

many meetings, their answers were studied and collated. The responses were 

presented in a report in statistical form; then, on each issue, the Committee gave 

its own opinion. 

The questionnaire had identified ten areas of enquiry: spiritual and religious 

values; academics; character development; leadership; extracurricular activities; 

athletics; the Lower School; the Old Boy System; miscellaneous questions; and 

special issues of the staff. 

By 1967, Sam Anderson and John Saxton had left Ridley, and Maurice Cooke 

had withdrawn from the project. The final report was therefore the product of four 

men. These were Ted Morgan (representing the Lower School), Adam Griffith 

(secretary of the committee and the voice of institutional history), Bob Stanley 

(representing the Upper School and the Old Boys), and Alan Staples (chairman of 

the committee and representative of the Upper School). It was a labour-intensive 

enterprise; it is distinguished by its clarity and its restrained language. 

To modern readers, parts of the report read quaintly, since the issues and 

concerns have been relegated by the passage of time. Occasionally, it takes on an 

admonitory tone, bearing a whiff of the tobacco smoke of the masters’ common 

room. It is permeated with the decency and devotion of loyal servants of the 

School. But nowhere in the report is there any acknowledgment of the students’ 

yearning to have more input into making policy. This was an issue of considerable 

concern to the senior students at the time. Coming just before the dramatic years 

of the late ’60s, it is a document of great historical interest [see Appendisc]. 

The Student Council and Introspectus 

In keeping with the trends of the times, Ridley had an elected Student 

Council. It was effective in limited ways and from time to time. The authorities 

saw it as an advisory body and a conduit for student opinion. The students saw it 

as a step towards involvement in the School’s decision-making processes. Its 

successes were largely restricted to “getting things” for students (more dances, 

increased opportunities for “movie leaves”). The editorial writers of Acta and the 

Council members railed against the apparent indifference of the rest of the School 

to the Council’s activities. 

The truth probably lies somewhere between apathy and perceived impotence. 

The Student Council was seen as a democratic playground rather than a legislative 

body. The authority of the students continued to be vested in the prefects. The 

prefects were appointed (invited to serve) and were given much authority. 

Traditionally, they led the School through spirit-rousing activities, maintenance of 

the Old Boy System, and the administration of “hours” (the punishment system). 

The prefects had a vested interest, a territory to be defended, which curtailed the 

burgeoning of the Student Council. 

Yet for three years the Student Council did generate a student newspaper of 

high journalistic quality. The proposal, submitted in 1966, was for the paper to be 

an outlet for intelligent commentary on both school life and on current events. 

The proposers were Bill McMahon, Ron Holdsworth, Jim Savory, and Marshall 

Soules. With the blessing of Ted Pilgrim and the fervent support of Old Boy and 

master, Sam Anderson, Introspectus was launched on October 23, 1966. The first 

Editor-in-Chief, Chris Carter, wrote in the opening issue, “one of Ridley’s 

preliminary concerns is to prepare each of her students for the change he must 

In keeping with the trends 

of the times, Ridley had an 

elected Student Council. 
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Ross Morrow was 

unusually skilled at 

combining intellectual 

austerity with 

progressive thinking. 

experience when he progresses to university life. Senior students should he allowed 

to be fully responsible for their actions.” There follows a comparison of the relative 

freedom of the Philips Academies of Andover and Exeter with the restrictions of 

Ridley. It is a civil and rational essay. The same issue included articles on civil 

rights, and Mao and Red China—the burning topics of the day. The sports 

editorial, representing the traditional side, deplored the recent innovation of 

options in the fall sports (football, soccer, or harriers). In a season destined to 

become a football championship year—the first for many years—here was Ian 

McLean deploring the passing of the football monopoly. 

Apart from its literary quality, the distinction of Introspectus lay in its sense of 

proportion. For example, it devoted a complete editorial to an obituary of a great 

Canadian, Governor General Georges Vanier. It reported on the events of the year, 

and balanced its editorial stance between liberal and conservative perceptions. 

Throughout the paper’s existence, its staff advisor was Mr. Ross Morrow. Ross, as 

one of the young masters, was identified with many of the emancipating initiatives 

of the ’60s. His influence on Introspectus was probably more apparent in the calibre 

of writing than in the choice of content. Ross was unusually skilled at combining 

intellectual austerity with progressive thinking. Whatever his involvement, his 

support was undoubtedly inspirational. 

Towards the end of its run, in March 1968, Editor-in-Chief David Knapp 

epitomized the entire thrust of Introspectus and of student aspiration when he 

wrote that 

the desire [of students] is not to have complete control hut to be able to alter the 
set policy. Staff-student co-operation is what is needed—not student control. 
Flexibility rather than drastic change is the desire. The staff, like a government, 
is afraid of being overpowered. . . . co-operation has as yet been little more than 
staff dominance. Until full co-operation results, the tide of criticism will remain. 

Many of Introspectus’ best writers were school prefects; this suggests that 

criticism of the School’s policies (mostly of its alleged over-regulation) was fairly 

universal. On the other side, attempts by the headmaster or the staff to moderate 

or monitor more closely the Old Boy System and the exercise of prefectorial 

discipline were fiercely resisted. In some ways, the Ridley dilemma was a rivalry 

between two “establishments”—the staff and the prefects—while the vast majority 

of Ridleians soldiered on with their lives. 

David Knapp was able to report in October 1968 that the School had 

responded to both the Student Council and to Introspectus. There would be a 

reduction in weekly chapel services (from thirteen to eleven), an increase of 

“movie leaves,” Wednesday evening leaves for senior students . . . and yet he 

concluded, “all of these are hollow reform for the sake of reform.” (Well, what did 

he want then?) 

Also in 1968, an underground publication called Take Notice appeared at 

Ridley. Its editors wrote, “The hierarchy must he made more aware of our wants. 

We are not going to be thrown aside any longer.” In a review, Introspectus attacked 

Take Notice for its “cowardly anonymity,” its poor style, and its trashy 

sensationalism; but (and here Introspectus verges on patronage) it ends, “The 

anonymous editors, bless their hearts, have given us foundation. . . .” 

Introspectus died “after a long illness in St. Catharines,” wrote G. L. Allen in 

Acta 1969. It was founded in the interest of the student body. Unfortunately, “the 

student body was not too interested in its own interests.” More likely, the reason 

for the paper’s demise lay in its own excellence. Its production was just too heavy 

a burden (in addition to all the other Ridley demands) for its editorial staff and a 

few other writers. In its short life, it was a model of civil discourse, and a mirror of 

the needs and hopes of contemporary Ridleians. 
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YEAR IN, YEAR OUT 

“The Leaves Turn: The Tree Remains” 

Schools have their own version of the four seasons. Fall is the time of 

Aspiration, an annual “brave new world.” By December, the winter siege has 

begun: this is the season of grim Endurance. Spring comes in a rush, the season of 

hectic Completion; and the freedom of summer is, of course, the season of 

Renewal. Every season is a new experience for each student every year; for 

teachers, the seasonal sequence becomes more and more ritualistic until the 

succession of the years is indistinguishable. “Let me see, did I teach you English, or 

was it history, in 1964, or was it 1965 ... or was it your brother'”’ 

The Lower School 

For North American families, the sending of young children (under 14) to 

boarding school was not a widely accepted practice. Many Ridley Old Boys (if they 

could convince their wives) supported the concept; this is one reason for the 

remarkable continuity of leadership from Lower School duty hoy right through to 

Upper School prefect. It was noticeable that the Upper School prefect body 

contained strong representation from those who had come up through the Lower 

School. The traditionalism of the School’s leaders was certainly grounded on these 

long-term members. There was always a segment of the population for whom 

Ridley was the solution to a broken home; the School and its people became a new 

“firm foundation” for many disrupted young lives. Then there were the overseas 

students. They either came from expatriate Canadian families or from foreign 

families (Bermudians or Latin Americans, for example) for whom Ridley was a 

conduit to North American higher education. The sense of home at Ridley was 

highly evident among Lower School hoys. The day hoys, perhaps a quarter of the 

population in the Lower School, provided an infusion of home-grown stability as 

well as welcome hospitality on weekends and holidays to their hoarding peers. 

The alarming experience of “starting out,” especially in the Lower School, was 

captured hy this reminiscence from a boy who travelled from South America. 

I journeyed from Lima to Ridley by myself, and recall vividly my first encounter 
with a Ridley master. As I emerged from a taxi in front of the Lower School complex, 
1 was met by this young looking fellow with pink cheeks and a clipboard, who turned 
out to be Mr. Frank Hollinrake. Somewhere between the taxicab and my dorm, I lost 
my first name and would henceforth become known as Stewart I, there being more 
than one Stewart on the Ridley roster. 

Ridley was a far cry from a friendly little company school in Peru where most of 
the teachers hailed from Texas. My mother, who viewed anyone with a Texas drawl 
as semi-literate, had filled me with the sense that I would be completely ill prepared 
for a venerable Canadian private school. Well, those of boys from Texas didn’t do 
too badly, and I found myself trotting along very nicely. But I had never heard about 
“parsing,” and in those days grammar at Ridley was all about parsing. I recall too, 
that my mother had failed somewhat in preparing me for Ridley’s sartorial standards. 
Twice I was sent back to my dorm from class to make some adjustments to my attire. 
The first case was when Mr. Burn spotted some socks I was wearing that were 
festooned with lovely red and yellow triangles. The second time concerned a tie that 
colorfully displayed some indigenous Andean art. 

Much more sombre was the memory of another, also from Peru, who wrote of 

“the almost total absence of kindness” that he encountered on his lonely arrival at 

the vulnerable age of twelve. 

I only came to understand some of what had happened to me at Ridley, after my 
parents died. At that time I realized that I had never been able to tell them how hard 
it was for me, and that inability to communicate with them essentially ended my 

Somewhere between the 

taxicab and my dorm, I 

lost my first name. 
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John Guest was very 

much in charge of the 

Lower School. 

“The Impeccable Prank” 

childhood. ... I felt I couldn’t tell them because it wasn’t their fault, and they were 
making a big sacrifice for my education. 

Nevertheless, to his own enormous credit, he survived to graduate as a highly 

successful senior. Of his contemporaries, he wrote, “Mostly, the new arrivals found 

comfort in each other. We were nine fourteen-year olds . . . homesick, frightened 

and excited together." 

John Guest was very much in charge of the Lower School, owing a loose 

allegiance to the head of the Upper School. He was a board member, and a person 

of significant influence among the governors, some of whom had been his disciples, 

and Cosies enchanted fans, in their own school days. John was an enlightened 

conservative, knowing the need for orderly systems but respecting the initiatives of 

creative teachers. 

John Guest’s Lower School educated its members in good manners, neatness, 

punctuality, obedience, and participation. Dormitory discipline was strict, with a 

fair amount of “paddling” of miscreants. There was an instrument of correction 

called the “Jo-Jo”—a strap of linoleum about a foot long and fashioned with a 

wooden handle. Apparently, it had been manufactured by the otherwise gentle 

John Martin. One student remembers, “You would get the backside of the linoleum 

on your backside if you were really bad!” Table manners (obsolescent in the North 

American home of the ’60s) were taught from scratch; many people also remember 

Ed Burn, a firm disciplinarian, prowling between the dining room tables and 

assigning “haircuts” along the way. The rationale for these, and other requirements, 

was that the boys should have subdued childhood chaos with systematic efficiency 

before going on to the Upper School. It was only partially achieved. 

The Lower School offered a fairly conventional academic program. New stu¬ 

dents came with such a diversity of previous conditioning that it was often hard to 

create classroom unity. Teachers developed their own ways of coping. For the most 

part, their demands were strict, and good study habits were formed. Some teachers 

brought real excitement and inspiration to their courses; most brought humour. 

The sports program was almost consistently successful. Against its peer-group 

schools, the Lower School generally had a superiority in numbers and in coaching 

expertise. It was certainly the breeding ground for Ridley’s stream of cricket, 

football, soccer, and hockey players. Participation 

and sportsmanship were sternly upheld. 

The busy life of the Lower School, its intensity 

from breakfast to bedtime, was broken by periodic 

informal outings like ski trips to western New York 

State or special occasions like the Cross-Country 

Supper. Coming just before Christmas, it was joyous 

with a banquet meal, after-dinner speeches (often 

first-time oratory), and toasts. On these occasions, 

the Lower School family was drawn together by a 

great sense of belonging and of wholesome purpose: 

a sort of Camelot. 

One cherished memory is of “The Impeccable 

Prank” carried out by Lower School duty boys. It 

was (thinks David Jarvis) in May 1966. Peter 

Partridge was the proud owner of a racy 1964 

Mustang (masters were often evaluated by the 

glamour of their “wheels”). Before dawn, the car 

was hijacked and pushed to the side of the gym. 
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With some planks, it was maneuvered onto the School’s wagon and pushed out 

onto the middle of A-Squad. There it stood, to the delight of the awakening 

School and to the alarm of its owner. It seems safe now to attribute the prank to its 

young perpetrators: Rumble, Schmon, McClelland, and Jarvis. 

The Upper School 

The colourful reminiscences of over forty Old Boys provide a kaleidoscope of 

memory, touching on the life of Ridley in the 1960s. Many reminiscences refer to 

pranks, some of which have acquired legendary fame. Whose car got lifted into 

School House? When was the dining hall cutlery removed or all the dining hall 

furniture set out on the field? How often were the hymnbooks removed from the 

Chapel? When did the Ridley scientist blow up the bridge behind the School? 

Such things are recalled with glee. Unlike many aspects of traditional Ridley, 

pranks have continued to match student ingenuity against administrative 

vigilance: an irresistible challenge. 

There were also many diverse comments on the quality of academics at Ridley. 

“I was magnificently prepared for university in my writing and library research skills.” 

“Ridley was extraordinarily ill-prepared for bilingualism. Conversation French was 
not taught at all. This was really not an issue in mainstream English Canada.” 

“My Ridley science and mathematics got me through two years of university.” 

“Scholastically, we held our own well, with excellent marks in grade 13 exams, 
excellent debating teams and success in International mathematics tests.” 

“Ridley teachers had mastered the marking methods of the Ontario 
Departmental exams.” 

“There was little real imagination or mental stimulation or curiosity flowing 
through Ridley veins.” 

“The massive funding of public education in the post-Sputnik years wrought havoc 
for private school teachers and recruiting.” 

“Time spent in class and academic pursuits far surpassed that of our public school 
counterparts.” 

“Effort and achievement were highly valued.” 

“I recall indications that extra-curricular activities, such as debating and drama, 
were beginning to erode the traditional pre-eminence of sport.” 

“I wonder if the sixties wasn’t the end of real marks. In 1968 Ridley had only three 
Ontario Scholars. . . . There are many more now as a result of two or three decades 
of mark inflation.” 

The last quotation draws attention to the famous Hall-Dennis Report of 1967 

on education in Ontario. It was designed to liberate the curriculum from narrow 

examination requirements, and it ended the grade 13 Provincial Exams. Teachers 

were then required to give final grades to their own students, and students had a 

wide range of “credit” courses from which to choose. Since colleges still judged 

admissibility on the basis of reported grades, the pressure on teachers and schools 

to inflate marks has been almost irresistible. Sixty to sixty-five percent was an 

acceptable grade in the 1960s; today it would spell disaster. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, the Old Boy System provoked mostly rueful memories. 

“As a victim, you were expected just to get on with things.” 

“Each hour (much more than an hour) you had your tail run off by Prefects . . . 
to the point of exhaustion. We became very fit.” 

“The worst . . . was the casual cruelty of boy to boy.” 

“The system taught me about hierarchy, abusing power, how to treat people, 
and leadership development.” 

The Hall'Dennis Report 

was designed to liberate the 

curriculum from narrow 

examination requirements, 

and it ended the grade 13 

Provincial Exams. 
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The Reevaluation 

Committee’s report came 

down squarely on the side 

of drastic modification, 

if not abolition, of the 
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“The culture of the school was very sports and Old Boy oriented.” 

“The system was certainly pervasive and invasive, but it was rarely abused.” 

“Permitting adolescent boys to ride herd on their juniors by virtue of age seems 
misguided . . . but the system worked.” 

“I participated in the system from both ends, and still today I am ashamed by some 
of my involvement.” 

“The fagging system was still in existence many years after being dismantled 
in the UK.” 

“Physical hours was a punishment for incompetence at coping with the system (and 
was administered with prejudice.)” 

“The slobhing system had lost its appeal with very few of us invoking the privilege.” 

The Reevaluation Committee’s report, so objective on most issues, came down 

squarely on the side of drastic modification, if not abolition, of the Old Boy 

System. They recommended that there should be a Master-in-Charge; that Old 

Boy status should he earned; that physical hours should be abolished; that 

“slobhing” should be changed from personal service to a penalty for misconduct; 

that “abuse sessions” (given a more crude name by the boys) should be stopped 

outright; and that there should be a handbook describing the System, and a Court 

of Appeal. These recommendations were not implemented. They were antithetical 

to the tribal nature of the System. The System, however, would wither away as the 

composition of the student body changed and as hierarchical assumptions gradually 

began to lose their grip. 

Several reminiscences touched upon the deprivation of female company and 

various efforts to circumvent this. Formal dances were cited as rare and unreal 

events. During the 1960s, informal dances became more common, and the decibels 

of the hand rendered conversation with one’s partner a quaint old custom. Here are 

a few other comments: 

“I got out to Mrs. Rankin’s dance class on Saturday nights. . . . You met a girl once a 
week for an hour or so.” 

“Some courted ‘the maids’ . . . surreptitiously—yet few of these dalliances flourished.” 

“A number of the upper classmen were Sunday School teachers . . . this was mostly 
to meet some girls.” 

“Adolescent hormones were repressed reputedly by the insertion of salt-peter into the 
milk at supper.” 

Similarly, in the pursuit of alcohol, there were some colourful memories. 

“Insurrection was defined by those who managed to drink undetected at Tabini’s.” 

“There was the infamous ‘Black Friday’ event in New York State when 32 Ridleians 
were caught drinking. This was when Mr. Shipley made the inspired remark: 
‘Gentlemen, I don’t want you to think there is safety in numbers.’ ” 

“Eleven of us presented ourselves at the train station (to go on a cricket tour). We 
had twelve suitcases. The extra one contained provisions from the L.C.B.O. and the 

Brewer’s Retail.” 

“I used to borrow my housemaster’s car and drive over to Buffalo to drink.” 

“The false identification of choice (for drinking in New York State) was a Cadet 
Corps card, of which someone always seemed to have a good supply.” 

There were also several raids on nearby Jordan’s winery to secure grapes for 

experimental wine making. But Ridleians made very incompetent vintners . . . 

Finally, some writers tried to define lessons for life from their memories—not 

all with solemnity. 

“I entered Ridley a 98-pound weakling and left larger, fitter and probably meaner.” 

“To be ‘anti’ something or someone is ultimately destructive of oneself.” 
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“In my day you fitted in with the crowd. I think there was no option.” 

“Conformity is godly, we were taught.” 

“It was cool to be a non-conformist. Mostly it was not cool to be a Prefect.” 

“In chapel, I developed the ability to get this fixed . . . attentive look, and then tune 
out at the same time.” 

“I credit Ridley for my happy and successful life. It taught me to be a survivor, to exe- 
cute under any and all circumstances, to aim for perfection and to have a lot of fun.” 

“Where the school excelled was in preparing me to think, study and organize myself 
independently.” 

“The masters sometimes called us ‘men’—but treated us like irresponsible children.” 

“Our clamorous love of liberty stems almost entirely from hatred of compulsion.” 

“Most of all, I remember the Major, resplendent in his medal-adorned uniform, 
ramrod straight, and proud of his boys.” 

MEMORIES OF THE CHAPEL 

The end of the Sid Bett era came in 1964. Dr. Bett had been almost solely 

responsible for the music of Ridley for forty years; the robust, inspirational sound 

of the Chapel was particularly his. His successor, Peter Partridge, could hardly have 

been more different. After a brilliant high school career in Kingston, Mr. Partridge 

moved to London, England, and studied at the Royal Academy of Music. He 

became “music master” at Westminster Abbey Choir School and was assistant to 

the organist. From this unique musical heritage, he came (full of the latest ideas) 

to Ridley. It was a masterstroke on the part of Ted Pilgrim to appoint a charismatic 

innovator to succeed a beloved legend. 

Mr. Partridge’s sparkle and confidence were irresistible. On the seventy-fifth 

anniversary weekend Sunday (November 1, 1964), he presented such innovative 

music as Benjamin Britten’s setting of Psalm one hundred and fifty—with brass and 

drums and a trumpet descant to the singing of the school hymn. It was a remark¬ 

able achievement and an act of faith on the part of both Peter and the chaplain. 

The service was performed twice and received enthusiastically both times. 

Within a month, Mr. Partridge presented an Advent Carol Service and then a 

Christmas Carol Service three weeks later. Two years later, 150 members of the 

School took part at St. George’s Church, St Catharines and Christ Church 

Cathedral, Hamilton, in a production of Noye’s Fludde—also by Benjamin Britten. 

Instrumental in this production were John Saxton, Nora Morgan, and Juliana 

Saxton. The next five years were full of musical innovation. 

It was a masterstroke 

on the part of Ted Pilgrim 

to appoint a charismatic 

innovator to succeed a 

beloved legend. 

The Reevaluation Committee’s report firmly endorsed the belief that “we are 

more than a secular school with a chapel.” They examined the attendance require¬ 

ments (twice a day), the treatment of non-Anglicans (generally, “put up with it”), 

the teaching of scripture (one lesson a week), the role of the chaplain (expected to 

be a diplomatic miracle worker), and the place of religion in the School (fulfilling 

the heritage). The poor attendance of most teachers (no new thing) was not lost 

on the more cynical boys. The chaplain, in his report, commented, “It seems 

destructive to Christian discipline to cancel services for athletic events—if we can 

take time out for tea, why not for chapel?” In this, he was almost certainly echoing 

the sentiments of school chaplains all over the world. The Committee 

recommended no particular changes in the School’s religious practices. 

Throughout the 1960s, Donald Hunt was the chaplain. In a reminiscence of 

those days, he made these observations: 
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The abiding impact of the 

Chapel was the singing. 

In the early sixties, the Chapel had the “beauty of plainness.” There was no colour 
to offset the grey of the stone except the brass plaques on the walls: no candles, of 
course, and no processional cross ... It was a long narrow building—an excellent 
sound-box with lots of echo . . . The choir and console were on the same level as the 
nave: no pulpit, choir stalls or altar rail. 

There were two daily services: a sort of Matins at 8:30 a.m. and an evening chapel 
right after supper. There was no talking from the moment the boys entered until they 
got outside, policed by the Prefects. Very few masters attended. The smell of shoe- 
polish was the incense that supplied the odour of holiness. On the Sunday morning 
it was traditional for the whole school to go to St. Thomas’s or Christ Church at 11 
a.m. The practice of Sunday chapel at the School began in 1962 because of extended 
and extensive repairs to the Burgoyne Bridge. That continued until the early 1990s. 
An eight o’clock Eucharist was added in the mid-sixties; but at that time, it did not 
absolve boys from attending the later service. 

I had a very emotional discussion with one class in 1961-62 in which I was told 
that I must change absolutely nothing in the Chapel. But, in fact, there were 
considerable changes throughout the Sixties ... in the world, in the School, in the 
Chapel. In 1964 there was an extension of the Chapel by the addition of a new aisle. 
With the new aisle came a raised chancel and sanctuary: a pulpit and an altar rail. 
Bill Burgoyne, a governor, presented a processional cross at the same time. 

With the advent of Peter Partridge . . . the organ was enlarged and a new set of 
pipes appeared in the Chapel. It became a habit for some boys to play the organ for 
some services . . . full length altar frontals were donated for Lent. A magnificent new 
west window was added by the Old Boys in memory of the headmasters. 

All this represents more change than had occurred since the 1920s. Donald 

Hunt goes on to describe two other innovations in the life of the Chapel. Starting 

in 1966, the Chapel provided funds to send Ridley boys to work abroad in local 

churches. These youthful missionaries included David Cadman and Tony Bucke 

going to Africa, Tim Taylor to Jamaica, Doug Betts to Honduras, and Art Schmon 

to Labrador. This was a Ridley version of the Peace Corps, and the fascinating 

accounts of their experiences were published in Acta and Introspectus. Secondly, a 

group of boys met with the chaplain for several weeks to discuss changes in the 

chapel services. They actually took over the weekday morning services. Donald 

commented, “The result was probably blasphemous, certainly heretical, but it did, 

I think, indicate the interest that the boys in general had in ‘chapel things.’ ” 

Donald’s reminiscences conclude, 

It seems to me that the Chapel and its general function was a much bigger factor 
than [in the 1990s]. Some reasons may be that the majority of boys came from 
nominally Christian homes; the acknowledged leaders among the boys were active 
as servers, crucifers, etc.; the chaplain was a football coach and associated with a 
very successful rowing program; and scripture in one form or another was taught 
throughout the school. 

It should perhaps be added that Peter Partridge’s fearless experimentation with 

the Chapel’s music was a logical development from the beloved but simple rituals 

of Dr. Bett. And Donald himself, in his regular reports to Acta, showed a talent for 

combining innovation with tradition. 

What chapel meant to Ridleians of the 1960s (or of other decades) has never 

been established. For some, it was genuinely the foundation of a lifetime faith. For 

others, it provided a familiarity with ritual, to which they might return in later life. 

For others again, it served as a lifetime deterrent against organized religion. 

Probably for most, it was a part of Ridley’s requirements, to be accepted like sports 

and cadets. Good sermons were remembered. Special occasions, such as the Carol 

Service, became fond rituals. The beauty of the place and the organ music were 

subliminal influences. The abiding impact was the singing. One boy who later 

accompanied the school on the organ recalls his first Ridley service like this: 

I still remember the big pipe organ thundering out the verse. . . . Then in keeping with 
a great tradition, several hundred boys stood up and belted out their contribution as 
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loud as they could possibly sing! This gave me goose bumps from head to toe. The 
sheer volume and intensity of the sound confined by those great stone walls meant 
that the only possible response was to join in yourself and give it everything you had. 

There were three boy organists, Cruchley, Ord, and Tooton. Interim music 

teachers were Barber, Mooney, Orme, and Butler. 

The solemnity of the Chapel was an irresistible inducement to pranks. Terence 

Rapsey ’66 writes, 

I recall Playboy being placed on the lectern much to the surprise of the person 
reading the lesson that day. I remember the hymnbooks being hidden so the only 
people who knew the words were the chaplain and the headmaster. I also recall 
alarm clocks going off during chapel (these would have been set ahead of time 
and concealed under some unsuspecting person’s pew). 

Another person recalls entering the Chapel to see Jesus wearing a Ridley 

beanie. Bruce Smith ’66 provides one further chapel-related reminiscence. His 

housemaster, Maurice Cooke, had given him the responsibility of tolling the bell 

for Sunday morning chapel: he therefore had a key to the bell tower. He performed 

his duties conscientiously until one morning when a packet of cigarettes fell from 

his pocket and he realized he had the perfect location for a smoke. He did so 

frequently, purifying the smoke out of the tower by opening the upper windows. 

Unfortunately, on one occasion a pigeon entered and settled on the gears. He and 

his smoking partner could not persuade the bird to leave and so decided to leave 

the window open. Here in his words is what happened next: 

It was two o’clock in the morning when I sat bolt upright in bed. There was a great 
and irregular bonging in my ears . . . the chimes rang (irregularly all through Monday 
and quite into Tuesday) . . . Monday evening, I returned to the scene. My once 
private domain was now a big toilet of bird dirt and feathers. Those pounding chimes 
had shaken out the loose feathers and set the bowels to trembling. I retreated forever 
beaten by the pigeons of School House. Tuesday morning, Mr. Cooke stopped at my 
study door. “Bruce, may I have the key, please?” he said calmly in a manner only Mr. 
Cooke could do. I gave up the key with a sigh of relief, and spoke not a word of it for 
twenty-one years. 

It is commonplace for returning Old Boys to head for the Chapel, even if they 

have rarely entered such a place since school days. 

This is the Chapel. Here, my son 
Your father thought the thoughts of youth 

And heard the words that one by one 
The touch of life has turned to truth. 

So wrote Henry Newbolt a hundred years ago of his own school and chapel. In 

this, the early 1960s were little different from any of the preceding decades. 

Towards the end of the ’60s, the School was more restless, and the frequency of the 

chapel services was slightly reduced in a vain attempt to accommodate a changing 

world. In 1970, the second daily service was finally abandoned. 

SPORTS IN THE SIXTIES 

FROM SUPPORT TO PARTICIPATION 

Diversification of the sports program had mostly been confined to the winter 

term, with swimming, squash, and fencing made possible by the 1939 gymnasium. 

The only addition to the fall term was the development of the harriers and a tiny 

opportunity for a sailing team. Between 1962 and 1971, it was the diversification 

of spring sports that proceeded apace. Track-and-field was already in existence, and 

so was summer tennis. The new spring sports were rowing, rugby, and baseball. For 

a large number of boys, as the School had grown, spring traditionally meant the 

cricket league, played in remote Ridley pastures. A “good” league game lasted as 

The solemnity of the 

Chapel was an irresistible 

inducement to pranks. 
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THE 1966-67 COACHES 

A Year of Success 

Football 

Robert Stanley, 

Brian Armstrong 

Soccer 

Jack Aylott, Jack Wilson 

Harriers 

Jon Silver 

Hockey 

Frank Hanna, 

Brian Armstrong 

Basketball 

Carl Dorland 

Swimming 

Alan Staples 

Squash 

Jack Aylott 

Gymnastics 

Andrew Iggulden 

Fencing 

Ted Crane 

Cricket 

Jack Aylott, Ed Burn 

Track-and-Field 

Bob Stanley, Carl Dorland, 

Jon Silver 

Rowing 

Mark Gallop, Neil Campbell 

short a time as possible ... so the rise of alternatives was attractive. Diversification 

inevitably siphons off good athletes from the traditional sports. Since this was also 

happening at the other schools, it was not all that noticeable at first. It was the 

price of more widespread participation and representation for the School. 

The prestige sports (football, hockey, and cricket) retained their prominent 

standing throughout the 1960s. Angus Scott, a loyal Ridleian who was headmaster 

of TCS, commented that “Ridley is the most tribal of schools, and much of the 

responsibility for this lies in its remarkable [sporting] record.” Between 1927 and 

1947, for instance, Ridley won the football championship 75% of the time; 

between 1947 and 1967, that had dropped to 25%. It should be noted that in a 

four-school league, 25% is an equitable statistic. “A curse upon the statistics!” say 

the passionate supporters of past glories . . . 

Annually, the success of Ridley teams should be measured by the results at all 

levels of competition. From the stars to the scrubs, the experiences of winning and 

losing are the same. Special mention should be made, however, of the 1966-67 

year. At most junior levels, this was a year of acceptable athletic success: nothing 

unusual. But at the first team level, it was a year of unparalleled success. A 

combination of several outstanding athletes, an unusually numerous and strong 

supporting cast, and a fierce competitive spirit all contributed. In total, Ridley won 

five championships and were runners-up in two others. 

THE FALL 

Football 

The pursuit of the LBF football championship still absorbed the attention of 

the School. The incoming student leadership saw this as a test of its worthiness. 

Success or failure tended to set the tone of the entire school year. In this, Ridley 

was not much different from every other competitive football school in North 

America, but Ridley was always distinguished by the intensity of its preparations. 

The field training was painfully comprehensive, while the school met regularly to 

sing the football songs. Rallies such as the Snake Dance (sometimes including an 

excess of crudity and obscenity) occurred as the first game drew near. On the day, 

supporters would be lined up like the army of the Israelites, while the first team, as 

champion, (Goliath or David according to pre-game predictions) went forth to do 

battle. The cheerleaders (a comic but important element) kept the fervour high. 

The school’s fervour was enhanced in 1963 when Alan Tyson ’65 realized that 

the stuffed tiger mascot “Hank” was in need of transport. He describes how the first 

“Hank Tank” was secured for Ridley. 

I managed to coerce everyone in the School to give a buck or two and we came up 
with some princely sum under $100.00 and I remember Mrs. Clifford driving me to a 
used car lot where I had found this gigantic old [Nash Statesman] with four doors and 
almost enough room inside for the next School dance. On the strict understanding 
from Mr. Pilgrim, Headmaster, that this vehicle would be mechanically disabled, I 
was permitted to drive it hack to the school where it arrived to a fanfare and was 
promptly parked beside the “Pest House” until some of us, with the help of the 
kitchen staff, managed to remove the engine, thus disabling the vehicle. Then 
followed large amounts of orange paint, which when dry was striped with broad 
strokes of black, and thus the “Hank-tank” was born. Its debut was for the Old Boys 
Weekend that October and with almost every New Boy in the School hauling this 
monster with large ropes. Hank rolled out on to A-Squad field for his first visit. 

The original “Hank Tank” probably rusted away, but there have been several later 

models, including the current compact, dutifully painted orange and black. 

There were two first team championship years in the decade. The first was in 

1966, when a superb team swept all before them. In the three LBF games, Ridley 
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accumulated a total of 197 points for, and conceded only 9 points against. Ian 

McLean captained this team, and Ross Dunsmore was the quarterback. Different 

players starred in different games—the names came up in A eta reports: Soules, 

Bruce-Fockhart, McCarthy, Lett, Eastman, Ivey, Davey—a veritable roll-call of 

talent. In 1970, Ridley had another championship year. Once again it was a great 

team effort supported by a phalanx of strength: Lyttle, Love, McFarlane, 

Rounthwaite, Christie, and Brunton. Managers Ross Reid and Peter Bum received 

as much recognition as the players. A eta shows a photograph of these indefatigables 

in a moment of frustrated agony on the sidelines, a characteristic of good managers 

of every team. Lusty renditions of “Champions Again” hailed the 1970 squad. 

One of the keys to any success is coaching. The great constant throughout the 

decade was Bob Stanley '47, knowledgeable, enthusiastic, and unflappable. He was 

assisted in the early years by Don Hunt, and in the later years by Brian Armstrong 

and Ken Chipman. 

Soccer 

Soccer prospered and multiplied during the 1960s. By the end of the decade, 

there were enough players for three senior teams and two under-16s. Many were 

attracted hy the artistry of the game. Some did not want the possibility of a football 

injury to control their participation in winter and spring sports. There was less 

intensity about soccer in general. In fact, the season often ended with a light¬ 

hearted game between the staff and the prefects and/or a contest between the first 

team and the Old Boys. These provided annual opportunities for some waggish 

journalism. Acta, Midyear, 1964, provides this sample: 

From the start to finish the ferocious prefects dominated. . . . The masters did 
their best to keep up . . . Ryan, Carson and Hillmer kept up a constant barrage . . . 
miraculously defended by “Hands” Hunt (“The Rev. saves another!”) . . . But the 
young gentlemen allowed the masters some play at the prefects’ end. . . . The 
prefects’ team was astounded to discover that the object was to put the ball in the 
masters’ net . . . and that they had lost, 4-0! 

In 1967, Coach Jack Wilson introduced a novel variety of callisthenics which 

led assist-specialist Charlie Ashbaugh to report: 

The sprints, passing, dribbling and laps, laps, laps gave us the impression that soccer 
was turning to football’s boring way of conditioning, but the team was pleased with 
the outcome, because UCC was defeated—their first loss to us in over four years! 

In 1969, no championship was declared since the final deciding games were 

snowed out. The captain that year, Jim Butterfield, applauded both Ridley’s first 

appearance in the All Ontario Invitational Tournament and the strong and 

noteworthy support on the sidelines from the student body. A championship year 

blossomed only once, in 1970. 

“The team to beat” was always UCC, and Ridley generally played them twice 

each season. Soccer training traditionally lays great emphasis on stamina—the 

ability to keep running for sixty minutes or more. This, in addition to the skills, 

was imparted by coaches Wilson, Woodside, and Aylott in particular. The soccer 

players tended to do well in the annual Cross-Country Run. Some of the best play¬ 

ers of the decade included David Morris, David Ryan, Sandy Pirie, Bruce Smith, 

John Drummond, Jay Hansen, Tim Loat, Peter Robinson, and David Ashton. 

Tennis 

In late September, the LBF schools competed in tennis in Toronto for the 

McAvity Memorial Trophy. The date for the LBF championship was based on the 

assumption that the players would have been practicing during the summer. Under 

In 1969, no championship 

tuas declared since the 

final deciding games were 

snowed out. 
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Jack Aylott’s guidance, Terry Whelpton and Gordon Glass sparked the 1964 

team to its first trophy since 1958. Ridley won the trophy again in 1965 with a 

combined effort from Terry Whelpton, Dick Wallace, Jack Honey, and Tim Griffin. 

The event had the feeling of a last farewell to summer. In 1969, tennis was shifted 

to the spring term. 

H arriers 

In 1964, a harriers team was started. It was coached throughout the 1960s by 

Jon Silver, and was warmly supported by the marathon-running headmaster. This 

activity brought Ridley right into the local collegiate scene. In only their second 

season, the 1965 team, led by Patrick Guest and Allan MacLean, won the St. 

Catharines Senior Division. In 1967, harriers was granted official school team 

status by the Colours Committee along with “Little Rs” for deserving members. In 

1970, harriers was declared eligible to compete in the Southern Ontario Secondary 

Schools Association after being refused the previous year. Also in 1970, home-and- 

home dual meets with Appleby were arranged for the first time. Some excellent 

runners emerged in the later ’60s. These included Rod Williams, Fraser Burton, 

Heinz Wiggeshoff, Ian McClelland, Brian Ferguson, Jim Cooper, and Fred Moffat. 

These and the members of their teams laid the foundation for strong teams in the 

1970s as well as the flowering of the independent schools harriers league. Needless 

to say, the harriers always did well in the annual Cross-Country Run, a ritual that 

brought the fall term to an end. After this event, the fields were effectively 

abandoned until their chilly re-occupation in April. 

THE WINTER 

The winter term is the longest part of the school year, lasting from November 

to March. It is also the most confining, so a sense of liberation accompanies the 

closing tournaments of March. Ridley was active in hockey (three to four Upper 

School teams), in basketball (two or three teams), and in swimming (two teams), 

squash, and fencing. There was some crossover with talented athletes participating 

in two sports. The season ended with the internal events of gymnastics leading to 

the Colours Parade, Lower School boxing, and the Assault-At-Arms. 

Hockey 

The hockey team tended to win its club games but struggle against the LBF 

schools. UCC tended to be the major force in the league; however, the last half of 

the ’60s saw Ridley emerge as a powerhouse. In 1966, under Captain Stewart 

Warner and Assistant Captain John Denison, the team compiled a remarkable 14- 

1-1 record, losing only to UCC. In 1967, under Brian Iggulden, an 11-3-1 record 

was excellent, though insufficient to reap the championship. In 1968, one of the 

most talented teams of the decade emerged. Art Schmon was captain, and a bevy 

of sharpshooters including Ian Rounthwaite, George and David Irwin, Chris 

Carter, and Roy Hopper worked hard in front of the superlative goaltending of 

Brian Hoover. This team won the last LBF championship. After 1968, the league 

became known as the Independent School League (ISL) recognizing the inclusion 

of Appleby College. 

The experience of a foreign tour, in any sport, is unifying and generally 

unforgettable. One such memory was the 1968 Ridley team’s participation in the 

Lawrenceville Hockey Tournament. This is the most prestigious tournament for 

U.S. hockey schools and is played at Princeton, New Jersey. As the Canadian guest 

school, Ridley carried the dual responsibility of school and national reputations. 

The experience of a foreign 

tour is unifying and 

generally unforgettable. 
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Three games were played with such style and verve that the Americans showered 

praise upon the team and their coaches (Hanna and Mawhinney). Ridley defeated 

Tabor, lost narrowly to Nichols, and won against St. Mark’s in the consolation 

final. Art Schmon and Brian Hoover were honoured by being named to the all-star 

team. It was a fitting finale for Frank Hanna’s successful coaching career. Keith 

Mawhinney, his successor, was destined to take equal care of hockey in the 1970s. 

The 1969 team was runner-up for the championship. One of the highlights 

that year was the first presentation of “The Auld Puck” trophy, recognizing the 

friendship between Nichols School and Ridley. Captain Larry Woods jubilantly 

accepted the prize after the team defeated their Buffalo rivals by a 4-2 score. 

Ridley’s first ISL championship came in 1970. This success centered around the top 

scorers Captain Ian Rounthwaite, Dave Irwin, and Bill Tredway. In 1971, the firsts 

were expected to win but did not, despite the all-out effort of Ross McIntosh, Will 

Randall, Captain Ian Rounthwaite, and “never-say-die” Bill Tredway. Bill’s son Jay 

would play with the same intensity twenty-five years later! 

These were good years for the junior teams as well. Brian Armstrong, David 

Mackey, Maurice Cooke, and Bill Montgomery shared the bulk of the coaching 

duties at the junior levels. The Lower School sent a stream of valuable players for 

future first teams. The hockey league, playing mostly on the outdoor rink, had a 

spirit of its own. “Equipped with borrowed skates and broken laces, borrowed sticks 

and borrowed goalie pads, the teams did battle with the gentle breeze blowing 

across open fields at only seventy miles an hour and zero degrees....” 

Basketball 

The most spectacular advance in these years was made by basketball. In 

1962-63, the senior team won all its season games, and then went on to win the 

first annual St. Catharines Standard trophy. This was a high school tournament, 

conceived and organized by Coach Carl Dorland, who protested that the success of 

Ridley was not attributable to patronage (referring to publisher Bill Burgoyne’s 

close association with the School). It was a thrilling tournament, played to the 

tumult of cheering that characterizes indoor sport. In the final, Ridley was pitted 

against Beamsville. The scores at the four quarters tell the tale: 

Ridley Beamsville 

First Quarter 12 23 

Second Quarter 22 36 

Third Quarter 60 51 

Fourth Quarter 77 75 

The trophy was bestowed upon the Ridley co-captains, David Baird and Barry 

Cromarty; the tournament MVP was Stan Shapiro. The tournament was immedi¬ 

ately popular among schools, and it brought Ridleians into amicable contact with 

their high school peers in St. Catharines. Although Ridley did not repeat the 

triumph, both Ridley’s first and second teams were competitive over the years. 

During the rest of the 1960s, basketball had the opposite experience to hockey. 

The local teams, especially Beamsville and St. Catharines Collegiate, provided 

sterner opposition than the LBF schools. Ridley entered but did not win the 

Standard tournament again. In 1966 and 1967, Ridley won the LBF championship 

but had a mixed record locally. Another successful year was 1967-68, with Cam 

McLeish as the outstanding scorer. It was quite an achievement on Carl Dorland’s 

part to be the coach for many years of both first and second teams. In the late ’60s, 

Jon Silver joined him. In 1969-70, Ridley just missed winning the Standard trophy 

but closed a successful decade by sharing the ISL championship with SAC. 

The most spectacular 

advance in these years 

was made by basketball. 
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Swimming 

Undoubtedly, the most consistently successful winter sport was swimming. 

For six consecutive seasons, 1962 through 1967, Ridley dominated the annual 

LBF meets. The assumption of success (often deriving from the coach’s 

expectations) tends to underlie such a remarkable record. Alan Staples (already 

legendary and apparently immortal) continued to coach after thirty continuous 

years. In mid-decade, he was joined by Ross Morrow, who took charge of the 

second team. Ridley had a succession of great swimmers. Among these were Chips 

Atkinson, Dave Ryan, Nick Richthofen, Paul Head, John and Bill Verity, Stan 

Longstaff, Brian Love, and Scott Dorland. The divers who dominated the field in 

the middle years were Hume Cronyn and Henry Burgoyne. The annual internal 

competition to uncover Ridley’s best all-round swimmer was hotly contested every 

year. Dave Ryan, Nick Richthofen, and Scott Dorland all won the UCC Cup for 

this three times each. 

In addition to competitive swimming, the pool was also used for life-saving 

classes and recreational swimming. 

There are few sports in 

which a well-matched pair 

of opponents, in a confined 

space, can rise to such 

gladiatorial heights. 

Squash 

In the 1960s, the squash team played against club teams, such as the Thistle 

Club from Hamilton; usually the men outwitted the boys. The team also travelled 

two or three times a season to play schools and colleges in the United States. The 

Gibson Cup, contested between LBF schools, was the annual championship event. 

Ridley won in 1966, 1968, and 1970. The 1966 championship team was Harding, 

Wallace, Whelpton, Smart, and Honey. Other outstanding players in the Pilgrim 

years were Leighton McCarthy, Bruce Mitchell, Bob Smart, Victor Harding, Tim 

Griffin, Fraser Burton, and Clive Caldwell. Special mention should be made of 

Clive Caldwell, ably backed by Tim Griffin. In 1969, Clive was runner-up in the 

Ontario Junior Championship, but he turned the tables on his conqueror by 

defeating him in the National Canadian Junior Championship. The following year, 

he won the Ontario Junior Championship in front of his own peers on the Ridley 

courts. There are few sports in which a well-matched pair of opponents in a 

confined space can rise to such gladiatorial heights. 

Fencing 

Under the guidance of David Fensom, fencing continued to flourish into the 

mid-1960s. When he left in 1963, enthusiasts such as Dave Sanders, Ted Patterson, 

David Corkett, Mike Walker, and Sandy Sellers kept it going with the considerable 

help of Mr. Ted Crane, who later became the Brock University fencing coach. 

Competitions were limited primarily to De Veaux College, SAC, and Bishop 

Strachan School. This was the only sport in which Ridley competed against girls. 

Of the encounter in 1964, a scholarly reporter wrote, “a record crowd gathered to 

watch BSS beat the Seniors, 14-11, as time and again the entranced Ridleians were 

lured onto the Sirens’ blades.” Fencing did not survive at Ridley after the ’60s. 

Gymnastics 

Under the Igguldens, Ridley had remained true to the tradition of military 

athleticism. This included the martial arts (fencing, boxing, shooting) but it also 

included gymnastics. Annually, the Gym Squad trained for the Colours Parade. 

Exercises on ropes, mats, pommel horse, and parallel bars were practiced 

assiduously. The judging at the Colours Parade was demanding and precise. It was 
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how each person did “on the day,” and that led to 

surprise triumphs and disappointments. 

Everything was meticulous: the dress, the drills, 

and the events. The Assault-At-Arms, along 

with the Lower School exhibitions of various 

exercises, were the final events of the winter 

term. That special evening in March concluded 

with a display of music and marching by the 

Cadet Band. It was a superb training in discipline 

and agility, in the very best traditions of the 

British Army. Throughout the decade, the 

training was under the watchful care of Andy 

Iggulden. In a note of thanks to Colonel Iggulden 

in Acta 1970, Mike Moulden, Gym Squad 

captain and Cap’s Cup winner that year said, 

The most difficult task in coaching gym is to 
make the new boys overcome their fear of 
swinging on bars that are in high places. . . . 
I have never seen a coach who is more effective 
in this area than the Colonel. 

The names of the prestigious Cap’s Cup winners are displayed on hoards in the A gym class (1967) 

Iggulden Gymnasium, constituting a remarkable chain of gymnastic excellence 

that began in 1929. In the 1960s, gymnasts Chuck Ashbaugh and Mike Carson 

appear three times, Terry Rapsey twice, and Mike Moulden and Guy Clarkson 

once. Colonel Iggulden would carry the Gym Squad and the annual Assault-At- 

Arms into the 1970s. 

THE SPRING 

Cricket 

Cricket in Canada has been sustained by a regular flow of immigrants from the 

Commonwealth cricketing countries. Probably the most influential domestic 

source of cricketers has been the independent schools. Coaches of the calibre of Ed 

Burn and Jack Aylott trained Ridley boys in the infinite variety of the game and its 

unique demands on skills and judgement. It is therefore not surprising that 

Ridleians should figure prominently in the junior inter-provincial tournaments. 

Eight Ridley cricketers played for their provincial teams, and the captain of the 

successful Ontario team was Graham Newman in 1962. Two years later, nine 

Ridleians played for four different provinces. Once more the captain of the Ontario 

team was Brian Iggulden. He also led the Canadian Colts on a tour of the great 

English cricketing schools in 1967; Peter Burn did the same in 1971. As children 

of Ridley staff, these two had had a lifelong exposure to cricket. 

The continuing flow of home-trained cricketers from the Lower School and, 

generally a Bermudian element, kept three or four Upper School teams going 

through the ’60s. The resplendent white blazer, worn around the school on match 

days, was an added incentive to “make” the first team. In a cliff-hanger in 1963, 

Ridley missed the LBF championship by two runs in the last game against SAC. 

TCS and Ridley shared the championship in 1965. A superbly talented team in 

1966 had one had game against UCC and thus missed the championship. In 1967, 

Ridley won it all. Brian Iggulden was captain that year. Brian, along with Ross 

Dunsmore, Hal Gould, Brian Deeks, and Fraser Burton were selected to the 

Canadian Colts Tour that summer. Ridley teams were runners-up in 1968, 1969, 

and 1970 in LBF play. 

Probably the most 

influential domestic 

source of cricketers 

has been the 

independent schools. 
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“It is unlikely baseball will 

become an organized 

sport . . . with the presence 

of track, rowing, tennis, 

cricket and Mr. Aylott.’’ 

This brief summary does not do justice to a fine record. Ridley produced so 

many good cricketers that it is hard to pick out the best. Jack Aylott, the coach 

throughout the decade, was invited to pick an “All-sixties” team composed of 

eleven players and three reserves. Here, with Brian Iggulden’s assistance and with 

all sorts of apologies to other fine players, is the list: 

Batsmen: Ross Dunsmore, Gord Glass, Rodger Henderson, Vic Harding, 
Graham Newman, Art Schmon 

Bowlers: Peter Burn, Hal Gould, Leighton McCarthy, Bruce Smith, David Temple 

Wicket Keepers: Fraser Burton, Ward Passi, Ian Rounthwaite 

Modesty prevented Brian from nominating himself, but the authors do so now and 

appoint him “captain of the sixties.” 

Rugby and Baseball 

Rugby was introduced as a spring option in 1969. Newly arrived in 1968, Nat 

Caters of the math department provided the inspiration. Nat was an accomplished 

rugby player from Northern Ireland. His first squad caught the imagination of 

fifteen stalwarts who played the seven-a-side version of the game. The next year, 

the team doubled in size. Captain Ian MacLaren was somewhat prophetic in his 

A eta report. 

Under the expert guidance of Nat Caters (who was once heard to remark, “If you’re 
going to get an injury, make sure it isn’t a bad one because you’ve got to recuperate 
for Saturday’s match.”) ... It is without doubt that [rugby] is the up and coming 
sport at Ridley and must correspondingly have room made for its emergence into 
the limelight. 

Another sport introduced in the ’60s was baseball. It had been an unofficial 

sport for years, sustained by Ridley’s American citizens and played off-campus in 

Walkmshaw Park. In Dr. Griffith’s day it was even clandestine, its discovery bring¬ 

ing immediate punishment. Now, across all grades, a six-team league flourished. 

The league’s activities were confined to the weekends in May. A eta reporter Mark 

Szczucinski commented, “It is unlikely baseball will become an organized 

sport . . . with the presence of track, rowing, tennis, cricket and Mr. Aylott.” 

Track-and-Field 

Track-and-field gained prestige at Ridley during the 1960s. As a team sport 

(meets being won on the accumulation of individual efforts), it appealed to 

Ridleians. To some it was the best preparation for the prestigious annual Sports 

Day. The program varied from year to year. Fairly regularly, the School competed 

with Nichols and De Veaux schools from Buffalo, the St. Catharines area schools, 

and the Little Big Four. The team captured the LBF crown in 1966, 1967, 1968, 

and 1969. The Hamilton relays at McMaster University were an annual challenge; 

Especially toward the end of the decade, Ridley did well in the Southern Ontario 

Secondary Schools finals. 

The coaching staff, led by Jon Silver, produced some first-class runners and 

jumpers; it is difficult to single out the best of them. Most competed in a variety of 

events. Among sprinters, mention can he made of Terry Mactaggart and Chris 

Henn early in the decade, Keith Hillmer, Rod Williams, and Ian McLean in mid- 

decade, and later, Rob Christie (Ontario hurdles champion), Pete Ridgway, Jim 

Drake, Jim Strasenburgh, Ian Rounthwaite, Art Schmon, Larry Cooper, Jay 

Hansen, Bruce Mitchell, and Tony McIntyre. There were many all-round athletes. 

The season and school year ended with the long-standing and hotly contested 

ritual of Sports Day. 
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The Meteoric Rise of Ridley Rowing 

A racing shell is a thing of beauty. It is so slight, so strong, so absolutely designed 
to its purposes, that it has no other characteristics at all except for providing the 
opportunity to travel fast across smooth water. It is the first ingredient in an 
intelligently applied system of discipline. Then there is the laborious and systematic 
build-up of muscle power, stamina and applied energy which occupies the oarsman 
for months before they ever sit in the racing shell. Finally, the thing to be moved 
through the water and the force that is going to move it are brought together. The 
processes of fusion, applied skills, delicate control and massive unity of movement 
are shown at their best, when a Racing Eight is moving faster than you need to run 
to be a sub-four-minute miler. When all of the disciplines have been applied, it is 
the crew that is most free to move fast that wins the race. 

- from a headmaster’s note on Creative Discipline, 1986 

It is, in some ways, surprising that rowing had not become a Ridley activity 

long before the spring of 1966. St. Catharines was the acknowledged rowing 

“mecca” of Canada; the Henley course was barely five miles away from Ridley. The 

physical commitment and competitive intensity of the sport were qualities dear to 

the hearts of Ridleians. Cricket’s traditional monopoly of the spring term’s program 

had already been breached. Perhaps the “unthinkable” aspect of rowing was that it 

had to be an off-campus activity, involving daily transportation of students. As the 

program was launched, the School’s attitude (typical of any institutional response 

to innovation) was that no existing program or school requirement should be 

undermined or inconvenienced. 

History does not record exactly how or why the president of the hoard, Laddie 

Cassels, arranged for the purchase of a boat from the Toronto Argonauts Club. It 

was an ancient and heavy boat that came without oars; some thought Ulysses 

might have recognized it. The purchase occurred in March of 1966, and the board 

was informed of the start of rowing at a meeting on March 28. Ted Pilgrim, who 

was a great supporter from the start, described the difficulties of infiltrating a new 

program into the established priorities of the School. “All we had to do was to find 

some boys who were not playing cricket or taking tennis or track-and-field.” The 

search was restricted to grades 10 and 11, since the senior students were taking care 

of the School’s competitive prestige in the traditional sports. Twenty boys were 

selected—enough for two crews and spares; no concessions were made in the boys’ 

other school obligations for their daily journeyings to Martindale Pond. In 

retrospect, the grade restriction may have been a major factor in the rapid success 

of Ridley’s rowing program. These pioneers were to be available for the next two or 

three years, by which time they were superbly conditioned and experienced in 

competitive rowing. 

Don Hunt, whose rowing experience was limited to summer mixed pairs on 

Stoney Lake with his wife, Nancy, was appointed Master-In-Charge. A colleague, 

Frank Campbell, and two coaches from the St. Catharines Rowing Club joined 

him. These were Bill Fitzpatrick and Gerry Cheevers. Cheevers in particular was 

destined to be a continuing force in Ridley rowing and a loyal friend of the School. 

In 1966, the crews competed (in the original heavy shell) in the Twenty-First 

Canadian Centennial Rowing Regatta. Don Hunt commented, “A fourth and a 

sixth place finish were highly satisfactory to the School, the boys and the coaches.” 

The following year saw gigantic advances in the School’s commitment to 

rowing. A young Englishman, Mark Gallop, joined the staff in September 1966. He 

had attended the Hampton School in England (a prominent rowing school), and 

then he continued to row at Cambridge University. He had invaluable experience 

of what a competitive rowing program entailed, and he had a vision of what the 

Mark Gallop had 

invaluable experience 

of what a competitive 

rowing program entailed, 

and he had a vision of 

what the sport might 

become at Ridley. 
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The famous training tank in 

the Pest House. Left to right: 

Tim Taylor, David Campbell, 

Larry Woods, Moore Newell. 

sport might become at Ridley. On a 

suggestion from Ted Pilgrim, Mark paid a 

visit to Neil Campbell, who lived at 

Vineland Station. Neil was an Old Boy who 

was still personally involved in rowing at 

the national level. In fact, Neil was to 

continue his legendary career by stroking the 

St. Catharines Olympic Eight to victory in 

the 86th Canadian Henley Regatta in 1968. 

Neil agreed to coach the Ridley crews. 

If Mark Gallop had done nothing else hut 

bring Campbell and Ridley together, it would 

have been enough to make him a master- 

builder of Ridley rowing. Neil was destined to 

become idolized by the Ridley rowing 

community for many years and to coach his 

crews to success unique in the history of high 

school rowing. 

Mark Gallop, in a brief two-year period, 

also captured the interest and inspired the 

curiosity of governors, parents of rowers, and Old Boys. The impossible became the 

achievable. Mark was assisted by one of the program’s ardent promoters—Crozier 

Taylor, Old Boy and parent of Tim Taylor (one of the rowing pioneers). Cro was 

president of the Old Boys Association. He “made things happen.” For example, 

Mark had secured the footstops and sliding seats from an old rowing barge at 

Martindale. Cro and others generated the funds to build an indoor training tank in 

the old Pest House. John Drope, another Old Boy/governor supporter, largely 

constructed the tank himself. Off-season training therefore became a reality. A 

new Italian racing eight was ordered by Alan Jarvis and another offered by T. 

Mandeville. Mr. F. A. Griffith, a current parent, donated four single sculls. Mark 

also solved the transportation problem. The Ridley crews were required to cycle to 

and from the Martindale Pond, as another aspect of fitness training. As one 

oarsman remarked, “The lent term agony sessions in the Pest House and the 

cycling built up an immunity to physical hours.” 

Unfortunately, the new Italian boat was seriously delayed and arrived only 

two weeks before the 1967 Canadian Schoolboy. Intensive last-minute training 

did not quite compensate for lost time. Three crews (two heavies and one light) 

acquitted themselves well hut were eliminated in the heats. Another characteristic 

of Ridley rowing manifested itself at that time: the vociferous support of the rest 

of the School echoed around the Henley grandstand like the roar of a tiger, 

and orange and black were everywhere. That summer, the Ridley campus 

became known to the rowing fraternity at large when two hundred oarsmen stayed 

at the School, while competing in the Canadian Centennial North American 

Rowing Championship. 

Everything was set for the blossoming of Ridley rowing in the summer of 1968. 

Mark handed over the coaching of the heavy eight entirely to Neil Campbell. Neil, 

as stroke of the National Eight, was challenging the Ridley crews to achieve his 

own superb level of fitness. He was also bringing to hear his detailed understanding 

of the power-dynamics of rowing in his training of the crews. In May, Ridley was 

in a position to compete in six categories of the Canadian Schoolboy. Four crews 

qualified. In the finals, the heavy four finished third and the light four was sixth. 

The lightweight eight finished in front of the Canadian schools but was fourth 

behind three American crews. In the big event, Ridley’s heavy eight came through 
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as Schoolboy champions in a great race with St. Catharines Collegiate. Perhaps 

even more remarkable for a small school, Ridley finished second to Lakeport in the 

overall Regatta Cup standings. 

At this point, Cro Taylor and others undertook to organize a trip in early July 

to the Royal Henley Regatta in England. The logistical challenge included flying 

the new Italian shell over to England. This first of many Henleys was a great 

experience for a large group of supporters and for the championship crew. Ridley 

was pitted in its first race against Tiffin’s School, which it defeated handily. In the 

next race, however, Ridley lost to Shrewsbury School by 2 1/2 lengths, owing to an 

adverse lane. (In some years at Henley-on-Thames, there is quite a difference in 

the strength of the current between the two racing lanes.) 

In 1969, Mark Gallop left Ridley for a teaching position in Toronto, after 

having made a substantial contribution to the establishment of rowing. Neil 

Campbell coached the heavy crews and got some of his St. Catharines Boat Club 

friends to help. Don Hunt once more assumed the mantle of Master-In-Charge 

(liaison officer, and peacemaker, where necessary, between the School and its 

crews). It was resolved to have just one heavy eight and one heavy four. There were 

plenty of candidates for lightweight crews, too many for the availability of coaches. 

A good coach, Jim Stone, was finally secured but not before a number of 

lightweights quit in disappointment. At a meet on May 11, the heavy eight 

defeated the St. Catharines Collegiate and thus qualified to represent Canada in 

the American Schoolboy Regatta in Washington. Rowing on the Potomac on 

May 24, Ridley defeated J. B. Stuart Falls, winner of the 1968 Princess Elizabeth 

Cup at Henley. The margin of victory was 9/10 of a second. Here was another The victory at the Royal 

magnificent “first” for Ridley. At the Canadian Schoolboy a week later, a novice Henley Regatta in July 1970 
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Ridley became the first 

Canadian school to win 

the Princess Elizabeth 

Cnp and the only school 

ever to win the Schoolboy 

championships of 

America, Canada, and 

England in the same year. 

coxed four was the only championship crew. The heavy eight lost to Washington- 

Lee High School in the Schoolboy final. 

The fifth season of Ridley rowing (1970) saw the full flowering of the program. 

No longer limited to grades 10 and 11, there were now over forty rowers. This was 

almost ten percent of the Upper School’s total enrollment. Compared to the 

numbers from which other high schools drew their crews, the Ridley pool was 

small. But in light of the other sporting options in the spring term (cricket, tennis, 

track-and-field, and now rugby), the drawing power of rowing was strong. The 

existence of grade 13 in Ontario had some impact on the world of high school 

rowing. It meant that some individuals who could row in Canada were disbarred by 

their age from competing in the American or English Championships. Jim 

Butterfield, a member of the heavy eight for two years, had to be replaced; he 

himself trained as a single sculler for the Canadian Schoolboy. Even so, the average 

weight of this remarkable crew was 194 pounds—ten pounds more than the 

Canadian Olympic Crew. In due course, the maturity advantage of grade 13 crews 

came to be resented in England and the United States. But for this year, entirely 

within the rules governing the championships, Ridley proceeded on its way. Early 

season results in sprint races were disappointing at all levels. The intensity of the 

training increased (some days, 7000 metres of hard work for the heavy eight). 

Having qualified to defend their American title, the heavy eight left for 

Princeton on May 22. In the final, Ridley’s power enabled them to cope with a 

headwind and defeat three American crews for the title (Washington-Lee, Holy 

Spirit, and St. Andrew’s School). It was a majestic victory. But two days later, on 

their return to Canada, the crew suffered the loss of its stroke, Bob Schmon, to 

infectious mononucleosis. Warren Aziz moved up to stroke, and Jim Butterfield 

came back into the crew. At the Canadian Schoolboy—just a week later—the 

lightweight crews were eliminated before the finals. The novice eight suffered an 

“equipment” defeat, being disqualified by a broken slide. So four crews represented 

Ridley—all heavyweights. The novice heavies finished third. The coxed heavy 

four (one half of the eight) won fairly comfortably, and the straight four (the other 

half) placed second. In the big race, really between St. Joseph’s and Ridley, the re¬ 

organized Ridley crew finished “with clear water” and secured the championship. 

Arrangements had been made to compete again at the Royal Henley in 

England. Their semi-final encounter was with Holy Spirit, replaying the American 

Schoolboy. On this occasion, the victory was more definite. It was then a piece of 

dramatic irony that Ridley should meet Mark Gallop’s Hampton School in the 

final. Ridley, with their superior weight of seventeen pounds per man, was always 

in charge. With this victory, Ridley became the first Canadian school to win the 

Princess Elizabeth Cup and the only school ever to win the Schoolboy 

championships of America, Canada, and England in the same year. 

In England and the United States, the name of Ridley became well known. 

Probably nothing in the School’s history has more dramatically enhanced its 

image; the momentum of 1970 was carried forward right through the next decade. 

Any such achievement, however, is not without its cost. Those responsible for 

maintaining equitability of treatment and time between school activities feared for 

the single-mindedness of the crews in training. There was a concern about the 

intensity of physical demands being put upon the adolescent bodies. The financial 

and organizational support for rowing of Ridley people in high places (governors, 

Old Boys, influential parents) tended to sweep aside such concerns. “High-handed” 

was the word used by administrators and supporters of other programs. But the 

successes of Ridley’s rowers were magnificent, and Neil Campbell’s fervour was the 

inspiration of many lifetimes. 
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SIGNIFICANT COMINGS AND GOINGS: 

A REVIEW OF THE SIXTIES STAFF 

In both the Upper and Lower Schools, the masters’ common room was exactly 

that, a man’s club. Even though the 1960s saw a significant increase in female 

influence (Jane Morris and Nancy Hunt as librarians, Nora Morgan as teacher and 

drama director, and Kay Boa as art teacher), they were not invited to staff meetings 

until Kay insisted. A succession of matrons and nurses, providing an important 

feminine presence, came and went. A few masters and their wives invited boys into 

their homes. “For a boy four thousand miles from home and mother, the 

opportunity for such contact was all too rare,” wrote an Old Boy who found Ridley 

dauntingly masculine. 

The common rooms were inhabited by masters of all stages, shapes, and sizes. 

The least permanent were the birds of passage, young people who alighted at 

Ridley for a year or two, before taking off again for further points on their career 

flights. Being almost contemporary with the senior boys, they had a special 

empathy with the anxieties and perceptions of the generation. Some of these 

young masters were enviably athletic, some had fresh academic perspectives, some 

dressed in contemporary style, some drove fast cars and had glamourous wives or 

girlfriends, and some found school life at Ridley not for them. Many left behind a 

little clique of “younger brothers” who grieved their departure. 

Some came and stayed, and in the fullness of time made the gradual transition 

from older brothers to young uncles and beyond. Among those were the returning 

Old Boys who stayed to give stability to the Lower School (Rick Coy, Frank 

Hollinrake, Mike Rice, and Chris Loat). In the Upper School there were David 

Wilson, Maurice Cooke, Ross Morrow, and Bob Stanley, all of whom were holding 

leadership positions by 1970. 

Hugh Molson (affectionately 

known as Jose) had a reputa¬ 

tion as an eccentric and served 

in both the Lower and Upper 

Schools. These men were 

joined by Carl Dorland, David 

Mackey, Jon Silver, and Nat 

Caters—all of whom became 

significant leaders during the 

next decade. 

The “old guard” were a 

doughty crew, growing senior 

in the service of the School. 

They are remembered, almost 

always with affection, by their 

nicknames or by anecdotes. 

Terry Cronyn, the quintessen¬ 

tial loyalist, had retired from 

teaching. Central entrance of 

the Lower School, door 

immediately opposite. . . . 

Terry was there to greet you. 

He attended all school occa¬ 

sions and welcomed back Old 

Boys from every era. Schools 

Kay Boa instructs a group 

of budding artists. 
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need seers, and Terry was a gem of a seer. 

There was Twink Cockburn, still active after 

almost fifty years. He was remembered for his 

ringing cry of “Ricochet” on the rifle range. 

Percy Wykes, last housemaster of Dean’s 

House in its first incarnation, was described 

as “a lovely absent-minded, somewhat 

bewildered man.” There was Jack Aylott, 

eternally youthful and superb in his agility, 

who could summon up alarming fury when 

confronted by poor sportsmanship. There 

was Alan Staples, legendary swimming 

coach and known, for the precision of his 

habits, as “Max Klank, the Mechanical 

Man.” There was Norm Shipley, a fine 

mathematics teacher and firm housemaster, 

who was known to have dropped any books 

left lying on the floor out of the window (a 

respect for learning?). There was Frank 

Terry Cronyn gives his cousin Hanna, mathematician and imperturbable hockey coach, in his matching top coat 

Hume Cronyn a new school and fedora hat. There was Andy Iggulden, “a teddy hear beneath that gruff 

tie on “Terry Cronyn Night” exterior” and the epitome, ahead of the phrase’s coinage, of tough love. These and 

in March 1967. others made their contribution to the colourful mosaic of the Ridley heritage. 

In 1964, two men died who had made remarkable contributions to that same 

mosaic: Sid Bett and Gwyn Morris, to whom a full tribute is paid in the “In 

Memoriam” section with which this chapter concludes. 

The 1960s also saw the departure of certain men who had made a powerful 

impact on Ridley. Many were drawn to career opportunities elsewhere, but some 

left owing to a disappointment in the direction being taken by the School. This 

could have been either the School’s reluctant response to contemporary trends or 

the School’s apparent drift away from its heritage. Either v/ay, Ridley lost educators 

that were impossible to replace. 

David Fensom left in 1963 to join the faculty of Mount Allison University. 

David had a distinguished wartime career in the development of weaponry and 

tracking devices and was involved at the end of the war in Canada’s Rocket 

Project. He chose to teach, and was attracted to Ridley by the prospect of working 

under Dr. Hamilton. From 1946 to 1964, he was a major part of a fine science 

department. One of his students wrote, “He made chemistry fun with shenanigans 

like blowing up the glassware every year by putting a spark to a mixture of hydrogen 

and oxygen.” He was an inspiration to the public speaking and debating programs. 

He stimulated the intellectual life of Ridley by forming a regular discussion 

group. He was responsible for some constructive years in the work of the Student 

Council. He revived fencing at Ridley, and his teams won several Ontario 

Championships. He had, to quote A eta, “the dedication of a born teacher, the 

imagination of a non-conformist and the warmth of a friend.” David gave 

seventeen precious years to Ridley. 

John Saxton had two spells at Ridley. He first was in the Lower School from 

1955 to 1959. He came as head of the English department and as housemaster. As 

one of Ridley’s numerous Englishmen, he coached cricket and soccer, and directed 

drama. He and his wife, Juliana, were a formidable addition to the School’s 

teaching strength. They had left to go to Forest Hill Collegiate in Toronto, but 

they returned in 1961—this time to the Upper School. For five years, John headed 

the English department and was a powerful influence in the academic and artistic 
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life of the School. But he was also acquiring a provincial reputation, taking a 
leading part in formulating the Ontario Creative Arts curriculum that would be 
part of the HalbDennis Report. He was staff advisor to Acta; he even wrote an 
unprecedented “Advisor’s Editorial” protesting against the annual distortion of 
values imposed by championship football hysteria. He left Ridley after being 
appointed assistant professor of drama at Queen’s University in 1966. 

Sam Anderson, an American Ridleian who had graduated in 1944, joined the 
Upper School staff in 1963. He brought with him the experience of teaching in 
two great New England Schools: Taft and Choate. Although he did his share of 
coaching, he also took a leading role in other aspects of the School’s life. It was he 
who “produced and directed” the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary as well as the fund¬ 
raising campaign in the United States. Having seen the rich resources of American 
school libraries, he espoused the cause of the libraries at Ridley. He was the staff 
advisor of Acta and an enthusiastic supporter of Introspectus. He had a lively dislike 
of the Ontario Education Department’s grip on the curriculum (not in the true 
tradition of independence), and he felt that the Ridley program in general was 
altogether too intense and comprehensive (probably still true). He left in 1968 
(“Ridley is a long way from my home in Cape Cod”), but he remains one of Ridley’s 
most loyal Old Boys. He has served as a governor, and his enduring contribution 
has been to point Ridley discreetly in the direction of the best of American 
educational policies, especially in the area of fund-raising and development. 

In April 1970, Adam Griffith left Ridley to become the registrar of Centennial 
College in Toronto. The timing of his departure was a surprise, but he was almost 
certainly relieved to avoid the 
ave atque vale rituals of farewell. 
There was probably an element 
of disillusionment with the 
state of the School in the 
decision. For Adam, it was a 
momentous parting. Apart from 
four years at the University 
of Toronto (1935 to 1939) and 
a wartime absence in the 
R.C.A.F. (1940 to 1946), Adam 
had spent his entire life at 
Ridley. He even received an 
unconventional baptism, in 
engine oil, when a young pilot 
in 1917 “buzzed” the cricket 
field and dropped some fuel oil 
on Adam’s baby carriage. As a 
student from 1925 to 1935, 
Adam was always a top scholar 
(Head Boy for his last two years, 
a distinction shared only by his 
own father). He first joined the 
Lower School staff. He taught 
geography and coached cricket, 
and was deeply involved in the 
Lower School drama program. 
Two particular productions, 
Richard of Bordeaux (1940) and 
Macbeth (1947), were regarded 

The science lab 
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As the personification of 

institutional history, Adam 

Griffith was responsible 

for the massive archival 

compilation from which 

Beattie’s The Story of 

a School was mined. 

as the highlights of his achievements. On moving to the Upper School after his 

father’s retirement, he served as staff advisor to A eta, advisor to the Student 

Council, head of the geography department, and Ridley’s pioneer College 

Guidance Counsellor. Adam’s gentle, witty intelligence was a persuasive force in 

the classroom and among colleagues. As the personification of institutional history, 

he was responsible for the massive archival compilation from which Beattie’s The 

Story of a School was mined. At his own request, he subsequently became the first 

person to he ordained priest in the Ridley Chapel in November 1989. His faith and 

his life’s love were thus joined together. 

There were two other notable losses in the Upper School in the 1960s. 

A shuffle of feet on the stairs and a clink of keys—familiar sounds in the night. They 
have been familiar sounds to Ridley boys for 26 years, as six times every night the 
little, hard-working man with the wan but cheerful smile does his rounds, rain or 
snow, bringing a sense of security to those who are still awake. 

So wrote Acta in 1948. Louis Lattimer—watchman, caretaker, postman, and 

an institution in his own right—retired in 1960 after nearly forty years of 

uninterrupted service. Everyone knew Louis, and Louis seemed to know everyone. 

“Any mail for Smith, Louis?” asks the hopeful student. “Yes” . . . “Where did it 

come from?” . . . “Toronto.” Familiar questions of the generations that knew him. 

Davie Loney retired in 1964 after thirty-eight years of loyal service. He had 

come to Gooderham House as a caretaker in 1926. He transferred to Merritt House 

soon after it opened. There he became a familiar fixture to generations of its 

residents. Marking his eightieth birthday and his imminent retirement, the School 

paid him tribute in September 1964- Ted Pilgrim called him to the high table. 

Davie received a standing ovation from the boys and gifts from his friends. His gifts 

included a headmaster’s tie and a transistor radio from the boys of Merritt House. 

At the 67th Old Boys dinner in 1965, he was given an honorary life membership 

in the Association. 

The Lower School also lost some significant people in the 1960s. In 1963, the 

distinguished teacher of science and mathematics, Dr. E. J. Reedman, left to take 

up a research position in the developing field of transportation and preservation of 

food. John Martin left in that same year. John had come directly to Ridley from the 

Ontario College of Art in 1955. As one of his pupils remarked, “He had the great 

gift of teaching us how to live, and understand others.” On painting, John once 

said, “You only paint the things you love.” He left us some striking pictures of 

Ridley. John died tragically in a motor accident in 1966. 

The year 1968 saw the departure of three great Lower School personalities. 

The first was Phil Nind, a history teacher with a vast fund of knowledge. John 

Guest described him as “one of the most approachable men in our profession.” An 

affectionate student remembers, “He would sort of hum and say ‘oh well!’ when 

anything struck him as strange or tragic.” In another aspect of his style, a less 

sympathetic memorialist writes, “Nindy-Bo was known for taking a confiscated 

conker (chestnut on a string) so he could adeptly crack it across your scull if you 

were day-dreaming.” Mr. Nind and his wife lived in West House and were most 

hospitable to their boarding neighbours. They were at Ridley for twenty-two years. 

The other two people to leave were Ted and Nora Morgan, who had come to 

the Lower School in 1958 and given it ten years of their colourful and uncon¬ 

ventional contribution. Ted describes how he was appointed to teach English and 

then assigned on his first day to fill a vacancy in mathematics. Fortunately, Nora 

was a fine mathematician, so he was able to seek immediate guidance when his 
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limited knowledge ran out. Ted was also a formidable soccer and cricket coach. 

The real gift of the Morgans, however, was to the literary and dramatic programs. 

Nora’s brilliance as a producer and her passionate support of the Lower School 

library made for a great decade. The Morgans’ lives had been unconventional right 

from Ted’s wartime exploits in the R.A.F. Humour, originality, and hospitality 

made “The Morgan Home” a great asset to the Lower School. 

Undoubtedly, the most tragic day for the Ridley family in the 1960s was 

October 22, 1969: Ed Burn, assistant headmaster of the Lower School and his wife, 

Connie, were returning to St. Catharines from Toronto. They were both killed 

instantly in a motor accident on the QEW. They had been such a central part of 

the life of Ridley that the suddenness and magnitude of their loss was almost 

unbearable. John Guest wrote, “The loss was so shocking to many of us that for 

days we could not shake off a feeling of complete unreality.” A full tribute to their 

memory can be found in the “In Memoriam” section of this chapter. 

OVERSEERS AND GUARDIANS 

THE GOVERNORS IN THE SIXTIES 

Colonel Arthur Bishop was a powerful figure as president of the board from 

1951 to 1963. For the rest of his life he was the honorary president, personifying 

the revered tribal elder. Two men of authority and distinction, both lawyers, 

followed him. Laddie Cassels was president from 1963 to 1967. Laddie and Nan 

(the first headmaster’s daughter) represented the great heritage, going right back to 

his school days and her childhood at Dr. Miller’s Ridley. Mr. Cassels was succeeded 

by Britton B. Osier, who had graduated from Ridley in 1921. No one had any 

doubts about who was in charge during the tenure of these three presidents. 

There were always four vice-presidents. They did not necessarily have assigned 

roles, but they formed a kind of prestigious “honour guard” to the current president. 

Both Laddie Cassels and Brit Osier served in this role. Two other men, The 

Reverend Canon Leslie Hunt and Henry Gooderham were vice-presidents 

throughout the decade. Four others were appointed later, including Grant Glassco, 

William Bell, Graham MacLachlan, and Dr. Richard Weaver. 

Until 1965, there were thirty other governors. The number was then increased 

until it reached forty in 1969. So large a board could not participate equally in 

decision-making, though the ultimate authority of the entire board was respected. 

It was overwhelmingly an Old Boys’ board, drawn from the ranks of the most loyal 

and the most successful. It was a supporters’ club, ready to give generously and to 

promote the School. Its membership came from all over Canada and included a 

representation from the United States. It reflected Ridley’s claim to be a national, 

and subsequently international, school. 

As a kind of spiritual insurance policy, Ridley’s board claimed “The Primate, 

Archbishops, and Bishops of the Anglican Church in Canada” as its Visitors. In 

1967, the concept of an advisory council was added to the governance of Ridley. 

Nine men (all Old Boys) were invited to form the council. The group included 

such luminaries as Laddie Cassels, Harry Botterell, Red Foster, and Grant Glassco. 

They had attendance but not voting rights at board meetings; they received all the 

board material; and they were a great resource of wisdom and experience. By 1970, 

the advisory council had grown to nineteen. By 1980, it had risen to twenty-eight, 

and by then the board of governors numbered fifty. 

Effectively, the School was governed from Toronto. There were influential 

local governors, like Bill Burgoyne or John Drope; but no one quite replaced A. W. 

Taylor as the local leader. There was a powerful executive committee to support the 

presidents. This was an invited group of approximately fourteen, including the 
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The third responsibility 

of a board is to respond 

to any actual or potential 

crisis that might arise in 

the affairs of the School. 

chairmen of the various committees. As is generically true, there was an even 

smaller group who dominated the committee. In 1966 eight new members were 

elected, of whom seven were Old Boys. This particular group of successful younger 

men (products of Ridley in the ’30s and ’40s) rapidly assembled itself into the 

dominant leadership of the 1970s. The eighth member was Dr. James Gibson, the 

founding president of Brock University. 

A board basically exercises three responsibilities. The first is to oversee the 

operations of the School. During the 1960s, the finance committee kept the Ridley 

board up-tO'date on the business side of the School. The headmaster gave regular 

reports on enrollment, academic performance, and the life of the School. 

Individual governors (especially current parents) were open to teacher and student 

commentaries on the state of the School. Enough governors had enough access for 

the board to be reasonably well informed. 

The second responsibility of a board is to chart the future course of a school by 

intelligent foresight and planning. The impressive goals of the Seventy-Fifth 

Anniversary Campaign reflect a board that was setting its priorities and getting its 

timing right. The combination of upgrading facilities (including the addition of a 

new residence) with the building of a scholarship endowment was far-sighted. 

By the mid-1960s, both the overseeing and the planning functions of Ridley’s 

board were fully engaged in the struggle with inflation. The steady escalation of 

costs forced regular increases in tuition. By 1961, the fees had gone through the 

$2,000 barrier (each barrier as the board encountered it was assumed to be the last. 

The board of the 1960s would be appalled by today’s fee levels). Between 1956 and 

1971, the boarding school fees doubled, going from $1,600 to $3,200. No matter 

what steps were taken, fees crept upwards. Enroll more students? Enlarge class sizes? 

Reduce the number of teachers? Lower the thermostats? The School and board 

could not control a global economic reality. In 1968, a long-range planning 

committee under Hugh Rapsey began to prepare the projections from which the 

Program for Excellence was to emerge. This was to be the largest fund-raising 

enterprise undertaken by any Canadian independent school at that time. In today’s 

world, five million dollars sounds modest, hut for the late 1960s it was ambitious 

thinking “writ large.” The program was planned for a start in 1971. 

In 1969, there was a generational “changing of the guard.” Brit Osier handed 

over the presidency to Jim McConnell. Jim was an Old Boy, parent, and benefactor. 

All the vice-presidents resigned, except for Dr. Richard Weaver. The incoming 

vice-presidents were H. T. Mandeville, Peter Maclachlan, S. M. (Mac) Irwin, and 

Hugh Rapsey. Dr. Weaver resigned in 1970, and was replaced by Robert Stevens. 

Most of these new men were in their late forties, successful people supported by a 

strong contingent of their contemporaries on the board. 

The third responsibility of a board is to respond to any actual or potential crisis 

that might arise in the affairs of the School. Twice in this decade, Ridley’s board 

was called upon to take decisive action. The first occasion, of course, was the 

unexpected death of Dr. Hamilton. The decision to vest Jack Matheson with 

temporary head-magisterial authority while a search could be conducted was a 

prudent one. The second occasion was ultimately sadder: to conclude that by 1969 

Ted Pilgrim was no longer the right person to lead the School, and to remedy that 

situation. Heads reflect the times of their appointment. In 1962, the governors had 

looked for a young charismatic person to lead a school that was confident in its 

purposes and directions. They did not make reform or academic distinction a major 

part of their priorities. Ted seemed the ideal answer. For the first few years, the role 

and the man went well together, but they became increasingly estranged. Ted’s 

enthusiastic involvement in school life was appreciated and his natural joviality 

charmed; however, it soon became clear that he was a traditionalist. His whole 
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career had been a conditioning in conservatism (Ashbury, Bishop’s College, and 

then Bishop’s College School). At BCS, he had epitomized conventional values. 

He saw himself as the protector of a great heritage, the reinterpreter of a glorious 

past, and a healer for the malaise of apathy. The hopes of the disaffected were never 

fulfilled, even while Mr. Pilgrim’s charisma sustained him as a popular head. As a 

traditionalist, Ted fought to reassert the heritage; as an institution, the School 

increasingly needed a leadership of change. 

When a team is unsuccessful, the slick response is to “fire the coach.” Some, 

worried by an accumulating discontent, would have rushed into this solution in 

1969; however, wiser heads prevailed. Jim McConnell documented his procedures 

with the greatest care and sought to exercise presidential caution at all stages. 

Before making decisions, he and his executive committee strove to understand the 

dynamics of that discontent, but the signs of a serious malaise were everywhere. 

The middle leadership of the School ensured an overt continuance of a successful 

program, as recorded in Acta. 

The annual deficit was increasing. Between September 1969 and September 

1971, the overall enrollment declined almost exactly 15%. Boarding schools across 

the continent were grappling with a discontented generation that did not wish to 

accept the disciplines of residential life. The Ridley decline was not unique, but the 

Ridley system of discipline was distinctly repressive. Since the decline was all in 

the boarding element, the School confronted an income shortfall of $100,000, 

while committed expenditures were increasing. 

On the academic side, no amount of reassurance could conceal the damage 

done by the loss of leadership-teachers and the rapid turnover of younger staff. In 

1970 alone, it was necessary to replace seven Upper School teachers, almost one- 

third of the teaching strength. Nationally, immense changes were taking place in 

the secondary curriculum. One of the heads of department (who stayed with 

Ridley) wrote to the president of the board, “It is shocking that no one at Ridley is 

spending time reading on educational matters with the consequent formulation of 

policy.” This, he affirmed, should be the headmaster. 

In 1967, the governors had conducted an enquiry into the feasibility of 

creating a four-year course, not leading to college, “with less emphasis on 

academics” so that boys of moderate ability could be offered a reason to stay at the 

School. These boys were described as “otherwise in most cases a real attribute to 

school life.” This was obviously a device to lower standards, while not saying so. 

The ending of Ontario’s Departmentals (externally graded exams) enabled the 

School to find other solutions to the problem. 

As 1970 unfolded, the leadership situation became increasingly precarious. The 

board was hearing from boys and masters that the ship was off course and there was 

no one on the bridge. Jim McConnell’s records show that there was little respect 

or loyalty for the headmaster at the School. The governors felt that Mr. Pilgrim was 

not giving them a realistic picture in his reports. No head can operate without 

support, and Ted (perhaps understandably) delegated responsibilities and did what 

he knew he was good at. He went on the road to raise money and to visit Old Boys. 

Two more governors’ initiatives illustrate the plight of the School. The first 

was a decision to appoint an assistant headmaster, specifically to undertake the 

academic leadership of the School. They sought an external candidate, hut, wisely 

for Ridley’s future, they conferred the position with Ted’s strong approval on David 

Wilson. Throughout the 1970s, David was to render great service as coordinator of 

the School’s curriculum. It was, in fact, an excellent decision. 

The second concerned discipline. Those who ran schools in those difficult 

years will confirm that many students in the late ’60s and early ’70s were unhappy 

people. The culture of permissiveness and experimentation (drug use, sexual 
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liberation, resistance to authority) was dismantling institutional order. The 

intrusion of drugs into the school world was more than just an added danger; it 

compounded and complicated the interaction of the generations. To the 

administrative generation, it was an alarming menace that was potentially capable 

of destroying individuals and precipitating a breakdown of authority. To students, 

it was an alluring temptation and an extension of the time-honoured 

“smoking/drinking game.” The old compact whereby the School extended 

discretion to student leaders over certain infringements was threatened when the 

prefects extended that discretion to include the concealment of drug possession 

and use. Schools set up draconian policies of deterrence, while students secretly 

experimented with increasingly hazardous chemicals. This division was enhanced 

by a curious factor: while young people could instantly detect the presence and 

influence of drugs, most older people seemed quite incapable of doing so. There 

were personal tragedies, but an equally poignant casualty was the breakdown of 

that institutional compact between staff and student leaders. St. Catharines 

became a haven for international drug trafficking in the late ’60s; and so Ridley 

boys were at special risk. 

In 1970, the governors were sufficiently concerned to set out a code of penal¬ 

ties for drug use, which would be automatic and which carried the authority of 

board endorsement. In the absence of an effective head, it was understandable. But 

it was an inappropriate intervention into the domain of the School’s professionals. 

By September 1970, it was clearly understood that Ted Pilgrim should be 

replaced. Before proceeding, Jim McConnell canvassed the entire board to ensure 

the propriety of the decision. By this time, the objectives of the Program for 

Excellence had been defined. One million dollars had already been secured from 

the R. S. McLaughlin Foundation. The Four Excellences (academic program, 

facilities, staff, student body) were to be pursued with confidence in the School’s 

assured future, by a great fund-raising drive. It seemed both appropriate and 

humane that Ted should be asked to head the campaign. This, after all, was his 

strength. Late in that month, Ted was informed that 1970-71 was to be his last year 

as headmaster but that 1971-72 would be an opportunity, on full salary, to make 

the Program for Excellence a reality and to seek for a new employment 

opportunity. He consented. The board thus achieved two interlocking objectives: 

to express its conf idence in Ridley and to seek a new leader. 

For Ted Pilgrim and his family, it was close to a tragic conclusion. The 

requirements of the job had changed and he had not been able to change with 

them. A part of his weakness stemmed from a private bereavement that effectively 

put an end to his and Gerry’s exercise of hospitality to the school community. Just 

as the need for creative leadership became urgent, their ability to give it came to 

an end. The fair but tough attitude of the board caused some bitterness. In a 

seemingly hostile world, the Guests and the Hunts were protective and supportive 

towards the Pilgrims. Edie Farmer, who with her husband Reg, had accompanied 

the Pilgrims from Lennoxville, looked after them as well as anyone could have 

done. The Pilgrim sons, Tim and Peter, saw out their Ridley years faithfully. 

THE FINAL YEAR 

After the decision of September 1970, Ted was required not only to carry out 

his duties as headmaster but also to prepare for his future role: fund-raising for the 

Program for Excellence. It must have been irksome at times, but there is clear 

evidence that he continued to serve with a touching affection for the School. 

Ted corresponded frequently with Terry Cronyn. Terry, after his retirement, 

spent some months of each year travelling. He always tried to be on a transconti- 
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nental train over Christmas so that no one family should feel the need to entertain 

him. He also took extended voyages as a touring guest on merchant ships all over 

the world. During these absences he would send cards and messages to friends, 

including the Pilgrims. In return, Ted sent Terry personal bulletins describing his 

own doings and the progress of the school year. These bulletins were eloquent in 

their sincerity. 

One letter, dated November 20, 1970, describes ten days in the busy life of a 

headmaster. It would have been demanding even for a person not under a sentence 

of termination. The ten-day period included Mr. Pilgrim’s participation in two 

events at the School. There was a major dance—244 couples, with many girls 

needing to he accommodated in the headmaster’s house, the infirmaries, and other 

staff homes. There was also the school play, in which Ted had a cameo as a bar 

man, to the delight of the School. On the day after the play, he flew to Montreal 

for the annual three-day conference of Canadian headmasters. 

He also travelled to Toronto at least four times for various committee meetings 

and to Buffalo for an evening with the American Ridleians who were responsible 

for the Ridley Scholarship Fund. At the School, a formidable delegation of three 

distinguished Canadians, Professor Harry Botterell '24, Professor Douglas LePan, 

and Dr. John Grace, spent three days interviewing staff and students concerning 

the job profile for the incoming headmaster. This was just one of many 

uncomfortable events of the year; however, Ted made them welcome and spent a 

morning with them. There also were some gratifying moments; on one evening, he 

was the guest of honour at a dinner at Massey College with Robertson Davies. 

Those were planned activities. The unpredictable can also absorb a 

headmaster’s time and energy. This was the week in which Bill Burgoyne, an 

important local governor, died quite unexpectedly. Ted describes it all to Terry and 

concludes, “At St. Thomas’ I have never seen so many people together in my life!” 

All the letters are infused with the warmth of a person writing to a trusted friend. 

Terry’s replies are equally affectionate. 

One letter, written the previous school year, gives insight into Ted’s belief that 

his task was to control (perhaps resist) change. Describing the American 

headmasters’ conference, which he attended as the Canadian headmasters’ 

representative, he wrote, “It was rather sad to see the look of despair on the faces 

of many headmasters. In a nutshell, in many of the finest of America’s prep schools 

the boys have quite literally taken over. Dress regulations have gone by the board; 

no rules on hair (one headmaster told me that he had boys in his school who had 

not had their hair cut for two and a half years); voluntary chapel; voluntary meals; 

and voluntary classes—wow!” 

In his farewell message to the School in Acta, Ted developed his theme of 

protecting the heritage. 

In almost every respect we have had another banner year, one which can proudly be 
counted with the other eighty-one years. I say “Almost”! This is my word not anyone 
else’s. Change is desired by some, and change will come. Change, however, must be 
developed through the medium of common sense, and some changes are apparent, 
which old folk like me find difficult to accept. For those boys who will fill the senior 
roles of the future, I suggest that you look long and hard before you allow some of our 
great traditions and history to disappear. 

Terry Cronyn wrote the appreciation with which Acta concluded its coverage 

of Ted Pilgrim’s years. He lists the major happenings of the decade, highlighting 

the building of Arthur Bishop House and the international fame that Ridley 

acquired from its rowing triumphs. He identifies Ted’s administrative strength and 

speaks appreciatively of his introduction of “Headmaster’s Ties” (conferred on 

individuals for distinguished service) and of the Graduation Dinner. Among his 
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personal qualities, Terry selects “oratorical ability, the gift of story-telling, natural 

enthusiasm on the sidelines of any game, and sympathetic consideration for the 

problems of others.” Finally, he says, “in an age of liberal permissiveness, or 

reactionary restraint on the part of parents, he has had to make decisions regarding 

individual boys that would test the judgment ... of Solomon.” 

In 1945, Mihailovic—a gallant Yugoslav wartime partisan—was brought to 

trial. In his “confession” he said, “I and my works were caught up in the gale of the 

world.” Ted Pilgrim would have understood that. 

IN MEMORIAM 

SIX EMINENT RIDLEIANS 

These were people renowned for their power, giving counsel by their 

understanding, who took good care of their school. Quite a number of such men 

died between 1962 and 1971. The following brief tributes are made to six of them, 

in the respectful knowledge that there were many others. 

Arthur Leonard Bishop ’12 

Arthur Bishop is one of the giants of the Ridley story. His connection lasted at 

least sixty years, forty-four of them as a governor. He was president of the board 

from 1951 to 1963, and then President Emeritus until his death in 1968. He was 

directly involved in all but the first eighteen years of Ridley’s existence. Arthur 

Bishop House is the School’s tribute to his memory. 

Mr. Bishop’s student years were 1907 to 1912. He went on to the Royal 

Military College in Kingston and was commissioned in the Middlesex Regiment. 

He was wounded in France in 1916, returned to England, and was a major by 1919. 

He commanded the Fifth Infantry Brigade during the Second World War and rose 

to the rank of Colonel. He was well known in Canada, becoming president of the 

Canadian Club, a director of the Imperial Bank, and a leading director in several 

other major commercial enterprises. 

He was invited to join the board in 1924 and was part of the leadership that 

guided Ridley safely through the Depression years. During his years as a governor, 

three-quarters of the present buildings of the School were constructed, culminating 

appropriately in Arthur Bishop House. 

Standing before his portrait in the Great Hall, one is awed by his power. 

That visible war-wound, dating back to the Somme, speaks of his capacity to 

survive. His authority was formidable; even men whose careers later equalled his in 

distinction speak of him with due respect. Arthur Bishop was in every way a 

benefactor of Ridley. 

Archibald Eugene Mix ’14 

Archie Mix arrived at the Lower School as a small boy, after a transcontinental 

journey on his own. He did not report to anybody on his arrival ... he just joined 

in, and was finally identified twenty-four hours later! He had a superb school career 

as a diligent student and versatile athlete. 

Archie served overseas in the Royal Engineers and then went to law school 

(Osgoode Hall) in 1919. He served in the St. Catharines law firm of E. H. 

Lancaster until his death. For one year, he joined the Upper School as a duty 

master and that year toured England as a member of the Canadian Cricket Team. 

He was a governor from 1933 until his death in 1965. He was a great citizen of St. 

Catharines, a powerful link between the School and its environment. 
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John Edmund Kennedy ’31 

John Kennedy was at Ridley from 1925 to 1931. He was a fine athlete (cricket 

and football), won the choir prize, and served as a school prefect. He went on to 

he president of his class at McGill. In 1939, John went to serve overseas in the 

Royal Canadian Artillery and did so for six years. After the war, he became a 

Ridley governor and a member of an investment brokerage firm until his death in 

1965. John was outstandingly popular and one of Ridley’s most loyal Old Boys. 

John Grant Glassco ’21 

Grant Glassco was an eminent Canadian. During the Second World War, he 

was government controller and then government financial advisor (roles of crucial 

importance). In 1946, he was made an Officer of the Order of the British Empire. 

In the “post'Sputnik” frenzy about education, he presided over the Glassco Royal 

Commission on Government Organization. He also held a number of important 

positions in the world of finance, including vice-president of the Canadian 

Imperial Bank of Commerce. During the AOs and ’60s, this national figure found 

the time to chair the Ridley board’s Finance Committee. 

Grant’s loyalty dated back to his joining the School in 1916. In his five years 

as a student, he displayed a distinct talent for drama and was a fine athlete. Already 

his intelligence was recognized: he gained admission to McGill and subsequently 

to the Sorbonne in Paris. He began his career as a chartered accountant in 1927; 

he joined Clarkson Gordon in 1931 and became a partner in 1936. In that same 

year, he joined the Ridley board and remained a member for thirty years. He was 

greatly revered in Ridley circles for his intelligence and humanity. He died in 1968. 

William Edward Bell ’28 

In that great period of the late 1920s, when Ridley’s athletes were almost 

unstoppable, Billy Bell still managed to excel. It seemed that whatever sport he 

essayed, he immediately distinguished himself. The quarterback batsman who 

skated so well was also a fine boxer and basketball player. Billy captained all three 

of the major sports teams. In winning the Mason Gold Medal, he showed that his 

character was greatly admired by that most perceptive body of selectors—his peers. 

Mr. Bell matriculated with honours in 1928 and proceeded to the University 

of Toronto. Again his career was distinguished by prominence in sports and success 

in academics. He returned, for one year only, to Ridley’s Upper School staff before 

embarking on a career in law and insurance. He speedily rose to positions of 

prominence in the world of insurance. 

Billy Bell joined the Ridley board in 1950 and almost immediately showed his 

interest in building a foundation fund for the provision of scholarships. In 1962, he 

(as chairman of the Financial Support Committee) and Faddie Cassels (as 

chairman of the Scholarship Committee) reported that almost a quarter of a 

million dollars had been given by association members: the start of an inestimable 

and ongoing benefaction to Ridley. Billy Bell died at the relatively young age of 58 

in 1968 (suffering a heart attack while fishing on Fake Simcoe); by that time, he 

had more than repaid Ridley for providing so perfect an arena for his talents. 

William Bartlett Cameron Burgoyne ’37 

The death of Bill Burgoyne, from a heart attack while on a hunting trip, was a 

great blow to the St. Catharines community. The Burgoyne family had been 

prominent in St. Catharines for four generations. The naming of the Burgoyne 

Woods and the Burgoyne Bridge bear witness to this. It was Bill’s grandfather who 
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founded The St. Catharines Standard; Bill succeeded his own father in due course to 

the proprietorship of the paper. The influence that a paper exercises on the nature 

and policies of a small town is enormous, and Bill set the editorial policy of The St. 

Catharines Standard for twenty years. He achieved national recognition on three 

occasions by being elected the director of the Daily Newspaper Association. He 

was also the chairman of the Canadian section of the International Press Institute. 

There was something compelling about Bill Burgoyne. He was sought after for 

his energy, generosity, and wisdom by so many organizations. He was, in fact, a shy 

man, and did not enjoy public speaking, but he was always on the side of “making 

things work.” In the Anglican Church, he rose from local influence to become a 

lay member to the Diocesan Synod and the chairman of its Finance Committee. 

He was a strong supporter of rowing—the major sport of St. Catharines. Bill was 

the chairman of the Centennial Regatta in 1967 and chairman for the World 

Rowing championships in 1970, and he was an honorary member of the Canadian 

Association of Amateur Oarsmen. 

Bill attended Ridley from 1930 to 1937. He was not a particularly talented 

athlete, hut he excelled in cross-country running. He was strong academically 

and entered the University of Toronto in 1937, gaining a bachelor’s degree early 

in the Second World War. He then enrolled as “a gunner” and joined the Twenty- 

Third Field Regiment. This unit was involved in one of the crucial actions 

of the European theatre. In 1944 and early 1945, the German Army came close 

to turning the tide of the war in the famous “Battle of the Bulge.” Bill’s 

gallantry was recognized by a country that owed its survival to this late victory. 

Belgium made him a Chevalier of the Order of Leopold II with Palm and the 

Croix de Guerre with Palm. He remained active with the militia following the war 

and later became an Honorary Lieutenant Colonel of the 30th Technical 

Squadron, RCEME. 

His strong support of Ridley resulted in his becoming a governor in 1950. 

Governors who lived locally were a special asset since they could attend so many 

occasions. When A. W. Taylor died in 1962, it was Bill and a couple of others who 

filled his shoes. BUI was particularly strong in his support of cadet activities; his 

local influence was also decisive in easing Ridley into the St. Catharines rowing 

world. He died at a relatively youthful age in 1970, hut he had already crammed a 

record of superb citizenship into his lifetime. 

SEVEN PEOPLE OF INFLUENCE 

Fame and influence are not the same thing. Beyond the world of Ridley and its 

connections, these seven were not famous people. Yet, in their own ways, all 

exercised a powerful influence on the place and its people. So long as their disciples 

live, they will be remembered with passion; after that, their memory will survive as 

part of the School’s honoured past. 

E.V. Brown 

Ted Brown died on May 7, 1971, fourteen years after he retired as headmaster 

of the Lower School. He had worked in the physics department of McMaster 

University until 1969. John Guest, his successor in the Lower School, had been 

Ted’s student at Appleby. John wrote a reminiscence on Ted from which these 

comments are taken. 

My first recollection of Ted Brown is of a young, vigorous man, surrounded by 
boys, myself among them, usually going some place—perhaps in his very ancient and 
astonishingly overloaded “runabout”—or hiking to a “spot in the country” or to a 
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local industry. On these trips, Ted Brown always managed to open our eyes to the 

things around us and when we returned from wherever it was, we might be tired 

but we were always refreshed with new knowledge and new interests. . . . In 1932, 

Ted and Ailsa Brown and [daughter] Tige came to the Lower School which was 

then in the depths of the Depression and had exactly 28 boarders. The next year 

things were better but noisier for there was an increase of 20 boarders. . . . The 

following year saw another increase in boys as well as in Browns since Tim had 

been added to the family. 

Through the years that followed and some of them, particularly the war years, 

were difficult, the school prospered and by the ’50s it was virtually full to its then 

capacity of 96 boarders. . . . Ted Brown . . . was a born teacher, and . . . could 

stimulate curiosity in others in a life-wide spectrum of subjects. He could always 

hold attention with his clear exposition and his graphically expressive hands on 

topics that ranged from mechanics to marlin spikes, from physics to football, and 

from politics to polynomials. It was this continued interest in and observation of 

all that went on around him that enabled Ted ... to remain amazingly young. 

Gwyn Morris 

Gwyn Morris died in December 1963. He had come to Canada as a young 

widower in 1931. His Ridley years were divided by the Second World War. From 

1932 to 1939 he worked in the Lower School. In 1939, he transferred to the Upper 

School and then enlisted in the R.C.A.F. in 1941- He returned in 1945, bringing a 

young English bride with him—Jane Sanderson. They had two sons (he had one 

already by his first marriage). For two decades after Gwyn’s death, Jane carried on 

Gwyn’s dream: a scholarly and extensive library at Ridley. 

Gwyn Morris’s picture in A eta captures the quizzical, questioning nature of 

his mind. From his stringent academic training in England (Westminster School 

and Cambridge University), he brought a sharp intensity to bear on the pursuit 

of learning. He never gave up his habit of acquiring knowledge; at the age of 

sixty he was studying the Russian language with characteristic relish. The 

immediate respect that he commanded was tinged at times (especially in his 

Lower School years) with trepidation . . . “but if a man commands respect, 

affection will follow.” He believed that “anyone who professed to be educated must 

read and read continuously”; hence his devotion to the Matthews Library. Within 

the disciplined aura of his history classes, there were often moments of sheer 

merriment and brilliant sorties into banter. He did all the things a Ridley master is 

called upon to do (coaching, dormitory supervision, etc.), but, most of all, Gwyn 

Morris was a teacher. 

Dr. Sidney George Bett 

Instructors in the Performing Arts tend to be flamboyant, but Sid Bett was 

quite the opposite. “The presence of this quiet man about the campus was barely 

perceptible but he was always here or there . . .” He was an accomplished musician 

whose “serious compositions” are highly regarded. He was trained at both the Royal 

College and the Royal Academy of Music in London. He received a doctoral 

degree in music in 1933 from the University of Toronto. He came to Ridley in 1923 

and exercised a reverberating influence over the School for forty-one years. 

Muscularity, diligence, and godliness (probably in that order) were the 

watchwords of Dr. Griffith’s Ridley, and Sid Bett provided the incidental music. He 

filled the Memorial Chapel for the first forty years of its existence with the glorious 

repertories of organ music and with the sounds of choral and congregational 

singing. He wrote brilliant pastiche music, often based upon Gilbert and Sullivan, 

in his “Football Songs” and his topical and local comic operettas. He found a 
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way for the exuberance of Ridley to express itself, to the evident delight and 

pride of its members. In all the expressions of Ridley nostalgia, nothing is more 

frequently mentioned than the tradition of “the singing school.” In addition to 

eliciting performance from the School through the choir, the glee club, hymn 

singing, and the football songs, he created a love of music through musical 

appreciation classes. There seems to have been little room for instrumental 

instruction and ensemble music, apart from the cadet band; however, Ridley was 

not alone in that now strange omission. 

In one of his own compositions, “Ridleians All,” he wrote: 

“. . . with all our heart, we'll play our part 

We’ll give our best at her behest, 

. . . For we belong to Ridley.” 

No one “belonged” more profoundly than Sid Bett. 

Edmund Holcroft Miller Burn & Constance Gertrude Burn 

Staff families are important to schools. For many boarders, staff children (and 

sometimes their dogs) are a reminder of home . . . but it is the husband and wife 

team, the heart of domesticity, that matters so much. Ed and Connie Burn and 

their children were just such a family. During the war, Ed had come from England 

to Canada on an aircrew-training program. He met Connie in Winnipeg on a blind 

date on New Year’s Eve in 1943; Connie used to say that it was truly love at first 

sight. He returned to England, she followed after the war, and they were married in 

the spring of 1946. The Burns returned to Canada in 1949, to St. John’s 

Ravenscourt, after Ed completed teacher training. The move to Ridley in 1951 was 

not unconnected with the existence of cricket here as a major sport. In 1961, they 

moved into West House and, in 1967, Ed was appointed assistant headmaster to 

the Lower School. 

Connie had a lifelong agenda of service to others. She was involved in 

voluntary work with Christ Church, the General Hospital, and the local Girl 

Guides Troop. The Burns’ home was a kind of distribution depot for toys and 

clothing for the poor of St. Catharines. She was devoted to school life (supporter 

of teams, creator of costumes for school plays, and provider of hospitality). She 

brought up their two children, Patricia and Peter, and was a supportive and 

devoted partner to Ed. A eta recalled, “She was a constant source of strength for 

boys and staff alike.” 

Ed was the quintessential gentleman-athlete. His greatest skills were in cricket, 

but he coached almost every other sport (even football and hockey, which were 

new to him). The essence of a great cricketer is character: a temperament to 

endure the adverse and take advantage of the opportune moments, a capacity 

to “read” the game as it unfolds, and a controlled prowess with bat and ball. It 

follows that the relevant lessons of sportsmanship and self-discipline require a 

firm consistency; Ed had this in abundance. John Guest described him thus: 

“Physically strong and vigorous with a warm outgoing personality, he was a man of 

uncompromising integrity.” Not only at Ridley but throughout Ontario and in 

Bermuda during summer coaching, Ed was a force in the world of cricket. At 

school, he was an excellent administrator, a person of practical ingenuity, and a 

lively teacher of geography. 

At the very height and flowering of their influence, Ed and Connie were 

shockingly killed in October 1968. Certainly it could have been said, “age shall not 

weary them nor the years condemn,” but this would have been no solace. The 

community embraced and supported their children, Patricia and Peter; and Acta 
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published a poem by a ninth grade student, Peter Ehrenberg, which spoke for the 

entire community. Here are some excerpts: 

AN UNFORGETTABLE MAN 

He was a great man 

And we’ll never forget him . . . 

He was strict but fair; 

Smiled once in a while 

And told you what wrong was . . . 

His steps still echo 

Through the buildings . . . 

His voice is still 

As strict as ever. 

Miss Isabel Hepworth, R.N. 

Born in England in the year of Canadian Confederation, Miss Isabel Hepworth 

died in Guelph, Ontario, on October 3, 1964, in her 97th year. 

From 1919 to 1938, Miss Hepworth was the Lower School nurse. She will be 

remembered by many more than the two decades of Old Boys to whom she 

ministered, for on retirement she lived until 1954 in a small house on Ridley Road. 

Heppie is remembered by all who had the honour of knowing her—for her 

inveterate interest in the School and even more for her knowledgeable and 

personal interest in the affairs of the world. 

Well remembered, too, are the little loaves of homemade bread that her 

generosity of spirit caused her to present to those who visited her regularly. Heppie 

was a symbol of an era that has passed. 

Tom “Pro” Coburn 

The average stay of a student at Ridley must be about four years, and then for 

only about eight months of each year. Other people stay at Ridley for a far longer 

time and contribute to its life for twelve months a year. They are the people who 

make Ridley go. 

Tom Coburn was one of these. He had come to Ridley in 1917 as a 

groundsman and cricket professional—hence his title of the “Pro.” It was not until 

he was involved in an automobile accident in the fall of 1962 that he actually had 

to stop working for the school he loved. 

As a cricket coach from 1917 to 1949, he assisted Dr. Griffith in producing 

outstanding schoolboy elevens. The record shows fifteen championships and eight 

tied championships in these thirty-three years. Pro’s duties as groundsman kept him 

busy for long hours. His day often started at dawn. He marked out the football 

fields, the cricket fields, and the soccer fields. Care of the rink and the production 

of ice surfaces were part of his duties, and this was difficult in the days before 

artificial ice was introduced (1950). Every time the temperature dropped to the 

freezing point, day or night, you could count on finding Pro at work, flooding. It 

was not surprising to see the lights of the rink on at 3:00 a.m., indicating that he 

was hard at work. In the spring, you would see him stooping over the cricket 

pitch—seeding, cultivating, weeding, and probably wheedling the grass to become 

a smooth green gloss, as sleek as the fabric on a billiard table. The cricket pitch was 

his great pride. 

The boys had such affection and confidence in Mr. Coburn that they were 

constantly seeking excuses to talk to him. Boys were often seen heading for the 
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rink with a broken cricket hat or something else for him to mend. On detention 

days, some boys would even forgo their dessert at lunch to race to the rink to 

beseech, “May I have a job, Pro?” (Anything to escape running around the gym in 

the endless detention circle.) Pro could always contrive some task for the first ten 

or so and then would have to say, “No!” to the balance of the pleading applicants. 

His patience was wonderful. At the end of each term, Pro became a sort of herding 

parent over 200 or more boys all setting off on a journey at once. Their trunks were 

placed in Pro’s charge and, patiently, over and over he would say, “Now . . . don’t 

forget your trunkeys!” He must have been glad when the boys had gone—but he 

was first to welcome them back. 

Pro died in 1968, having influenced more Ridleians than he could ever have 

imagined. His life was, very happily, “consumed in service.” 
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THE ERA OF THE SEVENTIES 
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Canada and the World 
Canadian unrest in the late 1960s tuas checked by the October crisis 

of 1970. Support for Trudeau’s handling of the Quebec separatists 

indicated that the Canadian way did not involve revolution. The prime 

minister made it clear that true freedom meant self-discipline. He spoke 

passionately about freedom in society and the rule of law that made 

freedom possible. When asked how far he would go in defending these 

principles, his famous quip, “Just watch me!” indicated a toughness of 

mind rare in Canadian politics. 

The Canadian economy grew, fuelled by gigantic energy projects and 

the housing required by newly adult baby boomers. Two incomes in a 

household became common; leisure activities proliferated; platform shoes, 

fitness, ghetto-blasters, and lotteries became the rage. The sixties world of 

drugs and rock musicians continued to capture the attention of youth. 

Political attention centered on inflation and unemployment. The 

1971 devaluation of the American dollar and OPEC’s quadrupling of the 

cost of oil in 1973 led to wage and price controls and deficit financing. 

Increased protectionism in the U.S. and Europe, coupled with Canada’s 

reliance on resource exports, forced unemployment upward. The 

Trudeau government struggled to maintain control over the economy, but 

in the end, even Canada’s philosopher-prince had to admit that the econ¬ 

omy was beyond the control of domestic policies. Canadians responded to 

the difficidties by tossing the Liberals out of office in 1979, but Joe Clark’s 

Conservatives had no palatable answers either. Trudeau, seen as 

Canada’s best hope to defeat separatism, came back to office in 1980. 

Canada witnessed an increase in general awareness on a wide 

spectrum of issues, including feminism, multiculturalism, and the rights 

of Canada’s First Nations peoples. Pressures were generated for the 

redress of gross inequalities. In Quebec, Rene Levesque and his Parti 

Quebecois gained power in a dazzling electoral victory in 1976. Their 

dramatic piece of legislation, Bill 101, marginalized the English language 

within the province, but their goal of a separate state under a banner of 

“sovereignty-association” was defeated in the 1980 referendum. 

In Ontario, the decade was dominated by Premier Davis and the 

Tory Party. Civic expansion, highway development, and rent-control pro¬ 

grams made for lively provincial politics. In education, the Hall-Dennis 

Report of 1968 led to a destructuring of the curriculum, which gave rise 

to many innovative experiments. This coincided with a drastic reduction 

in enrollment as the baby boom generation moved out of the system. 

NOTABLE EVENTS 

1971 The term Silicon Valley is 

coined. 

Ottawa’s Gerhard Herzberg wins 

the Nobel Prize in Chemistry. 

China makes its formal entry 

into the UN. 

Multiculturalism policy adopted. 

1972 Team Canada wins the first 

Canada-Soviet hockey series. 

The compact disc is invented. 

American swimmer Mark Spitz 

wins 7 gold medals at the 

Munich Olympics. 

1973 OPEC raises the price of crude 

oil by 300%. 

1974 President Nixon resigns over 

Watergate. 

Pauline McGibbon becomes 

the first female Lt. Gov. in 

the Commonwealth. 

1975 The CN Tower is completed. 

Petro-Canada is established. 

Bill Gates founds Microsoft. 

1976 Chairman Mao of China dies. 

The Vietnam War ends with 

U.S. withdrawal. 

Summer Olympics in Montreal. 

U.S. bicentennial celebrations. 

1977 Elvis Presley dies. 

Charlie Chaplin dies. 

1978 Pope John Paul II is consecrated. 

1979 The 3-Mile Island meltdown. 

The USSR invades Afghanistan. 

The Ayatollah Khomeini 

returns to Iran. 

1980 Mount St. Helens erupts. 

John Lennon is murdered. 

Terry Fox begins his cross- 

Canada run. 

O Canada is adopted as our 

national anthem. 

The National Energy Program 

is established. 

Inline skates are invented. 

1981 Trivial Pursuit game launched. 

AIDs virus identified. 
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RIDLEY IN TRANSITION 

All of the issues that the country and the province were facing at the 

turn of the decade impinged upon the Ridley scene. The dismantling 

of the conventional family, the world of drugs, student resistance, a 

burgeoning egalitarianism, a diversifying Canadian society, financial 

woes, and the beginnings of the computer revolution were all challenges that 

would test everyone’s patience. At Ridley College, the years 1970 and 1971 were 

not particularly happy ones. The number of parental complaints and the amount 

of faculty and student disaffection suggested that all was not well. There was a high 

degree of confusion and division over the purposes of policies, the methods of 

operating systems, and even the apparatus of the physical plant. Students, faculty, 

and administrators alike were caught between the traditional conservative 

defensiveness and the progressive aspirations pervading society. It was clear that 

change was necessary. 

That change had been on the minds of students for a long time is clear from a 

careful reading of Acta ’71 (published in July). Editor-in-Chief Gavin Stuart 

devoted his lead editorial to the subject. Striking an optimistic note, he suggested 

that Ridley had already changed, becoming more extroverted in its outlook and 

activities. He felt, however, that 

Ridley was stubborn in its inertia and unchanging in the face of a society that was 

rapidly undergoing cataclysmic changes in attitudes, ideas and actions. . . . Maybe 

Ridley was a few years “behind the times” with many rules and regulations but . . . 

eventual change has usually come about within the bounds of legality and practicality. 

And in the “STAFF” section of the same issue, the editor included notes on 

five departing faculty; that number itself was disturbing. One man, it was reported, 

“found here a system too rigid and so failed to achieve his goal. . . of breaking down 

the communication gap between student and master.” Alan Kling mourned the 

departure of another man “who was definitely concerned about the present state of 

affairs here at Ridley. However, once again, we have succeeded in repelling one of 

the few people who could have been a tremendous help to the revitalization of the 

heart of the school.” 

In a similar vein, a lengthy and insightful letter from a mother had been sitting 

on the headmaster’s desk since May. Her son had run away from the school one 

April weekend, which prompted her to write directly to the chairman of the board. 

I really do not understand why so many boys at Ridley are so unhappy but I feel it is 

essential to improve the quality of their lives there while at the same time keeping 

scholastic excellence. ... I am led to believe that roughly eighteen of the boys took 

off this weekend because of the pressures. If this is true, isn’t there something 

radically wrong with the System? . . . The pile-up of penalties for small infractions 

eventually builds up to a point where a boy is in so deep with penalties that he—like 

a prisoner escapes—no matter what the cost. 

Her son did return the same weekend he had fled, and he remained for his grade 

12 year. There is no record, however, of a written response to her. Indeed, it would 

take many years of effort on many fronts to rectify the kinds of things that 

concerned her as well as many others. 

It may be an exaggeration to suggest that the Ridley of 1970-71 was sinking, 

but the ship was certainly taking on water and beginning to list badly. Jim 

Kingstone recalls some rudderless moments that year. 

Those of us who walked across the field from Lower School with a combined sense 

of emancipation and dread, watched that year as month by month a steady stream 

It may be an exaggeration 

to suggest that the Ridley 

of 1970-71 was sinking, 

but the ship was certainly 

taking on water. 
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of hoys vanished from our midst. Eight-man dormitories closed for lack of 

occupants. . . . Those responsible for the governance of Ridley must have sensed, 

however intuitively, that the “flood” was upon them. 

When Ted Pilgrim was asked to spearhead the Program for Excellence in 

September 1970, he made way for a new headmaster. The die was cast for an 

opportunity to restrengthen the School by intelligent adaptation to the realities of 

the new decade, while at the same time preserving Ridley’s eighty-year heritage. 

Not less than seventy-six 

prospective headmaster 

candidates poured their 

credentials onto the 

desks of the External 

Advisory Committee. 

No less than seventy-six prospective headmaster candidates poured their 

credentials onto the desks of the External Advisory Committee. This small but 

high-powered group, also known as the Selection Committee, was headed by Dr. 

Harry Botterell ’24, who was then dean of medicine at Queen’s University. Also 

included were McGill engineering professor Dr. John Grace ’61 and distinguished 

Canadian poet Dr. Douglas LePan of the University of Toronto. Dr. James Gibson, 

president of Brock University, agreed to head a Screening Committee to create a 

short list and interview the top choices for the board of governors to consider. 

Everyone was aware that Ridley was in a difficult period. The choice of the 

next headmaster would have enormous influence on the success or failure of the 

School. Respecting Ridley’s traditions and building a better school for the 1970s 

were items at the top of everyone’s priority list. The Botterell Committee spoke to 

faculty, prefects, and students. After many meetings, the members drew up an 

analysis of the type of person the School needed. They also included a list of a 

dozen specific problems that a new head would have to address. These problems 

included the Old Boy System; discipline; salary scales for faculty; financial assis¬ 

tance; chapel attendance; regulations concerning hair, dress, alcohol, and drugs; 

the need for academic reorganization; and a possible over-emphasis on athletics. 

The Committees received a deluge of advice from faculty, parents, and 

students alike. John Nicholl wrote, 

I think that for Headmaster you want a man who is traditionally inclined by 

conscious personal choice and not because he is a stick-in-the-mud. Above all he 

must NOT be one of these people who will change things at the drop of a hat and 

who think that they are “with it” and consciously project that image so as to be liked 

by the boys and “close the generation gap” although I don’t think there is much 

danger of the Board of Governors choosing somebody like that! 

Terry Cronyn summed up some strong faculty feeling by stating that “the next 

headmaster will be without the obligations of money-raising and the extraneous 

duties and worries incidental to them. Hence he will be free to administer in depth 

the affairs of the boys and the staff.” 

Others promoted a variety of ideas ranging from the main need for a strong 

academic leader to a man chiefly able to lead and inspire boys. If the right person 

was a Canadian so much the better, but the aspect of nationality was always further 

down the various lists. Commenting on the current reactionary atmosphere in the 

School, one senior department head affirmed that “a new headmaster must either 

take us ahead into the vanguard of contemporary education in a positive fashion 

or clearly direct us to become very traditional and conservative perhaps in reaction 

to Living and Learning (Ontario’s 1968 blueprint for educational change).” 

As it happened, the successful candidate was not among the original 

applicants. Ridley College and Richard Bradley were not aware of each other until 

December 1970. A chance contact brought them together; Richard’s application 

was of immediate interest because he was an experienced headmaster from England 
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with a year of teaching experience in the United States. He was flown over from 

England for a weekend interview in January. On February 9, 1971, chairman ol 

the board James McConnell ’31 announced the unanimous recommendation 

of the Selection Committee that Richard Alan Bradley, aged 45, be appointed 

Ridley’s fifth headmaster. Senior board member Robert Stevens ’44 proposed the 

motion to approve. 

Richard returned in May 1971 to gain familiarity with Ridley’s systems and to 

meet the constituents in a somewhat informal way. When he arrived at Ridley on 

this twO'week tour, he was welcomed by a sign over the front gates displaying the 

greeting “Welcome to Stalag Ridley!” This was both unnerving and bracing. He 

must have wondered about the sort of school he was getting himself into. He 

clearly remembers pondering the challenge of reversing the sentiments of the sign. 

Whether the sign was a reflection of current school sentiment or whether the sign 

makers were reflecting what had been made public about Bradley’s background is 

uncertain. The pranksters have never confessed. It was known that Richard’s father 

was the governor of a jail before becoming a member of Britain’s Prison 

Commission. Moreover, Richard had joined the Royal Marines in 1944, receiving 

his commission in January of 1945, and had served in the British Armed Forces in 

India and Java. His current title was warden (an English term for headmaster) of 

St. Edward’s School. Apparently Bradley knew jails, army life, rugby, and how to 

be a warden. It all seemed somewhat ominous to the Ridley students. 

A full biography eventually emerged. Richard A. Bradley was an Oxford man, 

a Scholar of Trinity College, graduating in 1948 with a degree in modern history. 

By 1950 he was teaching at Tonbridge School. During his sixteen years at 

Tonbridge, Bradley developed programs that would benefit Ridley many years later. 

In a succession of appointments at Tonbridge, he was Master-in-Charge of field 

hockey, Master-in-Charge of rugby, head of the history department, Second-in- 

Command of the school’s cadet corps, housemaster, and editor of a new book on 

the history of the school. He produced plays, wrote poetry, founded the Literary 

Society and the Literary Magazine, and took a keen interest in the study of local 

history for senior level students. He initiated the school’s annual night pilgrimage 

to Canterbury Cathedral and promoted arduous training exercises for the cadets in 

Wales. Amid this wide range of activities, Richard gained a strong reputation as a 

superb teacher with a keen sense of humour. It is no wonder that when the 

headship of St. Edward’s School at Oxford became vacant in 1966, Richard A. 

Bradley was chosen to fill the post. 

If Tonbridge was the school where Richard honed his skills, St. Edward’s was 

where he implanted his own philosophy of pre-university education. He 

reorganized the curriculum with a particular concern for boys with lesser ability. He 

supported the combining of arts and science studies and laid strong emphasis on 

the importance of community service work. He fought for granting individual 

freedom to boys who proved that they could act responsibly, and he earned a 

reputation for his success in increasing the exposure and prestige of hoys who 

demonstrated artistic or musical skills. Equally strong was his concern for the value 

of maintaining tradition and high standards of personal conduct. 

Sadly for Richard and for St. Edward’s, but fortunately for Ridley, his marriage 

of almost twenty years had unravelled and a divorce was pending. In the 1960s, the 

assumptions and laws concerning divorce and remarriage in England were still 

relatively conservative. This was particularly so in the case of heads of Anglican 

institutions. It was for this reason that Richard submitted his resignation to the St. 

Edward’s board of governors in 1969. It seemed to him that a fresh start in a new 

environment was in order. By coincidence, Ridley College was then embarking on 

a search for its fifth headmaster. 

If Tonbridge was where 

Richard honed his skills, 

St. Edward’s was 

where he implanted 

his own philosophy of 

pre'university education. 
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What precipitated the 

need for urgent action 

was a distressing drop 

in enrollment. 

Richard Bradley’s Canadian sojourn at Ridley College was set to begin 

officially in July 1971. Before his arrival in Canada, however, a hundred details 

were worked out to make the transition from England a smooth one, and Ted 

Pilgrim was particularly helpful throughout this period. The details of a working 

visa, salary, pension, living accommodation, and the transportation of furniture 

and personal belongings went remarkably smoothly. Richard took a brief vacation 

with his children, while Maurice Cooke, John Guest, A1 Staples, David Wilson, 

John Drope, and others paved the way for the Bradley arrival. In a note to Jim 

McConnell late in the spring, he summarized his last few weeks in England. 

1 am in fact in my last days at St. Edward’s School. In many ways these are extremely 
sad; and I am most frightfully busy! However I look Westwards with pleasurable 
anticipation and I look forward so much to working with you all. 

THE HEART OF THE CRISIS: ENROLLMENT 

Richard Bradley’s arrival on the Ridley scene coincided with the planting of 

new maple trees along the front drive. These replaced eighteen giant elms, eighty- 

year-old natural wonders that were victims of Dutch elm disease. Whether or not 

the new headmaster saw anything auspicious in this cannot he known. We do 

know, however, that Richard arrived refreshed and ready to tackle the restructuring 

of the School. In a note to The Ridley Tiger in September, he suggested that “being 

the captain of the ship is to spend many hours on the bridge; hut it is also to see 

the ship through difficult seas on a great voyage.” We know too that Richard 

intended his first term at Ridley to be a time to test the waters, to win the 

confidence and acceptance of faculty and students, and to feel the pulse of a 

Canadian boys’ boarding school in operation. After the opening staff party, the 

opening faculty meetings, and the first few daily rounds, however, he knew that the 

luxury of a purely observational term was not to be his. 

What precipitated the need for urgent action was a distressing drop in enroll¬ 

ment. Faculty members Ray Nield and Lowell Scott clearly remember Jane Morris’ 

audible gasp on the faculty bench when she saw the rows of empty pews at the back 

of the Chapel on the opening day of school. The 288 students in the Upper School 

in September of 1970 had shrunk to 240 in September of 1971; both causes and 

implications of this decline were alarming and called for immediate attention. 

The decline in enrollment in 1971 (and again in 1972) had a debilitating 

effect on the quality of life at Ridley, and they made Richard’s job of restructuring 

and restrengthening the School’s systems extremely difficult. Many believed that 

the drop in numbers was a direct result of the crisis in leadership. John Guest 

tactfully admitted that there was “considerable apprehension on the part of boys or 

parents regarding the move to the Senior area.” A more likely reason can be found 

in North American society itself. The years at the turn of the decade were the 

height of the student resistance movement in high schools and universities across 

the continent. Almost all boarding schools suffered declines in enrollment in these 

years as students expressed an increasing unwillingness to surrender their perceived 

freedom to a regimen of discipline and higher expectations. 

It was clear that attention should be focused mainly on the Upper School. 

Under John Guest, the Lower School was doing well. Ironically, in September 

1971, the Lower School had the largest inflow of new boys for grades 6 to 9 in the 

School’s history. Mr. Guest attributed this upsurge to a brightening economic 

picture, disenchantment with the public system, and a fee schedule which 

compared favourably to Ridley’s brother schools. This situation in fact prompted 

the creation of a grade 9 section in the Upper School, in order to relieve the 

pressure in the Lower School and at the same time save somewhat the distressing 
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enrollment picture in the Upper School. This was a prudent decision but not an 

innovative one, since this had been done before on occasion. 

It is sometimes hard for outsiders and even for students to comprehend the 

debilitating nature of the difficulties associated with weak enrollment. Academic 

and social risks have to be taken with the quality of new admissions. Beds have to 

he filled. Although never begrudged, inordinate amounts of time are consumed by 

administration and faculty on the welfare of weaker students; this in turn can have 

a negative impact on the stronger ones. There are also a host of problems 

associated with the necessity of deficit financing when revenue does not match 

expenses. Programs are curtailed, renovations to the physical plant are deferred, 

and austerity measures are set in place—all to the bewilderment of existing 

students and parents who generally assume that the high fee structure is designed 

to avoid these problems—which, of course, it does not. 

A REVIEW OF SYSTEMS AND VALUES 

To anyone in chapel on the first Sunday of term, the new headmaster’s 

intentions in regard to change were clear from his sermon. Any changes initiated 

by him would be based upon firm principles and values. In his sermon, Richard 

took his theme from the popular film Born Free and drew a parallel between Ridley 

and the lioness of the movie that had to be strengthened and prepared to inherit 

her natural freedom after years of captivity [see Appendisc]. While he recognized 

that Lower School students undergo a suspension of their freedom, he believed that 

the purpose of the Upper School was to return freedom gradually to the students as 

they advanced through the grades. Upon graduation, they would be ready to accept 

the responsibilities of adult freedom. 

Using the analogy from the film in that first sermon was typical of Richard’s 

polished teaching style. When he spoke, students listened. Behind that analogy, 

however, was the headmaster’s own fundamental Christian humanism. His respect 

for Ridley’s heritage derived from the belief that it was a Christian community with 

a positive moral and religious commitment. While he never suggested that Ridley 

would produce paragons of virtue, he would claim that its students were confronted 

constantly by standards that could not be ignored. 

In his many chapel talks over the years, Mr. Bradley referred often to Jesus the 

student on the marble screen above the altar and to Jesus the teacher in the rear 

stained-glass window. The former was yearning for knowledge and wisdom; the 

latter was imparting ideas about life, goodness, and truth. Richard used these two 

ideals to shape and direct the students’ moral development, which he saw as his 

responsibility. He made constant reference to Christian standards of behaviour, 

civility, deportment, and love. This was a moral compass, presented persuasively 

week by week in finely crafted and carefully rehearsed chapel talks. It formed the 

base tor the liberalization of Ridley that Richard intended. 

It was not long into September before the headmaster uncovered additional 

unforeseen problems. Aside from the enrollment quandary, he found standards of 

daily conduct and academic application to be lower than he had expected. The 

disciplinary and organizational policies seemed out of date, as did the regimen¬ 

tation; and he discovered dissensions and hostilities within the School, which 

created a cynical atmosphere. 

Mr. Bradley was determined to make inroads at the heart of the problem—the 

quality of life at the School—and to assert a new sense of direction. In this 

ambitious undertaking, there were at least three enormous and positive factors that 

would help tremendously along the way. First, there was a willing faculty. There 

was strong, unanimous support for new leadership. The senior Upper School staff 
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To the three positive 

factors, we might add 

a fourth—a group of 

intelligent senior students, 

who had the interests of 

the School at heart. 

in particular, Bob Stanley, Maurice Cooke, Ross Morrow, A1 Staples, and David 

Wilson were all quite aware of the problems and ready to do whatever was 

necessary to create a new set of internal systems. Second, Richard’s own 

headmastering experience led him to believe that he could bring to Ridley the 

more enlightened aspects of progress and change that had already occurred in 

comparable schools in England. Indeed, Richard presumed from the beginning that 

this was the primary reason for his appointment. At the same time he would do all 

in his power to preserve Ridley’s fundamental and traditional character. Third, and 

already in motion when Richard arrived, was the Ridley Program for Excellence. 

This was a $5,000,000 financial campaign designed to raise endowment, to double 

funds for financial assistance, and to undertake physical renovations including a 

new library and classroom building. 

To the three positive factors, we might add a fourth—a group of intelligent 

senior students, largely prefects, who in the best of traditions had the interests of 

the School at heart. Peter Bennett, Richard Lawrence, Bill Kenny, Bob Twidle, 

Alan Kling, and Paul Szczucinski in particular remember the long prefect meetings 

in the head’s office discussing policy and plans. While they did not always agree 

with him, they did offer advice. They were often persuaded to Richard’s point of 

view by the headmaster’s reasoned skill in outlining his ideas. Michael Jon Sabia, 

the sage of ’72, perhaps captured this positive feeling best in an article in the 

January 1972 Tiger. 

What the School must endeavour to do is to produce civilized men. Today’s society 

has a respect for rounded characters; the humanities, the sciences, the arts and 

athletics all form an integral part of the modern man. ... If [Ridley] does not 

attempt to occupy the vanguard of the quest for wisdom, all the Ridley Programs for 

Excellence that the Board wishes to launch will fall disastrously into the chasm of 

antiquated improvements. Ridley will become an excellent school of the 1950s and 

in 1980 that will not mean very much. 

The morale of the faculty also had to be addressed. There was discontent 

arising out of the secrecy and lack of system involved in the question of salaries. 

The staff believed that the fixing of salaries depended largely upon private 

negotiations with the headmaster, who worked within an allotment approved by 

the board. To remedy this, a salary scale was introduced with a small merit pay 

factor built in. The headmaster believed in merit pay, but the idea did not survive 

more than two years. The salary scale, on the other hand, was a giant leap 

forward—especially at a time when job security was a major issue in the teaching 

profession across the province. Combined with an overall wage hike for the year 

1971-72, it redressed the balance between the Ridley scale and those salaries paid 

in other independent schools, as well as the differential between Upper and Lower 

School faculties. Although the scale did not yet match the public system, Richard 

continually emphasized his commitment to obtaining financial recognition for the 

enormous workload undertaken by Ridley masters. At the same time as the salary 

scale was introduced, a Faculty Committee was formed under Bob Stanley’s 

guidance to give the faculty consistent representation and access to the 

headmaster—and from him to the board of governors. 

A second anxiety and source of confusion among faculty concerned loyalty. A 

number of masters were not in sympathy with the disciplinary policies and 

procedures of the late 1960s. Confronted by the conflict of loyalty between their 

concern for the welfare of individual students and their commitment to the 

School, many were genuinely divided and demoralized. This issue took much 

longer to resolve because the discipline system had to be revamped entirely. To this 

end, Richard produced a long document laying down his definitions of professional 

standards. This document [see Appendisc] was seen by most faculty as pure 
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common sense. Along with its assurance that staff members would have greater 

involvement in the decision-making processes of the School, it went a long way to 

eliminate divided loyalties. The document concluded with the headmaster’s 

understanding that 

in a faculty of intelligent and independent-minded men, there will always be a great 
diversity of opinion. This tends to polarize between progressive and conservative 
extremes. ... I hope that the exponents of each will have respect for the opinions 
of the other and that we can blend the need for stability and tradition with the 
changing contemporary needs. This ... is the crucial balance to be struck. 

This and the salary scale paved the way for the slow repair of discipline systems. 

There was full faculty support. 

Richard acted with philosophical vigour and added sufficient teeth to his 

propositions to command the attention of the student body. As he saw the Ridley 

situation in the autumn of 1971, the student body regarded itself as being absolved 

from individual or corporate responsibility. There did not seem to be a scale of 

values in place to differentiate between trivial rule breaking and matters of moral 

concern. Through the housemasters, prefects, and numerous chapel talks, Richard 

explained the reasons for rules. Rules create an orderly society with high standards, 

he said, so that everyone can get on with their appointed tasks; rules instruct 

everyone in the need for a compromise between the pursuit of their own wishes 

and the well-being of others. 

He made it clear that the School would not accept people who did not 

subscribe to the “Rules of Membership.” These specific regulations were based on 

a new scale of values. He believed that these values included: knowing the value 

of honesty and practicing it; developing a sense of responsibility; recognizing the 

need for hard work; supporting as many school activities as possible; and accepting 

the compulsory requirements of the School. From these values, new disciplinary 

procedures emerged, which were set into place in November 1971. The board, at 

the headmaster’s request, rescinded their own 1970 disciplinary code. The circum¬ 

stances that had dictated the necessity for such a code in 1970 had changed. 

The philosophy behind the new code was based upon several firm beliefs: that 

the individual student must be given increasing responsibility for his decisions and 

his actions; that the order and efficiency of the School should be maintained with 

a minimum of oppressive interference upon a boy’s freedom; and that good disci¬ 

pline does not depend necessarily upon absolute conformity, nor does it mean that 

a student’s cherished individualism need be sacrificed. In essence, the code shifted 

the emphasis from the detail of infractions and punishments to the principles 

behind them. The masters were given discretionary powers, which allowed them to 

deal with situations in a more civilized way. Every attempt was made to remove 

automatic punishments; a boy’s previous record of behaviour and reliability were to 

be taken into consideration in all situations. Also built in was a system of appeals 

and the promise of early parental involvement in cases of difficulties. 

The new procedures were accompanied hy the concept of Good Standing. 

Individuals in Good Standing were to be granted privileges such as mid-week and 

weekend leaves, voluntary breakfasts and classes, and greater freedom over their 

use of spare time. The highly controlled evening study hall disappeared, and both 

the demerit system for minor offenses and the effort grade system were introduced. 

Richard was determined to give more freedom to the cooperative majority and to 

isolate and restrict the unreliable minority. 

From the idea of Good Standing came the Senior Status agreement, which 

began in September 1972. This was a signed pledge that indicated that the student 

had read the rules and understood their implications. This met with mixed reviews 

in the short term hut held long term potential to accomplish the goal whereby 

Richard acted with 

philosophical vigour and 

added sufficient teeth to 

his propositions to 

command the attention 

of the student body. 
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Many parts of the 

Old Boy System 

had significant value. 

those seniors who undertook the burdens of responsibility would reap the rewards 

of privilege. Of more significance to many students at the time was the decision to 

permit hair length to the top of the collar. 

Further changes thrilled some and angered others. Richard was determined to 

bring Ridley forward, appropriately and dramatically, in order to set the School on 

a firmer footing. The changes (and rumours of change) created high philosophical 

drama that year, especially in the case of the Old Boy System. Because the 

protocols of the System were so closely linked to school spirit and tradition, past 

efforts to alter it had been frustrated. The traditional autonomy of Ridley’s seniors 

was highly cherished and any challenge to their authority evoked a collision 

between their sense of tradition and the imperatives of the need for change. To the 

seniors in particular, it seemed only right to perpetuate an in-house tradition of 

service from juniors (slohbing) designed to inculcate discipline. There were things, 

however, that could not remain as discretionary prefect and senior matters. 

Many parts of the Old Boy System had significant value. The maintenance of 

the good traditions, the opportunities provided for leadership, and the promotion 

of school spirit were recognized by everyone as positive features. Michael Hazell, 

Mason Gold and Matheson Trophy winner, reflected on the value of the System a 

quarter of a century later. He noted, for instance, that the practice of making new 

boys learn all the names of the seniors in the first two weeks of school was really 

the beginning of networking, one of the great strengths of an independent school 

experience. He added that the system put all new boys on a level playing field at 

the beginning of the year and that it 

taught you to take orders from people you didn’t necessarily respect hut who had 
formal power greater than your own. At the Grade 12 and 13 level, it taught many 
of us how to give out orders in a responsible way and to effectively use the power we 
had. When some people abused the power, there were lessons learned from both the 
abuser and abusee. Finally, for school prefects who had a lot of work on their plates, 
the ability to “slob” helped to save time and taught us all to delegate more effectively. 

To suggest that Richard Bradley destroyed the Old Boy System would be 

unfair; radical changes were being contemplated long before his arrival in 1971. It 

might be more accurate to say that Ridley’s fifth headmaster and the prefects of his 

first two years presided over the System’s continued decline. Society was changing, 

and support for the system was withering. The headmaster made it clear that while 

he would allow the school prefects to operate the System, he himself was not a 

supporter of it and would favour its abolition. 

As early as 1967, a sub-committee of the Long Range Planning group had 

investigated the System thoroughly and reported the need for vigilance to prevent 

abuses. That sub-committee did not recommend that the System be abolished, but 

they did suggest a complete overhaul. There was also some parental concern 

expressed at the time that in an age of rising individualism, and of civil and human 

rights, the idea of one group controlling another (sometimes by force) in the name 

of tradition was becoming more and more of an anachronism. Cameron Stewart ’68 

sensed this in his last year at Ridley when he noted that 

my classmates and those of the year before, seemed a little less committed to some 
of Ridley’s long-standing traditions. ... A few of us were beginning to question the 
wisdom of having some fourth form new boy yell out “thank-you” to the great 
outdoor emptiness every time he walked in or out of one of the buildings. The 
slobhing system had lost is appeal, with very few of us invoking its privileges when 
we reached [the senior level]. I know too, that fewer and fewer of us wanted the 
burden of issuing out punishment to junior boys for their little peccadilloes. 

The practice of burning an effigy of an opposing football player, the humiliation 

of new boys by seniors, and a Snake Dance that degenerated into group-mentality 

tribalism were examples of behaviours that ran counter to any modern educational 
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philosophy. The leaders in England’s independent schools in the 1960s had already 

humanized their Old Boy Systems to near extinction. Richard Bradley’s intent was 

first to moderate the Old Boy System, and then to try to inculcate a greater 

concern among the prefect leaders for individual students. If the prefects could be 

convinced that the changes did not run counter to the perpetuation of school 

spirit, enlightened common sense and the gradual attrition of seniors would, he 

hoped, eliminate the worst of the excesses. 

William W. Randall recalls the tensions the prefects experienced in September 

1971. They all came back early to work as a unified group on developing a system 

which would replace the traditional Old Boy System. “This new system took into 

account tradition but excluded some of the more senseless things, such as 

‘slobbing.’ ” They prepared their brief for the headmaster, but, at the last moment, 

the Gooderham House prefects, with Jon Silver’s support, decided to keep the old 

system intact. “This was a real blow to some of us,’’ Will said, “and it left me with 

no desire to uphold [it].” Alan Kling supported this stance and viewed the 

Gooderham prefects’ decision as a holding action at best. As Alan Stewart 

summarized the situation in Acta at the end of 1973, 

Whenever a controversy about the system became important enough to reach the 
Headmaster’s office, word went out that the punishments were far from strict and 
enforcement far from vigorous. Nothing is so dead as a system lacking support from 
the top, and in at least three houses, the Old Boy system collapsed like a burst balloon. 

Efforts to curtail the Old Boy System were met with ongoing efforts in some 

Houses to maintain it, and these would persist into the next decade. The prefects 

of 1978, for instance, were successful in reinstating physical hours in the early 

mornings, as long as they participated actively themselves. R Edward Holl was one 

of those who had endured the System in his early years and, quite naturally, looked 

forward to his turn to impose it. He is far from alone (even to this day) in seeing 

value in its perpetuation. “When I was a new boy, it was still there,” he said, “solid 

and yes, it was hard. But you had something to look forward to. It was a framework 

for the testing of leadership. Leadership needs to be learned, and learned to be 

harnessed, and channelled to right conduct. . . .” 

Edward also related an amusing incident from his prefect year, illustrating a 

certain lack of seriousness that had crept in towards the System. 

When Alex Faes and I were Prefects, we had little [Dino] Faes and little [David] 
Pitfield as new boys to make our beds and all that good stuff. At that time, I had 
some pretty colourful underwear, and Faes (Alex) used to call me Waikiki Beach. 
One day, little Faes and little Pitfield did not take my laundry to the laundry room as 
they should have. Rather, they took all my colourful underwear, and had them 
hanging from the ceiling in the Great Hall when I got there for breakfast! 

Described in grade 11 by geography teacher George Briggs as an agent provocateur, 

P. Edward Holl himself should not have been surprised when his slobbing decrees 

sometimes backfired. 

Thirty years later, students still talk about the Old Boy System, sometimes as 

if it disappeared only yesterday. Indeed, vestiges of it still remain, although highly 

modified and controlled. Ridley’s leaders today continue to seek ways of getting 

new students known and involved, of raising school spirit, and of imparting the 

idea of respect for seniors. In most years, they have been successful in meeting these 

goals. In the early 1970s, however, Richard fought the battle and stood fast against 

the criticism that he was out of touch with Canadian realities. 

The task of implementing the new approaches to discipline and responsibility 

was a difficult one. Rooting the changes would be more difficult still. The head¬ 

master confessed that he had hoped to implement them over a five-year period; 

however, the gravity of the situation as he found it in 1971 demanded that the 

Nothing is so dead as a 

system lacking support 

from the top, and in at 

least three houses, the 

Old Boy system collapsed 

like a burst balloon. 
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Singlemindedness and 

persistence characterized 

the headmaster’s 

dedication to the pursuit 

of balancing the 

con tradictory imperatives 

of freedom and order. 

Old Boys’ Weekend was 

renamed Association 

Weekend in 1971. 

School try to achieve the restructuring in two years. To some students, the changes 

proved to be difficult to follow: too much was happening too fast. Having students 

truly accept responsibility is far more difficult than simply giving it to them. The 

masters found themselves defending the new principles more often than perhaps 

they should have. They struggled with adverse student opinion, resistant forms of 

conduct, and criticism from various quarters. These struggles were certainly 

wearing, but Richard and the faculty were certain that the School did have a set of 

internal systems that were based upon sound educational objectives. 

Singlemindedness and persistence characterized the headmaster’s dedication 

to the pursuit of balancing the contradictory imperatives of freedom and order. 

Some saw this as a stubborn streak, but his commitment to civility in all facets of 

school life was unwavering. In an informal note to senior faculty in September 

1977, which indicated that the battle was far from over, he emphasized that 

we as a group, have a special responsibility to enhance and preserve the quality of 
life at the school, both for the community and for the individual. ... It follows that 
I therefore regard my greatest dependence, as a Headmaster, upon those of you who 
have undertaken responsibility in this area. Sometimes I think that our colleagues 
must regard us as a curious bunch to labour so onerously towards such idealistic 
objectives. But if we can create a Christian and civilized society, within which our 
colleagues can go about their manifold duties, they may indeed be grateful to us! 

THE GREAT ENCOURAGEMENT: 

THE PROGRAM FOR EXCELLENCE 

It would he an understatement to suggest that the headmaster’s first year at the 

helm was extremely busy. During that first term, Richard had enjoyed the bachelor 

suppers in the small dining room beside the Great Hall, but, late in November, he 

flew over to England to remarry. In 1969 he had met Mary Hancock, an accorm 

plished music teacher and social compatriot who was well versed in the demands 

of academic life in schools. He brought his new bride back to Ridley just in time to 

he the hostess to the December meeting of the hoard held at the School. Mary 

opened up the headmaster’s house to the sound of music and to an endless 

succession of dinner parties over the years for governors, friends of the School, 

faculty, and students alike. 

Along with introducing a new operating philosophy to both faculty and 

students, Richard became aware of other problems that would have to be confront¬ 

ed. These he communicated regularly to the board of governors, and scanning the 

hoard minutes leaves one with the feeling that the list was almost endless. The 

music department needed new direction to reverse what he perceived to be a waste 

of artistic talent; there were serious rumblings about cadets; hearings on the plans 

for Highway 406 were beginning and Ridley felt that it had to advance a strong 

case to oppose them; the academic and business organization of the School needed 

to be redefined; and the civility at meals in the Great Hall were all matters that 

consumed an enormous amount of time and attention. Of equal concern was the 

direction of the Program For Excellence campaign, which had begun officially on 

Association Weekend in October 1971. Dramatically enough, Richard had 

swooped down on the multitudes in a helicopter and performed a magnificent 

ceremonial opening kickoff to the football game. Auspiciously, the spirit of the 

occasion, if not the kick, helped carry the team to victory that day. 

The Program For Excellence had spun out of the Long Range Planning 

Committee’s efforts of the late 1960s, which identified Ridley’s needs—not the 

least of which was to overcome a series of deficits. Renovations to the physical 

plant and endowment for scholarships completed the three-pronged program. That 
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the Campaign Planning Committee had every confidence in the future of the 

School cannot be over-emphasized, and the $5,000,000 goal itself is a testimony to 

faith in the vision of Ridley’s founders. Dozens of group leaders and hundreds of 

volunteers went to work, and virtually the entire Ridley family as well as many 

corporations were canvassed. 

In 1970 and almost miraculously, Col. R. S. McLaughlin, of General Motors 

fame and ninety-nine years old at the time, became interested in independent 

schools and their unique philosophy. A gift of over $900,000 from his McLaughlin 

Foundation was clearly the kick-start to the Program. McLaughlin’s vision and 

Ridley’s independent tradition coincided perfectly. As the Program For Excellence 

literature itself proclaimed, “The future of this nation depends on a constant flow 

of young people who are trained in self-reliance and self-discipline, and grounded 

in the principles of a free society.” 

That Ridley could produce these young people was a firm conviction of 

Campaign Chairman D. G. “Bud” Willmot, a parent and president of Molson 

Industries, and his deputy S. M. “Mac” Irwin ’46 of Irwin Toy Limited. The faculty 

and headmasters certainly agreed. Richard perceived the campaign as the means of 

ensuring that his goal, to improve the quality of life at the School, could be 

reached. New construction, endowment, and the ultimate raising of standards 

across the board were totally intertwined. 

In the face of the School’s financial difficulties, some anxieties were expressed 

at board level early in the campaign about whether it was good strategy to com¬ 

plete the whole building program at once. In contrast, the faculty was anxious to 

see progress in bricks and mortar, especially in terms of new classrooms and the 

library/resource centre. School House too desperately needed a total renovation. 

With gentle pressure from Richard and creative work-scheduling by architect Sam 

Woodruff, the decision was made, to the board’s eternal credit, to tie all the pieces 

together into a single contract. This saved the School thousands of dollars. 

As a result of this decision, the construction phase began with the dismantling 

of the old maids’ quarters, and the new structure in its place was virtually complete 

by October 1973 when it opened officially. Appropriately, it was named The 

McLaughlin Building. It housed fifteen new classrooms, the new Matthews Library 

(called Resource Centre in those days), and a new art room. Down the hallway, 

a new biology laboratory appeared. All the opening-day speeches praised the 

new facilities both for their design and 

for their deeper educational meaning. 

Dr. James Gibson, president of Brock 

University, commenting on the library 

portion, noted that “the resources of our 

libraries challenge the imagination and 

stimulate great ranges of thought and 

speculation, serving also as an immense 

reservoir of sanity, order and knowledge.” 

The long-overdue renovations of School 

House were accomplished over the course 

of two summers. The School House 

portion of the contract was conceived as 

a part of the longer term general concern 

to civilize the living conditions in all the 

residences so that the actual idea of 

boarding at Ridley should become more 

attractive. Less visibly, but equally 

important to the School’s long-term 

The opening of the new 

Matthews Library (1973) 
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financial health, was a $1,000,000 portion to attract and maintain teaching 

excellence, a $1,000,000 portion to endow building maintenance, and a 

$1,000,000 portion to he added to the Scholarship and Bursary Fund to increase 

financial assistance. These funds all met their impressive targets by April 1975, 

when the Program For Excellence was declared complete and over the top! 

One matter of fundamental 

importance to the boys at 

the time was the length of 

their hair. 

TWO MORE INITIATIVES 

A New Life for the Cadet Program 

Another aspect to improving the quality of life at Ridley was an innovation 

that met with universal support: the redirection of the Cadet program. Early in 

Richard’s first year, a malaise among the students about cadets threatened the 

morale of the School and, indeed, the very survival of the Corps. The uneasiness 

was partly due to anti-military pressures within society, negative reaction to the 

situation in Vietnam, and the liberation movement of the late 1960s. At Ridley, 

the weekly rifle drill that occupied all three terms seemed to many to be both 

unenlightened and downright antiquated, especially as the student cadet leadership 

was intertwined with the vagaries of the Old Boy System. C/Maj. Michael Jon 

Sabia summarized a perception of cadet training in a Tiger article in July 1972. 

Left . . . Left . . . Left, Right, Left 
Shoulder Arms. Present Arms. 
Battalion will march past in column and in column of route . . . ! 

So goes the ancient Litany of the Ridley College Cadet Corps. From September to 
May every cadet parade was faithfully devoted to drill and little else. For those that 
stood in front it was a chance to revel in their masculinity—for those in the ranks, 
it was a chance to stop thinking and daydream. But surely this was not a justifiable 
end. The guns got heavier and heavier; the practices more and more tedious; the 
apathy more and more cancerous. 

He did see a glimmer of hope, however, in the new directions that had been taken 

even in 1971-72, and those new directions could not have been more timely. 

Beginning in the late 1960s, cadet corps across the province collapsed as old 

army leadership in schools retired and enthusiasm for things military waned. 

Cadets at TCS folded in 1971 and at Ashbury College in 1972, for instance. The 

Upper Canada College Corps collapsed in 1976, and the Appleby Corps went 

voluntary that same year. At Ridley, the very survival of No. 162 hung on nothing 

less than the love and affection that the hoys felt towards the leadership of Lt. Col. 

Andy Iggulden. Tradition and corporate ceremonial played a part too, but, in spite 

of these positive forces, the early ’70s were not easy years for Andy or for the Corps. 

Old routines were becoming less inspiring, and the new uniforms (1969) were 

losing the effect of their newness with each successive wave of students. 

One matter of fundamental importance to the boys at the time was the length 

of their hair. Long hair was “in,” and attempts to encourage military-style hair 

length were met with understandable resistance. The headmaster’s approach was to 

ignore the problem, thus diffusing student concern even before it could become a 

negative issue. In response to a particular Old Boy who had written a long 

complaint about “the large display of hair under flat military hats” in the Cadet 

Inspection, Richard outlined both the dilemma and the policy. 

Ridley is proud of the fact that we have maintained our Cadet Corps with all its 
ceremonial in face of contemporary trends towards voluntary cadets or the abolition 
of any form of military affiliation in the school. . . . The concession that we have 
made is not to require a military haircut for an activity which occupies only one hour 
of each week. It is an eyesore, I agree, but I am intent on attempting to retain the 
Cadet Corps allegiance to the school and I would rather have an eyesore but willing 
participation, than a bitter resentment interfering with our policies. Weakness? 
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You may say so, but I would invite you to preside over a school for a day in 1973 
and experience the various pulls and tensions involved in maintaining a traditional 
institution which has a contemporary justification. 

To further counter negative feelings and to get more faculty involved in this 

important aspect of extracurricular life, and thus maintain the cadet tradition, the 

headmaster boldly introduced the Duke Of Edinburgh (D. of E.) Program at the 

beginning of the 1972-73 year. This program was the post-war brainchild of His 

Royal Highness himself. It was a significant English export to the dominions in the 

mid-1960s, in an attempt to focus the youth of that era on positive, attainable 

personal achievements. It was a four-pronged program that included expedition 

training, physical fitness, service to the community, and the development of an 

individual’s hobby or special interest. A progression from Bronze to Silver to Gold 

levels could be accomplished in three years. 

In many ways, the Program was easy to install in the Ridley context. The 

physical fitness and community service aspects were already well entrenched in the 

School’s programs, hobbies were already flourishing especially among the veterans 

from the Lower School, and there was great enthusiasm for the possibility of the 

sort of Outward Bound type of expeditions. These would begin with Bronze level 

overnight local camping trips, often in the snow, but the potential for even greater 

adventure was built into the Silver and Gold levels. Richard’s own personal 

enthusiasm in promoting this sort of activity fell on willing ears. 

It was the enthusiasm of the students themselves for a different approach to 

cadet training, however, that helped save the entire program. The success of the 

Duke of Edinburgh initiative was certainly not guaranteed. In his headmaster’s 

review in A eta ’73, even Richard wondered aloud if the program would survive. 

And as Mike Hazell pointed out in his yearbook article, 

as with so many newly founded clubs and activities, while the initial impact is 
stupendous, participation and interest gradually fizzle until it is only a few of the 
absolutely dedicated who carry the brunt of the load . . . perhaps it won’t be until 
these (Bronze Level) boys reach their senior year that we will be able to judge the 
success or failure of the program. Obviously when it comes down to it, the success 
or failure of the program will lie in the hands of the boys. They have a great 
opportunity . . . but like so many other things they may abuse or let it drift by. 

The students did accept the opportunity. Time formerly spent on military drill 

was now devoted to the D. of E. program. The number of parades was cut in half. 

To everyone’s relief, this did not have a fatal effect on the skill of the annual 

performance shown on Inspection Day. The display portion of the Inspection itself 

swung from an emphasis on artillery to a new emphasis on life skills. 

Along with student acceptance, cadets got an infusion of faculty support. 

Chaplain and Major E. Jack Rose became more prominent as Andy Iggulden’s 

assistant with the Corps; 1971 newcomers Lowell G. Scott and Paul E. Lewis 

helped the indomitable Hugh Molson in the service sector of the program. Three 

of Richard’s first faculty appointments leaped into the program with refreshing 

enthusiasm. Former prefect Simon Bruce-Lockhart ’67 was a strong supporter of 

the new directions; Alex McCubbin made the expeditions section a reality, along 

with help from David Mackey; and Michael Tansley would get himself involved 

with the band in 1972. These men infused the whole program with a vitality that 

actually got the students excited about what they could do. 

Seen at first as merely novel, the Duke of Edinburgh Program thrived through 

the decade. It was hoped that the leadership would come from the senior students 

of the 1972-73 year, even though their time left in the School would not permit 

them to benefit from the awards. The seniors’ contribution was to give the program 

a clear “thumbs-up.” It was then truly an exhilarating accomplishment when on 

It was the enthusiasm 

of the students 

themselves that helped 

save the entire program. 
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Allowing girls to attend 

Ridley was undoubtedly 

the most significant issue 

in the 1972-73 year. 

July 1, 1974, Ian Craik and Bob Wood received the first of Ridley’s Gold Level 

awards from the Queen Mother at a ceremony in Toronto. In the ensuing years, 

dozens of students achieved Bronze and Silver awards and the number of Gold 

achievers by 1981 approached fifty. 

Cafeteria Meals 

Yet another creative innovation that received strong student support early in 

1973 was the introduction of cafeteria-style eating in the Great Hall. This 

development was undertaken as a pure cost-cutting measure, although Richard felt 

it might also improve dining-hall decorum. An element of choice at the serving 

table and the easing of regimented eating times would hopefully eliminate a 

traditional source of grumbling. A eta ’73 observed somewhat cynically, 

For years people asked, “Why couldn’t we have a cafeteria system?” and [the 
administration] would conclusively demonstrate that such a plan was totally 
inconceivable, completely useless and for that matter, go on to prove why even 
the posing of such a query proved the questioner to be an unthinking ignoramus. 
Suddenly in 1973, the plan is not only conceivable and valuable, it is operable. 
Over the Easter break, cafeteria equipment was installed. 

The students welcomed the increased choice of foods at breakfast and supper 

as well as the novel right to choose their own company at these two meals. While 

Dining Hall traditions were maintained with the formal sit-down lunch at assigned 

tables with a faculty person or prefect at each table, the flexibility of time over the 

supper hour allowed more evening activities to take place. Moreover, and to the 

delight of the seniors, new boys were required to help at the serving table. 

EXPANDING THE CATCHMENT 

In Richard Bradley’s first years, the dual problems of admission standards and 

enrollment weighed heavily on administrative minds. They were confronted with 

the dilemma that increasing enrollment could mean lowering standards, while 

raising admission standards could reduce enrollment. The conclusion was that the 

School could not continue to depend upon expanding the boarder population, 

especially in a market increasingly saturated with boarding schools. For that reason 

Richard asked the board of governors in the spring of 1972 for permission to allow 

day boys to attend the Upper School. (Previous to that year, most day boys were 

the sons of faculty members. Boys from the city were encouraged to board.) As 

might be expected, some fears were expressed that significant numbers of day boys 

would dilute the boarding atmosphere and encourage local boys who were already 

boarding to revert to day boy status, at a lower fee. These fears diminished on the 

promises of a slow implementation of the idea, of no local fanfare or publicity, and 

on a long four-year target of approximately sixty such students. Since these 

numbers were small and because the day hoys would follow the boarder routines 

throughout the day and into evening study, negative reaction was overcome. Of 

the ten day boys who appeared in September 1972, eight were veterans of the 

Lower School, whose parents were grateful that their sons could now continue 

their education in the Upper School. The day boy population did grow throughout 

the decade, almost as predicted. By 1980, there were over ninety. 

Allowing girls to attend Ridley would also expand the catchment, and this was 

undoubtedly the most significant issue in the 1972-73 year. This topic generated 

long discussion at board level and heated debate among the students. The outcome 

of that debate is now widely known of course, but for a time the outcome did hang 

in the balance. The introduction of young women into the Upper School must be 

considered as the single most radical change in Ridley’s first eighty-three years. 
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In retrospect, of course, the discussion on the admission of girls to Ridley 

should have taken five minutes. At the time, however, there were many factors 

that had to be considered. The gradualness of the process and the caution that 

was exercised is a testament to the real complexity of the matter as it was seen at 

the time. In many ways, accepting girls was a logical second step following the 

entry of day hoys into the Upper School in 1972. The need to ensure as wide a 

range of choice of students as possible was critical. This in turn would lead to 

continuing improvement in admission standards. This step, however, was deeply 

challenging to Ridley’s tradition. Had it not been for the strong conviction of the 

chief protagonist of the effort, it is doubtful that girls would have entered the 

School at this time. 

The subject was broached first in a memorandum to the board in December 

1972, which proposed that the School accept day girls in grades 12 and 13 on an 

experimental basis. It did not take long before word spread to the Ridley 

community at large, and the debate was on throughout the Christmas holidays and 

into the Lent term. The Executive Committee of the Ridley College Association, 

headed by George Hendrie ’49, took the lead in canvassing the Ridley family. The 

initial response by January yielded thirty-eight letters, nineteen for and nineteen 

against the proposal, which reveals the division of the initial reaction. The 

Association’s and the board’s concern was that on-going support for the School 

would suffer if large numbers stood against the idea. Voices from both sides brought 

on further canvassing and extensive discussion at all senior levels. 

In a remarkably short time, the balance swung cautiously in favour of the 

proposal; at the February meeting of the board, a motion was passed to empower 

the headmaster to proceed “to admit day girls to Years 4 and 5 in the Upper School 

on a trial basis for a two year period beginning in September 1973.” Formal and 

unanimous approval was not granted by the board until May of that year, which 

tied the hands of the headmaster to a degree in regard to recruitment; however, it 

did underline the need for caution felt by many. When asked to name his most 

memorable moment at Ridley, George Wyatt recalled that it was “the priceless look 

on Phil Nadherny’s face when RAB came to the prefects’ breakfast and told us that 

the board had agreed to admit girls.” 

The Ridley College Association, the Women’s Guild, and branch meetings 

everywhere became vehicles for information on a hot topic. During Education 

Week in Ontario in April 1973, the headmaster was invited to chat with Betty 

Kennedy, a popular Toronto broadcaster, about all of Ridley’s recent developments. 

Peter Gzowski ’52 had Richard and a handful of enthusiastic boys on his morning 

radio show to talk specifically about the prospect of admitting girls. Almost 

everyone had an opinion on this issue. Letters flowed to and from prestigious 

schools in Britain and the United States that had already made the move to 

coeducation. Mountains of advice accumulated for the benefit of the faculty 

committees at Ridley, which were willingly preparing the stage. 

Having come from a single-sex schooling environment himself, Richard was 

very much aware of the sensitivities of the boys. Some members of that 1972-73 

class sensed an impending mortal wound to their assumptions of what boys’ 

hoarding schools were all about, and to the memories of their final year. Some felt 

that girls would simply be an unwelcomed intrusion in school affairs, that sports 

would decline, or that the girls would gain various unfair advantages. To them, the 

virtues of Ridley remaining an all-male institution far outweighed any benefits of 

coeducation. Again, the A eta ’73 editorial mournfully summarized recent Ridley 

history: “Just as no amount of student protest was sufficient to bring change before 

the school’s head men desired to initiate it; now there is nothing which can get in 

its way. ‘Greater than the tread of mighty armies is an idea whose time has come.’” 

In retrospect, of course, 

the discussion on the 

admission of girls to 

Ridley should have 

taken five minutes. 
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The attendance of girls 

might also encourage the 

boys to dress smartly and 

shave more often! 

Unfortunately, this group of seniors and Old Boys outside the School who 

sympathized with these sentiments, saw this initiative as the destruction of ancient 

tradition. The headmaster, on the other hand, saw it as the creation of a new and 

more enlightened tradition. At every opportunity, he went to great lengths to 

explain his reasoning. With the Old Boys and seniors he concentrated on 

economic arguments. Other benefits that he foresaw would only reflect on the state 

of the School, thus hurting their feelings even more. 

Both the introduction of day boys in 1972 and the proposed admission of day 

girls for 1973 were measures taken to holster enrollment and, thus, contribute to 

the operational budget of the School. Richard, however, saw the prospect of girls 

as the means of influencing Ridley in ways far more significant in the long run than 

money. He saw it as a relevant educational reform in a society where equal 

opportunities between the sexes were becoming a fact of life. In this he was both a 

realist and visionary. He recognized that in the early 1970s, traditional male 

assumptions about leadership in all facets of North American life continued to 

hold true. He was also certain that this would not always be the case, and for this 

reason he believed that the boys must acquire a realistic understanding of the 

opposite sex. Reflecting later, he observed that “the presence of girls in the daily 

life of the School quite quickly generates the understanding that we should all 

judge each other as people, and not as two different species.” 

The headmaster felt that girls would enhance such school activities as art, 

music, drama, and social work. He believed even more absolutely that some girls 

would show an earnestness about their academic commitment, which would 

generate a competitive response from the boys. The attendance of girls might also 

encourage the boys to dress smartly and shave more often! Richard was also 

concerned about the casual unkindnesses, the victimization, the bad language, and 

the physical exuberance that tended to be part of male adolescent society. He was 

convinced that these types of problems would at least be modified by female 

presence. In addition, the admission of day boys and then day girls would help draw 

Ridley out into the St. Catharines community in positive new ways. 

While Richard argued that the whole project was a case of evolution rather 

than dramatic change, a group of Old Boys remained who were not convinced. For 

them, it was and continues to be a painful wound. Even in the light of all the 

positive arguments for the inclusion of girls, they realized that the School would 

never be the same again. They have always taken exception to the headmaster’s 

message of 1973, which outlined the changes they had lived through. “The Class,” 

Richard wrote, “has presided over a school planning further change: the comple- 

tion of the million dollar project of renovation and building; and the extension of 

Upper School enrollment to day girls as well as day boys. Presumably, the Class will 

feel forever robbed by not being the Class of 1974.” Speaking for the group of boys 

who had not appreciated all of the changes, A eta commented that “Many of us will 

be eternally grateful that we came here, and left, when we did. . . .” 

THE EXPERIMENT: GIRLS 

By September 1973, eleven day girls were on the roll and assigned to the first 

floor of the Dean’s House. They had a common room and a study area, which led 

to the Dean’s House faculty residence occupied by Rev. Rose—the first girls’ 

housemaster. Jane, his wife, played a significant role in making the girls welcome. 

The first of these eleven bold spirits to arrive was a Californian—Chantal Ramsay, 

the daughter of Kenneth Ramsay ’38. Chantal had grown up hearing about Ridley 

and was thrilled that she could now continue the family tradition. Lodgings were 

found for her with a faculty family nearby, and she represented the beginning of a 
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market trend by out-of-area applicants. Chantal, along with Debbie Campbell, 

Michelle Rieve, Heather Graves, and Barb Ambrose would become the first female 

Ridley graduates from grade 13—integral parts of the class of ’74- 

These young women were the heart of “the experiment”—the beginning of 

coeducation at the School. That they would be a subtle catalyst for change at 

Ridley and that they would fulfill the headmaster’s predictions about their impact 

could not be known. The first girls were aware, however, that they were indeed part 

of an experiment, a word heard often in 1973-74; they felt that it was incumbent 

upon them to make the experiment a success. 

The motives that inspired the original pioneers to attend that first year were 

as varied as the individuals themselves. Michelle Rieve said that it was the stronger 

emphasis on the sciences at Ridley. Marianne Long liked the idea of smaller classes 

and individual attention from faculty. Chantal Ramsay of San Francisco admitted 

that her enrollment had begun as a joke—she bet her father that she could get in. 

She won! The common denominator among the entire troop, however, was their 

desire to absorb the benefits of an independent school. None of the girls was a 

“liberationist” interested in attacking a traditional male establishment. They were 

there for an education. A generation after the fact, one wonders what the fuss was 

all about. At the time, however, their attendance was reported in the local papers 

and elsewhere as a radical departure—which indeed it was. 

On one hand, the admission of girls represented a logical step in the redi¬ 

rection of the School. If the day boys could begin to come to the Upper School in 

significant numbers as they did in 1972 and meet with a successful experience, the 

girls would probably follow in their footsteps. Pressure for egalitarian treatment was 

a by-product of the age of liberation, and its effects were certainly being felt in the 

early 1970s. Moreover, the first eleven girls were clearly students with legitimate 

educational needs and aspirations that could not be ignored. Ridley could meet 

these aspirations admirably. On the other hand, girls at Ridley represented an 

intrusion, however justified, upon the traditional character of the School. 

Traditional Ridley was characterized by a certain simplicity, at least in the minds 

of the nostalgic, which gave their lives a basic integrity. The routines, the systems, 

and the values which then existed could always be relied upon to carry them 

through. These wistful notions had already been jolted in the late 1960s but to 

some, the sense of trespass that the 

girls represented in 1973 overrode the 

apparent logic of admitting them. 

This conflict made that first year truly 

memorable. Perhaps this dynamic 

itself was one of the keys to the 

success of the year. Time and effort on 

the part of the girls, however, were 

the other keys. Together they would 

eventually tip the balance in favour 

of the experiment. 

On the first Monday after Labour 

Day, 1973, the eleven day girls 

assembled themselves in the front 

circle to attend their first morning 

chapel service as a group, along with 

250 boys of Ridley College. Looking 

up at School House, they saw every 

window filled with heads—and 

binoculars—both real and imagined. 

The first girls were 

aware, however, that 

they were indeed part 

of an experiment. 

Discussion time in 

the Common Room 
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The girls reported the 

food as “adequate, hut 

more suited to the needs 

of football players!” 

The boys, quite naturally, were checking them out! The girls hardly knew one 

another, let alone any of the boys, and the first day was off to a somewhat terrifying 

start. They had had a tour late in the previous week with Richard and Mary 

Bradley. Despite all the good intentions and reassuring words, their fears were not 

put to rest. The first day was a combination of excitement and trepidation. That 

occasion is recorded as a vivid memory by all the girls. 

The first few weeks were perhaps the hardest for everyone. The prime concern 

of the administration and faculty was to ease the girls’ entry and make them feel 

welcomed. The prime concern of the girls quite naturally seems to have been to “fit 

in.” After all, these were adolescent girls and not really much different from their 

male new-boy counterparts. Fortunately they were also a bright and energetic lot, 

who were used to speaking their minds—characteristics that augured well for 

debating and drama. Collectively they were all anxious to take as full a part as 

possible in the life of the Ridley community, yet they all felt that they had to work 

harder to prove themselves. Doris Jones reflected a majority of their perceptions of 

those early weeks in her memoir. 

My first memory is the mixture of terror and excitement which filled the first days 
of school. Everywhere the girls went for the first month or so, eyes would follow. 
All the boys were checking out the girls. In the cafeteria, the hallway, the library, the 
classroom, on the playing fields, the girls were never at ease for the first few months. 
How were you expected to perform? Would all these eyes laugh at you? Judge you?, 
or worse of all, make fun of you? Fortunately, for the most part, the boys were just 
curious. In the early days I recall comments by some boys that they didn’t want girls 
at their school. Such comments were distressing, but it was not a pervasive attitude. 
Most boys, I think, were accepting of us. 

That the girls were faced with challenges goes almost without saying. Rev. 

Rose recalls that the girls were all nervous early on, but all stuck together too. 

“I just wasn’t sure how they would fit in . . . but two months later they were normal 

healthy girls,” he reported in a January interview. By that time the novelty had 

clearly worn off, and the girls were accepting the challenges and coping remarkably 

well. The girls were happy in their accommodations, and ate lunch and often 

dinner at the School. They reported the food as “adequate, hut more suited to the 

needs of football players!” 

Evidence suggests that the administrators, however well intentioned, were not 

exactly sure how to handle all the aspects of this new phenomenon in their midst. 

In the beginning, they seemed to believe that there would be few disciplinary 

problems, as if angels and girls were synonymous. This myth was quickly shattered 

when two of them got caught for smoking on the very first day of school! It was not 

far into the term when the demerit system came to be applied to girls as well as to 

the boys. Ann Aboud believes that she was one of the first girls to get gated (and 

that for missing chapel), hut the records show that others heat her to it. Both Beth 

Ralph and Ahhy Newman remember their “walks” with Jack! 

Another miscalculation concerned the first official uniform. This effort was 

described by Chantal Ramsay as a comedy of errors. What was chosen was a tailor- 

made white blazer, which did not arrive until the spring. The girls felt set apart in 

the blazer at a time when they were trying to integrate themselves. Needless to say, 

blue blazers common to everyone became the norm in the second year. A third 

failure to read the minds of the new girls stemmed from a belief that parents 

expected the School to produce the polish of a girl’s finishing school. For that 

reason a “charm class” was arranged in a series of Wednesday afternoon lectures 

dealing with fingernails, dress, make-up, and similar topics. The girls wanted none 

of this, feeling that the concept was sexist and irrelevant. They confessed that “we 

didn’t treat the woman who came in to teach us very well!” 
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Being told to be out of sight on 

Association Weekend for fear of negative 

Old Boy reaction was also a particularly 

galling memory of that first year, and the 

absence of cadet uniforms, which pre¬ 

vented the girls from participating in the 

annual Inspection, seemed to some to be 

an unwarranted oversight especially after 

they had endured the rehearsals with the 

boys. Prizes for the girls on Prize Day were 

similarly neglected. 

Most of the personal challenges that 

the girls faced were related to their 

minority status. Being the only one or two 

females in a class of fifteen boys can be a 

daunting experience at any time. The idea 

of raising one’s hand to ask or answer a 

question is still remembered as a significant event in a number of memoirs. Doris 

Jones spoke for many girls when she recalled that “I can still hear my inner voice 

urging me to put up my hand and hoping like crazy that what I said would not be 

incorrect. Of course, my fear was unfounded but nonetheless it was real.” Martha 

Hunt remembers being the only female in two of her classes in grade 13. 

The boys get back 

some of their own! 

I found that [situation] very intimidating and not much fun. In grade 12, there were 
only two of us in Health class. I’ll always remember Paul Kitchen trying to explain 
condoms in class. I don’t know who was more embarrassed—him or the two of us! 

Interesting also is the fact that Martha’s desire to row in 1977-78 meant that she 

had to train with the boys. While she was quite capable oi handling both the 

weights and the boys in a male environment, she found it difficult when some of 

the girls were less supportive than she had hoped. Minority status also encouraged 

a usual number of mostly harmless practical jokes. The boys tended to do these 

partly because the reactions were amusing and predictable. Biology specimens in 

desk drawers and shaving cream raids were traditional school fare. On occasion, a 

few girls endured the experience of being locked in the library display case before 

chapel. A singular comment by Andrew Penny was reported in The St. Catharines 

Standard. It spoke volumes. He was certain that things would change when more 

girls arrive. “At present,” he said “Ridley is in a state of biological imbalance.” 

One challenge that was not always met was how to avoid the water bombs 

from Gooderham House and School House. The frequency of female pedestrians 

through to Dean’s House created temptations among the boys above which were 

simply too great to suppress. On some occasions in the winter, the cascades of water 

from the windows above the breezeway created an ice rink below, which made the 

mad dash through the tunnel very difficult. 

Janet Patterson recalls that the girls often felt that they needed to instigate 

some of their own practical jokes—partly to pay back what they were given and 

partly to be taken seriously. One of these involved the prefects’ Common Room, 

which occupied a space in the Dean’s House basement. After much scheming to 

obtain the key, the girls (who all lived off campus) crept into the House in the 

middle of the night. Janet recalls, 

The prefects (all boys) were so arrogant about their Prefects’ room and never let us 
in (even the girls who had Prefect boyfriends). It was a boys’ club . . . and infuriating. 
Their room was in our building ... to add insult to injury. We declared VICTORY 
Sunday morning by emptying their furniture out onto the lawn and setting it up just 

as it was. The perfect prank! 

The girls often felt that 

they needed to instigate 

some of their own 

practical jokes—partly 

to pay back what they 

were given and partly 

to be taken seriously. 
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The most serious 

criticism that the girls 

levelled at their program 

dealt with sports. 

One further challenge, which was met with only partial success, was the 

invitation to participate in the annual House Plays competition in April. This was 

more of an evening’s entertainment than a competition and its history, although 

less than ten years old in this form, spun back to the old New Boys concerts of 

yesteryear. In any event, the girls’ production called None the Wiser was directed hy 

Chantal Ramsay and involved four nuns (des Tombe, Rieve, Newman, and 

Graves). The result was a disaster. Jim Kingstone was charitable in his Acta review. 

He sympathized with their difficulty in getting together for rehearsals but noted 

further that “the girls’ presentation definitely ran into some problems. . . . Hope- 

hilly the trend (in quality at least) has not yet been set.” The next year, the Dean’s 

House performance did begin an upward course with an honourable mention. 

There is no doubt that the most serious criticism that the girls levelled at their 

program dealt with sports. One dressing room was fitted out at the east end of the 

gymnasium, hut it contained only one shower stall and no outlets for hair dryers. 

Understandably the shortage of numbers presented a real problem for the creation 

of teams hut the girls did their best that first year in individual sports such as 

running, gymnastics, squash, and swimming. They were not offended hy this 

problem of the lack of teams at first; it only made them all the more hopeful of 

increased female enrollment. They did get the impression, however, that girls’ 

sports were thought to be of minor importance. This feeling would persist for years. 

Martha Hunt still recalls the difficulty the volleyball team had in acquiring the 

“right” to earn colours even after satisfying all the requirements. Certainly the girls 

were far more eager to compete than the School was willing to make provisions 

for—clearly a reflection of the thinking of the time. 

As Richard Bradley had predicted, the girls threw themselves into the extra¬ 

curricular life of the School with considerable gusto. This was a product of their 

individual enthusiasm and talent, not of any false eagerness to be seen to be 

involved. They were a presence on the A eta staff, they were Library assistants, they 

debated with passion, sang in the choir, and gave all the houses exciting battles in 

“Reach for the Top” competitions. Chantal Ramsay was chosen hy Ross Morrow to 

participate in the Niagara District Drama Festival; she also came second to George 

Hendrie in the annual Public Speaking contest. 

At the end of the year, both George Hendrie and Chantal analyzed the girls’ 

experiment for Acta. Both declared a victory. George observed that the girls’ con¬ 

sistent attitude was the key to the success of their invasion of Ridley’s somewhat 

closed society. The School, he said, had clearly moved toward a new and more 

refined liberal attitude. He summarized the girls as lovely, unpredictable, fun, per¬ 

plexing, and, above all, enthusiastic. Their contribution, he wrote, was a true group 

effort. “Thank-you for sticking it out,” he concluded. “I know how hard it was to 

adjust. Remember one thing; it was also hard for us to get used to the idea too.” 

Chantal was slightly more cautious in her appraisal, but confessed that the experi¬ 

ment had indeed worked. She agreed with George that the novelty of girls had 

worn off fairly quickly. “Our absorption into the school body was slow and at times 

painful, the process of acceptance a frustrating one. But together we were deter¬ 

mined to battle it out. Our perseverance has certainly paid off.” While the male 

tolerance level was sometimes low, she observed, thick skins were developed over 

the course of the year and this proved useful during classes when confrontations 

were unavoidable. “Many times during the year ... it was a case of which contin¬ 

gent, male or female, would be the first to surrender. I am proud to say that we were 

not first to raise the white flag!” The ground had indeed been turned and the new 

seed planted; “Its growth,” Chantal concluded, “now depends upon future girls.” 

That first year went very well, although there were certainly growing pains. 

The entire faculty was proud of their presence and it did not take long for the girls 
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to begin to make their own marks on the life of the School. On Prize Day, 1974, 

Board Chairman Bob Stevens complimented the female graduates, saying, “Your 

year is over, and what started as an experiment has ended as a unique achievement. 

You have, with ease and grace, confirmed the compatibility of the female presence 

with the Ridley environment.” The debate over the experiment itself continued 

long after the 1973-74 year, but nobody doubted for a moment that the girls were 

a permanent fixture. 

The “future girls” to whom Chantal referred did indeed make progress, 

establish systems, and contribute significantly. A eta records their achievements in 

detail and one senses the pride that the girls felt each time there was a “the first 

girl who ...” reference. Robin Huxtable won the first Girls’ Sports Award in 1975. 

In 1977, this became the C. W. Dorland Memorial Trophy awarded to the girl who 

had contributed most to the girls’ athletic program. Diane Carley was the first 

recipient of this, the counterpart to the boys’ Matheson Trophy. Wendy Dorland 

ran the Cross-Country Run with the intermediate boys in 1974 and was the first 

(and only) girl to place (39th) in that division; all the girls ran in 1975, and Sue 

Stanley won the girls’ division. In 1976, the Nan Cassels 1914 Steeplechase 

Trophy was resurrected and Diana Liljelund was the first winner of it. In September 

of tbe same year, Kathy Halliday was appointed the first female school prefect. In 

1977, Martha Hunt won the first girls’ colours for her efforts in track-and-field. 

The first stars in drama were Sue Stanley and Doris Jones in the 1974 production 

of The Birthday Party, and Elna Mayberry was the first to win a best actress award 

in the House Play festival in 1978. Marianne Long became the first winner of the 

Dean’s House Zealous Achievement Prize in 1975; in each of the first five years, 

the girls were always represented on the Ontario Scholars’ list. 

Along with their progress in so many areas, the enrollment of girls climbed 

steadily during the first five years; in September 1973—eleven; in 1974—fourteen; 

in 1975—sixteen; in 1976—twenty-two; in 1977—twenty-three. By 1977 it was 

clear that the demand for places in the School by the parents of out-of-town girls 

warranted the consideration of boarding. The headmaster first raised this 

possibility in the November board meeting in 1976, and, like the coming of girls 

in the first place, it is clear that he saw the addition of girl boarders as a next step 

in the plan for the liberalization of Ridley. The board agreed and committees were 

established to study the proposal. It was quickly determined that a renovated 

Dean’s House was the logical location for a new residence, though new locations 

for the Business Offices, two classrooms, and the music practice rooms would have 

to be found. Recruitment information was prepared, and although no money was 

spent on promotion, the word went out early in 1977 that girls would have the 

opportunity to board beginning in September of 1978. John Drope’s Property 

Committee went to work with architect Sam Woodruff to plan the refitting of 

Dean’s House to return it to its original role as a boarding house. Janet Lewis, a 

graduate in physical education, the wife of the librarian, and mother of two was 

appointed the first housemaster. In September 1978, twenty-six female boarders 

(along with eighteen day girls) began this last phase of Ridley’s coeducational 

evolution—well, almost began. . . . 

A strike by electricians during the summer of 1978 delayed the summer 

renovation project; at the beginning of term, Ridley’s new boarding facility was full 

of construction dust instead of girls. The boarders had to be farmed out to the 

homes of faculty and friends for almost a month while John Drope and Sam 

Woodruff engineered some creative moonlighting among the tradesmen to get the 

job done. Interesting as a sign of the times was the fact that no dorm-style rooms 

were built into the new complex; two-person rooms with space for a day girl 

were standard. Just as interesting was the absence of adequate closet space for each 

“Your year is over, 

and what started as an 

experiment has ended as 

a unique achievement.’’ 
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If the first year of 

female boarders was a 

year to create systems, 

the second was the year 

that traditions were 

established in earnest. 

girl—a problem male and female residents alike faced in a more material age. In 

any event, the delay was inconsequential. It was just the first hurdle in the process 

of bringing the House together to form a new and distinctive female community. 

What might have been an inauspicious beginning became a challenge to everyone; 

by the end of September, House affairs were more or less in order. Five years of 

precedent has to mean something! 

Janet Lewis remembers the complaints from the boys when they saw all the 

new furniture being trucked into the House. The hoys argued all year that “the girls 

always get the best stuff!” Strange as it may seem, when compared to the hoys’ quar¬ 

ters, the furniture still looked new six years later. More significant to some of the 

senior boys was the new washer/dryer facilities that Dean’s House boasted. There 

were continuing rumours of boys paying girls to do their laundry. This came to light 

in a newspaper article on the girls in November. While Janet had insisted that this 

practice was not appropriate, the girls would neither confirm nor deny the report. 

The next challenge for the girls was to create new routines to make the House 

run smoothly, and this they did with enthusiasm. The same newspaper article 

quoted Janet as saying that the most difficult challenge for the boarders was 

adjusting to the new regulations. “Discipline,” she said, “isn’t really a problem 

because Ridley students are kept too busy to get into trouble.” She said later that 

this statement was taken out of context, especially when A eta reported that 

by Old Boys Weekend, Deans had performed its initiation pranks. Some of the girls 
were even red-gated before [the Weekend], confirming our intentions of “equal rights 
despite the cost.” 

Sandy Kovacs, Karen Lewkowitz, and Kim Stitt were house prefects, and Sonja 

Tauss was the second female school prefect. The House team that first year includ¬ 

ed Trevor Davies of league sports and drama fame, Thom Mitchell of the organ loft, 

and Nancy Blair of the science department—the first full-time female faculty 

member hired at Ridley. Everyone seemed to work well together, and they were 

collectively proud of the rapid integration of Dean’s House into school life. 

If the first year of female boarders was a year to create systems, the second was 

the year that traditions were established in earnest. Many of these continue to this 

day. Under the enthusiastic leadership of house prefects Wanda Hutchinson, 

Vanessa Rudolph, and Ruth Wheaton, and school prefect Liz-Ann Woolley, who 

spent as much time on House affairs as she did with school affairs, Dean’s House 

motto might well have been “in togetherness is strength.” Their first notable 

adventure was the Dean’s House Dance, organized in the observation room of the 

Griffith Gym. The girls had to get their own dates (which most did), and the make- 

your-own sundaes feature was a real hit with their dates. The Christmas “Angels 

and Earthlings Week” was a novelty that the hoys found incomprehensible, even 

though they were not involved. This unique Dean’s idea created a warm feeling in 

the House and cemented many lasting friendships. For Valentine’s Day, the 

incurable romantics sold roses for a good cause. 

The year 1979-80 also saw the beginning of some very special support for the 

girls from Mrs. Dorothy Burgoyne (Doolittle). Dorothy took great delight in 

providing annual girls-only brunch parties. Her interest in their welfare was much 

appreciated, and that in itself became a lasting memory for all the residents of the 

early years. She also instituted The Dorothy Burgoyne Award for quiet leadership 

and integrity to a graduating girl. Then there was Col. Iggulden who loved to visit 

the House to pay compliments and bring magazines. It was the Colonel’s special 

interest that initiated the corsages for the girls at the annual Grad Dinners. 

If the boys could have voted, undoubtedly they would have selected the 

Fashion Show as the crowning achievement of the year. Instead, the girls capped 
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their year on Inspection Day under the watchful eye of Reviewing Officer Lt. Col. 

A. H. “Tony” Cassels ’36. The girls had worked together for weeks perfecting their 

drill—sometimes up and down the corridors of the House after parades! C/Lt. 

Woolley and C/Sgt. Wheaton were the taskmasters, and almost everyone not only 

learned to march hut also learned to love the ninety-year-old cadet tradition. On 

his rounds through the ranks, Colonel Cassels asked Beth Cameron what she 

thought of women being in the armed forces. Before Beth could answer, he said, 

“You’d better not answer that!” The question may have been answered later in the 

afternoon when the all-female No. 5 Platoon was chosen as the best on parade. 

The cheering was thunderous! Another “first” was added to the girls’ history. 

In the third year of Dean’s existence, more traditions were consolidated. One 

of these was the Big Sister System, whereby a senior girl took responsibility for the 

welfare of a junior. Anna Bright was a finalist in the Miss Teen Canada contest 

(not a tradition); the girls also got a swimming team of their own; and a coxed four 

rowing crew emerged in April. Increasing pressure for girls boarding places that 

year set plans in motion to create new boarding space in Gooderham East. How far 

the girls had come in being absorbed by the School is indicated by the favourable 

response from the boys themselves who were being displaced. The 1980-81 year 

might fairly he said to have been a watershed. The girls were now firmly established 

as an integral part of Ridley; they had fulfilled the predictions about their positive 

impact; they had added a uniqueness and vitality to the School that could be found 

in few other independent schools in Canada. 

SPORTS IN THE SEVENTIES 

With twenty-five Independent Schools’ Athletic Association (ISAA) cham¬ 

pionships from 1971 to 1981, Ridley did better than average in the five-school 

league. If the measure of success is participation, then Ridley would be pushing 

100%. If the measure of success is to provide an outlet for physical energy, to give 

all students an experience in a competitive environment, and to inculcate good 

sportsmanship, then, in the 1970s, Ridley would rank exceptionally high. 

Championships are tokens of significant accomplishment or added bonuses to 

what Dr. Miller had outlined long before as one of the fundamentals of an 

independent school education: sound physical training. In his original prospectus, 

the first headmaster had written, “The physical nature must be so cared for and 

developed, according to its strength and nervous energy, that the bodily temple 

may fit the spiritual organism that dwells therein!” This may seem a little stilted 

today, but the Ridley of the 1970s probably offered a superior opportunity for the 

realization of Miller’s conviction. 

During the decade, all the major sports functioned at high levels through the 

seasons, even though three-quarters of the time there were no championships to be 

had. The record of the championships that were earned is evenly spread 

throughout that ten-year period. While dynasties can be created, such as the one 

in football in the mid-1940s, or in squash and tennis in the 1950s, or in swimming 

in the 1960s, there are so many variables that come into play on a given team in a 

given season that the actuality of winning a championship is a rare experience 

cherished forever by the team’s players. A reading of the records in Acta invariably 

draws attention to the willingness of championship team members to work 

together, to the establishment of goals early in the season, to dedicated coaching 

and, of course, to concentrations of talent, which often take years to assemble. 

The process of diversification begun in the 1960s continued during the 1970s, 

mainly in the introduction of more individual sports. There was also the necessity 

of creating new programs for girls. The late ’60s had introduced two intensely 

The girls had worked 

together for weeks 

perfecting their drill— 

sometimes up and down 

the corridors of the 

House after parades! 
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The first skates on the ice in 

the new rink. (Left to right): 

Tim Reid, Bill Montgomery, 

and Mike Bnnston. Engineer 

Jim Hodson looks on. 

competitive team sports—rowing and rugby—and both of these flourished 

dramatically in the ’70s. Most of the innovative sports of the seventies were more 

recreational than competitive. Cross-country skiing, curling, and badminton were 

offered in the winter. A popular spring activity was cycling, which made many 

Ridleians aware of the beautiful Niagara landscape for the first time. Along with 

tennis, squash, cross-country running, and swimming, these were lifetime recre¬ 

ational activities; they lent themselves to coeducational participation. 

In the 1970s, the Ridley appetite for competitive success was satisfied both in 

the traditional and the new team sports. The elitism of a few sports gave way to a 

wider experience of competition, although the lure of a major home game in 

football, hockey, or cricket continued to be strong. 

Perhaps the most important sporting moment in the decade was the morning 

in early November 1977, when Bill Montgomery (head of the grounds crew) 

noticed that a major transverse beam in the indoor hockey rink had come away. 

The building, constructed in 1918, was condemned and sealed immediately. The 

year’s hockey program was at risk; temporary arrangements were made for access to 

ice in St. Catharines. It was to be the greatest and last season for the old outdoor 

rink as well. One or two ISAA games were played that season in the bitter chill of 

the west winds. One of those games, against TCS, was memorable for the 

headmaster. He described a situation when the TCS captain broke free and headed 

for the Ridley net. His slap shot was brilliantly snared by the Ridley goalkeeper. As 

he swept across the front of the goal, the TCS captain gave a huge “thumbs up” to 

the goalie. It was the essence of true sportsmanship. 

Plans for a replacement of the rink were quickly formulated. As one board 

member was heard to say, “Ridley without a rink is inconceivable! ” A full-size 

arena was to replace both the outdoor and the indoor rinks. In addition, it was 

proposed that a much-needed second gymnasium be attached to the rink. At a 

board of governors meeting, plans and estimates (approximately $800,000) for the 

dual facility were carefully discussed. At that meeting, the board itself generated 

the lion’s share of the cost. For the remainder, a Wintario grant was sought. This 

led to a philosophical debate at all levels as to whether or not it was wise to 

approve this financial support. Mac Irwin, chairman of the board, believed that the 

funds should be accepted to complete the campaign’s goal and thus guarantee that 

the project would proceed immediately. The headmaster, with support from Jack 

Aylott in particular, felt that any government involvement (with the right of the 

city to expect ice-time) would tie the School’s hands and thus infringe on Ridley’s 

traditional independence. In the end, Wintario funds were accepted and the 

School and the city worked out a satisfactory sharing agreement. The long 

tradition of Ridley’s donation of space to the city continued. The new building was 

to be ready for the 1978-79 season. When the Griffith Complex was opened, it was 

fitting that the Board Chairman Bob Stevens should drop the ceremonial puck for 

Peter Irwin ’74 to face-off with Ian Dunbar 78. The leadership of the Stevens and 

Irwin families had been decisive in creating this great new facility. 

THE FALL 

Football 

In the Michaelmas term, the most prominent athletic contest continued to be 

football. Tradition, A-Squad centre stage, cheerleaders, and the sheer number of 

boys participating played a large part in this. To maintain spirit, pep rallies 

continued with considerable gusto, although the football songs on Tuesday 
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evenings were now a thing of the past. While Ridley slowly moved away from the 

notion that the success or failure of the School hinged on the big team, football 

kept its place as the haven for heroes and heroics in the first term. 

The highlight of the decade came early with an ISL football championship in 

1972. Ridley had won the championship in 1970, and just missed in 1971 when a 

defeat at UCC cost the team the big prize. This made the success in 1972 a sweet 

one. Those three years all boasted strong teams dominated by large numbers of very 

large boys. They had that marvellous combination of knowledge of the game, 

physical size, and veteran talent. The 1972 team, coached by Brian Armstrong and 

Bob Stanley, also had a new Ridley defense that the boys called “scramble.” This 

was unique and meant that almost any player could play any position. The players 

switched from position to position during the game, totally confusing the 

opposition. Co-captain Michael Hazell commented that “when you have talent 

like we had talent this year, in copious quantities and big packages, ain’t nobody 

going to push you around!” And Co-captain Ross MacLachlan summarized the 

1972 team’s reason for success when he wrote that “the old colours and veterans 

helped inspire all the newcomers to the realization that the drive to win must be 

coupled with the drive to work.” 

Unfortunately, while the competitive spirit of the football teams continued at 

a high level throughout the decade, there were no more championships. There 

were, however, exciting individual games. In particular, the teams almost always 

rose to the occasion on Association Weekends. In 1974 for example, captain Bill 

Somerville’s team provided the weekend with a thriller in a 21-20 victory over 

TCS. In 1977, in a season that battled both rain and an infestation of seagulls, a 

tremendous seesaw battle emerged with Appleby with a 18-17 victory resting on a 

last-minute 40-yard field goal kicked by captain Ian Dunbar. In 1978, captain Mike 

Bunston’s team again defeated TCS by an 8-7 score to make the Association 

Weekend inspiring for the returning guests. One thrilling game in 1979 was a 28- 

22 loss to UCC at that school’s 150th Anniversary Celebration Weekend, in a 

game played in front of Prince Philip. Coach Bob Stanley handed over the reins of Mike Black leads the 

first football to Paul Kitchen in 1976 after twenty years at the helm. Kitchen’s cheering section. 

captain that year was Shawn Thetford, 

who perhaps best summed up the 

feeling of all the teams of the decade 

after 1972 when he noted that 

each team member came away as a 
winner in some way. . . . Everyone 
had the opportunity to deal with 
victory and defeat. Perhaps the 
most important aspect for many of 
us was the knowledge that we were 
part of something big, something 
worthwhile; a team one could take 
pride in belonging to. 

Soccer 

After an LBF championship the 

previous year, 1971 soccer fortunes 

turned sour. Paul Szczucinski attributed 

the problems to unfortunate “red 

gatings” and the absence of team spirit 

on the 1971 squad. In 1972, Dr. Alex 

McCubbin became the head coach and, 
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through the next four years, the first team rebuilt itself with new strategies, new 

spirit, and strong leadership. Captain Mike Pos affirmed in 1974 that the team 

“played soccer for the fun of the game and not the “do or die” compulsion to win. 

I hope,” he wrote, “that this attitude will be carried over to next year’s team.” First 

soccer was the ISAA championship team in 1975! Captain Andy Goodman, an 

outstanding player, paid a compliment to the Mike Pos philosophy, attributing the 

success of that year “to spirit, drive and the willingness to play the game the right 

way as a solid team. [Pos] taught me that playing the game meant enjoying it first 

and winning it second.” The Goodman team played the only undefeated season of 

the decade, and the championship was a fitting climax for Coach McCubbin, who 

left for Lakefield in 1976. 

McCubbin’s coaching job fell to Roy Napier, the new Arthur Bishop 

housemaster and a skilled soccer strategist. Again strong leadership and spirit' 

building under captains Graham Fowle in 1976 and Alex Faes in 1977 brought the 

decade’s second ISAA championship to the School in 1978 under captain Duncan 

Knight. Describing the finale, Duncan wrote, 

Suspense certainly filled the air as the outcome [of the season] came right down to 
the last game, where we had to beat UCC. . . . We missed a penalty kick early in the 
game and although we had territorial advantage ... we couldn’t score until finally, a 
thundering shot from Rick Naylor gave the excellent UCC goalkeeper no chance. 

The second of the Faes brothers captained the 1979 team, which lost a DO heart' 

breaker to TCS for the championship. It was the first home loss in five years. 

Soccer was indeed alive and well in the 1970s. A steady stream of new players 

moved up the ranks from the seconds and under' 16 teams and even from the 

league. The late 1970s was the heyday of league soccer. Fdere were dozens of keen 

but not-so'fit soccer lovers who played with the philosophy “work a bit hard but 

have fun too.” The spirit in the league was exuberant. Nobody seemed to mind the 

pre-game warmup exercises, and the standings posted daily on the Sports Notice 

Board were watched with intensity. The rivalry among teams was passionate at 

times, even among Coaches Pendry, Davies, Nield, Lewis, Scott, and Peters. The 

The infamous “Hogsback" prize at the end was only bragging rights and two dollars worth of junk food from 

the Tuck Shop! The thirty'game seasons ended 

with an annual League Soccer Dinner complete 

with a guest of honour—usually gamesmaster 

and soccer enthusiast Jack Aylott himself ! 

Harriers 

The harriers tradition continued with 

enthusiasm under the leadership of Jon Silver. 

Running is an acquired taste that generates 

fanaticism in a few individuals and a taste for 

life-long fitness in many others. The teams of 

the 1970s were large and many truly outstand¬ 

ing runners emerged. Among these were Jim 

Greenshields, Richard Burns, and Andrew 

Knight, Jeremy Pridham, Ann Patchett, and 

Beth Cameron. The scoffers on the football and 

soccer teams always complained that the 

harriers were only training for the Cross- 

Country Run, which is only marginally true. A 

solid team effort resulted in ISAA champion¬ 

ships for the harriers in 1976 and 1977. These 
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were rewarded with medals and front table seating at the Cross-Country Dinner. 

The harriers always did well in the November classic, but, as a testament to the 

fitness found on other teams, the records show that the harriers never once cap¬ 

tured the entire slate of first, second, and third places in the Cross-Country Run. 

The big race always brought out humorous House spirit as each House would 

usually rally beforehand. Some of the more spirited individuals would don 

interesting regalia to amuse the crowd; win they would not, but finish they would! 

Jon Silver in his big coon-skin coat was always the official starter. In the 1973 

November event, Phil McGuire, the correspondent for Ridley news to The St. 

Catharines Standard, reported Hugh Scandrett and Andy Goodman enlarging the 

stream at the bottom of the Hog’s Back to add a wet challenge to the runners. 

Some managed to leap the stream completely, while most dunked at least one foot. 

Others simply waded through the knee-deep water. This was an annual antic. 

The 85th Cross-Country Run in 1975 represented a milestone. For the first 

time in Ridley history, girls participated as a group. The 1975 race was also marked 

by contestants Richard Bradley and Carl Dorland, the birthday boys, sporting big 

“50” T-shirts. They tied at the finish line in their own two-man contest, though 

Carl claimed that the stretcher squad that followed them throughout the race had 

distracted him! In any event, the tradition of the race in fair weather or foul, and 

the awards which went back to Ridley’s earliest days, made the annual series of 

Cross-Country Dinners a cheerful end to the fall sporting season. 

THE WINTER 

Basketball 

In the 1970s, the major winter sports teams experienced championships as well 

as turns at the bottom of the league, proving the old adage, “what goes around, 

comes around.” The most successful team was basketball. After some years in the 

doldrums, a strong team in 1972 developed into a winner in 1973. This squad 

blossomed into a strong contender after early losses in the local St. Catharines 

Standard Tournament. The team had three aces—Chris Poole, Mike Hazell, and 

Jamie Snider—who combined for almost 400 points during the season. They also 

had Coach Silver, who slipped easily from his successful harriers role to basketball, 

doffing his coon-skin coat for a track suit. It was reported that any of the games 

that season could have been won on the strength of his mental intensity alone! In 

the notes on the final game, Alan Stewart concluded modestly that “the grade 13 

students had the satisfaction of a championship, Mr. Silver earned his ride [on 

team shoulders] and the team got leave in Toronto.” 

Two rebuilding seasons followed and then a string of four consecutive 

championships under a new young strategy-minded coach, David Gagne. These 

teams all had the advantages of experience, cohesiveness, and height. As success 

followed success, talented captains Robin Dunbar in 1976, Mark Preece in 1977 

and 1978, and Nick Paine in 1979 all presided over strong and enthusiastic teams. 

Their games drew large and appreciative fan support, especially after the new gym 

facility in the Griffith Complex opened in February 1978. 

Hockey 

In the early 1970s, the North American hockey scene was unduly influenced 

by a new rough and tumble style of play—often attributed to the Philadelphia 

Flyers’ example. The speed and delicacy of balance required in this most athletic 

of games opened the sport to physical abuse. The leadership of the ISAA schools 

fought against this trend, and even produced an agreed Code of Sportsmanship; 

Jon Silver in his role as starter 

for the Cross-Country Run. 
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Dennis Hull arranged a 

“victory” dinner, after 

which he announced 

that they had all 

consumed horse meat 

with an egg on top! 

Jack Aylott actually stopped one game in 1976 when on-ice violence threatened to 

get out of control. Even so, there was one occasion between Ridley and UCC when 

two players consigned to their respective penalty boxes continued to lunge at each 

other, even as their fathers exchanged punches behind the seats! 

A great year for Ridley was 1974. The ISAA championship was a fitting 

climax to the hockey careers of Peter Irwin (who captained the team and amassed 

an amazing 58 points that season), Bill McKague, Chris Chappell, Doug Dron, and 

Chip Pitfield (whose season was sadly curtailed by a broken ankle). There were 

stars in other years, such as Mike Snell ’83 and Jamie O’Brien ’81, but the 

championship did not come their way. 

One pleasing tradition was the contest for “The Auld Puck,” the trophy of the 

Nichols/Ridley rivalry. The proximity of the schools combined with the element of 

international fervour gave this series a special flavour; the annual visit, early in the 

season, of the Nichols’ Old Boys to Ridley was another dimension of this 

friendship. The provision of a full-sized ice surface in the Griffith Complex ended 

the era when visiting schools ran out of space at Ridley and Ridley teams ran out 

of steam when playing away! 

A highlight of the 1980-81 season, and the last year of Richard Bradley’s 

headmastership, was a successful tour of Belgium and Holland during the 

Christmas holidays. The team won all seven of its games. The accompanying 

coaches (Keith Mawhinney, Brian Iggulden, and Dennis Hull) enlivened the trip 

by arranging a sight-seeing visit to the battlefield of Waterloo, and the headmaster 

got lost somewhere in the Netherlands trying to join the team for its final games. 

After one of the games, Dennis arranged a “victory” dinner, after which he 

announced that they had all consumed horse meat with an egg on top! Jamie 

O’Brien said later that he felt sorry for the horse and that he felt ill. The coaching 

responsibility during the whole decade lay with Keith Mawhinney (imperturbable 

and shrewd). Towards the end, the assistance of Dennis Hull and Brian Iggulden 

was an exciting “extra.” Mike Bunston, captain of the 1979 team, wrote for the 

decade when he said, 

First Hockey is coached by a man who in his own way makes the game of hockey fun, 
interesting and a learning experience for all of the players. . . . He accepts a crisis 
with a cool hand and always seems to extract the very best from each individual. 

Squash 

In squash, the 1970s were marked by steady improvement culminating in three 

straight ISAA championships. Interest in the sport matched the team’s mounting 

success rate in inter-school play. There were also on-going club and inter-house 

matches as well as a senior and junior tournament at the end of the winter term. 

The second and under-16 teams were always full and provided a steady stream of 

players to challenge for spots on the first team. 

In January 1974, the English Old Boys presented the splendid “Bulldog 

Trophy” to Jack Aylott for Ridley. It is a striking casting of an English bulldog, 

unmistakably Churchillian. The project was initiated by Robert Penny ’47, a truly 

staunch Ridleian. Edward, Lord Montagu of Beaulieu, came to present it on behalf 

of the English Old Boys who were given a refuge and an education in Canada 

during World War II. The trophy is much coveted and has inspired some superb 

competitive squash in the tradition of Tim Griffin ’68 and Clive Caldwell ’71. 

The first winner was Mike Bratt, and subsequent winners in the seventies were 

Bob Ferguson, Terry DeLangley, Jeremy Pridham, Rick Naylor, Bev Anderson, 

and Don Coons. Some sort of fruitless record was set by Alex Faes who was runner- 

up three seasons in a row! 
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The strength of Ridley squash was attributable to the coaching of Jack Aylott. 

In the 1970s, he was assisted by John Inglis (guidance director), and by Kerry 

Martin in the Lower School. Jack retired in 1978, and John Inglis also left. Jack’s 

title of gamesmaster was conferred upon Sandy Peters, affectionately known as 

“Mr. Buses and Donuts.’’ It was a tribute to the coaching, old and new, that the 

three successive ISAA championships came to Ridley in 1979, 1980, and 1981. 

Swimming 

The most consistently successful winter sport was swimming. A1 Staples gave 

a remarkable stability to the sport, running the program for forty years. All 

swimmers knew the meaning of his “8-4-4” warm-up exercises. A1 could look hack 

on more ISAA championships than any other coach and often simply waited until 

Ridley’s turn came around again. Meets were identical year in and year out, there 

were no exciting trips (unless the annual pilgrimage to TCS could he called excit¬ 

ing), everyone knew the routines, and the pool temperature remained abysmally 

low. The best swimming was generally recorded in the annual competition for the 

UCC Cup for the best all-round swimmer. Scott Dorland won this three times in 

succession, and Dick Fullerton and Terry Mine each won it twice. Girls made their 

appearance on second team in 1974; Paul Lewis, famous for his “free swims” on 

Sunday afternoons, became Al’s partner in the pool in 1976; and the Fullerton 

Trophy for Ridley’s best swimmer apart from the first team was added in 1977. 

The team’s championship turn came around again in 1979, the year A1 Staples 

retired. Terry Mine led the team that year and the ISAA championship meet was 

one of the most exciting of all time. Ridley and Appleby battled it out, back and 

forth all afternoon until the last event, the freestyle relay, when (as the famous 

picture shows) Ridley came from behind and won by a fingernail. A1 took the 

familiar coach’s dunk with the biggest smile of his career! 

The first ISAA championship of the new decade came Ridley’s way in 1981, Al Staples measures the length 

this time coached by Paul Lewis. This powerful team consisted of veterans who had of victory in the final relay. 

come up through the ranks. Because of its depth 

in all the strokes, a decision was made to take the 

team on to the All-Ontario finals in Toronto, 

which the boys also won. On the way home from 

Toronto, however, the hoys decided to stay mum 

about their success. To anyone who asked, they 

agreed to say only that the competition was 

very tough among the 159 schools represented 

and that they had fared as well as could be 

expected. On Monday, at the lunchtime sports 

announcements, co-captains Ian Day and Marc 

Deans held up one of record-holder Bruce 

Kaufmann’s medals, which everyone expected 

to see anyway. This brought a polite round of 

applause. Then, from a box sprang a clothesline 

full of medals and the announcement of the 

victory, which brought a standing ovation. The 

swimmers thus got to enjoy their victory twice. 

This was the first Ridley team to go all the 

way to an OFSAA championship, and their 

repeat performance the next year underlined 

the balanced strength that had been built over 

the previous years. 
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The highlight of the 

evening came when 

Corps Commanding 

Officer Paul Szczucinski 

presented a new Armed 

Forces green uniform to 

Colonel Iggulden on 

behalf of all the boys. 

Gymnastics 

Gymnastics and the Assault-At'Arms were the longest held ot Ridley’s 

sporting traditions apart from the Cross-Country Run. Both activities had been 

under the watchful eye of Andy Iggulden throughout the 1950s and 1960s. Andy 

managed this program through the Lower and the Upper Schools. In the mid- 

1970s, however, the sport began to falter along with Andy’s health. Gymnastics at 

Ridley could trace its lineage to 1889. Along with mat work, parallel bars, the 

pommel horse, ropes to the ceiling, and rings, the gymnasts had always performed 

a grand finale at the end of the season called the Assault-At-Arms. Over the years 

this public display not only showcased the gymnasts, it also became a favourite 

fixture for the whole school to enjoy—usually on the last Saturday of the winter 

term. It was designed by Andy to dovetail with certain Cadet activities—most 

notably with the band, which got an opportunity to march its routines as well as 

play to an appreciative audience. Bill Kenny, assistant team captain, described one 

of the last great Assault-At-Arms. 

The evening opened with Lower School boys wielding rifles to the tune of the 
Colonel’s commands. This was followed by a conglomeration of mat work and horse 
work as the boys showed their agility by passing logs between their legs and over 
their shoulders, racing from one side of the gym to the other. 

The Upper School gymnasts then performed under the direction of the captain of 
the squad, Gamble, on the various pieces of apparatus. Splendid feats were executed 
on the high and parallel bars, the pommel horse and on the rings. 

The Lower School gym squad was in top form, for the boys were competing for 
their colours. The decisive winner, putting on a tremendous display, was McKenzie. 

To conclude the evening, the band marched onto the floor. Resplendent in their 
scarlet and blue uniforms, they treated the large and appreciative audience to a 
number of “Oldies but Goodies,” the ranks collapsing diamond into diamond and 
ending the routine with a peace symbol. As the band marched off, the lights were 
dimmed and a spot(light) focused on the top of the basketball backboard where 
Wright amazed the crowd with an impressive drum solo. He was then joined by 
two trumpeters, Greenwood and Gamble and then yielded the spotlight to Weaver 
for his piano solo. 

The band marched on for the finale led by the dashing Drum Sergeant Major 
[Paul] Iggulden, who “wowed” the folks with his dazzling twirling technique. 

On that occasion in 1972, the highlight of the evening came when Corps 

Commanding Officer Paul Szczucinski presented a new Armed Forces green 

uniform to Colonel Iggulden on behalf of all the boys. “At last,” they said, “he was 

in the spotlight where he belonged.” There were two more Assaults in 1973 and 

1974, but the Iggulden era was clearly ending. 

The gymnastics squad itself continued throughout the decade and the Cap’s 

Cup competition was contested in all the years except 1977. Andy stopped 

coaching in 1975 when Bob Ashbaugh was captain, and a succession of different 

coaches carried the torch into the 1980s. In 1981 the girls infiltrated this 

traditional boys bastion and the sport took on a decidedly female direction. 

THE SPRING 

Cricket 

Jack Aylott often used to say that his favourite sound was that of bat against 

ball—and he didn’t mean baseball! Cricket in the 1970s was dominated by Jack’s 

presence and his deep love for the game. Jack had seen it produce some outstanding 

players; the game had a history of going on tour every so often; and there was a 

certain mystique cultivated by the players on the first team who had the right to 

wear the white blazer. 
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In the 1970s, Ridley’s athletes supported three major cricket teams, and a tour 

or five team house league flourished. Maurice Cooke usually took charge of the 

under-16 group and Ross Morrow was the organizer of the league. League coaches 

were willing but rarely expert. Paul Lewis and Lowell Scott, both new to 

everything in 1971, remember being quizzed one day by Jack as to their preference 

in Spring sports. When their answer was less than satisfactory, Jack said, “Right 

then, you’ll coach league cricket!” 

In the summer ot 1971, Ridley hosted the International Test Match between 

Canada and the United States. Though North America is not a primary cricket 

area, this international series is actually the oldest in cricketing history. It was a 

superb struggle over two days, which ended with a narrow Canadian victory as time 

was running out. Interestingly, both Brian and Paul Iggulden played in that match. 

In 1972, the first XI, under captain Paul Iggulden, shared the championship 

with TCS. The most remarkable feat of the season, however, came from Maurice 

Cooke’s under-16 team. John Webster hit 80 against UCC and 60 against the 

Toronto Cricket Club, a notable achievement at that level. In 1973, the first team 

stood alone as LBF champions on the strength of Chris Chappell, John Wright, 

Peter Irwin, and Mike Patterson. In one game, Chappell and captain Rob Gilroy 

set a Ridley record with a first wicket partnership of 124 runs. Despite the success, 

Jack Aylott summed up the year in Tiger with his thoughts about the future. He 

foresaw that “the danger in future appears to be that some competent cricketers at 

the Under Sixteen level [will] select other games for their last two years at school 

and naturally the standard of play eventually will deteriorate.” 

Captain Graham Fowle’s 1976 team shared the championship with UCC, 

TCS, and Appleby. Jeff Bullied was named best bowler in the whole league. Jack 

Aylott’s last season came in 1978, the year he retired. It was his 27th year as 

custodian and coach of the game, and Ridley’s 88th cricket season. Post-Aylott 

coaching duties gravitated first in 1979 to Dick Copas, an Englishman on 

sabbatical. In 1980, young Jim Kmgstone took over after his return to Ridley in the 

English department. His team, captained by Karam Singh, won the fourth 

championship of the decade with an unique record of four wins and five losses. 

Tom Bright scored two 50s that season and won the batting title. The under-16 and 

second teams amalgamated that year into what was called “junior cricket.” The 

teams of the 1970s had enjoyed five foreign tours (four to Bermuda and one to 

England), and at least six players had been selected for the Canadian Colts in 

various years. The tradition of the game and its attraction to a specific sort of 

athlete would ensure its perpetuation, but Jack’s prediction of the weakening of the 

game would ring true in the 1980s. 

Jack’s prediction of 

the weakening of the 

game would ring true 

in the 1980s. 

Track-and-Field 

In track-and-field in the 1970s, some truly remarkable athletic performances 

highlighted each season. In the early half of the decade, the team descriptions in 

A eta almost always used the phrase “a small but dedicated group” and complained 

about the lack of training facilities. In the last half of the decade, the number of 

participants approached fifty, a real revitalization of the program. Even with the 

smaller teams, the Ridley contingent always placed second or third overall among 

the eight or nine participating schools. The lack of training facilities seemed to 

pose only a minor inconvenience. Perhaps it was the arrival of girls in 1976 that 

sparked renewed interest in track-and-field. In 1977, Diana Liljelund was featured 

in the first UCC Decathlon Meet. This event saw Ian Dunbar dominate the day 

with a remarkable 4283 points, and Frank Stanley and John Bullivant placed 

second and third respectively among the midget boys. Mark Preece and Ian Dunbar 
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Eric Burpee and Bill Brunt 

lead the pack. 

both earned a berth in the OFSAA finals in 1978 as did Ariel Piper and Doug 

Haines in 1980. In 1979, Ted Swabey followed Ian Dunbar’s 1977 crown with one 

of his own at the Decathlon Meet. 

In 1981, the years of hard work and the rebuilding of enthusiasm for track-and- 

field earned Ridley its first championship in twelve years. Paul Kitchen, who had 

been the head coach since 1976, left in 1981 to return to St. Andrew’s. The team’s 

victory, spearheaded by runner Eric Burpee, was a fitting climax to Paul’s Ridley 

career. Paul Kitchen was the first person trained in modern physical education to 

he gamesmaster. His introduction of more scientific fitness training (sport as 

healthiness) and his belief in fairness and sportsmanship were important ingre¬ 

dients in the School’s athletic development. 

Rugby 

Tradition in any sport is a critical element in a team’s success, and no Ridley 

sport better exemplifies this than rugby. A product of the enthusiasm of Nat Caters 

in the late 1960s and of Raymond Nield after 1971, the rugby teams of the Trinity 

term grew steadily in numbers of participants but won only a single shared 

ISAA championship in 1976 under captain Bill Hutton. Perhaps the best year of 

the decade was 1975 when the senior team under co-captains Somerville and 

Strasser rolled up an 8 and 1 record but lost the championship in a contest with 

Appleby. The game certainly appealed to boys who loved the speed, finesse, and 

contact that it offered. As Nat Caters often said, rugby was a game “to enjoy and 

be enjoyed, to hit hard and be hit hard, to give and take, to he seen and not 

heard—a way of life.” 

From an average of twenty players in the early 1970s, the numbers approached 

fifty late in the decade. This made the choosing of two fifteens much easier for the 

coaches. Richard Bradley was a coaching assistant in the early years and later a 

referee of distinction in a game he obviously loved. Full inter-school competition 

began in 1972. In 1973, a rugby group took over cricket’s B-Squad location which 

undoubtedly prompted Jack Aylott’s dire prediction about his game losing some of 

its lustre. Commenting on the shift of playing fields from cricket pitch to rugby 

pitch, Nat said, 

Sacrilege ?. . . On second thought not a bad idea as the players wallowed in mud 
throughout the season. In spite of the weather and the indignities of being treated 
as a minor sport, we persevered and made the transition from Seven-a-Side to 
Fifteen-a-Side with reasonable success. 

In 1974, the prefects donated the MVP plaque to encourage the game; Rich 

Hazell was its first recipient. As an indication of the slow but steady growth of 

rugby, the first Old Boys game occurred in 1977. It was described by Ray Nield, 

writing as only Ray could: 

The weather conditions were atrocious, offering us a preview of Noye’s Fludde, with 
a twenty-four hour period of heavy continuous rain and a rather low air temperature. 
Notwithstanding the ghastly climatological phenomena, about a dozen of our Old 
Boy rugger devotees showed up and ... a motley but undaunted and indefatigable 
Former Student team took the field and actually defeated our Seniors! 

John McKinna was captain that year and Ray’s words “undaunted and 

indefatigable” would have to be applied to McKinna’s team and the Ridley teams 

that followed. Jim McLaughlin joined the coaching panel in 1978 and the stage 

was set for continuing development. This progress was aided considerably by the 

beginning of a touring tradition that took the team that year on its first inter¬ 

national expedition to England. Even though that team did not win any games 

against the highly seasoned British players, they did learn a great deal. As captain 
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Conn Smythe noted, “We trained hard, played hard and, yes, we socialized hard!” 

Ridley hosted the Arnold School from England the next year—their second visit 

of the 1970s. It was a unique occasion when Ridley and SAC fielded a combined 

team. They got to know each other in a day of prior training and practice and 

found each other to be amicable humans, to everyone’s surprise. All these activities 

helped lay the groundwork for continuing interest in rugby in the 1980s. 

Rowing 

The inspiration of the rowing 

program throughout the decade 

was Neil Campbell. The strength 

of his character, his distaste for 

losing, his ability to mold athletes 

into winning crews, and the 

special rapport he developed with 

all his crews is the stuff of legend. 

If ever there was a need to confirm the idea that success breeds success, rowing 

at Ridley in the 1970s must be proof positive. The story also proves that tradition 

can be created in a remarkably short time. The program had had its first taste of 

spectacular success in 1970 with the Heavy Eight’s triple crown—Schoolboy 

championships in the United States, Canada, and England. By that time, rowing 

had created a life of its own and had acquired all the characteristics of a truly 

established sport: excellent training facilities, strong coaching, committed athletes, 

and enthusiastic supporters of all kinds. Ridley rowing was nothing less than a 

unique phenomenon envied by many. Its success was unequalled. 

Rowing attracted a dedicated group of athletes who were prepared to undergo 

the agonies of training over two terms in order to achieve those triumphs that were 

won in a matter of a few minutes of excruciating exertion. Its appeal wras certainly 

multi-faceted. Rowing offered students an opportunity to push their physical limits; 

it operated off-campus and outside the confines of the ISAA; it had quickly gained 

a national and international flavour that lifted the standards of competition to 

unheard-of heights; and it had a cadre of highly qualified coaches in those years 

who were, more often than not, outside the Ridley faculty and who carried the 

mystique of former Olympians. 

While the Ridley program averaged fewer than forty members per season in 

the ten-year period, the student body as a whole lent its support—especially at the 

Canadian Schoolboy Regatta in early June. This event became the main focal 

point for vociferous fan enthusiasm in the third term. Perhaps even more 

significant was the boost the new 

rowing program gave to the 

sagging fortunes and inner turmoil 

the School was facing in 1971. By 

itself, it was a catalyst for change. 

As Acta Sports Editor Peter 

Bennett wrote in June 1971, 

Ridley loves a winner, and 
rowing, more than anything 
else, has helped to stem the 
growing tide of apathy and 
discontent on the part of the 
staff and students together, by 
bringing them together to 
urge home a winner. 

Ridley’s cheering section 

in the Henley grandstand 
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“Seven survivors rallied 

and swung into a rowing 

stroke of superlative 

quality. The whole few 

thousand spectators, 

after a few seconds of 

awe-inspiring silence 

roared their approval 

While lighter weight categories came into their own during the 1970s, the 

prestigious Heavy Eight, the dream of so many oarsmen, dominated the headlines 

of the sports pages. Their record in this period is extraordinary, even though they 

were not always in the winner’s circle. Fraser MacKay spoke for the whole decade 

in 1973 when he wrote, 

Without a strong coach and leader to co-ordinate and inspire potential champions, 
there would be no crew at all. We have much to be thankful for at Ridley, not only 
because we have someone to lead and coach us, but because we have someone who 
does it better than anyone else. 

In 1971, in a boat stroked hy Warren Aziz, and with the American and 

Canadian Schoolboy titles already in their pockets, the Eight embarked for 

England to recapture the Princess Elizabeth Challenge Trophy. Their first defense 

of the title ended in disaster. In their very first heat, the rigger pin on Brian Love’s 

oar snapped and he was shot overboard, leaving Tabor Academy to finish 

unchallenged. In 1972 fate struck again. In the semi-finals against Canadian arch- 

rival Brentwood, with Ridley five lengths ahead, Owen Crassweller caught a huge 

crab (the result of a momentary blackout), and he was flipped from the boat. The 

oarsmen, later described as the Magnificent Seven, actually won the race hut a 

1902 rule required all members to he present at the finish. The crew, stroked hy 

Fraser MacKay, was disqualified! The flavour of that incident at Henley was 

captured hy Robert “Jo” Penney ’47, one of Ridley’s keen U.K. Old Boys, in a letter 

to his classmate Sam Woodruff back in St. Catharines. 

We saw the Ridley-Brentwood Race—I saw the finish and Adrienne from the stands 
saw the disaster. Her description of the incident, in one word “magnificent”—to 
describe how seven survivors rallied and swung into a rowing stroke of superlative 
quality. The whole few thousand spectators, after a few seconds of awe-inspiring 
silence roared their approval. One could not help it. Even the most prim old ladies 
were jumping up and down. . . . When they came up to the post they were quite the 
finest crew I have ever seen on the water. . . . Even [Crassweller] was cheered and 
clapped as he was picked up by the Umpire’s launch. The School should be grateful 
to the unwilling sacrificial lamb because while it might be argued that he cost them 
the Princess Elizabeth Challenge Cup ’72, it is a fact that he was the instrument of 
burning the name Ridley into the memories of a lot of Englishmen with indelible 
respect. As for the cup—it was morally the School’s. Ridley, with seven men even 
leading Brentwood by 3 lengths at the Post—and I think pulling away. . . . However, 
I think it best for the future that all eight men stay in the boat or we might be 
known as the Ridley seven and certainly the sort of moral victory achieved this year 
is a “once only” affair. (Last year “practiced” nicely offstage at the 1/4 mile—This year 
performed to perfection in front of the Enclosure.) 

The 1973 rowing season was arguably one the the most successful on record. 

All the crews that year made finals and earned medals. Aside from Neil Campbell 

himself, the three other coaches were all former Olympians: Clayton Browne, Rich 

Symzyk, and John “Munch” McIntyre. Under them, the idea of building from 

below and of achieving success in lighter weight categories became firmly 

entrenched. On the Victoria Day Weekend, the Heavy Eights became the first 

Canadian crew to win the coveted Stotesbury Cup in Philadelphia, and in June 

they took the Canadian Schoolboy title again with a two-length margin over 

Brentwood. This Heavy Eight, stroked hy Fraser MacKay, was given the 

opportunity to redress the ill fortunes of 1971 and 1972 at the English Henley, and 

they made the most of it. Training began again shortly after Prize Day. With Carl 

Dorland now filling the program’s managerial role, the crew and its customary 

entourage of supporters headed for England late in June. They set the stage with 

victories in their early heats, and the showdown with St. Paul’s School, New 

Hampshire, came on the Fourth of July. Coxswain Bob Walker described the race, 

but concluded his report to Tiger with a somewhat matter-of-fact note: 
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The race was hotly contested at the start, but gradually the Ridley crew pulled ahead. 
Amid a resounding chorus of Go Ridley Go by its supporters, the Ridley crew crossed 
the finish line a full five lengths ahead of their rivals to recapture the Princess 
Elizabeth Challenge Cup. 

Capping the 1973 season was a night set aside in November to honour 42 year- 

old Neil Campbell for a lifetime of rowing accomplishment. This fitting tribute was 

organized by Cro Taylor and Carl Dorland, and some 300 persons gathered at the 

School to hear testimonials and anecdotes. Twenty-seven of Neil’s former crew 

members attended, along with Lincoln MPP Boh Welch, Mayor Joe Reid, Board 

Chairman Bob Stevens, and Ridley Association President Donald Naylor. Neil 

received many gifts that evening, and, on Ridley’s behalf, he accepted several new 

racing shells and a van complete with license plates displaying “ROW-076.” 

Everyone was delighted at the suggestion that there were further honours for 

Ridley on the horizon. The evening’s most amusing tribute was given by 

Headmaster Bradley, who regaled the audience with tales of a typical rowing season 

and the exchanges between headmaster and coach behind the scenes. The party 

then adjourned to the Assembly Hall to watch the premiere of Row Ridley!—the 

film made of the 1973 summer triumph in England. 

Neil Campbell continued as head coach, though coaches gradually emerged 

from within the faculty as the decade wore on. Undoubtedly the coach with the 

highest number of straight victories was Nick Holmes, who joined in 1975. Don 

Munroe joined the fraternity in 1980, and Rick Rasmussen, then in the Lower 

School, came in 1981. 

Ridley’s pioneering female rower was Martha Hunt, a grade 13 student in 1978. 

Martha was coached by J ack N icholson, who was then captain of the Ridley Boat 

Club. She sculled her way to a fourth place finish in Philadelphia in May, and a 

week later added a silver medal to the team’s total at the Canadian Schoolboy 

Championships. In 1981, Jane Tregunno, a superb swimmer/rower brought home 

Ridley’s first Canadian Girl’s Championship in a singles scull. Jane also became 

Ridley’s first female Olympian in 1984- 

There were many triumphs throughout the decade in all weight categories. 

The Princess Elizabeth Cup was defended successfully by superb Campbell crews in 

1975, 1977, and 1979. The stories and memories behind each English adventure 

are precious to each crew member and to the many supporters who accompanied 

each trip. Together they make up the lore that put Ridley so prominently onto the 

international rowing scene. The Heavy Eights won the monstrous Calder Cleland 

Trophy a total of five times, including three in succession in 1979, 1980, and 1981. 

To create a list of all the decade’s winning crews alone 

would consume many pages [see Appendisc]. The names 

attached to these victories have been preserved in the 

forthcoming book Ridley Rowing. 

The memories treasured by rowers are often very 

personal, but some experiences were common to all who 

participated in the sport. At reunions of old crews, rowers 

reminisce over the toughness of the training regimens, the 

idiosyncrasies of the coach, bag lunches from Beaver 

Foods, the foul weather on some occasions, being late for 

supper, the life-long friendships created, foreign trips, and 

the determination instilled in all of them to turn any 

defeat into victory. Above all, they recall the beauty of the 

rhythmic sweep of synchronized oars on a quiet Martindale 

Pond. The rowers of the 1970s were a privileged lot, and 

they were a credit both to themselves and to Ridley. 

Ridley’s pioneering female 

rower was Martha Hunt. 

Jane Tregunno collects her 

trophies from the headmaster. 
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THE ARTS ARE AFFIRMED 

DRAMA 

Richard Bradley’s 

educational philosophy 

included strong 

encouragement of 

both faculty and 

student initiatives. 

One of the great debates among educators revolves around the question of how 

excellence is achieved, whether on the field, in the pool, on a stage, or in a 

classroom. One side suggests that with proper encouragement, judicious coaching, 

and half-decent facilities, students can produce real excellence. The other side 

suggests that no amount of these three ingredients can produce anything 

worthwhile without innate talent. “You can’t make silk purses out of sows’ ears,” as 

one faculty member always used to say! At the high school level at least, the 

preponderance lies firmly with the first opinion. 

Nowhere is this theory more aptly proved than in drama at Ridley in the 

1970s. The excellence that emerged was a result of strong encouragement from the 

administration, enthusiastic and knowledgeable coaching, and facilities regeared to 

the space available. That the participants were above the norm or that the latent 

talent was unusually high is debatable. Most students like the idea of acting—some 

teachers say that they are acting all of the time! Students love challenges. There 

are also important opportunities behind the scenes for the technically inclined, 

and the inevitable photo opportunities are also an appealing aspect of the theatre 

scene. When you add encouragement, coaching, and facilities to enthusiastic 

willingness, the results, more often than not, are thoroughly impressive. 

Richard Bradley’s educational philosophy included strong encouragement of 

both faculty and student initiatives. He believed in the education of the whole 

person. A bit of an actor himself, evidenced by his dramatic cartwheels at the 

annual prefect auctions and extraordinary costumes on dress-up days, he saw 

theatre as an important means of building self-confidence. There was also much 

value in dramatic reading, theatre trips and the creation of any opportunity to put 

students in front of an audience. The 1970s also had the benefit of dedicated drama 

coaches. Ross Morrow, head of the English department, was a firm believer in 

drama as a medium for student expression; Victor Bohlmann carried this further 

from 1975 through 1977; and Trevor Davies followed him from 1978 to 1980. 

As early as 1972, Ross Morrow commented in Tiger about the state of 

dramatics at Ridley. Acknowledging that interest in drama was high, he observed 

that “some years ago when the boys had very limited leaves, an occasion such as 

the evening of the play was considered a major event. . . . Now when even the 

lower form boys seem to have a handsome supply of leaves, the sense of occasion is 

somehow lacking.” Furthermore, Ross wondered if the amount of work involved 

and the expense ($200 for lighting extras that year!) justified the big stage 

productions in the gymnasium. That area was unsatisfactory from an acoustic 

standpoint and from the inevitable conflicts with sports over rehearsal time and 

space. To remedy the problem, Ross suggested that a series of small-scale 

presentations in the Assembly Hall was the answer. With no admission charges, 

(thus avoiding royalty problems), and a minimum of physical adaptations, the 

venue in the main school building could create the focus for cheaper productions 

and more thought-provoking and even experimental theatre. This was exactly the 

direction that theatre at Ridley took in the decade. 

There were some notable innovations that marked the progress of the 

Dramatic Society. In 1972, a year before the entry of day girls, three faculty 

daughters, Jane Bradley, Beth Large, and Jennifer Mackey actually played women’s 

roles in the production of My Three Convicts. That was a first! Several of the 

productions advanced to the Niagara District Drama Festival, including Charlie in 

1971, Heroes in 1973, and Wait Until Dark in 1976. This latter work saw the new 

art teacher, Jim McLaughlin, create the first of his many stunning sets. 
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In November 1975, Victor Bohlmann produced Tom Stoppard’s Jumpers 

starring Colm Feore and Ingrid Langhorst. This was the first venture into the 

Theatre of the Absurd genre. In 1977, Ridley entered the Ontario Collegiate 

Drama Festival with Collage Hamlet, a surrealistic adaptation of Shakespeare’s play. 

With Chris Downham as Hamlet, and support from Amanda Preece and Tim 

Hughes, the production went on to win the Best Play Award at the Niagara District 

Festival. The Persecution and Assassination of Jean Paul Marat {Marat/Sade for short) 

in the spring of 1976 was one of the greatest challenges for any cast. The play 

became Ridley’s entry for the Simpsons-Sear’s Collegiate Drama Festival. It went 

on to the Regional Showcase in Guelph and then to the St. Lawrence Centre in 

Toronto where it was a triumph for Colm Feore, Tim Hughes, J. P. Westm, Chris 

Downham, Rick Naylor, and the twenty-four others in the cast. It was also a fitting 

testament to Victor Bohlmann’s remarkable ability to extract the best from his 

casts. That Colm Feore won an Outstanding Performance Award was a sign of great 

things to come in that young actor’s future. Ten years later, in fact, Colm was 

quoted in a reminiscence about his school background. 

I was afraid to do anything in Upper School at first because everyone was so big 
and neat and cool. But in 1975, Jumpers, really got me started and the next [tenn] 
we did Marat/Sade and I started to appreciate that theatre could be something more 
sophisticated than “I am the captain of the Pinafore.” 

In 1978, Trevor Davies produced Marie-Clair Blais’ Execution which was 

another adventure in experimental theatre. In 1980, Twelve Angry Men was 

adapted to include five girls, and it featured award-winning performances by Mike 

Bailey and Peter Schoenefeld. This led Dr. Robert Finch, the visiting professor, 

renowned linguist, poet, and former faculty member, to conclude that “Ridley has 

dropped the old notion of theatricals as a mere annual amusement and now, thanks 

to the intelligent cooperation of director and students, sets a high standard in the 

field of serious dramatic work.” 

The memories of each performance remain etched in the minds of the players 

and on the pages of Acta. [A complete record of the plays and main participants is 

included in the Appendisc.] The production that marked Richard’s final year at 

Ridley deserves special mention—partly because of the depth of concentration and 

discipline that was required and partly because it marked a high point in the devel¬ 

opment of drama at Ridley. This was The Crucible. Preparation for the play was a 

project of the Fourth Dimension Week that year. The Performing Arts Centre was 

transformed into a theatre-in-the-round, with the actors performing just inches 

away from the audience. While many were anxious about potential distractions to 

the cast, the experiment turned out to be a resounding success. 

It must be noted that by this time, the Ridley audiences had been trained 

to appreciate good theatre. On many occasions, Richard used morning chapel 

to explain the significance of the various productions, as did the English 

department. On this November occasion in 1980, the audiences experienced 

intimate theatre at its best. With a cast of eighteen, the highlights of The Crucible 

rested on the moments between Eric Burpee as John Proctor and Barb Fry as his 

wife. What came through was an intensity that exhausted both the cast and the 

audience. There were also messages in the play that addressed modem dilemmas: 

the problem of community hysteria, the conflict between public and private 

morality, and the consequences of evil. In a note to the cast after the play, Richard 

observed that 

some of you even began to experience the astonishing sense of power that comes 
from knowing that you are commanding the absolute attention of the whole 
house. ... I hope . . . that you will want to maintain and develop your interest in 
drama, in the knowledge that it is the art of being, not pretending to be. 

It must be noted that 

by this time, the Ridley 

audiences had been 

trained to appreciate 

good theatre. 
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While serious drama became commonplace, the 1970s also marked the heyday 

of the famous (and infamous) House Plays. These were designed for an evening’s 

fun and entertainment, but there is no doubt that it was the intense interest in 

drama that spilled over into these short plays that made them so consistently good. 

Limited to twenty minutes or so, each House was responsible for a production. 

They proved excellent training grounds for budding actors and directors, they got 

large numbers involved, and they raised House spirit (often with “in” jokes) to 

fervent heights. At times, the plague of limited rehearsal time struck; at other 

times, the plays were good enough to advance to the Niagara Drama Festival or to 

the ISAA competition. For the most part, House pride and personal satisfaction 

kept the plays in good taste. One particularly noteworthy feat sprang from Merritt 

House. J. P. Westin actually wrote a series of plays that were designed specifically 

for the acting prowess of Colm Feore. It is a small wonder that Merritt House won 

the competition in 1975, 1976, and 1977 and Colm himself won the Best Actor 

award the same three years in a row! 

MUSIC 

Colm Feore in performance 

Peter Orme followed Peter Partridge late in 1969. Orme, an Englishman and 

an accomplished organist, showed both the ambition and the potential for 

maintaining the change of direction that Partridge had generated after the Bett 

years. After only two years of effort, however, he departed from Ridley somewhat 

frustrated with the obstacles that music (and the School) was facing at the turn of 

the decade. In an article in Tiger early in 1971, he observed that the biggest 

stumbling block for the development of music at Ridley was the atmosphere in the 

School itself that militated against the sort of sensitivity to feelings and emotions 

that he believed music required. While it remains true that hoys in general are not 

prone to expressing their feelings, the boys in the athletic climate of Ridley were 

doubly constrained from doing so. 

Peter was anxious that music should become a truly rich experience and not 

just an “add-on” activity. He sensed, however, the absence of support for a student 

to feel that what he or she was doing musically had validity in 

the Ridley context. In addition, insufficient space and practice 

time for instrumental programs outside of class time, the 40- 

minute periods for music classes themselves (which usually meant 

less than a half hour), and the absence of equipment to promote 

musical appreciation all made program development difficult. 

His often expressed belief that a non-athletic student could benefit 

more from an afternoon of piano practice than from playing games 

fell on deaf ears. By April 1971, he knew that he would not he 

returning to Ridley in September. His forthright article concluded 

with an indictment that was typical of other areas of concern in 

that period. 

Music is a stem academic discipline within its own confines.... It is 
a liberal art and it needs a liberal environment in which to flourish. 
My deepest concern is that music cannot develop further at Ridley 
until the regimentation inherent in the way of life here is changed. 

With Peter Orme’s departure, Assistant Music Director John 

Butler found himself in charge. He too suffered frustrations with 

the old systems. John left at the end of the year. He did, however, 

try to maintain the quality of the choir that Partridge and Orme 

had built, and he continued the tradition of choir excursions. In 

February, they went to St. Paul’s Cathedral in London, Ontario. 
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“Armed with the usual collection of anthems,” head chorister Paul Szczucinski 

reported, “the choir sang the eleven o’clock Matins service without a hitch.” In 

March, John tried to repeat the medieval Lenten service of expectation called 

Tenebrae. This had been done successfully the year before, but the Butler version 

was less than a success. Reflecting on the performance, Michael Jon Sabia observed 

that “what is even more regrettable is that only seven boys found time in their 

‘busy’ schedules to come and listen ... a sad cominentary on our ‘permissive’ little 

society.” Sabia was an advocate of compulsory attendance for educational and 

uplifting experiences but this approach, however laudable, was becoming more out 

of touch with the changing attitudes of his contemporaries. His concern, however, 

spoke of the problem of getting students to appreciate good music. 

One unique project that year was the building of a fully operational 

harpsichord from a kit of ready-made parts. This was a result of the headmaster’s 

belief that some manual training would be a good thing. While this idea never 

really took hold in the School, a number of boys in the music classes worked on 

this particular project and a completed instrument was displayed in the Chapel in 

May. It was accompanied by an eloquent presentation speech by Bob Williams, the 

grandson of one of Canada’s great piano builders. 

The headmaster was determined to put an end to the unsettled matters in the 

music area. An established network went into action and one of his first 

appointments in 1972 was Michael S. Tansley, a young and energetic British 

import from Tonbridge School. Over the next eight years, Michael would not only 

create a solid music program at Ridley but would also put the School on the map 

in its involvement with the wider Niagara region. 

When Michael “Tinsel” Tansley came on board in September 1972, he faced 

the challenges and frustrations of his predecessors. He also absorbed the flavour of 

the School as a Duty Master in the bachelor quarters of Merritt House. There, he 

was seen at first as “a high officer in Mr. Bradley’s ‘rather British’ invading army” 

but it was not long before his genuine enthusiasm and energy on behalf of good 

music was acknowledged. These characteristics permitted the beginning of the 

time-consuming process of building musical allies and of creating a program that 

would appeal to a wider number of boys. As Michael saw it, the musical standards 

at Ridley needed to be raised “so that the boys would begin to know what is good 

and accept only the best.” 

During the course of his first year, the things that he accomplished were clear 

indicators of the direction of Ridley’s future musical development. For example, 

the number of instrumentalists almost doubled, thanks in part to help from a 

number of teachers from the community who gave a few hours each week at 

minimal cost. From this, the idea of informal concerts by students began to catch 

on, with some mini-concerts actually replacing the morning chapel services. The 

students heartily approved of this approach, as it gave them both welcomed variety 

in chapel and the opportunity to perform in front of the School. This in turn 

bolstered the image of music as much as the students’ own self-confidence in the 

value of their efforts and abilities. 

As usual, much of the music centered around the Chapel, and it was here that 

two innovations gave signs of moving music forward. The first was the formation 

of an Inner Choir from among the existing choir members. This enabled the 

diversification and deepening of the choir’s repertoire. The second was the 

creation of the Wednesday evening Ridley Choral Society. This group included 

interested students of course, but consciously extended its membership to staff and 

friends outside the School. The effects of both projects were thoroughly positive. 

Ross Morrow took the time to commend the choral efforts even before Christmas. 

He commented on the excellence of the Carol services, which were innovative 
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That year, over a third 

of the School was taking 

instrumental instruction! 

enough to draw favourable attention from the students. “They were,” he said, “a 

fitting climax to a term of outstanding accomplishment on the part of the Choir.” 

In generating renewed enthusiasm for singing, Michael was helped 

considerably by the extra preparations required for the 50th Anniversary Service 

of the Chapel’s founding. Knowing that the Bishop of Niagara would be attending 

(along with four former Ridley chaplains), the additional rehearsals posed no 

burden for the choristers. The historic effort was described in Acta by Doug Butler. 

When the Chapel was constructed, it was hoped that in the next year a choir 
could be formed and that before long the Chapel would be known, not only for its 
physical beauty but for the beauty and reverence of its services. 

This year’s choir did a magnificent job in fulfilling these expectations. In fact, in 
my mind, it was the choir which made the service a true celebration and an event 
worthy of much Ridley historical significance. The choir put in many extra practices 
as exams neared and deserve the school’s thanks for their unselfish devotion. Mr. 
Tansley’s directing, organizing, designing and rehearsing gave us another example of 
the remarkable energy which he inspires into all school musical activities. 

Attached to the choir for that special service was the student Brass Ensemble, 

which Michael had resurrected earlier in the year. This group included Adrian 

Lazenby, Bob Ashbaugh, Richard Herne, David Voaden, Robert Orr, and Michael 

Smith. They added some majestic touches to the hymns that day, as well as 

inspiring flair to the regular hymn singing at various services during the terms. 

While enthusiasm and energy are key factors in making any program catch fire, 

two other ingredients were critical in allowing Michael to fulfill his mandate. The 

first of these was the establishment of credit courses in music. Under the new 

Credit System phased in across the province in the early 1970s, the famous twenty- 

seven credits to be earned between grades 9 and 12 would ensure that students 

covered a reasonably wide range of subjects in those years. Each successful year in 

a subject earned a precious credit. The overall result of this provincial initiative 

was a blossoming of liberal arts choices everywhere. Once music could earn a credit 

equal in value to any of the other subjects, the way was paved for music’s ready 

acceptance—especially in the athletic atmosphere of traditional Ridley. A more 

liberal environment was beginning to emerge in Ontario and at Ridley. 

The second ingredient that assisted the new director of music was positive 

encouragement from above. In this he was doubly fortunate. First, the headmaster’s 

philosophy of educating the whole person relied on a vital arts program. Although 

Richard could not sing or play a note himself, he saw the arts (and music in parti¬ 

cular) as a quality of life issue that was essential to a quality residential atmo¬ 

sphere. He believed that a dynamic program would help end the regimentation of 

the old systems and encourage a more liberal atmosphere in the School. Second, 

Mary Bradley made important contributions to Ridley’s cultural life, not only by 

genuine encouragement of Michael’s efforts but also by her own involvement in 

community musical events. Her skill as an accompanist was a decided asset to 

many productions. The opening up of the School to the St. Catharines musical 

community would be a legacy both of Mary’s enthusiasm and Michael’s programs. 

By the time Michael Tansley had completed two years at Ridley, the music 

program had taken deep root. The year 1973-74 saw the formation of the Ridley 

Orchestra (although not the first), the debut of the Stage Band, and the emergence 

of the Niagara Youth Chorus, which included Ridley choir members. These were 

added to the array of musical ventures already in motion. More at home, the Cadet 

Band began to benefit from the larger number of instrumentalists. That year, over 

a third of the School was taking instrumental instruction! The assembled visitors 

at the Cadet Inspection in 1974, under DSM Ian Craik’s leadership, heard good 

harmonies and a raft of new tunes for the first time in a long while. Resistance to 

these changes was minimal. Harry Plews assisted with instrumental instruction, 
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Bob Orr played the organ for many services, and Ridley’s first head of school music, 

prefect Michael Patterson, provided valuable help in all these endeavours. It was 

Mike Patterson who paid tribute to everyone’s efforts that year, especially in the 

Easter anthem Zadok the Priest. He believed that this undertaking was the “ultimate 

pinnacle of the choir’s year. [It was] the culmination of the efforts, enthusiasm and 

spirit which had been developing within the choir all year long.” 

With a sustained musical direction now apparent, a series of performances 

followed in annual succession that showcased the budding talent. Haydn’s Lord 

Nelson Mass in 1975, Faure’s Requiem in 1976, and Orff’s Carmina Burana in 1980 

were particularly ambitious programs tor high school performers, even though they 

were aided by more mature voices from the Ridley Singers group. Interesting as a 

testament to the ideal of the well-rounded student, the performance of the Lord 

Nelson Mass was delayed for almost an hour because the lead violins (the Dunbar 

brothers) were also lead football players—off on an away game. The team bus 

finally arrived, the Dunbars showered quickly, and the concert proceeded! 

The pinnacle of the Tansley years was reached in 1979 with two presentations 

of Verdi’s Requiem—one at Brock University’s physical education complex and one 

in the Ridley gymnasium. This project was undertaken to celebrate Ridley’s 90th 

year and it combined the resources of the city and the School. As Acta concluded, 

“Never had a Canadian School partaken in such a colossal musical masterpiece 

and never before has the liaison with the city been so admirably displayed.” At 

Brock, the newspapers found fault with the acoustics; but in a note about the 

performance at the School, Robert Finch reported the real meaning of the effort 

saying that “Heartfelt applause and a standing ovation were given all those who 

had helped to make this community performance not only a historic and artistic 

one, but also one fraught with the deep inner significance of the celebration itself.” 

Sprinkled through these same years were numerous opportunities for students 

both to hear great music and to display their own talents. These included a Ridley 

recitals series, concerts in the cloister in front of the Great Hall, organ recitals by 

Mervyn Games and Thom Mitchell, Christmas Carol singing evenings, hymn 

sings, lunchtime concerts, and, of course, a continuous flow of Sunday anthems by 

the School choir. The opportunities for students were endless. 

As if the myriad musical opportunities emanating from the music department 

were not enough, many students are likely to remember the operatic performances 

in the gymnasium, which combined music and drama. Gilbert and Sullivan 

operettas were the most frequent. HMS Pinafore in 1975 and The Pirates of Penzance 

in 1976 starred Donald Hunt, headmaster of the Fower School. In 1979, The 

Gondoliers almost came to grief when the cast lost two members as a result of a little 

overindulgence. Fuckily, Seamus Singh came to the rescue as the Grand Inquisitor 

and the show was saved. By 1977, a team approach had developed. With Michael 

Tansley, David Cosgrove, and Thom Mitchell in front, and Jim McFaughlin with 

sets and Brian Martin with lighting working behind the scenes, the presentation of 

Oliver—starring Colm Feore, Mike Bailey, David Goodwin, Rick Naylor, Barb 

Nield, and a strong cast—was a resounding success. 

The most ambitious of the music and drama combinations was the 1978 pres¬ 

entation of Benjamin Britten’s Noye’s Fludde in the Ridley Chapel. This spectacle 

employed a cast of 120, with students from Edith Cavell School and the Fower 

School playing the animals. The McFaughlin stage crew transformed the Chapel 

into a medieval setting; the Ridley Orchestra was augmented by the St. Catharines 

Youth Orchestra; Michael Tansley played Noah; and George Vona was the organ¬ 

ist. The student stars included Diana Filjelund, Rick Naylor, and Fuanne Reese. 

Maire Mackey, a wizard behind the scenes, undertook the enormous costuming 

task. David Cosgrove not only recruited and directed the animals for the ark, he 
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was also the voice of God from behind the set! The show packed the Chapel on 

four evenings and was made even more memorable by audience participation. 

Needless to say, the arrival of girls at Ridley in 1973 bolstered the soprano and 

alto voice sections of the choir. The coming of female boarders in 1978 brought an 

additional bonus. Their need for living space had bumped the music classrooms out 

of Dean’s House. This led to the creation ot the Performing Arts Centre (PAC) in 

the Assembly Hall, complete with five new sound-proof practice modules and a 

restored grand piano. This reconfigured space served admirably as the new music 

department. Toward the end of term, the largest carol-sing ever took place in the 

PAC, “with guest appearances by pianists Cooke and Fraser, and even Bing Crosby 

[Rick Naylor] arriving to sing ‘White Christmas.’” Rick himself later commented 

that “this one event captured a tone amongst the student body that clearly 

demonstrated the power of music.” 

By 1980, Michael Tansley felt that he had accomplished all that he could. A 

school in Scotland was calling and he felt ready for a change and a new challenge. 

Although he did not solve all the problems his predecessors had faced, he did 

integrate music into the School’s life and build valuable connections between 

Ridley and the wider community. Perennial problems with the shortage of practice 

time, critics of the high-brow nature of his choices of music, arid sometimes his 

perception of a lack of support from faculty and governors as well as insufficient 

time for him to pursue his personal singing talents, led him to believe that it was 

time that the program at Ridley be shaken up again. Richard Bradley’s last musical 

Doris Jones leads the chorus appointment was George Dunkley, who ushered in the 1980s. The Tansley years 

of sailors in HMS Pinafore. were not complete, but, in 1980, they ended a distinct and dynamic era. 
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ART 

The development of a wider range of activities in the arts in the 1970s was an 

evolutionary process as the administration consciously encouraged ways of 

involving students in constructive pursuits. This positive encouragement, as in 

music and drama, was equally evident in art. 

Kay Boa had begun teaching in the Lower School in 1965, and she taught hack 

and forth between the two Schools over the next eleven years. She taught a whole 

generation to appreciate art. An accomplished artist in her own right, Kay was also 

an outspoken promoter of creativity. She was passionate about getting boys to he 

sensitive to their own feelings and to translate those feelings it not into 

masterpieces then at least into artwork which “would give them satisfaction and fill 

a personal need of expressing themselves.” The best pleasure, she claimed, 

is the kind you work for and the rarest kind is mastering something difficult and 

creating from one’s inner resources. Learning to use one’s mind creatively gives the 

best tasting, longest lasting and most reliable fun. 

And her students did have fun! Kay was quick to defend both her subject and 

her students and was on the offensive with anyone who dared voice the opinion 

that art was an easy credit. Her record of student production is prodigious even 

within a limited budget and limited space, and even before 1972 when art was 

added to the list of credits. Kay would never claim that she created artists or 

sculptors. She would only admit that she had helped guide youthful creative 

energies and to expose students to great art. Her trips to Toronto galleries, to the 

Albright'Knox Gallery in Buffalo, and to Rodman Hall in St. Catharines are 

valuable memories among all her students. 

The entirely new space for the art department that was created in the 

basement of the McLaughlin Building in 1973 was a testament to the importance 

the School placed on the role of art. The potential for versatility was broadened 

dramatically. Kay’s own program was decidedly avant-garde, at least hy the 

standards of the day. She had always been “into” modern art, and this appealed 

especially to the senior students in those troublesome years around 1970 when 

experimenting with new ideas was in vogue. In fact, her exuberant presence helped 

in the arguments to win the case both for a less rigid and more refined atmosphere 

in general and, later, for day girls in particular. Kay was the sort of teacher whose 

fans were drawn both to her and her subject. As Boh (of Coke bottle fame) Hambly 

testified when she left Ridley for the United States, 

Those of us who had had our works displayed about the school would confess that 

they are a reflection of her ability to coax out of us that inner perception and depth 

of feeling which she spent so much of her time convincing us that we possessed. 

In September 1976, Kay was followed by Jim McLaughlin and his wife 

Maureen, who worked primarily in the Lower School. As the department grew in 

size, the need for another faculty member brought Sue White to Ridley in 1979. 

Together this team would continue the development and carry the art program 

into many new directions in the 1980s. 

DEBATING AND PUBLIC SPEAKING 

In a Tiger article in July 1972, faculty advisor and debating coordinator Hugh 

Molson paid a fine tribute to Michael Jon Sabia, president of the Debating Union. 

“[Sabia] has done more for debating at Ridley than any other student in recent 

memory.” Hugh went on to describe Michael’s progress through Lower School and 

up to 1971, when he was declared the best high school debater in the country. 

From this sort of leadership and example one would suspect that Ridley’s debaters 
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Debates with BSS and 

Havergal were moved from 

the library to the Assembly 

Hall to accommodate 

packed houses. 

had a marvellous season in 1971-72. Such was not the case. With support from 

Alan Kling, Peter Bennett, and Paul Szczucinski and the humorous approaches of 

Chris Poole and George Hendrie, even Sahia was sure that “we couldn’t help hut 

inspire the School to new and greater heights of Churchillian rhetoric.” The 

season’s record was one win, one tie, and seven losses! This illustrates the debating 

strength among the main competitors, UCC, UTS, TCS, and SAC. 

Often in debates at the School, the speakers confronted empty chairs. On two 

occasions in 1972, however, the contest had to be moved from the library to the 

Assembly Hall to accommodate packed houses. These were the debates with BSS 

and Havergal. The excitement generated by the arrival of female debaters was a 

fact not lost on the administration. The BSS encounter resolved that technology has 

superceded government as the ruling force within North American Society. Ridley 

defended this statement vigorously and won the contest in front of a supportive 

audience that included the mayor of St. Catharines. Later that season, a return 

match with Havergal heard Poole, Empringham, and Hendrie (lads of certain 

experience) oppose the notion that behind every great woman is a great man. Chris 

discussed the nature of femininity, Chuck gave examples to disprove the 

resolution, and George gave a dissertation on Women’s Liberation. The boys in the 

audience were amused! As A eta reported, 

The girls from Havergal took the whole thing far more seriously as they technically 
far surpassed us. However, one must weigh technique as opposed to rhetoric, as did 
the judges, and thus strangely enough the debate was declared a tie. 

The next year, grade 12 student John Stevens took over the leadership of the 

Debating Union. This was seen as a significant departure. The activity that year 

went into a rebuilding mode and centered upon grades 11 and 12. This really 

meant that the grade 13s had surrendered their traditional role. The experiment 

featured the revival of inter-house contests, which encouraged (or coerced) 

younger students to carry the banner of their House into battle. To encourage 

members further, the debaters were granted the privilege of the first half of study 

on Wednesday nights. Naturally, attendance improved! 

One of the Fulford Cup debates against SAC in 1974 was especially 

memorable. Acta reported: 

Little did they know what they were up against. Miss des Tombe, Mr. Bullied and 
Mr. Domzella all rose to the occasion with what was probably the finest performance 
each had ever given. True to their tradition, Bullied and Domzella started to prepare 
just before supper that evening, and both spoke very well. Miss des Tombe, who was 
by far the fiercest speaker of the evening, showed just how effective you can be if you 
say nothing but act like you are convinced . . . [They won, ed.] But once again, the 
best part of the debate was the refreshments at the Wilson’s. This has become a 
tradition which nobody wants to break. 

Hugh Molson’s advisor role was taken up by David Mackey in 1975 and David 

was clearly the beneficiary of John Stevens’ rebuilding efforts. The juniors that 

Stevens had cultivated in 1974 blossomed into the Fulford Cup Champions of 

1976. This team combined outstanding abilities in rhetoric, humour, dramatics, 

and pure bluff to bring home the first Debating Championship since 1961. The 

only loss that year came at the hands of an impressive UCC team, which (to 

everyone’s delight at Ridley) actually defeated the resolution that UCC is a better 

school than Ridley i The year 1976 marked a high point in the story of debating. By 

the end of the decade, the activity had moved to a once-a-year tournament format 

with sporadic House debates. This was partly in response to the problem all schools 

faced—carving time amidst hectic schedules. 

Another Ridley mainstay was Public Speaking. This was one activity that 

enjoyed a long-standing tradition with appropriate Prize Day recognition. It also 
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benefited from having one evening in the spring term reserved for the occasion. 

The voicing of opinions on a variety of topics was always excellent entertainment 

for the audiences and valuable training in self-confidence for the speakers. 

Matthew Poulakakis described how Richard Wright, the faculty advisor who 

followed Ross Morrow, acquired a slate of speakers in 1978. 

It was one morning near the end of second term that Mr. Wright strode into English 
2 and looked over those of us who were awaiting his words of wisdom. ... “I need 
some volunteers for this year’s public speaking competition.” His glee became more 
apparent as he quickly volunteered a number of us, and proceeded to inform us that 
the competition was in less than a week. Thus armed, we set forth to speak. We were 
competing (or so we were told some five or six hundred times) for the oldest continu¬ 
ally awarded prize in Ridley’s history. Materially we were after the gold watch! 

In 1975, Jim Kingstone, the senior contest winner, spoke of declining interest 

in public speaking. Like many other activities, however, there were both strong 

years and lean ones. As an example, Acta 1970 reported that “due to the lack ol 

interest, the Junior Public Speaking has been cancelled.” In 1973, twelve boys 

entered in the junior contest. Also in 1973, in the senior section, half of the 

speeches (in a field of ten) centered on the theme of change, but none of them 

placed in the top two. Doug Butler in 1973, George Hendrie in 1974, Colm Feore 

in 1976, Tom Bright in 1979, and David Conklin in 1981 were the odds-on 

favourites to win the Dr. W. H. Merritt Memorial Prize . . . and the gold watch! 

One new activity that catered to the “ever-popular with no preparation 

necessary” format was the inter-house quiz competition “Reach for the Top.” 

Beginning in 1973, there were both senior and junior champions declared after the 

round-robin tournament was complete. The game prompted fierce competition, 

especially when Dean’s blouse was involved. The prize was House honour and the 

Film Society Trophy made from a slice of one of the old elm trees. Paul Lewis was 

the moderator and question maker. 

CADETS 

The Cadet Inspection in 1972, officially Richard Bradley’s first, was reported 

as one of the most successful in anyone’s memory. For the record, only five cadets 

fainted—one of the lowest totals in years! This rather dubious statistic, however, 

was overshadowed by the entirety of the performance. The spectators saw the usual 

ceremonial, of course, with the half-time demonstrations of artillery, first aid, the 

tug-of-war, karate, gymnastics, and band. Spectators also sensed a renewed pride in 

the efforts of the Corps that day. The variety of the displays represented the 

promise of new directions for No. 162. This approach was not lost on the 

Reviewing Officer, Major-General W. A. Howard of the Reserve Forces, who 

praised the half-time demonstrations effusively in his remarks. These new 

directions were timely to say the least. 

Memoranda from concerned leaders in Cadet Headquarters, sensing a general 

malaise among the remaining public school corps, were urging change in the early 

1970s although they offered little direction as to how to accomplish it. Moreover, 

the collapse of cadets at TCS in 1971 was casting an ominous shadow over all of 

the Independent School corps. Student resistance on one hand and sincere 

concern on the part of the senior Ridley boys and administrators on the other hand 

induced the need for positive action. This prompted the headmaster to plant the 

seeds of change at Ridley in 1972. Those seeds were cultivated and encouraged by 

Andy Iggulden and his Second-in-Command, Jack Rose, who were determined to 

preserve both this valuable leadership opportunity and the most fundamental of 

Ridley traditions. The boys supported the initiative with enthusiasm. What the 

new displays promised in 1972 was an opportunity for more students to express 
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themselves in terms more meaningful than “the clicking of heels, the bellowing of 

orders, and the slapping of leather.” Speaking for C/Lt. Col. Paul Szczucinski, 

C/Maj. Michael Jon Sahia predicted that 

the path ahead will lead to a greater emphasis on survival oriented exercises . . . The 

essentials of drill will be confined to the early weeks of October and May leaving the 

rest of the year open to more challenging activities. Indeed the Headmaster has even 

suggested that a type of commando program be started. . . . the traditionalists among 

us need not worry; the pomp and ceremony of Inspection will surely live on. 

It did! 

The enthusiasm for new cadet initiatives prompted the introduction of the 

Duke of Edinburgh Program the following year. It became evident that the students 

would tolerate the preparations for the annual ceremonial if the traditional ritual 

was seen to complement activities that were directly meaningful to them during 

the year. The new activities promoted good citizenship and widespread 

participation, as well as the development of a host of useful skills. These in turn 

helped build self-confidence in the students. 

With the new emphasis firmly in place by 1973, the annual Inspection 

ceremonies were able to continue without the clouds of apathy that had 

characterized the late 1960s. All the inspections of the decade were successes and 

the Corps won the Proficiency trophy three times—in 1974, 1975, and 1978. Even 

the weather was cooperative on nine out of ten occasions. In 1975, the news of the 

winning of the Proficiency Award came just a few hours too late to announce on 

Prize Day. Jack Rose was in his garden when Colonel Iggulden ran up waving a 

piece of Department of National Defense paper and exclaimed, “Guess what, Jack, 

the little monsters did it again!” 

One incident in 1973 caused some distress (and laughter) as disaster almost 

struck. On the morning of Inspection, most of the boys in Merritt House 

discovered that their uniforms were missing. New boy Kevin “Mouse” MacKenzie 

pounded on Commanding Officer Mike Hazell’s door to announce the problem. 

Mike’s immediate solution—a search party and a contingency order to march in 

Rick Naylor catches the blues and greys. With ten minutes to spare before the call to arms, the scouts found 

mace after a traditional the uniforms being neatly pressed between mattresses and springs in each room! 

toss over the gates. The perpetrators never confessed but suspicion fell on grade 12 “insiders.” 

The year 1976 was Andy 

Iggulden’s last as Commanding 

Officer. Jack Rose had been gradually 

taking over the leadership, so the 

transition was a smooth one. Ill 

health prevented Andy’s partici¬ 

pation in the Church Parade that 

year, so cadet commander Hugh 

Scandrett and the officers engineered 

a special “eyes left” to the Colonel 

inside the gates on the return to the 

School. On Inspection Day, the 

battalion performed a third march- 

past in honour of Andy’s forty-two 

years of service to Canada, twenty- 

seven of which were at Ridley. Andy 

continued on as a presence behind 

the scenes and in everyone’s hearts. In 

a reminiscence shared with Paul 

Lewis, Jack Rose commented that 
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“Although people like you and I along with Lowell [Scott] and Carl [Dorland] kept 

things going, I don’t think it was ever the same without Andy ‘strutting’ beside the 

‘lads’ in preparation for inspection.” 

Jeremy Pridham tells an interesting Iggulden tale relating to 1977. Again for 

health reasons, Andy was not permitted to march, hut he did dress for Church 

Parade to watch the Corps leaving the Ridley grounds. Colm Feore commanded 

that year and Rob Stein wore the big hat as Drum Sergeant Major. Jeremy was in 

the band. “Our fun,” he indicated, “came from the top down.” 

Rob was the keeper of the ceremonial mace for the Corps and would spend 
countless hours twirling and tossing the thing, I’m sure to impress some of the 23 
girls who attended the school at that time. 

You can imagine his chagrin when the Colonel had the beaten up old mace 
refurbished in time for the march to St. Thomas’ Church. He was distinctly told 
not to toss the mace at all or face serious repercussions. A long-standing tradition 
had been to toss the mace over the Ridley gates as the band passed through it. To be 
sure this did not happen, the Colonel positioned himself at the entrance to the gate. 

Just as the band approached the gates, Rob whispered to the captain of the band 
to “Give the Colonel an eyes right.” A stickler for protocol, the Colonel froze in a 
salute just as Rob tossed the mace perfectly over the top. Even the Russian judge 
gave the toss a 9.5! 

Matching that tale is another featuring the hand. One old tradition was to 

practice in the evening through the streets just south of the School. On one 

occasion, Rob Stein led the band up as far as the train station, and their arrival 

coincided with the arrival of a commuter train. Rob immediately halted the band 

and called for “O Canada.” The disembarking passengers all froze at attention and 

watched in vain for the non-existent dignitary to descend to the station platform! 

Whether Andy had any comment on this caper is unknown. 

To this day, Messrs. Rose, Lewis, Scott, and Dorland agree that it was Andy’s 

very presence that kept things together in the transition years of the mid-1970s. 

The old format gave way to the new. The ceremonies in May remained intact, but 

the rest of the school year was filled with many new opportunities for individual 

personal growth. 

The diversification in cadet training was emerging within a year of the incep¬ 

tion of the Duke of Edinburgh Program. New activities such as Police Service, 

wood working, animal care, film making, photography with Greg Williams, wine 

making with Jon Silver, and a cooking course with Beaver Foods’ Olympic chef 

joined traditional selections like scuba diving, first aid, life saving, and band; a 

veritable plethora of choices. To satisfy the Army’s standard training manuals (thus 

ensuring continued government support), activities such as outdoor camping 

became winter survival training, topographic map reading in geography class 

became orienteering, photography became photo interpretation, and life saving 

programs were called water safety. Toward the end of the 1970s, riding horses (an 

equestrian unit) became a Duke of Edinburgh option, and in 1979, three student 

pilots, at their own expense, actually flew above the Inspection Day parade. 

Although various cadet activities, social services, and hobbies made up the 

program, it was the expeditions portion that offered the greatest challenge and 

gave the program its unique thrust. In 1978 alone there were twenty-nine Bronze 

level, eleven Silver, and twelve Gold awards—a vintage year. One Gold Award 

winner, Jim Davies ’78, recorded his reflections of his expedition in Algonquin 

Park. His comments were typical of many who ventured into unknown territory. 

Again I write in one of my pensive moods. My arms are tired and my shoulders 
sore, but I write that others may see and sense what I do. I’d forgotten how truly 
fulfilling the outdoor camping life is; you sleep better, feel better, your senses awaken 
and food tastes better. . . . The north never fails to draw wonder from me because of 

The disembarking 

passengers all froze at 

attention and watched in 

vain for the non-existent 

dignitary to descend to 

the station platform! 
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An ambitious innovation 

in terms of activities was 

the development of the 

Fourth Dimension concept. 

its very character, that terrifyingly immense sense of isolation which shrouds 
everything. It is so lonely and wild that I find myself getting lost in it with no desire 
to return to “civilized” reality. . . . This trip will prove to be for me an experience 
which will allow me to relax and liberate my soul. ... It is no holiday as many might 
imagine. I am pitting my strength, skill and woodcraft against nature’s wiles as a test 
of myself. ... I have no regrets about making this trip. I’ve learned much about 
myself and about the others. Soul-searching is positive . . . I’ve touched nature and 
her presence is still with me. I was accompanied by others but stood alone as an 
individual and tasted the freedom of my ancestors. 

An ambitious innovation in the 1970s in terms of activities was the 

development of the Fourth Dimension concept. This began in 1977 as an 

experiment called Excursions Week, when a whole slate of programs were packed 

into a four-day period before the mid-term break in November. The idea minimized 

the disruption that worthwhile excursions always produce and offered 

a significant (and always memorable) break from classroom routine. Different 

objectives were achieved at different grade levels. Grade 11, for example, went 

en masse to Camp Kandalore to acquire basic wilderness skills. This program 

in particular had the unqualified support of the Armed Forces. The grade 10s 

began their annual pilgrimages (called Citizenship tours) to Ottawa to see 

Parliament in action; the grade 12s and 13s were offered a variety of packages 

to expand their horizons to such places as Quebec, Timmins, and later, 

Washington. By the end of the 1970s the grade 13s were using the week to 

investigate the wide array of universities so that they could make more informed 

choices in their graduating year. 

One excursion popular with the senior artistic set was the week organized by 

Jim McLaughlin at Maurice Cooke’s farm house in Damascus (Ontario), where the 

opportunities to paint rural scenes abounded and where great fun was a given. Peter 

Ladage recalled his Damascus adventure as “a piece of Canadian history. . . . We 

felt like the Group of Seven . . . and that communal experience—cooking, 

painting, friendships—was very special.” Another remarkable opportunity was the 

Arctic Exchange ventures that sent groups (cadets of course) into Canada’s far 

north. Closer to home, such activities as a creative writing course with Ridley’s 

novelist Richard B. Wright, a concentrated music appreciation course, a group 

dynamics session, a refereeing clinic, and a course in basic military skills opened 

new and different doors of opportunity. 

Although the evolution of the cadet program was far from complete, there is 

no doubt that the diversification achieved by the end of the decade had overcome 

the serious crisis that marked its beginning. Cadets, the Duke of Edinburgh 

Program, and the Fourth Dimension were now blended to form an activities 

program at Ridley that was probably unsurpassed anywhere. 

Major Rose left Ridley in 1980. Major Lewis took over the Corps, and, with a 

large and enthusiastic staff, a revitalized No. 162 marched into the 1980s. Perhaps 

1978 Commanding Officer Jim Wood best described the feelings that pervaded the 

late 1970s and carried over into the next two decades. In his summary of the cadet 

year for A eta, Jim stated, 

It is ironic and very usual that we often find the long hours of practice for sports, 
academics and even cadets a great waste of time. After it is all over we realize it was 
all worthwhile. It is the one activity in which we, as an entire group, can participate. 
It builds respect for ourselves as we march through the city of St. Catharines. All 
these little things add up to a strong school and a school which believes in itself and 
is proud to show it off. . . . We, as a whole school, feel the pride of being a winner. . . . 
These traditions make us different from all the rest. 

Richard Bradley shared that pride when the Battalion performed a third march- 

past in his honour in 1981, a month before he departed from the Ridley scene. 
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LOWER SCHOOL 
Like the captain of a ship, John Guest steered the south end of the campus on 

a steady course until 1976, the year he and Cosie retired. John wore the mantle of 

tradition set in place by his predecessors Rep Williams and E. V. Brown. He had 

long acquired the ear of the board, and he held a highly respected place within the 

Ridley. family and in the St. Catharines community. When Rev. Hunt, his 

assistant, assumed the leadership of the Lower School in September 1976, no 

substantive changes were sought or considered. 

John’s leadership was doubly fortunate for Ridley in the early 1970s—first, 

because he provided the Lower School with a stability and a clear sense of purpose 

that was somewhat lacking in the Upper School, and second, because Richard 

Bradley would inherit John’s excellent counsel. Richard was more than content to 

leave the Lower School out of his own administrative equation. This happy and 

cooperative situation prevailed throughout the whole decade. 

John Guest’s faculty in the 1970s was as stable (and as dedicated) as any in the 

independent school system. Messrs Hollinrake, Rice, Coy, Loat, and Cosgrove were 

veterans of the 1960s. Don Hunt came from the chaplaincy in the Upper School 

in 1970, already with ten years of Ridley experience. Don’s wife, Nancy, was the 

Lower School librarian. When Don took over from John in 1976, Kerry Martin and 

Tim Sharpe came on board as well. These and a number of others crewed the Lower 

School vessel into the 1980s. They coached the sports, organized and took the 

trips, guided the clubs, directed the plays, taught the classes, wrote their 

interminable reports, and, to the amazement of their Upper School compatriots, 

did enormous amounts of “duty.” It is no wonder that their end of term parties were 

classics of the partying genre. 

Most of the faculty lived and ate in the Lower School; the few that did not 

lived nearby. Their special Thursday dinners were “occasions” in the dining sense. 

After study most evenings, Frank Hollinrake’s apartment was the scene where the 

problems of the Lower School, both real and imagined, were discussed and solved. 

There was a strong sense of identity among the staff that was not possible in a larger 

group, not fully understood by faculty in the Upper School, and not imaginable to 

today’s faculty who mostly live ofbcampus. 

A remarkable consistency to all the Lower School activities was much in 

evidence during these years. A strong academic emphasis was enhanced by an 

exceptional variety of things for boys to do: sports, music, clubs galore, dramatics, 

trips to all parts of Niagara and beyond, tours of local industries, camping and 

hiking outings, special speakers, and all the entertainments (when appropriate) 

provided by the Upper School. When seen through the eyes of a new boy boarder, 

the sheer scope of these activities leads one to wonder if there was any spare time 

at all. In fact, there was not! This impression was captured by one busy lad in the 

Fall of 1973 in a lengthy epistle to his grandmother. The letter, written in the days 

when letter-writing was still one of the standard weekly activities, is abridged hut 

unedited; spelling was not his strong suit! 

Like the captain of a ship, 

John Guest steered the 

south end of the campus 

on a steady course until 

1976, the year he and 

Cosie retired. 

Lower School Ridley College 

Dear Granny: 

Well, after ten weeks, I have at last got to know my way around this place. I know 
all the masters by sight and name. We call them Sir to their faces; I won’t say what 
we call them when theyr not around. I think I know most of the guys by name now 
to. . . . We have tribes, 4 of them and our tribe leaders—thyr seniors—are always 
having meetings to get us to play better on the tribe teams or to make us cough up 
for the United Fund. . . . The Lower School raised over $200 this year with the result 
that Im broke as usual, ahem. 
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“We had liver today— 

ugh. ... I must say it 

makes an awful mess 

of your pocket when 

you take it out of the 

dining room. ” 

There are all sorts of teams here, 6 soccer teams and 2 football teams. I am on the 
Senior League All-Stars in soccer. . . . We started off the season with an Under-15 
Soccer Tournament with 8 schools playing here at Ridley. We didnt do so well in 
that but First Team got better and ended up the regular season with only 1 loss. The 
First Football Team was pretty good to. They only lost 1 match. The Captain of the 
team is John Cowperthwaite and the Captain of the first soccer team is Duncan 
Knight, and hes only in the 8th form. 

There are an awful lot of day boys this year—71—but they seem to take part in 
everything just like the borders. There are even 7 day guys in the Choir and the 
Cheif Corister is a day boy David Moore. The Choir is singing something called 
Messiah at a church. . . . You should here the music round hear to. Everybody seems 
to be playing something. Weve got drums and trumpets and vilins and pianos and 
guitars and some of us guys who arent taking special lessons are learning the 
recorder—its a sort of pipe you blow. 

The other night, Mr. Tansley arranged a concert in the dinning hall with about 
20 guys each doing something different. I liked the guitar best but you could see it 
was pretty loud for the senior citizens. Spider [John Guest] had his hands over his 
ears part of the time. 

This year there having 2 Parents Days. Thats when your parents come and see 
why there beloved kids arent a 100% or something ... I wish Mum and Dad 
werent coming but then again theyll probably take me out to dinner and boy could 
I do with a dinner out. We had liver today—ugh. How some of those old boys can 
eat that junk beats me. ... I must say it makes an awful mess of your pocket when 
you take it out of the dining room. The meals arent bad I guess considering but don’t 
tell Mum and Dad I said that. The best thing they do around here is the roast beef 
and Marjory, shes one of the cooks, makes yorksher pudding. . . . They’v started a 
new way of having breakfast. . . . We go in as soon as we get down and get our 
cereal, hot or cold, and eat it. The other day we had pancakes or boiled eggs and 
one of the guys took both. As he didn’t want to get his egg in the syrup he put it in 
his pockec. You guessed it—he bumped into another boy. It was a soft boiled egg to! 

I am going to join a couple of clubs here. They have photography, chess, Motor- 
Maniacs—they take old car engines apart and try to get them together again 
without to many pieces left over. There’s debating and so on. The other night 
we had a debate between Mr. Spence and Mr. Macgregor and Mark Preece and 
Chris Vitols. It was resolved that “The Test Tube is the Root of All Evil.” There 
were some good speeches and quite a lot of guys spoke from the “cross benches” 
thats the audience. The judges and the speaker were boys from the Upper School. 
The masters lost! 

Last week we had the annual Cross Country race—wouldnt you know it on the 
coldest day of the year, and the grounds were so wet we had to run on the roads 
except down and up a place they call the hogsback. It has a stream at the bottom 
and what with the wet weather and the fact that some upper school guys had dug it 
wider, there was just no way of getting across without getting soking wet. Then you 
had to scramble up that hogsback. ... I was covered with mud from head to foot. 
The race was won by Bill Christie, hes a new boy from Sarnia, Larry Guiness was 
second and Mike Bunston was third. 164 fellows ran. I wont tell you where I came 
but I beat a couple of guys from my dorm anyway. 

Guess what! Mr. Spence, hes one of our masters, is going to marry the nurse, 
Miss Norris. Miss Norris is the third Lower School nurse who has married a master 
in recent years. Sp—I mean Mr. Guest, says he is going to have to stop hiring pretty 
nurses, but I hope he doesn’t. Theyr nice. 

Well granny, I guess Ive got to stop. Ive got to go over for my first bout in the 
boxing Tournament. I must be crazy. I never thought Id enter. . . . There are 117 
entries and 13 different weights. Im so scared I could only eat two helpings at 
dinner today. ... I hope Mr. Rice stops the bout before I get my head knocked off. 

Later—It was a cinch. The other guy hit me two or three times but it wasnt as 
bad as I thought. I hit him several times even though he is my best friend and guess 
what—I won. Somehow I wish I hadnt. You should see the guy I have to box 
tomorrow ... He must be 7 ft high and 200 lbs. Oh well. 

Im looking forward to seeing you at Christmas, granny. Get busy with that plumb 
pudding and turkey stuffing. 

Your loving grandson . . . 
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Such was the fall season of 1973, which fairly represents the rhythms in all the 

fall seasons of the 1970s. Had “Loving Grandson” written a year earlier, he might 

have mentioned the marriage of Chris Loat to Patricia Bum in the summer of 

1972; or he might have described a riotous expedition to Grandview Inn, near 

Algonquin Park. Those trips during the long breaks began in 1971 thanks to the 

generosity of the owners of Grandview, the Craik family. The outings were 

especially welcomed by the foreign contingent of boys wTho had their first 

Canadian experiences with deep cold, toboggans, and snowmobiles. Had “Loving 

Grandson” written a couple of years later, he might have included a description of 

one of Mike Rice’s soccer tours to Vancouver or the traditional excitement of the 

Cross-Country Supper. With faculty decked out in black ties, this annual feast was 

always a magnificent climax to a busy term. In 1976, for instance, the toasts and 

responses were given by Frank Stanley, Mark Evans, Riyaz Kanji, Charlie Frosst, 

David Pitfield, and Greg Knowles. Four or five years later, the same names would 

appear at the Upper School’s Cross-Country Dinners! The continuity of leadership 

from the Lower to the Upper School was a long-standing phenomenon. 

The reflections of “Loving Grandson” on boxing are interesting. The sport 

filled the gap between the end of the football and soccer seasons and the creation 

of ice in the rink in December. Mike Rice, the organizer, could engineer as many 

as 160 bouts in a matter of twelve days. In 1976 for example, in eleven different 

weight categories, twenty-two finalists emerged to compete for a cluster of prizes 

ranging from the MacLachlan Trophy for the Best Senior Boxer to the Hilton 

Trophy for the Best Loser, won that year by Simon Kelly. The activity caused no 

harm and was a continuing source of fond memories among all the participants. 

As for the other terms, they too took on familiar patterns. It was as if the 

formula had been found that provided the fun and the stable environment that so 

characterized the Lower School. There were highlights, of course, hut over the 

years these blended into an overall hectic “busyness.” 

The winter term always offered the most organizational challenges. The short 

days and Niagara winters often conspired to test the mettle of boarding school life. 

Even when the boys got out, they were “in”—in the rink, in the gym, in the squash 

courts, in the pool. This made the club activities and ski trips on Sundays all the 

more important. On one memorable day in January 1978, a blizzard struck, the flu 

was raging, the power went off, the secretary and the nurse were both sick, and the 

temperature in the building sank into the 50s. As usual, the School coped. In 1979, 

a significant decision was made to turn the Thursday sports time into activity time. 

This had as much to do with the proliferation of activities as to the feeling that 

there needed to be more opportunities for the non-athlete to shine. This 

significant statement of priorities was not followed in the Upper School for 

another ten years! By that time, the Lower School could offer proof positive that 

the sports teams had not suffered. 

The club activities and hobbies that blossomed in the Lower School, especially 

(but not only) in the winter term, fulfilled sound educational aims. They exposed 

students to a varied program, stimulated new interests, and opened up a wider 

concept of learning. David Cosgrove once did an inventory of the Hobby Room 

and reported that at, a single glance, it contained 

a Hospital for Sick Birds, a ventriloquist’s dummy, a life-sized model of Kon-Tiki, 
50 pounds of modelling plaster, a fifteen-foot cedar canoe, a rocket-launching pad, 
a two-foot model of the Leaning Tower of Pisa, a half-eaten take-out dinner, various 
coins and stamps, airplane models and a variety of automobile parts from the 
Motor Maniac’s Club. 

Frank Hollinrake’s model rocket club was often said to be the most popular. 

Craig English, “the hoy from Cleveland,” was a supplier of engines, which were 

With faculty decked 

out in black ties, this 

annual feast was always 

a magnificent climax 

to a busy term. 
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cheaper in the United States. He described the odd mishap when a super-charged 

rocket landed among the houses north of the School, necessitating a scramble 

through the neighbourhood to retrieve the errant missile. 

The spring term, known sometimes as the Garden Party term, brought green 

grass and the renewed sounds of tennis, cricket, and marching. Cosie Guest made 

sure that there were always refreshments after every games fixture and special 

function. The number of hamburgers served rivalled McDonalds! In sports, cricket 

was still the dominant activity if not the sport of choice. There were four viable 

teams both at the beginning of the decade and at its end. Chris Loat took the first 

ever Lower School cricket tour to Bermuda in 1973. 

The marching in preparation for Church Parade and Inspection Day was under 

Andy Iggulden’s watchful eye in the early part of the decade, and the boys paraded 

to chapel each morning as part of their practice time. On one occasion in 1972, 

they were joined by a small troop from Gooderham House in the Upper School 

who had been making derogatory noises out of their windows the day before! Later 

in the decade, Frank Hollinrake, the quartermaster, was in charge of the training 

with help from Tim Sharpe. The term drew to a close in June with a series of 

traditional fixtures. The annual Sports Day, which became an event separate from 

the Upper School in 1972, involved every able-bodied student in the scramble to 

win tribe points. This event was usually followed by the father and son cricket 

matches, which became popular institutions in their own right. The fathers often 

lost! Then, in quick succession, came the Reading and Public Speaking contests, 

which everyone attended, followed by packing up and Prize Day. All this 

surrounded the usual tight exam schedule. 

It would seem that there was no time for mischief-making, but most Lower 

School boys recall incidents of merriment: these are the stories of the reunions. 

The stories vary, of course, depending upon who is doing the telling. At the time, 

escaping punishment was the goal; twenty years later, getting caught added the 

The rocket club in action relish. While Craig English seems only to recall having been caught for his 

misdeeds, Jamie Doolittle remem¬ 

bers one escapade involving both 

escape and being caught. 

I was a Duty Boy during my last year 
in the Lower School. Along with 
some friends, and being young and 
rebellious, we decided one night that 
it might be fun to climb down the 
outside wall and water-bomb the 
residents in the Upper School. So 
we did. They, however, did not look 
at it in quite the same way as we did. 
Luckily, you could always find a good 
hiding spot in the vineyard next to the 
school. The Upper School boys tried 
to find us but fortunately for us, did 
not succeed. But Mr. Cosgrove did. 
He came out from nowhere at 4 in 
the morning as we were climbing back 
into my room. His booming voice let 
us know that we were indeed in some 
sort of trouble. ... I guess he thought 
we were lucky to be back alive ... so 
all we had to do was run laps around 
the school until it was breakfast time. 
A little sore but happy that we got 
out of that with our skins! 
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The lives of the students were never dull and their memories are rich and 

varied. The lasting memory for Mike Patterson, for instance, was something as 

mundane as the old army beds. “They were so concave,” he recalled, “that I was 

regularly ‘made’ in my bed without detection!” 

Throughout the decade, the Lower School operated as a somewhat separate 

but absolutely loyal segment of Ridley. The headmasters, John and Don (with their 

ever-present spouses, Cosie and Nancy), and their staffs did yeoman service to fill 

the lives of their boys with academic, cultural, and sporting challenges. They 

worked hard at maintaining the established traditions, and their success in doing 

so is remarkable considering that half of each year’s student population was new to 

the School’s systems and expectations. While total enrollment remained relatively 

steady (between 140 and 170) what did change was the number of day boys. In 

September 1971, there were twenty-eight; in 1981 there were sixty-five. This was 

a trend which would develop further, hut, in the 1970s, the boarding school 

atmosphere was painstakingly and enthusiastically maintained. 

THE LEADERSHIP OF THE BOARD 

Through the seventies, the board of governors was guided by a small group of 

leaders. They were all Old Boys, several having sons at Ridley. They were successful 

men, products of “traditional Ridley.” Yet they presided, not without pain and grief, 

over the emergence of “modern Ridley.” 

The board was led by three men during the 1970s. Jim McConnell ’31 steered 

the School through the change of headmastership. He was scrupulously just in 

his dealings with Ted Pilgrim, and tireless in his guidance and support of 

Richard Bradley. Jim was an Old Boy, a past parent, and the manager of his own 

leasing business. Owing to his meticulous leadership style, and to a detailed 

correspondence between him and Richard, there is a full record of his sensitivity 

towards a family new to Canada and to Ridley. The archival records of the change 

of headmasters in 1971, including the specifics of obtaining a working visa for 

Richard and the transport of the Bradley household possessions from England, are 

comprehensive. His careful recording of the preparations for the inclusion of 

day boys and then girls to the Ridley student body are witness to his belief in 

procedure and detail. 

To Bob Stevens (after 1973) and Mac Irwin (after 1977) fell the task of 

implementing change and reconciling a predominantly Old Boys’ board to a 

changed school. Their challenges were subtle, and their on-going questions were 

both pragmatic and philosophical. How can we preserve the Ridley we love? How 

far can its traditional, bracing values be interwoven with a new and more flexible 

approach? How can the headmaster be properly supported and yet guided? How 

can financial integrity be maintained in an inflationary era? How can funds he 

secured for major capital enterprises? 

From 1973 to 1977, the responsibility rested with Robert Stevens. Boh was 

elected to the board in 1964. He had been at Ridley for seven years, leaving in 

1944- Bob was a prefect and a versatile athlete. He captained the first football 

team, played first hockey and first cricket, and was a Lieutenant in the Cadet 

Corps. He was also the leader of the infamous baseball team of 1944! He graduated 

from Queens University in 1952 and became a partner with the old Ridley- 

connected law firm of Blake, Cassels & Graydon. Eventually his three sons, John, 

Michael, and Tom, would follow in his footsteps. Bob had a large physical presence, 

not unlike U.S. President Lyndon Johnson. He exerted an enviable authority over 

hoard and committee meetings, brought a lawyer’s precision to his formulation of 

policy, and spoke presidentially on public occasions. 

They presided, not 

without pain and grief, 

over the emergence of 

“modern Ridley.” 
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Ridley College has 

been blessed over the 

years by a succession 

of people who have 

given of themselves. 

S. MacDonald “Mac” Irwin’s involvement had always been as a protagonist of 

financial support. His first role after his election to the board in 1967 was to serve 

on the Financial Support Committee. He was a major force in the creation of the 

Ridley Foundation, a leader of the Program for Excellence at the beginning of the 

decade, and, with Bob Stevens, the decisive strength in the creation of the Griffith 

Complex in 1977. Mac graduated from the Upper School in 1946. He was a strong 

athlete, excelling particularly as captain of the first hockey team. He graduated 

from the University of Toronto in 1949 and joined his father’s toy manufacturing 

business, eventually becoming chairman of the firm. The three Irwin sons, George, 

David, and Peter, are all Ridley graduates and involved with Irwin Toy Limited. 

Taking over board leadership from Bob Stevens in 1977, Mac guided Ridley 

through the creation of boarding facilities for girls, the development of the 

Performing Arts Centre, and the planning for the subdivision of the Houses into 

smaller administrative units. Gooderham House East was the first of these—it was 

made over into a girls’ residence along with Dean’s House. Mac’s style was 

resourceful, persuasive, and tireless. Building on the base created by Bob Stevens, 

Mac’s chairmanship from 1977 through 1981 was marked by success in the School’s 

long road back to fiscal stability. 

All three board chairmen of the decade were particularly supported by Hubert 

T. Mandeville (“T” to one and all), who brought to the board two priceless assets: 

major financial support from his family foundation, and an intimate knowledge 

of what was happening in the greatest of the New England independent schools. 

It was “T” who endorsed the more dramatic innovations of the ’70s and who 

provided funds for new cadet uniforms in 1969. John Drope ’42, a local Old Boy 

and governor, was another tireless supporter. He undertook the arduous respon- 

sibility of the renewal and renovation of aging buildings and the creation of the 

new “berm” field, while adding the McLaughlin wing and the Griffith Complex to 

the School’s inventory of buildings. 

Perhaps the most subtle influence was that of Peter Maclachlan ’42, whose 

death in 1981 was a sudden tragedy for his family and for the School. He was vice' 

president of the board of governors from 1969 to 1978, and senior vice-president 

from 1978 to 1981. To quote from his obituary in Acta, “He had the ability to cut 

through the digressions of a discussion, so that the central point was defined and 

resolved. As a member of the Gooderham family, and an Old Boy, he took a 

particular and deep interest in the welfare of Ridley. ...” 

Between 1967 and 1981, Peter served on almost every committee of the board, 

and was chairman of several. Perhaps his two most valuable contributions were his 

reorganization of the Business Administration of the School, during his time as 

chairman of the Finance Committee, and his leadership of the Ad Hoc Committee 

of 1978, which planned the redevelopment and renovation of the whole area of 

Gooderham House and Dean’s House. Peter was very much at the centre of the 

changes and expansions that took place during the 1970s. Reflecting his philan¬ 

thropic work in other areas, he believed strongly in the continuing religious 

observance of the School, the exercise of care and compassion over its members, 

and the furtherance of its cultural and artistic life. He and his wife, Enid, also 

befriended (almost adopted) the Bradleys in their early Canadian years. 

Ridley College has been blessed over the years by a succession of people who 

have given of themselves so that the words of the school hymn can be sung with 

pride and thankfulness: 

Tha t they may build from age to age 
An undefiled heritage. 

Peter was certainly one of them. 
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As it became clear that the Bradley era was ending, Mac Irwin convened a 

summer weekend at Ridley in 1980, under the joint leadership of Bob Stevens and 

Richard Bradley. This occasion, attended by a wide representation of 

constituencies, affirmed the support of the “Ridley connection” for all that had 

been initiated during the seventies. 

THE DECADE COMES TO A CLOSE 

By 1980, Richard believed that he had done as much as he could at Ridley. He 

maintained that a decade was about the right tenure for any modem headmaster. 

He was then 55 years old and although there were things left to do, as always, he 

had a feeling that he should be looking for one more opportunity to head a 

significant independent school. That opportunity came in 1981 when he accepted 

the headship at The Rivers School near Boston, an all-boys day school. A less 

hectic pace of life and the proximity to the cultural life of Boston were highly 

appealing. This set the stage for the gathering in the Great Hall, in May 1981, of 

staff, friends, faculty, and governors to offer thanks and to bid farewell to Ridley’s 

fifth headmaster. The speeches on that occasion were lengthy and heartfelt. They 

brought closure to a dramatic decade in the history of the School—a decade that 

had witnessed nothing less than the transformation of Ridley. 

Richard could well look out from his study windows in the spring of 1981 and 

gaze across the fields with a sense of satisfaction. The trees which had been planted 

almost ten years earlier, replacing those lost to the scourge of Dutch Elm disease, 

were flourishing; so too was Ridley. Ten years earlier, the School (and indeed all of 

western society) had been plagued with problems of unrest and disaffection, which 

had eaten away at the heart of the institution. Less than ten years later, the 

clamour for change and the uprooting of tradition had given way to strong voices 

in support of permanence and stability. Not without controversy, Richard had 

brought about change. The next two decades affirmed that those changes were 

positive ones. There are significant “bricks and mortar” memorials to his years in 

office that lend credence to the claim. At the same time, there was also an 

underpinning of philosophic, academic, and educational strength throughout 

Richard’s administration that cemented his record. 

The record shows an overall enrollment improvement from 420 students in 

1971 to just over 500 ten years later. Day boys arrived in the Upper School in 1972 

and day girls appeared in September a year later. Thanks to the direction Richard 

gave to the Program for Excellence, the McLaughlin Building had arisen in 1973 

at the physical heart of the School along with the total upgrading of School House 

and the new biology laboratory. The collapse of the Old Rink in 1977 led directly 

to the H. C. Griffith Athletic Complex. The physical adjustments made necessary 

by the coming of boarding girls to Dean’s House in 1978 led to the creation of the 

Performing Arts Centre. The restructuring of the boarding houses began in 

Gooderham House in 1980. That summer saw the beginning of yet another 

initiative: Sports Ridley. These were the concrete memorials to “The Bradley Era.” 

In the story of each of these, something was lost, but at the same time something 

new was begun. In the coming of the day students, old traditions gave way to new 

ones; the loss of the Old Rink was a blow to one hockey season but the great 

benefaction of the Griffith facility opened a new chapter for winter sports; the 

beginning of Sports Ridley opened the School to the community even further. 

For the students, faculty, and friends who had personal contact with Richard 

during the seventies, the concrete memorials were less significant than his legacy 

in the things that were not so visible. Andrew and Sinclair Ross both remember 

his command of audiences, especially in chapel, as something felt as much as seen. 

Less than ten years 

later, the clamour for 

change and the uprooting 

of tradition had given 

way to strong voices in 

support of permanence 

and stability. 
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Richard Bradley was 

painfully aware of an 

element among the Old 

Boys who felt deeply 

wounded by the 

acceleration of change 

to traditional Ridley. 

Richard was an experienced teacher and he seized every possible opportunity to 

take classes. Peter Ladage recalls Richard’s occasional appearance in English. “Not 

only was the change itself welcome, but he taught marvelously. It was good to see 

that the man at the helm had worked on the toredeck and earned his stripes.” 

Many in the grade 12 history classes will also remember his inspiring series of 

lectures on the French Revolution. He had an ability to convey the deeper 

meaning of things, whether in poems or in historical events, both in the classroom 

and in the Chapel, and to capture the imaginations of students and faculty alike. 

Richard was also a decisive problem-solver and an academic. He enjoyed 

public speaking and the writing that always preceded it. Most of his writing, in fact, 

was dictated at night for transcription the next day—a practice that he believed 

made him accessible in his office during the day. His correspondence with board 

members was voluminous and always carefully crafted. His notes to faculty 

explaining policy were meticulous, and his replies to parents on a host of problems 

and concerns show a strong desire for understanding and a sensitivity toward 

individuals. Above all, Richard Bradley was a leader. He had a dynamic 

competence that created a new climate of optimism at the School. Among the 

headmasters of the other independent schools, Richard’s leadership was recognized 

and highly respected. The headmaster of Upper Canada College, Dick Sadleir, 

confessed later that he learned more about headmastering from Richard than from 

any other source. One example of Richard’s headmastering style was his idea of 

standing together with the headmaster of the opposing school at major home or 

away games. The idea was that they be seen not as enemies but as colleagues in a 

joint educational endeavour. 

When he took over in 1971, Richard immediately set out to improve the 

quality of life at Ridley. He overhauled the discipline structure to provide a 

constructive and character-building system with mechanisms to recognize and 

encourage the development of individual responsibility. He strengthened the 

faculty, changed the nature of the enrollment, introduced new activities, and set in 

motion the reorganization of the School’s business administration. All these things 

were based upon sound objectives. Richard was totally in agreement with the 

principles laid down by Dr. Miller in 1889, but he added a new translation that fit 

the Ridley situation as he found it. From his educational objectives sprang the new 

directions. These resulted in a new set of internal systems. 

Instituting new directions in an institution leaves any administrator open to 

intense scrutiny. Richard was always sensitive to his own Englishness in the 

Canadian context, but his conviction that his appointment was made for a 

particular purpose sustained him. There were some who felt that policies imported 

from the English educational scene were not necessarily acceptable to a proud 

Canadian institution. Richard did not abandon his extensive English experience. 

His sensitivity to this, however, left him without an ultimate self-confidence in his 

own judgment—so far as his interpretation of the Canadian scene was concerned. 

This, more than anything else, was the source of the challenges to his authority. In 

some quarters, the strength of his determination in matters of academic and 

educational policy was interpreted as obstinacy and even arrogance. Richard was 

painfully aware of an element among the Old Boys who felt deeply wounded by the 

acceleration of change to traditional Ridley. They saw the headmaster as a usurper 

of the Griffith tradition and the destroyer of old-style prefect leadership. There 

were (and continue to be) passionate loyalists of a cause defeated by time. There 

were struggles with adverse student opinion, resistant forms of conduct and, at 

times, hostile criticism. Richard endured these, however wearing they must have 

been, and was confident that the educational objectives that he believed had a 

universal character were more important to the School in the long run. 
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In the editorial to A eta ’79, editor Tom Stevens passed an interesting and 

relevant judgment on his own efforts to capture the life of the year in the yearbook. 

His edition of Acta (as well as the others of the last half of the decade in particular), 

set high standards, initiated much that was new in the presentation of material, 

and exploited the creative talents of many on the A eta staff, all the while maintain¬ 

ing a tradition of excellence and comprehensiveness stretching back nearly ninety 

years. In the end, however, Tom confessed that in spite of every effort, the old 

adage “you can’t please everyone all the time” still held true. The headmaster 

might well have used the same adage to describe the endeavours of his own 

administration. The fact remains, however, that the overall integrity of the School 

had been preserved while Richard shifted it onto a more contemporary foundation. 

In addition to the new directions, the 1970s witnessed an artistic and cultural 

revitalization at the School. The credit courses, which became available to Ridley 

students were instrumental in this; Richard’s encouragement of a wide variety of 

programs and his profound belief in the education of the whole person were equally 

instrumental in the dramatic increase in the numbers of students involved in the 

arts. This speaks as much about the recognition of a latent human desire to create 

as it does to the provision of facilities. In the creation of the McLaughlin Building 

in 1973 and then the Performing Arts Centre in 1978, the arts became fully 

accommodated. There was a home for musicians, a gallery for artists, and a stage 

for the dramatists. These facilities, in turn, became the foundation for the creative 

imaginations of Kay Boa and, later, Jim McLaughlin in art; Michael Tansley and 

Thom Mitchell in music; Ross Morrow, Victor Bohlmann, and Wayne Fraser in 

drama; and Richard Wright in creative writing. 

Arguably, it was in music that the brightest stars appeared, and inspiring many 

of these was Mary Bradley. Mary was a strong supporter of Richard’s cultural 

encouragements and a part of Ridley’s involvement in the wider St. Catharines 

music community. She encouraged the participation of Ridley’s students in musical 

events in the city. The Niagara Symphony Wassail parties just before Christmas, 

which she was instrumental in initiating, have been a cultural highlight since 

1974- Mary had a long chain of music students, who paraded in and out of the 

headmaster’s house for lessons. The lessons marked them, if not with talent, then 

at least with a deeper appreciation of good music. David Pitfield remembers his 

lessons with fondness although the results were less permanent. “Mary was my 

fourth or fifth piano teacher. She concluded by dismissing me as beyond musical 

hope ... a mutually agreeable conclusion!” Nor was the headmaster one of Mary’s 

star pupils. Once, however, he did ascend the musical center stage as guest soloist 

for Haydn’s Toy Symphony—playing the ridiculous instrument the Bird Call. Peter 

Ladage remembers the performance with delight but also recalls Richard being 

upstaged by Maurice Cooke who entered with the vacuum cleaner! 

An additional part of the cultural revitalization was reflected in the wide- 

ranging entertaining that the Bradleys managed to accomplish. The headmaster’s 

house witnessed a constant stream of dinner parties that featured carefully planned 

mixtures of students, faculty, governors, and St. Catharines friends. Richard and 

Mary had a wonderful ability to put guests at ease and to enjoy good company; 

among other culinary delights, Mary’s soups gained particular distinction. At one 

particular dinner party for the prefects, Beth Cameron recalls dropping her plate 

on the carpet in the dining room. A totally embarrassing situation for her was 

averted when the two Bradley dachshunds rushed to the rescue, gobbled up the 

mess, and licked the carpet clean! 

The Bradley portrait in the Great Hall is perhaps the best reminder of any of 

Ridley’s fifth headmaster. With his library behind him and the dogs at his feet, each 

person who was at Ridley in the seventies can recall his or her own special memory 

Tom confessed that 

in spite of every effort, 

the old adage “you can’t 

please everyone all the 

time” still held true. 
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Together they were 

prepared to bring Ridley 

forward and put it on 

firm ground. 

of the man. George Wyatt, for instance, watched Richard come to exude a quiet 

confidence in the direction he was taking the School; Mike Patterson glimpsed a 

leader with a very specific vision; Jim Kingstone, recalling the Monday prefect 

meetings, remembers being intimidated at first but soon found that “[Richard] 

listened too with a restless, searching kind of intensity—thereby paying us, with his 

patience and obvious care, his own tribute”; J. P. Westin sensed a dominant figure 

breaking new ground yet preserving tradition. Dick Sadleir, an admirer from a more 

distant vantage at UCC, saw Richard “taking Ridley to higher ground.” 

On the opposite wall in the Great Hall are the portraits of the board Chairmen 

of the decade, Jim McConnell, Bob Stevens, and Mac Irwin. These men exercised 

equally bold courage, initiative, and leadership. Together they were prepared to 

abandon the path of least resistance of maintaining the old and the known, to 

bring Ridley forward and put it on firm ground. They look across from one another 

today, undoubtedly recalling the creative tensions that brought about the 

reorganization of Ridley’s systems, the resurgence of the quality of life, and the 

recovery of Ridley’s preeminent status as a boarding school. 

SERVANTS AND MASTERS ALL 

Five people who believed in Ridley and served for a long time retired in the 

seventies. They devoted themselves to its well-being. They shared a sense of service: 

to their families, the School, the community, and their friends and colleagues. 

John S. Guest 

In many ways, John Guest teas the Lower School for twenty years. He knew his 

boys, he knew systems, he knew schools, and he knew Ridley. 

John joined the Lower School staff in 1933. He married Cosie Rigby in 

1935. In 1942, the Navy called and John rose to the rank of lieutenant- 

commander. Following the war, John helped to build Rigby Lumber, and he ran 

that St. Catharines firm during the first post-war decade. In 1956, he returned to 

Ridley; his appointment as headmaster of the Lower School began twenty years of 

dedicated service. 

John maintained his involvement with the St. Catharines community 

throughout his tenure. His leadership with the St. Catharines Symphony 

Association, the Arts Council, and the Arts Centre at Rodman Hall attest to his 

interests and to his desire to maintain a balance in his own life. It also served to 

diminish the isolation of Ridley from its neighbourhood. 

The Lower School was the beneficiary of his ministrations at a pivotal time in 

the School’s history. The 1960s and early 1970s were not easy years. Richard 

Bradley was especially grateful for John’s membership on the hoard and for his wise 

counsel in the first years of his own administration in particular. While dramatic 

change and renewal of purpose roiled the Upper School, the Lower School was 

relatively stable, like a ship in calm waters under the lieutenant-commander. 

Fortunately, John had Cosie at his side and together they created a homelike 

atmosphere in the Lower School. They knew the boys and staff personally and were 

both masters of gracious hospitality. Together they raised their own children, Terry, 

Patrick, and Debbie, in the Ridley environment. 

“J. G.” always taught. He was a strong believer in Latin as a foundation for 

good English. He coached almost all of the Lower School sports at one time or 

another and was an enthusiastic supporter of Ridley matches from the fifths to the 

first teams. His encouragement of drama in particular and the many other extra¬ 

curricular activities that made the Lower School such a special place was a 

reflection of his concern for the hoys’ total welfare. 
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John and Cosie were sophisticated people, stylish, humorous, and secure of 

purpose. The Guest era ended with their retirement in 1976. John died in 1995 and 

Cosie early in 1996. 

W. A. “Jack” Aylott 

Long-term servants bring a continuity that enriches tradition and provides 

stability. Some of these servants become institutions. Jack Aylott was one of these. 

Jack, the squash pro, came to Ridley from the Thistle Club in Hamilton in 

1951. He took on the all-encompassing post of gamesmaster. Over the years, he 

arranged the fixtures, ran the Supply Store, purchased the sports equipment, and 

supervised the maintenance of the Ridley grounds. The School best remembers 

Jack as a patient, talented, high-energy coach of cricket, tennis, and squash, 

though he even assisted the coaching of first football for a few years. He had a 

reputation for zealously guarding “his” cricket pitch. The senior cadet officers of 

1978 all recall Jack’s dismay when the General landed his helicopter on the pitch 

on Inspection Day! There was absolutely nothing more important to him, however, 

than fair play and good sportsmanship. He had a fiery style when he confronted 

flabbiness or self-pity among his athletes. He was a man of lofty integrity, and he 

encouraged the highest personal standards in his players. 

Jack retired with all due honours in 1978 and, with his wife Dorothy, moved 

to nearby Ancaster. The Aylott home was always a little island of Englishness. 

Lt. Col. A. C. “Andy” Iggulden 

For over half of Ridley’s history, the Iggulden name has echoed throughout the 

halls and trumpeted across the fields. A. W. “Cap” Iggulden was followed by his son 

Andy; from 1949 through 1978, Andy continued an established tradition as the 

institutional mainstay of physical education, gymnastics, and the cadet program. 

Andy spent over three years in a prisoner-of-war camp during the Second World 

War, and the courage, tenacity, and resilience that he showed then gave him a 

powerful life-long authority. 

“The Major” or “The Colonel” (depending on your era) presented a fiery 

presence to generations of students, with his own mixture of sternness and good 

humour. Who will forget his method of teaching timing—the famous twirling rope 

in the gym? He had a marvellous way of making the cadet program acceptable, 

practical, and even desirable. What he expected of his officers was matched by his 

own distinguished and upright bearing. He presided over every Cadet Inspection 

from 1950 through 1978 and over an equally magnificent chain of Assaults-At- 

Arms, which always featured “his” gymnastics teams. These activities in particular 

were key builders of the self-confidence of the hundreds of students who came 

under his influence. Reaching back to one of the earliest Ridley traditions, the 

inculcation of a leadership/service compact, Andy also supervised the 

administration of “hours” by the prefects. He bore down on those both giving and 

enduring those “hours.” 

Andy gave of himself to the Ridley family, hut there was plenty left for his own 

too—his wife Ethel, sons Brian and Paul, and daughter Anne. The Ridley family 

and his personal family were a unique blend. Andy saw life as precious and believed 

with a passion in helping boys (and latterly girls) to excel at whatever they were 

doing. His outlook and his efforts on their behalf made words like tradition, 

service, integrity, and faith utterly comprehensible. 

His passing in 1983 was marked by a memorial service in the Ridley Chapel. 

That fitting service sealed the memory of this finest of Ridley exemplars into the 

annals of the School. 
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H. Alan Staples 

In many ways, A1 Staples’ service to Ridley represents a quintessential 
schoolmaster’s career. He joined the faculty at an early age, ministered faithfully for 
a long time, and retired happily. A1 was studying in France in 1939, but, as war 
loomed, he decided it was best to head home. An opportunity to teach French had 
opened at Ridley and he seized upon it. 

His arrival coincided with the completion of the Iggulden Gym (and pool), 
and it was not long before he had a swim team up and swimming. He was instru¬ 
mental in establishing the inter-school LBF championship tournaments, which 
have continued uninterruptedly. His team managed to win the first championship 
in 1942 and thirteen more before 1979. He was the coach of the first team for his 
entire career, and A1 is remembered for his end-of-season dinner parties as well as 
for the Staples Trophy for dedication, perseverance, and improvement, given by 
the boys on his 1979 team. A1 also officiated football games, coached second 
basketball, and umpired league cricket. 

A1 married Irene in 1941, and they raised two daughters, Janet and Mary, 
during his tenure as housemaster of Gooderham House in the late 1940s and then 
Merritt House in the 1950s. He served four headmasters, instructed French for the 
most part, but also taught Spanish and Latin. He was instrumental in giving a host 
of students a bilingual mindset and, by osmosis, between his attacks on irregular 
verbs and the horrors of gender problems, a knowledge of European civilization. He 
also produced the annual Prize Day program without the benefit of a computer! 

A1 and Irene attended chapel regularly—A1 was the chief sidesman during the 
60s and 70s—and Irene headed the Altar Guild faithfully during the same period. 
They were notable for their presence at almost all of Ridley’s events—the games, 
the recitals, the plays—both major and minor. 

Theirs was the epitome of an uninterrupted, cheerful, and dedicated journey 
through the years. A1 retired in 1979, and he and Irene moved west to be closer to 
their children. A1 died in 1992, and Irene died eight years later. 

David R. Wilson 

“D. R. W.” (D. R. for short) joined the Ridley faculty as a physics teacher in 
1954- By 1958 he had absorbed both the skills of teaching and the spirit of Ridley. 
His wife, Mary, became as familiar on the Ridley scene as David through her many 
years of service to the infirmary and her cheerful skills as a hostess. She will also 
long be remembered for her gifts of Christmas ornaments (a different one each 
year) to a gang of faculty children. 

David had an appetite for hard work and long hours. He had tremendous 
organizational skills and strong educational beliefs. In 1958 he took over the 
annual construction of the timetable—a gigantic task that appealed to his 
problem-solving mind, which he did for twenty years without a computer! He 
became head of the science department in 1964 and was appointed director of 
academics in 1968. These were critical appointments for the School, because of the 
enormous changes in curriculum brought on by the Hall-Dennis Report and 
because of the unrest that plagued all educational institutions in the western world. 
David’s grasp of the issues at stake in these years was profound. 

From 1970, David, Mary, and their four boys lived next to the Chapel at the 
hub of the School. David was now the assistant headmaster, and he filled that role 
with vigorous and thoroughly supportive leadership until 1981. He was at the 
center of the implementation of the many reforms, changes, and reorganizations 
that took place during the 1970s. He was involved in all the major building 
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renovations, the rethinking of the social and disciplinary systems of the School, 

and the diversification of activities. Anything that affected students and their 

welfare was his concern. His leadership, his empathy with students, his sense of 

fairness, and his practical advice to students and faculty alike were hallmarks of a 

truly committed teacher and administrator. David combined his many roles with a 

lively sense of humour, a respect for scholarship, innovation, and efficiency. David 

and Mary were loyal and positive supporters of the Chapel as well, yet maintained 

their involvement with their own parish, Christ Church. 

David confronted an era of great change with the courage of Great Heart. 

Truly, Ridley might not have come through safely without his special guidance. 

IN MEMORIAM 

Hamilton “Laddie” Cassels ’13 

Hamilton Cassels was one of the great heroes in the early Ridley story and a 

giant on the Ridley scene for his entire life. He was a student from 1907 to 1913, 

saw action in both world wars, was chosen president of the Old Boys Association 

in 1924, and was elected to the board of governors in 1936. He served as the 

president from 1963 through 1967. He died in 1973. 

Laddie’s leadership abilities as a Ridley student read like a fairy tale. He was 

captain of the football and hockey teams and was a member of the first cricket team 

for three years. He was a prefect. He was Commanding Officer of the Cadet Corps 

in his final year, as well as the winner of the Blake Proficiency Prize and the Mason 

Gold Medal. After the First World War, he married the headmaster’s daughter, 

Nannette Miller. Upon graduation from Osgoode Hall, he joined the esteemed 

law firm founded by his father and became a Life Bencher of the Upper Canada 

Law Society. 

Hamilton Cassels was a keen sportsman, and he was certainly one of the last 

of the Great Amateurs: a man who lived his entire life in a tradition of sports and 

sportsmanship. For that, he acknowledged his debt to his mentor, Harry Griffith. 

He had the unique experience of coaching the University of Toronto Varsity team 

in the Grey Cup final in 1920 when they defeated the Toronto Argonauts, the 

team for which he had played the previous week! He was the product of an era in 

which Toronto’s social and business life was dominated by “The Old School Tie.” 

For years he was an active member of the Argonaut Football and Rowing Club, and 

he enjoyed a good squash game at the University Club well into his seventies. 

He enjoyed singing and collected songs from the music halls of the World 

War I era. Laddie liked nothing better than gathering around the piano when his 

wife, daughter, or sister-in-law, Kitty Miller, played for a sing-song. His interests 

ranged from the Presbyterian Church, to the 48th Highlanders, to the Red Cross, 

the Ionic Lodge, and, of course, Ridley College. In the early 60s, he took the time 

to read and comment upon every word of Beattie’s Ridley—The Story of a School and 

was the inspiration and chief benefactor to the fledgling Ridley rowing program in 

the middle of that decade. 

Looking up at his portrait in the Great Hall, one senses both the gentleman 

and the sportsman. How appropriate his military moustache is. His eyes blaze 

fiercely with the joy of living and with an abiding love for the School. 

Robert S. Cockburn 

Major Robert “Twink” “Co” Cockburn gave fifty-one years of dedication and 

involvement to Ridley, including ten to the Canadian Army in two world wars. 

The school motto was exemplified in his life. 
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Mr. Cockburn arrived at Ridley in 1921, fresh after earning an M.A. at Oxford. 

He taught languages, both modern and classic. With the versatility of so many of 

the faculty in the ’20s and ’30s, he was attached to a wide variety of sports and 

activities. He was a respected football official both at the School and in the city. 

He was the organizer of the annual Cross-Country Runs and an editor of Acta. He 

also ran the bookstore for over forty years! In 1931, he became the housemaster of 

School House but gave that up in 1933 to marry Hazel, his childhood sweetheart. 

They lived together off-campus. 

“Co” is best remembered, however, for his military connections both inside 

and outside the School. Between the wars, he served in the militia, and, in the late 

1930s, was the Commanding Officer of the 56th Field Battery (Ridley’s military 

parent force) of the Royal Canadian Artillery Regiment. At Ridley, memories of 

“Twink” are most universally connected with his service to the Cadet Corps as the 

shooting instructor. He actually taught a young sixteen-year old Andy Iggulden to 

shoot! An older generation will remember his ramrod straight figure standing 

outside the Dining Hall after lunch taking names for shooting appointments. Over 

the years, he gave every boy in the Upper School and many in the Lower School 

the opportunity to learn target shooting. His endurance was extraordinary. The 

only thing that gave out was his hearing. 

He retired officially in June 1972 but continued to enjoy the camaraderie of 

the Master’s Common Room until he was felled by a stroke in 1975. Most 

appropriately, a memorial service in the Ridley Chapel gave the School an 

opportunity to give thanks for his life of devotion. 

Three Governors 

Three devoted Old Boys who served on the board were John Gould ’42, Bill 

Randall ’43, and Peter MacLachlan ’42. John and Bill, who both sent their sons to 

Ridley, died in 1975 at relatively young ages. Bill Randall served during the war 

with the R.C.A.F. and had a distinguished career in business and investment. John 

Gould was a pioneer in the Canadian outdoor advertising industry, particularly in 

the promotion of neon lighting—both as a promotional medium and as an art 

form. These two leaders in Canadian enterprise were generous and positive in the 

support of their old school. The Gould Fund, which was created in John’s honour, 

continues to support faculty initiatives and visiting scholars. 

The tribute to Peter MacLachlan ’42 can be found on page 340. 
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THE CONSOLIDATION OF CHANGE 
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Canada and the World 
After the defeat of Quebec’s 1980 independence referendum, 

Trudeau was resolved to advance Canada’s identity as a sovereign nation 

by bringing the constitution home. In December 1981, parliament voted 

in favour of a patriation package, which had been agreed upon by all the 

provinces except Quebec. In April 1982, Queen Elizabeth proclaimed 

Canada’s new Constitution Act from the steps of Parliament Hill. This 

did not advance the unity of the nation; but the Charter of Rights and 

Freedoms attached to it, entrenching the rights of individuals, proved to 

be a great agent for change. 

Canada, along with the U.S., suffered a recession in the early ’80s. 

Interest rates climbed into double digits and Canadians stopped buying. 

Layoffs, bankruptcies, and food banks became the order of the day. Talk 

of separatism in both the east and the west added to the unhappiness. 

These dissatisfactions became focused upon Trudeau. In 1984, he 

resolved to leave public life. His successor, John Turner, fought the next 

election unsuccessfully against Brian Mulroney. Mulroney immediately 

fulfilled his promise for better relations with the U.S., successfully 

thwarting Levesque's attempts to enlist American investors in an 

independent Quebec. The pursuit of a free trade agreement culminated in 

1989; Canada's traditional east-west economic orientation was set to 

become north-south. Mulroney did achieve inter-provincial agreement 

with the Meech Lake Accord in 1987. Opponents gathered strength, 

however, and, to Quebec’s dismay, last minute efforts in June 1990 to 

save the agreements failed. Pollsters began suggesting that disunity might 

just be a permanent part of the definition of Canada. 

“There is nothing automatic about this country,’’ said former Prime 

Minister Joe Clark. By decade’s end, the rift between English and French 

Canada had widened, the country was again in recession, and there was 

a massive loss of confidence in politicians and in the political process. 

More positively, Canada became an influential, generally neutral 

power in the area of peacekeeping. Canadian forces served the UN in 

several areas. Canada was also at the forefront of the progress towards 

“information technology" and the coming of the computer world. In the 

arts—music, literature, dance, cinema—the country acquired world 

recognition. Canada also cotnpeted in international sports at a 

consistently high level. Perhaps above all, the country became a major 

objective for emigrants from across the world and especially from Asia. 

Canadian multiculturalism was enhanced. 

NOTABLE EVENTS 

1981 Prince Charles and Lady Diana 

Spencer marry. 

1982 The Canadian Constitution 

Act signed by Queen Elizabeth. 

Dominion Day becomes 

Canada Day. 

Argentina invades the 

Falkland Islands. 

Bertha Wilson becomes the 

first female Justice of the 

Supreme Court. 

Fibre optics enters our 

vocabulary. 

1983 Jeanne Sauve becomes first 

female governor general. 

Korean Airlines Flight 007 

shot down. 

1984 Marc Gameau becomes 

Canada’s first astronaut. 

Gas leak in Bhopal India 

kills thousands. 

Brian Mulroney wins election 

by a landslide. 

Indira Gandhi assassinated. 

Bishop Desmond Tutu wins 

the Nobel Peace Prize. 

1985 Live Aid rock concert 

organized by Bob Geldof raises 

$50 million for famine relief. 

The wreck of the Titanic found. 

1986 Toronto’s John Polanyi wins 

Nobel Prize in Chemistry. 

Chernobyl nuclear meltdown. 

1987 Meech Lake Accord. 

1988 Calgary Winter Olympics. 

Canada apologizes to Japanese 

Canadians for their treatment 

during WWII. 

Ben Johnson forfeits Olympic 

gold medal. 

Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska. 

1989 Free Trade with the U.S. 

becomes a reality. 

Communist crackdown in 

Tiananmen Square, Beijing. 

Massacre of 14 young women 

at the University of Montreal. 

SkyDome opens in Toronto. 
Berlin Wall comes down. 
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THE NEW HEADMASTER 
Ridley is what its Headmaster makes it. Under each Head, Ridley has assumed a dif¬ 

ferent form, different from the form that the previous Headmaster had moulded. . . . 

It is important to realize that Ridley is not stagnant and will continue to change. 

- Terry' Cronyn Under Chairman Mac Irwin’s leadership, Hugh Jeremy Packard was 

selected by the board of governors in February 1981 to succeed 

Richard A. Bradley. More than one hundred applications for the post 

had been reduced to nine, which were then screened by a Selection 

Committee composed of board members and the faculty’s representative, Bob 

Stanley. During the lengthy discussions of the candidates on the short list, some 

concern was expressed about Mr. Packard’s Roman Catholic Church affiliation and 

his wife Ingrid Cronin’s pursuit of a law degree, which was then nearing 

completion. As a sign of the times, neither item was deemed a significant impedi¬ 

ment to Jere’s candidacy. Jere Packard became the unanimous choice to lead Ridley 

through the decade. 

Incumbent Board Chairman Dr. Don McFarlane took great pleasure in 

introducing Ridley’s new headmaster at various gatherings as “a man of this decade, 

tuned to the complexities of a Ridley education in the 1980s.” Ridley’s new leader 

was thoroughly rooted in the independent school system, and his credentials were 

indeed impressive. Jere Packard had graduated, cum laude, from Choate School, 

Connecticut, in 1955 and did his undergraduate studies at Williams College. The 

U.S. Marine Corps Reserve fulfilled his military obligations and permitted his 

continuing education. Two years at Hotchkiss School, Connecticut, was followed 

by a year at Eton College, England, where he became familiar with the English 

independent school system. From there he went to Columbia University for gradu¬ 

ate studies in history. Following his master’s degree, he returned to Choate in 1964 

to teach history and coach football; he remained there throughout the 1970s. 

During his years at Choate, Jere seized various opportunities to travel exten¬ 

sively in Europe and the Far East. He involved himself in several summer school 

projects; over the years, he became prominent in the professional organizations of 

the National Association of Independent Schools at both the state and national 

levels. He also gained considerable experience as a housemaster and as chairman 

of the history department; he authored two history texts on 19th-century America. 

When Choate became coeducational in 1975, by uniting with nearby Rosemary' 

Hall, Jere Packard was appointed vice-principal in charge of student life for the 

nearly 600 students in the male segment of the amalgamated school. 

In 1980, he was appointed assistant to the president, but, with little hope of 

further advancement at Choate, the idea of a headship of his own elsewhere 

became attractive. When that opportunity presented itself at one of Canada’s 

venerable independent schools late in 1980, he felt that he was ready for a new and 

significant challenge. As a historian, Jere Packard was aware of Canada and 

Canadians. He had visited the country (although not St. Catharines) and he 

already knew Sam Anderson ’45 from Sam’s days at Choate. Sam had actually 

taught Jere his French and, with impeccable timing in 1980, filled him in with 

Ridley details. Along with his broad American experience, Jere Packard brought to 

Ridley two high-school-aged children from his first marriage, Eliza and Seth, and a 

son, Michael, from his marriage with Ingrid. Another child was on the way. The 

family also included two very large dogs and a cat. 

Jere Packard did not see himself as a new broom. He acknowledged early and 

often the School’s debt to his predecessor for giving shape to a more modem 

school; he suggested that his mission was to consolidate the changes already in 

“It is important to 

realize that Ridley is 

not stagnant and will 

continue to change.” 
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These shufflings gave 

Ridley a transfusion 

of fresh and 

enthusiastic vigour. 

place. How far he could go in that consolidation was anyone’s guess in the early 

months of his administration. At the end of his first year at Ridley, his own analysis 

of how things had gone suggested that his early cautious approach was appropriate. 

He did, however, hint of a vision of things that still needed to be done. He told the 

board that he believed the transition had been a peaceful one, 

without major changes in policies, program or philosophy. With an institution as 

complex and traditional as Ridley College, rapid change based upon extremely short 

acquaintance would be disruptive and dangerous. Furthermore, it was very much my 

impression . . . that Ridley College had prospered during the ten years of the Bradley 

era to the point where the School was basically sound and healthy, and not in need 

of immediate major surgery! 

Both board and faculty agreed. 

Jere’s cautious approach in the transition year was not just good management; 

it was also practical. No less than fifteen faculty additions or changes in roles faced 

the new headmaster in September 1981. Each of these individuals was busy enough 

with his or her own new area of concern not to be bothered by major shifts in the 

direction of the School. Maurice Cooke was now executive assistant to the 

headmaster and charged with the responsibility of creating a new admissions 

department; Dr. Lowell Scott was now director of academics. Rick Rasmussen 

came up from the Lower School to be head of physical education and head football 

coach; Rev. Gerald Shantz was the new chaplain; Judi Lukenda was new to Ridley 

and to biology; Mike Rattenbury came to mathematics; Tony Sherman came to 

science; and Lynne Lacey-Crowther entered the modern languages department. 

Wendy Bennett, Eleanor Johnston, Margaret Ives, and Jim Bryan were not quite 

novices, but all were given additional academic responsibilities that year. 

Lor 1981-82, three new housemasters had been set in place; Rosemary 

Iggulden was the first housemaster of the second girl’s residence, Gooderham-East; 

Michael Scott had assumed the reins in the south half of Merritt House, now called 

Merritt'Scott; George Briggs took on the yet undivided Arthur Bishop House. Jere 

was led to report in November that all three had passed their baptism of fire with 

disciplinary cases, concerned parents, and minor crises. Bob Stanley was the senior 

master and advisor to the headmaster, and Jon Silver was the new dean of residence 

and general overseer of residential life. 

These shufflings were coincidental to the change in headmaster, but they gave 

Ridley a transfusion of fresh and enthusiastic vigour at an opportune time. Reflect¬ 

ing on these personnel changes in November, the headmaster expressed genuine 

satisfaction with his faculty and stated a clear belief that the School should take 

pride in the departures of senior faculty. He referred especially to former Chaplain 

Jack Rose and former housemaster Roy Napier, in that their recent promotions 

“fulfill one of our responsibilities to Canadian education—namely to serve in part 

as a training ground for educators and to be known as a school that builds 

leadership in staff as well as in students.” Ridley’s record in providing headmasters 

to other schools may, in fact, be unsurpassed [see Appendisc]. 

Equally interesting as the shifts in personnel was the headmaster’s own analysis 

of the state of the School, which he presented in September 1982 after his first 

year. At Jere’s first meeting with the board in 1981, Chris Nicholl had asked him 

to compare Ridley to the American independent schools that he knew and to try 

to assess Ridley’s uniqueness. Professor Nicholl’s questions stemmed from a genuine 

desire among board members to gain some perspective on exactly where Ridley 

stood in relation to other good independent boarding schools after the Bradley 

decade. They also wanted assurance about what their new headmaster believed 

needed preserving and what, if anything, needed to be changed. Jere did not 

disappoint. He spent much of his first summer vacation, in fact, reflecting on his 
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first impressions and constructing a lengthy response. He concluded categorically 

that there was much to he proud of. Ridley, he stated, was indeed a unique 

institution and distinctively different from the schools he knew. 

In this document [see Appendisc], Jere described Ridley’s physical plant as the 

best he had seen in Canada and praised its sense of gracious space. Furthermore, he 

believed that Ridley’s introduction of female students had created the premier 

coeducational residential school in the nation. The Lower School was the only 

self-contained and autonomously operated junior school with a majority boarding 

component in North America. The blending of day students into a boarding 

environment, while preserving the ethos of a residential institution was, he felt, a 

great achievement of the 1970s and unrivalled anywhere. Preserving the seven-day 

aspect of the boarding school program was also a distinct advantage, and the large 

and complex diversity of students had created a truly international school. Ridley’s 

strong school spirit and the loyalty shown toward the School by students was 

remarkable. He noted that “the only organized cheering I heard at any of the 

League games last year was from the Ridley stands—this despite the fact that 

Ridley football fans had little to cheer about!” The preservation of the cadet corps 

and the concept of the Ridley family, which included all Ridleians past and present 

as well as their families, were unique; so, too, was the depth and complexity of the 

Alumni Association’s network organization. Jere also believed that Ridley’s 

percentage of faculty living on or adjacent to the campus was larger than any of its 

major rivals. This was another significant benefit to the student body. 

Jere stated that Ridley’s distinctiveness stemmed from how well it had built 

upon the old and best traditions and had shaped them to fit contemporary 

imperatives and interests. His was a genuine analysis of the School after one year 

at the helm, from his American perspective. It was not designed to curry favour 

with board members. Academically, Jere could not claim much uniqueness for his 

new school, but he did praise the faculty for “pushing the average student to greater 

heights and bringing the below-average student up to a much higher standard than 

he or she could have attained in the public system.” He also observed that Ridley’s 

diversified sports program would make the likelihood of high-profile winning teams 

less probable. He was clearly confident that Ridley students had many advantages 

that students at rival institutions did not have. Preserving and building on those 

advantages would become the headmaster’s firm objective. 

The ideas in the document had been gleaned from a variety of headmasterly 

experiences during his first year in office. While Mr. Packard was busy assessing the 

School, the students and faculty had been busy assessing him. Those who 

responded to requests for impressions almost two decades later singled out his 

significant physical presence, a towering (and, for some, intimidating) figure with 

a thunderous voice befitting an ex-marine. Rob Picken commented for many who 

became particularly fond of his Monday morning chapel talks—not to be slept 

through—and remember especially the time he came down from his chair, climbed 

onto a pew, and reamed out the whole student body. The presence was long 

remembered, the issue long forgotten! Jere’s chapel themes tended to center on 

social concerns and school issues. While few would deny that his talks were interest¬ 

ing, he was criticized on occasion for expressive language and for straying too far into 

the realm of announcements and rationale for upcoming projects and events. 

Students also remember the headmaster addressing them all as “Miss” or “Mr.” 

followed by their surname. Jere was comfortable with this habit, and the students 

were led to feel more grown up. He learned names and dates remarkably quickly. A 

number also recall his cryptic birthday greeting cards, which always said “Happy 

Natal Anniversary.” As for the faculty, most found his American-ness, evident 

confidence, and optimistic “can-do” spirit refreshing. Jim Kingstone 75 recalls a 

Ridley’s distinctiveness 

stemmed from how well 
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At the very first staff 

meeting, the headmaster 

invited the faculty to call 

him by his first name. 

certain charisma. He was, Jim added, “sufficiently intellectual to manage the philo- 

sophical demands of the position and to understand the complex work his prede- 

cessor had undertaken.” While no one would deny his intellectual prowess, a few 

among the faculty interpreted his exuberance and mastery of the wry comment as 

somewhat arrogant, often flippant, and occasionally insensitive. 

At the very first staff meeting, the headmaster invited the faculty to call him 

by his first name. This put everyone immediately at ease. It was a sign of Jere’s open 

leadership style—one that favoured good communication and consultation. This 

gave rise to a new feeling of empowerment among the staff that would encourage 

individuals to do things in an independent and creative way. Several faculty 

members commented that they felt that anyone could go into his office and 

explore ideas, talk over possibilities, criticize or support things, and be responded 

to in a constructive and unthreatening manner. Jim Kingstone summed up a 

number of early impressions from faculty by suggesting that Jere Packard was 

mobilizing, forward-thinking and forward moving, not confined to having to get all his 
philosophical ducks in order to make a decision, just looking things over—almost 
cursorily—and then forging ahead (as Maurice Cooke often used to say “disirregardless”). 

Large dogs were a 

Packard trademark. 

Gerald Shantz and Lowell Scott both recall a humorous incident that took 

place before the first September meetings. Gerald saw the headmaster’s office door 

open, and he decided to drop in to introduce himself, just as Lowell was passing by 

with the same thought. 

“Hi, I’m Gerald Shantz the new chaplain.” 

“Hi, I’m Lowell Scott the new director of academics.” 

“Hi,” replied Jere, “I’m the new headmaster ... so now what do we do?” Jere 

himself recalled the incident much later, also remembering that both men earned 

lasting credit that day for identifying the name of his large German Shepherd, 

called Fafner, as a character from a Wagner opera! Fafner became an office fixture. 

Many times during his first year, Jere was asked to draw 

comparisons with his former educational experiences and, 

naturally, to offer impressions of his new environment. He 

always obliged but, in doing so, often offered hints about new 

initiatives. One early example of this came in an article 

applauding the inaugural issue of the Tiger Tribune newspaper. 

Editor Andy Griffiths asked him what it was like to “ride the 

Ridley Tiger.” The headmaster wrote, 

It is a spirited beast and one must work hard to stay on, while 
getting to know his particular habits. . . . But he is not mean- 
spirited though definitely stubborn and very much a creature of 
habit. Like most felines, he is independent... he cleans and looks 
after himself well, although there is some grooming he could use. 

It is not clear whether this “grooming” idea was the origin of his 

rotating inspections of student rooms to combat general student 

messiness or his extracurricular forestry squad that set about 

planting and transplanting trees and shrubs to beautify the 

campus. Jere did have a minor passion against trash and was 

often seen picking it up. Dean’s housemaster Janet Lewis, who 

always had an eye on property matters, often used the phrase 

“headmaster’s stoop” to refer to Jere’s propensity to pick up debris 

whenever he was on the move. 

The headmaster taught by example. His presence in the 

Great Hall at breakfast with his newspaper spread in front of him 

was part of this. Heather McArthur’s ’89 memory of that was 

seeing him with his Globe and Mail when she and her friends 
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came m to check their daily horoscopes. The headmaster would comment dryly 

that they should try to expand their horizons beyond what the stars were telling 

them about the day ahead! The Packard family was often seen together at supper 

time as well. The headmaster always came toward the end of the meal hour to 

ensure that students who came late always got fed. Jere believed in the idea of 

family meals and also encouraged the faculty to eat dinner with the students. 

Jere was very much a family person and that, in itself, was an important 

message to the students. His wife was absolutely of like mind and yet maintained 

her own priorities. When not involved in her legal studies, Ingrid could often be 

seen in the early 1980s wheeling the children around the campus. Later in the 

decade, she is remembered for chasing around flocks of youngsters learning to 

ride bicycles. The Packard family also included a menagerie of animals, which 

quickly became a part of the Ridley scene. Lovable Kate (a mammoth, slobbering 

Newfoundland) roamed freely, visiting the other campus dogs and making occa¬ 

sional appearances at chapel. 

There were times, however, when the family cost Jere some extra cash or a bit 

of dignity, such as the time his son broke the neon tubes on the library’s famous 

glass sculpture or the time his dog Fafner tore the sleeve from Andrew Lewis’ new 

winter coat as he was walking up the drive. Andrew arrived at school with one bare 

arm sticking out! The best family story, however, comes from Angie McArthur ’87, 

who shares the following memory: 

Coming into the main building late on a Saturday night, I noticed that the Great 

Hall was filled with members of the Board of Governors. Their coats (mostly furs) 

were all hung outside. Coming back a few minutes later, there were the Packard kids 

pulling down all the furs, putting them in a huge pile in the middle of the floor and 

crawling through them like a pile of leaves. Just as I was about to take the adult 

authority role and bring order to this mess, HJP opened the doors ... he looked at 

this huge pile of fancy furs, his kids, and me! His face went red; the ladies who 

followed were horrified. ... It was quite a sight ... all these people searching for 

their furs with the tiny dusty footprints on them. 

Teaching by example was one thing, but teaching itself was quite another. Like 

his predecessor, Headmaster Packard was a superb teacher and conveyed a deep 

love for his subject. Students who took his American history class listed it as one 

of their fondest memories, partly because of his passion and partly because he 

encouraged independent thinking. Aside from the inherent intellectual challenge, 

his teaching role gave him contact with a cross-section of seniors with whom he 

could measure the pulse of the School. The students could always be counted upon 

to offer opinions on a variety of school-related matters. 

When asked in that first Tiger Tribune issue in 1982 about what he most liked, 

Jere cited the general politeness, obvious loyalty and good humour of the commu¬ 

nity, his regular breakfast with the Globe and Mail, the support and camaraderie of 

the faculty, and, most of all, his American history classes. “I treasure those just as 

I’m sure that Mr. Burpee enjoys being cut up in them!” The students responded to 

expectations that challenged them. Kate Schumaker found him a hit frightening at 

times and demanding, but humorous about it. She credits the headmaster with 

curing any fear of public speaking she may have had in this lifetime, citing 

his mandatory weekly debates. . . . These were enough to settle that issue. I also 

remember his “words of the day.” Those that come to mind are “connotation” and 

“pejorative.” To this day, in truth, whenever I hear the word “pejorative,” I think of 

Mr. Packard. (Not that he or his class could be so described!) 

Jamie McKeough also remembers relishing being close to the School’s chief 

executive, hearing details of various things before anyone else, and the number of 

free periods that came to his class when the headmaster was absent on the Second 

Century Campaign trail. 

Kate Schumaker credits 
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It was decided to expand 

the girls’ enrollment into 

one-half of Gooderham 

House for September 1981. 

ENROLLMENT INITIATIVES 

In the summer of 1980, an enrollment conference at the School had centered 

upon the potential tor expanded numbers. All aspects of this thorny issue had been 

discussed along with current demographic and economic trends. Richard Bradley 

had outlined the School’s enrollment dilemmas as he had experienced them over 

the previous decade. Even though there had been good progress in overall numbers 

in the Upper School in the late 1970s, a perennial shortfall had continually 

hamstrung the budget, making such things as increasing financial aid and faculty 

salaries, maintaining class sizes, and adding amenities extremely difficult. The 

School had long been at the mercy both of a capricious market and the necessity 

of accepting new students, sometimes with dubious credentials, late in August and 

even into September. This had meant that the planning process for a given 

academic year was crippled in order to achieve maximum enrollment. 

The conference had worked with the assumption that the optimum 

enrollment in the Upper School was 350 students—a number that included the 

fifty-five girls in Dean’s House. The conference members were also aware of a 

rather bleak set of economic forecasts for all of Canada in the near future, of 

increasing interest rates, and of statistics that were showing a declining enrollment 

in the public high school sector. On the other hand, a record number of enquiries 

about spaces for girls at Ridley suggested an obvious answer. It was feared, however, 

that to increase the number of girls significantly would eventually displace boys— 

a serious concern affecting the traditional nature of the School. This was the 

dilemma but Richard saw no real option. Somewhat prophetically, he wrote, 

If we are in fact offering an opportunity which is proving to be appealing, then we 

are demonstrating that we are ahead of the field. It is my belief that the trend which 

we have started in the 1970s will have been taken up by a number of other schools 

by the time the 1980s are completed. My belief is that we should take advantage of 

our initiative and the present demand, while we are in a unique position to do so. 

It was subsequently decided to expand the girls’ enrollment into one-half of 

Gooderham House for September 1981. Lowell Scott graciously agreed to give up 

his two-year career as a Gooderham-East housemaster in favour of Rosemary 

Iggulden, the wife of Sports Ridley Director Brian Iggulden. She would become 

Ridley’s second girls’ housemaster and would be in place with thirty-five 

enthusiastic novices when Jere Packard arrived in the summer of 1981. David 

Wilson’s departure in June of that year opened up a new career segment for Dr. 

Scott in the Academics office. 

A second important decision had been made at the conference as well. For 

years, Richard Bradley had been solely responsible for most of the admissions 

process. It was agreed that this was far too onerous a task for any headmaster and 

that a more efficient admissions office must be set into place to free both Upper 

and Lower School headmasters from the details of arranging appointments, guiding 

campus tours, interviewing candidates, and discussing course selections. Veteran 

housemaster Maurice Cooke took on this responsibility with the help of Elizabeth 

Hunt, the former headmaster’s secretary and guidance secretary. Ridley’s newest 

administrative arm was up and running when Jere Packard arrived. 

In many ways, that summer enrollment conference of 1980, and the decisions 

that came from it, had mapped the direction the School would go in the Packard 

era. What the new headmaster now had to do was implement this direction and 

initiate creative ways to expand enrollment, to assure the boys that they were not 

being neglected, and to streamline the whole administrative structure to cope with 

changing circumstances. It was in these things that Jere Packard’s personal skills 

and inclinations, his American experience, and his enthusiastic vision would be 
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brought to bear. He would be helped enormously in the thrust of his whole program 

by the beginnings of an upturn in the Canadian economy by 1983 and a fulb 

fledged return to a better economic environment throughout the rest of the 

decade. It was an enormous bonus not considered likely in 1980. This and the 

increasing public disenchantment with the public school system played measurably 

into his hands. Funding and program cuts, large class sizes, and a growing (if unfair) 

perception of Ontario’s teachers as an uncaring group locked into a 9-to-3 regimen, 

were leading many new parents to consider private school alternatives. This 

provincial problem certainly benefited Ridley, but a rising tide of parental 

frustration in the province would indeed lift all private boats. It would also help 

account for girls’ places being opened up in other major independent schools in the 

late 1980s, a development that Jere himself applauded wholeheartedly. 

By the time of his first Annual Meeting in November 1981, Jere had 

introduced two initiatives to complement the proposed enrollment direction. The 

first was to prepare a new prospectus with new paragraphs and up-to-date photos. 

The second was to appoint Carl Dorland as press officer. This was designed to 

promote the School, especially in the home town newspapers of Ridleians who did 

extraordinary things—particularly in sports. This task, which Carl assumed with 

much enthusiasm, even set his wheels into motion for a weekly CKTB radio 

broadcast called “The Halls of Ridley.” It opened, of course, with the Ridley chimes 

and included the news of Ridley events for local listeners. Carl’s greatest feat, 

however, was arranging for a Ridley crest to accompany Marc Garneau into space 

in 1984 to commemorate the accomplishment of Casey Baldwin ’00, the first 

Ridleian and the first Canadian to fly an aircraft. 

With the press officer at work, the second girls’ residence now open, a new 

prospectus being drafted, and a smoothly running admissions office in full 

operation, the groundwork was laid for further thought on the expansion of space 

for girls. Jere raised this subject for discussion at that first Annual Meeting, along 

with another important and related concern. There were indications of difficulties 

in maintaining boarding enrollment in the Lower School. This would become a 

more serious problem as the 1980s advanced, and it played a significant role in the 

decisions to reallocate space toward the end of the decade. 

The history of the expansion of Ridley’s female component can be outlined 

quickly. In retrospect, it was not a drawn-out affair. It was carefully implemented 

in stages and, like the pieces of a puzzle, the stages fit gently into place in a natural 

progression. Grade 10 girls were admitted to Ridley in 1983, and girls took over 

the second half of Gooderham House. This ended David Gagne’s four year 

housemastering career in Gooderham-West in favour of Lynne Facey-Crowther. 

Cathy Purdom wrote the first G-West House Notes for Acta and dedicated a song 

to “Ma’am.” She concluded, “As a beginner, you sure learned fast!" 

Thirteen girls entered grade 9 in the Lower School in 1985, and the plunge 

into a completely coeducational program came a year later when girls appeared in 

grades 5 through 8. Fifty percent of the applications for grade 9 came from girls; in 

grade 5 that year, female students actually outnumbered the male students for the 

first time in the history of the School! Also by 1986, the total female segment had 

risen to thirty-two percent of Ridley’s overall population. The upper floors of 

Mandeville House became a girls’ residence in 1987, and the girls occupied the 

whole wing the following year. When grade 9 moved entirely to the Upper School 

in 1988, grades 5 through 8 became a new incarnation on the southern side of the 

campus—the Middle School—and Burgoyne House opened in the centre block of 

the Middle School for the girls. Leonard House became an Upper School 

residence, and the junior boy boarders shifted to new quarters in the old Pest 

House, now called Governors’ House. 

The plunge into a 
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“If men and women 

are going to be working 

together, I feel it is a 

very good thing for them 

to be educated together. ” 

It would be fair to say that Jere Packard eased this expansion into existence by 

a thorough cultivation of ideas and policy at the board level, by careful chapel 

talks, by frank discussions with faculty, and by extensive advance reporting in 

articles that he wrote for the Tiger Tribune and Tiger alumni magazine. These 

defused potential alarm well in advance. The headmaster also received a great deal 

of media attention in the mid-1980s over the changes, which were becoming wide¬ 

ly known. The growing numbers of girls in particular aroused interest, and Jere used 

every opportunity to explain his principles. In one such interview he said, 

If men and women are going to be working together and if, in some cases, men are 

going to be working under women in corporate structures or professional organiza¬ 

tions then, frankly, I feel it is a very good thing for them to be educated together. 

And referring to the attempt to provide a more broadly humane and natural setting 

at the School, he said, 

While there are some pleasant, male-bonding, locker-room-spirit sort of things 

that go with an all-male environment, frankly, there are better, more broadly 

human, useful and constructive things that go with a coed school. And some 

of the animalistic tendencies that young men tend to get into when left to their 

own devices don’t happen in a coed context and that’s probably a good thing. 

Long after Jere had left Ridley, he reflected that the pace of change probably 

could not have moved much faster “without destructive trauma for the School and 

disruption of its crucial support base among conservative alumni.” That the board 

of governors supported all these initiatives is also a credit to them. Board and head¬ 

master both shared the expansionist policy, the method, and the ultimate goals. 

The extent of the enrollment development did raise some eyebrows among 

alumni, some of whom suspected a growing imbalance in many areas. Jennifer 

Macdonald and Glen Crawford, Tiger Tribune's editors in 1985-86, put this into 

perspective. One question frequently asked by alumni was “Are there a lot of 

foreign students at Ridley?” Macdonald and Crawford answered, 

Depends on what you mean by a lot. . . maybe 20%—not like TCS’s one-third. 

15 Trinidadians and Jamaicans, a couple of Bahamians and Caymaners; 6 from 

Bermuda, 10 from Hong Kong, 10 from Mexico, a few from Venezuela and other 

Latin countries; and about 35 Americans. We think we have good diversity, though 

being two-third Ontarian gives a certain cast to the place which not even 17 

Albertans and 6 Maritimers can dilute too much; 2 English Speaking Union Fellow¬ 

ship students, 2 French exchange students, a couple of Francophone Quebecers and 

6 Newfies (7 counting the Headmaster’s dog Kate) are also good to have. 

The enrollment increases of the 1980s are shown on the following chart: 

TOTAL 

ENROLLMENT UPPER SCHOOL LOWER/MIDDLE SCHOOL 

year Boarding/Day Boys/Girls Total Boarding/Day Boys/Girls Total 

1980 502 250/100 297/53 350 87/65 152/0 152 

1981 514 257/101 288/70 358 98/58 156/0 156 

1982 508 253/111 278/86 364 86/58 144/0 144 

1983 566 303/103 296/110 406 93/67 160/0 160 

1984 554 293/110 283/120 403 84/67 151/0 151 

1985 592 320/113 319/114 433 87/72 143/13 156 

1986 570 317/106 278/145 423 76/71 115/34 147 

1987 600 327/109 267/169 436 69/95 111/53 164 

1988* 606 369/141 298/212 510 29/67 68/28 96 

1989* 590 356/141 280/217 497 35/58 65/28 93 

* Note: totals for these years will reflect the inclusion of grade 9 in the Upper School 
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Inevitably, the rising numbers in most categories were accompanied by 

persistent pressures within the School to cope with them. The headmaster regarded 

the numbers as unique challenges to be met with ever more creative solutions. He 

referred to these strains on the School’s systems as “pressure points,” and his gift for 

seeing potential in empty, unused, or underused spaces often came to the rescue. 

In the Great Hall, the three-tiered balcony, used only occasionally in the 

1970s for musical presentations, was levelled in 1982 to accommodate five dining 

tables and forty chairs. These were reached by new staircases. This move temporal 

ily set a growing concern to rest, especially by mothers in the Women’s Guild, that 

sit-down lunch as a significant Ridley tradition was under attack. The over¬ 

crowding in the dining hall that became acute in the mid-1980s would eventually 

spell the demise of that institution. At lunchtime, the student servers, decked out 

in their white and midget-sized straight-jackets, performed meaningful (if often 

frustrating) cost-saving work. As Alex Wittholz recalled, 

A server has only two goals—to come out of this effort alive and to escape before 

sports announcements. ... At exactly 12:35, the doors burst open and a herd of noisy 

drooling creatures invade. . . . Although there are trained personnel—one to direct 

the chaos of traffic and one to tell you that’s not the place to leave your stuff [Zorra 

at her finest]—collision is almost inevitable. 

Chairs appeared in the Chapel, first in one aisle and eventually in both. 

Discussions were actually initiated for an expansion of the building but these never 

became more than that, especially as the Lower School day contingent ceased to 

be included and the south campus gravitated eventually to chapel services of their 

own. In the sports area, A. C. Peters suffered with a severe shortage of storage space 

in the Iggulden Gym until the old rifle range (and rowing room) with its two-floor 

ceiling was partitioned horizontally to double the available space. The most 

creative developments for new boarders came first to Dean’s and Gooderham 

Houses and then to Arthur Bishop House, when basement trunk rooms were 

converted to student rooms. Diana Walker recalled being a denizen of one of the 

so-called “Garden Apartments” in Gooderham-East. 

Last year I looked down on the Headmaster’s back yard and the only excitement was 

watching Mr. & Mrs. Packard trying to teach their sons to play baseball. This year, 

when I pull open the curtains, I am greeted by a window-well full of leaves and dead 

animals. Oh yes, 1 can see the sky too, and if I’m lucky, Kate [the dog] might saunter 

by. . . . Until screens were installed, opening the window was a dangerous undertaking. 

My mother found out the hard way when she opened the window to a flurry of dry 

leaves and cobwebs. By the time screens arrived, so had Winter. The wells filled with 

snow and the curtains remained closed for three months! 

A branch of Gooderham-West opened in 1986 above the Schmon Infirmary 

for six boarders and three day students. The Lower School Infirmary and the 

Packard’s guest room also became annexes. Over in Merritt House, a renovation 

project (the first since 1931) occupied three summers. The common rooms became 

two-man student rooms. The boys in Merritt and Arthur Bishop Houses were both 

appeased by and happy with their refurbished quarters. The girls who lived in less 

than ideal areas did so, for the most part, with good humour. 

On the academic front, increasing numbers put pressure on available teaching 

space, although the ratio of students to teachers only advanced from 17:1 to 18:1. 

Forty faculty in 1981 had become sixty-four by 1989. New courses also appeared: 

economics in 1983, art history, advanced French, and computer science for grade 

11. The computer science department, headed by Michael Hamilton, separated 

from the maths department and began its rather dramatic growth. The facilities to 

handle this growth, particularly in the performing arts, were bursting at the seams. 

Space for rehearsing and teaching music, drama, graphic and fine arts in the 

Performing Arts Centre left no flexibility, even by 1983. 

Diana Walker recalled 
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No small part of Packard’s 

leadership principles was a 

conscious desire to diffuse 

responsibility among 

faculty and students. 

In a Second Century Bulletin in 1984, Lowell Scott noted that 

it is extremely difficult to keep the labs tidy or to have time or space to prepare a 
class ahead of time. We are at the stage where we have two classes doubling up; we 
will team teach two classes concurrently in Biology and two classes in Chemistry. 
There is no flexibility. 

Brian Martin supported Lowell’s conclusion and added, “I’m proud of my Science 

Department. We turn out some of the best science students in Ontario. . . . and I 

think we could do it on a much broader base with additional facilities. We have 

very good labs; we just don’t have enough of them.” This particular Bulletin was 

part of the initial stages of the Second Century Campaign, which was just less than 

a year old and leaning strongly in favour of building some sort of integrated facility 

for theatre, science, computer, art, and music studies. Plans for the development of 

an entirely new structure would soon he put before the Ridley family. 

ADMINISTRATIVE RESTRUCTURINGS 

No small part of Jere Packard’s leadership principles was a conscious desire to 

diffuse responsibility among a wider circle of both faculty and students. This 

diffusion was a product of his genuine openness and a willingness to take risks with 

people. His propensity to employ committees both to investigate and to 

recommend was seen at the time as “his American democratic notions,” but there 

were few objections to his approach. The first of these important committees, The 

PACE Committee, was commissioned within months of his arrival. Chaired by 

Bob Stanley, head of history, its mandate was to investigate and somehow reduce 

the rather frenzied pace and time pressures of the Ridley schedule. This perennial 

problem was never totally resolved, but the wide representation of faculty and 

students did recommend changes that are still in place. These included beginning 

the day at 8:15 instead of 8:30 a.m., creating three sports periods between 4 and 7 

p.m., turning rowing callisthenics into a winter term sport, and abolishing Saturday 

night study. This was not a case of giving in to what students wanted. It was a 

product of creative collective thinking about changing circumstances and an 

important example to students of obtaining eventual approval up through the 

chain of command. 

Other significant deliberations in various years included an Old Boy System 

investigation, a School Life Committee, a Diploma Committee, an Honour Code 

Committee (formed just after a serious disciplinary crisis at Christmas exam time 

in 1983), a Committee on Service and Social Responsibility, a Commission on the 

State of Coeducation, and a Chapel Commission. In the heady months before the 

Centennial celebrations of 1988-89, there were numerous opportunities for 

collective faculty/student brainstorming. 

Of particular interest to the faculty was the headmaster’s belief that senior staff 

should share in the deliberations of various board of governors’ committees. Jere 

pressed hard for this with the board, and the principle became a reality in 1983. 

Also significant was the development of an administrative team at the School that 

could function even if the headmaster was absent. This team was fully in place by 

1988 with two assistant headmasters, Maurice Cooke and Janet Lewis; Lowell 

Scott, the director of academics; Jon Silver, the dean of faculty; Bob Snowden, the 

dean of students; David Cosgrove, the director of Middle School; and Andy 

Whiteley, the comptroller and financial wizard. What Jere Packard created at 

Ridley was a big-school framework with many small-school features, not the least 

of which was a headmaster who had time to teach a regular class. This was 

something that Richard Bradley could not do consistently in the previous decade 

because of his administrative overload. 
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The headmaster’s desire to diffuse responsibility affected the senior students 

every bit as much as the faculty, and it must be seen as a factor in the spirit of the 

School. It also made the students feel that they were joined significantly to the 

School’s administrative processes. Installing prefects on the Discipline Committee 

and employing a variety of seniors on the myriad committees that dotted the 

decade gave students a real stake in decision-making. Particularly significant in this 

was the headmaster’s desire to institute more formalized leadership training. He 

recognized the need for this early in his tenure, especially (and distressingly) after 

having to remove some prefects from office for a drinking offense in his first year. 

The prefects carried heavy responsibilities and yet earned light privileges. They 

were commonly viewed “with a mingling of affection, awe and contempt,” he 

observed, and often seemed to he unsure of their roles. Furthermore, Jere felt that 

some parents and students put far too much emphasis on becoming a prefect. He 

questioned the prefect-in-training phenomenon among some grade 12s who often 

exhibited “a degree of sycophancy and dubious conversion to good citizenship” in 

the spring term. The answer seemed to lie in leadership development. The faculty 

(especially the housemasters) was fully in support. 

In an article written in 1982, Dean’s housemaster and Director of Financial 

Assistance Janet Lewis underlined Jere’s concern with a strong belief that Ridley’s 

leaders could be trained in specific skills and methods. In previous decades, 

leadership was learned mostly by the examples the students observed from the 

Lower School on upward. By 1981, half of the graduating class averaged fewer than 

three years in the School—an insufficient amount of time to absorb all that goes 

with the responsibility of leadership. She wrote, 

We at Ridley have a great opportunity to help students realize their potential in the 
field of leadership. . . . We have begun to look at specific training for those students 
who have been chosen for leadership roles. We must be clear about the duties and 
responsibilities that accompany the title of Prefect, Editor, Captain or Commander 
and we must be able to communicate those expectations . . . and be prepared to 
assist, to advise, to coach and to evaluate as they carry out their jobs. 

Out of these suggestions emerged early September training sessions for prefects and 

house prefects, a bolstering of the role of house prefects themselves, a prefect 

support group from within the faculty, and greater participation in the nominating 

of prefects. These initiatives developed further over the years and went a long way 

to helping students become effective leaders both at Ridley and, hopefully, beyond. 

THE OLD BOY SYSTEM COMES TO AN END 

The Old Boy System had been a significant and controversial topic of discus¬ 

sion at Ridley for over twenty years. Between the mid-1960s and the late 1980s, 

the topic erupted periodically and agitated the student body; afterward, when 

circumstances had clearly changed, it became a somewhat nostalgic non-issue. If 

one had asked an “average” student in the 1960s whether the Old Boy System was 

in place, the answer might have been “Of course . . . why do you ask?” The same 

question in the 1970s might have brought a “Yes, but. . .” cautious response. In the 

1980s, the answer might have been an indefinite “Well, no . . . but . . .” In the 

1990s, the same student might say, “No . . . what was that anyway?” 

There were, of course, many factors involved in the slow pace of change. Most 

significant was the long “male” tradition. As well, girls were in such small numbers 

for nearly fifteen years that coeducation had brought almost no meaningful changes 

in some of the emotionally charged, “macho” hierarchical structures of the School. 

Symbols of this in the ’80s could be found in the attempts by male students, backed 

by some faculty, to keep the male cheerleading contingent intact, in the continual 
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By 1987 and 1988, 

Jere Packard felt ready 

to ease the Old Boy 

System out of existence. 

reference to the June rowing championships as “the Schoolboy” (even when the 

girls rowing program was responsible for winning the national team champion¬ 

ships), and in the male dominated cadre of cadet and prefect leadership. 

This all changed when the numbers of girls in the School crept toward the 

forty percent range, and more adults in the community felt the need to modernize 

and humanize the environment. This meant an end to some of the sexist barriers 

derived from the closed tribal society of post-war Ridley. By 1987 and 1988, Jere 

Packard felt ready to ease the Old Boy System out of existence as “a relic of the 

colonial past” unsuited to a modern school. Furthermore, the arrival of Bob 

Snowden as a new dean of students with perspective from outside of Ridley, and 

assertive female leadership from Assistant Headmaster Janet Lewis and the female 

housemasters (Kristine Ashbury, Cathy Parkinson, Sue Hazell, Rosemary Iggulden, 

Libby Rupp, and Ingrid Cronin), lent support to the dispatch of a system that 

already had been hollowed out. 

Jere Packard’s first taste of some of the negative aspects of the Old Boy System 

had come in October 1981 at his first Snake Dance. He had been advised to seize 

the opportunity to scotch the whole thing in advance. He chose instead to try to 

tame some of the tribal rites of the event through the prefects. This attempt, as 

might be expected, was seen to be an attack on tradition and general school spirit. 

Changes soon followed anyway because of the unfortunate arrival on that occasion 

of the St. Catharines Fire Department, which had been alerted by neighbours 

nervous about the proliferation of waving torches and the size of the bonfire. 

Although support for the Snake Dance continued to be seen as a significant 

expression of school spirit, inextricably bound as it was to the Old Boy System, 

many seniors sensed that the headmaster would prefer to hasten its demise. From 

his grade 11 perspective in 1982, Tom Urban believed that the headmaster could 

indeed abolish the Old Boy System and everything with it hut would not do so 

because of “the many advantages in having a system of checks and balances 

in place to create a core of stability within the institution thus slowing change. 

This in turn,” he felt, “would allow for gradual adaptation by staff and students.” 

Prefect Riyaz Kanji provided a somewhat longer perspective in a reminiscence 

almost twenty years later. 

When I arrived at Ridley in 1974, the Old Boy System was very much still in place 

in the Lower School and I grew to detest it quickly. . . . Four years later, as a new boy 

in the Upper School, I had to hang up trousers, make beds and warm toilet seats for 

the prefects who lived down the hall. I never did see the educational value in such 

hierarchy. By the time I graduated in 1982 . . . the cracks in the system were happily 

becoming apparent and I had a strong sense that it would be gone soon. 

Concern about all aspects of the Old Boy System led the headmaster to initiate 

an investigative commission early in 1983, chaired by Ridley Tiger editor and Sports 

Ridley Director Brian Iggulden ’67. It included school-wide representation. The 

Committee on Ridley New/Old Boy Systems (CRONOBS) concluded that the 

System should either do away with or shorten the period of personal service 

(slobbing) and put more emphasis on a big brother/big sister advisor system. Out of 

these recommendations emerged the New Student System for September 1983. 

This established the provision of senior student advisors for each new student. 

These advisors were charged with monitoring progress and writing reports to be 

included in the first mailing home in October. “To my mind,” the headmaster 

wrote, “this is a much more meaningful experience in leadership and responsibility 

than watching one’s bed get made! Slobbing was allowed to continue but was 

mandated to end with the first term.” 

The headmaster carried his initiative further by abolishing the famous Early 

Risings (E.R.’s) for miscreants, which were organized and run by prefects. In their 
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place was a Penalty Service scheme that was true to Jere’s concern for more 

purposeful labour. Making troublesome students perform meaningful work on 

Wednesday, Saturday, and Sunday afternoons under the supervision of prefects or 

the Master On Duty, tidying up the campus or providing a crew for specific main- 

tenance tasks, became the new order of the day. This laudable thrust, however, ran 

into strong opposition from the prefect body who objected to the abolition of what 

they considered to be their traditional responsibility. The headmaster made every 

effort to make his Penalty Service system operational in tandem with the New 

Student System, but, sensing needless opposition, he relented hy January 1984 and 

announced that the old E.R. method of discipline had been reinstated. The 

decision, when announced, was met with what prefect John Richardson described 

as “riotous cheering in the Great Hall.” He proclaimed that 

the serenity of early Saturday mornings will again be shattered by the screams and 

shouts of the school prefects and the moans and groans of their hapless victims. And 

that, to the old students of Ridley is a sound alike to music! 

There is no doubt, however, that the New Student System was enough for the mo- 

ment to represent a significant moderation in many aspects of the Old Boy System. 

While the prefects and seniors might claim a minor victory in the 

reinstatement of Early Risings, they were protesting in the face of student 

sentiment against the Old Boy System in general. In a survey undertaken hy Tiger 

Tribune early in 1984, a comparison of attitudes from a similar survey in lntrospectus 

in 1967 revealed a major shift in attitude. The question was asked whether the Old 

Boy System had become obsolete in the face of changing values. In 1967, thirteen 

percent said “yes”; in 1984, the figure had risen to forty-eight percent. The change 

is perhaps a reflection of the fact that in 1967 more students went straight through 

the School. By 1984, there were many students who came just for their final years 

and had little interest in maintaining a tradition that they had not grown up with. 

The issue of girls joining the Drill Team in the Cadet Corps boiled briefly in 

1985, and the two opinions on the matter were argued at length in several issues 

of Tiger Tribune. Steve Garvey, the Regimental Sergeant Major that year, brought 

forward all the usual points about the male tradition and his feeling that girls could 

not really handle the discipline, the rifles, or the polishing of boots! Tammy Hallett 

countered with her belief that the Drill Team was different and something she just 

liked. Diana Walker, in her first year as a grade 11 student, found that the biggest 

challenge was simply getting permission to try out. When Corps Commander 

Major Lewis made it known that the girls could indeed “give it a go,” Diana 

discovered a combination of strong support and a little hostility in the ranks but 

defended her position admirably. “I didn’t join to prove anything or to break 

tradition,” she said. “I liked the challenge. Besides, I had two brothers on the Drill 

Team before me and therefore a tradition of my own to maintain!” Two years later 

she was Second-In-Command of the whole Corps. 

If the girls could succeed on the Drill Team issue, they were not so fortunate 

with their attempt to become cheerleaders the next year—1986. Two girls joined 

the cheerleading group in the fall and attempted to lead the School from the 

sidelines in the traditional cheers. Their attempt met with disappointment. This 

was perhaps because there were so few cheerleaders to begin with, or because the 

two girls were not considered sufficiently “high-profile,” or because the tradition of 

male cheerleaders was just too strong to effect a change. Furthermore, the decision 

to include girls came from the administration; the student body actually rallied 

behind the boys in this case, claiming the lack of consultation and democratic 

procedure. The last word on the controversy came from exchange student 

Samantha Funnell, who provided some English perspective. She suggested that 

prejudice had no place in Ridley society and that the male domain should have 
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into Lower School, we 

close the doors, surround 

him with love, and turn 
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ended when suffragette Emily Davison threw herself under the King’s horse on 

Derby Day, 1913. Turning the whole debate hack on everyone, however, she 

wrote rather cleverly that “at Ridley, any cheerleader will he a cheerleader when 

all the spectators have spirit!” 

In spite of occasional Heatings and infrequent nostalgic epistles on the subject, 

the Old Boy System was finally relegated to the dustbin of Ridley’s history a year 

before Jere Packard left the scene in 1989. 

THE LOWER SCHOOL 
Rev. Donald P. Hunt was headmaster of the Lower School during all but one 

of Jere Packard’s years as headmaster of Ridley. As with John Guest before Don, 

there was never a doubt as to who was in charge. Rev. Hunt had assumed the 

mantle of leadership in 1976 and added twelve years to John’s twenty to create a 

long period of remarkable consistency in terms of operating systems, personnel, and 

overall philosophy. Don’s willingness to consider changes, discuss them at the 

weekly faculty meetings, and defer to faculty consensus played a significant role in 

unifying his faculty. Anyone who encountered him for even the shortest period 

would quickly remember a significant physical presence, a cheery outlook, and an 

abiding concern and affection both for his staff and for his charges. As the 1980s 

progressed, significant changes in enrollment patterns were pointing to a closer 

integration of the Upper and Lower Schools. The transformation of the Lower 

School into the Middle School was part of this, and it would have profound 

significance on many fronts. Don’s retirement in 1988 was coincidental to the 

emergence of this new entity on Ridley’s southern flank, and having prepared 

the way for the transformation, Don was quite prepared to let someone else lead 

the School into the 1990s. 

Don’s leadership was as consistent as the years themselves. He led the students 

in assemblies; he continued to teach Scripture classes; he spoke regularly in chapel; 

he played games with the boys; he sang for a time with the Ridley Singers; he 

starred in two Gilbert and Sullivan musical productions; he counselled hundreds; 

and he commented meticulously on thousands of reports. Reflecting his clerical 

background, Don wrote with a unique flair and spoke very much as he wrote. His 

reports to the board of governors and to A eta in particular all contain lively turns 

of phrase that betray an equally lively sense of humour. Two gems from A eta in the 

early 1980s when the Lower School was very much a hoys’ place will suffice. 

One of the joys of school mastering is to watch a boy as he experiences the great 
discovery of his own potential and grows in wisdom, intellect and emotional and 
physical stature, and in favour with God and his masters—and often (to their 
surprise) in the respect of his parents. . . . 

There has been [this year] a meeting of minds, a clashing of wills, and, no doubt, 
the occasional slapping of bottoms. It seems to be, in all respects, a normal year! 

Continuing his comment on the progress of the year, Don analyzed the sporting 

scene. “Athletically, this year, as do most, had its ups and downs, hut the ups were 

very up (U/15 Soccer, Swimming, Basketball, Squash) the downs were not very 

down, and the majority were neither up nor down!” The second gem is more 

philosophical. In a speech to the Women’s Guild on the subject of developing self- 

confidence, Don stated that 

when we take a boy into Lower School, we close the doors, surround him with love, 
and turn on the pressure. If he shows signs of wilting, we pull him out, dust him off, 
pat his back and put him back in. As a system, I think it works. 

The consistency that was so much a part of the Lower School in the all-boys 

days was as much a product of the cadre of long-term faculty as it was Don’s desire 

to maintain the many traditions that characterized the place. Most of his faculty 
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had also served with John Guest; they knew the habits of boys, they understood the 

meaning of “duty” in ways that their Upper School counterparts were only vaguely 

aware, and they were content to maintain the operating systems that had been 

tested so successfully for so long. The boys who went across to the Upper School 

maintained a fierce loyalty to their Lower School compatriots and, for the most 

part, a lasting fondness for their years there even though the apparent freedom in 

the Upper School was something eagerly anticipated. Don and his faculty were 

dedicated to providing a supportive and creative environment for everyone in the 

boys’ formative years. What the students remember, of course, varies incredibly 

from person to person, and their reminiscences twenty years later run the gamut 

from the profound to the trivial. As Don himself once said when thinking about 

what would actually be retained, “The victories and the defeats will probably not 

be remembered twenty years from now. . . . Nor, I think, will it be gerunds or prime 

factors or acts of parliament. It will, I suspect, be faces and names!” 

An excellent example of this was provided by Andrew Misener in 1988. 

Writing in HANK magazine under the heading “The End of An Era: Lower School 

Remembered,” Andrew offered some amusing and nostalgic reflections of his years 

in the Lower School in the early 1980s. His spelling was considerably better than 

that of “Your loving Grandson” who reflected on the same sort of things in the 

1970s [see pages 335-336]. Here are some excerpts: 

As Rev. and Mrs. Hunt retire, so does Lower School . . . The name Lower School 
will be forgotten over time, hut the memories will always remain. 

Two very amusing aspects of the school day were the “traditions” of wolfing down 
your food at meal time, and the popular contest of trying to eat your food in the most 
disgusting manner possible. . . . Less disgusting, hut equally amusing was the “tradition” 

of carrying your books to class in a lockable leather briefcase, which helped to pre- 
serve your “valuable” notes. Can you imagine Mike Huszti, myself, Paul Allen and 
even Nez Nethercott all walking around as if we were in a young executive’s club. . . . 

On the last day in Lower School, a group of day students decided that they wanted 
to know what really was in the maids’ quarters, for they had always been off-bounds. 
We agreed that it would be safer to break up into two smaller groups and plan our 

attack in intervals. The First Group went in and ran up the stairs inside the maids’ 
quarters to the bedrooms and the huge washroom on the second floor. After a 
minute’s delay, the Second Group proceeded to the same area. When they entered 
the washroom on the second floor, the First Group who were hiding in all the stalls, 
jumped out, screaming and yelling. The Second Group were scared enough to run 
out of the building for fear of arousing the other occupants up there. Sure enough, as 

the Second Group was running down the stairs, the whole kitchen staff were waiting 
below with pans to catch the suspected burglars but they escaped. As for the First 
Group, they were not quite as lucky. They chose to stay upstairs and hid in another 
smaller bathroom, hoping to make their escape later when things had settled down. 
Unfortunately the kitchen crew decided to search out the trespassers. One of the 
maids finally came to the bathroom in question. She tried to open the door but of 
course, it was locked. She then asked, “Are you in there, Marge?” Immediately one of 
the boys replied in his most feminine and muted voice possible, “Yes, I’m here.” The 
maid immediately found a spare key to the bathroom and unlocked the door. The 
boys were grabbed and escorted to Mr. Rice’s house where they received an extensive 

lecture and a painful punishment. This was but one of the many exhilarating 
adventures that occurred. 

Another “tradition” which we all remember is the tri-weekly, where all marks were 

read out loud in front of the class. Students were then embarrassed into producing 
better work or rewarded for the extra effort reflected in good standing. Lower School 

was not only fun and games—it also included a rigorous work-load. . . . 
Organized sports were a highlight for they gave everyone the opportunity to try all 

the sports that Ridley had to offer. The teachers, however, were its greatest asset for 

they each influenced us in their own unique ways. 
Rev. Hunt was always an interesting Scripture teacher, for he used some very 

unorthodox methods for teaching the Bible. Because of his nickname “God,” we 
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class, through which Mrs. 
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always considered his teachings as coming direct from the source. Mrs. Hunt loved 
her library class and always encouraged us to read as many books as possible. We 
therefore read the first and last chapter and considered it as read! 

Rev. Sharpe provided the understanding ear and unending encouragement, even 
in the face of so many disastrous Second Team Basketball games. All of us will always 
remember Mr. Siewert’s French and Latin classes for they were always action-packed 
and full of confrontations. Mr. Cosgrove was the authoritative down-to-business 
French teacher, who constantly made humorous jokes about our terrible French 
pronunciations during the tape sessions. Art was our favourite class, through which 

Mrs. White stood as a pillar of strength amidst our rude jokes and clay fights. Mr. 
Martin made a fine Geography teacher, who constantly reminded us that “I am not 
a babysitter” and “Could you please stop throwing things around the room?” Mr. 
Hollinrake provided a fun-filled class in the science lab and always kept us under 
control while we played with the Bunsen burners for our own experimental purposes. 
Mr. Mackey had a very endearing line “OK, Boys, open your books!” When Mr. 

Milligan was just starting out as a teacher, we would coerce him into giving us less 
strenuous assignments and allowing us to leave early from class. But once he realized 
the full extent of his powers, he kept us AFTER the bell and assigned piles of work. 

Mr. Coy organized all the tribe activities and calculated the final results. The only 
thing I can’t understand is how the Mohawks were constantly winning the tribe 
competition. Mr. Loat was always able to communicate with us, for he was able to 

stand eyeball to eyeball with us. This posed a problem for him because he was not 
able to reach the projector screen handle when it was resting at the very top. 
Therefore, we regularly made sure that the screen was out of his reach. Avoiding his 

copious history notes was not as easy! Last, but definitely not least was Mr. Rice. He 
had a very low tolerance level to noise in his classroom. He therefore used chalk and 
his yardstick as lethal weapons. . . . 

Those of us who were in Lower School in its pre-feminine era will always 
remember Lower School . . . Back then, it had a flavour all to itself and all of us are 
proud to have been a part of it. I’m sure that Middle School, in its more modern 

form, will bring the same pride to the many students who will follow us! 

Not recalled in this lengthy epistle are the things that a chronicler of the era 

might expect—boxing for instance, or the Sports Days, the father and son cricket 

matches, the dramas, the trips to exotic places, Prize Days, Cadets, or activities on 

the playing fields. It would seem that most of these important Lower School 

functions were simply taken for granted, and they undoubtedly became blurred 

over time in the mix of regular fare. 

Boxing, a Ridley fixture for at least seventy-five years, became a victim of the 

times—it ended in 1983. The shortage of time and a hockey season creeping into 

November were cited as the main reasons. As Don Hunt noted, “We decided that 

the boys were really learning very little of boxing, that the risk, although minimal, 

was still there and nobody was prepared to suggest boxing as an alternative sport— 

so it simply disappeared . . . [and] no boy asked me where the program went!” The 

winners from November 1982 thus carry the distinction of being “the last.” Keith 

Hall in Atomic Weight, Noel Langhorne in Middleweight, and Bill Sosa in the 

Heavyweight category were among the winners on that final card. 

The disappearance of boxing points to the problem that the Lower School 

faced in trying to maintain traditions in spite of a student population that was half- 

new to the School each year. In 1986, that figure had reached sixty-two percent. 

This led to a challenging “starting over" feeling to most years in the 1980s. On the 

other hand, this situation presented an excellent opportunity for the institution of 

new traditions. One of the most exciting of these was the first Break-out Week in 

March 1985. Whether this idea was taken from a page of the Upper School’s 

Fourth Dimension book or simply was the desire to add creative experiences 

outside the classroom is unknown. What resulted was the beginning of many 

fabulous adventures to exciting places. The younger grades usually went camping, 

beginning a relationship with the north, while grades 8 and 9 ventured farther 
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afield to such places as Washington, Ottawa, Quebec City, and New York. David 

and Nancy Whitty braved the Florida sunshine with a group to the Epcot Centre 

that first year; perhaps the bravest of all were David and Maire Mackey, who 

accompanied twenty boys to Russia. The boys returned with many stories and a few 

pen pals, and the Mackeys with fur hats! The experiences varied, of course, but all 

were exercises in planning, organizational skills, dedication to the students and, as 

Don noted, “more courage than the average parent would believe!” Break-out 

Week continued with enthusiasm throughout the decade, adding variety and a 

welcomed break in February or March. 

There were other trips to exciting locations as well. It seemed that some group 

or other in the Lower School was always on the move. Dave Cosgrove led a touring 

group to England, and Kerry Martin took a promising squash team on a tour of the 

American eastern seaboard in 1983. Mike Rice took soccer tours again and yet 

again to Vancouver, Winnipeg, and Montreal; and Thom Mitchell led the treble 

choir to England in a memorable venture in 1986. 

It was the 1985-86 year that marked the beginning of dramatic change. 

Thirteen girls entered the Lower School as grade 9 students. These pioneers 

became a close-knit group, and it was not too many minutes before they began 

creating a new atmosphere and a new set of traditions. The necessary physical 

changes were made to the building—boys now had to go to the basement to find a 

washroom, and two of the three music practice rooms were turned into a girls’ 

locker room. The girls ate and attended classes in the Lower School, and the four 

boarders in the group lived in the Upper School. The old timetable was converted 

to fit the one in the Upper School so that the grade 9s could now benefit from 

classes in different grade levels. The following year, girls were admitted to grades 5 

through 8 as well, and Mandeville House was converted to their use under its first 

housemaster, Cathy Parkinson. Coeducation at Ridley was now complete, and 

while it represented a process that had begun in 1973, it also signalled the 

emergence of a different sort of school. 

Don Hunt got to know this first group of Lower School girls very well. Toward 

the end of the year, he did a bit of casual polling to find out how things had gone. 

Fie concluded that 

they have liked the Ridley experience more than they disliked it; they wish that there 
had been more girls, and some of them wish that there had been fewer boys—but 
they would like the fewer to be selective—and they would like to do the selecting. 

Most boys, I think, enjoyed having the girls around, but would have liked more of 
them. Girls were an obvious minority, and as such attracted a great deal of attention. 
There were cries of “favouritism,” and perhaps some of them were well founded. 
Minorities, by their very existence, often need special attention. 

Erin Howard, one of the first thirteen, put a slightly different slant on her 

conclusion and referred to the attention they received from David Cosgrove. 

Changing a Ridley tradition and making history is not as glamorous as one may 
think. Although the first thirteen girls had to dress like the guys, it was soon realized 
that we were different . . . and that we were outnumbered approximately six to one. 
Although we were received with open arms by most, we did experience some friction. 
Whether it was because of our competitive nature in academics and extra-curricular 
activities, or whether it was our tendency to go where no “man” has ever gone 
before still remains a mystery. ... I wonder how many hours we spent in Mr. 
Cosgrove’s office this year! 

Two others from the group, Arima Ventin and Kathryn Yates summed up their 

Tiger article with the succinct phrases, “We had arrived! We made our mark! We 

were Ridleians!” 

As the arrival of girls in the Lower School ushered in a new era, a greater 

impact on the School’s operating systems came from the twinning of the timetables 

“Changing a Ridley 

tradition and making 

history is not as 

glamorous as one 

may think.” 
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and the advent of “crossover” faculty. The arrival of Upper School staff, usually for 

a single period during the day, relieved the teaching load on the previously 

overburdened Lower School faculty. Furthermore, the understanding between staff 

at both ends of the campus was broadened by this healthy reciprocal action. Most 

of the Upper School teachers taught their classes and then crossed back over. This 

could not help but have a somewhat diluting effect on the separate identity of 

Lower School. It also took some time to get used to the reorganized timetable, 

which consisted of six periods of fifty minutes in a four-day cycle. For the ninth 

grade, there was no significant impact, but the longer classroom periods did test the 

creative talents of the teachers in the lower grades. 

On the whole, the new system was considered a success. Don Hunt, however, 

did express some personal concern. The new timetable left no room for any 

“extras” such as Scripture, calligraphy, or Nancy Hunt’s library periods. The 

“extras” in general and Scripture in particular were Lower School hallmarks that 

now came to an end. Grade 9 Scripture had given the headmaster a personal 

classroom contact with almost half of the school in any given year, and its demise 

was something he regretted. 

It is not surprising that the Lower School continued to thrive after the 

coeducation process was complete. There were adjustments, of course, but all the 

venerable activities continued with traditional gusto—sports, Thursday activities, 

cadets, the tribe competitions, and dramatics—the only difference becoming 

evident in the team photos of the late 1980s. With the exception of football and 

hockey, these showed increasing numbers of girls everywhere. They also had a 

strong presence on the Prize Day programs. 

Cadets continued its role as a bonding agent for the whole school in the spring 

term. With Frank Hollinrake and Tim Sharpe in charge, D Company practiced its 

marching to chapel on April mornings; they led the hand in the Church Parade to 

St. Thomas’; they squirmed during the services; and they always led the Corps back 

home again. On one occasion, they actually went down the wrong street after 

church hut caught up to the Upper School just before the traditional “eyes left” at 

College and Yates Streets. The Cadet Inspections too were a highlight, at least for 

the parents if not for most of the cadets. Believable and true, a famous story 

Commander Jamie Miller originated in 1983 when the Reviewing Officer, on his inspection walk, asked a 

and Capt. Hollinrake lead particular grade 7 lad, “How long have you been here?” The boy, forgetting 

the Lower School cadets. everything he had been told about addressing a dignitary, replied, “Oh, about 

twenty minutes, 1 guess.” The officer 

of the day was Ontario’s Lieutenant 

Governor John B. Aird. 

As Don Hunt suggested, 

perhaps faces and names will be the 

most important memories down the 

road. The boys of 1982-83 will be 

the last who remember Terry 

Cronyn in his apartment dispensing 

mints, wisdom, and friendly counsel. 

They might also remember being 

part of the big musical Oliver. The 

boys of 1984-85 will be the last to 

remember the old Air Force wedge- 

caps for cadets. The students of 

1985-86 will clearly remember the 

talented personality of Stephen 

Court, who died tragically in an 
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accident during the Christmas break. They might remember big James Miller as 

Commander of D Company, and the two dramatic productions that spring— 

M.A.S.H. and The Death and Life of Sneaky Fitch. Brad Baker ’94 most clearly 

remembers the pillow fights in his thirteen-man dorm. “They were as close to being 

engulfed in gorilla warfare as you would ever want to get,” he later confessed. 

Everyone of the decade will remember Marge—making endless batches of brownies 

and enjoying her kitchen empire with protective delight. 

The 1980s will also be remembered as the Don and Nancy Hunt era. This team 

led the School, philosophically and socially, with superb direction and enthusiasm. 

Their mark was as permanent as any mark could be. In the summer of 1988, Don 

handed the reins to long-serving veteran David Cosgrove, now referred to as the 

director of the Middle School. The transition was a smooth one, and it might fairly 

be said that the nineties began in the fall of 1988, Ridley’s Centennial Year. What 

David inherited was a smaller school with only grades 5 through 8, which was 

moving inexorably toward a preponderance of day students. With his new Magnet 

Program in particular, David would lead the Middle School into the new era. 

THE GREAT STATEMENT: 

THE SECOND CENTURY CAMPAIGN 

The Centennial excitement that gripped Ridley in 1988-89 marked the 

consolidation of almost two decades of continuous effort to prepare the School for 

the modern age. The Second Century Building, the tripled endowment, and the 

many special events of that year were all firm statements from legions of supporters 

of an abiding faith in the School, of a strong belief in the potential of the faculty 

and students, and a persistent hope that Ridley would remain in the forefront of 

independent education in Ontario. These were not things thought up merely to 

mark a hundred years of existence. The events of 1988-89 speak volumes about 

dedicated leadership, long and careful planning, meticulous execution of details, 

and a degree of plain good fortune. 

The idea for a campaign to mark the School’s centennial was initially discussed 

in Jere Packard’s first year. There was talk about it in the highest echelons of the 

board of governors when he was hired in the spring of 1981, but nothing firm was 

in place. This talk sprang from needs that had been identified even before Richard 

Bradley had left the scene. Enormous progress had been achieved in the 1970s 

toward the goals of enhancing the academic program, building a dynamic arts 

component, and bolstering all-important enrollment. Appetites to continue this 

progress had been thoroughly whetted. 

At the November 1981 board of governors’ meeting, the one which passed the 

reins of Ridley’s governance from Mac Irwin to the new Board Chairman, Dr. 

Donald McFarlane, a new committee was struck. Board member Leighton 

McCarthy ’62 became chairman of the 100th Anniversary Committee with a 

mandate to expand its membership, seek a Centennial Campaign chairman, and 

lay the parameters for a campaign that would culminate in 1989. Over the next 

year and a half, this committee accomplished its goals. By early 1983, a target of 

ten million dollars was set. This was a figure deemed visionary, especially in the 

difficult economic climate of the early 1980s. In addition, the board decided that 

the Annual Giving program would continue uninterrupted. A confident group of 

board leaders was in place, which had gained valuable experience in the Campaign 

For Excellence a decade earlier. They were already convinced of the School’s needs 

and collectively they represented a vast store of business acumen. The group 

included the three former board chairmen, Jim McConnell, Bob Stevens, and Mac 

Irwin, as well as the new and energetic chairman, Don McFarlane. 

The 1980s will also be 

remembered as the Don 

and Nancy Hunt era. 
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Darcy McKeough called 

the first official campaign 

meeting in August, and 

this meeting began six 

years of intense effort. 

The first stroke of good fortune materialized in June 1983. The Ridley College 

Foundation received its first gift from Frederick K. Ashbaugh ’22, whose 

continuing interest in Ridley’s future made more than a million dollars available. 

Mr. Ashbaugh had been the Steel Controller for Canada during World War II, and 

following the war had built the Lake Erie Tobacco Company in Tillsonburg, 

Ontario. He had retired to Bermuda but maintained a summer home in Muskoka. 

It was there, early in July, that Don McFarlane received this first magnificent gift 

to a campaign that had not even been officially announced! Needless to say, it 

brought back memories of the similar and almost miraculous gift to the School by 

Colonel Sam McLaughlin in 1970, which had acted as the “kick-start” to the 

Program For Excellence. 

The second piece of good fortune in mid-1983 secured the campaign’s 

chairman. This happened in July when Mac Irwin asked W. Darcy McKeough ’51 

to accept the leadership. Darcy had been on the board since 1978 and was already 

serving on Leighton McCarthy’s Anniversary Committee. He brought with him a 

vast network of friends from numerous Canadian business enterprises, a highly 

respected Ontario political reputation, an enthusiastic ability to get things done, 

and a fierce loyalty to Ridley. In an article in The Toronto Star in 1986, the Slinger 

column confirmed the McKeough qualities. 

Darcy McKeough is precisely the kind of hero this country has been pining for, and if 
he wasn’t so modest everybody would know it. [He] can fight better, drink more, sing 
prettier, cuss stronger, talk longer, argue louder, draw more wood, hew more water, 
plow a straighter furrow, cut a bigger deal and stay up later than anybody you ever 
heard of. And there’s never been anybody who could out-dance him! 

Darcy called the first official campaign meeting in August, and this meeting 

began six years of intense effort. Darcy’s committee went to work almost 

immediately setting up timetables, seeking out committee heads, creating 

organizational charts, and identifying names of special donors. With help from 

faculty, Jere Packard produced Ridley’s first comprehensive mission statement, and 

Virginia Medland was brought onto the Ridley faculty as the Development Officer 

to work with Sam Heaman. In October 1983, Darcy was ready to announce that 

the Second Century Campaign had officially begun. 

To discuss the direction the School would be taking, a wide cross-section of the 

Ridley constituency was brought together for a significant two-day conference in 

April 1984- Driving this conference was the campaign’s need to isolate its 

priorities. As well, the potential impact of the disappearance of grade 13—then 

under debate in Ontario—needed to be examined. Areas such as enrollment, 

facilities, salaries, the Lower School, and the perennial question of how to fit more 

activities into the same amount of time and space were reviewed. 

The conference itself was a marvellous exercise in making Ridley’s entire 

program better understood within the Ridley family, and it stimulated many to a 

more active interest in the School and its future. It was reported that the biggest 

surprise for the older participants was the extent to which the continuities were 

being preserved even as many of the superficialities at Ridley were changing. Aside 

from the first-hand knowledge gained by the Class Agents and those about to 

promote the School’s needs in the campaign, the Conference was the impetus for 

another committee, chaired by Board Governor Ian Kennedy, and set into motion 

by the Executive Committee of the board. Its mandate was to make specific 

recommendations for a science, computer, and humanities facility. 

This proposed facility would represent the “bricks and mortar” segment of the 

Second Century Campaign. A sub-committee under Brian Martin, head of the 

science department, went to work to determine the physical needs of the 

departments involved. This too was a mammoth exercise involving countless 
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as we travelled across the continent 
and met Ridleians of all ages, we were 
continually impressed by how proud 
graduates of the early years are of Ridley 
today and of the role they had played in 

Ron Perry ’17, his grand- 

daughter Karen Lillie ’88, 

and Frederick Ashbaugh 

turn the first sod for the 

Second Century Building, 

(June 1987) . 

meetings, input from faculty and students, and fact-finding missions to other 

institutions in Ontario and the United States. A year after the headmaster’s 

Conference, the results of the Kennedy Commission were tabled. The Commission 

presented its resolve for a single integrated facility, a “Renaissance centre,” to serve 

the needs of science, computer studies, and the arts. To plan for the closer linking 

of the arts and science disciplines was truly visionary. Board approval followed 

quickly and unanimously. Making the decision easier was a 1984 gift from the 

Mandeville Family Foundation of New York, which, after the Ashbaugh gift, 

ranked as the largest given (to date) to the campaign. H. T. Mandeville ’40, a 

member of the board of governors since 1965, and his brothers Peter ’38 and 

Michael ’41, had attended Ridley on bursary help as sons of an Episcopal minister. 

They were always appreciative of this assistance and their subsequent generosity to 

Ridley is legendary. 

From the board’s approval of the building concept in 1985 to the reality of 

the flagship facility in 1989 was a period of incredible effort. The financial 

campaign was, of course, paramount, and the leadership of Darcy McKeough 

through it all was nothing short of remarkable. What was involved was not only 

funds for the building and its maintenance, but also an equal amount for scholar¬ 

ships, bursaries, and faculty development. Late in 1985 the Toronto firm of Moffat, 

Kinoshita was named the architects, and a site was selected on the western road. 

Placing the building as close to the Lower School as it was to the Upper School 

was a decision calculated to link the two entities even more closely. Les Andrew, 

an architect and designer, joined the Ridley faculty as property manager primarily 

to oversee the contract. He became the foster-father to the whole building. 

Newman Brothers of St. Catharines, the contractors for many of Ridley’s buildings, 

prepared to initiate construction. 

By the fall of 1986, when the building costs had escalated from five million 

dollars to six, the Campaign entered its public phase with a long series of “kick-offs” 

across the country. The first of these took place in Hamilton in September, and over 

the next two years, there were over forty such events. Darcy and Joyce McKeough, 

the headmaster, Virginia Medland, and Bob and Pat Stanley were the main figures 

at these gatherings. Ingrid Cronin attended when she could as did Don McFarlane, 

and Sam Anderson ’45 was a helpful 

presence at the American Branch events. 

The pattern at these “kick-offs” was 

invariably the same: the headmaster 

chatted about recent events at the School, 

the campaign video was shown, and Darcy 

talked about the progress of the Second 

Century drive. He usually ended these 

evenings with the comment, “I am the only 

thing between you and the bar!” There is 

no doubt that these affairs were 

promotional in nature, but they were 

strictly “soft-sell” in approach. Bob 

Stanley, who had joined the Campaign as 

Association secretary and director of 

development in 1986, commented that 
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Chairman McKeough, Jessica 

Tandy, Hume Cronyn ’31, and 

Joyce McKeough celebrate at the 

Batteries Not Included Gala. 

It was at the Bermuda kick-off that 

disaster came close. After one evening’s 

affair, the School’s entourage headed hack 

to their hotels on their trusty motorbikes. 

Mr. Packard missed a turn and skidded 

into a ditch. The result was a severe case 

of Bermuda “road rash” and a broken 

collarbone. The headmaster, in secret 

pain, earned many credits for carrying on 

over the next few days as if this sort of 

thing was an everyday occurrence. Back at 

Ridley, this exploit became a legend— 

especially among the teams that toured 

the island thereafter! 

While the headmaster’s wounds slowly 

healed in the spring of 1987, the Campaign itself had its own crisis. Escalating costs 

of the new building forced a decision to defer the completion of the interior of the 

theatre. This in turn spurred the board to increase its efforts, appeal for second 

gifts, and rework the building’s design. Fortune smiled again! A second magnificent 

gift from H. T. Mandeville as well as Les Andrew’s tireless efforts with the 

architects saved the day. The target was bumped to $13.6 million and the decision 

to complete the theatre went forward. It was also decided that the theatre 

auditorium would be named The Ernest Mandeville Theatre in memory of “T’s” 

father. The only significant loss to the building was the proposed greenhouse. 

To add an exclamation mark to the theatre decision, Hume Cronyn ’31 and his 

wife, Jessica Tandy, agreed to be present at the December film premiere of their 

most recent Hollywood success Batteries Not Included. A gala evening was 

organized. After the film presentation, a reception and dinner at the Badminton 

and Racquet Club recognized the organizers and the 800 guests who had 

contributed to equipping Ridley’s theatre. 

By early 1988, as the Second Century Building was rapidly taking shape. 

When $12.1 million dollars of the target had been reached, the names of the two 

main wings of the building were confirmed. The north portion of the building 

would be named to honour the Ashbaugh family, and the south portion would 

reflect the generosity of Dr. Harold Siebens who had presented the third major gift 

of just over two million dollars. Dr. Siebens’ son, Stewart ’64, and two 

grandchildren, Carter ’82 and Rhondda ’85, were also Ridleians. He was already a 

generous Canadian philanthropist, and through his family connection Ridley 

became a beneficiary as well. It was at the 35th kick-off function at the Lyford Cay 

Club in the Bahamas in April that this last sizable donation was formally received. 

As the campaign moved forward in high gear through the mid-1980s, a Second 

Century Celebrations Committee, chaired by His Honour Judge Stewart E. 

Kingstone with Janet Lewis acting as the faculty liaison, was kept busy vetting 

proposals for appropriate 1988-89 activities. This committee had been set up early 

in 1984, and it accepted suggestions from anyone who had a bright idea. Especially 

interesting is the list of things that, for a variety of reasons, did not transpire. This 

list included a Centennial wine, Centennial coins and stamps, a Centennial flag, 

the RCMP Musical Ride, Royal Doulton commemorative plates, and a giant 

establishing the School’s early traditions 
and reputation. It was also rewarding to 
see young graduates displaying the same 
pride and commitment to Ridley as we 
enter our second century. 
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fireworks display. Coach Nick Holmes suggested that a crew of girls could row 

across Lake Ontario. Gero Reinitzer of the music department proposed the 

commissioning of a Canadian composer to write a piece that somehow 

incorporated all the aspects of the new building. Special visitors such as the prime 

minister or a member of the Royal Family were also investigated through all the 

bureaucratic channels. 

One suggestion that ended abruptly came through former faculty member 

Adam Griffith. Adam agreed to investigate the possibility of a descendent 

of Bishop Ridley as one of the special centennial guests. His contact in 

England related the tale. 

I met [a] Nicholas Ridley, reputedly the only living direct descendent of the Bishop, 
in front of the lion on Lord Nelson’s statue in Trafalgar Square. . . . Theoretically 
he was supposed to be a writer of some note, and a historian. However, he was of 
average build, more than thread-bare, unshaven, dirty shoes, soup spotted tie, and 
exceedingly uninteresting. . . . When I suggested an expense-free trip to Canada, 
he almost smiled. Then when he raised the query of a sizable honorarium, the 
“engaging” interview came to a halt. Further correspondence seemed unnecessary! 

In one way, this misadventure had a happy ending. A portrait of the original 

Bishop Ridley was commissioned by the United Kingdom Branch of the Ridley 

College Association. It was unveiled on Association Weekend, 1989, by Henry 

Bathurst ’45, Edward Montagu ’45, and Chris Tubbs ’44 on behalf of the English 

alumni. It was hung just inside the entrance to the Chapel. 

The actual events of 1988-89 all fit the spirit (and the budget) of the year-long 

celebration. Centennial logo designs by Kelly Ortt and Ian Nethercott were chosen 

for all the anniversary memorabilia. These designs are found on the programs for 

each of the Centennial events [see Appendisc]. 

On Prize Day, 1988, the headmaster and Chairman McKeough both conveyed 

their excitement about the spectacular progress of the Campaign and the building 

that was nearing completion on the western road. Mr. Packard, in outlining the 

plans for the upcoming Centennial Year, reminded everyone that 

but for thousands of other people, alumni, former faculty, past parents and founders, 
we would not be here. There would be nothing here but another subdivision or mall 
in west St. Catharines. Let’s make the best of it, the most of it, and let’s enjoy it. 
And that’s just what we propose to do! 

After the ceremonies, the guest speaker of the day, Peter Gzowski ’52, signed 

dozens of copies of the book that had been commissioned and completed, A Sense 

of Tradition: An Album of Ridley 

College Memories, 1889-1989. 

This work was highlighted by 

Peter’s own nostalgic introduction 

and it included an array of historic 

photographs, documents, and stu¬ 

dent reminiscences. It was not the 

new history of Ridley that some 

expected, even though that 

prospect had been investigated 

thoroughly by Stewart Kmgstone’s 

committee. One long-term bene¬ 

fit of the production of the 

Gzowski book was the gathering 

of Ridley’s archival treasures. 

Out of that initial effort, a real 

archive would emerge. 

Ridley’s musicians in the 

Second Century Building 
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Even though anticipation of the Centennial had been present for much of the 

decade, it was the Class of’89 that enjoyed the most excitement. Birthday celebra¬ 

tions began with a gigantic birthday cake for the School, after dinner on 

September 27, 1988. The feast marked one hundred years from the day that the 

founders met at Wycliffe College in Toronto to finalize plans for a new school in 

St. Catharines. On October 16, Archbishop Michael Peers, Primate of the 

Anglican Church of Canada, conducted the Founder’s Day Service. A new cope 

and mitre, two stoles, and the Centennial altar frontal were presented by the 

Women’s Guild and dedicated in memory of Mrs. Hamilton, wife of Ridley’s third 

headmaster. The Primate also unveiled a piece of limestone fluting from Rochester 

Cathedral in England, which dated from the time that Nicholas Ridley was bishop 

there. This Rochester stone, obtained through the efforts of Adam Griffith ’39, was 

mounted in the narthex of the Chapel. That same weekend, the Women’s Guild 

sponsored one of their famous Big “R” Bazaars, the ninth in succession. It raised 

nearly $23,000 in four hours for the scholarship and bursary fund. 

A week later, the board of governors and faculty celebrated the unveiling of 

Rev. Donald Hunt’s portrait in the Middle School dining room, now christened 

Williams Hall, after the first headmaster of the Lower School. On that occasion, 

Darcy McKeough surprised vice-president of the board, Dorothy Doolittle, with 

the unveiling of a plaque designating the centre portion of the old Lower School 

as Burgoyne House in honour of three generations of this great St. Catharines 

family so intertwined with Ridley. These unveilings were not earmarked as specific 

Centennial celebrations, but they certainly blended in with those that were. That 

fall also saw Carl Dorland’s Centennial Calendar appear. Photography by Don and 

Maire Mason and historical anecdotes by Carl created an ideal present for the 

Christmas market. Wheels were also set in motion by Derek Fraser for the 

publication of Ridley’s first Alumni Directory. 

During the Christmas holidays, in a logistical masterpiece orchestrated by 

Les Andrew, the computer, science, music, and art departments moved everything 

from their crowded quarters in the main building into the Second Century 

Building. Four moving vans and a small army of workers completed the task in 

two days. The new state-of-the-art facility was operational when the students 

returned in January. 

The “Chow of the Century’' Before the celebrations were even partly over, some students reported being 

birthday cake thoroughly saturated with centennial committees, performances, and memorabilia 

of every description. In spite of this satura¬ 

tion, there was also a sense—among the 

members of the Class of ’89 in particular— 

that they were witnessing the beginning of 

a new era. Barb Penner pointed this out in a 

Tiger Tribune note. 

During 1987-1988, Ridley underwent a 
tremendous number of changes. Among others, 
we saw the abolition of the old-boy system, the 
retirement of Rev. Hunt, the addition of another 
girls’ house in Mandeville and a new system for 
the selection of prefects.... For better or worse 
Ridley has always attempted to move forward.... 

Although we realize that the Centennial 
is a celebration of Ridley’s past, we also think 
that some of the focus should be on the school’s 
future.... Looking forward to the Second 
Century Building ... the next chapter of Ridley’s 
history is waiting to be written. 
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A great Association Centennial Dinner in Toronto in 

March 1989 fed nearly 700 members of the Ridley family, 

the Cadet Band made one of its earliest annual public 

appearances, and three outstanding speakers, Peter Gzowski 

’52, Bill Charlton ’60, and John Stevens ’42 regaled the 

audience with Ridley anecdotes. 

The Second Century Building was officially dedicated 

on May 7, 1989. It was Church Parade Sunday, and it 

marked the first year that No. 162 did not go to St. Thomas’ 

Church. Instead, the Corps marched through the snow to a 

brief service at the cenotaph. The cadets returned to stand 

in a freezing wind in front of the new building as Kitty 

Miller ’21, daughter of Ridley’s first headmaster, unveiled 

the official plaque. Many of the donors to the building 

were present that day, and they included representatives 

of the Ashbaugh, Siebens, and Mandeville families. 

Unfortunately, both Frederick K. Ashbaugh and Harold 

Siebens had died: Mr. Ashbaugh in 1987 and Mr. Siebens in 

January 1989. The Friday following the opening was 

another fine annual Cadet Inspection, on a muddy field 

under the eye of Ontario’s Lieutenant Governor Lincoln 

Alexander. Then on May 27, the Mandeville Theatre was 

opened with a celebration of Ridley talent, produced by Bill 

Glassco ’53. The evening was as spectacular as the theatre itself. Tim Hughes ’77 

was the Master of Ceremonies, and the program included items by two 

McKeoughs, Bob Schmon ’70, Colm Feore ’77, Don Hunt, and Maurice Cooke. 

In June 1989, Canada’s Governor General Jeanne Sauve was the guest of 

honour. She gave her special medal to Serene Wong of Hong Kong whose ninety- 

seven percent average in grade 13 was the highest in Ridley’s history. Madame 

Sauve also hand delivered 137 diplomas, the most ever, to the Class of ’89—a class 

that boasted fifty Ontario scholars. Her speech that day was carefully researched 

and went far beyond the usual platitudes [see Appendisc]. She congratulated the 

graduates, of course, but also praised the founders and their successors for avoiding 

the perils of stagnation. 

They [the founders’ successors] turned to those who understood the demands of 
their age and hired skilled and dynamic teachers aware of the need for progress in 
a world confronted by the most arduous and exhilarating challenges. That is why 
this college’s reputation extends beyond the St. Catharines region to all of Canada 
and North America. 

Serene Wong receives the 

Governor General’s Medal 

from Governor General 

Jeanne Sauve. 

Board Chairman Darcy McKeough spoke proudly of the Second Century 

Building across the way and admonished the successors of the Class of ’89 to take 

full advantage of that great gift. This ceremony was Jere Packard’s last as 

headmaster, and he left no doubt that the memory of the class of ’89 would stay 

with him. At several points during his report, he took a humorous poke at the 

foibles of certain students—a custom in many of his Prize Day speeches. He 

reminded Derek Vesey, for instance, that “although you have returned seventy-five 

books to the Matthews Library, you still have two outstanding from my library!” 

The Second Century Building was complete and Ridley’s endowment had 

become the highest among Canada’s independent schools. The Reunion Year 

Giving Program alone raised over half a million dollars in what was described as 

“Class Acts,” creating a host of new bursaries. The Class of ’89, in its own special 

appeal and a raffle of two cars, gave the School $14,000 to establish their bursary. 

The Cronyn and the Hamilton Chairs (part of the faculty development portion of 
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A gathering of Mandevilles 

at the Mandeville Theatre 

opening (May 27, 1989) 

the Campaign) were fully funded. The 

Ridley Victorian Christmas Auction 

in November went a long way to 

closing the gap in funds necessary to 

complete all the aspects of the 

campaign. The Second Century 

Campaign was the most successful 

capital campaign in Canadian 

independent school history. In the fall 

of 1989, Development Director Bob 

Stanley, in paying tribute to Brian 

Iggulden and Derek Fraser, the team 

which had worked so well with him at 

the School, reported that the $13.6 

million target had not only been 

reached but was then standing at 

$14.6 in donations and pledges—a 

remarkable feat. The last major 

donation, the one which pushed the Campaign over the top, came from the 

McLaughlin Foundation, as if to form a bookend to a similar gift nearly two 

decades earlier. The Campaign closed just over the fifteen million mark. 

SPORTS IN THE EIGHTIES 

The full flowering of modern Ridley was epitomized by its sports program. To 

the diversified opportunities for boys were added all the girls’ programs, as well as 

some in which girls and hoys participated together. Throughout the 1980s, the 

competitive heritage of the School inspired a growth of proficiency in girls’ sports, 

especially as the female enrollment expanded. It is no detriment to the boys’ teams 

to note that many of the School’s finest athletes (several going on to national 

success) were girls. Success, in the championship sense, was spread over a far wider 

range of sports; the prestigious traditional sports lost some momentum as fine 

athletes chose to play in more recently introduced programs. 

Perhaps the change can best be defined by the word “participaction.” It spans 

“participation,” “action,” and “satisfaction.” To be included, to be committed, to 

seek excellence, and to derive pleasure: these things characterized this era of Ridley 

athletics. A review of sports in the 1980s ranges from group triumphs to individual 

recreational sports. It is a tribute to the coaching and to the commitment of the 

boys’ teams that they remained generally competitive with their old rivals, all of 

whom remained single-sex for most of the 1980s. Evidence suggests that with the 

possible exception of rowing, winning took second place to learning important life- 

skills, to appreciating the value of teamwork, and, simply, to enjoying the excellent 

relationships with coaches and teammates. 

There are many possible explanations for this change in emphasis. The change 

made the decade neither better nor worse than previous ones—just different. 

Perhaps the more philosophic approach to wins and losses by the new headmaster 

and a batch of new young faculty had something to do with it. As the PACE 

Committee pointed out with regularity, the School was an extremely busy place; 

everyone seemed to be constantly rushing about, trying to keep up with a legion of 

activities. Also, there was increasing recognition given to students who excelled in 

areas other than sports. These things tended to diffuse the focus on sports. Perhaps 

Ridley’s admonition that its students become truly well-rounded citizens was finally 

taking hold. It was this aspect that Jere Packard underlined in his first Prize Day 
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speech. That occasion, in 1982, was enlivened by valedictorian Rob Mason who 

agreed with the headmaster and added that in his opinion, “the only possible, 

hearable way to survive the year was to have fun.” Rob went on to state that 

Ridley has taught the graduates to enjoy themselves as they work. . . . Ridley College 

has demonstrated to us, the students, that it doesn’t matter if you win, (and there was 

very little of that this year), as long as you participate and have fun. ... It seems very 

likely that all the problems of the world will not be solved, but, if we can do our best, 

try our hardest, and still enjoy ourselves, life in the future may not be that unbearable. 

At the end of the 1980s, the new head of drama, Colin Brezicki was asked by 

Tiger Tribune to draw some comparisons between his previous eleven years in 

England and the Ridley he observed late in 1988, after his first term on faculty. His 

observations highlight the character of the entire decade in many areas, not just in 

sports. He expressed a strong feeling that Ridley students seemed to have most 

things in perspective and that they certainly had plenty of fun along the way. 

The thing that immediately strikes me is that in England you could never get away 

with silly dress-up days, and Fourth Dimension, and official sleep-ins, and ski trips 

in the middle term, because they take their academics so much more seriously over 

there. And I think that’s a shame. 1 love all the diversions in the school term at 

Ridley. They’re a great release for the students and, for the teachers, they are an 

effective antidote to our great occupational disease—taking ourselves too seriously. 

Colin went on to compliment the students’ loyalty to Ridley and added, 

I guess I’m talking about school spirit. Not the kind that comes out of bottles . . . 

or even the kind that has a clamorous minority demanding school time or study time 

off to cheer for a team. Real school spirit is demonstrated in students’ giving up their 

free time to cheer a team to victory. And it’s also shown in the striving to win a place 

on a team that will wear the school colours in whatever sport or activity. There’s a 

lot of that at Ridley. And it’s as true of the girls as it is of the hoys. . . . Everyone 

seems to practice hard and play hard . . . playing well seems to matter so much more. 

And so it should. 

The transition of Ridley from a male-dominated and sports-oriented 

institution to a more balanced, highly diversified, thoroughly coeducational, and 

generally happy place was indeed accomplished in this decade. 

Girls’ Sports 
Girls’ teams came into their own during this era, but the fact that there were 

no official girls’ championships in the Packard years was owing to several mitigating 

factors. First, however much individual athletes might have wanted to be at the 

top, many years of development are required to build a tradition of championship 

teams; this says nothing about the luck required in having a number of strong 

players in the same year. Second, the lack of competition forced most girls’ teams 

to tackle schools outside of the ISAA league, where strength and winning 

traditions already existed. Third, the philosophy of participation (participaction)— 

enjoyment of the sport and personal challenge—was far more prominent in the 

1980s than ever before. This was a decade of the development of girls’ activities, as 

the School accommodated the needs of an increasing female population. By the 

end of the Packard years, the girls’ teams had all earned the right to award colours, 

and they all had a full slate of Most Valuable Player awards and individual trophies. 

The potential for team championships would emerge in the 1990s. 

First and second tennis for girls appeared in 1982, girls’ squash in 1984, and 

girls’ dance in 1986 to round out the options available in. the fall term. Feague 

soccer continued to absorb large numbers of boys and a few girls. All the teams had 

fun, all recorded individual triumphs, and team spirit was high as witnessed by the 

array of T-shirts and sweat shirts that most of the teams adopted. 

PARTICIPACTION: 

Growth over a Decade 

1980 1990 

fall Boys 7 7 

choices Girls 1 10 

Coed 1 4 

Total 9 21 

winter Boys 12 12 

choices Girls 1 4 
Coed 2 3 

Total 15 19 

spring Boys 7 10 

choices Girls 1 4 
Coed 1 3 

Total 9 17 

Note: these statistics do not include 

intramural sports; and rowing in the 

spring term is counted as one sport 

choice, even though there were 

many separate crews. 
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THE FALL 

Football 

Unable to get a kick 

away as he normally did 

with his right foot, Moore 

calmly booted left'footed 

for 45 yards! 

In September 1981, first football sported a new head coach, Rick Rasmussen. 

This young and outwardly gentle strategist had been on the Ridley faculty only 

since 1980, but he knew football (and rowing), having been an outstanding player 

in his own high school days. With him were Mark Dumont, a veteran defensive 

coach, and David Whitty, the newest member of the physical education depart¬ 

ment. These three men guided the fortunes of first football throughout the Packard 

years. They were assisted at various times in the decade by Mike Hazell ’73, Jamie 

Snider ’73, and Don Rickers of the admission office. 

Also new to the Ridley scene in the fall of 1981 was Jennifer Smith of 

Dunnville—the first female student manager of the team. It is hard to imagine that 

by 1981 there were any “firsts” left for the girls to register. Nobody at the School 

gave the matter a second thought but The St. Catharines Standard created a lead 

story out of it, which suggests that the community outside Ridley continued to see 

such changes as out of the ordinary. The reporter wrote, 

It would be dramatic to say that she has altered the course of history for the 92-year- 
old school but times are a-changin’ and Jennifer is part of that change which started 
three years ago when the first female students became boarders. 

He also quoted Jennifer as denying that she decided to come to Ridley to break a 

tradition intentionally. “It just happened,” said Jen. She went on to enjoy the 

season as much as the boys enjoyed having her around, a fact confirmed by captains 

Terry Powell and Carter Siebens. As if the coach did not have enough that was 

new that season, he also had a new quarterback in Dick Wilson, who did 

remarkably well, and a new punter in Steve Moore. Moore made the headlines on 

one occasion when he took a bad snap. Unable to get a kick away as he normally 

did with his right foot, he calmly booted left-footed for 45 yards! 

On the surface, Ridley’s record for the 1980s does not look particularly 

impressive. Of the eight Association Weekend games, the team only won twice. In 

two seasons, 1982 and 1986, Ridley was actually winless. This was somewhat of a 

record for any decade. Except for 1982 and 1986, however, first football was 

generally competitive within the ISAA league—lacking only one or two key 

players to make a run for the championship. The spirit on each of the year’s teams 

was positive, and (a sure sign of the times) neither Coach Rasmussen nor the 

headmaster received any anxious phone calls from anyone alarmed about the 

teams’ misfortunes. Even in the 1982 season, the games were close most of the 

time. The last game of the season was reported to have been the toughest, and, 

although the score of 20-6 looks like a disaster, it was anyone’s game until the last 

three minutes. It was that game that led the headmaster to comment in Tiger, 

The most warm and lovely autumn to grace the Niagara Peninsula in many a year 
helped buoy Orange and Black spirits through a disappointing season. But, the 
cheerleaders and the fans never gave up hope right down to the end, and the First 
Team itself never faltered in effort; they managed to put the fear of Ridley, if not 
God, into an undefeated UCC team in the second of our two games with the Blues. 

That game in 1982 completed UCC’s third straight undefeated season and 

stretched its consecutive victories to twenty—a record not matched since Ridley did 

it in the 1940s under Dr. Griffith. The UCC victory gave them possession of the 

Laddie Cassels Trophy for the fourth straight year. This was UCC’s sixth since the 

trophy was presented in 1973 for competition between the two long-standing rivals. 

The 1982 game was also made memorable for the team by the fact that Sandy Peters, 

Ridley’s gamesmaster, had dipped into his budget for the new light-weight open- 

weave jersey favoured by professional players. UCC was still wearing the traditional 
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wool sweater. Ridley had been the last team to give up their canvas jackets in the 

late 1940s but was one of the first in the IS A A to go to the modem jersey. 

In any event, and demonstrating again that talent on any team in any one 

decade ebbs and flows, Ridley got the Cassels Trophy back in 1984, 1985, and 

1988. The decade also saw three players lay the foundations for excellent college 

football careers—Brian Hutchings, Patrick Nield, and P. A. “Sandy” Walker—the 

Matheson Trophy recipient in 1990 for his all-round athletic contribution. 

The 1986 winless season highlighted Coach Rasmussen’s difficulties during these 

years. After a 23-9 loss to the St. Andrew’s Saints, Rick was quoted in The Standard. 

What can I say? We were 4-4 last season with a young team and looked upon that 
as our rebuilding year. Now we have a young team again. We just don’t have the 
Grade 13s coming back to play. Those are the kids with the size and the experience. 
We’ve got some talented players, but they’re not very big and many of them are just 
learning the game. ... 1 think it’s because the students have so many more options 
these days. Football used to be the only sport. Now there are any number to choose 
from. . . . But it goes in cycles. . . . Today we lost to a physically more mature team. 
I could tell that just by shaking hands with their players. 

After the 1986 Association Weekend Pass to Appleby by a score of 29-18, coaches 

Rasmussen, Dumont, Whitty, and Hazell were all in agreement that they had 

never worked with a better group of players. There was never any complaining, 

and absolutely no lack of intensity, which often happens when a team has 

trouble winning. The team just never gave up, a credit to captain Mike Jenner 

and the veterans. 

The difficulties that faced the Ridley firsts in 1986 were gradually overcome in 

1987 as the team grew in wisdom, stature, and experience. Tony Marra, with a flair 

for the dramatic, promised to shave his head if the football team won a game; 

indeed he had to make good after Ridley defeated Appleby by a 19-0 score in the 

first September contest. This ended the nine-game winless streak. Mike Maida and 

Rob Coutts, who later gained fame for themselves on the music scene, were 

important ingredients in reviving Ridley’s fortunes. Their contributions were 

matched by Tris Waye, quarterbacks Jason Neal and Chris Cooke, Todd Irving 

(rookie of the year winner), and Sandy Walker. Co-captains Tris Waye and Dave 

MacDonald saw enough promise in the team to actually predict both another 

winning season and a championship for the following year. 

By the 1988 season, all the components were indeed in place for success. That 

memorable season came down to the final game played in the cold, wind, and wet 

at TCS in November. With one of the smallest teams in numbers, it was one of the 

largest in terms of individual physical size. The strength lay in the experienced 

veterans—Jason Neal, Sean Cook, Sandy Walker, Ted Trafelet, Mark Downing, 

Phil Rudachuk, Graham Whiting, Jason Worbets, and Nick Thompson to name a 

few. As captain Derackk Curtis concluded, “As a team, we simply could not accept 

defeat.” The 28-21 victory on the soggy TCS campus secured the ISAA 

Championship for Ridley after an absence of fifteen years. The victory was doubly 

sweet as it marked a fitting sporting kick-off for the Centennial Year celebrations. 

Boys’ Soccer 
Of all the teams of the 1980s, soccer could be said to have been the best in 

cultivating its own program. Like cricket in the old days, when players would 

ascend the ranks from below, the soccer teams thrived on home-grown and 

developed talent. Most of the players had had tutelage from coaches Chris Loat 

and/or Nat Caters at the lower levels. The teams of the decade were consistently 

competitive within a well-balanced eight- or nine-team league and were almost 

always in the running for the championship. The records show numerous tied 

“As a team, we simply 

could not accept defeat.” 
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That they accomplished 

the championship on the 

same day as the first 

football team, made it 

an unforgettable ride 

home for everyone. 

games and many won or lost by a single goal—or as the boys said, “by one goal or 

by one mistake.” Under the coaching leadership of Brian Martin and Tony 

Sherman, new teams emerged each year with the usual mix of veterans and 

newcomers. Taking a cue from football, the first team began an early September 

training camp in 1983, in an attempt to shake off the summer lethargy early and to 

improve their chances against the other league teams. Not surprisingly, the other 

league schools also began doing the same thing about this time. Competitive as 

they were, Ridley’s teams of the early 1980s always seemed to be short by the one 

or two key players who could ensure victories. Those were also the years of strong 

opposition from Appleby, UCC, and Crescent. 

This situation began to change in the later 1980s as more experienced players 

emerged in greater numbers. The 1986 team was eliminated from the playoffs after 

the league decided to take a team with the better “goals for and against” record; the 

1987 team lost 4-3 in a shootout with UCC in the semi-final. By 1988, a number 

of players were beginning to think their year had finally come. The team won the 

ISAA Early Bird Tournament in September and was bolstered, coincidentally, by 

the experience of a large cadre of players who had come through the St. Catharines 

Youth Soccer Program at the same time. Jamie Katzman, the team’s designated 

sniper, actually predicted victory in the Tiger Tribune early in October when he was 

quoted, . . with hard work, support, and a little bit of luck there will be no reason 

why Ridley students will not be hearing the phrase ‘this was their year.’ ” 

All the pieces did in fact come together on the last day of the season in the 

final playoff game against TCS. It was one of the worst days weather-wise that 

anyone could remember. Battling pelting cold rain and ferocious wind, the team 

scored a come-from-behind win: 3-2. Adrian Calamel, the superb all-round athlete 

and Matheson Trophy winner of the previous year, recorded all three goals in that 

memorable game. It had taken eleven years to bring the ISAA Soccer 

championship back to Ridley. Calamel modestly commented, “We were definitely 

the underdogs in a lot of minds, but the team knew as a unit that we would pull all 

the loose strings together. . . .” Co-captain Norm Bradshaw remarked, “For the first 

time in my six years of playing Ridley soccer everybody clicked. . . . No one person 

can be credited with the season’s success. It was the whole team.” That they 

accomplished the championship on the same day, and under the same conditions 

at TCS as the first football team, made it an unforgettable ride home for everyone. 

Ridley’s Centennial Year was off to an excellent beginning indeed. 

Aside from strong and consistent coaching, the ever-present hope of an 

international tour sustained the teams throughout the decade. The players were 

rewarded twice—in 1982 and 1987—with a chance to test themselves outside 

their own league, enjoy a different culture, and show the Ridley flag in Bermuda 

once more. Both tours were highly enjoyable for the boys, especially as Ridley’s 

many Bermuda families outdid themselves in hospitality. The games took a back 

seat to the highlight for many—mastering the art of staying upright on the 

ubiquitous mopeds! 

Harriers 

Possibly the least expensive sport at Ridley is harriers. No equipment beyond 

good shoes is necessary; and the surrounding fields, roadways, and hills are perfect 

for serious training. This alone does not account for the large numbers of students 

who were drawn to the sport in the 1980s, nor was there a great tradition of ISAA 

or provincial championships to be upheld. What all the team accounts of the 

decade emphasized was the camaraderie and the joy of the daily personal chal¬ 

lenges. The runners got a serious training regimen and the hope of advancing 
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against what was perhaps one of the most competitive sporting atmospheres in the 

province. Those who did advance beyond the local level were truly gifted athletes. 

In four successive years between 1983 and 1986, it was a harriers team member 

who captured the C. W. Dorland Trophy, awarded to the girl who has contributed 

most in the girls’ athletic program over the year. These girls—Melissa Marion, Liz 

Murphy, Lisa Lockyer, and Noelle Wood—were joined in various years by other 

equally gifted and multi-dimensional athletes including Eric Burpee, Jeff Mander, 

A1 Mawhinney, Geoff Howlett, Yannick Page, Mark Silverwood, Angela Zuliani, 

Bobby Lyons, and Tony Marra. Unfortunately, such a group of athletes was never 

concentrated in a given year. 

From a coaching standpoint, the decade was divided neatly in half. Jim 

Kingstone, famous for his “hill and drill till you drop” program, took over from Jon 

Silver in 1981. He had enthusiastic help from the new Gooderham-West 

housemaster Lynne Facey-Crowther. In 1985, Maggie Swan, a new addition to the 

physical education department and an avid runner, brought a zealous and profes¬ 

sional approach to the sport, which inspired all the runners. The fact that Maggie 

actually trained with the students was no small part of their inspiration. 

The harriers got a good share of local press during the decade, partly because 

the photographer assigned to cover an event could easily shoot a group of runners 

and be assured of a cluster of runners from a variety of schools. As the School’s 

scrapbook indicates, Ridley runners were frequently front and centre. The team 

began its participation in the “Run For The Grapes” event in 1984 as part of St. 

Catharines’ Grape and Wine festival. Harriers (and others) were also prominent 

in the September Terry Fox runs; and, at least twice, a 24-hour run for charity was 

a highlight. The first of these was organized by Grant Mottershead in 1984 and 

featured a couple of laps by Maurice Cooke himself. A second run in 1987, 

for leukemia research, was spearheaded by David Hunt and Brett Leahey. 

Their effort to keep runners in motion over the 24-hour period nearly came to grief 

when enthusiast but non-runner Sean Ryan proved almost impossible to rouse in 

the middle of the night! 

Of equal interest to the running 

fraternity was an event organized to 

coincide with the Big “R” Bazaar 

of 1986 and to publicize Ridley’s 

Second Century Campaign. This was 

the Ridley “2nd Century Mile,” an 

invitational road mile held at the 

School. It was an organizational 

masterpiece headed by prefects Jamie 

McKeough, Hugh Silk, and Hugh 

Evans, complete with T-shirts, spon¬ 

sors, guest runners, and posters. 

Preceding the elite high school race 

was the media challenge relay with 

97.7 HTZ FM against The Standard. 

The spectators will long remember 

the victorious final leg by Henry 

Burgoyne ’67 of the local newspaper. 

The main event was repeated in 1987 

with Mike Kray at the organizational 

helm and, in 1988, with Mike and 

Pat Bryden. These were all excellent 

forays into the wider community. 

Ridley ■-Bermuda Second 

Century Cup winners in 

1988: Liz Coote, Hilary 

Cooper, Krissy Lockyer, 

and Carla Vendn. 
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The highlight for many harriers in the 1988 season was the first ever harriers 

tour to Bermuda. George Briggs (organizer and second team coach), Maggie Swan, 

and fourteen runners challenged Bermudian schools for the Second Century 

Ridley-Bermuda Cup over a three-mile cross-country course. The harriers won 

both the boys and the girls divisions, and they enjoyed training on the sand as well 

as the experience on foreign soil. 

As for the annual Cross-Country Runs, the 1980s saw little that was different 

from previous decades. The increase in the number of girls prompted the admin¬ 

istration to try running them on a separate day, hut that only lasted one year. The 

protests from the girls themselves and the weight of tradition returned the event to 

a single day filled, as always, with nervous anticipation, agony, or ecstasy— 

depending on each individual’s frame of mind. For safety reasons, the run along the 

surrounding roads ended, and the course was laid out within Ridley’s property lines. 

The races and results are all dutifully recorded in Acta [see Appendisc], but Riyaz 

Kanji’s description of the 1981 race is typical of most of the years. 

T. S. Eliot once wrote that April was the cruelest month, but many Ridleians 
would beg to differ, because not only does November in St. Catharines bring the 
first signs of sleet and snow on these barren wastelands, but it also hails the annual 
running of the Cross Country Race. Ah yes, the event which brings apprehension 
and pain to many students as they trudge across the grounds in quest of that elusive 
finish line. This year’s course was so waterlogged that nary a soul completed the 
race without his “fruit of the looms” being subjected to much mud, icy water and 
other of nature’s wonders. . . . 

Once the race is underway, however, it does serve as an excellent medium for 
the expression of a subtle, but extremely valuable form of school spirit. Harrier, 
quarterback and soccer goalie alike strive to push their bodies to incredible limits 
of endurance and strength. The will to succeed and the desire to achieve . . . 
manifests itself annually in our Cross Country Race. . . . The Race conjures up 
numerous visions. One sees tormented faces before the race, the sighs of relief at 
its end, the muddied bodies of runners . . . but, above all, one sees the eternal 
faces marked by grim determination, necessary for success in all events. 

Basketball was the first 

girls' team to emerge in 

the 1970s, and they came 

closest to a championship 

in the 1981 season. 

Girls’ Swimming 
One of the most successful teams of the 1980s was girls’ swimming. Under the 

direction of Paul Lewis, Sue Hazell, and Mike Rattenhury, a dedicated group of 

swimmers on three separate teams emerged. These got stronger as the decade 

progressed. The Girls’ Swimming Crown was instituted in 1981 to balance the 

boys’ UCC Cup, and the first winner was Ariel Piper. She was followed by a 

succession of athletes who got their names up on the Pool Record Board, only to 

be removed by the next wave. These swimmers included Jill Evans, Lisa Lockyer, 

Emily Bright, Katie Burpee, and Maria Maunder. A decent test of the team’s 

strength might well have been the Bishop’s Cup against the Toronto girls’ schools 

in November, but the lack of a junior and tadpole team and a timing conflict with 

Fourth Dimension usually kept them away from that competition. Instead, many 

girls chose to continue to swim in the second term in addition to participating in 

another sport. This not only made them stronger, it also set the stage for many 

individual awards at Zone, SOSSA, and the OFSAA levels. 

Girls’ Basketball 
Basketball was the first girls’ team to emerge in the 1970s, and they came 

closest to a championship in the 1981 season with an 8-2 record in the 

independent school league. Led by top scorer Cathy Purdom, the team finally 

bowed out to Hillfield in the dying moments of overtime. After that season, for a 

variety of reasons, the girls joined the local city leagues, where they fared less well. 
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Coached in various seasons by Judi Lukenda, Cathy Parkinson, Carl Dorland, Don 

Munroe, and Kristine Ashbury, both the senior and junior teams faced consistently 

strong opposition. There was little they could accomplish among the highly 

competitive city and district schools, even though Ridley’s program produced some 

talented players. Cathy Purdom, Gina Black, Melanie Vukovic, Debbie Stevens, 

Sue Von Kaufmann, and Barb Silk would have been an awesome combination had 

they all played in the same year! 

Field Hockey 

Field hockey made its first appearance in 1983. The enthusiastic response to 

this new sport created two full teams that very first year. As Carol Mordy wrote at 

the end of their exhibition season, “Never underestimate Ridley girls! We may 

have begun as a group who didn’t know one end of the stick from the other, hut it 

wasn’t long before we began challenging every team in sight, including First Team 

Soccer!” The driving forces behind the sport were three dedicated coaches who 

knew the game. Field hockey was extremely fortunate in having Nancy Drope, a 

recent national team member (who became Mrs. Nancy Whitty in 1985); Ingrid 

Cronin, a former playing star; and later Donna McIntyre (“Miss Mac”), who also 

had a strong background in the game. Their enthusiasm for the sport helped lay the 

foundation for the successes of the teams of the 1990s. Three girls, Samantha 

Peeris, Vishni Peeris, and Nancy Peppier, went on to play at the college level in 

the late 1980s. Vishni, the Most Valuable Player winner in the 1987 season, helped 

the Ridley team reach the semi-finals in the provincial championships. 

THE WINTER 

Boys’ Basketball 

First basketball in the 1980s, under the guidance of veteran coach David 

Gagne (“Mr. Dynasty”) compiled a series of winning seasons with IS A A 

championships in 1983 and 1984- Relying on a strong feeder system from under- 

15, under-16, and seconds, the first team led all the sports in total wins during the 

Packard years. After a review of the strong teams below the firsts in 1982, Tiger 

magazine actually predicted that Ridley would reestablish itself as the basketball 

force in the ISAA. Co-captains Steve Moore and Malcolm MacDonald headed the 

1983 team, which featured no stars but rather a solid core of experienced hard¬ 

working team players. They went 15 and 1 in that championship season. The 

under-16 team won its ISAA tournament that year as well, with a little help from 

Lower School stars Hugh Silk and Hugh Evans. With only two veterans returning 

for the 1984 season, nobody would have predicted a second championship for the 

first team, but the team, co-captained by Ted Badner and David Vijh, suffered only 

a single loss and that by a single point to Hillfield in overtime. What the team 

lacked in numbers, it more than made up in size, speed, and commitment. Mike 

Croxon spoke for most of the teams of the 1980s when he analyzed the nature of 

championship teams. “A good team,” he wrote, “is not made by a few outstanding 

individuals, however, but from a unified group whose camaraderie and vitality earn 

the reputation of fair play and good sportsmanship.” 

While the basketball teams did not always win, two championships in eight 

years would seem to be their share in an eight-team league. The teams enjoyed 

excellent fan support during the home games, especially when the cheerleaders 

were in top form. Later in the decade when Denise Cadeau performed her rope 

routines with the Lincoln Leapers skipping champions during the intermissions, 

she and her friends became a much anticipated part of the evening’s entertainment 

on the basketball court. In December 1988, Ridley became Consolation Round 

Carol Mordy wrote at 

the end of their exhibition 

season, “Never under- 

estimate Ridley girls! 
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Many games recorded 

early advantages that 

disappeared late in 

the third period when 

fatigue took its toll. 

Champions in The St. Catharines Standard Invitational Tournament and the School 

was justly proud of the accomplishment. It was the best that Ridley had done since 

that triumphant season in 1963 when they won it all. 

Hockey 

The 1980s were not particularly kind to first team hockey. Although there 

were always solid players to stock competitive teams, the firsts were perpetually 

short of offense on their second and third lines. Many games recorded early advan¬ 

tages that disappeared late in the third period when fatigue took its toll. The 1980s 

were also exceptionally strong years among Ridley’s traditional ISAA rivals. Teams 

such as Nicholls, UCC, and SAC played enormous numbers of games and often 

enjoyed the benefit of state or provincially ranked players. Ridley was consistently 

a third- or fourth-ranked team in the ISAA league. 

Coaching was one of Ridley’s strengths, and the philosophy of building teams 

from within the ranks of the program was consistently respected. Keith Mawhinney 

stepped aside from the first team in 1981 and devoted his next decade to player 

development at the under-16 level. In his stead, Brian Iggulden ’67 assumed the 

reins of the hockey program throughout the Packard years. Dennis Hull was a 

valuable assistant until he left Ridley to return to Chicago in 1982. In 1984, Andy 

Corolis, one of the first full-time athletic therapists to he hired in any school, 

travelled with the first team as an assistant. By 1989, former under-16 coach Rick 

Coy, and Harry Hatch '67 as coach of the goalies, had also joined Brian as 

assistants. With veteran Keith Mawhinney at the lower end and the irrepressible 

Emmett O’Neill with the second team, a steady stream of players fed the firsts. 

While the team record of the 1980s was not strong, there is no question that 

they played respectable hockey. This is invariably reflected in their Acta season’s 

summaries. No small part of the players’ enjoyment was the continuation of the 

tradition of tournament play. In 1984 Ridley began its own Invitational 

Tournament, usually involving eight teams. These games became as much a part of 

the hockey program as the league games themselves. They offered the boys more 

opportunities to develop playing skills and to meet fellow athletes outside the 

regular league. Yet another enjoyable aspect of first hockey was Ridley’s decision in 

1985 to enter the local high school league. Here the competition was containable 

and Ridley was often highly successful. These city games also proved to be 

excellent opportunities for fan support and greater contact with St. Catharines. 

The Pete Kiely, Sean Murphy, Graham Stanley, and Phil Court line provided 

the scoring punch in 1985. That team won the area SOSSA championship and 

placed second in ISAA competition. Sean Murphy counted the season as a 

tremendous success, thanks to great fan spirit and to Brenda Keyes who worked the 

time clock—making each of the penalties easier to take! “Somehow we managed 

to smile in the end,” he concluded. During the early 1980s, the prefects concocted 

the spirit-raising idea of promising the fans that they would eat a goldfish for every 

goal scored. This began when the number of goals scored was limited. As goal 

production increased, the size of the fish gradually grew smaller! 

In 1986, the big guns having graduated, the team managed only a single win. 

Captain Dave Burns ruefully described the team’s efforts as 

reminiscent of that first tournament when we played the role of the good host. 
Unfortunately we played the role of the welcomed guest when we were on the road. 
Our showing was wretched not only for the team but also for the devoted fans who 
displayed some of the most enthusiastic support I have ever seen here at Ridley. 

In 1987, in a testament to the philosophy of enjoying the game and learning 

important life lessons, Captain Jay Malowney said, 
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For a hockey player to be able to say that he played “with” a team instead of “on” 
one, says something special about that organization. Every member of this year’s 
team can say this. The team experienced many aspects of a successful season: the 
humbling Nichols games, the exhilarating battles against UCC and SAC, and the 
sweet victory at SOSSA! 

Undoubtedly the most successful hockey season was the headmaster’s last, in 

1989. That team was led by captain Derackk Curtis and alternates Jason Neal and 

Adrian Calamel. It was full of players who had just experienced winning seasons in 

football and soccer, and they were anxious for more. They were physically big, 

exceptionally fast, well conditioned, cohesive, and high spirited. Over the course 

of the season they won the Trinity College Invitational tournament and followed 

that with the gold medal at the Sudbury Snowflake tournament. They had a 

successful tour in Denmark during the Christmas holidays and in regular league 

play they beat every team except Nichols. Capturing the SOSSA Championship 

gave the team a berth in the AlbOntario finals held that year in Fort Francis after 

the March Break. By that time, however, some of the season’s momentum had been 

lost and they did not advance beyond the quarter finals. After thanking the 

coaches and the parents for their continuing support, Captain Curtis could still say, 

“I am proud to be a member and a friend with all the players from the 1989 team. 

Good luck and never forget this year, but look back on it with joy.” 

Squash 

Squash in the 1970s had improved dramatically to the point at the end of the 

decade when three consecutive ISAA championships were recorded. After 1982, 

the record went in the opposite direction. With Don Coons, a skilled player who 

was ranked seventh among Canadian high schoolers, his brother David, Will 

Drope, Vic Mercnik, and Simon Kelly, the team emerged in a three-way tie with 

UCC and Crescent for the 1982 championship. That shared championship was the 

last in the Packard years. Prefect and A eta editor Will Drope spoke about his coach, 

A. C. Peters, who continued to be famous for his penny drills and calisthenics. 

His full devotion to the team was something I had not experienced in a coach 
until this past season. He coached, he drove, bought us donuts, advised, and 
most importantly, he cared for all of us with a deep and meaningful friendship. 

Will also admitted that the team’s manager, the effervescent Jenny Williamson, 

was an integral factor in the team’s success that year. 

In the following years, enthusiasm for the sport never waned and the desire of 

players to advance to the first team was always intense. That pressure was captured 

for the decade in a note by Tom Urban at the beginning of the 1983 season in “the 

moment of truth.” 

Anticipation hovered in the air. People were milling about—awaiting the decision 
of the omnipotent one—when all of a sudden the sound of a stapler rang through 
the halls! It had been posted! First Team Squash had been picked for the ’83 season. 
Mr. “P” had chosen five young men, David Coons, Brad Jones, Victor Mercnik, Tom 
Urban and Peter Napier to carry on the great squash tradition at Ridley. 

Although the ISAA championship eluded the School after 1982, each season 

had its highlights. First team toured Princeton in 1984. Ridley had the honour of 

hosting the Canadian Junior Squash Championships in 1986. In 1987, Cathy 

Tyler, of the Cayman Islands and an under-15 first ranked player, secured the fourth 

seed spot on the team and maintained it throughout the season. In 1988 one 

strange highlight became a legend when Bulldog Trophy winner Sam Robertson 

spilled a Coca-Cola onto a court in the middle of a match, halting play. It was 

comic relief in a game riding high in intensity. The annual Bulldog Trophy 

“People were milling 

about—awaiting the 

decision—when all of 

a sudden the sound of 

a stapler rang through 

the halls!” 
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It was always amusing 

at away meets to watch 

the home coaches 

scramble for a suitable 

private changing room! 

competition regularly capped each season and uncovered seasoned talent. The 

players of the decade included Don and David Coons, Tom Urban, Chris Stevens, 

Derek Finkle, Mike Zia Mian, and Joel Clark. A strong program was under contin¬ 

uous development during the 1980s with able coaching from Kerry Martin in the 

Lower School and Brian Martin and Simon Hall at the intermediate levels. 

Possibly the best player to emerge in the 1980s was Chris Stevens. Chris had 

begun his squash career in grade six in the Lower School, under Kerry Martin. He 

was a well-rounded student and became a well-rounded athlete as well. In 1985— 

his grade 11 year—he won the Bulldog Trophy. His talent and poise led a Standard 

sportswriter to describe him as a walking advertisement for Ridley. In 1986, he 

transferred to Crescent in Toronto so that he could be near the Toronto Granite 

Club to get better competition and more tournament play. Sandy Peters was sad to 

see him leave Ridley, of course, but Stevens left with Sandy’s heartiest blessing. It 

was indeed a thrill for everyone in 1986 when Chris Stevens returned for the 

Canadian Junior Hardball Squash Championship held in St. Catharines. He won 

it all on Ridley’s centre court, in front of his friends and coaches. 

Boys’ Swimming 

Swimming, like squash, had much success but few championships in the late 

1980s. In 1982, the team, coached by Paul Lewis, won its second consecutive 

ISAA and OFSAA championship. To have gone the distance provincially was a 

tremendous thrill for the Ridley team. To have done it two years in a row may still 

be unparalleled. The 1982 team was led by Bruce Kaufmann, Steve Burpee, Jason 

Dorland, and Brian Wannamaker, and was sparked by newcomer Paul Kestle (the 

UCC Cup winner that year) and spirited backstrokers Greg Chapman and Reg 

Pattemore. Ridley pool records fell at virtually every meet. The relay teams almost 

came to grief that year when freestyle sprinter Jorge Gonzalez got himself suspend¬ 

ed just before the finals. Since Jorge could not go home to Mexico, Paul Lewis’ 

parents put him up in Toronto where he served his sentence and maintained his 

swimming edge in the apartment building’s pool. 

Helping the team in 1981 and 1982 was elite freestyler David Shemilt. David 

was a provincially ranked athlete and did not participate in the team’s final 

victories, but he did swim at some meets—and set four long-standing Ridley pool 

records in the process. He practiced with the team on occasion but trained in the 

early morning hours at Brock University, with his sights set on the Los Angeles 

Olympics in the summer of 1984- There, David qualified in the heats for the men’s 

1500 metres, set a Canadian record for that event, and finished seventh in an 

extremely competitive final. His presence at Ridley was an inspiration to the whole 

swimming fraternity. 

In 1985, Emily Bright made history in the ISAA as she was welcomed by the 

boys’ team and the league as a bonafide Ridley first team swimmer. It was always 

amusing at away meets to watch the home coaches scramble for a suitable private 

changing room! In 1986, Katie Burpee joined Emily on the first team, and both girls 

made solid contributions to the team totals. That was also the year that Ridley 

ventured into the local Zone and SOSSA competitions. By 1989, the Ridley swim¬ 

mers had accumulated four successive SOSSA championships. What made these 

total point victories possible was a cadre of girls who swam in two terms and often 

combined their swimming with rowing training. In 1989, the year Keino Rutherford 

broke onto the scene as one of Ridley’s greatest swimmers, no less than six girls were 

considered an integral part of the boys’ first team. These included Fiona Milne, 

Katie Hentschel, Christine Hoffer, and Maria Maunder, the phenomenon from 

Newfoundland. Maria went on to set three All-Ontario pool records, two of which 
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stood for over ten years. In her report to Tiger Tribune, Christine Hoffer captured 

some of the thrill of the OFSAA championship in her description of the medal 

winning performances by Fiona Milne and Maria Maunder. 

OFSAA is a humbling experience. You can give it all you have got and still come up 
dry. For most people it is simply an opportunity for experience . . . but for others it 
is a time for greatness. . . . [These performances] “lifted us” because they are faster, 
higher and stronger. These are the proofs that improvement is not just possible but it 
in fact consistently happens. For that fleeting moment after they come in and look up 
at their time, their expression of victory says it all. You can feel the electricity in the 
air. . . . When you think about the achievement in terms of the degree of excellence 
that is reached and the competition that is met and conquered, it is awe inspiring. 

There is no doubt that attention was shifting towards the provincial cham¬ 

pionships, where individual performances received a great deal of recognition. 

After all, that level represented the pinnacle of endeavour. The female contingent 

of swimmers gradually came to outnumber the boys, and this may be part of 

the explanation for the absence of ISAA championships after 1982. TCS, 

SAC, and UCC were the ISAA powerhouses for the rest of the decade. The Ridley 

swimming teams continued to be dedicated and enthusiastic, and Mike 

Rattenbury’s second teams were invariably full. The traditional numbers of good 

swimmers coming up from David Cosgrove’s Lower School squads did taper 

off toward the end of the decade, however, as potential swimmers apparently opted 

for other sports activities. A problem with swimsuits surfaced toward the end of 

the 1980s, which also may have played a role in the declining numbers of male 

swimmers. This aspect was captured by Keith Hall in his second team swimming 

article in A eta ’89. 

The most controversial issue of the year was the question of Speedo swim suits. The 
mini-rebellion against the skimpy piece of clothing endorsed by Sean Ryan was led 
by Ian Walker who certainly could have made 1st team except for the bird nest on 
his head. . . . Another anti-speedo demonstrator was Gabe Goodliffe who is basically 
anti-everything including laws, government and other established institutions. Mr. 
Rattenbury, our coach took a hard line against the rebels—“no Speedo, no meet.” 
Eventually the Speedo won which is more than the team did! 

“Mr. Rattenbury, our 

coach took a hard line 

against the rebels— 

no Speedo, no meet.” 

Volleyball 

The 1980s were building years for Volleyball. The girls enjoyed themselves 

every season, learned much about the finesse of the game, and built a foundation 

for future excellence. In 1981, everyone who tried out for the team got to play. In 

1989, there were three full teams and a healthy scramble at the beginning of the 

season to “make” a squad. 

Ingrid Cronin, a former star player, assumed the coaching reins in 1982 and 

the building process began in earnest. In 1984, with help from Cathy Parkinson, 

Ms. Cronin organized a highly enjoyable tour to Choate Rosemary Hall in 

Connecticut. That team made the St. Catharines finals but eventually lost. Ex¬ 

national player Kai Rasmussen became head coach in 1985. With Nancy Drope 

assisting and strong players like Jodi Carley, Rhondda Siebens, and Anne Mitchell 

coming up through the ranks, the season might have marked a breakthrough had 

it not been for the graduations of the year before. The next season, 1986, recorded 

mostly losses to a tough and established St. Catharines league. 

In spite of the disappointing setbacks on the court, volleyball was building 

a tradition of having fun in spite of the losses. As Melanie Vukovic, the MVP 

for 1986 noted, 

The team was saturated with spirit, especially Willa [Minnes] who was the originator 
of our “Thump-Thump-Clap” session before each game. We proved our drive and 
guts by challenging First Team Football to a game, the losers serving the winners 
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The girls’ volleyball team 

ended the season “on a 

great note by slaughtering 

the slightly cocky 1st 

Football Team boys in 

two straight games.” 

breakfast. We looked beautiful as waitresses! We also challenged the teachers to a 
game for pizza, and because Mr. Holmes made the bet double or nothing, we enjoyed 
lots of dinner that night! 

The next year Kim Fogg noted with glee and then regret that 

the team had a fun season and ended on a great note by slaughtering the slightly 
cocky 1st Football Team boys in two straight games. We never did get our breakfast! 

By 1989, senior girl’s volleyball had built a program encouraging aspiring 

athletes to develop their skills through the teams below. That season they suffered 

no losses in regular play. That year saw the second American tour to Choate 

Rosemary Hall, and Suzie Lang took the MVP honours. Kai Rasmussen handed 

the coaching reins to Erin Hayakawa and Maggie Swan, and Bob Malyk began 

his work at the junior level. 

Gymnastics 

Gymnastics, one of Ridley’s most venerable activities, underwent a complete 

transformation. From all hoys in the 1970s, the sport became officially 

coeducational in 1982—the year Dave Whitty was coach and the year that 

Melanie Ingle and Ricardo Clements both dazzled the team with strong floor, high 

bar, and balance beam routines. Jim Kushnir was the last male Cap’s Cup winner, 

and he did that in 1983 and 1984- In 1985, gymnastics was composed entirely of 

girls. Beginning that year, a string of talented gymnasts including Leslie Strong, 

Kelly Reynolds, Liz Huckins, Nancy Ferriman, and Denise Cadeau saw their names 

mounted on the ancient boards as Cup winners. 

Participaction 

Two other teams in the winter term that established a presence in the 1980s. 

These were curling and badminton. George Briggs led the curling group to the St. 

Catharines Golf and Curling Club to introduce students to what was for most an 

entirely new and exciting experience. No superstars emerged, but there is no doubt 

that many of the curlers of the 1980s will he playing the game with enthusiasm and 

watching the bonspeils in their later years. Badminton under Michael Scott always 

enjoyed enormous turnouts of hopefuls, and he coped valiantly with large teams 

and less than an ideal amount of playing time. Having started in the late 1970s and 

only able to get playing space at St. Thomas’ Church hall at first, the sport grew 

rapidly in popularity in the early 1980s when Ridley gym space was pried free. The 

badminton players could more than hold their own with the city schools, hut 

outside the area, the club-ranked players dominated. Getting as far as SOSSA, as 

a fair number did, represented a superb accomplishment. Rob Cory’s ISAA 

Badminton Singles title in 1983 was an exceptional feat. 

Other activities that were true products of the 1980s and the burgeoning 

enrollment were often lumped together under the “league” designation. They 

accommodated the not-so-fit and/or not-so-keen types who preferred less competi¬ 

tion and a less strenuous and somewhat irregular regimen. One of these was league 

hockey and another was all-round fitness, which dabbled in a variety of indoor 

pursuits. Two others that blossomed in this decade had a “league” designation in 

the minds of some but were anything but “league.” These were aerobics and cross¬ 

country skiing. The skiing group was often hampered hy the lack of snow, but 

Maggie Swan and Lowell Scott of track-and-field fame had the answer as Orest 

Babij reported in 1986. Swan “was still under the impression that harriers had not 

ended. True to form, there she was every day with another tough, cruel and sadistic 

workout for us!” The aerobics group was also a tough activity, often serving over 

fifty students—mostly girls. Cathy Parkinson brought legitimacy to the program 
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with her high-stepping exercises to fast-paced music familiar to anyone who 

watched afternoon television in the 1980s. From time to time, other coaches would 

bring their teams to a session—partly for fitness, partly for variety, and partly to 

prove the value of a tough exercise program. These forays by other (usually male) 

teams into the high heart rate of the aerobics camp tended to leave the visitors 

gasping for breath, with their egos somewhat deflated and their respect tor the girls’ 

capabilities greatly increased! 

THE SPRING 

Cricket 

As Jack Aylott had predicted in the 1970s, cricket faltered as a premier Ridley 

sport when the spring term sports selections began to widen. While enthusiasm 

remained high among the dedicated few, the teams of the 1980s were smaller than 

before and relied tnore heavily on players from the Caribbean or Britain with at 

least some experience. Abetting the decline was the slow disappearance of the 

large numbers of players learning the game at the Lower School level. In 1983, 

there were still four teams and a league in the Lower School. By 1989 there were 

only two elevens in total, and Mike Rice’s senior under-14 squad was composed of 

nine boys and six girls. This general decline in interest in the sport characterized 

the decade in all the independent schools as well as in Canadian society generally. 

TCS in Port Hope had the benefit of a large number of players from the West 

Indies and became the regular holders of the ISAA championships. Frustrating, 

too, was the weather in the Niagara peninsula in the early part of the spring term, 

which often kept practices in the rink for far too long. The advent of an electric 

bowling machine in 1982 helped the batting somewhat, but it could not by itself 

make up for practice in outdoor nets. 

The maintenance of the sport rested squarely with three stalwart cricket 

coaches—Jim Kingstone ’75 and Karem Singh ’81, both captains of cricket in 

their final years, and seasoned veteran Chris Loat. In the early 1980s, Ridley 

produced competitive teams and still attracted top-ranking athletes. 

Unfortunately, there were never enough of them. Don Coons, captain of the 1982 

team, was named the best wicket-keeper in the ISAA, and Mike Banville, Simon 

Kelly, and Patrick Nield provided solid defense and sufficient runs to make the 

team a contender. The same was true under John Crawford’s captaincy in 1983, 

when the team was heavy with grade 12 players. With experience counting for so 

much in this game, John was led to predict that 1984 would be “their year”—a 

prediction that was indeed fulfilled. The ISAA championship, as well as the 

victory in the annual Marigail tournament of that year, would be the only ones of 

the Packard years. 

No small part of the success of 1984 was the continuation of cricket’s touring 

tradition. During March break that year, the team embarked on a pioneer 

expedition to Jamaica, and the trip was a roaring success. Jim Kingstone, the 

organizer and coach, turned the tour into an educational as well as a sporting 

experience. The boys played good cricket against more experienced teams, and 

they developed skills that would pay great dividends in May. They certainly 

enjoyed more sunshine than they would have in Canada, toured various schools, 

saw an Israeli farm project in operation, ate jerk chicken by the handful, and had 

a thoroughly enjoyable experience with the Jamaican hospitality of the Miles and 

Zia Mian families. Dunn’s River Falls, Ocho Rios, and jet skis capped a tremendous 

holiday. A second tour in 1988, this time to Trinidad, was the highlight of that 

season. This time, it was Sunil Bahadoorsingh’s family who provided the 

organization, touring of the islands, and gracious hospitality. The team, however, 

During March break 

that year, the team 

embarked on a pioneer 

expedition to Jamaica. 
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under captain Stann Parzygnat, did not seem to benefit a great deal from the 

cricket standpoint in spite of Stann’s three “fifties.” The squad managed only a 

single win in the regular season. In the last year of the decade, under captain Paul 

Allan, with Keith Hall as wicket-keeper, the team had a 3 and 3 record with 1 

draw—one of the better seasons of the late 1980s. 

As further evidence of the decline in cricket, the only significant article on the 

sport in the whole decade appeared in the last issue of Tiger Tribune in 1989 In the 

article entitled “The Ridley Cricketeer: A Dying Breed,” Keith Hall tried to 

explain the dilemma . . . with tongue in cheek. 

The Ridley Cricket program is alive and well—okay so maybe it isn’t well but it is 
surviving. This is actually a feat of gargantuan proportions when you consider the 
obstacles it has had to overcome in the past few years. . . . But a few loyalists have 
carried on the tradition—not of winning but of playing. . . . This year’s First Team 
Cricket is off at a blistering pace. After humiliating the St. Catharines Cricket 
Club in the first match of the season, the team has recorded a draw and a loss. Be 
it resolved that cricket remains a steadfast tradition at Ridley. If you care to debate 
that, come out to A-Squad on a Saturday afternoon—at worst you will get a tan. 

Rugby 

Rugby action 

Continuing from the late 1970s, a series of building years culminated at last 

in 1988 when the senior team captured the ISAA championship, its first in twelve 

years. In 1989, the team had an excellent 8 and 1 season, and came within a 

heartbeat of a second championship but lost in the end to a more experienced TCS 

rugby side. 

The coaching duties for the seniors were in the hands of Nat Caters and Ray 

Nield for the most part. Jim McLaughlin, Brian Martin, and, later, Tony Sherman 

worked to build the necessary skills mostly with the junior sides. These men knew 

the game thoroughly and worked together closely. In their minds, building a 

tradition and a strong senior group was paramount. The two teams in 1982 became 

three by 1989 as the popularity of the sport increased. There was an increasing 

number of boys who delighted in the rough-and-tumble nature of the sport. 

The 1982 season was typical of the many building years of the decade. In spite 

of strong athletes such as Carter Siebens, John Edwards, Steve Moore, and Meng 

Yap, that team only managed a 3 and 6 

record. As Rob Mason noted at the end 

of the year, 

possibly, the most important factor 
this year was the great enthusiasm of 
all the coaches. Mr. Caters constantly 
enthralled the team with his “having 
heart” speeches. . . . Though not a very 
successful one, hopefully this year will 
be a good building year for next year’s 
Rugger team. We did learn a lot, at 
times we were highly spirited, and most 
importantly, we did have fun. 

The junior side had considerably more 

success, as Dave Dueck noted in his 

end-of-year remarks. 

Junior Rugby was very successful, prob¬ 
ably due to our intense training program. 
Many times during practice, the dying 
line would stagger past Mr. McLaughlin, 
only to hear him laugh and say, “oh 
come on now, that’s just to warm up!” 
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The leadership of Dave Allan and Vince Yam kept the team together in times of 

stress. Vince often saved us from losing by kicking the ball between the uprights in 

the final moments. Even Mr. Caters was amazed by Vince’s mighty boot. Obviously, 

Vince knew his basics! 

At the Sports Dinner of June 1982, the Rod Jack Memorial Trophy was first 

awarded. This was donated by the class of 1980 to help remember Rod Jack ’80, 

a great rugby enthusiast, who was killed in a tragic accident in 1981. It was awarded 

for leadership and competitive spirit (Rod’s own attributes); Joe Pires became 

the first recipient. 

The Packard years are also noted for the continuing of a tradition of tours to 

England. The teams of 1982, 1987, and 1989 enjoyed highly enriching experiences 

in spite of competing against English schoolboys who “lived, slept, breathed and 

drank” rugby. With pre-tour training for the Ridley teams consisting of practices in 

the gym on Sunday mornings, experience on the field was inevitably limited. 

Organized by Messrs Caters, Nield, and McLaughlin, the mission always was to 

gain that valuable experience, to absorb the culture of the game and of the country, 

and, as Rob Mason always said “to have fun." Rob captured some of the flavour of 

the 1982 tour in his Acta notes. 

Out of the abysmal depths of English soil, emerged this year’s Senior Rugby team. . . . 

In England, the team of twenty-four players and three coaches met many formidable 

teams. ... In between games, of course, the team did manage to pop into the odd 

pub. Why, even the coaches were noted to do so! 

In 1987, the tour began at Eton College in Windsor, where the antiquated 

uniforms and historic architecture provided a great start from the cultural 

exchange perspective. They next visited Rugby School (where the game actually 

originated), then on to a series of five games at five different schools, ending at The 

King’s School in Canterbury. The tour offered an opportunity to play against some 

of the best schools in England. Despite losing the games, the spirit of the encoun¬ 

ters, the conviviality of the opposing teams and coaches, and the hospitality of 

Ridley’s hosts resulted in a thoroughly enjoyable experience. Two days in London 

at the end of the tour did wonders to heal the numerous cuts and bruises that had 

been picked up along the way. 

There is no doubt that the 1980s went a long way in building both the 

enthusiasm for the game and the tradition of success that would be front and centre 

in the minds of the players of the next decade. 

Track-and-Field 

It is difficult to measure the success of track-and-field against other team 

sports. Track-and-field competitors do their thing both as individual athletes and 

as team members. In relay events, there are teams within the team. If the measure 

of success is participation, then the teams of the 1980s were wildly successful in 

terms of team strength. If the measure is earning the right to compete at the 

SOSSA and OFSAA levels, then the teams should also be justly proud of their 

accomplishments. Most parents would measure track-and-field success in terms of 

their offspring simply participating, giving their best to their events and to the 

team, and having fun doing it. While competitors would naturally hope and work 

for victories, most of the participants of the 1980s would reluctantly agree with 

their parents. There is no doubt that with the impressive triumphs of the track- 

and-field teams, the full potential of Ridley as a coeducational school was realized 

during these years. 

Ridley’s track-and-field program springs from the Sports Day tradition of the 

School’s earliest years. These were strictly in-school competitions. Training beyond 

“Even Mr. Caters was 

amazed by Vince’s mighty 

boot. Obviously, Vince 

knew his basics!” 
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The successes of these years 

paralleled the success of 

harriers, and indeed many 

of the same names appeared 

in both sports. 

the regular team sports was unheard of, and the competitions for numerous trophies 

were all completed in a single afternoon. Track-and-field as we now know it is a 

product of the 1950s. This long lead time was sufficient to develop a high-quality 

product at Ridley, and the teams of the 1980s were definitely in that category. 

After the championship year in 1981, one might have expected a disappoint¬ 

ment in 1982, especially as three new faces appeared in the coaching ranks— 

Lowell Scott, Lynne Facey-Crowther, and Dave Whitty. Instead, 1982 was an 

excellent year and what was to follow in 1984, 1986, 1988, and 1990 was stunning. 

The successes of these years paralleled the success of harriers, and indeed many of 

the same names appeared in both sports. 

In 1982, the team was dominated by the likes of Melissa Marian, Graham 

Stanley, Scott Daniel, Doug MacKenzie, Neil Mawhinney, Geoff Hewlett, and Jeff 

Mander. The team placed second in ISAA competition and sent nine on to 

SOSSA. In 1983, there were eleven SOSSA qualifiers and Tom Pogue advanced 

to a tenth-place finish at OFSAA. In 1984, the team again came second in the 

ISAA with first-place finishes at SOSSA recorded by Brian Hutchings in shot put, 

Bobby Lyons in the 400 metres and Steve Harrigan in the 200 metres. Rob Ingall, 

Harry Li, Brian Hutchings, Steve Harrigan, Tom Pogue, and A1 Mawhinney all 

qualified to compete in the OFSAA Regional Championships. 

In 1985, Maggie Swan of harriers fame came on board; so did the Scott Daniel 

Trophy for all-round excellence. Fittingly, Bobby Lyons was the first recipient. As 

a testament to Bobby’s domination of track events, he won this trophy three times 

in a row; although in 1986, it was shared with teammates Steve Boswick, Dave 

Burns, and Steve Thom. Many pieces came together in 1986 to create a remarkable 

team. The depth and quality of Ridley’s track-and-field athletes brought the 

School its first Zone IV championship. Led by superb competitors Bobby Lyons, 

Angela Zuliam, Noelle Wood, Steve Thom, Tricia Lennox, Steve Boswick, and 

Dave McMahon, the heartfelt reminiscence of the season by fellow star Dave 

Burns spoke for all the team members. 

It was a warm day in late May, and Steve Boswick and I were walking back from 
West Park track, our home away from home. We had just finished another one of 
Miss Swan’s gruelling workouts, and were both experiencing the weariness and 
fatigue that we had become so familiar with, but at the same time, we both agreed 
that nothing in each of our four years at Ridley or maybe in our lifetimes could 
match the sincere satisfaction and personal sense of accomplishment that we had 
received from this track season. 

Dave then went on to thank the coaches hut saved a special note for Maggie Swan. 

“[She] made all our success possible. Never before have I met a person that could 

first build a team and then do so much for it!” 

Board Chairman Don McFarlane was also high in his praise for the team that 

year. Don was one of Canada’s great runners in the late 1940s and always had his 

eye on Ridley’s track action. In a note to Jere Packard in June 1986, complimenting 

the rowers’ successes, he said, 

The fact of the matter is that not many people row competitively in this world. 
Track on the other hand is an athletic activity in almost every high school in North 
America. Therefore, that our track team, for the first time ever, has won our local 
Zone championship against teams from the generally much larger schools in the area, 
went on to do extremely well in the regional competition, and has sent seven 
students on to OFSAA is a source of great pride! 

One OFSAA triumph that particularly impressed the chairman was his own 

favourite and still one of the premier events: the 4x4 relay. Composed that year 

of Sean Boswick, Dave Bums, Bobby Lyons, and Steve Thom, the group finished 

an amazing fifth in the province. 
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In spite of the success in 1986, the 1988 track-and-field team could be 

considered even better. To quote The St. Catharines Standard, 

Two Ridley College runners won all but one senior girl’s track events. Tricia Lennox 

cleaned up the sprints, the 100 metre hurdles and the 100 and 200 metre dashes. 

Distance specialist Angela Zuliani won the 800, the 1500 and the 3000 metre events. 

Ridley’s Krissy Lockyer completed a distance sweep in the junior girls’ section, 

Ridley’s Greg Ireland picked up victories in the open 400 metre hurdles and won the 

junior hoys’ 100 metre hurdles, and the 400 metres. ... In the boys’ division double 

winners were Ridley’s Bob Lyons (senior 400 and 800 metres) and Travis Cooper. 

The 1988 team was led by the extraordinary talent of Tricia Lennox. This A-plus 

grade student, accomplished flutist, and all-round athlete (field hockey, harriers, 

swimming, and volleyball), recorded the best individual performances at all the 

meets that year. As Maggie Swan was quoted in the admiring press, 

It’s funny for me to see such a competitive nature in such a little person but when 

she’s on the line she goes for the win. She knows how to focus. On the track, 

Tricia’s feet do the talking! 

Tricia capped her final term at Ridley in the All-Ontario finals by winning the 

silver medal for the 110-metres hurdles and the gold medal for her finish in the 

200-metre dash. This was a remarkable achievement indeed. 

It is perhaps fitting that track-and-field had one of the most successful records 

of the 1980s. Their heritage was the longest in the history of the School. The track 

students were the leaders, and almost always the winners, in the annual Sports Day 

competitions, which continued with enthusiasm throughout the decade. 

Girls’ Soccer 

First girls’ soccer emerged as an official school team in 1980. It awarded its first 

colours in 1982 and added its MVP award in 1985. The record throughout the 

1980s does not reveal any winning seasons, though that would change in the 1990s 

as more girls joined the sport. By that time too, there were girls with longer 

backgrounds in soccer and experience from outside leagues. 

The team played exclusively in the city league in the 1980s, where the players 

tended to be experienced and highly competitive. Coaching duties in the early part 

of the decade lay with “Uncle Tony” Sherman and later with Jim Ison, Paul 

O’Rourke, and Gero Reinitzer. In 1989, Geoff Park ’80 of the geography 

department and a soccer star in his own Ridley days, took the helm and guided the 

teams into the 1990s. The teams of the Packard years all had a few skilled and 

experienced players, and they developed good defensive-minded squads but often 

lacked scoring punch. Catriona Ross, Sam Massey, Kate Monk, Vishni Peeris, and 

Sam Majendie were all leaders in this regard from 1985 through 1989. In 1987, the 

team began with 28 players, but, because the second team was absorbed by the first, 

only one team represented the School. That move, however, gave Ridley the 

biggest bench ever and a guaranteed cheering section for every home game. The 

year 1987 also saw the first ever weekend tour—to Rosseau College and 

Bracebridge High School. The team lost both games, but the dance at Rosseau and 

the hospitality at Bracebridge were memorable highlights for everyone. 

Fun and good spirit characterized the teams of the 1980s. Liz Murphy, captain 

of the 1984 team, wrote for many of the early teams in her Acta note: 

“If at first you don’t succeed try, try again.” This year, the girls on the First Soccer 

Team spent most of their time reciting this, our team’s motto. Although the team’s 

win/loss record could easily have been a bit better (considering it couldn’t have 

gotten any worse) it certainly had no bearing on the effort and individual character 

that each member put forth. . . . The team shared a season full of hard work 

and many laughs! 

The move gave Ridley 

the biggest bench ever 

and a guaranteed 

cheering section for 

every home game. 
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When the Heavy Eight 

crew won the gigantic 

Calder Cleland Trophy 

for the third consecutive 

year, a short hiatus had 

been reached. 

Tennis 

As might be expected in almost any private school, the number of would-be 

tennis players at Ridley has always been large. The high degree of enthusiasm and 

the quality of their play has made the inevitable cuts at the beginning of the 

seasons difficult. Coach Peters was in charge of the tennis program throughout 

the 1980s, but he shared the coaching duties with a number of experts. Although 

there were no ISAA championships to announce, there was a consistently even 

mixture of wins and losses in all years. Making the sport difficult for all teams 

was the high number of players at rival schools, especially in the Toronto area, who 

had the benefit of additional practice at various clubs. These regularly outplayed 

even Ridley’s best. 

Will Drope, David Conklin, Tom Urban, Cathy Purdom, and Clare and Peter 

Newell were the strong forces in the early 1980s. In 1984, when Brad Jones was 

captain of tennis, Lisa Lockyer was a strong force on the boys’ first team, and 

she secured the MVP award that year as well. David Ellison was clearly one of 

the strongest competitors in the mid-1980s. He won the MVP award three years 

in a row and, in 1986, was the only individual player to go undefeated in the 

ISAA tournament. 

In the middle of the decade, Mike Hazell 73, admissions officer and director 

of the summer sessions, assisted with the tennis program, which regularly involved 

over fifty players. Michael, a terrific motivator and organizer, could put that many 

players through their practice sessions in a two-hour period with few complaints. 

In 1987, tennis had its opportunity to go on tour, and Mike Hazell took seven 

players to Mexico for an enjoyable March break. In 1988, when elite coaches Vera 

and Alan Wilcox came onto the Ridley scene, the team came close to the champi¬ 

onship but bowed out to UCC in the final. Suzie Lang captured the MVP Trophy 

in 1988; she held it the next year as well, sharing it with Leith Pedersen. 

That the players enjoyed the courts and the competition in the springtime (at 

least when it was not raining) goes without saying. While enjoying the status of a 

recognized spring term sport, tennis is one of those life-long activities that Ridley 

encouraged. There was not too much concern about wins and losses. Although no 

statistics are available, it would be a reasonable guess that most of the players of 

these years continue to be active on courts other than Ridley’s. 

Rowing 

When the Heavy Eight crew won the gigantic Calder Cleland Trophy for the 

third consecutive year in June 1981, a short hiatus had been reached. Terry Powell, 

captain of rowing in the 1982 season, acknowledged as much when a record 

number of oarspeople in nine separate crews and a single scull came away almost 

empty-handed that June. A second rebuilding year followed in 1983, though the 

Heavy Eight was already back in form winning the Stotesbury Cup. That crew, 

stroked hy Kevin O’Brien, brought the Calder Cleland back along with the 

trophies for the Heavy Four with cox and the Straight Four at the Canadian 

Secondary School Rowing Association (C.S.S.R.A.) Championships. From that 

point on, Ridley rowing not only surpassed the triumphs of the 1970s but also 

seemed to add strength to strength. Continuing to build on the School’s reputation 

as a rowing institution, the sport continued to draw some of the School’s most 

dedicated athletes and fostered a widespread belief in schools like UCC in Toronto, 

Brentwood in British Columbia, and the local schools in St. Catharines that Ridley 

was “the school to beat.” 

Ridley’s rowing record during the Packard years was nothing less than 

astonishing. The Heavy Eight won gold six times in seven attempts at the 
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C.S.S.R.A. Championships. The men’s program won the overall total points 

championship (The Pearce Trophy) twice, the combined men’s and women’s total 

points trophy (The Cosgrave) three times, and the women’s total points award 

(The Rosenfeld) four times. The most spectacular triumph was the triple crown in 

1986: the men’s title, the women’s title, and the total points championship all on 

the same day. After the third successive claim to the Cosgrave Trophy in 1988, the 

headmaster was heard to remark about the irony of the “Schoolboy” label, which 

many persisted in calling the main event of the rowing season. “Ridley,” he said, 

“took the trophy by dint of the victories of our female rowers. The Ridley women 

took four of our five golds, and two of the silvers on their way to the Rosenfeld 

women’s points total trophy!” There were also numerous Stotesbury Cup victories 

with a variety of crews meeting success in Philadelphia and drawers full of medals 

earned at regattas in Welland, St. Catharines, Buffalo, and London. In 1985 and 

again in 1986, the Heavy Eight set off for England and brought home the Thames 

Challenge Trophy from the Royal Henley—a remarkable feat against university 

crews. Rowing in the decade had definitely come of age. It had broadened its base 

by a wide margin, and girls were participating in equal numbers to the boys. 

Ridley was incredibly fortunate on a number of counts in the 1980s. First, 

there was a tradition of success already built in the 1970s. Second, Ridley’s all- 

important support groups, both parents and benefactors, continued to work 

overtime behind the scenes providing boats, logistics for trips, and moral assurance. 

Third, there was easy access to excellent training facilities both at the School and 

on Martindale Pond. Ridley had its own boathouse; and in Jack Nicholson and 

Nancy Storrs of the Ridley Graduate Boat Club, and chief repair expert George 

(Mooner) Manoogian, Ridley had access both to dedicated coaching and to the 

maintenance of increasing amounts of valuable equipment. Fourth, a body of 

coaching expertise from within the faculty had taken hold. These were led by Rick 

Rasmussen, who was named director of rowing in 1982, and included Nick Holmes, 

Don Munroe, Rhys Jenkins, Michelle Romak, Paul Lewis, and David Whitty. 

To these were added some 

local experts who simply 

enjoyed coaching Ridley 

students. Most notable in this 

category were Bill Dick and 

Alec Wilson. Included as well 

during the 1980s were former 

Ridley oarspeople who 

returned for short periods to 

lend a hand and share their 

own enthusiasm for the 

sport—Tom Moyer ’87, David 

Walker ’83, Jason Dorland ’83, 

Brian McMahon ’80, Jane 

Tregunno ’81, Fraser MacKay 

’73, and Jamie Snider ’73. 

Lastly, and perhaps the most 

important factor of all, was the 

continuing mystique surround¬ 

ing Neil Campbell and the 

men’s Heavy Eight crews. 

It might have been 

enough that Neil coached the 

prestigious Heavy Eight crews, 

Rowing had broadened 

its base by a wide 

margin, and girls were 

participating in equal 

numbers to the boys. 

John and Mary Coutts 

admire their new shell 

with David Whitty’s crew. 
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“I am beginning to 

understand . . . [Neil’s] 

intense commitment to 

rowing, to his crews, to 

Ridley College, and, of 

course, to winning.” 

but, more than that, his very existence infused the whole Ridley rowing fraternity 

with a passionate desire to win. His passion filtered down through Ridley’s rowing 

ranks. Neil did not have to say much—he let his legendary record speak instead. 

Everyone knew that as a young student in 1947, he had actually run away from 

Ridley. After a stint in the U.S. Navy, he returned to St. Catharines and became a 

member of the St. Catharines Rowing Club, where he honed his rowing skills to 

the point of being chosen to row for Canada in the 1964 Tokyo Olympics, in the 

1966 World Championships in Yugoslavia, in the Pan-American Games in 1967, 

and as the stroke in Canada’s Heavy Eight at the 1968 Mexico Olympics. He was 

recruited for Ridley after Mexico, and, from that point onward, Ridley was the 

beneficiary of his expertise. 

From 1968 through 1987, Neil coached fourteen Canadian Schoolboy 

championship eights. Between 1970 and 1979, six U.S. Scholastic championships 

came to the School along with eight Stotesbury Cups in nine tries between 1973 

and 1985. Further on the international scene, the Ridley Eight ventured to the 

Royal Henley Regatta in England and took the Princess Elizabeth Challenge Cup 

five times in eight attempts between 1969 and 1979. In both 1985 and 1986, his 

Ridley Eight crews captured the Thames Challenge Cup. The jewel in his coaching 

crown (outside Ridley) was undoubtedly the gold medal for Canada’s Heavy Eight 

in the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games—a first for Canada and a first for a 

Canadian coach. This achievement was followed by another first when Neil 

coached the English Cambridge University crew to a win over Oxford in 1986 in 

the annual boat race, the oldest of all. 

Off the water Neil’s dedication to rowing was recognized both locally and 

nationally. In 1968, he was the first recipient of the Jimmy Joy Award as the 

St. Catharines Athlete of the Year. In 1972, he was the first winner of the National 

Coaching Honour Award, designed to recognize coaching excellence. In 1981, 

Neil was awarded the medal of service of the Order of Canada for his contribution 

to amateur rowing, and, in 1987, he was inducted into the Canadian Amateur 

Rowing Hall of Fame. 

In the summer of 1987, Neil’s coaching career was beginning to wind down, 

and Carl Dorland, Ridley’s long-time rowing manager, interviewed many admirers 

in an attempt to take the measure of the man. Anne Markham, Ridley’s loyal lady 

agent at Henley-on-Thames, spoke for many when she told Carl that 

I am not sure that I really know Neil Campbell, but I am beginning to understand 
him—his intense commitment to rowing, to his crews, to Ridley College, and, of 
course, to winning. I am amazed by his ability to separate his coaching from his 
social and family life, and by the relentless energy he pours into both his worlds. 
His success as a coach is now legendary, and is, I believe, based on several talents— 
those of a master tactician, a shrewd psychologist, and a perfectionist. Only the best 
will do, and he knows how to obtain it from young oarsmen. For him, they seem to 
grow in strength and stature and will row until they drop. He wills them to win. 

In Carl’s interview with Neil, Carl asked about motivation and race plans to 

which Neil replied, 

If you are thinking about motivation, no, nothing specifically. The motivation starts 
in November with the three-phase training until March. If they are not motivated 
by the time they back into those starting gates after that training period, it’s too late, 
and there is nothing I can do about it. . . . Whether it was rowing or coaching, I 
never wanted to be behind. I could never row from behind or coach a crew which 
didn’t dig in and establish an early lead. 

Carl then asked Neil to summarize his Ridley experience after twenty years. 

First, I didn’t realize it was 20 years. Well, it’s been a “hell’’ of a gratifying experience. 
It’s been a great Ridley “Family” team effort and I thank them for it! Ridley knew 
from day one what they needed to be successful and they backed me to the limit. 
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I was never refused anything. And through it all I never did remember the wins— 
only the losses—because there were fewer of them! 

In a St. Catharines Standard article on Neil in August 1999, sports reporter Jack 

Gatecliff reported that the entire crew from the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics soon 

would be visiting with Neil, along with most of those that Neil actually rowed with 

over the years. The occasion was the World Rowing Championships in St. 

Catharines and the addition of the Olympic Eight shell to the St. Catharines 

Museum. This boat (The Robert M. Schmon) came to Ridley in 1985 through the 

benefaction of the Schmon family. The boat was then purchased from Ridley in 

1999 in a fund-raising drive sparked by Dr. Fraser MacKay ’73 for a permanent 

display of part of the museum’s sports heritage. Gatecliff concluded his article by 

speaking for all Neil’s crews when he said that Neil had “helped turn an untold 

number of boys into highly successful men.” Neil’s Heavy Eight crews were 

undoubtedly shaped by his influence; they simply loved the man. His remarkable 

shadow over the whole program, however, proved beneficial to everyone. 

Arguably, the 1980s were Ridley’s halcyon years. Although everyone did not 

always win, the crews enjoyed a tremendous run of successes. As Peter Bennett had 

remarked in A eta back in 1971, “Ridley loves a winner!” Rowing promoted school 

spirit to unprecedented heights during these years, especially in early June. The 

antics of the cheerleaders in front of busloads of cheering Ridley spectators in the 

grandstand became a local institution and always drew amused comments in the 

local press. The School came together on those occasions in a most positive 

fashion. Ridley always cheered the loudest for the big “eight” boats where 

teamwork, rhythm, and collective strength ruled the day. There was plenty of 

enthusiasm left, however, when a single or a double drove its way down the course. 

One outstanding sculler of the late 1980s was Vanessa Wakil. In 1987, after she 

stroked the junior women’s cox four and the senior women’s eight to gold medals 

at “Schoolboy,” she turned her hand to sculling and capped a successful summer 

program by being named Athlete of the Year by the Ontario Rowing Association 

and then Youth Sculler of the Year by the Canadian Amateur Rowing Association. 

Vanessa was not a typical grade 12 student! 

The successes of these years were not without tensions. Some people perceived 

a degree of favouritism granted toward certain oarspeople who certainly managed 

to get everyone’s attention. There was tension with cadets over the use of the rifle 

range; there was competition among coaches for the best athletes; there were 

sometimes conflicts with exam schedules in June; and there were frequent concerns 

on the medical and housemaster fronts about rowers who were trying to “make 

weight.” Rowing added to the general hustle of school life, especially in the third 

term, and that caused concern in many quarters. 

One measure of the oarspeople’s hectic pace would be to watch them in action 

on a given day in April or early May. Afternoon classes would be followed by a 

scramble to get ready to board the bus (or cars) down to Martindale Pond, followed 

by a scramble to get onto the water. After the workout, there was a scramble to get 

off the water, to get back in time to shower and to grab a quick meal, and then be 

out for cadet parade on time. It is small wonder that some faculty questioned the 

effectiveness of evening study! Anu Bhalla recalls one amusing incident in 1986 

when the headmaster’s American history class was the last period of the day. Steve 

Garvey was attempting to change into rowing garb somewhat surreptitiously 

toward the end of class. Mr. Packard was only slightly amused. “Missssster 

Garvey ... just what is going on down there—or perhaps, what is coming off?” 

The enthusiasm for rowing in the 1980s, however, was unparalleled in any 

school, and the results in the winner’s circles continued to bring Ridley positive 

local, national, and international recognition. 

Arguably, the 

1980s were Ridley’s 

halcyon years. 
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For causes unknown, 

the total number of 

registered cyclists in 

1984 dwindled to four. 

Cycling 

Cycling, which began in 1980, was an activity ripe for expansion to meet the 

need for more viable spring activities. In 1981, the first two girls, Irene Ter Horst 

and Janice Patterson joined the group. The cyclists regarded their activity as an 

enjoyable means of getting in shape or else the means of escape from the Ridley 

campus each day to explore the Niagara peninsula. They either took it easy on the 

fruitbelt roads or challenged the hills at Decew Falls or around the Short Hills 

conservation area. Although nobody qualified for the Tour de France, the decade 

was memorable for its unique challenges and camaraderie. 

For causes unknown, the total number of registered cyclists in 1984 dwindled 

to four—Robin MacAulay, the editor of Acta; Greg “Chester” Chapman, the 

year’s Drum Sergeant Major; Stewart McKeough, famous for his noble support 

of The Clan restaurant; and part-timer Stu Northey. Coach Parkinson volun¬ 

teered to supervise, and the group began its training sessions with appropriate gusto. 

It was not long, however, before misfortune overtook them. Robin described the 

ill-fated season. 

A firm team decision had been made to enter a bicycle race in Dundas one fine 
Sunday in May. Two team members slept in but two others made the trip. Unfortu¬ 
nately the van was too late in arriving for the big event. But enthusiasm could 
not be dampened and the two lone stars and the coach decided to bicycle back to 
St. Catharines. . . . On the all-too-familiar hills outside Jordan Station, Greg met 
his downfall. In an exhibition of his fetish for ditches, Greg took a tumble, putting 
himself and Stewart’s mom’s bike out of order for the rest of the season. Still 
undaunted, Robin and Parky completed the trip and rode onto the campus in 
late afternoon. 

Just two weeks later, while enjoying a leisurely cycle downtown, Stew McKeough 
was hit by a crazy driver which quickly put an end to his short-lived cycling career 
and depleted the Infirmary’s supply of band-aids. And in a final stroke of bad luck, 
Robin met her nemesis in the form of a railroad track and broke her elbow in the 
process. Forced to face the situation realistically, the cycling team surrendered. The 
squad died a quiet and painful death and its members fell into quiet retirement. 

Fortunately the rest of the 1980s, under Bob Malyk’s supervision, were less 

harrowing. In fact cycling became a most enjoyable activity for small groups 

of enthusiasts notwithstanding the regular Wednesday afternoon fifty kilometre 

jaunts. While non-cyclists might conclude that sore rear ends would be the lasting 

memory of each season, it seems instead that the rest stops at Dairy Queen rank 

highest in the reminiscences! 

Lacrosse 

In the spring of 1989, Lacrosse made its reappearance at Ridley after an 

absence of over ninety years. The program was instigated by Don Rickers, a former 

member of the Canadian National Lacrosse Team. Concerns were raised, of course, 

that yet another sport would further dilute the quality of the existing teams, but 

the headmaster, Don, and his assistant Michael Hamilton were willing to 

bet that this would not be the case in the long run. Their arguments, reminding 

everyone that offering diversity in sports and studies was one of Ridley’s great 

strengths, prevailed. 

The game had an instant following and met with decent success even in its 

first year. They defeated UCC, SAC, and Nichols in the course of the season; 

the highlight for captain Ted Trafelet and his inaugural team was winning the 

Division Two championship in the first St. Catharines high school lacrosse 

tournament, held at Brock University. Ted Trafelet and Jason Worbets were both 

selected to the all-star team. 
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Sport as Recreation 

Rounding out the sporting program in the spring term were a cluster of activities 

enjoyed by participants who were less concerned about serious competition. A 

forestry group with the headmaster, girls’ squash, league activities, and aquatic fit- 

ness were four of these. Late in the 1980s, the headmaster and Sandy Peters agreed 

that certain grade 13 students could take a term off. There were objections to this 

in several athletic quarters with some coaches feeling that this was a sure path to the 

dilution of major teams. Their fears proved unfounded. 

League baseball came into its own with large groups in the 1980s, and its 

pattern of play and inter-team rivalry began to pattern itself on the fall term’s long- 

established league soccer program. Jim Bryan headed this until 1988, when Ridley 

began its affiliation with the ISAA Softball League. Jim and the baseball enthu¬ 

siasts took this game with a high degree of seriousness, although it would be a few 

years before the team was really competitive. 

Golf, as a recreational sport, had a few players on very small teams. Mike 

Banville actually won the ISAA golf championship in 1983 shooting a 79 for the 

individual title, while John Cleary was third with an 83. There were ten schools in 

the annual tournament that year and Ridley finished second to St. Andrew’s—its 

best showing of the decade. 

Two interesting single-day athletic events in May 1986 sprang from the high 

level of student spirit, general enterprise, and fitness. The first of these was the 

St. John’s-Ravenscourt International Commando Team Challenge in Winnipeg. 

Instigated by Michael Hazell ’73, a group of five extra-fit athletes trained for 

the sixteen obstacles to be tackled against the clock, over a 2000-metre course. In 

the competition, Grant Mottershead, David McMahon, Jay Malowney, Angela 

Zuliani, and Noelle Wood upheld Ridley’s honour (despite the mud) by coming 

fourth out of fifty-eight entries in the coed team division and second among entries 

from secondary schools. The opportunity was seized to go to Winnipeg the 

next year as well with an expanded team. This team placed first in the mixed 

division and second in the open mixed division. The demonstration of personal 

fitness and the showing of Ridley’s colours on a field far away were memorable 

experiences for these athletes. 

Ridley’s presence in Winnipeg 

lasted just two years, however, 

only as long as Mike Hazell’s 

enthusiasm was available to 

spearhead the effort Michael left 

Ridley in June 1987. 

The second athletic event, 

which became a lasting tradition, 

was much closer to home. This 

was the Ridley Chimes Challenge 

Run. It was derived from the film 

Chariots of Fire and was described 

as an “annual tradition” from the 

very first. It began with five 

contestants attempting to run a 

set course down the drive and 

around the front circle during 

the chiming of the noon bells. 

The Chimes Challenge was 

now an annual tradition. 
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None of the runners completed the two laps by the twelfth chime, but Bobby 

Lyons, the winner, came close. From the beginning, the Chimes Challenge was 

seen as an event of considerable magnitude. Students escaped from class 

around 11:45, donned orange-and-black regalia, brought out the drums and horns, 

and had a brief hut spontaneous cheer rally. At 11:59, a deathly silence was 

commanded by the cheerleaders until the hour began to toll, and, for the next 

twelve seconds or so, a hurst of cheering urged the runners on. Almost as quickly, 

with the event finished, the School reverted to its normal self and everyone 

trooped off to lunch. 

In that first race in May 1986, Bobby Lyons was pursued by Lorenzo Cacho, 

Mike Maida, Lyndon Johnson, and Tricia Lennox. It was a testament to Bobby’s 

ability that he won this event in each of the Challenge’s first three years. In 1989, 

Dave Pontin was the winner and received the plaque from the headmaster, 

which is now displayed prominently on the wall under the clock tower. It is 

interesting to note that although Tricia Lennox ran in the first race in 1986, it was 

not until 1997 that a separate race for girls was instituted. That new tradition 

would solve a small equal rights problem and double the excitement for the 

students on race day. 

There were adjustments to 

be made as the size of the 

choir had almost doubled 

to accommodate the 

increased number of girls. 

THE ARTS 

MUSIC 

The development of the music program at Ridley in the 1970s under Michael 

Tansley had been nothing short of dramatic. A solid program had been 

constructed, and Ridley had made many successful forays into the St. Catharines 

community. With music established as a full credit across the academic board, the 

number of students involved had risen sharply. 

George Dunkley, Michael’s successor as director of music, had no option but to 

build further on the solid foundation that had been left. What was different about 

the 1980s, however, was the proliferation of activities in all areas of school life that 

pulled the students in so many different directions. This made that ongoing quest 

for excellence in any one area, but particularly in music, somewhat elusive. What 

was expected of the music department, however, was certainly forthcoming under 

the team approach adopted by George in the Upper School and Thom Mitchell in 

the Lower School. The established patterns were continued and the students, 

especially in the choirs, were made conscious of the high calibre of their 

contribution to the musical life of the School. 

George’s first year as director of music in 1980-81 was clearly transitional. Rev. 

Tint Sharpe had replaced Jack Rose as chaplain in mid-season, and there were 

adjustments to be made as the size of the choir had almost doubled to accommo¬ 

date the increased number of girls. Head Chorister and prefect Ian Anderson’s 

perception of the change that year led him to report that 

a greater emphasis was placed on congregational participation, and Anglican chant 
was often incorporated into the services; choir anthems tended to be more jubilant 
in contrast to the stateliness which so characterized the seventies. . . . Mr. Mitchell 
assumed a more active role this year, mainly in association with the Lower School 
contingent . . . and in his flair on the organ console on Friday [hymn sing] mornings. 

In George’s second year, the first both for Jere Packard and the new chaplain, 

Gerald Shantz, it was evident that the music director’s grip on the music program 

was complete. In his report, prefect and Head Chorister Stephen Hunt suggested 

that it was really the choir that was the force which kept the School moving. He 

may have been right! 
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After a storm has passed, there is often calm in its wake, and likewise, after the 
change of management last year, the Chapel Choir began to see a settling down to 
new patterns. [George Dunkley and Thom Mitchell] were the enthusiastic forces 
behind the choirs. Equally adept as both organists and conductors, both men led 
their respective ends of the school. . . . With their efforts, the choir continued to 
improve . . . ending in June with a performance of Handel’s “Hallelujah Chorus” 
that many say was the best choir achievement in years. 

The school body may have had trouble following the new routines at times, but 
their participation during Chapel improved despite, or perhaps because of, the 
change. Obviously we cannot sing the most popular hymns all the time, but when 
the school let loose with “Great Heart” or number 157 (“And Did Those Feet. . .”) 
the stone walls shook. 

What followed during the Packard years was a succession of large choirs in 

the fifty-sixty member range, which led the daily and Sunday services, inspired the 

congregations at the annual Christmas Carol services, and presented a regular 

chain of concerts. Every performance highlighted the depth of the vocal talent 

that continued to develop at the School. Individual vocalists and instrumen¬ 

talists performed regularly at morning chapel services, giving the performers some 

vital experience and the student body some healthy variety. In many ways, 

the musical training that the choirs provided in the 1980s was tapped exten¬ 

sively by other activities, notably the dramas and the musicals, to fulfill their 

particular mandates. 

In 1983, the short Gilbert and Sullivan operetta Trial By Jury in the Iggulden 

Gym was accompanied by a short musical cantata called Pilgrim based upon John 

Bunyan’s Pilgrims Progress, which was presented effectively by the Lower School 

boys. Those same boys were also the first Ridley representatives to the inaugural of 

the Independent Schools’ Music Festival at Massey Hall. This event became a 

significant Toronto musical fixture during the decade, and Ridley’s participation 

and contribution grew with it. Both George Dunkley and Thom Mitchell had 

opportunities to conduct those choirs on occasion and the sound from the massed 

voices was truly thrilling both for the participants and for the audiences. Also in 

1983, Thom Mitchell performed the first of a number of marvellous organ recitals 

on Ridley’s renowned Casavant instrument. On that first occasion, he was 

competing with the ever-popular air guitar contest in another location. As a 

testament to the variety of musical tastes at Ridley, the Chapel was still half-tilled 

both with students and visitors from the community. 

Two musical events are lodged in 1984 memories. In April, a Cabaret Night 

was held featuring the wide range ot musical talents that was developing in the 

School’s instrumentalists. There were four guitar groups (and mellow ones at that) 

on a program that showcased nearly fifty performers and lasted almost three hours. 

Robin Lampard and Jane Henderson joined in a cello and flute combination; Kay 

Tisdall, on piano, accompanied Tracey Blanchette in song, which brought a rave 

review; Avril Hamlin and Miye Kadonaga entertained with flutes; and Deidre Ayre 

performed “Piano Man” (a song that was heard often that year), with Mike Barclay 

always on the keyboard. The eighteen-member Ridley College Chorale concluded 

the evening with a Handel work and a spiritual. This mixture of musical cuisine 

was the hallmark of many of the performances of the 1980s. This performance was 

matched by a junior version of the same thing a month later in the Lower School, 

much to the delight of parents and friends. 

The team approach adopted by music directors Dunkley and Mitchell was 

paying dividends. This was the building-from-below philosophy in action. 

Leanaing to appreciate good music had been the thrust of the 1970s; the next 

decade had taken that a step further in encouraging the appreciation of all kinds of 

good music. And this included the ubiquitous guitars! 

“When the school let 

loose with ‘Great Heart’ 

or number 157 (‘And 

Did Those Feet. . .’) 

the stone walls shook.” 
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Greg Chapman, the 

Drum Sergeant Major in 

1984, had sworn at the 

time of his appointment 

that he would make 

music, not war! 

The second memorable event of 1984 involved the instrumentalists. 

Promoted and organized by Greg Chapman, the cadet band, in full uniform, 

participated in the Blossom Festival parade in Niagara Falls. The exercise was 

handled with military precision and the group brought hack a hulking trophy 

for their efforts. Greg, the Drum Sergeant Major in 1984, had sworn at the time of 

his appointment that he would make music, not war! This was his idea of ful¬ 

filling his self-proclaimed mandate. Rob Ingall was DSM in 1985, and he followed 

Greg’s touring precedent by taking the band into the St. Catharines Folk Arts 

Festival parade. These exercises in good community relations brought some fine 

publicity to the School, especially as local Channel 10 broadcast the events a 

number of times. 

With a preponderance of good and eager voices around the School, it was 

natural for some smaller groups to spring into existence if for no other reason 

than the joy of singing. The first of these was The Ridley Singers, conducted by 

Thom Mitchell. There were Ridley students at the core of this group, but a number 

of more mature voices from the community added a fuller sound. One soprano 

voice was Jane Lammers, whom the Lower School hoys recognized as their barber! 

The highlight in 1985 was a presentation of Faure’s Requiem with the school the 

orchestra and the Lower School trebles. The Ridley Singers sang through the mid- 

1980s hut ended in 1988 when Thom Mitchell left the Ridley scene. In 1987, Miss 

Annalea Warshick, a new addition to the music department that year, attempted 

to create a pop choir—partly to add some vocal variety and partly to cater to an 

apparent clamour for more secular music. Neither Miss Warshick nor the pop choir 

were in sight the next year! 

In 1988, the new dean of students, Bob Snowden, initiated the a cappella choir 

as a Thursday extracurricular activity. This group was so impressed with its 

own efforts that a tour seemed a most logical next step. To cover the cost of such 

a venture, the singers decided to make an audiotape of Christmas music. Bob 

reported the creation of the tape in Tiger Tribune and plugged its sale as the 

ultimate stocking stuffer. To create the required quality, the group 

donated a few additional hours of practice—with people coming in to rehearse at 
7:40 in the morning (Ridley students actually sacrificing some sleeping time'1)- No 
one complained. They worked hard and had fun. And they did an excellent job. . . . 
Now we have to sell 1000 of these things ... so BUY! BUY! BUY! 

It was a mighty effort. The tapes materialized but the tour did not. There are still 

some copies available! As a matter of fact, there are still a number of vinyl 

recordings in storage left over from the 1967 attempt to make money the same way! 

One musical tour that did materialize, thanks to Thom Mitchell’s courage and 

determination, was a three-week Lower School Choir trip to England late in June 

1986. During the twenty-one days of touring, the treble choristers sang a total of 

nineteen concerts—a remarkable tally. The exposure to another culture was an 

important memory for these boys and each one undoubtedly remembers something 

different. Visiting Battle Abbey on the site of the battlefield of the Norman 

Conquest of 1066, seeing the incredible collection of vintage cars on Old Ridleian 

Lord Montagu’s estate, singing the national anthem inside Westminster Abbey, 

and greeting Ridley’s oarsmen at the Royal Henley Regatta ranked high on every¬ 

one’s list. Senior students Paul Allan and Phil Rudachuk helped with the chaper¬ 

oning, along with two choir moms and Eleanor Braun, the piano accompanist. 

Also visiting in England at that time were the Heamans and the McKeoughs who 

caught up to the hoys at Westminster Abbey. Thom Mitchell’s journal from the trip 

included a special note on that particular experience. 

There are overwhelming moments in life, but to hear one’s choir sing two very 
simple songs exquisitely, and without organ accompaniment, in the very building 
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where England’s Kings and Queens have been crowned, for over eight hundred 
years, is truly a moving experience. You would all have had a moist eye as you 
watched and listened to our boys. 

The 1988-89 school year was perhaps the busiest of the decade as far as music 

was concerned. Barry Devereux became the director of music, as George Dunkley 

shed that responsibility to assume more teaching sections and to devote more time 

to his role as chapel organist. The big move of music’s headquarters from the PAC 

to the new facilities over the Christmas holidays and the opening of the Second 

Century Building in May both went according to plan. The Centennial Choir, 

created especially for the celebrations, performed at virtually all the special events 

that year including the opening concert in the Mandeville Theatre. That gala 

event concluded with a musical collage which brought the packed theatre to its 

feet with a “swinging” rendition of the school song. 

The Cadet Band of Centennial Year was the largest in the School’s history. Its 

growth was one of the lasting products of the expansion of the instrumental 

program in the 1980s. Derek Brown was the DSM. With help from Gero Reinitzer, 

George Dunkley, and Derek Fraser ’79, the collection of both old and new tunes 

delighted everyone on that famous Inspection Day in May in the snow. 

DRAMA 

Successful plays and musicals at schools depend upon good facilities and 

enthusiastic staff leadership. Until 1989, Ridley’s facilities in the PAC and 

Iggulden Gymnasium were somewhat limiting. Student talent is rarely a problem: 

most schools consist (among other things) of boys and girls with talent for acting, 

singing, and dancing. They just need to be discovered and encouraged. During the 

1980s, there was no single director or producer to dominate the scene, however, 

Ridley was fortunate in having a core of multi-talented faculty members devoted 

to the performing arts and able to work well together. These included Wayne 

Fraser, Jim Ison, and Colin Brezicki as directors of plays; Jim McLaughlin and 

David Cosgrove as directors/producers of the musicals; music directors George 

Dunkley and Barry Devereux; dance coaches Jane Mac Adam and Jo-Anne 

Tingley; and technical experts Brian Martin and Stephen Flunt. On the costume 

front, Trish Loat was known as a “miracle worker.” Chris Loat always handled 

tickets, and Rick and Woody Coy became experts in gamering props from just 

about anywhere. Others were involved from time to time, but this team managed 

to produce ten plays and six musicals between 1981 and 1989. 

Theatre 

The tradition of excellence on the stage that had established itself during the 

Bradley years was sustained through the 1980s. Perhaps it was that 1970s 

excellence itself that prompted the quest to surpass it. What is admirable is the 

large number of students who were eager to take part, the variety of actors in 

Ridley’s acting establishment, and the strong support from a wide cross-section of 

faculty. Although there was always a cadre of “theatre types” at the ready, the 

number of the School’s leading athletic and academic stars who also got to the 

stage confirmed the presence of the well-rounded Ridley citizen. 

On Prize Day, 1982, Jere Packard praised the drama he had witnessed in his 

first year. It was as if the theatre groups had been out to impress him, but this was 

far from the case. They were simply continuing a tradition. The headmaster’s first 

exposure came in November with Robert Bolt’s A Man For All Seasons, directed by 

Wayne Fraser. Geoff Adamson took the protagonist’s role as Sir Thomas More, 

The tradition of 

excellence on the stage 

that had established itself 

during the Bradley years 

was sustained through 

the 1980s. 
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Wayne Fraser stepped 

into Glen Daniel’s role 

on the final night after 

Glen accidentally put 

his foot through a glass 

panel less than an hour 

before show time. 

opposite Kate Robertson and Melanie Ingle as More’s wife and More’s daughter. 

These actors moved some in the audience to tears during the emotional climax of 

the play. The major antagonist was Cromwell, played by Walter Eccles, supported 

by Tim Trasewick as Rich and Glen Daniel as the Duke of Norfolk. The chaplain 

“got in on the act” as Cardinal Wolsey and Bill Huckins (Ridley’s Cadet Corps 

Commander that year) played King Henry with due majesty. This play dealing with 

the problems of power and the conflict over true authority provided the base for 

much class discussion. In thanking the cast, reporter and fellow actor Eric Burpee 

made special mention of one last-minute hero, Wayne Fraser, who stepped into 

Glen Daniel’s role on the final night after Glen accidentally put his foot through 

a glass panel less than an hour before show time. 

What followed during the 1980s was a series of plays, mostly in the fall term, 

that were clearly designed to educate, entertain, and provide a solid cross-section 

of good theatre. In 1982, Wayne Fraser chose Arthur Larant’s An Invitation to a 

March. This 1960s period piece poked fun at conventional expectations regarding 

love and marriage, and it raised the issue of the lack of morality often found in a 

materialist society. It featured the talents of Kate Robertson, Brad Hamilton, Chris 

Eyton, and the mistress of wise-cracks and one-liners, Kendra Gransden. In the 

second term, Wayne presented the modernist play A Glass Darkly, which was 

designed to appeal to a different audience and expose the student body to a 

different genre. The St. Catharines Standard heralded the presentation as a great 

success, although the younger members of the audience were seen scratching their 

heads at the end; avant-garde theatre is sometimes difficult to comprehend. In the 

play, the common man is lost and searches for identity. Walter Eccles was on the 

stage again as a principal character beside his image counterpart, Seth Packard. 

The “common man” was portrayed by Kate Robertson beside her second self, 

Kendra Gransden. 

In 1983 Jim Ison, Ridley’s new “Mr. Drama,” directed the comedy A Flea In 

Her Ear by George Feydeau. Walter Eccles, Nikki Black, Seth Packard, Kendra 

Gransden, and the English Englishman Peter Willett teased the audiences, which 

tried to figure out the confusing situations of dual characters and hilarious mis¬ 

understandings. The voices of Fraser Milne in partial Spanish and Greg Chapman 

in partial English kept the crowd in stitches. In February 1984, Walter Eccles and 

Kendra Gransden wrote, produced, and starred in their own play The Darling Debs. 

Fiona Murray and Alison Marshall were the not-so-darling debutantes. 

Arguably, the theatre highlight of the decade was The Diary of Anne Frank, 

produced in November 1984- Here was a play that most in the audience had 

already read. Anne was played convincingly by Kay Tisdall. Her secret 

incarceration and her innocent love for Peter (Mike Barclay) formed the central 

theme of both of love and hope in the play. Noeline Burk as Anne’s sister, Veryan 

England as the mother, and Eugene Karall as the dentist and guest played 

convincing roles in their acting debuts. These were powerful performances in a 

thought-provoking piece of theatre. Fraser Milne became an instant hero on the 

Friday evening’s performance when the Hanukkah candles overturned and caused 

an actual fire on stage. Without missing a beat, Fraser put the fire out, relit the 

candles, and moved smoothly on to the next scene! 

Mike Barclay, Kay Tisdall, Gene Karall, and Catriona Ross were at it again the 

following February with Tennessee Williams’ The Glass Menagerie. This was quite 

a different sort of theatre experience combining humour and bitterness, but, like 

the November production, it had a strong emotional impact on the audiences. This 

production was carried forward to the ISAA Drama Festival and to the Sears 

Drama Festival, where it won an honourable mention for overall interpretation 

and a Best Actor award for Gene Karall. 
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Ten Nights In A Barroom in November 1985, billed as a melodramatic comedy, 

was a riotous success involving a large cast and an extraordinary number of novices. 

This play went on tour to Montreal’s St. Georges School in a drama exchange that 

year. The following November, Oscar Wilde’s The Importance Of Being Ernest 

starring Hugh Evans, David Hunt, Kate Hill, and Laura Rice almost came to grief, 

however, with some curfew violations during the Fourth Dimension rehearsal 

period. Peter McAlpine later wrote, 

It was rather amusing the next Wednesday to see the entire drama group show up in 
classroom dress near the staff room to check in for their red gatings. As one of them, 
I must say that it was not the greatest time that I’ve ever had! 

The performances themselves received excellent reviews. Unfortunately, they 

also marked Jim Ison’s last effort with the Ridley dramatic society. He left for 

Vancouver in June, but as director, producer, set designer, and raconteur, he had 

left his mark at Ridley. 

In February 1988, a theatrical challenge, No Exit by Jean-Paul Sartre, tested 

the mettle of four main actors: David Hunt, Colyn Huber, Iona Brindle, and Sue 

Picken. This existential one-act play is about three people forever condemned to 

hell. The play was a total contrast to the November production in that there were 

no special effects, no song and dance routines, no action scenes, and no costume 

changes. The entire performance hinged on the abilities of the cast. Paul Corey 

was the director. Even this difficult play could be made to appeal to wide and 

appreciative audiences in the 1980s. 

In Jere Packard’s final year, a new head of drama, Cohn Brezicki, took charge 

in the dramatic society. Colin’s first foray into Ridley theatre was The Crucible, the 

play that Richard Bradley had helped direct in his final year in 1980. Brezicki chose 

this play partly because of its adaptability to any venue and partly to see for himself 

what acting abilities the School had to offer. This was to be the last major 

production held in the PAC. The 1989 production turned out to be as powerful as 

the 1980 version. David Cohen, Susan Balint, Melissa Cassin, and Sean Cook this 

time headed the cast, which Peter McAlpine noted, “had discovered the ability to 

work hard while still having fun.” What was described by HANK magazine as 

“Brezicki’s gamble” paid handsome dividends. 

With varying degrees of theatrical success, these plays all left fond memories 

in the minds of the casts; they involved large numbers and provided wholesome 

educational entertainment for appreciative audiences. That a new era was 

dawning, however, with the construction of a real theatre across the campus was 

the only sadness expressed by the thespian leavers of 1989. The coming of a 

genuine theatre in the Second Century Building was to be the envy of all who had 

overcome the physical limitations in previous decades. 

Musicals 

While the 1970s had seen a resurgence of large scale musical productions, the 

1980s saw the full flowering of what became true spectacles. Enthusiasm among the 

students for musicals was enormous. There was a certain security in large numbers, 

the combination of music and drama was always appealing, and the content in 

the choices of the decade was close to the mind-set of the 1980s generation. 

The success of one production fed the desire for the next. The 1980s witnessed 

six successful musicals. 

The first of these, during Passion Week in April 1982, was possibly the most 

ambitious production in the pre-Mandeville Theatre era—Andrew Lloyd Webber’s 

Jesus Christ Superstar. With a cast of actors, singers, and musicians approaching one 

hundred, it filled the Chapel with electronic reverberation, exciting singing, and 

Andrew Lloyd Webber's 

Jesus Christ Superstar 

was the most ambitious 

production in the pre- 

Mandeville Theatre era. 
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Acta claimed that 

Superstar was the most 

exciting and comprehensible 

thing that happened in the 

Chapel all year! 

spectacular dance routines. This seemed to some a strange way to portray the 

Crucifixion, but the actual experience for both the cast and the audiences certainly 

deepened everyone’s understanding of the Passion and strengthened an awareness 

of Holy Week. Acta claimed that it was the most exciting and comprehensible 

thing that happened in the Chapel all year! 

Walter Eccles will always he remembered by his peers for his portrayal of Jesus, 

and Alan Young as Judas did a marvellous job of combining acting and singing. 

Jenny Williamson as Mary enthralled everyone with her clear strong voice and 

her harmonies with Simon Peter (Aubrey Boothman). They complemented each 

other perfectly, lain Chalmers’ rich bass voice enhanced his role as Caiaphas, and 

Rob Mason, perfectly cast as “jolly” King Herod for his short scene, was a show- 

stopper. Brian Wannamaker made excellent use of his athletic ability and Stewart 

McKeough competently relayed Pilate’s mental torment at the trial of Jesus. 

The dancers added a zesty atmosphere to the stage, and Melanie Ingle’s dance 

choreography (the girls’ special second term sport) furnished each performance 

with professional dazzle. 

Superstar was as close as the 1980s could come to a “cast of thousands.” Even 

the chaplain had a small role. Neil Mawhinney was principally responsible for 

converting the Chapel into a theatre without damaging anything. This trans- 

formation, accomplished from McLaughlin plans sketched on a dinner napkin, was 

a feat that far surpassed that of Noye’s Fludde in 1978. High tributes were paid to 

producer Jim McLaughlin, director David Cosgrove, and Brian Martin, the lighting 

genius who kept the electrical circuits from overloading. 

In the headmaster’s message to the School in A eta 1982, he referred to the 

controversy that erupted before the Superstar project began. The concern stemmed 

from fear hy some that the musical was not appropriate for the Chapel atmosphere. 

You might be interested to know that “the administration” agonized long and hard 
over whether to allow JCSS to get under way at all: I am profoundly happy that we 
decided in its favour. . . . [It] was both a dramatic event and an educational tableau 
of a significant portion of the essential Christian core of faith. 

In January 1983, Gilbert and Sullivan’s one-act operetta Trial By Jury was the 

featured musical production. One of the shorter Gilbert and Sullivan works, it 

stepped back from the lavishness of year before to present some contrasting but 

enjoyable theatrical fare with its antique costuming and witty harmonies. Under 

the direction of George Dunkley, it was typical “G Sc S” and attracted a veteran 

cast. The principals were Stewart McKeough as the “playboy” defendant, Anna 

Bright as the young plaintiff, Cynthia Asbil (the understudy pressed into service) 

as the sly prosecuting attorney, and Greg Chapman playing the officious and 

articulate usher. The humour was provided by Jesse Pudwell as the foreman of the 

jury, and by Walter Eccles as the boozing, senile judge. 

In the spring of 1985, the magnitude of Leonard Bernstein’s West Side Story 

brought back memories of Superstar. In fact, most of the leads in West Side Story had 

had roles in 1983 and were all anxious to be involved one more time. In many ways 

this is a period piece from the 1950s, but the conflicts portrayed within it and 

Bernstein’s music maintained their strong appeal to the 1980s generation. Gero 

Reinitzer of the physics department, an accomplished musician in his own right, 

harnessed Ridley’s musical resources to provide the orchestra. The music itself is 

very difficult but there was enough talent at the School to cope admirably. Stage 

director Cosgrove played a familiar role in coordinating the singers, actors, and 

dancers. Jim McLaughlin was the producer of refreshments, and orderer of order. 

Grant Mottershead helped Mr. Martin with lights and Eraser Maxwell made his 

final “techie” contribution as stage manager. Choreography this time was under the 

guidance of Jane MacAdam and Jo-Anne Tingley. 
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Most important in this team effort were the leads themselves. They carried the 

show through the usual dress rehearsal on Wednesday in front of the Lower 

School’s restless critics and then for three superb evenings. Stewart McKeough 

sang with authority and conviction as Tony. Alison Loucks as Maria displayed an 

emotional intensity that surprised no one, and Tracey Blanchette as Anita brought 

a warm feeling especially in the duet with Maria. David Hunt, the youngest of the 

leads, played Riff with real confidence, and Carl Shepherd brought an authentic 

Hispanic flavour to the gang scenes. By midnight after Saturday’s performance, the 

striking of the set was completed and the usual cast party was described by everyone 

in attendance as “awesome.” 

The fourth spectacle of the decade was staged in April 1986. This time, the 

Broadway musical Grease provided the dramatic challenge. The many components 

involved in making a show like this a success were described by producer 

Jim McLaughlin. His experience in driving these large-scale productions forward 

was becoming legendary. 

Since there was a large amount of dancing in the show, it became obvious that 
Miss MacAdam and her dance captains, Dave Hunt, Kim Fogg, Nancy Ferriman 
and Willa Minnes had a major task before them. Miss LaPlante on the other hand 
was faced with the task of melding some fairly talented musicians into a cohesive 
unit. Mr. Cosgrove could be seen at any hour of the day or night crossing the great 
divide, complete with briefcase, binders and throat lozenges! Mr. Martin and his 
“techies” meanwhile were gradually unravelling the cables from the last production, 
and setting about doing whatever those people do in the dead of night. 

Mrs. Loat, by this time, had raided every wardrobe from Hamilton to Buffalo 
making off with miles of organdy, taffeta and satin, as well as pounds of sequins 
and beads. . . . Gatees were seen lifting and carrying, stacking and groaning. 
Basketball players, hockey stars, oarspeople, etc., were undergoing the miraculous 
metamorphosis—turning into graceful, aesthetic actors and dancers during the 
supper hour. It must have been the food! 

Principals Michel Castillo, Anne-Marie Korber, Robin Ungaro, and Peter 

Forrest were excellent. Encouraging supporting talent emerged in Craig Lawrason, 

Heather Finlay, Kevin Puckett, Becky Hyland, David Hunt, Nicole Hess, and Peter 

Kemp; character parts played by Jennifer 

and Mark Swan provided much comic 

relief. This, again, was a team effort 

of the highest order and the much- 

deserved and long-awaited cast party 

that followed the striking of the set 

carried on (according to reports) until 

the wee hours of Sunday morning. 

In May 1987, the second Gilbert 

and Sullivan presentation of the decade 

was featured—The Pirates of Penzance. 

The new musical director this year was 

Miss Annalea Warshick. She worked 

valiantly in unfamiliar surroundings 

and created a polished orchestra, helped 

by a few outsiders to bolster the ranks. 

Behind her was that same cadre of 

faculty experts whose job it was to help 

the students produce excellence. 

Bringing together a group of 

seventy eager and talented individuals is 

never an easy task, but by opening night 

Macdonald, Nicki Pollock, Gene Karall, 

Sue Picken, Michel 

Castillo and Dave 

Carter in performance 
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Leader of the Pack 

inaugurated the shining 

new Mandeville Theatre 

in the Second Century 

Building in March 1989. 

the production had become a solid team effort. Perhaps the cast’s donation of four 

days of their Easter break helped to accomplish this. David Carter (Frederick), 

Heather Beaton (Mabel), Michel Castillo (the Pirate King), and Paul Corey (the 

Modern Major General) played the leading roles with a sensitivity, accuracy, and 

strength that thoroughly impressed the music critic of The Standard. The 

interjection of bouncy humour by Sue Picken as Ruth and slapstick by David Hunt 

as the police sergeant left the audiences chuckling. The supporting cast was full of 

stage veterans and novices alike. It was this mixture, now a highly developed 

pattern, that ensured both solid performances and the cultivation of rising talent. 

In November 1987, The Little Shop of Horrors provided opportunities for a 

wide range of musical talent and technical expertise. It consumed the energies of 

nearly fifty students and a dozen faculty. Sean Whalley in the main role, David 

Hunt’s double role, and Heather Finlay as the “dippy” blond all received high 

praise. Stephen Hunt, Ridley’s avowed sound expert, was the voice of the plant and 

Jessica Webb mas the plant. 

The musical Leader of the Pack inaugurated the shining new Mandeville 

Theatre in the Second Century Building in March 1989. This was the last student 

production of the Packard era, and the decision to begin with a full-scale 

undertaking was entirely fitting for Ridley’s Centennial Year celebrations. 

Rehearsals actually began before the contractors had finished their last minute 

details, but everything proceeded smoothly. The marvellous elbow room for the 

actors and musicians, the adequate wiring, the comfortable seats, and all the 

theatrical paraphernalia made for sheer excitement. As Beth Meehan and Wendy 

Masters described it, Leader of the Pack was eminently professional. 

“Two minutes!” yells Mr. Cosgrove, nervously pacing back and forth in front of 
the stage. This was a saying often heard on the set. . . . While the rest of us were 
cramming to finish the last of our ISPs, the cast and crew were hard at work putting 
the finishing touches on this superb musical. 

This was a production to remember, with upbeat dance routines and catchy music 
from the 50s and 60s which captivated the audience. Performances by David Kerr 
and Melissa Cassin were nothing less than sensational. Both managed to execute 
their roles with the utmost ease and confidence. Unbelievably, they even looked as 
if they were having fun. Not to be denied due praise are Ciara Adams, Iris Decker, 
Graham Whiting, and the exceptional group of singers and dancers whose powerful 
voices and energetic dancing were first-rate additions to the cast. And of course, 
who could forget the band, little seen but always heard. 

All in all, there was something about being in a brand new theatre that made this 
production extra special, and what is felt by the audience is surely felt by the actors. 
Not enough praise can be given to Mr. Cosgrove, Mr. McLaughlin, Ms. Wynne-Jones 
and Mr. Hunt for their hard work and dedication. As Siskel and Ebert would say, 
“We give this one two thumbs up!” 

THEATRICALS ON THE FRINGE 

In January 1982, the headmaster got his first taste of House Plays. These had 

served admirably for nearly twenty years as opportunities for student expression. By 

the 1980s, however, with so many other things going on, both the quality and the 

enthusiasm for them were waning. On that 1982 occasion, seven entries ensured a 

long, long evening with the usual mixture of strong and weak performances. 

Although Gooderham East (Jill Hopkins and Kate Robertson), Merritt Silver 

(Tom Beshoff), and School House (Mike Gajda) walked off with all the prizes, the 

plays highlighted the problems that these mini-dramas presented. These included 

the lack (or absence) of rehearsal time, the last minute need for censorship (as in 

the School House production), technical problems with everyone scrambling for 

the same lights and, sometimes, the same props, and the lack of space on the 
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Performing Arts Centre stage. Furthermore, boys playing girls’ parts and vice versa 

was becoming more and more unacceptable. At the end of the evening, the 

adjudicator, the housemasters, and the headmaster all breathed audible sighs of 

relief. Eric Burpee reviewed both the plays and the House Play situation for Tiger 

Tribune and, like the headmaster, expressed concern. 

Unfortunately, I feel that the tone of most plays and the attitude towards 

producing them has steadily become more derogatory over the last four years. 

I have nothing against obscenity or vulgarity if the scene in the play warrants 

it; however, it is sad that certain people feel that it is essential and that a play 

cannot be humorous without it. 

Perhaps the best illustration of the tone of the plays came in 1983, when the 

seniors of Arthur Bishop House decided to do a spoof on prefect Darren Hamilton. 

In the course of the skit, David Conklin—King Hammy—was to gobble a whole 

pizza in a frantic hurry. Unknown to him, the lads backstage had laced the pizza 

with Tabasco sauce. As Conklin’s eyes lit up, one of the actors brought him a jug 

of “water” to quench the heat in his mouth. After several gulps, King Hammy 

discovered that the water was straight gin! Conklin did not discover until much 

later that it was he who had actually been the subject of the spoof. 

The House Plays continued for two more years, but their inherent problems 

remained. There were simply too many more exciting things filling the students’ 

time for these productions to last much longer. As well, more Houses on campus 

meant the possibility of even more plays; smaller Houses threatened the size of the 

available pool of actors. An attempt to spread the plays over several nights only 

created more problems. Furthermore, the students and faculty were becoming more 

and more accustomed to excellence on stage and were clearly less tolerant of make¬ 

shift performances. Although Greg Chapman’s marvellous impersonations of Jere 

Packard would be missed, there was not a single note recorded in any publication 

in 1985 about their apparent demise. 

One of the more rambunctious activities of the 1980s, the Air Guitar contests, 

may have assisted in the decline of the House Plays. These competitions (thought 

by some to be contests in the propagation of noise) involved as many students as 

those involved in the House Plays, long rehearsals, playoffs for the final show, and 

frenetic excitement. They were started originally in 1981 by the Ridley 

representatives from the Caribbean—partly as a means of expression and partly to 

alleviate their disenchantment with Canadian winters. Ridley pop musicians of all 

stripes mimicked their favourite pop groups, as recorded music blasted from 

amplifiers. They used real but unwired guitars or “instruments” such as hockey 

sticks, ski poles, or tennis racquets. Dressed to resemble the musical stars that they 

were imitating, they would let loose with a barrage of sight and sound that appealed 

to so many of the 1980s generation. The groups, often claiming to represent their 

Houses, called themselves names such as “Dog’s Breakfast,” “The Rash,” “The 

Sweet Nothings,” or “Fried Chicken” to add to the flavour. All the contests were 

highlighted photographically in the yearbooks of the decade; the event in 1983 was 

reported at length in Tiger Tribune. 

This past weekend saw the successful results of much individual rehearsal in the 

finals of the annual West Indies Inc. Air Guitar contest. . . . Ten bands made it to 

the finals. Although everyone played well (one conspicuously louder than the rest) 

the final decision elevated four bands to “stardom”. . . . Kathy Ellis in “Sweet 

Nothings” once again pulled through as lead for fourth place. Third place was given 

to the rather authentic AC/DC interpretation. Scott Murray, second, managed a very 

convincing performance of Michael Jackson in “Fried Chicken”; and finally, the first 

place winners were “Kybo Refuge,” a Genesis interpretation complete with Ted 

Atkinson’s special effects. The performance award, however, must go to Vic Mercnik 

and his drum solo, clearly the only one who didn’t need the tape to perform. 

Unknown to him, 

the lads backstage 

had laced the pizza 

with Tabasco sauce 
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The House Plays were 

replaced by a new forum 

for the expression of 

student talent—the 

Amnesty Concerts. 

Even though these shows were entirely student organized, it did not take long 

before some faculty members lent their support. Rhys Jenkins, Steven Hunt, and 

Rolling Stones expert Emmett O’Neill in particular, came to be associated with the 

concerts. This added legitimacy to the sometimes raucous presentations. 

The House Plays were essentially replaced by a new forum for the expression 

of student talent—the Amnesty Concerts. Two paths crossed in 1987 to bring 

about the birth of this new event. The first was the suggestion (particularly from 

Rhys Jenkins) to some of the real pop musical talent especially in School House, 

to perform instead of pretending to perform. The second path was already paved by 

Wayne Fraser, who for some time had been promoting Amnesty International as 

an extracurricular letter-writing activity. When students Angela McArthur and 

Sue-Ann Finlay suggested that an Amnesty concert could highlight both 

activities, Wayne agreed wholeheartedly. Angie delivered a moving speech in 

chapel on the aims of Amnesty, and plans were soon set in motion for the first 

concert, which would take place over two evenings in February. 

Enthusiasm for the shows was evident from the beginning, and students signed 

up for tickets with reckless abandon. Skits and songs by groups were rehearsed, 

guitars were tuned, and an array of electronics appeared from everywhere. Michael 

Jenner and Brian Iggulden ’67 were the Masters of Ceremonies and they 

orchestrated two dramatic evenings of musical entertainment. The PAC shook 

from the sounds of four rock bands. Peter MacGowan sang in his Robbie Burns 

attire; Carl Dorland and a troop of grade fives did some dancing; and Emmett 

O’Neill, Bob Snowden, and Brian Iggulden proved their hipness by singing some 

old “rock-'n-roll” classics backed by the lead guitar work of Rhys Jenkins. An 

acoustic guitar set by Paul Corey, David Hunt, and Michel Castillo was one of the 

more mellow of the first evening’s presentations, and Navid Khonsari amazed 

everyone with another of his talents, a tuba solo, mercifully short. 

By the end of the second evening’s performance, Rhys Jenkins was exhausted 

and Wayne Fraser, Sue Ann Finlay, and Angie McArthur were elated. The 

evenings were a tremendous success and had ended with everyone singing Bob 

Dylan’s war protest song “Blowin’ in the Wind,” although Tiger Tribune reporter 

Paul Corey wondered if the actual reason for being there—raising money for the 

release of prisoners of conscience—had been lost in the excitement. Whether it 

had or not, the event turned out to be the largest benefit in Canadian Amnesty 

International’s history, and a cheque for $1500 was soon forwarded to the cause. 

Mr. Fraser also suggested that the concerts had demonstrated the need for the 

Second Century Campaign. “We have extremely talented musicians,” he said, 

“who need more space, better acoustics and a stronger electrical system.” With 

Amnesty’s debut in 1987, a new and more organized tradition was firmly in place; 

these concerts have continued successfully ever since. The Air Guitar contests, 

having served their purpose, faded away from natural causes. 

DEBATING AND PUBLIC SPEAKING 

Successful debating and public speaking hinge on raw intelligence, flexibility, 

quickness, and the ability both to think logically under pressure and to present 

material forcefully. It is not surprising that the students who displayed these 

abilities in the debating area were invariably on the annual public speaking contest 

programs as well. This was particularly true in 1982, 1983, and 1984—years when 

debating and public speaking were very much in the extracurricular spotlight. 

In the early 1980s, the debating society at Ridley was essentially rebuilt with 

the encouragement of Jim Bryan of the history department. Its new name, “The 
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Tuesday Night Club,” emphasized Jim’s approach. The resurgence that followed 

was possible in large part because of the emergence of a new wave of devotees who 

responded enthusiastically to opportunities to put their skills to the test. This group 

was really carrying forward a tradition from the 1970s. The Fulford debating 

tournaments were the highlights of the late ’70s, but in the early ’80s, members of 

Ridley’s contingent regularly went further afield in search of competition. 

Anchoring the 1982 debating team was a clutch of veterans: Rob Mason, Eric 

Burpee, Tom Beshoff, Glenn Stuart, Steve Acheson, Riyaz Kanji, Robin Brown, 

Kate Anderson, Kendra Gransden, and David Conklin. Supporting them were 

Shamez Kanji, John Richardson, and Gary Kirk. The esprit de corps in this group 

led them to believe that a significant debating award was long overdue, and it was 

decided to honour the memory of long-serving board member and Mason Gold 

winner, H. “Tony” Cassels ’36. On Prize Day, David Conklin and Riyaz Kanji 

became the first to share The Cassels Trophy. 

The Ridley team had extensive opportunities to compete. Ridley belonged to 

the Ontario Student Debating Union and the ISAA Fulford Cup League, and 

participated in informal debating tournaments in the Niagara region and southern 

Ontario. The Tuesday Night Club became a travelling team. Over Thanksgiving 

in 1982, Jim Bryan accompanied a team headed by Dave Conklin, Gary Kirk, and 

Kendra Gransden to Winnipeg for the St. John’s-Ravenscourt International 

tournament. Ridley ended up in fourth place out of seventeen schools, just behind 

Toronto French School, Lakefield, and their old rival, UCC. Gary Kirk won an alb 

expenses-paid trip to England to represent Canada in the English Speaking Union 

tournament in May. Gary was renowned as Ridley’s most voracious reader, as well 

as being an outstanding public speaker and debater. In tact, at the end of the 

previous season, Rob Mason had suggested that Gary should be sent as the entire 

four-man team to all the Fulford Cup debates! 

The value of the debating program should not be judged by the tally of wins 

over losses, but the 1983 season was clearly lopsided with victories and honours to 

individuals. Nobody was surprised in June when The Cassels Trophy was shared by 

the Conklin/Kirk combination. It was surprising to some, however, that the Junior 

Fulford debating team in April consisted entirely of girls. In the public speaking 

contest in May of that year, reported in Tiger Tribune under the headline “Still a 

Male Domain,” seven speakers vied for “the oldest continuously competed prize at 

Ridley,” the Dr. W. H. Merritt Memorial Award. Patrick Maher placed third with 

a masterpiece of well-timed one-liners that had the packed PAC roaring with 

laughter. Second place, the Justice A. C. Kingstone Award, went to Robert Ingall 

who was reported to have roused the audience with his argument that love is an 

addiction. The Merritt Memorial (and a second gold watch) was captured by the 

articulate David Conklin who spoke in a serious vein about Canada’s apathy 

towards the promulgation of the Canadian Constitution in 1982. 

Although good public speaking and some sparkling debating continued during 

the decade, it might be said that the graduation of the old guard in 1984 was the 

end of an era. Prefects John Richardson and Shamez Kanji, along with veterans 

Greg Chapman and Kendra Gransden, capped the year with individual honours. 

Kanji went on to the National Finals and Richardson to the Provincials. As a 

team, those two also won the best team award in the Regional Finals. The historic 

highlight of the year, however, came in May when Nadine Karachi, grade 10, won 

the senior public speaking contest. Fifteen years later, from her home in Mexico, 

Nadine recalled the moment. 

Endless encouragement is another thing I tell kids [down here] applying to Ridley 
today. Once you figure out what you do best, countless words of encouragement from 
staff members follow. For years I was cheered on as a public speaker and debater. 

“Once you figure 

out what you do best, 

countless words of 

encouragement from 

staff members follow. ” 
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Who could say “no” 

when an individual or 

a group of students said, 

“Sir/Ma’am, we've got 

a great idea ...” 

I can still remember winning the senior public speaking competition when I was only 
fifteen years old. My speech was appropriately entitled “To Serve with Pride.” 

After 1985, when Gina Black won the Cassels Trophy and Robert Ingall took 

the public speaking contest, the ranks of the debating society thinned consid¬ 

erably, and the numbers volunteering to put themselves forward in the public 

speaking contests also declined. No firm explanation stands out for this phenom¬ 

enon other than the complex pressure from other activities that had crept onto the 

Ridley scene. Good debating and public speaking require time to prepare, time to 

consult, and time to deliver. In the late 1980s in particular, time seemed to he at a 

premium as the pace of daily existence accelerated despite attempts to control it. 

Certainly the School took pride in providing the diversity of activities that would 

create the well-rounded Ridley student. Sooner or later, however, that same 

diversification would force many of the best students to draw a line in the sand (or 

have it drawn for them) and opt for activities that were perceived to be less time 

consuming if not more fulfilling. It is hard to imagine that Ridley’s laudable quest 

for excellence could have a down side. Perhaps the shrinking numbers in debating 

and public speaking was a signal that diversity could actually have its limits. 

Nonetheless, there were some excellent debates and debaters, speeches and 

speakers in the late 1980s. Ridley audiences were entertained with individual 

displays of talent. Jamie McKeough, Mikael Swayze, Iona Brindle, Mary Brindle, 

Jeff Bell, Vanessa Wakil, Kristen Doucet, and Michael Kray were outstanding 

representatives of Ridley’s two oldest extracurricular activities. In 1989, grade 13 

students Colin Chant and David Cohen were the stars of the Centennial Debate 

and the public speaking contest as they helped inaugurate both Ridley’s second 

century and the Second Century Building. 

MYRIAD OPTIONS 

The smorgasbord of extracurricular options that became available in the 1980s 

developed for several reasons. There was a need to provide more activities to keep 

up with increasing enrollment. Part of the reason also lay in the need to provide 

opportunities for students to fulfill the “activities” and “service” sections of the 

School’s Duke of Edinburgh Program, now its second decade. The creativity found 

among the students and within the faculty to pursue activities that particularly 

interested them and the support for almost all the additions from the headmaster 

spurred the innovations. Even though the proliferation of activities added to the 

sometimes frantic pace of the daily routines, who could say “no” when an 

individual or a group of students said, “Sir/Ma’am, we’ve got a great idea ...” 

In an examination of extracurriculars in 1980 and again in 1990, the number 

of activities ballooned from twenty-four to forty; however, only four activities that 

students of the 1970s would remember had ceased to exist by 1990. The film 

society fell victim to television and to the ease of taking leave on Saturday nights; 

the House Plays were replaced hy a wide range of concerts, including Amnesty; 

ventilation problems in the rifle range turned that ancient activity into a health 

hazard; and the woodworking experiment ended when the only instructor left 

town. The remaining venerable standbys, Acta, band, choir, debating, drama, 

equestrians, first aid, librarians, life saving, photography, school reach, and scuba 

diving all continued to flourish. The new activities were clearly products of their 

era: admission assistant, a cappella choir, bridge club, cardiopulmonary resuscita¬ 

tion (CPR), French club, faces book, HANK, international affairs, Lower School 

counsellors, monitors of all sorts, ropes course, social work, Students Against 

Drunk Driving, Tiger Tribune, and VOICES Magazine. These initiatives will be 

familiar to all the students of the Packard years and beyond. 
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THE WRITTEN WORD 

The 1980s at Ridley might well be labelled “the writing decade”—a large 

number of students emerged who simply enjoyed the writing process. This may 

have been due to the encouragement and recognition from a number of sources 

which emphasized poetry, prose, or journalism as important avenues for self- 

expression. Ridley was also fortunate during the Packard years to have had a series 

of strong heads of English—Ian Burgess, Jim Ison, and Bob Snowden—who 

strengthened that department’s commitment to written work. Also among the 

faculty were published authors, including the headmaster himself, Richard B. 

Wright, Eleanor Johnston, and Wayne Fraser who were only too willing to share 

their own passion for the written word. An enormous amount of thoughtful writing 

was the result. Richard Wright was led to observe that “in this modem day of 

filibustrous reform, the writers of Ridley College have gone from enigmatic 

seclusion to opportunistic expression.” Clearly the students were responding as the 

opportunities for creative writing became more and more available. 

One of the first of the new activities of the decade was a journalistic one, 

which appeared in 1982. This was the publication of the premier issue of Tiger 

Tribune. Andy Griffiths, the paper’s first editor, admits that the idea grew out of a 

discussion in his grade 12 English class. Before he knew it, he was collecting 

articles, arranging for financing, and negotiating with a printer. The response to 

the idea was almost overwhelming and material flowed in from “all quarters at both 

ends of the campus.” With David Conklin’s help, the articles were culled, edited, 

and laid out for Volume 1, Number 1, which went on sale at thirty cents a copy. 

The previous student newspaper venture, Introspectus, had died in March 

1968, after two years. In keeping with the mood of the late sixties, that paper was 

probably doomed from the start as it became less of a means of information and 

more of a forum for articulate discontent. Andy’s opening editorial in 1982 made a 

clear statement of what was intended in this new undertaking. 

It is February 1982, and hopefully this date marks a rebirth. . . . The success of Ridley 
undoubtedly radiates from the attitudes of its students and I hope that they accept this 
as their paper, a paper that serves not only as a historical document, but also one that 
can prove to be a successful device for vocalizing opinion on contentious issues. 

It is a credit to Andy and all succeeding editors that they were true to this first mis¬ 

sion statement. The headmaster was entirely supportive and enthusiastic. “The 

School is of a size,” he said, 

that it needs more new, communication, and historical recording than a once-a-year 
A eta can provide. A responsible newspaper can be a strengthening and unifying 
force. . . . Working on and writing for a newspaper is a valuable learning experience 
which can be among the most useful and educational of extra-curricular activities in 
a school like Ridley. 

When Andy presented (sold) that first four-page copy to Mr. Packard, he 

suggested that a half-holiday was in order to mark the coincidental birth both of 

Tiger Tribune and eight-pound baby Denis, the Packards’ second child. “No, there 

have been too many births this year to single one out,” said Jere. Andy added, “I 

guess the staff is keeping busy!” which prompted the quip, “Or not busy enough!” 

What followed over the decade was a highly commendable series of journals 

that always generated student interest, especially on publication days. For the 

second issue in 1982 the price was bumped to fifty cents, but after that there was 

sufficient advertising revenue (with a financial boost from the headmaster’s 

Discretionary Fund) to simply give it away. Photographic difficulties plagued 

the first few issues, but the paper gradually lured photographers on the lookout for 

unusual shots—and these became features in themselves. As well, in The Trib’s 

second year, there was a shift from newsprint to higher-quality paper. 

Clearly the students 

were responding as the 

opportunities for creative 

writing became more 

and more available. 
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Equally important was the 

space given in the Tribune 

to the controversies that 

erupted at regular intervals. 

There was a sports orientation to Tiger Tribune that maintained everyone’s 

interest on that front and over the years furnished some excellent “Athletic 

Profiles” highlighting individuals. The overall balance of material that the issues 

achieved, however, was the paper’s most significant feature—and the one that 

probably ensured its survival. There was a judicious mix of articles on the pop 

music scene, on professional sports, on the Fourth Dimension excursions, on the 

progress of the Second Century Campaign, and on the work of the many 

committees that were active during the whole period. The headmaster himself 

usually supplied the regular “Tiger’s Trail” section to ensure accuracy and to 

maintain the historic chain of events. Incoming prefects were always profiled in 

the final June issues along with the results from the Prize Day ceremonies. 

Equally important was the space given to the controversies that erupted at 

regular intervals. The paper made every effort to present balanced arguments on 

these issues and this was certainly one of the paper’s lasting strengths. There were 

always differences of opinion on the success of the dances; the strains on the 

facilities brought about by increasing enrollment; and whether or not to he in 

school on Good Friday. Cadets was commended and attacked in the same issues; 

the ever-changing dress code featured multiple opinions; and the Old Boy System 

was regularly supported and condemned. Discussions on school spirit were also 

regular fare. Arguably, the gossip columns tweaked the most student interest, 

but close behind was Navid Khonsari’s regular “Geek of the Week” lighthearted 

poke at individuals. 

The success of Tiger Tribune was never in doubt. The size of the School, the 

need for better communication, and the enthusiasm of the contributors all 

encouraged it. Over the decade it grew in sophistication and provided marvellous 

opportunities for students to learn journalistic processes and organizational skills. 

Eleanor Johnston of the English department acted bravely as faculty advisor and 

chief vigilante on spelling and grammar. The students experienced the pressure of 

deadlines (they were already well schooled in this), and were forced to consider the 

variety of voices that echoed throughout the School. The magazine also grew in 

size. By the late 1980s, there were as many as twelve issues per year, and the June 

editions usually reached a dozen pages. 

Perhaps the paper was too successful! Toward the end of the decade, a group of 

students were beginning to believe that Tiger Tribune was getting too large, too 

infiltrated by faculty, and too far removed from its original purpose as a forum for 

student opinion. This led a group headed by Jeff Smith, Bas Ribbink, and Peter 

Me Alpine to launch another magazine—HANK. The first masthead, in January 

1988, sported twenty-six names, including advisors Maurice Cooke and Ingrid 

Cronin. In “A Message From The Founders,” their purpose was set forth. 

In an environment like Ridley, it is essential that the students have a medium 
through which they can communicate. . . . and we feel that it is something that the 
school is sadly lacking. Hank is not an underground paper. It is a means to express 
oneself in a slightly more uncensored or open way. . . . Issues that the school says 
very little about should be discussed by all the students, and ideas that the admin¬ 
istration has must be brought out into the open. Hank is for the students. 

One of the first contributors in fact was Chaplain Shantz. Writing under the 

heading “The Rev. Raps,” he highlighted the purpose of HANK in another way 

and indicated his own intentions. 

Behold! A new forum for ideas! Yet another opportunity to speak out, hurl abuse, 
grind an axe, amuse, delight, insult, bitch, rap, trap, move, groove, speculate, 
participate, inspire, light your fire. . . . This column will be a treasure trove and 
compendium of minutiae and memorabilia from the Rev’s pen, tinged with 
Juvenalian satire and sarcasm. 
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While the tone of the magazine was deferential, the articles that followed in 

the first few years differed just enough from those of The Trib and were just 

sufficiently “off the wall” to guarantee an enthusiastic readership. The fact that 

both Smith and Me Alpine were School House boys may have had something to do 

with this, since that House had something of a reputation for being just slightly 

different anyway! There was support for the venture from the headmaster, hut not 

the enthusiastic variety that had been expected since he was a strong supporter 

of The Trib. There were financial strains in the early days, and the number of 

“all-nighters” pulled by the editors in their garret room under the bell tower was 

the stuff of literary legend. Almost naturally, a friendly rivalry between the two 

papers ensued in the late 1980s. Under the direction of Diana Walker, Sean Cook, 

Doug Lennox, Jamie McKeough, and others, the 1987-88 version of The Trib 

earned a Second Place award from The Columbia |University] Scholastic Press 

Association for desktop publishing. One can only imagine the glee among HANK 

editors Smith and McAlpine when they “scooped” The Trib on the details of 

the arrival of the new headmaster in the final issue of 1989-99 and when their 

efforts in the four-issue series were awarded a First Place certificate! Unfortunately, 

by the mid-1990s, the editors strayed from the original intentions and the journal 

took on an insubordinate and somewhat unruly tone. Support for it dwindled and 

the issues became sporadic. 

The third publication to make its appearance at Ridley in the 1980s was 

VOICES. The idea for this journal came from Richard Wright, and it represented 

one of the first tangible results of the Second Century Campaign. As part of the 

faculty development portion of the Campaign, a series of endowed academic chairs 

was proposed to fund specific departmental projects. The first of these was The Terry 

Cronyn Chair in English Literature and Drama, a logical outcome of the outpouring 

of affection at the time of Terry’s death in the summer of 1983. Richard was named 

the first holder of the Terry Cronyn Chair in 1986, hy which time sufficient income 

from the endowment had been generated to permit the disposal of the discretionary 

portion directly to the benefit of current students. These funds went into two 

unique projects. The first was a plan to subsidize a Literary Dinner to pay tribute to 

all students who had distinguished themselves in debating, public speaking, drama, 

and writing during the year. The first of these banquets took place in May 1987. A 

dozen awards were presented, including three new literary prizes that Richard 

initiated. These carried cash rewards. Richard always advocated cash! 

The second disbursement of the Chair’s income involved the new literary 

magazine, VOICES. Volume 1, Number 1 appeared in 1986, stapled together on 

mimeographed paper. Within a year, the success of the venture was marked by a 

more professional-looking product. Richard saw this publication as a vehicle 

providing a permanent record of students writing. It was not only to be a 

celebration of the best students’ work over the year, but also as a tribute to Terry 

Cronyn—a man who not only cared deeply about language and literature, but who 

also devoted his life to the School. A selection of prize-winning pieces from various 

issues of the 1980s has been reproduced in the Appendisc. As Richard saw it then, 

the glimpses of truth revealed in these wonderful stories and poems should also 
remind us of how important it is to allow and encourage students to present their 
view of the world and their place in it. The experiences that they have shaped 
through imagination and language into stories and poems furnish us with abundant 
evidence that they are thinking and feeling and creating. And such evidence is a 
sign of health and invigoration in any community. 

Although Tiger Tribune, HANK, and VOICES dominated the literary 

landscape in this decade, there were other opportunities for students to become 

involved in the literary realms, including a variety of writing contests. A Faces 

THE FIRST 
LITERARY DINNER 

May 18, 1987 

The H. “Tony" Cassels 

Tuesday Night Club Trophy 

Mikael Swayze 

James McKeough 

The Julian Street Memorial 

Prize (Prose) 

Catherine Balmer 

The Tiger Tribune James Filby 

Memorial Prize (Humour) 

Doug Lennox 

The Tiger Tribune Prize 

(Editorial) 

Diana Walker 

The Tiger Tribune Prize 

(Opinion) 

Doug Lennox 

The Literary Prize for Poetry 

Christine Hoffer 

The Literary Prize for Fiction 

H. Jane Lewis 
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Acta Ridleiana 

continued its role as 

the seasoned elder of 

publications, preserving 

the formal annual record 

of Ridley’s existence. 

Book appeared first in 1985. This was a project that Jere Packard introduced 

directly, and it was a clear result of the School’s burgeoning population. It was more 

of an organizational activity than a literary one, hut it did involve a small group of 

students, primarily in September, literally getting all the School’s laces into one 

publication. It became a valuable reference tool in identifying everyone connected 

to the School. Also valuable, especially on the alumni front, was the official voice 

of the School, The Ridley Tiger. This journal, appearing three or four times a year, 

was edited by Sam Heaman well into the 1980s, followed by Terence Cox for a 

tew issues, and then by Wayne Fraser. Beginning in the early 1950s as a pocket term 

card, it had grown over the years into a comprehensive vehicle for news on all 

aspects of the Ridley scene. 

Acta Ridleiana continued its role as the seasoned elder of publications, 

preserving the formal annual record of Ridley’s existence. To work on Acta was still 

considered by the students a prime extracurricular activity, offering valuable expe¬ 

rience in writing, design, art, layout, advertising, photography, and organizational 

skills. In the early 1980s, A eta was remarkably true to the patterns and traditions 

set in earlier decades, while remaining up-to-date with extensive colour usage and 

other modern innovations. In the later editions of the decade, an increase in the 

number of photographs and a thinning of substantive content became evident. 

There is no doubt that the other literary voices of Ridley were filling the gaps. Will 

Drope was the editor in Jere’s first year, and he gathered a proficient staff, including 

David Conklin, who set a new record in advertising sales, and Tetsuo Kadonaga, 

whose artistic skills helped make the 1982 A eta a visual pleasure. Amy Copland 

took on the task for 1983, and she created a piece of history of her own as the first 

female editor and the first non-prefect in memory to hold the post. She began the 

year amid a few chauvinistic rumblings but quickly established herself as an 

energetic, creative, and highly organized individual. The result was excellent. She 

spoke for all the editors of the 1980s when she expressed the hope that Acta had 

caught the spirit of Ridley. 

If, in years to come, you leaf through the pages and a familiar face caught in a 
photograph, or a personal victory recorded in print causes memories of your Ridley 
days to come flooding back, then I will have achieved my goal as Editor. 

In the 1980s, Acta featured a series of dedications to long-serving faculty. 

One senses a genuine feeling of gratitude for services rendered which the editors 

tried to convey. In 1983, Amy Copland featured Terry Cronyn; in 1984, Robin 

MacAulay highlighted Andy Iggulden; in 1985 Samantha Peeris recognized Bob 

Stanley; in 1986, Melissa Katzman put the spotlight on Sam Heaman; and in 1987, 

Liz Ashworth covered Carl Dorland. Don Hunt was singled out in 1988. In 1989, 

the Centennial Year, the departures of Maurice Cooke and Jere Packard were 

marked with fine tributes. 

CADETS 

It is quite possible that the ultimate form of “participaction” at Ridley College 

in the 1980s was cadets. After the strains of the late sixties and the introduction of 

a new approach to military affairs in the 1970s, the 1980s offered one of the best 

examples of the positive consolidation of change. The apathy of an earlier era was 

replaced by a genuine pride among the students—in the Corps and in the cadet 

tradition. This was reflected in shined boots, smart drill, and a conscientious cadre 

of officers and NCOs. Although there was always a handful of students who voiced 

their objections and others who volunteered for the stretcher squad, the esprit de 

corps was exceptionally high. The number of parades in preparation for the 

Inspection had been pared to the bare minimum, and the addition of new activities 
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Commander Spencer Kraik 

watches as Col. Sam Heaman 

inspects Wade Brintnell and 

the Corps in 1985. 

grew as steadily as the School’s enrollment. Under the overall command of Major 

Paul Lewis, a large contingent of faculty assistants were on board to bolster a multi¬ 

faceted program that now firmly emphasized good citizenship and life skills. Taking 

his cue from the giant musicals of the era, Paul always emphasized to the School 

the fact that Cadet Inspection was yet another “big show.” Captains Pfollinrake 

and Sharpe were in charge in the Lower School, and their work certainly eased the 

transition of Lower School (and later Middle School) students to the Upper 

School ranks. Working together in a common cause, cadets was the one activity 

where every student had a part to play. 

A series of distinguished veterans, mostly Old Ridleians, acted as Reviewing 

Officers during the decade. Lt. Col Brian Upjohn ’31 reviewed the Corps in 1982, 

the year that marked No. 162’s 75th Anniversary. On that occasion, a third march- 

past was added by Corps Commander Bill Huckins to honour Ridley veterans Andy 

Iggulden and Terry Cronyn. That Inspection Day was also marked by a victory for 

the girls’ platoon led by C/Lt. Kate Anderson, and a Strathcona Shield for the 

whole Corps. That special award came Ridley’s way three times during the 1980s. 

In 1983, Lt. Col David Temple ’62 acted as Aide de Camp to John Aird, the 

Lieutenant Governor of Ontario. David Walker was Commanding Officer that year 

and it was his suggestion that to speed proceedings the prize winners should sprint 

to the reviewing platform to receive their awards—another tradition was born! In 

1985, Sam Heaman, resplendent in his red tunic and pith helmet, reviewed the 

Corps. In 1987, with Hugh Evans as Commanding Officer, Brigadier-General Forbes 

B. West ’25 toured the ranks in a golf cart. It was a memorable day for him as it had 

been sixty-two years to the day since he himself had stood with his platoon on A- 

Squad. Fred Mannix ’60, Honorary Colonel of the Calgary Highlanders and one of 

the Cadet Corps’ silent benefactors, inspected in 1988. Fred arrived on campus in 

an open jeep. He was escorted up the front drive by the Drill Squad under C/Lt. 

Brett Leahey, past the Guard’s platoon to the official flag-raising ceremony, which 

always signalled the beginning of Inspection Day. The last year that the whole 

Corps squeezed into St. Thomas’ Church for Church Parade was 1988. On that 

occasion, Corps Commander Rob Coutts and C/Maj Scott Lampard, both members 

of the parish, read the lessons. They were 

the last Ridley cadets to do so. In 1988, 

Bridget Kerr headed D Company (Lower 

School) as its first female commander, 

and the band had its first female Drum 

Sergeant Major: Melanie Vukovic. 

In 1989, when Captain Tony 

Sherman took over as Commanding 

Officer, Church Parade became a march 

into town to the Cenotaph for a brief 

service. On that first occasion, the Corps 

had the honour of forming up in front of 

the Second Century Building to witness 

the official opening. The snow and bitter 

wind that day in May made the occasion 

truly memorable! Ian Calamel was 

the Corps Commander in Ridley’s 

Centennial Year and Lincoln Alexander, 

the Lieutenant Governor of Ontario 

reviewed this the largest cadet corps 

in Canada on yet another fine (but 

muddy) Inspection Day. 
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One casualty of 

the proliferation of 

activities in the 1980s 

was the Duke of 

Edinburgh Program. 

None of the decade’s reviewing officers had any difficulty delivering effusive 

comments in their speeches at the end of the Inspections. The parades were super¬ 

lative, student pride was evident, and the seriousness that pervaded the ranks laid 

a solid foundation for the 1990s. The cadets “always came through” and the half¬ 

holidays were invariably bestowed. In a private note to Commander Spencer Kraik 

and his Officers and NCOs of 1985, Major Lewis commended everyone. 

Collectively the whole did become greater than the sum of its parts. The student 
body rose to the occasion; they responded well to your care; the amount of grumbling 
was minimal, and a lot of students ended up feeling pretty good about themselves. I 
feel that you have left a substantial and positive mark on 1985, of which you will be 
permanently proud. There were parents with a tear in their eyes, something which 
you will understand only when you have kids of your own. There were moments of 
greatness and courage . . . and moments of frustration which we shared. There were 
moments of visible fatigue and moments of obvious satisfaction. We can expect as 
much in life. . . . You discovered, I hope, that leadership is not an easy task and that 
there are many kinds which can elicit the same results as long as everyone is clear as 
to the ultimate goal. 

It was also in 1985 that the Lieutenant Colonel S. G. Heaman Cadet Prize was 

first awarded. It was given by a member of the board in honour of one of Ridley’s 

long-term servants and added again to the long list of cadet awards. The 

headmaster crafted the citation. It read: “Awarded to a senior student who has 

shown devotion to and proficiency in the voluntary military aspects of Cadets, 

while displaying a mature appreciation of the place of the military as a guardian 

of peace in a democratic society.” John Hambly was the first recipient, and 

Regimental Sergeant-Major Orest Babij, an outstanding and experienced cadet, 

won it the following two years. 

THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH PROGRAM 

One casualty of the proliferation of activities in the 1980s was the Duke of 

Edinburgh Program. The strong roots built in the 1970s did not bear much fruit as 

the 1980s progressed. While it was easy to get plenty of students past the Bronze 

level, the Silver and Gold levels languished in comparison. Where the 1970s had 

produced almost fifty Golds, the 1980s saw only sixteen and none after 1984- The 

time required to earn these awards was one factor against the program; as the 1980s 

unfolded, the senior students no longer appeared to view the program as significant, 

even though they participated fully in most of its separate requirements. 

The number of Bronze level awards maintained the 1970s pace, partly because 

of the compulsory nature of the program for grade 9 and 10 students. On one 

humorous occasion, on a chilly night in November, Nick Holmes, the coordinator 

of the camping component, set up a “practice” camping group behind the Pest 

House. Later that night, Nick went out to check on their welfare only to find the 

tent totally vacant. After a futile search of the students’ rooms, Nick went back to 

the campsite fearing the worst. Eventually he discovered the group fast asleep a 

dozen feet in the air in Andrew Lewis’ nearby tree house! 

THE FOURTH DIMENSION 

The Fourth Dimension had originated in the 1970s as an attempt to pack a 

number of activities into a few days, thus avoiding interruptions during term time. 

It continued with real enthusiasm and even added activities as the School’s 

enrollment increased in the 1980s. The grade 13s explored university options; the 

grade 12s were engaged in a wide variety of adventures to places such as Boston, 

New York, Washington, Quebec City, Toronto, and Ontario’s mining country. The 

grade 11s were kept together at Kandalore for four days of camping, canoeing, 
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hiking, climbing, and eating army rations. The bulk of the grade 10s went to 

Ottawa to see government in action. The Lower School had their adventures 

during Break-out Week. All these activities shared a common relevance as faculty 

member Jim Kingstone 75, described. 

Expeditions to such places as Kandalore, Ottawa, or even Toronto are demanding for 
many, but the demands of each individual trip teach the energetic and the less com- 
mitted, something about themselves and the way in which exposure to challenges 
and improves the quality of life. 

The coordinator of the program in the early 1980s, Paul Lewis, described the 

overall experience. 

The Fourth Dimension has evolved over the years into something which both staff 
and students enjoy. ... It has both course-related benefits and experiential advantages 
which we believe we have an obligation to provide to all of our students. . . . We see 
additional opportunities for student leadership to emerge; we see a given grade level 
become more closely knit; we witness students getting to know each other in new 
ways; and staff-student relationships deepen on many different planes. ... I think we 
can safely say that we are contributing to the great eye-opening that education 
should really be. 

While a large number of activities were jammed into the Fourth Dimension 

week, there were some that occurred outside the November time frame. The most 

exciting of these were the northern adventures. With financial help from the 

Canadian government and equipment from the Army, a group led by Michael 

Hamilton of the math department headed for Pond Inlet on the northern tip of 

Baffin Island for a week in March 1982. It became a week of total immersion in 

Arctic culture. In May of that year, the Inuit from Pond Inlet came to Ridley to 

experience the south. An attempt to have them attend classes was abandoned by 

mid-morning of the first day as the group much preferred to soak in the Ridley 

pool, take in the sights of Niagara and Toronto, and visit McDonald’s! A 1984 

expedition to Great Whale River in northern Quebec made a lasting impression 

on the Ridley students. As Doug Mason described it, 

we had a unique opportunity to experience the lifestyle and outlook of Canada’s 
northern people. ... As the week progressed and the Ridley group became increas¬ 
ingly immersed in native culture; the sight of a seal being butchered on the kitchen 
floor or the putrid smell of freshly dressed pelts seemed almost commonplace. . . . 
The casual light-hearted ambiance of the local populace was a continual source of 
wonder to us, the southern intruders. The slow-moving simplicity and unaggressive 
lifestyle was in sharp contrast to the deeply rooted norms of our society which is 
judgmental and competitive. . . . We were soon to find, however, that behind the 
quiet smiles and bronzed faces there is a proud people burdened by the immense 
social problems brought on by an imported southern culture. 

On the social side, the annual Cadet Mess dinners continued as a highlight of 

the fall term. These were opportunities to reward the senior leadership and 

participating faculty somewhat in advance, to expose the officers in both Schools 

to a taste of military formality, and to relieve Frank Hollinrake of the first hundred 

or so of the cadet uniforms that were jammed into his tiny quartermaster stores in 

the Iggulden Gym. The dinners were always gently formal occasions that ended 

with the traditional “call to leadership.” 

In April 1986, the School witnessed the revival of a social institution not seen 

for over twenty years—the formal Cadet Ball. The planning took weeks, but the 

event was reported as a tremendous success. The evening began with a reception 

in the library, followed by a receiving line in front of the Great Hall headed by 

Corps Commander Peter Newell. A buffet meal on a scale “slightly out of the 

ordinary” preceded dancing to live music in the Iggulden Gym. Faculty came in 

tuxedos, the girls looked beautifully different in formal dresses and corsages, and 

the boys suffered in the heat of their polyesters. A tradition was firmly restored. As 

A group led by Michael 

Hamilton of the math 

department headed for 

Pond Inlet on the 

northern tip of Baffin 

Island for a week. 
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the headmaster noted later, “If one waits long enough in this world, some things 

come full circle.” The dance became a spring term fixture and, by 1989, plans were 

afoot to move the whole affair to an outside venue. Those plans did materialize in 

the 1990s and this civilized and social occasion continued to flourish. 

RIDLEY COLLEGE 
| ' One ol Ontario's most prominent Independent boarding schools, 

this college, named for a 16th-century Christian martyr, was 

opened in 1389- It was established by Anglican churchmen 

to provide boys with a sound preparatory education and to 

instill in them enduring moral and spiritual values. Initially 

housed in a converted sanatorium, Ridley expanded steadily, 

adding a junior school, reputedly the first of its kind in Can 

ada. in 1899 and moving all facilities to this site by 1905- 

It gained what is essentially its present form during an ex¬ 

tensive building program undertaken In the 1920s. A trad¬ 

itional liberal arts institution, Ridley has developed a well- 

I rounded program with athletic and extracurricular activi- 

| tics. It became eo-educational in 1973 and is renowned today 

j for its many eminent graduate* 
>• ■<- fr 

l 

The historic marker was 

unveiled in 1986 on Ridley 

Road near the Marriott Gates. 

MISCELLANEOUS MEMORIES 

All students carry away specific reminiscences from their particular years— 

some profound, others trivial but unique. Sharing a few of these from the 

submissions runs an obvious risk but, perhaps, eight excerpts, one for each year of 

the Packard era, will trigger a memory or bring a smile. 

“On Prize Day, 1982, Roh Mason’s offbeat and brilliant Valedictory Address was 

topped by prefect Greg Knowles’ winning of the Headmaster’s Prize for Zealous 

Achievement. Greg had been ill. Seeing Greg walk up and collect his award [with an 

A average] standing tall, proud and healthy brought tears not only to his classmates 

but to those in the audience who understood the events underlying the moment.” 

1983 was the year when the deliberations of the PACE Committee bore fruit. 

Tutorial period came at the end of the day, and the Sunday routines were more 

relaxed. Spirit-wise, the year culminated at the Canadian Henley in May with 

great success on the water—cheered by 200 Ridley rooters, complete with band 

and the Croxon Tiger. 

“That we have overcome the problems of swollen numbers, of examination thefts, 

and the February snowstorm is a tribute to everyone at Ridley.” The Great Blizzard 

of 1984 slowed the School down, but nobody actually ground to a halt except 

perhaps the school doctor, John Stewart, who was stranded at home for two full days. 

Most girls will recall the special dinner at the school in 1985 to honour Mrs. 

Dorothy Doolittle, Ridley’s first female governor and patroness of the girls in 

particular and Ridley in general. Tara Burns and Craig Campbell donated their 

$1,000 prize from the National Poleconomy Tournament to the Ethiopian famine 

relief efforts, organized at Ridley principally by Georgina Black. 

Ridley was declared a historic site by the Ontario Heritage Foundation in October 

1986. Allesandro DiLorenso, Grade 5, unveiled the plaque. The year was the first 

of the “Headmaster For The Day” events, purchased by Arthur Bishop-East. Chris 

Allan rose brilliantly to the occasion, dispensed donuts, and inspected Gooderham- 

East. It also saw the first all-school “Great Ski Day” excursions, organized by David 

Gagne. There were no broken bones or dislocations, and the only one to miss the 

bus was Mr. Briggs! 

1987 was the first of several Mike Mandel shows in the Iggulden Gym. This comic- 

hypnotist kept his audiences enthralled and the “victims” on stage doing things they 

never believed they would or did do. One hypnosis victim said that “it’s scary if you 

take the time to think about it, but I would still do it again!” McNamara’s Tavern 

was not the place to be after exams at Christmas if you were under nineteen! 

A spectacular Fashion Show in May 1988, the first in many years, was organized 

by Fiona Marshall, Willa Minnes, and others. The day before, the school was 

entertained by prefect Mike Kray’s “Muffin In The Meadow Contest” in aid of 

rowing. The Holstein calf, supplied by Dave Whitty, eventually fertilized the lucky 

square for the winner, Rich Whittington. 

1988-1989, Mr. Packard’s last year, was filled to overflowing with Centennial 

events, but Amnesty ’89 might top the memory chart for many. Derek Brown was 

M.C. and a plethora of talent was highlighted including three Walker brothers, John 

Gardhouse, Josie Ho, Catherine Melling, Dave Kerr and Graham Whiting. Then 

there was Gabe Goodliffe who entertained and then went to bed with his Reds! 
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THE SEARCH FOR THE PERFECT PRANK 

As for pranks, there were many. They seem to reflect the good school spirit of 
the era and, for the most part, heeded the general admonition not to damage 
property or people’s feelings. The headmaster’s first exposure to pranks came in 
1982, when a group led by David Shemilt, Terry Powell, and Mike Court, and 
abetted by his secretary Kay McAardle, filled his office with balloons. Rhys Jenkins 
remembers his classroom filled with leaves on at least one occasion. Being moved 
(complete with bedroom furniture) to the Great Hall while asleep was Greg 
Chapman’s fate one night. The same thing happened to Gary Kirk on a later 
occasion, although he remembers waking up on A-Squad. Small cars or the Hank 
Tank appeared in imaginative places with regularity. The dining hall, or parts 
thereof, moved a few times to the front field as did certain classroom furnishings. 
Possibly one of the best capers originated in School House, which had a penchant 
for the kitchen after hours. A group put all the cutlery into buckets of water and 
placed the buckets in the freezer. Another anonymous group in 1989, employing 
herculean strength, stacked the dining hall tables six levels high—to the 
astonishment of those who arrived for breakfast. 

A few less well organized pranks were caught in advance. Included in this 
category was one in 1988 when some students snuck into the Chapel early on the 
morning that chapel seating was changing. There they mixed up all the numbered 
signs attached to the pews, but the chaplain, arriving early, spotted the problem 
and spoiled what would have been total but humorous chaos. Like the Great Hall, 
the Chapel tends to attract people looking for creative mischief. Jane Lewis wrote 
an article for HANK in 1989 reviewing the history of Ridley pranks. She consulted 
with Maurice Cooke and Reverend Shantz. “The Rev. is not naive,” she wrote. 
“His morning ritual involves checking for alarm clocks, whoop i-cushions and 
pictures in hymn books. He knows all the hiding places, and nothing has gotten 
him yet.” In Jane’s investigations, veteran assistant headmaster Cooke was quoted 
as not believing that every prank under the sun had been done. “Pranks don’t have 
to be redundant,” he said. “They are good for school spirit and there is still plenty 
of opportunity for creativity.” 

The chaplain, arriving 

early, spotted the problem 

and spoiled what would 

have been total but 

humorous chaos. 

THE CLOSE OF THE DECADE 

THE PACKARD ERA COMES TO A CLOSE 

In September 1988, H. Jeremy Packard announced that he and his family 
would be leaving Ridley in June. This, of course, set the School “a-buzz,” but as 
Terry Cronyn had said in 1982, “the School will continue to change.” Jere could 
feel confident that his work at Ridley was nearing completion. The Centennial 
celebrations, which unfolded in 1988 and 1989, were appropriately magnificent 
and under control. The Second Century Campaign, although not quite complete, 
was equally magnificent, and a secure financial foundation was firmly in place. The 
Second Century Building was about to fulfill a significant vision of the integration 
of the arts and sciences, as well as providing the necessary elbow room for students 
to work efficiently and creatively. Campaign, building, and celebrations were the 
immediate and more visible reminders of an intense effort by many loyal Ridleians 
over the eight fruitful years of the Packard era. 

There were other things, no less important, that the historian of the era would 
point to as significant to the long-term vitality of Ridley. These were charac¬ 
teristics that Jere Packard himself had identified in 1981 as unique to Ridley. 
They had not only been preserved, but had also been more firmly cemented into 
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Kitty Miller '21 unveils 

the plaque on the Second 

Century Building. 

place. The physical plant was looking better than ever in 1989. The landscaping 

initiatives, including the first of the brick walkways, reflected the headmaster’s 

persistent concern in this area. The enlargement of the student body into the 600 

range to fully utilize the plant led most to agree that bigger was indeed better. The 

size of the School was a source of continuing debate. Although there is no doubt 

that some of the intimacy experienced by alumni of earlier decades had been lost, 

Jere was successful in proving that a small school simply could not operate 

effectively to provide the facilities, the sophisticated machinery, the breadth of 

course offerings, and the flexibility to do creative things if the funds that come 

from a higher enrollment were not available. The demise of sit-down lunch, the 

“garden apartments” in House basements, and chairs in the aisles of the Chapel 

were sources for criticism; but even these concessions to the need for space became 

traditions of their own in rather short order. Succeeding waves of students saw 

them as perfectly normal. 

The completion of the coeducation process begun in 1973 was another major 

focus of the 1980s. There were seventy girls at Ridley in 1981. In 1989, there were 

234- The somewhat fragile hold on the School that the girls represented in the 

1970s was now solidified, and, more important perhaps, their role in all the affairs 

of the School was total and questions of acceptance were no longer raised. The 

battle for equality would continue but to no greater degree at Ridley than what was 

being fought by women across North America. 

No small part of the enrollment development under Jere Packard was the dra¬ 

matic expansion of the financial assistance program. It became in fact the largest 

of any Canadian independent school, and it was an important factor in attracting 

quality students to what was always an expensive educational proposition. At the 

same time, the diversity of the Ridley student population was promoted actively; 

the School’s claim that it could provide a significant international flavour to a solid 

base of Canadian students from a variety of provinces as well as Ontario was 
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thoroughly justified. Jere had claimed in 1981 that Ridley and its program offered 

the premier residential opportunity in the country. In spite of new coeducational 

developments at Appleby, TCS, and Lakefield, he and the board would claim that 

this still held true in 1989. Part of the reason for Ridley’s success in this regard lay 

in its gradual and carefully calculated coeducational development and physical 

expansion, and the fact that for much of the 1980s, Ridley led the way in terms of 

coeducational program. 

From an academic viewpoint, there had been a significant improvement in the 

ability to select quality students in tandem with the burgeoning enrollment. The 

School could not lay any claim, however, to overtaking UTS or UCC on that 

count. Ridley continued to pursue the “well-rounded student” philosophy that had 

been its hallmark, insisting on significant extracurricular and athletic components. 

Whether these features detracted from academic performance is a moot point—the 

general approbation of Ridley’s program by parents in particular suggest that the 

School was indeed doing many things right. Jere also believed that the reorganiza¬ 

tion of the Lower School was a necessary adjunct to the imperatives of changes in 

the Ontario educational system. He was always somewhat frustrated by the 

provincial academic guidelines and Ridley’s apparent subservience to them, but 

there was really no escape. These changes brought an integrated educational pro¬ 

gram into existence and clearly forced his hand. There remained some unhappiness 

among some Lower School faculty. They regretted the disappearance of their 

traditional autonomous existence. With grade 9 moved completely to the Upper 

School in 1988, the stage was set for a new concept—the Middle School. This new 

entity addressed the reality of the decline in numbers of younger boarders and 

permitted a new wave of creativity and educational excitement to emerge in an 

essentially day school environment on the south end of the campus. 

Under Jere Packard, the Old Boy System finally disappeared, and this left no 

legacy of bitterness in the minds of most 1980s graduates. Its time had simply come. 

Socially and in terms of school spirit, the decade was certainly blessed. The student 

bodies themselves were exceptionally high spirited in spite of a less than stellar 

overall athletic record; the extracurricular program was augmented frequently to 

cope with increased numbers; and the cadet program continued to flourish with the 

senior students taking on their leadership roles with enthusiasm. Similarly, the 

camaraderie and collegiality found in the faculty room reflected the headmaster’s 

openness, vision, and enthusiasm. These encouragements in turn built faculty 

morale to a high level. Jere had worked hard to bring faculty salaries up to the level 

of the public system, and he took pains to recognize and promote the incredible 

amount of extra work that was part of their jobs. Not the least of his 

accomplishments was the friendly and mutually constructive relationships that 

emerged in the 1980s between board and faculty. As students now sat on school 

committees, so too did faculty sit on board committees. All this combined to create 

a happy school and made the era a truly dynamic one. Modern Ridley was a reality. 

Its values and the respect for its heritage and traditions were intact. 

It was somehow fitting that at the end of his tenure, the headmaster would be 

honoured by the University of Toronto’s Wycliffe College with the degree of 

Doctor of Sacred Letters, Honoris Causa. Jere’s own religious faith had little to do 

with it. One hundred years before, the founding fathers had created Bishop Ridley 

College at Wycliffe. One hundred years later, Wycliffe chose to renew their historic 

link by honouring the School’s sixth headmaster for continuing to build on a 

tradition of excellence. James F. Kennedy ’53, chairman of the board of trustees, 

presented Jere to the assembled and concluded his introduction with the words “a 

man whose life is a model of service—service to young people, service to the 

demands of scholarship, and service to his community—Hugh Jeremy Packard.” 

Ridley continued to pursue 

the “well-rounded student” 

philosophy that had been 

its hallmark, insisting on 

significant extracurricular 

and athletic components. 
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THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS 

Guiding the School’s affairs during this decade of consolidation was a stable, 

loyal, and highly supportive board. In Ridley’s Centennial year, its composition 

was as follows: 

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS, 1989 

Visitor 

The Rt. Rev. the Bishop of Niagara John Bothwell 

Corporation 

President: W. Darcy McKeough ’51 

Vice-Presidents: Dorothy J. Doolittle, Crawford Gordon ’56, Hubert T. Mandeville ’40 

B. Wallace Anderson ’49 
John R. Anderson ’65 
Samuel I. A. Anderson ’45 
Brian W. Barr ’61 
E. Sharon G. Brintnell 
John S. Burns ’60 
Gary F. Burroughs ’64 
James B. Butterfield ’70 
James H. Cairncross ’62 
R. Gordon Chaplin '61 
William G. Charlton '60 
Christopher Collingwood ’66 
Harry J. Daniel 
Denis R. Evans 
John T. Ferguson 

Board of Governors 

Peter S. Gooderham ’44 
D. Harold Gould ’69 
George M. Irwin ’69 
Robert J. A. Irwin, Jr. '46 
Frederick N. C. Jerauld III '53 
Ian F. T. Kennedy ’59 
Stewart E. Kingstone 
Mervyn L. Lahn 
Donald M. Lorimer ’52 
Frederick P. Mannix ’60 
Peter R. Mason 
Robert O. Matthews ’56 
Leighton W. McCarthy ’62 
Donald C. McFarlane ’44 
Bruce H. Mitchell '64 

Les Anne Morrison 
M. J. Moulden ’70 (Ex-officio) 
George S. Niblett ’50 
Allan V. Orr 
H. Jeremy Packard (Ex-officio) 
Diana S. Pitfield 
Joan R. Randall 
Bette M. Stephenson 
John M. Stevens ’42 
Donna L. Tigert 
John C. Turner 
John G. Walker ’58 
Michael L. Willmot ’60 
Elizabeth-Ann Woolley ’80 
Adam H. Zimmerman ’44 

Through the 1980s, three 

towering figures watched 

presidentially over the 

consolidation of change. 

Through the 1980s, three towering figures watched presidentially over the 

consolidation of change. S. “Mac” Irwin relinquished his chairmanship just after 

Jere Packard assumed office in 1981. Mac’s legacy was his concern for fiscal stability 

and the Ridley Foundation, the source of the increasingly-important financial aid. 

Mac was succeeded by Dr. Don McFarlane ’44, who guided the School’s affairs until 

1986. At that time he handed over the reins to Darcy McKeough, whose 

chairmanship extended through the last segment of the Second Century Campaign 

and into the 1990s. Darcy accelerated the dramatic change of pace that Don had 

brought to the board, and this played a significant role in fostering the consoli¬ 

dation of change that characterized the whole decade. 

Don began his Ridley career in 1939. He compiled an impressive record in 

football, hockey, and track-and-field. He and his brother, Bob, dominated Ridley’s 

running scene during the war years. Don represented Canada in the 1948 Olympic 

Games in the 400-metre relay, placing fifth, and in the British Empire Games in 

1950. After graduation from medical school in 1952, Don specialized in 

ophthalmic surgery and built a bustling practice in London. He became a governor 

of the School in 1970—about the time his two sons, David and Donald, were 

attending. He was elected a vice-president of the board in 1976. 

Don McFarlane’s leadership in the 1980s complemented the openness and 

enthusiasm of the headmaster. Don allowed the School administration broad scope 

in running the School and shaping policy. Undoubtedly it was Don’s London base 

that represented the most significant break with the board’s traditional Toronto 

orientation. This, in itself, signalled a different leadership style—extensive delega¬ 

tion of responsibility, a reliance on very free discussions at full board level, and less 

of a reliance on the Executive Committee. Don is particularly remembered by the 
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faculty, which appreciated inclusion on so many board committees. The inaugura¬ 

tion of the board dinners once or twice a year also encouraged useful contact and 

mutual understanding. Don was a gracious host at these events. 

SERVANTS AND MASTERS ALL 

Three loyal servants retired in the 1980s. Their affection, dedication, and 

multi-dimensional service to the School marks each as a truly unique individual. 

Carl F. Dorland 

Carl Dorland gave twenty-five years to Ridley. His priorities were his family, 

Ridley, and the St. Catharines community in its broadest sense; and each benefited 

from his staunch concern, compassion, and perpetual enthusiasm. 

Carl grew up in St. Catharines, served in the Royal Canadian Navy from 1943 

through 1945, and married Eleanor, a Port Dalhousie girl. His Collegiate and 

McGill University days were inclined athletically toward wrestling, track, football, 

and basketball, and they included forays into amateur dramatic and musical pro¬ 

ductions. He came to Ridley at Dr. Hamilton’s request in 1961; Carl taught science 

and geography, and he coached basketball. In the late 1960s, he was head of the 

geography department. He introduced the first health course at Ridley and taught 

in the Upper and Lower Schools. He was, in fact, one of the first crossover teachers 

and an advocate of the integration of the Schools. His attachments were always to 

Merritt House, where he was the housemaster from 1967 to 1972. His children, 

Scott, Wendy, Paul, and Jason were superb athletes in the Dorland mold. They all 

regard Merritt House as the family home. 

Carl’s involvements at the School had a St. Catharines flavour, and he will 

always be remembered for working tirelessly to bring Ridley and the St. Catharines 

community closer together. He organized the first St. Catharines Basketball 

Tournament in 1963, which is still a prominent local athletic event. He broadcast¬ 

ed Ridley news to the community on the radio in the early 1980s, helped to 

organize the Barnsdale Social Work Project, and worked diligently with the cadet 

program throughout his career. He was totally involved in Ridley’s rowing program 

from the beginning and, along with Neil Campbell, deserves the title of “Mr. 

Rowing” at Ridley: he was the behind-the-scenes facilitator, manager, organizer, 

promoter, chaperone, and confidant. 

Everyone, including Eleanor, agrees that Carl is a people-oriented person, and 

a colourful “character.” He threw his own sixtieth birthday party—complete with 

band and drinks for all his friends. He transported the Ridley choir to the Public 

Library to serenade Eleanor on her birthday. At the staff farewell dinner, Carl hired 

a band to entertain the guests. The students remember his periodic and always 

motivational chapel speeches, delivered with passion from the top step. Several 

Merritt House alumni clearly remember the fatherly chats in the House library. 

“Well boys, now that we’re all gathered, it’s time to talk about you know what!” 

Carl has continued his active community service after retirement. He visits the 

School often and continues to exemplify the values he spoke about so often— 

integrity, tolerance, commitment, and service to others. 

The Reverend Donald P. Hunt 
Don Hunt’s deeds as a Ridley faculty leader were heroic. He truly did it all. He 

will be remembered, however, more for the quality of his performance, the values 

by which he lived and which he inspired in others, and the enthusiasm and 

infectious good humour that accompanied everything in his life. 
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Don came from Toronto, did his degree work in theology at the University of 

Toronto, and was ordained in the Anglican Church in 1953. He did parish work 

until 1961, when his Bishop urged him to take on the chaplaincy at Ridley 

College. Don had married Nancy in 1955 and they brought with them their first 

two children, Philip and Martha. There would he two more—Stephen and David; 

all four became outstanding and loyal Ridleians. Don was a priest whom the boys 

respected thoroughly, and he thrived in that role through the difficult years of the 

late ’60s when the School needed both his creative influence and principled 

leadership. In 1969, John Guest wanted him to be assistant headmaster in the 

Lower School. Predictably, when John retired in 1976, Don was the logical choice 

to become headmaster on the southern flank. He held that position with a distinct 

presence and authority until his retirement in 1988. 

To work at Ridley is to coach. Don did that with the same good humour and 

enthusiasm that he applied to all his other commitments. His own youthful talent 

in football was put to good use with the Upper and Lower School teams in the ’60s 

and ’70s, and he played a pioneering role as manager and liaison officer in the 

earliest years of Ridley’s rowing program. Then there is Don on stage in Pirates of 

Penzance and H.M.S. Pinafore, his rich baritone voice tilling the Iggulden Gym 

stage. That voice was also heard in the Chapel with the Ridley Singers, the Niagara 

Symphony Chorus, and especially with the celebration of the Eucharist. The 

enormous numbers of Ridley family members who were baptized, consecrated in 

marriage, or helped through grief by Don are witnesses to the high esteem in which 

he was held. In the classroom, it was the Scripture classes that his students remem¬ 

ber most—the Bible came alive. His Prize Day reports were also masterpieces of 

succinct humour and fond personal remembrance. 

Don was helped, of course, in all this by Nancy—a perfect partner. She was a 

gracious hostess, classroom exemplar, and caring mother to their own children and 

to a whole era of boys. She knew them almost as well as Don did, and added a 

homey atmosphere to the Lower School establishment. In a farewell note in 1988, 

James Ross, Lower School HANK editor, acknowledged that both of the Hunts had 

been tremendous benefactors to the School. 

We will remember Mrs. Hunt as a most likable and helpful individual who has 

taught a lot (not “alot”) of us how to use the English language properly. As for Mr. 

Hunt, some think of him as “head honcho” who could easily have your head on a 

platter . . . and some think of him as someone who does great imitations of God, 

Moses and the gang. But most of us think of him as a trusted friend. 

Don and Nancy retired in St. Catharines and have maintained their connections 

with the School, with their church, and with a host of good friends. 

Maurice R. Cooke 

Ridley’s Centennial Year marked Maurice Cooke’s retirement from the School 

after thirty years of devoted service. At the opening of the Mandeville Theatre in 

May that year, Maurice was the centre of attention in the finale. His friend and 

former colleague Ross Morrow described the scene. 

Above the shining, eager faces of today’s Ridleians stood Maurice Cooke, in solemn 

and majestic authority, an impressive figure in academic regalia and in fine voice as 

he intoned “A Legend,” an account of a wise man looking down on the world 

and finding the future safe in the hands of young people who will lead the way. . . . 

I thought to myself: how appropriate that Maurice be given that role, for who better 

in the Ridley Family to epitomize wisdom, authority and respect than this man? 

Maurice came to Ridley in 1959 after beginning his teaching career at Appleby 

College. Within a year of his arrival at the School, he was appointed housemaster 

of School House and was consumed in service thereafter. Ridley’s motto was his as 
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well. He taught, coached, and served the School in many areas, but his heart lay 

in his House. It was the boys of School House and their legion of predecessors who 

expressed the most profound sadness in 1989 at the overflow crowd at his farewell 

dinner. He had been a second father to hundreds of them, and he looked out for 

their well-being in times of trouble. He encouraged full participation in House 

affairs. He could be a firm disciplinarian and had the marvellous ability to hand out 

punishments without losing a student’s respect or friendship. At the same time, he 

was firm in his defense of students’ rights. Maurice’s succession of Labrador 

retrievers were as much a part of the fabric of School House as he was—and a 

source of fond memories as well. 

Maurice Cooke served on virtually every significant school committee over 

his three decades. In the 1970s, he was dean of residence; in the 1980s, he 

was assistant headmaster. He spoke passionately and convincingly about issues 

relevant to young people both in his House gatherings and in chapel. He did 

not skirt prickly issues. He did his share of coaching, mostly at the under-16 

levels in hockey and cricket. He taught English and Latin with authority and 

good humour and took long turns guiding both debating and public speaking. 

He was always the gracious host in his School House apartment at cultural events 

of all descriptions. 

He left the School to look after his properties in Damascus, Ontario, and in 

Muskoka. Not willing to retire completely, he gave a number of years to RCS 

Netherwood School in New Brunswick on a part-time basis, helping Headmaster 

Paul Kitchen, a former Ridley faculty member. 

IN MEMORIAM 

Terence Cronyn ’20 

Except for his childhood and his college years, Terry Cronyn spent his life at 

Ridley. He was student from 1911 to 1920, and a master from 1927 to 1967. This 

was not exactly intended—he had hopes of becoming a lawyer, forestalled by ill 

health. He had aspirations to be a writer and radio journalist, which never became 

a career-sustaining reality. He wrote continuously, and very well; most of it was 

about Ridley. During the Second World War, he sought desperately, yet in vain, for 

a patriotic role that could be managed with his physical limitations. The decades 

of his active schoolmastering went by, either in the Lower or Upper School, with 

Terry wholeheartedly folded into Ridley’s life. He taught, housemastered, advised, 

edited publications, and wrote and directed plays until 1945. 

He was then called upon to be the first professional secretary of the Ridley 

College Old Boys Association. The governors agreed to provide a residence and 

an office for him in the School. For twenty years, he developed the Association— 

compiling and renewing its membership, reporting on its members’ careers and 

achievements, orchestrating its occasions, and binding its life to the School. 

He created The Ridley Tiger, a pocket publication of School news. He attended 

every possible occasion. 

He remained in residence after his retirement in 1967 and unobtrusively 

became “Mr. Ridley” for the rest of his life. He had a genius for appropriateness. He 

was an unobtrusive supporter, a reliable friend, a grateful guest, a welcoming host, 

and a model of courtesy. He had no appointed position but exercised enormous 

influence. His apartment in the Lower School was always open. Small boys loved 

his mild eccentricity; returning Old Boys were warmed by his welcome. Teachers 

and heads of school sought his guidance. His world travels were legendary; his 

collection of railway artifacts was unique. He died one July morning in 1983, 

sitting quietly in his room—no trouble to anybody, just an irredeemable loss. 
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Lieutenant Colonel Samuel G. Heaman ’39 

Resplendent in his white pith helmet and the brilliant red uniform of 

the Royal Canadian Regiment, Sam Heaman reviewed the Ridley College 

Cadet Corps in May 1985, and the Church Parade in 1992. While most students 

had some idea of Sam’s connection with the alumni association and with 

School House, most were unaware that a quiet hero was in their midst. Sam was 

a 1939 Ridleian: a boxer, gymnast, cadet lieutenant, and prefect who had a 

colourful career on both sides of his twenty-year involvement with the Ridley 

College Association. 

Sam’s studies at McGill were interrupted by World War II. His military career 

began with the Black Watch Regiment. In 1942, he was selected for the First 

Special Service Force, which served in a number of areas. Wounded twice in Italy, 

he earned the U.S. Silver Star and Purple Heart. Leaving active service in 1945, 

he completed his degree at McGill and joined with his brother in a successful 

business operation, the Heaman Paint Company of London. 

When Terry Cronyn retired, Sam was asked to continue Terry’s work as 

secretary of the Ridley College Old Boys Association. His work established one of 

the earliest and certainly one of the best and most streamlined organizations of its 

kind in Canada. In 1967, he became secretary of the Ridley College Foundation, 

and this dovetailed perfectly with the work of the Association. He was 

instrumental in the creation of the annual giving program and the development of 

class agents for the year groups. Over the years, he revamped The Ridley Tiger to 

become the voice of the School and its family. He possessed a remarkable memory 

for faces and names and was the official greeter both for new students in September 

and for alumni on Association weekends. 

Sam married Libby in 1975. They were voracious readers, well informed and 

keenly interested in current affairs, great cooks, skilled gardeners, and connoisseurs 

of fine wines. They travelled extensively. Sam’s special interests included his 

enormous stamp collection, photography, energy conservation, and his libraries of 

wine hooks and the First Special Service Force. 

Sam was honoured with a tribute at the Albany Club in March 1986. At that 

time, Darcy McKeough thanked Sam for his work, especially in the Program for 

Excellence campaign of the early 1970s and the Second Century Campaign, which 

was then well underway. Sam and Libby lived just up the street from the School; 

he visited often hut enjoyed his retirement immensely. He died in May 1994. 

Muriel Kidd Hamilton 

On July 3, 1986, the Ridley family gathered in the Chapel to give thanks for 

the life of Muriel Hamilton. Throughout her Ridley years, she loved the Chapel 

and served on its Altar Guild. The service was a tribute to a life of duty gladly 

undertaken and love freely given. Her long and sometimes lonely retirement had 

ended two days before. 

Those who met Muriel after Hammy’s death were struck by her dignity, her 

humour, and her amiability. She lived close by and had a circle of devoted friends. 

She attended Ridley occasions hut did not haunt the School. At Association 

Weekend in 1977, she was present for the dedication of the old school hell and the 

new rose garden, a memorial to Hammy. The bell spoke of his keen sense of duty, 

and the roses of his love of nature; Muriel had shared these things with him. The 

occasion also assured her that Ridley deeply appreciated the Hamilton years. 

There were four chapters to Muriel’s life. Chapter One (1900-1925) included 

her childhood, her college education at the University of Toronto, and her degree 

in domestic science. She was Head Girl of University College and began a career 
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as a dietitian at the Hospital for Sick Children. Chapter Two (1925-1949) 

began when she married John Hamilton. These were her family years in two 

senses. They included her children, Joan and Richard; but they also covered the 

years of Hammy’s housemastering. Both in Gooderham and in Merritt House, 

Muriel extended the nuclear family to embrace Hammy’s boys. Some housemasters’ 

wives perceive a conflict between family privacy and residential duty—not Muriel. 

She said that these family years were the happiest in their marriage. Chapter 

Three (1949-1961) was the headmaster era. Muriel was a distinguished “First 

Lady” and a resource of great comfort and support to Hammy, as he assumed his 

huge burden of responsibilities. His sudden death was a devastating blow. 

Chapter Four (1961-1986) was her retirement. If ever a couple had deserved the 

reward of a companionable retirement, it was Hammy and Muriel; but it was not 

to be. She endured this stark deprivation with enormous dignity. There is no 

doubt that Ridley over the years has depended upon people like Muriel. We hope 

she knew that. 

Hamilton (Tony) Cassels ’36 

Hamilton Cassels was the grandson of Ridley’s founding headmaster, J. O. 

Miller. He was the son of the illustrious Laddie Cassels and Nan Miller, Ridley’s 

first female student. Tony was the Mason Gold Medal winner in 1936. He had an 

abiding interest in Ridley’s affairs, as captain of the Ridley Fund in the 1930s, as 

president of the Ridley College Old Boys Association in the 1960s, and as an 

influential member of the board. His wide-spread interests outside of the School 

included the 48th Highlanders Regiment, St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church, the 

Red Cross, the National Ballet of Canada, the Argonaut Football Club, the 

Ontario Historical Society, and, of course, the family law firm of Cassels, Brock, 

and Kelly. Tony died in 1981. A Tony Cassels Scholarship Fund was established 

that year, and the major debating trophy bearing his name perpetuates the memory 

of this outstanding Ridleian. 

Graham M. MacLachlan ’33 

Graham MacLachlan, the elder statesman of the MacLachlan dynasty, died 

suddenly in 1982. A prefect, gymnast, Cadet Commanding Officer, and noted 

public speaker were the marks of his distinguished Ridley career. He had an 

illustrious war record and became Lieutenant-Colonel of the Royal Regiment of 

Canada. He too became a president of the Old Boys Association and was elected 

to the board of governors in 1950, serving it for nearly twenty years. In 1971, he 

was appointed to Ridley’s Advisory Council and continued a generous 

involvement in the School’s affairs. His prime interest outside of Ridley was the 

development of the MacLachlan Stroke Unit at Sunnybrook Hospital, a 

pioneering research and rehabilitation centre. In 1981, Graham was named Metro 

Toronto Senior Citizen of the Year for his contribution of that city’s life. 

J. David Bishop ’49 

David Bishop, another generous Ridley servant throughout his life, also died 

suddenly in 1982. Prefect, gymnast, and noted footballer, he is remembered by has 

classmates as “the character” in their ranks. He was a successful business 

entrepreneur and maintained outside interests in the 48th Highlanders, the 

Canadian Club, and as a director of the Leonard Foundation. David joined the 

board in 1967 and served as honorary secretary to the Ridley College Association 

in the late 1970s. In 1982, shortly before his death, he was appointed vice- 

president of the board of governors. 
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John R. G. Drope ’42 

John Drope’s untimely death at the end of 1983 created a void in the board of 

governors. John, a leader of the class of ’42, was the Property Committee in the late 

’60s and ’70s. His love for Ridley was recognized in 1966 when he was elected to 

the board and, ten years later, when he was appointed to the Advisory Council. He 

was one of the finest of Property Committee chairmen. John addressed problems of 

deferred maintenance, adaptation of buildings to new purposes, and the actual 

addition of the McLaughlin wing and the Griffith complex. His contribution 

began at Ridley in the late ’30s in football, hockey, cricket, and as a prefect. He was 

a successful business entrepreneur as president and later partner of Drope Paving 

and Construction and later still as owner of the famous Pillar & Post Inn in 

Niagara-on-the-Lake. He was also a director of the Shaw Festival and a key figure 

in the restoration of the Niagara Court House. 

Harry “Red” Foster ’26 

Red Foster died after a brief illness in 1985. He is best known as the founder 

and chairman of the Canadian Special Olympics, and he lived to see this project 

become a permanent feature of a comprehensive sports and recreation program for 

Canada’s mentally disabled. It was this work, as well as a spectacular early career as 

an sportsman, that earned him membership in the Order of Canada, an honorary 

degree from the University of Western Ontario, and election to Canada’s Sports 

Hall of Fame. Harry pioneered radio broadcasting in the 1920s and later built one 

of Canada’s largest advertising firms. His attachment to Ridley was complete. He 

was president of the Ridley College Association in the 1950s and served on the 

Advisory Council for nearly three decades. His generosity includes the funding for 

part of the “berm field” and a cairn on the edge of that field reminds current 

students of his concern for Ridley’s well-being. 

Robert M. Schmon ’42 

The Ridley Family was saddened in 1985 by the sudden passing of Robert M. 

Schmon. He, too, was a long serving governor of Ridley and a generous benefactor. 

His wise counsel was a help to four of Ridley’s headmasters. He was a pilot in the 

R.C.A.F. during World War II, after which he joined the Ontario Paper Company 

and held many positions before becoming president in 1963 and chairman in 1979. 

He was also a director of the Buffalo Sabres hockey club. In addition, he acted as 

finance chairman for Brock University and for the Third World Rowing 

Championships and the 100th Henley Regatta, both held in St. Catharines. His 

two sons, Arthur and Robert, followed in his Ridley footsteps. In 1987, the Quebec 

&. Ontario Paper Company announced the Robert M. Schmon/Q & O Scholarship 

for the sons and daughters of employees in the Baie-Comeau area of Quebec to 

honour his memory. 

“Without counsel, purposes are disappointed; 

but in the multitude of counsellors they are established.” 

- Proverbs 15:22 
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RIDLEY IN THE NINETIES 

1989-2000 
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Canada and the World 
Politically and economically, the 1990s provided Canadians with a 

taste of everything. The decade began in recession, but ended with low 

inflation and unemployment below 7%. The severe economic situation, 

joblessness, the apparent absence of results from the Free Trade 

Agreement, the GST, and the ongoing constitutional impasse shattered 

the Conservative Party’s popularity. Brian Mulroney resigned in 

February 1993; the subsequent Conservative defeat in October by jean 

Chretien’s Liberals reduced the party to two federal seats! 

The Charlottetown Accord of 1992 had been one more attempt 

to accommodate Quebec’s demands, but the Accord was rejected by the 

rest of Canada in a referendum vote—54% “against. ” Quebec proceeded 

with its own referendum in 1996, to negotiate unilateral sovereignty. 

This was defeated by a narrow margin—49.4% for independence. 

Under its new premier, Lucien Bouchard, Quebec made no further 

move. Canada had come within a hair’s breadth of breaking apart; and 

the tug-of-war continues. 

As the economy improved in the latter half of the decade, other 

regional voices were demanding to be heard. The Liberal government 

began its attack on the deficit and transfer payments to all provinces were 

reduced, which led to significant restructuring. Pressures on funding for 

education and medical care, in particular, became severe. Our dollar 

seemed mired below the 70 cent U.S. level, and our high levels of 

taxation did little to pay off a staggering national debt. 

In spite of the difficulties experienced in the decade, they did not 

prevent the United Nations, year after year, from ranking Canada as the 

number one country in which to live. One contribution to this elevated 

status was our rapid embracing of a global and high-technology economy. 

It was in the 1990s that the explosion in all facets of information 

technology occurred. By decade’s end, Ridley students were “talking” on 

Internet chat lines with a network of friends, downloading their favourite 

music from web sites, creating their own CDs, and researching their 

classroom projects on personal laptop computers. Wireless communi¬ 

cation with the other side of the world and the worldwide shopping mall 

had been accepted completely. 

Only the filter of time can determine the meaning of the 1990s to 

Canada. Perhaps we might agree with late Canadian author Robertson 

Davies, who said that “Canada is not a country you love—it’s a country 

you worry about.” It continues, nevertheless, to be well worth the worry. 

NOTABLE EVENTS 

1990 First Nations people clash with 

the armed forces at Oka, near 

Montreal. 

1991 Canada supports the American 

coalition against Saddam 

Hussein in the Gulf War. 

1992 Roberta Bondar becomes 

Canada’s first woman in space. 

1993 The Free Trade agreement is 

extended to include Mexico. 

The demise of the Atlantic 

cod fishery. 

Conservative Kim Campbell 

serves nine months as prime 

minister. 

Toronto Blue Jays win their 

second World Championship. 

Jean Chretien’s Liberal Party 

assumes power. 

1994 Nelson Mandela becomes 

president of South Africa. 

1995 Canada’s Atlantic fishery is 

virtually silent. 

1996 Garry Kasparov defeats IBM 

Deep Blue in a computer 

chess match. 

1997 Cloned sheep “Dolly” is bom. 

Confederation Bridge between 

P.E.I. and N.B. opens. 

Princess Diana and Mother 

Teresa both die the same week 

in September. 

1998 The great ice storm wreaks 

havoc in eastern Canada. 

Hurricane Mitch brings 

devastation to Central 

America. 

1999 Eaton’s department store 

chain closes. 

Hockey star Wayne 

Gretzky retires. 

Nunavut is bom. 

Millennium computer fears 

remain unrealized. 
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THE NEW HEADMASTER 

It was a cool March morning in 1989 when an emergency meeting of the 

faculty was called to announce the appointment of forty-one-year-old 

Douglas J. Campbell as Ridley’s seventh headmaster. Board Chairman Darcy 

McKeough led the meeting and Bruce Mitchell, chairman of the Search 

Committee, was at his side. A few minutes later, in chapel, the announcement was 

made to the entire school. The appointment ended the speculation and provided 

the school community with the necessary biographical details. 

Doug Campbell is a bilingual Canadian from the Eastern Townships of 

Quebec. He was educated in science at Bishop’s University, where he met his 

wife Donna. His teaching career began in 1967 at Bishop’s College School in 

Lennoxville. He was there until 1977, when he was appointed headmaster of 

Rosseau Lake School in Muskoka. He left Rosseau in 1982 to become director of 

student services at Lakeland College in Alberta—a post he held until 1984, when 

he became headmaster of Shawnigan Lake School on Vancouver Island. The jour¬ 

ney from Shawnigan Lake to Ridley had taken just over five years. Two children 

would be coming with Mr. and Mrs. Campbell in the summer—sixteen-year-old 

Tim and fourteen-year-old Robyn. Bruce Mitchell described Doug to the students 

as a keen athlete, a golfer, and an outdoorsman. Bruce heartened the Ridley rowing 

fraternity with the comment that Doug felt that if he and Shawnigan could not 

beat the Ridley rowing teams, he might as well join them! 

Student reaction was mixed. The student body was still absorbing the 

implications of the imminent departure of Jere Packard. Everyone had an opinion 

on that matter and on numerous questions that could not be answered. Jere’s plans 

were vague; he was not heading off to lead another school. Speculation about 

Ridley’s new leader had been rampant for months. Whether the headmaster should 

be Canadian or foreign, faculty or outsider, younger or older, were issues now firmly 

set to rest. In a special issue of HANK, published on the very day of the Campbell 

announcement, a cross-section of judgments was presented. Some felt that the new 

headmaster should continue Jere Packard’s process of “bold modernization and 

change.” Others felt that the outgoing headmaster “had already outstepped his 

boundaries and changed Ridley too much." These hoped for a more conservative 

attitude and a nebulous reestablishment of “certain Ridley traditions.” Most 

students, HANK reported, adopted a more moderate stance—believing in the need 

for change but not enough of it to be “counter-productive to the school as a 

whole.” Everyone agreed that whatever direction was given by a new headmaster, 

it would be critical to the general health of the School. 

Christine Hoffer coaxed an interview out of Mr. Campbell for Tiger Tribune 

when the headmaster-elect was introduced to the School. She reported that he 

believed strongly that the broadest range of opportunities must be maintained for 

all students, that Ridley’s fine reputation for academics, sports, and general spirit 

would be augmented, but that his first year would be strictly observational. Doug 

was careful not to commit to questions that bothered the students at the time: 

notably his views on a dress code, on the maintenance (or reinstatement) of 

traditions, and on a greater degree of independence for seniors. September 1989 

would come soon enough. 

It was not long into Doug’s first term at Ridley before his first impressions were 

drawn into public light. He reported a number of positive features in his first article 

for the fall issue of Tiger. He was struck from the beginning by the friendly 

atmosphere at the School. “Lrom all quarters—kitchen, housekeeping, secretaries 
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The new building was 

demonstrating excellence 

on all floors and promising 

an exciting, integrated, and 

sophisticated curriculum. 

and faculty—a sense of concern, compassion and general interest in the students is 

prevalent.” Doug said that the breadth of out-of-class learning opportunities at 

Ridley was greater than at any school he knew. At the same time, however, he 

found it difficult to understand why some students regarded these as impositions on 

their time. He applauded the ones who devoured the chances to participate hut 

expressed a desire to encourage the “less receptive” to make firmer commitments 

to their overall education. It was this that prompted his first faculty/student review 

of the extracurricular program in the fall of 1989. 

After his first few months on the job, Doug added some additional 

observations. He had discovered an unprecedented sense of the importance of 

Ridley’s alumni. This, he acknowledged, had been a source of enormous support to 

Ridley’s well-being and would require continuous cultivating. He also expressed 

some surprise that the student body had been instilled with the notion that their 

rights were paramount. Their belief in the right to question and/or demand 

explanations for things was something that would clearly take some getting used 

to. “Democracy as a value seemed to be deeply entrenched,” he wrote. “In many 

ways Ridley was more like a U.S. school than a British prep school.” He admired 

the personal approach between faculty and students, but he also saw a need to 

improve communication links between faculty and parents. This led to an early 

improvement in the advisor-advisee system to everyone’s benefit. More contact 

with parents was one immediate result. 

There were four changes in housemasters in 1989. Nat Caters became the heir 

to “Skiddy’s Castle” (Merritt-Silver), as long-serving Jon Silver assumed his new 

office as dean of faculty. Paul Lewis took over in School House on Maurice Cooke’s 

retirement. In Gooderham-West, Karen Close took over from Kristine Ashbury, 

who went to join Don Rickers in the admission office. In Gooderham-East, Vera 

Wilcox succeeded Ingrid Cronin. Four new housemasters in one year is unusual as 

well as unsettling. Doug sensed this. 

There were other faculty changes as well. Ken Hutton arrived in the history 

department to replace Donna McIntyre, who had left for Lakefield College; Paul 

Bedard brought his St. Andrew’s College background as well as his language and 

athletic skills; Paul O’Rourke became housemaster of Burgoyne House (which still 

belonged to the Middle School) but taught in both Schools; Janette Auer took 

over the operation of the Matthews Library; and Dan Peat became the new 

technical director in the Mandeville Theatre. These moves were matched with sig¬ 

nificant physical renovations. The first floor of School House began to assume its 

modern form, with new offices for the dean of faculty, Assistant Headmaster Janet 

Lewis, and Don Rickers in admissions. The mail room moved to the basement; and 

the faculty were greeted with a spacious new Common Room, which Les Andrew 

had carved out of part of the old art area. These positive changes contributed to an 

auspicious beginning for the new headmaster. During Doug Campbell’s first fall 

term, the celebrations of Centennial Year were concluded and the School settled 

into its second-century journey. 

The new building was demonstrating excellence on all floors and promising an 

exciting, integrated, and sophisticated curriculum. Administrative systems were in 

place to maintain the relentless flow of events and activities. The School was full; 

general spirit was high, especially in May and June when a highly successful cadet 

inspection was followed by another spirited collection of rowing triumphs. 

Doug remained true to his belief that his first year should be an observational 

one. His report to Tiger at the end of the year stated that his first impressions of 

Ridley as a school offering the widest possible range of experiences were reaffirmed. 

He had become aware rather quickly of the problems of communication in such a 

large community and of the intense pressures on students and staff to cope with a 
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dizzying combination of sports, activities, and academics. An attempt to give 

everyone a breather in the weekly routine led Doug to agree to move Sunday 

chapel to Saturday as his second year began. This was a courageous step favoured 

by students but criticized in some adult quarters. Referring to the pressures of time 

management and communication between administration and students, he wrote, 

I do not have immediate solutions to [the] . . . challenges we face. . . . 

From a philosophical point of view, I have found nothing in my first eight months 

here which sways me from my belief in a well-rounded approach as opposed to a 

highly specialized one. ... As a traditionalist, I also firmly believe in a commitment 

on the part of everyone to the highest standards of behaviour and interpersonal 

relations. Those are the values which brought Ridley to the forefront of Canadian 

education, and it is our duty and responsibility to ensure their continuance. . . . 

Guiding a ship the size of Ridley is certainly not a one-person job, and I hope to 

be able to utilize the skills, advice and support of all Ridleians in the tasks ahead. 

The sheer size of the School and the very nature of its traditions and offerings 

would have been daunting to any new leader. Changes at any time can be unnerv¬ 

ing, but the contemporary complexities that the School faced after the euphoria of 

the Second Century Campaign were obstacles to smooth sailing in the early 1990s. 

These complexities could not have been predicted in 1989. 

DOUG CAMPBELL’S DILLICULT HERITAGE 

The triumphant conclusion of the great campaign might have been expected 

to usher in a period of relative quiescence. Unfortunately, great celebrations are 

often followed by an “institutional hangover.” The problems and needs that have 

been deferred, and the anxieties and grievances that have been silent, slowly rise 

to the surface. This happened at Ridley. Doug Campbell’s desire for a year to 

observe the scene, making only minor adjustments as he “played himself in,” along 

with new complexities that slowly emerged, laid a foundation for a change in the 

mood of the School. Over the course of the early 1990s, that mood would become 

restless, impatient, and dissatisfied. 

By 1993, the number of articles in the school papers dealing with student 

concerns had multiplied dramatically. These all had roots in the preceding years. 

Cumulatively, the School was coming to grips with changes in direction in a 

number of areas, and some of these changes involved an uncomfortable 

provocation for many students. 

One major concern in 1990-91 centered on the imminent demise of School 

House as a boys’ residence. The two top flats of School House were destined for 

academics, guidance, business, and association centralization. Planning for this had 

begun long before Doug Campbell arrived. The residence itself was substandard by 

any measure, and the logic of the shift was understood by everyone. The boys, 

however, felt that the administration did not understand the role that School 

House played in maintaining school spirit. That they were not consulted in the 

matter created a sense of powerlessness in the face of apparent progress, and their 

dismay about their loss was conveyed frequently to a sympathetic student body. To 

some, it was the end of an era. Graeme Scandrett summarized some of this feeling 

in a June 1991 Tribune article. He was already using the past tense. 

The sense of devotion felt towards one another in School House was something 

unique. A result of the special feeling was the cockiness and the sense of superiority 

the members of the House felt. . . . Many at Ridley objected to this aspect feeling 

that it was contrary to the environment that Ridley was trying to promote. The 

attitude of the house was only a side affect of the intense spirit and pride of the 

boys themselves. 

Ridley will most certainly be a changed place . . . next year. There will be a 

definite void in the soul of Ridley. . . . There will never be another School House. 

The sheer size of the 
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Billy Earle, who was not a denizen of School House, submitted another 

perspective years later. 

In my eyes, its distinctiveness and sense of superiority because of its age and sense 
of tradition seemed to filter into its inhabitants, and made the “outsiders” feel 
underprivileged in a way. It was the implied sense of pride that its members felt 
which brought a smile to my face and made me wonder if I was missing out. This 
was one of the wonderful things about Ridley: its ability to make you feel proud 
about something, whether it was being a member of a winning team, a lieutenant 
in cadets, a rower, prefect—or a member of Skol House. 

Matt Picken also wrote later that 

School House was much more than a residence to its boarders; it was a reverent 
place, unlike any of the other houses for less obvious reasons. There was a sense of 
loyalty within its hallowed halls that was a function of its history and tradition; to 
have simply vacated these premises without protest would have undermined these 
time-honoured values. 

Compounding the sense of loss that many felt in June 1991 was Rev. Gerald 

Shantz’s announced intention to leave that same year. The whole school expressed 

genuine distress when he accepted a post as head of the Episcopal High School in 

Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Gerald had been attached to School House as a much 

loved duty-master, and the hoys had adopted him as one of their own. In a fine 

tribute, Joe Zawadzki wrote, 

The Rev managed to instill in us at least part of the love and respect he felt for 
the chapel—a tribute to his charisma and the respect he commands from all the 
students. ... In the classroom his students will all attest to the fact that they learned 
more in that class than in any other. ... I feel that I can turn my thank-you into a 
blanket statement from all the other Ridleians who were before my time but were 
lucky enough to have known him. 

A complication arose the following year when the new chaplain, the Reverend 

Drew MacDonald, was slow to grasp the ecumenical spirit of the Chapel that 

Gerald Shantz and his predecessors had cultivated. Rev. MacDonald’s more 

dogmatic approach made some services more uncomfortable than they should have 

been. His departure after one year fitted conveniently with Gerald Shantz’s 

decision to leave headmastering to others and to return to Ridley. Also departing 

in 1991 was Emmett O’Neill, who had endeared himself particularly to his 

economics students. Known for his unorthodox teaching style, gadget-laden 

lectern, radical views, and interest in Russia, Emmett had become somewhat of an 

institution over his nine-year Ridley career. 

To the students, these changes represented old certainties giving way to new 

uncertainties. This was underlined again for the wider Ridley family in December 

1991, when Darcy McKeough’s term as board chairman came to an end. Darcy had 

made Doug Campbell aware in 1989 that he would he stepping down, but his 

leaving was a cause for concern nonetheless. Doug reflected later that while Darcy’s 

title as chairman gave him certain power, 

it was the force of his presence and ability to enter a meeting with the sure 
knowledge of what he wanted to accomplish—and then make it happen—that 
sets him apart from the many other chairs I have known. 

Doug Campbell had every respect for his board chairman and had worked with him 

amicably since his arrival. He did not, however, have that wonderfully symbiotic 

relationship with Darcy that Jere Packard had enjoyed. Both Doug and George 

Hendrie ’49, Darcy McKeough’s successor as chairman, admitted at times that they 

were indeed filling big shoes. Their leadership styles, however, were their own. 

Another challenge to the School’s morale lay in an unfortunate decline in the 

success of the major (and particularly boys’) sports, in 1992 and 1993 especially. 

With this came a parallel decline in school spirit, as measured by many student 
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journalists who struggled to uncover root causes. Football, hockey, and rughy were 

all weak; there were no championships for soccer or basketball either. Concerns 

were expressed regularly and suggested solutions abounded. Commenting for 

instance, on the great display of spirit at the 1992 Schoolboy regatta in June, Neil 

Hapangama suggested that the problem lay with the senior students, who were not 

leading by example. Big events like Schoolboy or Cadet Inspection, which drew 

the school together, carried their own special spirit, hut “Where is this school spirit 

during the rest of the year?” he asked. He had researched the Old Boy System, 

which seemed to have vested all seniors with authority and responsibility—the 

middle management of the School. Neil believed that the School had not replaced 

the old leadership system, so many seniors simply opted out of commitment and 

the younger students followed their example. Returning status, responsibility, and 

authority to all seniors seemed to be a logical answer. 

Noel Pullen wrote a summary of the problem as he saw it early in 1993. He 

expressed the concerns of many about the sad record in some sports in recent years. 

The popular Ridley saying: “If you win say nothing, if you lose say less” [sic] is now 

just a distant memory because the tradition of winning and skin-tingling spirit has 

left the playing fields. It is embarrassing to look at the win-loss records of last year’s 

male sports teams. . . . The sweet taste of Ridley victories and ISAA championships 

in any mens’ sport would energize the solemn spirit of Ridley crowds. . . . Nobody 

likes to watch a loser. When have you felt happy that you have failed? Winning 

boosts your self-confidence, energizes your spirit, and satisfies your need for a reward 

after hard work. . . . Ridley now needs new heroes to outperform the competition 

before Sports Banquets and Athletics follow the Edsel! 

Mark Heyck analyzed the situation in a HANK article that asked, “Why aren’t 

we winning?” 

With the apparent resurgence of Ridley spirit, it really is a shame that our sports teams 

cannot do more to support the revival. As long as the uncommitted are infiltrating 

competitive teams, a CISAA championship in anything seems out of reach. 

Both writers echoed a feeling that the School should be recruiting athletes. This 

was argued frequently among students and coaches, but such a policy was resisted 

on grounds that the students, in their hearts, could not fully understand. 

Another approach suggested was to spruce up the School in general and the 

sports facilities in particular. Prospective parents with their student-athletes in tow 

would be sold on facilities alone. Noel Pullen suggested that the students 

themselves could play a part in recruiting. 

In order to market themselves effectively, Ridley students need to take better care of 

the athletic facilities. Would you want a tour of the Iggulden Gym with its broken 

windows and conked out lights caused by students who throw balls at them? Ridley 

could also give a hand to touch up the paint that is peeling off the walls in the arena 

and brighten up the dismal closets that we give to the visiting teams. 

This suggestion also highlights a problem that the administration was facing in the 

early 1990s—refurbishing. While the Second Century Building was rising, other 

areas of the School were showing signs of wear. The board fully understood the 

problem, and there were great efforts to catch up. Renovations in Gooderham, 

Arthur Bishop, and Merritt Houses proceeded as quickly as finite resources would 

allow, hut some parents still expressed dissatisfaction. The students’ impatience in 

these matters only added to the administration’s frustration. 

None of these initiatives was helped by the economic recession that gripped 

the country in 1991 and 1992. Enrollment dropped in 1992 and 1993, and, 

although the decline was not precipitous, it was a cause for considerable worry. 

Coupled with this was the beginning of coed programs at Lakefield, Trinity, and 

Appleby Colleges in the early 1990s. Officially these were welcomed, but their 

impact on Ridley’s program was a great unknown. As it turned out, the shortfall 
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was made up later in the decade with a significant influx of foreign students. To the 

student body, the recession became most noticeable in the Fourth Dimension 

program, which restricted its tours and became home-based for two years. This 

necessary measure was seen by many to have deprived them of something that 

earlier years had enjoyed. 

There were other problems that riled the student body from time to time— 

mostly related to a general tightening of the rules. There were problems with the 

new computer system, which caused timetable delays; summer construction 

projects slid into September; books left in the hallways during lunchtime sparked 

edicts, which (like parking tickets) were not well received. In 1992, the library was 

locked from 4 p.m. until 7:30 p.m. to try to stem a distressing loss of books. It was 

apparent to some that the honour system was not working effectively. The building 

of a new house for the headmaster in 1992 was even another source of complaint 

from a few students who thought that their needs were somehow being neglected, 

even though funds for Kenyon Lett House were donated by Patrick Lett ’67 in 

memory of his grandfather. 

Doug Campbell opened the dress code discussion in 1990, and attempts by the 

administration to improve the standards of dress met with perpetual debate and, 

more drastically, consideration of a school uniform. There were arguments on both 

sides, and, in spite of minor adjustments, the question hung in limbo far too long. 

By 1993, some students were ready for a decision one way or another. Martin 

Johnson went so far as to suggest mandatory blazers for everyone all the time. “The 

current code,” Martin said, “is designed to promote a more attentive learning 

atmosphere, but it currently fails to meet the goals outlined in the Student 

Handbook. Untucked shirts and denim do not meet a high standard of neatness and 

do not eliminate ‘the vagaries of fashion that lead to sloppy and untidy dress.’ ” 

The issue that perhaps created the most discussion was the loss of status and 

privilege that senior students felt had existed in “the old days.” Most pinned the 

problems on the disappearance of the Old Boy System, which was only a vague 

memory to most seniors. Nostalgia ruled. Discretionary sleep-ins, the right to miss 

class when they felt overburdened, and the absence of special doors for seniors were 

some of the sore points. Gerry Rosenheck expressed the frustration in 1991. 

There is no difference between grade 11 and grade 13 now. For the Grade 13s, 
there are few privileges, and no compensation for increasing stress and work. We get 
detentions and demerits, just like Grade 9s. Shouldn’t we be treated more like adults? 

Colleen Malone, for her part, 

attempted to find the causes for 

such things as declining spirit, 

noisy chapel, and the apparent 

disregard for the honour system. 

She even conducted a survey, 

which was published in the 

Tribune. In it, she asked for any 

two changes which the students 

would like to make. 

There is a seemingly endless stream 
of complaints from Ridley students 
about everything that is wrong with 
their school. But when put on the 
spot, most couldn’t pin down just 
what it was that is flawed. So are 
Ridley students really conservatives 
or quiet reformists? I simply couldn’t 
find out for sure. 
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On the administration side, the problems of setting priorities for the 

expenditure of limited resources, seeking students who would make a contribution 

to school life, trying to stretch financial aid to the limit, and replacing faculty 

leavers with committed personnel weighed on many minds. Equally important 

were issues concerning the direction of the rapidly expanding field of information 

technology. Attached to that were important matters of curriculum. All schools 

faced the dilemma of sacrificing something for computer networking at a time 

when there were far more questions than answers. As Bob Snowden wrote early in 

1995 when some clarity had been achieved, 

Like the pair of imaginary figures, Hansel and Gretel, we probably view the gift 
of technology as a gingerbread house in the midst of the forest. We approach it 
cautiously for fear of the witch inside, and want to make sure that we leave a clear 
trail of pebbles back to the familiar world we are leaving behind. But there is no 
doubt that we are on the path, and must go forward. 

All these administrative challenges and the plethora of vague grievances from 

students were part and parcel of these years, and Doug Campbell had inherited the 

lot. Dealing with the challenges was more difficult than simply cataloguing them; 

a more thorough investigation seemed in order. This led Doug to agree with Board 

Chairman George Hendrie ’49 that the best way to proceed would be another long¬ 

term review of all the School’s systems. 

A RECOURSE TO PLANNING 

The planning process at Ridley had long been standard policy. A Long Range 

Planning Committee had been established as a standing committee of the board of 

governors in 1965; and with its representation broadened over the years to include 

faculty, students, alumni, parents, and friends of the School, it submitted a chain 

of significant reports reflecting changes in attitudes, the social environment 

outside the School, and institutional needs. 

In 1986, Jere Packard had volunteered Ridley to be first to undergo a formal 

evaluation by the newly constituted Canadian Educational Standards Institute. 

The report that followed this exercise recommended that 

the School should prepare a formal long range plan which directs attention to all the 
academic and administrative areas requiring further development and that the plan 
be reviewed on a regular basis. 

This challenge was taken up in 1987 under the overall guidance of hoard 

member His Honour Judge Stewart Kingstone. A conference on the future of 

Ridley was held; task forces worked diligently in the months after the conference 

to formalize specific recommendations. Their deliberations were summarized in a 

final report that was presented to the board of governors in October 1988. 

What emerged was a mission statement and a path for Ridley to follow. The 

report concluded that the School was in good shape but that it should not be 

complacent. The Committee believed that Ridley could claim to be “the premier 

independent coeducational boarding school in Canada deserving of its inter¬ 

national reputation for excellence.” To fulfill its mission—to he first in its chosen 

calling—would require “vigilance, resourcefulness and coherence in policy on the 

part of governors and administration.” It recommended that, in the light of an 

increasingly pluralistic society, a regular review cycle be implemented to consider 

the changing environment, technological change, increasing competition, and the 

demands of parents for “value for money.” 

This idea of continuing review prompted George Hendrie and Doug Campbell 

to initiate the Long Range Strategic Plan in February 1992. Beyond its Mission 

Statement, the 1988 plan had not really been implemented by 1992. Chairman 
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Hendrie and Headmaster Campbell both believed that a new plan would provide 

a focus for the leadership of the School to deal with specific issues that had surfaced 

in the early 1990s. The Planning Committee would be led this time by Terry 

Scandrett ’61, with a mandate to assess all aspects of Ridley life and create a blue¬ 

print that would move the School confidently into the twenty-first century. 

Terry Scandrett’s committee was careful to ensure that the widest possible 

range in the Ridley family would participate in this process. A Toronto-based 

strategic planning firm was taken on board to help the committee, and 

questionnaires were sent out to hundreds of alumni, parents, students, faculty, and 

interested parties from outside the School. Plans were made for a giant two-day 

conference in December 1992 to form a new draft of Ridley’s mission and its vision 

both for the future and for specific areas needing strategic direction. 

The December conference featured key speakers, small discussion groups, and 

input from nearly two hundred participants. One of the speakers, Dr. Peter Jensen, 

a prominent sports psychologist, inspired the students with his presentation on 

how to expand one’s views and to engage in creative thinking to facilitate results. 

Results were what the students wanted. The wide-ranging discussions in small 

groups that followed the speakers concentrated on the essence of the Ridley experi¬ 

ence and how to ensure that the School was preparing properly for the future. As 

Andrew Madar pointed out in a Tribune article after the conference, 

although the conference sounds serious, and indeed it was, this was not a last-ditch 

effort to save a dying school. Rather, it was a part of a long process whose goal is to 

keep Ridley in touch with the needs and demands of current society. ... If Ridley 

wants to remain on the leading edge in the next fifty years, then the goals of the 

school need to be re-assessed, and its progress examined. 

Andrew felt that the question of how Ridley should change in order to prepare its 

students for the challenges of modem technological society was the most 

important concern from the student perspective. 

After much discussion, most agreed that it was vital for the school to encourage 

self-sufficiency and independence in its students. To this end, it was suggested that 

more leadership opportunities be made available, Ridley should emphasize well- 

roundedness and continue with its wealth of activities. Yet no one managed to come 

up with a solution to the constant problem of too many activities and too little time! 

There was certainly an energy released at the conference that was both optimistic 

and forward looking. The participating students concluded that “it awoke a giant 

whose rumblings will be heard in the years to come.” 

The views developed in the December workshops, the responses to the 

questionnaires, and the conclusions reached in student and faculty round-table 

discussions were tabulated by the consultants. Another round of questionnaires 

was sent to parents and selected alumni. A summary of all this information was 

distributed to the participants of a retreat at the Elora Mill in February 1993. With 

the assistance of board member Patrick Lett '67, Innkeeper Tim Taylor ’68, and the 

consultants, thirty participants spent two days revising the School’s mission 

statement and vision. They considered obstacles that stood in the way of achieving 

the objectives and strategic directions for overcoming them. Chairman Scandrett 

praised the maturity of the student participants in particular and the committee as 

a whole for its highly successful contribution to the whole planning process. What 

had been produced was a necessary tool to direct attention to priorities and to 

guide future planning and policy. 

While student representation on the committee had been positive and helpful, 

many in the general student body assumed that the project would provide a “quick 

fix” for their concerns. In particular, issues related to inadequate school spirit and 

the perceived lack of student enfranchisement in the affairs of the School were 
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paramount. Alison Loat and Kendall Anderson in Tiger Tribune and Aaron Brindle 

and Frances Hahn in HANK went to great lengths to explain that it was everyone’s 

responsibility to build on the vision. All the student leaders agreed that there had 

been insufficient discussion about why students were not “buying into” the School; 

they also agreed that there were no easy answers. “There will be change,” said the 

Tribune. “It may not be immediate, but trust us, something is going to happen.” 

HANK suggested that the recipe for the cure (the mission and vision statement) 

might seem philosophic but that was where everyone must start. “Spirit and 

enfranchisement is OUR problem. . . . Through responsible leadership and earned 

respect, an evolution towards change can be set into motion. The load is not only 

on prefect shoulders, but on the Ridley family as a whole.” 

Doug Campbell welcomed the Long Range Plan as a catalyst for reform. He 

was certain it would reaffirm Ridley’s belief in a well-rounded approach to 

education when it was presented to the board of governors in June 1993. He knew 

that the execution of the recommendations might cause some grumbling, but he 

predicted a fascinating journey and expressed the hope that compromise, 

understanding, and tolerance would help achieve long-lasting success. The process 

would in fact be a significant legacy of Doug Campbell’s tenure as headmaster. 

Doug also initiated a restructuring of the administrative team in 1992, which saw 

the former “deans” become assistant heads. 

Throughout the spring term in 1993, grade 13 students and the housemasters 

discussed ways of giving students more responsibility. These discussions resulted in 

some revisions in the rules and expectations for grade 13s, allowing them more 

control over their own time—a privilege not afforded to younger students. At the 

same time, a committee chaired by Michael Hamilton, head of mathematics, began 

to work on a program for students in grade 10 to develop activities around the 

theme of “Pride and Responsibility.” In June, the administration turned its 

attention to the problems related to pressures brought on by conflicting priorities 

and expectations among students and faculty. As a result, some changes in the daily 

schedule were made, as well as an effort to give more quality time to the arts and 

activities. The main chapel service was moved to Friday, when all Upper School 

students would be available to attend and the choir would be available to lead. 

During the fall term, both history and science departments launched reviews of 

their academic programs to identify the ways in which the current curricula and 

teaching methods could contribute to the School’s vision. Ideas indeed had 

sprouted legs. As Janet Lewis, assistant head of administration, reported, “We have 

merely begun and we know that we have a great deal of work ahead of us.” 

THE HEADMASTER WITHDRAWS 

Unfortunately, further implementations were not forthcoming due to Doug 

Campbell’s decision to leave Ridley. By the beginning of Doug’s fifth year, there 

was concern at board level that the leadership initiatives suggested in the Long 

Range Plan were not being advanced with the vigour expected of Ridley’s chief 

executive officer. It was Doug’s intention to complete his tenure in the summer of 

1994- An opportunity arose, however, that satisfied Doug’s wish for a new 

challenge and removed the anxiety of not knowing where he would be the 

following year. This opportunity, at St. Andrew’s College, required his services to 

begin in January 1994, and necessitated his early departure. Doug’s decision may 

have been influenced by his concern for Donna’s health. It was known that she had 

a life-threatening illness. In spite of this, her spirit and graciousness, her attention 

to “her” girls on house duty, her help in the theatre, and her smile in the admission 

office were deeply admired by the Ridley community. 

Doug Campbell 

welcomed the Long 

Range Plan as a 

catalyst for reform. 
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TRANSITION: ROBERT SNOWDEN 

Acting Headmaster Bob 

Snowden displays his parting 

gift—a McLaughlin caricature. 

With Doug Campbell’s early departure, the governors needed an acting 

headmaster. They chose Bob Snowden, assistant headmaster of student affairs, 

who filled the role admirably. In a time of change there is much anxiety, 

especially among the staff. Bob was decisive, hard working, and level-headed. 

Knowing that he was not to he Doug’s permanent successor, he seized the 

opportunity to practice the essentials of leadership; it would be fair to say that 

he grew comfortably into the job. As it happened, Doug’s successor could not 

come to Ridley until January 1995; so Bob Snowden’s acting headmastership 

lasted for the calendar year of 1994. In this period, he had the full support of the 

faculty. Boh also enjoyed the cooperation of strong prefect bodies in 1994 and 

1995, both of which launched initiatives to tackle the issues surrounding school 

spirit. In January 1995, he reverted graciously to his role as dean of students, 

hut within a year he had been invited to head St. Michael’s College School in 

Victoria, British Columbia. 

THE APPOINTMENT OF RUPERT LANE 

A Search Committee had gone to work as soon as Doug Campbell made 

known his intention to leave. John Anderson ’65 led the team, and with the help 

of a consulting firm they carefully devised a candidate profile. There were many 

meetings with faculty, prefects, and the School’s administration team, and the final 

profile of the ideal candidate was completed by late November when the adver¬ 

tisements were placed. There were over a hundred applications and numerous 

phone calls to people who probably did not see the ads. It was from one of those 

phone calls, in fact, that the successful candidate was found. Early in 1994, the 

long list was pared to a short list and the interviewing process began. This included 

a trip to England hy Crawford Gordon ’56 and Janet Wright, the consultant, to 

interview a surprising number of prospective candidates there. Six highly qualified 

leaders were eventually identified, all of whom could fill the position. They all 

underwent long interviews in Toronto. In the end, the Selection Committee’s 

decision in favour of fifty-year-old Rupert D. Lane as Ridley’s eighth headmaster 

was made unanimous. 

The choice of Rupert Lane with Judy, his wife, was announced to the Ridley 

community in September 1994- In October, the Lanes visited the campus, at which 

time the students got to meet them. Allison Griffiths and Scott Snowden tackled 

Rupert for a Tribune interview to answer everyone’s burning question: “So what’s 

the new guy like?” The correspondents found Rupert immediately approachable. 

He had been headmaster of Monmouth School in Wales since 1982. Before that 

he was at Marlborough College, where he taught in the science department and 

gained his housemastering experience. He held a master’s degree from Trinity 

College, Dublin, and had earned his certificate in education at Cambridge in the 

late 1960s. The Lanes had three sons: George and Joe, who were well established 

in a boarding school in England, and Dan, who would be entering grade 6 at 

Ridley. There were also two dogs. Rupert’s favourite subject was Lrench, hut he 

actually taught physics and was looking forward to a teaching role at Ridley in 

September. Management by “walking about” was reported to be his headmasterly 

style. He confessed to being a sports fanatic—cricket, rugby and golf in 

particular—and said that he was looking forward to learning about ice hockey. 

Allison and Scott informed their Ridley readers that he seemed to be tremendously 

interested in playing a significant role in everyday life at Ridley, rather than being 

hidden behind closed doors. “I’m really a schoolmaster and it’s the schoolmastering 
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that’s going to be top priority . . . and getting to know the needs of the students.” 

Rupert also said that he was investing soon in a winter jacket and was a little 

worried about driving on the right hand side of the road. 

In an interview the same day with Judy Lane, Adrienne Needham and Claudia 

Haegele gave the headmaster’s wife an equal number of high marks. Their report, 

entitled “Up Close and Personal with Judy Lane,” began with the familiar cliche: 

“Behind every great man is an even greater woman.” They assured the students 

that this was absolutely true. They found Judy to be a definite people person. Her 

interests included horseback riding, walking, painting, opera, and theatre, as well 

as spending time with her three sons and cooking for her family. “Mrs. Lane’s 

natural confidence and easy laugh instantly makes you feel comfortable around 

her,” the reporters wrote. Both interviews heartened the student body measurably. 

Many students were led to express the feeling that a new era was about to begin. 

Rupert recalled the whole process in the January 1995 Ridley Tiger. He 

remembered the phone call from Canada a year before (not an everyday occur¬ 

rence at Monmouth), but the name Ridley was instantly recognizable to him as one 

of the handful of exceptional schools in the world. The visit to Monmouth by 

Crawford Gordon and Janet Wright preceded Rupert and Judy’s own brief visit to 

Ridley in April when Bob and Pat Stanley introduced the Lanes to the Niagara 

area. “In the final analysis,” Rupert wrote, “when Judy and I were offered the 

position, it was the sheer niceness of everyone involved—Search Committee, 

faculty and students—which left us in no doubt that we should accept it.” Their 

second visit in October was equally agreeable and reassuring. Rupert’s first 

assessment was that 

Mr. Snowden, Mrs. Lewis, Dr. Scott and others had clearly done a marvellous job 
in preserving morale and preparing the path. We hope we can measure up to the 
expectations. The honeymoon will end soon enough, of course, but then—as those 
who are married know—honeymoons are only a beginning. 

MOVING FORWARD 

Moving Ridley forward was Rupert’s most important task. Fortunately, many of 

the problems of the early 1990s had diminished by 1995, either by the march of 

time and attrition or by the promise of Rupert’s steadying hand on the tiller. Sports 

teams seemed to be doing better and school spirit was good. The dress code ques¬ 

tion was still being debated, but the library was now open again for the whole day. 

Rupert was quickly made aware of the recommendations of the Long Range Plan 

of 1993, and keeping those on the front burner would certainly be a challenge. The 

new headmaster was also quickly brought up to date on Ridley’s recent progress in 

the application of information technology. More than anything else, this was the 

engine that, by its complex nature, was driving the School forward. 

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 

The Information Age had arrived at Ridley in September 1978 in the form of 

a desktop calculator—the Commodore Personal Electronic Transactor (PET), 

which could be programmed through a stack of punched cards. It came at the 

encouragement of Michael Hamilton, who was one of the first on the Ridley 

faculty to see the potential of those machines for effective intellectual enquiry. A 

half-credit course was offered in computer studies in 1979. This became a full credit 

in 1980 when two additional PETs arrived, spurred again by Michael’s interest and 

the inquisitiveness of a few keen students. The computer remained, however, in 

the math department as an isolated intellectual pursuit. Stephen Hunt ’82 and 

Moving Ridley forward 

was Rupert’s most 

important task. 
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Michael Hamilton’s 

decision to employ the 

Apple Macintosh was 

an important milestone. 

Robert terHorst ’82 (the founding members of Ridley’s first computer club) and 

Simon Caters ’84 remember fielding widespread student misconceptions at the 

time. They were asked, for instance, to “find out who is going to win the World 

Series,” or told, “I’ll pay you to have it do all my night work.” One interestiiag early 

(and successful) application in 1980 occurred when the computer club set up its 

machines to time the races at a swim meet. 

In 1982, a class set of more powerful PETs with colour monitors and accom¬ 

panying software were added to the computer class. These permitted the intro¬ 

duction of a new course—data processing, which continues today as applications 

in grades 11 and 12. Students were introduced to the latest application software 

and the myriad uses and social implications of computer technology. 

In November 1983, a new department of computer studies was created 

under Michael Hamilton. Michael was a firm advocate of computers as tools for 

teaching logical thinking—superior, he often said, even to mathematics. He also 

believed that the use of computers in education beyond the aegis of a single 

department was absolutely essential if their potential was to be realized. Exposing 

the general student body to the new technology, both in the Upper and Lower 

Schools, and across the curriculum was seen as an important part of the new 

department’s mission. New computer courses for future computer scientists became 

available as the discipline grew, and the goal of teaching the teachers—providing 

them with the skills to enhance the interdisciplinary role of computers—was 

enthusiastically presented to the faculty. Encouraging Michael along the way was 

an increasing number of students eager to explore this new field. Enthusiastic 

faculty also saw enormous potential to enhance their own disciplines. Included in 

this group were George Briggs in geography, Brian Martin in science, Jim 

McLaughlin in art, and Lowell Scott, the director of academics. Lowell instituted 

the first word-processing classes (taught by Don Munroe), replacing typewriting. 

Beginning in 1983, under Andrew Whiteley’s leadership, the business office 

became computerized. Handling accounts was soon followed by the handling of 

alumni files in the development office and then, over the next few years, the 

payroll, budgeting, and timetabling. By 1987, all the resources in the Matthews 

Library became available to students on screen. 

Michael Hamilton’s decision to employ the Apple Macintosh (Mac) was also 

an important milestone. These computers were easier to handle. Michael was 

certain that they encouraged a more intuitive approach than other computers. The 

Mac was such a powerful machine that its arrival in 1986 and 1987 in sufficient 

numbers spurred efficiencies in many areas of the School. A significant decision 

was also made in the planning of the Second Century Building in the mid-1980s. 

It was decided that one of the primary goals of the new building would be to 

encourage interdisciplinary learning. Placing the computer department at the 

heart of the building would be the key to making the crossing of departmental 

boundaries (networking) possible. It was a decision that came after exhaustive 

committee research, visits to other facilities, and dozens of meetings involving all 

the School’s constituencies. It was crucial to the success of the entire project. 

Easing faculty and students into the Second Century Building and deeper into 

the Information Age was a tremendous challenge. Leading this throughout the 

1990s was Stephen Hunt ’82, a student pioneer and computer wizard. Stephen had 

returned to Ridley as a master in 1987, and in 1990 he replaced Michael Hamilton 

as chairman of the computer studies department. As Stephen saw the situation, 

there was an absolute imperative to move ahead, driven by ever-expanding 

developments in the field and confined only by limited imaginations and available 

funds. In 1992, he was able to report that the use of the computer facilities had 

grown beyond all expectations. 
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Computer Studies teaches two grades of Applications, two grades of Programming, 

an OAC level course in Systems Analysis, grade 10 Keyboarding, and introductory 

courses in grades 7 and 8—a total of 13 classes and over 250 students. The labs are 

open fourteen hours a day, a privilege the student body takes seriously. ... A typical 

evening study finds students working on Computer assignments, Biology labs, 

Geography charts, and English projects. In the Publications Room, an issue of 

“Hank” or “Trib” is in final layout stages and in another lab, a Keyboarding class 

is hard at work. 

The grade 9 class of 

1999-2000 was the first 

to adopt laptop technology. 

Computer activity continued to grow exponentially throughout the decade, as 

students and teachers learned and absorbed the value of the machines for writing, 

manipulating information, or running educational instruction software as an 

adjunct to their courses. 

It had become clear in the early part of the decade that a full-time coordinator 

was needed. Stephen Hunt became Ridley’s first director of information 

technology in September 1995; Melanie Williams assumed the leadership of the 

computer studies department. Stephen immediately began a phased program of 

networking every building on campus (except the Cricket Shed) with fibre-optic 

cable. It was costly but vital, and it was complete in 1996. This initiative brought 

with it the Internet, with its vast resource base and the Ridley home page. This 

allowed other Internet users to visit Ridley on-line—to see firsthand what was 

going on, to contact alumni, and to view electronic versions of Ridley publications. 

Also added was the ubiquitous e-mail capability, with its never-ending chat lines 

as well as the famous “computer contract” signed by each student. This was a 

modern adaptation of the Honour Code, which underlined the importance of 

security to everyone. There were indeed limits on access to information. With the 

law now treating unauthorized access (hacking) as seriously as breaking and 

entering, the contract managed to ward off much concern. 

There was much philosophical debate about the speed of the changes, the 

economic and social costs involved, and the often unrealistic claims being made 

about the necessity of instant computer literacy. These issues beset educators and 

politicians everywhere in the wired world. The debate at Ridley 

was intense but healthy. It served to clear up many misconcep¬ 

tions and to refocus attention on what was really important in the 

education of the whole student. Many faculty members paused to 

reevaluate the role of computers in their particular disciplines. 

Drama Head Colin Brezicki expressed some of his thinking in a 

letter to the Globe & Mail in 1995. Colin was responding to 

aspects of an ongoing debate on the inequities between those who 

had access to computers and those who did not. 

Computers are remarkably good at doing tedious and time- 

consuming tasks at the speed of light. They store data, they process 

it, they crunch numbers, produce pretty graphs and connect us to 

the vast store of knowledge and garbage indiscriminately mixed in 

the ephemeral gossip of the Internet. 

There is a great deal of snake-oil out there being packaged 

as educational software. And the hype with which it is all being 

marketed has persuaded educators to surrender to the illusion 

that computers will universally improve education. . . . The real 

inequality is between what should be taught at schools and what 

computers are merely capable of. . . . 

I have no urge to destroy computers. ... I simply ask that 

the merchants lay off the hard sell in subjects [Drama, English 

Literature, etc.] that teach us to understand ourselves. 

The next phase of the computerization process followed the 

lead of other institutions in equipping all students with personal 
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Neither the president nor 

Mr. King would have 

known that in Canada, 

in an independent school 

in St. Catharines, work 

on this important initiative 

was already under way. 

laptops. With the wiring to the buildings in place, the wiring of each classroom (to 

accept the necessary jacks for the students to plug into) followed. The laptop 

initiative, too, caused considerable debate. It was decided to continue with the 

Apple Macintosh platform as Ridley’s standard. Some students objected to the 

prospect of being forced to lease a $3,000 machine. Grade 12 student Alyssa Milot 

analyzed both sides of the issue, and, while admitting that it was controversial, 

came down solidly in favour of moving forward even though she and her classmates 

would not be affected. She argued: 

Whether laptops get used in every classroom or not, your disability in not being 
able to handle them will eventually become a major problem. 

The basic reality of the late 1990s is that virtually every job involves computers; 
without them, society as we now know it would not function. And since the majority 
of us decline to use our own initiative, being exposed to computers by force cannot 
possibly hurt! 

Just as the laptop step moved beyond the planning stage, Stephen Hunt 

decided to accept an opportunity in the Toronto business world in December 1998. 

His leadership role was assumed by Brian Martin, who became interim director of 

information technology for the rest of the academic year. Brian brought the laptop 

project to fruition. It began with training sessions for faculty in the spring and 

summer of 1999. The grade 9 class began in September with their own laptop 

computers, just as the new director, Stephen Clarke, arrived to complete the 

program and carry Ridley forward into the new century. 

“I.T.” (information technology) was the umbrella title in the 1990s for a 

dramatic worldwide phenomenon. How to use computers effectively became an 

issue that no school could avoid. The question of which independent school was 

leading the way in information technology shifted constantly from school to 

school, depending upon who was directing the program, the willingness of faculty 

to adopt computer innovation, the priorities of the School at any given time, and, 

most importantly, the funds that are available to subscribe to those innovations. 

On all four counts, Ridley was fortunate indeed. 

THE SPECIAL PROJECTS 

Human Genome Project 

In a pre-Christmas interview in 1999, TV personality Larry King asked 

President Bill Clinton what progress he thought the new millennium would bring 

in terms of scientific development. Clinton immediately cited the Human 

Genome Project as the one to watch. Neither the president nor Mr. King would 

have known that in Canada, in an independent school in St. Catharines, work on 

this important initiative was already under way. 

Ridley’s involvement in the World Human Genome Sequencing Project began 

when senior biologist, Bob Malyk, introduced the possibility of high school 

participation in the project at a 1996 National Association of Biology Teachers 

conference in Arizona. His interest had been sparked by a significant all-day 

conference of biologists, ethicists, and legal experts at Ridley in April 1994—the 

first of its kind at any school in Ontario. Keynote speakers outlined the potential 

of the project. The day ended with a panel on “Women in Science,” which 

included Indira Pillay and Trisha Lennox, both 1988 Ridley graduates, who urged 

student involvement. By 1997, the project at Ridley had taken shape. Paving the 

way was strong support from the School and from the head of the science 

department, Brian Martin, as well as mentoring assistance from Brock University’s 

biology department and a grant from Dr. Ed Sellers ’59 of the University of 

Toronto, to purchase some high-tech equipment. Bob Malyk saw a tremendous 
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opportunity to involve his Advance Placement (AP) biology students in valuable 

scientific research experience. His enthusiasm for it was more than matched by the 

enthusiasm of the first group of students to be involved in 1998. 

Geneticists around the world are exploring our genetic wilderness and search¬ 

ing for the sources of nearly 4000 disorders that have their roots in the defects of 

single genes. Others among the researchers are attempting to locate and map all of 

the 100 000 genes on our twenty-four different chromosomes. These efforts, it is 

believed, will guide biological research in the twenty-first century. Ridley’s direct 

connection was with the University of Washington in Seattle, which was part of 

this three-billion-dollar megaproject. 

The Ridley project first involved introducing the students to the process of 

DNA replication. Then, they were taught the DNA sequencing process, which 

allowed them to sequence a cloned fragment of human DNA. The AP students 

first tackled the gene responsible for deafness. A tiny quantity of genetic material 

was obtained from the University of Washington. It originated with a family 

in Costa Rica that was suffering from premature deafness. It was known that 

one section of their complex gene for hearing had mutated. The challenge 

involved finding and recording the message of the gene responsible for the 

problem. It was exciting and painstaking work, the importance of which was 

not lost on the students. Anish Kanungo, a member of that first group, explained 

its significance to a television interviewer who came to Ridley to investigate the 

work in progress. 

The study of genetics is undergoing a scientific explosion and its impact on our lives 
and health is mind-boggling. . . . When you come to understand, for instance, the 
distress of the members of one family where the children are inheriting a gene that 
makes them grow progressively deaf, you come to realize that genetics is much more 
than just mechanics. 

Kathy-Ann Kallinis, another in the group, took a broader view. 

With scientific technology moving faster than we ever imagined, and as moral and 
ethical questions circulate through the scientific community, we should realize that 
not all change and advancements need be feared. . . . Ridley is definitely breaking 
new ground in this area. Hunting for clues to a real medical problem is exhilarating 
to say the least. 

The information that is gathered goes into the Human Genome World Bank, 

with the hope that a defective gene can one day be replaced by a healthy one. Bob 

Malyk and the School continue to be excited about the work of the biology 

students and see the opportunity for research experience as an additional major 

benefit. Bob believes that 

if students want to compete for university and career positions, they need to be up to 
date with technological advances. It has always been the philosophy of our Science 
Department to keep students current and to challenge them beyond what they think 
they are capable of doing. The opportunity to sequence human genes is very7 rare but 
the Ridley environment allows for these opportunities to happen. 

The work and the enthusiasm among Ridley’s AP biologists continues. Being 

involved on this medical frontier brought the School national attention in 1998 

when Bob Malyk received the Prime Minister’s Award for teaching excellence, as 

the citation read, “to develop skills to thrive in a knowledge based economy.” 

The Archives Project 

When the art department vacated the basement of the McLaughlin wing 

for its new quarters in the Second Century Building, space became available for 

a history department initiative in the creation of a Ridley archives. This idea 

had long been a dream of Terry Cronyn, who had collected boxes of memorabilia 

“When you come to 

understand the distress 

of the members of one 

family where the children 

are inheriting a gene 

that makes them grow 

progressively deaf, you 

come to realize that 

genetics is much more 

than just mechanics.’' 
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The archives houses a 

marvellous record of 

the life of the School. 

over his lifetime. Encouragement for preservation also came from the work 

that was done to help Peter Gzowski ’52 organize his Album of Ridley Memories, 

which appeared in 1989. It was realized then that the School had in storage 

not only a wealth of its own history but also sufficient material to make a 

contribution to the institutional history of education in Ontario. By 1991, 

plans were underway for more formal organization, preservation, and display of 

Ridley’s ancient heritage. 

Additional encouragement for the project came from David MacLachlan ’45, 

who volunteered to help Paul Lewis of the history department with the initial 

appeals for funds, ideas, and memorabilia. Paul and David visited many facilities in 

the Toronto area and beyond. The ideas were passed on to Property Manager (and 

architect) Les Andrew, who designed a multipurpose room that would serve as 

classroom, storage and display area, and boardroom. The appeals to foundations 

interested in historical preservation were highly successful, and, along with some 

private donations, the entire project was funded and endowed without assistance 

from the School. The oakdined rooms were officially opened in May 1995 by 

Board Chairman George Hendrie. The ribbon was cut by Ridley’s youngest student 

at the time, Ruth Abraham ’03. On that occasion, there were numerous speeches 

about the value of tradition and the importance of preserving the School’s heritage. 

Of note was Cam MacLachlan '36, who had the guests in stitches as he described 

his fall from the gymnastics high bar, sinking his teeth into the floor and leaving a 

dent for all to see—even several years later. He regretted that that particular floor 

board from the old gym had not been preserved! 

The archives houses a marvellous record of the life of the School. There is a 

vast quantity of photographs (some the old glass negatives), team pictures, school 

records, minutes of countless committees, letters, artifacts, items of clothing, 

medals, trophies, silverware, and porcelains from yesteryear. Of special interest 

is Dr. Griffith’s Blake Gold Medal from 1896, the trowel used at the laying of 

the cornerstone for School House in 1904, and the trowel that Darcy McKeough 

did not use in 1988 for the Second Century Building because it was engraved 

with a spelling error! Also in the Archives is a separate and permanent home 

for the famous Auty Cricket Library collection, which had been in storage for 

almost a decade. 

The effort to create an archives for the students to use to become acquainted 

with their past put Ridley far ahead of other independent schools in this regard at 

the time. At certain grade levels, historical projects are wonderful things. The 

Ridley Archives allows for research into all aspects of the School’s history. The 

room has been in constant use since its opening and has made a significant 

contribution to the preservation of the School’s collective memory. 

The Farm 

In 1999, the “Idle Plow" farm was donated to Ridley through the generosity of 

the Burgoyne family. It has enormous potential for special academic projects and a 

wide variety of outdoor activities. Interestingly, John Guest was promoting the 

need for this sort of place twenty years earlier—somewhere where his Lower 

School boarders could retreat during breaks. He had envisioned a sort of northern 

camp at the time. Much more conveniently, the new Ridley farm is located only 

twenty minutes away. In the summer of 1999, a user committee went to work 

sketching plans for such things as hiking in the extensive forested section, biology 

projects in the pond, retreats for various class groups, and bird watching. It has 

fostered a marvellous opportunity to ignite creative thinking among faculty and 

students alike. Its importance to the School will only increase. 
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THE MIDDLE SCHOOL 

When David Cosgrove inherited the Lower School from Reverend Donald 

Hunt in 1988, he was named the director of the Middle School. At this time, the 

director of academics, the dean of faculty, the dean of students, the director of 

development, the director of finance, the director of financial assistance, and the 

director of the Middle School all reported to Ridley’s headmaster. This was part of 

the administrative reorganization instituted by Jeremy Packard in the late 1980s, 

designed to spread responsibility more widely. Director Cosgrove was happy with 

the new arrangement. It left him free to interpret Ministry guidelines and to put 

his own stamp on the entity known as RCMS, “The Middle School.” 

New directions in the Middle School were not long in coming. One pressing 

physical problem arose when it was discovered that the classroom wing required 

major underpinning. This project was completed in 1990, along with a major 

refurbishment of the teaching block and library area. More significant, however, 

were the changes in the academic routine. David was anxious to preserve long- 

established traditions, but, if his own educational philosophy was to take hold, 

significant academic restructuring was required. This came in 1991 when the rotary 

system in grades 5 through 7 was replaced with a homeroom-based program—each 

grade becoming a semi-autonomous community, with a team of teachers working 

both inside and outside the classroom. This was a whole new approach to learning. 

As David himself said, 

Our students are “Middle Schoolers”—neither fish nor fowl—in the middle of 
changes in all aspects of their lives. They seek security, yet look for independence; 
they can be amazingly mature one moment, and incredibly infantile the next! 

The new system meant that crossover teachers were no longer required. They 

did not provide the sort of continuity throughout the day that David felt was 

required. One of the last crossover teachers, Virginia Vickers, the Upper School 

English department head, offered an interesting perspective. She confirmed that 

Middle School students were every bit as “Ridleian” as students on the north side 

but certainly possessed characteristics of their own. 

The girls and boys in grades 5 to 8 form a special group, enjoying a warmth and 
intimacy less noticeable in the Upper School, yet vital to their emotional, intellec¬ 
tual and spiritual growth. They run in “packs” and move from class to class in groups. 
When there are few students in a year and fewer still in a class, they cannot avoid 
getting to know their fellow students well. While diverse in personality, they form 
a cohesive group, as ready to support, as they are to torment, each other. . . . 
Exuberance, enthusiasm, energy—all there to be exploited and channelled. 

With a supportive faculty in place, the School strove to develop a unique 

child-centered learning environment. It was a comprehensive approach, which 

encouraged students to develop leadership skills, self-confidence, and survival 

skills, and to increase their awareness and knowledge of the environment. There 

was a renewed emphasis on creative activities—art, music, language skills, and 

leisure activities—as well as challenging academic rigour. Director Cosgrove often 

underlined the goal of seeking the excellence that is in everyone. At the same 

time, individuals were encouraged to take responsibility, to work cooperatively in 

teams, and to be open to new ideas and information. 

The teachers enjoyed the opportunities to launch projects that were rooted in 

student interest. The science projects, for instance, organized primarily by Erin 

Hayakawa and John Shea, were always important features at the arts and science 

exhibitions and in the Science Olympics held each year. There were opportunities 

for the whole school and the parents to see (and hear) the results. A typical 

collection of scientific studies in 1994 included demonstrations of gravity on plant 

With a supportive faculty 

in place, the Middle 

School strove to develop 

a unique child-centered 

learning environment. 
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By the end of the 

decade, the computer 

phenomenon had arrived 

in the Middle School. 

growth by Anja Rahn, blood circulation by Smita Joshi, hydroponics by Alex 

Felton, and a diaper recycling plan by Beth Ruzylo. In 1996, John Shea got a group 

of grade 6 students involved with the Canadian Space Agency to help with a 

canola seed experiment. The question centered on whether seeds that had flown 

in space would grow differently from those that had not. The students planted the 

seeds, created growth charts, and submitted reports on control seeds and seeds that 

had flown with the Space Shuttle Columbia in June of that year. The young scien- 

tists gained a wonderful introduction to the scientific method, knowledge about 

the space environment, and practical experience in hypothesis testing. 

In 1997, under the direction of Giles Campbell, a design and technology 

course was introduced. It produced some remarkable results, both practical and 

artistic, encouraging the free-thinking nature of young students. Also that year 

came the first results of John Shea’s Self Motivated Independent Learning 

Experience (SMILE) project. This was not a program for everyone, but, as grade 

7 student Brooke Johnson related, the investigation permitted much learning 

and real enjoyment. 

A suitable candidate had to be motivated enough to do the work on their own 
without having someone guide them through everything. . . . The SMILE group had 
a meeting once every cycle to discuss their project and get input on it from the rest 
of the group. We carried around a journal and wrote down what they did during the 
day and where they went. 

While most of the investigations involved local resources, one lad got himself to 

Ottawa to interview the vice-president of the Corel Corporation. 

By the end of the decade, the computer phenomenon had arrived in the 

Middle School. Mr. Cosgrove was hard pressed at times to keep up with demand, 

hut he saw the need to integrate technology into the teaching/learning process. It 

was the modern way to help students develop their own creativity and build self¬ 

esteem. As the computerization of the whole school leaped forward, so too did its 

application everywhere—in course work, in the library, and in personal communi¬ 

cation. In many cases, students were ahead of faculty in devising uses, experiencing 

interactive learning, accessing up-to-date information, and communicating with 

specialists. It was not unusual for Middle School students to organize and manage 

a database of information, create graphic designs, create their own home pages on 

the Internet, or communicate with the world. Clearly a new age had dawned. 

Sports 

Middle School sports remained highly visible and certainly competitive in 

nature, but they did not suffer the over-competitiveness that would reduce the 

sheer enjoyment of good exercise with like-minded companions. Director 

Cosgrove was certain that the importance of participation, the improvement of 

skills, and the cultivation of new friendships were far preferable to chasing 

championships and MVP awards. In fact, there was not a single championship 

until 1999, although each team marked its successes with great enthusiasm. 

All the teams were created from an average of fifty boys and fifty girls each 

term. These were small numbers in comparison with other schools in the league. 

Reflecting the increased impact of the girls’ presence as the decade progressed is 

the balance that eventually emerged between girls and boys sports. Boys’ sports 

options outnumbered girls’ choices in 1989 by almost two to one over the three 

terms. By 1999, the choices were exactly evenly divided. 

An important reason for the success of the overall program was the strong and 

consistent coaching base. The Middle School coaches were versatile and 

experienced. They not only bought into the philosophy of the program, but they 

brought a balanced perspective and a willingness to work at developing the talent 
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of novice players. The addition of a chain of helpful junior masters throughout the 

decade also bolstered the coaching ranks. These young assistants added their 

expertise to the games and individual attention to the players. 

The soccer program was always heavily subscribed, usually with three boys’ 

teams in the fall and two girls’ teams in the spring. The annual under-13 boys’ 

tournament was always anticipated eagerly as an opportunity to travel to various 

parts of Canada and meet players from other schools. These tours were massive 

undertakings for the hosts. Ridley’s turn as host school came only once, in 1989. 

Gamesmaster Mike Rice, with much help from Trish Loat, discovered the 

challenge of finding billets for almost 300 players! 

One exciting tale of development took a decade to unfold. Field hockey for 

girls made its debut in 1990. Maureen McLaughlin was the instigator and first 

coach of a fledgling squad. The sport quickly caught the passion of an increasing 

number of beginners, and, over the years, the teams slowly built on experience and 

a tradition of enthusiasm, if not of winning. In 1995, Erin Hayakawa became the 

head coach and continued the building process. In 1998, the team advanced to the 

championship round at the end of the season but lost 1-0 in a shoot-out. In 1999, 

the team struck gold in the under-14 CISAA championship. It was an amazing 

season: the team was undefeated through fifteen games, scoring an unprecedented 

forty-one goals and conceding only two. 

The success of field hockey in the Upper School, particularly in the middle of 

the decade, owes much to the development and zeal of Middle School players. The 

same is true for gymnastics, which first appeared in 1991 under Dianne Purdies 

guidance. Future Upper School gymnasts such as Heather Scott, Emily Leung, 

Andrea Speck, and Sara Morgan began their development in the 1990s in the 

Middle School. 

Cricket in the spring maintained its presence in the early 1990s with three 

teams. Other schools were dropping out of the program, however, and by 1995, 

cricket had virtually vanished. Replacing the game was not difficult. Enthusiasm 

for rugby had gained considerable momentum earlier in the decade. The game 

was David Cosgrove’s personal love. He was also encouraged by his son Mark, 

who captained the Upper School squad in 1995, and by the headmaster’s son 

Dan, who brought his youthful experience to the Middle School players. Ridley’s 

first official under-14 team emerged in the spring of 1996. David helped with the 

coaching but left the main effort with faculty member Carol Cambre. With David’s 

encouragement and Carol’s expertise, a viable team emerged. Dan Lane was 

awarded the decade’s only MVP honours in 1996. A new award, the Rochford 

Trophy, was donated by Mark Cosgrove to encourage players at the Middle 

School level. By 1998, the team had advanced as far as the consolation finals; 

in 1999, they were finalists. 

There were other notable events in the decade. Volleyball with Dianne 

Purdie and Ruth Court won its first match ever in 1991. Kerry Martin led a 

squash tour to New Jersey in 1994, which is remembered fondly as a disaster of 

broken-down busses, lost shoes, and games either lost or not played. The ultimate 

indignity occurred when a wheel on the van fell off en route to a match! 

Coed swimming, with David Cosgrove, saw the number of boys in the program 

dwindle to one (Andrew Scott) in 1995, but there was an encouraging rebound 

in boys’ participation at the end of the decade. In 1996, Paul O’Rourke was able 

to report that in a basketball victory over Country Day School, “everyone 

contributed and no one mistakenly scored on his own basket—something of a 

record for an U/14 team!” In 1996, Middle School veteran Frank Hollinrake ended 

his career as the coordinator of league activities—the longest tenure in that role in 

the School’s history! 

The success of field 

hockey in the Upper 

School owes much to the 

development and zeal of 

Middle School players. 
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“Our three day trip 

was most memorable. 

I found that all of the 

activities had something 

in common and that 

is FRIDE.” 

Orchestrated by Gamesmasters Mike Rice and, later, Andrew Corolis, the 

ancient annual traditions of the Cross-Country Run and Sports Day were 

maintained. The fierce inter-tribe nature of these competitions fuelled the 

enthusiasm not only for participation but also for competitiveness. The Cross- 

Country Runs were moved into October to avoid November’s frequently foul 

weather, hut the Cross-Country Dinners remained a December highlight. 

Complete with extra-special menus, toasts by student runners, speeches by special 

guests, and black ties on the faculty, these continued to mark a unique and festive 

closure to each fall term. 

Activities 

The activities program in the Middle School was seen as just as important as 

the sports program—in some areas, even more so. Many of the special activities 

were awarded tribe points, but more important philosophically were the emphases 

on participation, the exposure to new things, and the general social training that 

they provided. 

In September, camping experiences by each grade provided opportunities for 

bonding at an ideal time of the year. The environmental and ecosystem studies of 

grades 5 and 6 at the Sunshine Ship Study Station at Camp Wanakita and at the 

Leslie M. Frost Centre in Haliburton eventually blended into the wilderness 

challenges offered to grades 7 and 8 at Camp Kandalore and Laurentian Lodge. 

These outdoor educational experiences formed a four-year continuum, which was 

intellectually stimulating and provided an excellent base for building sound rela¬ 

tionships between teachers and students. The faculty sought to encourage respect 

in students, among themselves, and for their environment. Developing a sense of 

interconnectedness with the universe, whether it be in a cabin group or under the 

stars, was an important theme that was always brought hack to school for further 

development. One typical northern experience at Laurentian Lodge was recorded 

hy grade 8 student Michael Maddison in 1995. 

Our three day trip was most memorable. I found that all of the activities had 
something in common and that is PRIDE. To climb the wall, to gracefully paddle 
through the calm waters, to sit in darkness thinking about your life, or to walk the 
distance on the cables, all of these challenged our skills. . . . The activity which gave 
me the greatest pride was climbing the wall. I reach with all my might for the next 
block which is millimetres from my fingertips. Then I pull myself up and slam hard 
against the board. . . . Fortunately when you’ve reached the goal and you’re looking 
down at everyone, they cheer you. . . . When you try it, you will know what I mean! 

The environmental theme was pursued every year in many different forms. 

The beach clean-up exercises down at Port Dalhousie became annual events— 

usually part of Earth Week. Added to that in 1996 was the School’s participation 

in the Adopt-a-Road program, which cleaned up a three-kilometre stretch of 

Effingham Road. This was an initiative led by Margaret Watters, which always 

ended with a barbecue at her home nearby. Earth Week in 1997 included a “Food 

Waste Weigh-in.” Students, sitting by tribes, were awarded points according to the 

amount of leftover food. The Iroquois, led by Lara Jennings and Colin Ruzylo, had 

the fewest points and were therefore declared the winners on that occasion. The 

exercises were important in focusing attention on needless waste in a hungry world. 

There were also frequent tree-planting ceremonies funded by various charitable 

drives. In 1997, sufficient money was raised to sponsor an owl at the Owl Sanctuary 

in Vineland and to purchase four acres of rain forest. 

Other themes that emerged in the decade included French Week and Peace 

Week. Both of these initiatives, as well as Earth Week, permitted some unique ways 

of drawing the attention of students to specific interests beyond the classroom. The 
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ongoing concern for the environment, the focusing of attention on Canada’s 

bilingual character, and the need to keep students informed about world events all 

encouraged learning based on student interest. The desire to stretch young people’s 

experiences to things beyond their normal spheres of interest also initiated the 

“Adopt-a-Gran” program, which brought students into various senior citizens’ 

homes-—either to entertain or simply to chat with elderly people. 

A significant stimulus to the varied activities in the Middle School came in 

1996 with their first Student Council. This reflected the School’s increasing day 

character, David Cosgrove’s wish that the students themselves would become more 

involved in initiating activities, and Erin Hayakawa’s enthusiasm as faculty advisor 

to eager students. Hilary Nudel, Caroline Smith, and Roop Sandhur were elected 

as the first executive, and it was not long before the Council was thoroughly 

involved in a multitude of initiatives. These included various fund-raising drives, 

air-band (lip-sync) concerts, Halloween dance parties, bake sales, and food 

collection for Community Care. Cultivating and encouraging peer enthusiasm was 

the Council’s strong suit. Their “Jump Rope for Heart” marathon, held each May 

on the tennis courts, was one of their most memorable endeavours. In 1997, Denise 

Cadeau ’90 was invited to return to the School with her Lincoln Leapers skipping Middle School students 

team to demonstrate and kick off the event. Through individual sponsorships, the on road work 

students raised an amazing $3,200 for the 

Heart and Stroke Foundation. 

Clubs of all sorts flourished during the 

1990s. There were some with long traditions 

such as chess, photography, yearbook, and 

debating. The long-standing rocket club, once 

the preserve of Frank Hollinrake, transferred 

in mid-decade to John Shea, who did his 

best to keep up with modern rocket 

technology. Other clubs were new on the 

scene, such as fitness, equestrians, juggling, 

and boarding/blading groups. Few in the 

Upper School realized that those students 

whizzing up and down the driveways on their 

skateboards or rollerblades were actually club 

members perfecting their skills. 

Music and drama occupied student and 

faculty energies as well. Music was more of an 

academic pursuit under instrumentalist Clyde 

Dawson, but it did provide numerous 

opportunities for performance on occasions 

such as the Arts and Science Nights. A 1998 

yearbook photo shows half of the school with 

instruments of varying sorts on the front steps 

of the Second Century Building. Dramatics 

was also a favourite activity, and David 

Cosgrove, who directed so many of the Upper 

School musicals over the years, did a similar 

job in the Middle School. The difference in 

the Middle School was David’s insistence that 

everyone participate in the annual stage 

presentations. His adaptation of the musical 

Leader of the Pack in 1997 was a masterpiece 

of organization. Leanne Mladen took on the 

RIDLEY COLLEGE 
MIDDLEJiCHOOL 
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Graham Lowe displays the 

new Middle School Flag. 

director’s hat in 1998 with the musical Curtain Call, which also involved every 

single student. In 1999, Like, you know, whatever! joined a number of characters 

from five popular Disney films, scripted together by David to create an entertaining 

family show. Everyone got to be on stage! 

The spring term always brought that giant school bonding exercise—cadets— 

to the fore. When Frank Hollinrake retired in 1996, John Shea assumed the 

leadership until 1998. In 1999, Giles Campbell and Sarah Hopkins combined their 

organizational skills to encourage student leadership and maintain this ancient 

tradition. Public Speaking and Public Reading were both moved away from the end 

of the third term because of the crush of other activities. Activities such as ski days, 

the Winter Carnivals, and the Grape Olympics were added to the list of class trips 

to Stratford, Canada’s Wonderland, the Metro Toronto Zoo, and various art 

galleries. As Tiger magazine concluded a Middle School report one year, 

Continuing the finest of Ridley traditions is what the Middle School does 
well. . . . academics, sports, activities and school life are meshed into challenging, 
enjoyable and fulfilling education. 

When David Cosgrove retired in 1999, he could look back on his eleven years 

as director of the Middle School with considerable pride. He had enjoyed a strong 

faculty and stalwart support, especially from Jim Milligan, his right-hand man. The 

School had changed, but it had maintained its traditions as it combined the best 

elements of a sound and exciting educational experience for its members. Invoking 

the royal “we,” David signed off one final report. 

We sat in class and learned, we went out onto the fields and into the gyms and rinks 
and pools and learned, we went out into the community and learned, we organized 
for charities and learned. . . . And a good time was had by all! 

The Middle School’s place on the Ridley scene was as intact as ever. It would 

be left to the new director of the Middle School, Bryan Auld, to continue the drive 

to update facilities and to develop new curriculum and activities to meet the needs 

of the twenty-first century. 

A COEDUCATIONAL REPORT CARD 

When the twenty-fifth anniversary of the arrival of girls was marked in 1998, 

there were no lingering doubts about the success of coeducation at Ridley. The 

School was firmly established as a leading coeducational institution. As 

Headmaster Bradley had predicted in 1973, the presence of girls enhanced the 

quality of life at the School; the girls made a solid contribution to the arts; they 

more than held their own academically; and their numbers increased. In addition, 

the girls’ strength in athletics shone brilliantly, and their capacity for leadership 

was well proven. Somewhat surprising and thoroughly heartening for the male 

contingent in the early years of coeducation was the girls’ enthusiasm for tradition 

and participation in traditional activities. This may account for the absence of 

strident feminism at Ridley. At the same time, however, it may have created 

barriers to easy solutions for equity issues in the longer term. Indeed, not all early 

problems were solved either instantly or entirely. 

When Lakefield, TCS, and Appleby became coed in the early 1990s, Ridley’s 

faculty and administration were called upon often for advice as those schools faced 

their own transitions. By that time, Ridley’s program was nearing the twenty-year 

mark. This prompted Janet Lewis, assistant headmaster of administration, to 

construct a report card comment for Tiger in 1992. She wrote, “Despite an 

uncertain and somewhat hesitant start, Ridley has gradually gained strength in 

dealing with this sensitive issue and now stands near the top of the class.” Janet’s 
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article, entitled “Pioneers In Our Own Time,” reflected on the program’s evolution 

but concluded by pointing out that Ridley’s task was not yet complete. 

While we have dealt successfully with the provision of facilities and programs . . . 
there are still some challenges to be met. The Ridley community faces the same 
struggles that we see in society around us: ensuring equal treatment for both sexes 
and providing role models for all students. Our Board of Governors must be 
commended for its steady progress toward the goal of providing a membership which 
reflects the nature of the school. ... In spite of the fact that 43% of the current 
student population is female, only 22% of the full time faculty is female and one 
department head (out of ten departments) and one member of the administration 
team of six is female. These lingering inequities can be addressed only by a strong 
commitment to thoughtful advance planning and recruitment ... an exciting 
challenge, not an insurmountable barrier. 

By 1998, the School could proudly claim to have risen to a number of these 

challenges. While forty percent of the school’s population was female, women 

made up thirty-nine percent of the faculty. Three department heads out of eleven 

were female, and there were two on the six-person “admin team.” In 1998, the 

board of governor’s female membership was twenty-three percent, and included no 

less than four female Old Ridleians. Liz-Ann (Woolley) Lawton ’80 was the first of 

these on the board. One of “the originals,” Chantal Ramsay ’74, became the 

president of the Ridley College Association in 1997 to everyone’s delight. As the 

millennium turned, such news was considered interesting, but not unusual. 

Underpinning and encouraging coeducational progress was the work of a 

number of dedicated women. These were high-profile role models who pursued 

careers in education in combination with marriage and the raising of children. For 

a variety of reasons, most will never receive the Association’s twenty-five-year glass 

paperweight for long service, but their commitment to coeducation has been 

exemplary. Janet Lewis was the first female housemaster of Dean’s House, the first 

female assistant headmaster, a co-director of admissions, and the first director of 

financial assistance. Libby Rupp followed Janet as housemaster, and later became 

assistant head of student affairs. Libby left to become dean of students at Westtown 

School in Pennsylvania. Sue Hazell had a special impact when she served as 

housemaster in Arthur Bishop House East; she gained the respect of the boys in the 

House, who were sad when she left in 1988 for an opportunity in Toronto. Connie 

Cosgrove gave Ridley thirty-two years of service as school nurse and housemaster 

of Burgoyne. Pat Dawson, a high-calibre administrator, was assistant head of 

student affairs; she accepted a headship at Crofton House School in Vancouver just 

as the decade drew to a close. 

There were also female teachers who made significant contributions as 

classroom role models in the early years of coeducation at Ridley. These included 

Kay Boa, Susan White, Eleanor Johnston, Woody Coy, Nancy Whitty, and Donna 

McIntyre. Many of them must have faced similar obstacles to those faced by the 

first female students, as they established a female presence on a traditionally male- 

dominated faculty list. That coeducation has succeeded at Ridley is a tribute to the 

perseverance of these women. 

The female leaders of the School, the housemasters, and indeed the girls 

themselves, have done much to make the School aware of the need for sensitivity 

about important gender issues. The housemasters who have left the Ridley scene 

include Rosemary Iggulden, Karen Close, Kristine Corolis, Cathy Parkinson, Ingrid 

Cronin, Marion Hamilton, Pam Tansley, and Lynne Facey-Crowther. 

The ground was turned and the coeducational seed was planted firmly in 1973. 

Twenty-seven years later, there is a healthy tree in place. Its growth in the next 

millennium, however, will require ongoing effort to ensure a continuing stream of 

appropriate role models for all students. 

The female leaders of 

the School, and indeed 

the girls themselves, have 

done much to make the 

School aware of the need 

for sensitivity about 

important gender issues. 
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With these resources 

available to it, perhaps 

the board can claim to 

be “God-only wise.” 

THE BOARD AND ITS LEADERSHIP 

It has been remarked, somewhat irreverently, that a board of governors ought 

to be “immortal, invisible, and God-only wise.” The immortality of the Ridley 

board is assured: it is self-perpetuating with renewable five-year terms of office. 

Approximately one-quarter of the board has served over twenty-five years, all of 

them Old Boys. As to its visibility, the board is certainly not a constant presence 

in the life of the School, but it does have three or four occasions in the year when 

it gathers for meetings. These are timed to coincide with an annual occasion, such 

as Association Weekend in October or the school musical in February. The final 

meeting of the year is followed by a dinner in which the governors honour the 

school staff. Apart from this, board committees meet inconspicuously at the School 

from time to time. 

A membership of fifty makes this a very large board, which effectively never 

meets “in toto.” The Executive Committee, under the chairman of the board, tends 

to formulate the School’s policies and plans in consultation with the headmaster. 

The board is then asked to approve these formulations. An Advisory Council of 

seventy-five others receives reports of the board meetings and are welcome to 

attend (but not to vote). Between them, the board and the Advisory Council 

include almost everyone who has been of significance in the governance of Ridley 

in the last forty years, as well as other people of wisdom, distinction, and special 

expertise. The membership of the board is by invitation and is eclectic. Besides a 

decided preponderance of Old Boys and Old Girls, it is drawn from all over 

Canada, the United States (where the loyalty of Ridleians is particularly strong), 

and several other countries. Currently, Mexico, Hong Kong, and the Bahamas each 

have a board representative. With these resources available to it, perhaps the board 

can claim to be “God-only wise.” 

Its wisdom is applied through a series of active standing committees and by 

additional ad hoc committees from time to time. These committees include 

members of the staff and others who are not governors. The following list of 

standing committees gives the name of the chair and the number of members. In 

1999, this was the committee structure: 

Executive Committee 

Academics Committee 

Finance Committee 

Property Committee 

Human Resources Committee 

Development Committee 

Marketing and Public Relations Committee 

Harry Daniel +10 

CathrynJ. Boak + 18 

John R. Anderson ’65 + 12 

William H. Sears ’58 + 13 

R. Ross Dunsmore ’67 + 11 

Thomas E. Richardson ’58 + 14 

Harry C. Hatch ’67 + 13 

Thus, over one hundred people are directly engaged in governance issues. 

In addition, two other important institutions support the School. The first is 

the Ridley College Foundation, which is chaired by Darcy McKeough. His group 

oversees an endowment of over twenty million dollars. A high priority is given to 

scholarship and bursary assistance. The Investment Committee, chaired by Patrick 

Lett ’67, reports to the trustees of the Foundation. The second institution is the 

Ridley College Scholarship Fund Inc. This is the “other” endowment (in U.S. 

funds) generated by the gifts of Ridley’s American citizens. This is chaired by 

Samuel Anderson ’45 (previously Frederick Jerauld ’53). The endowment is 

approximately three million dollars (U.S.). Its trustees show particular imagination 

and resource in their support of Ridley enterprises. Together, these endowments are 

the largest among Canada’s independent schools. 
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During the 1990s, the School was fortunate in its three board presidents. Each, 

powerful in his own way, has met the needs of the time. Darcy McKeough saw the 

School through the transition from Jere Packard’s headmastership to that of 

Douglas Campbell. Almost ten years later, the Second Century Building is still 

considered “state of the art.” Darcy concluded his official term with a 

characteristically amusing and inspiring speech. The occasion was the unveiling of 

his portrait in the Great Hall. He said: “I . . . congratulate the artist, Istyan 

Nyikos. . . . He has captured the real me without overdoing any exceptional good 

looks!” His final words capture both the essence of Ridley from its founding and his 

own life’s expression of that mission. 

Good citizenship is not innate; it is taught. Ridley has been . . . giving that training. 
If we continue to provide the kind of teaching and training that we have for 103 years, 
then my wish will continue to he granted. In “As You Like It” Phoebe asks “tell this 
youth what ‘tis to love” and Silvius replies “it is to be all made of faith and service.” 

Mr President, Headmaster,—Faith and Service—that is Ridley’s mission, that is my 
wish and my expectation. 

His successor was another Ridley thoroughbred, George Hendrie. George’s 

school years were 1944-49. His was a Ridley career of cheerful participation and 

many successes. The word “thoroughbred” is particularly apt for a Hendrie: the 

family had been involved for generations in the Ontario Jockey Club. George’s 

term of office was necessarily less spectacular than Darcy’s. The glamorous tasks 

had been done, and it was a good thing that good-natured George was there to deal 

with some issues that had been deferred in the late ’80s. One of these was the 

implementation of the Long Range Plan of 1988. George’s shrewdness, warmth, 

and humour were important in this brief, unsettled period. Before a revised plan 

could be initiated, Douglas Campbell stepped down and accepted a position at St. 

Andrew’s College. George therefore appointed Bob Snowden as interim head, and 

undertook the most important task a board performs: the identification of the next 

head. It was an extremely thorough search, surveying an international catchment, 

and ending on the border of England and Wales. George was assisted particularly 

by Crawford Gordon '56, who persuaded Rupert Lane to come to Ridley. This was 

the final achievement of George’s era: he retired in 1995. His death, four years 

later, was a blow to the Hendrie family and to his enormous circle of friends. A 

tribute to George appears in the “In Memoriam” conclusion of this chapter. 

The current president, Harry Daniel, is one of St. Catharines’ leading lawyers. 

He is the parent of four Ridleians, and has over twenty years of close association 

with the School. At the time of his accession, it was almost exactly one hundred 

years since Ridley had been led by a citizen of the city. Thomas Merritt, the 

founding chairman, served for the last years of the nineteenth century, just as Harry 

did for the twentieth. In particular, Harry guided the School through the 

technological changes of the decade. With enviable assurance, he presides over the 

complex tasks of the board and is meticulous in his expressions of appreciation to 

those who contribute their time and energy to Ridley. 

A final word concerns the immense contrast between Ridley at its foundation 

and Ridley at the millennium. A school of sixty boys has become a school of over 

600 boys and girls. A school for white, Anglican Canadian families has become an 

international institution with a minority of Anglicans. The operating budget of 

$16,000 (1889) has become $15 million (2000). School fees have gone from $260 

per year to $26,000. Despite all these developments, the School has remained true 

to John Miller’s original prospectus of 1888: “The true education is that which 

develops the threefold nature of the child, symmetrically—moral . . . intellectual 

. . . physical.” Over one hundred years of wise and consistent governance has 

ensured this. 

“I . . . congratulate the 

artist, Istyan Nyikos. . . . 

He has captured the real 

me without overdoing any 

exceptional good looks!” 
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THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS, 1999 

Visitor 

The Rt. Rev. the Bishop of Niagara D. Ralph Spence 

Corporation 

President: Harry J. Daniel, Q.C. 

Senior Vice-President: Crawford Gordon ’56 

Vice-Presidents: John R. Anderson ’65, George M. Irwin ’69, 

Patrick F. Lett ’67, Les Anne Morrison 

Board of Governors 

Samuel 1. A. Anderson ’45 

Brian W. Barr '61 

Cathryn J. Boak 

Henry M. ‘Mac’ Borden ’64 

Garry F. Burroughs ’64 

Andrew D. Chant ’63 

P. Ann Clarke ’78 

John C. Drake ’65 

R. Ross Dunsmore ’67 

D. Harold W. Gould ’69 

Bryan E. W. Gransden 

Timothy K. Griffin ’68 

Harry C. Hatch ’67 

Brian A. Iggulden ’67 

(Ex-Officio) 

William H. Sears ’58 

Frederick N. C. Jerauld ’53 

Nadine D. Karachi de Estrada ’87 

Rupert D. Lane (Ex-Officio) 

Elizabeth-Ann Lawton ’80 

Geoffrey W. Lind ’71 

Peter R. Lockyer 

James G. Massie ’76 

David R. McBride ’51 

R. Bruce McCarthy ’67 

Duncan M. McGregor ’84 

(Ex-Officio) 

James R. O. McIntyre ’66 

Michael J. Moulden ’70 

John C. Murray ’62 

Michelle Myers (by invitation) 

Sarah G. Nadherny 

Eleanor Osier 

Roseanne Partington 

G. Scott Paterson ’82 

Thomas E. Richardson ’58 

Geneva E. Rutherford 

Terence P. Scandrett ’61 

W. Carter Siebens ’82 

Donna L. Smith 

J. Griffin Strasenburgh ’66 

A. Geoffrey Tooton ’70 

D. Stephen Walker ’61 

David S. Willmot ’68 

Margaret I. Wilson 

One refrain heard in the 

1990s was that there 

were too many options 

in the sports program. 

SPORTS IN THE NINETIES 
One refrain heard in the 1990s was that there were too many options in the 

sports program, particularly in the spring term. Some believed that this diluted the 

strength of all the teams. When a suggestion was made, however, to reduce the 

number of sports, the advocates of diversity invariably howled in protest. One 

positive step in remedying this dilemma came in 1994 when the Athletic Council 

(set up that winter and composed of team captains, prefects, and the athletic 

director) recommended that the School rescind the option that permitted two 

terms of sport for grade 13s. This practice had crept into the program in the late 

1980s, and some very able athletes began seizing the opportunity to opt out. Jay 

Tredway, one of Ridley’s keenest grade 12 athletes, spoke highly of this initiative. 

Among the many things Ridleians had to deal with on their return to school in April 
[1994] was the reality that third term sports would no longer be a joke. . . . Overall 
the new athletic policy has proven to be a very intelligent move by the Athletic 
Council, and the school only stands to gain from all the new inter-squad competition 
that has been created . . . and that is a key element to a successful program. 

The three terms of sport for everyone has helped allay concerns over the dilution 

of athletic strength. 

A second issue was whether or not Ridley teams should be playing in more 

than one league. The independent school league (CISAA) is Ridley’s ancestral 

home; however, beginning in the early 1980s, belonging to the city league was 

either the only option for some teams (especially in their building years) or the 

only opportunity for better competition. The possibility of advancing through the 

local level (Zone) to the regional level (SOSSA) and on to the provincial level of 

competition (OFSAA) has been seen as a golden opportunity to challenge the best 

athletes in the province. What is right for one sport is not always right for another. 

This issue became a greater concern at the end of the decade. It has an impact on 

the cost of travel, on the amount of time spent away from school, and indeed on 
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the whole athletic philosophy. For all the independent school athletic directors 

who also work on scheduling, the problem is incredibly complex. 

A third issue was the problem of the apportionment of time spent between 

athletics and academics. Opinions on the proper balance are as varied as the 

individuals in the School. This was a major topic of discussion, particularly in the 

early 1990s when some girls’ teams were doing particularly well. Andrea Charlton, 

a grade 12 athlete and academic, wrote strongly on the problem of missing class 

time for athletic fixtures. 

Ridley pushes and pulls its students in every direction which results in students who 
have spread themselves too thinly. . . . Later on in life, it is the qualities people gain 
while playing sports that matter, not the score of the game or who won. So let’s try to 
become more focused on what really matters. Mind over matter, brains over brawn— 
and a school which is known to produce individuals who really make a difference. 

Of course, different circumstances dictate different schedules, and Andrea’s appeal 

for perspective drew considerable criticism at the time. The fact remains, however, 

that Ridley’s continuing attempts to strike a balance in its program to everyone’s 

liking is a real challenge. 

Equally important was the concern for equality that many girls expressed, 

particularly in the middle of the 1990s when the surge of success among various 

girls’ teams was having its greatest impact. The girls were increasingly sensitive to 

the fact that their sports did not get the recognition that they had earned and 

indeed deserved. Natalie Iggulden and Siohhan McLaughlin both wrote at length 

on this issue in 1995 and 1996. Natalie was distressed by the male-dominated pep 

rallies and Snake Dance, the perceived lack of priority seating for girls at the 

athletic dinners, and the lack of attention given to the Bradley Shield competi¬ 

tions as opposed to that given to the hoys’ Bermuda Cup. Siohhan also saw the 

continuing absence of female cheerleaders as a problem that could easily be solved. 

Equating major boys’ sports with school spirit was not something that girls could 

accept. Appealing for a healthier balance, she wrote, 

There has been a great deal of debate over whether or not school spirit is alive or 
dead. It is obviously alive and well for some events, but just barely breathing for 
others. The cheerleaders do a great job when it comes to hockey or basketball; I’d 
just like to see it happen for a girls’ sport. It’s our school too, and it’s time for 
everyone to do something about it. 

An admirable spirit prevailed throughout the decade, even as a healthy review 

of important issues continued. Despite the continuing evolution of Ridley’s sports 

program, the educational principles of sport established at Ridley by Dr. Miller and 

Dr. Griffith are still paramount as the guiding philosophy. A healthy sporting ethic 

at all times, the never-ending quest for fitness, the mastery of an athletic skill, and 

the importance of team play are the raison d’etre for the whole program. They are 

the “life skills” that help create the whole person, and they remain at the heart 

of modem Ridley. 

THE FALL 

Football 

For many reasons, the large football teams of earlier decades were no longer in 

evidence. For the 1989 first team squad, the IS A A championship of 1988 meant 

both hope and a renewed challenge. With the inevitable graduations of veterans, 

however, and the determination of the other schools to knock the champions off 

their roost, there would not be a repeat title for Ridley. The Sandy Walker/Ted 

Trafalet running back combination was still intact, but the opposing ISAA teams 

successfully changed their strategies to counter the strong Ridley backfield. The 

Despite the continuing 

evolution of Ridley’s 

sports program, the 

educational principles 

of sport established at 

Ridley by Dr. Miller 

and Dr. Griffith are 

still paramount as the 

guiding philosophy. 
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Back in the C1SAA 

league, the 1998 and 

1999 teams reaped the 

rewards of the two-year 

rebuilding process. 

games of the 1989 season were all close and the 4 and 2 win-loss record was 

respectable, but that was as close as any team would come in the 1990s to the 

CISAA championship. 

Morale remained high in the early 1990s, especially under veterans such as 

Joey Pingue, Matt Malowney, Andrew Davidson, Paul Kundrat, Jason Worbets, 

Chris Ricci and others who played the game with enthusiasm but without much 

success. Despite the new young strength in players such as Kyle Strong, Mark 

Cosgrove, Luke Ware, and Derek Zavitz and the heroic efforts of Karsten Von 

Hoesslin, Usene Wright, and Joe Zawadzki, Ridley remained relatively winless. 

The School moved out of the CISAA league and into the local city league for the 

1996 season. With a century of tradition apparently at stake, the decision to move 

was not an easy one. As Mike Gentry, the Rookie-of-the-Year winner in 1995, told 

Tiger Tribune in 1996, 

it took a great deal of courage to admit that our team was no longer competitive 
. . . but the loss of the U/15 team, then the loss of the Second Team, and finally 
[in 1996] the merging of the U/16s with the First Team chart the decline of First 
Football clearly. 

The move to the city league was rewarding. Newcomer to the game, Femi Dawodu, 

was a human sparkplug who combined with Marco Gonzalez, Mike Gentry, Chris 

Mackie, and Karsten Von Hoesslin to fashion successful outings against each of the 

teams in the B-Division. The season ended with the championship as well, when 

Ridley defeated Niagara District High School with a 42-17 score in the final game. 

This may have been just what was necessary to restore confidence. In 1997, 

Ridley came out of the city league and played only exhibition games. The U/16 

team was successfully revived under the direction of Dave Whitty and Rick Coy, 

and another rebuilding year was forged at the senior level. Allen McCreath, 

described as the “captain in all but name” spoke for the whole team when he 

reported that “even though we know it is a year of not being in a league, or not 

playing for any cup, there is a sense of unity among everyone on the team.” 

Back in the CISAA league, the 1998 and 1999 teams reaped the rewards ot the 

two-year rebuilding process. The 1998 team, led by Sam Bellhouse and Charlie 

Locke, recorded wins against UCC on Association Weekend and a thrilling last- 

second victory over TCS later in October. The team came close in the playoffs, 

losing to UCC by a narrow 42-35 score. In 1999, an unprecedented 100 players 

turned out and eighty-five of them remained on the junior and senior squads for 

the entire season. This was the year that Rick Rasmussen relinquished his head 

coaching duties to Dave Whitty. Dave encouraged newcomers, and eighteen of his 

forty-two players were novices. Predictably, the first four games were defeats, but 

the last three were victories as the players absorbed improved skills and developed 

the all-important team approach. Enthusiasm for football had definitely returned 

at the end of the decade, and Coach Whitty was overheard waxing enthusiastically 

about the prospects for the team and the game in the new millennium. 

Soccer 

By contrast, the record that first team soccer compiled was the result of a 

general rise in the popularity of the sport across North America, excellent 

coaching, and the continuation of the “building from below” process. The biannual 

opportunities to go on tour to Bermuda may have helped as well. While the players 

could always look forward to Bermudian hospitality, the tours were simply added 

bonuses to a series of highly successful seasons. Statistically, the soccer program’s 

success tops the sporting charts of the decade. Ridley emerged as the “team to 

beat,” particularly in the latter half of the decade. 
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After the ISAA championship of 1988, the 1989 team finished first in the 

league with 8 wins, 0 losses, and 1 tie. On November 1, however, their dream of 

repeating as champions died suddenly at the hands of Hillfield College. After 

Ridley opened the scoring with two goals against a fierce wind, victory seemed to 

be theirs. Hillfield thought otherwise and retaliated with three of their own. Late 

in the game, Greg Ireland chipped a ball into the middle and Jamie Katzman scored 

with a perfect head ball. As Coaches Martin and Sherman went to their overtime 

rule book, the linesman informed the referee that the ball had gone out of bounds 

before Ireland had touched it. The Ridley squad, though devastated by the 

decision, played hard in the final minutes but to no avail. As Keith Hall reported, 

“The quality that set Ridley apart from the competition was the bond between the 

players . . . not eleven superstars, just one super team.” 

The early 1990s were somewhat less successful. Strong players such as Bryan 

Henry, Santiago Salvat, Toby Rayson, Paul Gogan, and Tracey Moors never quite 

managed to topple the league leaders at Appleby and TCS. Under the leadership 

of Jay Tredway, Jon Drake, Bryan Rose, Bobby Belan, Jay Jackman, and John Dill, 

however, CIS A A championships were earned in 1994 and 1995. After rebuilding 

in 1996, the 1997 team emerged with veteran strength and solid depth. This team 

won the Early Bird tournament, and the CAIS National Championship. The 

championship game, against arch-rival UCC, ended in a 2-2 tie, which led to 

penalty kicks. The scene was described by Captain Robbie Cole. 

After three gut-wrenching kicks from either side, we found ourselves down two goals 
and on the verge of defeat. As UCC’s star player stepped up to the ball and faced 
Paul Wylie, the silence from the crowd was unbearable. The shot came and it was 
wide. Next, Justin Robinson scored on a perfectly placed shot. UCC, however, still 
had victory in their sites. . . . Then Doug Hatch tied the penalty shots by scoring and 
left it to sudden death. . . . When the next UCC player missed the net, all of that 
pressure fell onto Mike Drake’s shoulders. He coolly stepped up to the ball and placed 
it into the top comer just beyond the outstretched hands of the UCC goalkeeper. 
Ridley became the 1997 CAIS National Champions! 

The following week, the team defeated SAC to win the CISAA title in 

another close game in front of the home fans. A heartening footnote to the season 

was the announcement by UCC of the establishment of the Most Honoured 

Opponent award. This was voted by the UCC first soccer team to the opponent 

who best combined skill, determination, and good sportsmanship. The first 

recipient was Robbie Cole. 

In 1998, under Captain Eric Partington and supported by Gary Sobchak (the 

team’s leading scorer in the decade), Adam Lampman, and Rob Black, Ridley came 

close to a second CISAA championship, but lost in overtime to SAC. In 1999, 

under co-captains Jon Abbott and Jose Huerta, the team emerged victorious in the 

CAIS National Championship Tournament in mid October. 

In the CISAA championship game early in November, Ridley was down by 

two into the second half. Near the 40th minute, top scorer Michael Iggulden seized 

a breakaway. He chipped the ball over the goalkeeper, collected it on the other 

side, and neatly fired it into the net while sandwiched between two red defenders. 

SAC held on for the win, however, and their second consecutive championship. 

Tosh MacFarlane, the league’s convener (from Appleby), summarized that final 

contest of the decade as a classic between the league’s soccer heavy-weights. 

I believe that SAC was the better team on the day, creating far more good scoring 
chances—but Iggulden’s goal was a peach as was his behaviour and work ethic for 
his Ridley team, so I think he deserves the uncertified “Man-of-the-Match” award. 

That match marked Ridley’s fifth consecutive appearance in the Aylott Cup Final 

and confirmed the School’s continuing success in the sport. 

A heartening footnote 

to the season was the 

announcement by UCC 

of the establishment of 

the Most Honoured 

Opponent award. 
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“Their season flies 

by, but each individual 

runner knows what they 

have accomplished and 

that gives them the kind 

of satisfaction that 

keeps them going. ” 

Harriers 

Two articles in Tiger Tribune at either end of the 1990s highlight the harriers 

teams of the decade. In 1989, Marie-Helene Morency wrote, 

Monday through Saturday, they toil—Burgoyne Woods, Golf Club, Martindale Trail, 
Riverview, Brock Hill—they sweat—Miss Swan’s slaves donate their aching bodies— 
you can see them making their daily pilgrimage across St. Catharines under the lead 
of high priests Krissy Lockyer and Brian Dooley and aspiring high priests Denise 
Cadeau, Colin Chant, Maggie Boak and Jen Turner. What is this mysterious 
masochistic sect? First Harriers of course! 

In 1999, Michael Schadinger penned some insightful remarks under the title 

“Harriers—Men and Women of Steel.” 

You see them every day, coolly preparing on A-Squad ... a small group of chiselled 
athletes whipping off gruelling sets of push-ups, sit-ups and chinnies as quickly as 
you can say Ultimate Frisbee. Are we talking about football? No my friends; this is 
not the sugar coated, daisy garland world of pads and helmets. Those you see have 
only a thin rubber sole protecting them from the horrors thrown their way on a daily 
basis. They are your Harriers. 

The Harriers are not who they are because they crave the glory and limelight. 
They never have throngs of cheering fans motivating them to perform better. . . . 
They put their bodies and minds on the line every single day for reasons which even 
we can never comprehend. . . . Their season flies by, hardly noticed in the grand 
scheme, but each individual runner knows what they have accomplished and that 
gives them the kind of satisfaction that keeps them going. 

All harriers of the era would recognize these references. Also common 

throughout the decade was coach Maggie Swan’s dedication to pushing individuals 

toward their potential. She was assisted in various years by marathoner Paul 

LaFrance, Harry Clelland, Ken Hutton, Giles Campbell, and Gordon Gwynne- 

Timothy. Together, they maintained a remarkably consistent program. Two awards 

were added in 1994 to recognize achievement. The first was the Harriers Trophy 

for all-round excellence, leadership, and sportsmanship. The second was awarded 

to the Most Improved Runners. In 1998, the team went on tour to Bermuda to 

defend (successfully) the Bermuda-Ridley Second Century Cup—a coed 5k race. 

The goal for harriers team members was to advance as far as possible up the 

highly competitive provincial ladder. The teams always did well at the Zone and 

the SOSSA levels, and every year a few individuals would qualify for a berth at 

OFSAA. Individually, Liz Boak came 5th in the midget category in 1995, Sam 

McGlone was 13th in 1996, and Michelle Gretzinger came 17th in 1999 among 

the seniors. The provincial participants numbered in the hundreds, so these were 

truly outstanding performances. In addition, the teams always did well in the 

independent school league. They captured the coed combined CISAA harriers 

title in 1994, 1995, 1996, and 1998. 

The decade could boast some truly excellent role models. Naming them all is 

impossible, but Krissy Lockyer, Gen Okita, Daryl Martin, Ashley Hahn, Maggie 

Boak, Liz Boak, Serena Nudel, Samantha McGlone, Peter Dixon, Marc Beaudry, 

Jeff Morley, Michelle Gretzinger, and Michael Schadinger would have constituted 

a dream team had they all been together in the same year. 

The Cross-Country Run 

The annual Cross-Country Run occurred every year amid the usual moans and 

groans of the non-athletic, and the tension of the chase among the more finely 

tuned. Toward the end of the decade, the race was moved forward into October to 

avoid the nasty weather that had always been a Cross-Country Run feature. 

In the 1990s, the event was dominated by harriers team members. There were 

only two non-harrier victors in the decade. Bryan Henry, a soccer player, took top 
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honours in 1990, and Andrew Mactaggart from football seized the gold in 1992. 

The day was always organized by Maggie Swan and assisted by a bevy of faculty 

stalwarts who kept an eye out for potential cheaters. Michael Scott and Paul Lewis 

avoided these duties by running in the senior race almost every year. Sue Myong’s 

report in an early ’90s Tribune is a typical description of the event. 

Each year there is a contingent of “walkers” who swear that they absolutely cannot 
run. There is a moderate group that makes a compromise; they walk, they run again 
and walk some more. . . . Finally there are the die-hard physically fit ones who give it 
their all and finish quite respectably. . . . 

Ridley’s infamous cross-country run is a tradition that will probably be continued 
for many years to come both to the delight and the dismay of future Ridleians. 

Field Hockey 

The foundations for excellence in field hockey had been laid solidly in the 

1980s by coach Nancy Whitty. By 1989, the team was a contender on all fronts. 

That team was led by Hilary Cole, the first grade 12 athlete to serve as captain. 

They conquered the city league rather easily, and then SOSSA. Advancing to 

OFSAA, they surprised everyone by seizing the bronze medal at the provincial 

championships, which were hosted that year by Ridley. “This team is fantastic,” 

said Coach Whitty. “They’re self-motivated and they did it themselves!” They 

reached the final four when Annette Harvey took a shot that rebounded to Louise 

Smith, who shot it into the net. The team was relegated to the bronze medal game 

after dropping a 1 -0 decision to Eastwood of Toronto, which in turn was beaten by 

gold medal finalists South Huron. The Ridley team featured a balanced attack; 

Hilary Cole was awarded the I. S. Cronin Trophy for leadership and ability, and 

Jennifer Sinclair was named Most Valuable Player. 

Hilary Cole captained the 1990 team as well, in an unprecedented undefeated 

and unscored upon season. The city championship was followed by SOSSA on the 

strength of a dramatic penalty shot by Andrea Butorac. This gave the team their 

second consecutive OFSAA berth. There they lost a heartbreaking 1-0 decision in 

the bronze medal match. Girls’ field hockey action 
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“I know that every 

player is proud to 

say they played First 

Field Hockey.” 

The idea of reaching OFSAA competition was firmly established in the teams’ 

minds in the early part of the decade, and that goal was reached, remarkably, eight 

times straight. After the outstanding provincial success of 1989, the 1990 pattern 

of just missing the medals, usually by a single goal against, set in with a vengeance. 

Alison Loat spoke in the Tribune for all those teams of the early and mid'1990s in 

thanking Nancy Whitty for her expertise and countless hours with the players. 

Referring to the 1992 squad, Alison wrote, 

The team pulled together and enjoyed the experience, despite the “circuits.” They 
made it all the way to the Ontario Championship, an honour only sixteen teams 
across the province can experience. I know that every player is proud to say they 
played First Field Hockey. 

And again the next year, Alison seized the chance to reflect on what had 

become a typical season. With the team seeded third in its advance to the 

provincial championships, there were high expectations. In a long double- 

overtime duel, Lakefield College finally scored to dash Ridley’s hopes. 

I only wish I could express the pain and disappointment we felt as the ball rolled across 
our goal-line.... It was just so hard to lose something you felt you deserved so much.... 
As the OFSAA weekend moves farther and farther away, things start to feel better. 
Not even a disappointing loss can cloud the best season the team has ever had. 

Dave Whitty shared the coaching duties with Nancy in 1994—her final year 

with the team. Kim DeBon became head coach in the last half of the decade with 

help from Andrea Charlton, and the team continued to be strong but also 

continued to come up short in the championships. 

In 1994, all seventeen team members could report A averages in the 

classroom. Superstar Lindsay Wright scored all eight goals in one match against 

Port Colbome in 1995. That was the year that The Bainbridge Cup for the best 

defensive player was inaugurated; Siobhan McLaughlin became its first recipient. 

Ridley hosted OFSAA again in 1996—a year remarkable for its scoring ability. 

Between Lindsay Wright, Anna Bartlett, Keeley McCleary, and Jodi Crossingham, 

almost 100 goals were tallied. 

By 1997, the team had fallen somewhat from its pedestal and was entering a 

rebuilding phase. The last years of the decade were also marked by work-to-rule 

problems in the public schools, which frustrated competition everywhere. Field 

hockey had indeed had a remarkable run of strength. The chain of exceptional 

players, which began with Hilary Cole, Jen Sinclair, Stacey Graham, and Serena 

Southam, continued with Naledi Bainbridge, Robyn Campbell, Rachel Bartlett, 

Lindsay Wright, Keeley McCleary, Wendy Crossingham, and Lindsey Kindellan. 

The game had indeed established itself as one of the fall term’s premier activities. 

Three field hockey players, Bartlett in ’94, Wright in ’97, and McCleary in ’99, 

were named to the C. W. Dorland Trophy for all-round athletic contribution. 

Girls’ Swimming 

The momentum built in the 1980s with the girls’ fall term swimming program 

continued into the 1990s. The teams counted six successive undefeated seasons, 

beginning in 1989. Zone IV championships were forthcoming every year that the 

competition took place. For many years in the decade, all the girls’ pool records on 

the board belonged to Ridley swimmers. Records were broken again and again. 

In the 1989 season, the first team squeezed into a van to attend a big meet at 

the Elmira Academy in western New York State. There they met spectacular 

competition and some fine American hospitality. Bridget Kerr, referring to the 

mass of swimmers on the deck and in the stands, described the experience as 

“intimidation city and, above all, no place to put all of our stuff!” Maria Maunder 

and Fiona Milne were the only swimmers to survive into the finals but the 
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experience was memorable for all, and whetted appetites for future touring. That 

season saw Maria take the Girls’ Swimming Crown for the third successive time— 

a rare feat equalled later by Allison Griffiths. In 1989, a second major trophy was 

donated by the team to the girl’s program—The Lewis Cup—recognizing a 

member’s combination of leadership, spirit, and sportsmanship. Its recipients are all 

recorded on the Appendisc. 

While the program maintained three separate teams each season, the emphasis 

was always on having fun, working hard, and conditioning themselves for the 

provincial championships in March. In 1993, Andrea Shemilt became available 

to coach the first team. She is an inspiring swimmer and coach, and also the wife 

of Olympic swimmer David Shemilt ’83. Andrea’s goal was to maintain the 

momentum for the second term, and to develop the existing talent for SOSSA and 

OFSAA competitions. In 1998, faculty member Shannon Harrigan took over the 

swimming program and continued the “if you swim—you win” and “a mile is a 

smile” philosophies into the millennium. 

Girls’ Basketball 

The girls’ basketball teams of the early 1990s stayed within the CISAA league, 

and continued to shy away from the city league, where the numbers of experienced 

players were simply overwhelming. There were some excellent players in those 

years, including Tanis Booth, Judian Davis, Jill Hopkins, Heather Cukierski, 

Frances Hahn, Penny Smith, and Amy Holliday, but there were never enough on 

the same team to challenge successfully. Those teams were marked by strong effort 

and fine camaraderie but not great success. One of the less victorious seasons was 

1991, but Captain Jill Hopkins could still pen some light-hearted limericks for her 

A eta article to describe each contributor. The MVP that year was Judian Davis. 

There once was a girl named Davis. 

Who came from an island to save us 

Her speed and agility 

Were like her handling ability 

We’re happy she came to play with us! 

The strong feeder program, coached by Don Munroe at the junior level and 

the midgets by David Gagne, eventually provided the experienced players 

necessary for real success. The senior girls, with consistent prodding from the coach 

of the decade, Alan “Kneesocks” Wilcox, gradually clawed their way up the 

CISAA ladder to become contenders by 1995. 

In 1996, the team was led by Aku Kwamie and managed to record the first 

undefeated season in its history as well as the league championship. This was a 

team filled with veterans, most of whom had one more season together. In 1997, 

they made the most of it. This team was composed of well-bonded veteran strength 

and was led by Kate Tanner, Heather Tredway, Sarah Lachowsky, Natalie Iggulden, 

and Heather Dawson in particular. They captured their second consecutive 

CISAA title. Especially heartening was their decision to enter the city league that 

year. They did not expect to do well but surprised everyone with a victory over the 

local powerhouse, Denis Morris, and finally a berth in the playoffs. The team lost 

in the semi-finals to the eventual city champions, Lakeport; but the team’s advance 

into the realm of top flight girls’ basketball is a credit to the team, Coach Wilcox, 

and the long and extended building program. 

In 1998, the strength of the entire program was proved in a strong 15 wins and 

5 losses, even with nine newcomers to the first team. By the end of the decade, 

estate manager and keen basketballer John Gittings had joined Dave Gagne in the 

junior levels, and the cycle was set to repeat itself. 

The senior girls, with 

consistent prodding from 

coach Alan “Kneesocks” 

Wilcox, gradually clawed 

their way up the CISAA 

ladder to become 

contenders by 1995. 
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The Leagues 

The temptation for almost one- 

quarter of Ridley’s students to bask in the 

autumn sunshine in less rigorous athletic 

activity permitted the league sports to 

thrive much as they had in the 1980s. 

The oldest of these was league soccer. 

Organized by Commissioner McLaughlin 

and assisted by regulars Scott, Wright, 

and Shantz, soccer played out its inter¬ 

locking schedule each year without 

benefit of fans or fanfare. A perfunctory 

note in Hodie early in November 1999 

indicated simply that “Mr. Scott’s Maple 

Leafs defeated Mr. Peters’ Black Hawks 

in a very exciting and well-disciplined 

game to win the championship.” 

The oldest of Ridley’s Simon Hall, Ridley’s long-serving guidance director, organized the league 

league sports squash girls’ groups. As A eta reported in 1993, “Some came to learn, some to play 

and some to play at playing. In the end, each got what she wanted.” Beginner 

tennis was a coeducational activity that always attracted more players than could 

easily be accommodated. In 1994, Doug Wilson introduced touch football, which 

gained an instant and enthusiastic following. This game, in turn, was replaced in 

1997 by Doug’s and Rodney Reimer’s new passion, ultimate frisbee. It, too, was 

thoroughly coeducational and an excellent game. 

THE WINTER 

Hockey 

Toward the end of the 1980s, the senior hockey team was clearly on the mend. 

There were consecutive winning seasons, City and SOSSA championships, and 

appearances at OFSAA. As the decade turned the comer, however, the teams’ 

records were disappointing. There was solid talent, but it was concentrated on the 

first line. By the third period of many games, the lack of depth brought predictable 

fatigue. While the teams were competitive within the Zone IV city league 

(winning the championships in 1991, 1994 and 1996), the CISAA schools and 

particularly UCC remained formidable forces. Unfortunately, the number ot Ridley 

players declined in the early part of the decade. By 1994, the second team could 

not be sustained and it vanished. 

In 1992, Head Coach Brian Iggulden handed the reins to Paul Bedard, a 

housemaster and experienced hockey player, who worked valiantly through the 

lean years to rebuild the program. Paul left Ridley for SAC after the 1996 season, 

and David Jenner, Ridley’s new assistant headmaster, brought his own considerable 

hockey experience to the School to continue the coaching process. Coach Harry 

Hatch ’67, a former goalie and a staunch team supporter, assisted in every year of 

the decade. Several of his charges were outstanding. These included David Bagozzi 

in 1990, Dan Gagnon in 1994, John Hynes in 1996, Dan Lee in 1998, and Colin 

Morawski as the millennium turned. Also helpful with the coaching was Brad 

Stewart ’91, who was playing for Brock University at the time. 

Toward the end of the 1990s, the fortunes of first team hockey slowly turned 

around. With strong encouragement from the headmaster, the second team 

reappeared in 1999 with coaches Jim Winterbottom and Rick Coy. Michael 
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Hamilton and Paul DeVellis guided the under-16 groups, and a feeder system was 

again in place. In 1998, under the Headmaster’s Trophy winner Gary Sobchak and 

the Bunston Trophy winner John Abbott, the team advanced from fifth in the 

CISAA to second with a total of 34 victories. In 1999 they chalked up 38, winning 

the Bronze Medal in their Early Bird Tournament (their best result in ten years), 

the championship in the Waterloo Tournament, and the season series against every 

opponent in the CISAA circuit—including one defeat of UCC (although not in 

the game at Maple Leaf Gardens). That team, under Captain John Abbott and 

Alternate Gary Sobchak, won the Zone IV City championship and a berth at 

OFSAA. There they made the final four but lost to the eventual champions, 

St. Thomas, in an overtime thriller. 

For players and fans alike, the annual Ridley Early Bird Tournament was a 

favourite late-November feature. Although Ridley never won gold, some of the 

best high school hockey in the province was on display. In the 1993 event, Jay 

Tredway described the exciting Ridley victory over St. Michael’s in Toronto in a 4- 

3 decision on Friday night. Ridley went down fighting on Saturday, and, Jay report¬ 

ed, “the tournament was eventually won by the Nichols School of Buffalo which 

played Culver Academy in a blistering game where all the offensive opportunities 

created by both teams left the fans on the edge of their collective seats.” 

First hockey was a strong focus for winter term school spirit throughout the 

decade. Cheerleaders, plenty of orange-and-black war paint, and brass bands (of 

sorts) were always in evidence at the home games, as was that strange practice of 

the prefects consuming a goldfish whenever a goal was scored by the home side. 

The enthusiasm of the Ridley fans reached great heights, especially in the Ridley- 

UCC series. This series was unique in the league as it approached its 100th 

anniversary, the first encounter having occurred in 1896. In 1990, prefect Sean 

Moran congratulated the School in the Tribune on a fine display of orange and 

black, but took fans to task for tearing down the “UCC Pride in Blue” banner after 

Ridley’s cheerleaders had apparently been pushed around by UCC supporters in 

the stands. In 1991, Graeme Scandrett referred to the same spirit at the Gardens: 

As a result of the early enthusiasm, much of the crowd had lost its collective voice 
from cheering by the end of the first period. . . . On the whole, however, the night 
was a success as was last year’s expedition. This year, the fight was on the ice, not 
in the stands! 

UCC Night in February 1994, combined the hockey game with first basketball 

to create a double-header for fan excitement at home. Both games ended in near 

misses for Ridley. Kendall Anderson deplored some unfriendly rivalry in a Tribune 

article, but also noted that all four teams “played well and competed with the drive 

that good competition should always inspire.” By 1997, the negative fan spirit had 

mostly disappeared. Although the team did not win the Foster Hewitt Victory 

Trophy, it was reported as a victory for true sporting spirit. In 1999, UCC Night at 

Maple Leaf Gardens inspired Colin Morawski, the outstanding goalie, to provide a 

player’s perspective. He wrote, 

For the fans, it was like one big party; everyone was having a good time. As for the 
players, the emotion wasn’t quite the same. With each goal against us, our hearts 
sank deeper. Although we scored an occasional goal to lift our spirits, it never really 
gave us the boost we needed to over-come the adversity. As I look back on the 
experience, 1 can say that it was great to play in an arena with such history and to 
feel the support that we received from all you loyal fans. However, I’ll always wonder 
what it would have been like to beat UCC on UCC Night at the Gardens! 

The Ridley-UCC game in January 2000 marked the fiftieth anniversary of 

UCC Night at Maple Leaf Gardens and the last such contest, as The Toronto 

Maple Leafs no longer occupied the Gardens. On this final occasion, twelve 

The Ridley'UCC game 

in January 2000 marked 

the fiftieth anniversary 

of UCC Night at Maple 

Leaf Gardens. 
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“Mr. Peters was not just 

making ‘silk purses from 

sows’ ears,’ but was doing 

this while having fun too.” 

busloads of students and faculty were joined by a strong Ridley contingent from 

Toronto. They witnessed a classic struggle, which ended in a 2-1 game in favour of 

UCC. Goaltender Ryan Shaw played an outstanding game, keeping Ridley close. 

He was awarded the Most Valuable Player citation and a $500 purse for the 

School’s hockey program. 

Basketball 

The decade began and ended with promise for boys’ basketball. What was 

missing in between was a depth of experienced players. Dave Whitty took over the 

head coaching duties in the 1990 season. He had inherited a crop of excellent 

players, which included Jamie Katzman (who once scored 35 out of the team’s 70 

points in one game), Pat Cooper (the Cromarty Trophy winner), Andy Wilson, 

Chad Pallopson, Travis Cooper, John Tucker, and Gene Cheung. Coach Whitty 

put the seniors into the city league, since they had played in the midget category 

successfully on the local level. The 1990 seniors surprised everyone with a Zone IV 

and a SOSSA championship as well as a berth at OFSAA, where they reached the 

quarter finals in a bold but disappointing effort. That team was aggressive, 

cohesive, high spirited, and fun to watch. Their home games were enlivened 

by half-time demonstrations by LOenise Cadeau and the Lincoln Leapers as well as 

the antics of the cheerleading squad. Basketball, in fact, vied with hockey for the 

attention of Ridley fans. 

In 1991, first basketball made the CISAA finals. Memorable tours to the 

Bahamas in 1991, 1993, and 1996 were designed to maintain interest among the 

players, enjoy some winter sunshine, show the Ridley flag, and possibly attract a 

player or two to Ridley. Each of these goals was achieved. One extra result was the 

appearance in 1996 of the Bahamian Trophy, which was presented thereafter to the 

Rookie of the Year as a reminder of Ridley’s excellent Bahamian connections. The 

first recipient was big Marco Gonzalez. In 1995, Alan Wilcox took over as head 

coach. He enjoyed the finesse of such players as Luke Ware, Jon Drake, Jason Lee, 

Usene Wright, Femi Dawodu, and Shane Concisom but continued to be frustrated 

by the absence of solid depth. In 1998, Jason Prickett assumed the reins and 

mustered a winning season. His first team reentered the famous St. Catharines 

Standard Tournament after a long absence, and made the consolation finals as well 

as earning the Team Sportsmanship Award. Mike Tatham, the Cromarty Trophy 

winner that year, was named to the Standard All-Star Team. 

Dave Gagne, Jim Milligan, Michael Hamilton, Paul O’Rourke, George 

Boucher, Neil Mawhinney, and Dave Whitty worked tirelessly on the cultivation 

of players below the first team level. Dave Whitty initiated the Carl Dorland 

Tournament in 1995 to showcase junior players. By the end of the decade, the first 

team seemed to he on the verge of a breakthrough. Ridley entered the Standard 

Tournament again at exam time in 1999. In that contest they lost a heartbreaker, 

62-58, in the semi-final with Holy Cross. Coach Prickett was well pleased with the 

team’s progress and especially with his starters, Ryan Bleich, Simon Bentley, David 

Bassett, Edmund Lam, and Andrew Kilmer. As he told The Standard, “They’re a 

young team only lacking experience. They’ll be back!” 

Squash 

As Aaron Yarmoshuk wrote in 1989 at the end of another successful season, 

“Mr. Peters was not just making ‘silk purses from sows’ ears,’ hut was doing this 

while having fun too.” Combining fun with hard work was Athletic Director Sandy 

Peters’ hallmark, and this was especially important in the less successful years. The 

cycle of success in the late 1980s was not repeated in the early 1990s—UCC and 
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SAC were the CISAA schools at the top. Ridley’s Bryan Henry was one of the 

dominant forces in the whole league, proving to be as excellent a squash player as 

he was a runner. Another strong racquets athlete was Joel Clark, a basketball star, 

who sprinted to the squash court at the end of the season to take the Bulldog 

Trophy three years in a row—somewhat to the chagrin of the top seeds on the 

squash team. In 1993, Danielle Clark, won both the National Under-Sixteen 

championship and the Under-Nine teen Central Ontario, while Dax Letham took 

the consolation round. Ken Lo took the Bulldog Trophy in 1993, while the under¬ 

lbs foreshadowed future success with the CISAA Tournament championship. 

Matches with the Niagara District Men’s “B” Division were a help in developing 

young talent. Those experiences, often in the larger international-sized courts, 

were remembered fondly. 

From 1994 through 1997, first team squash was virtually unbeatable. The first 

team was continually restocked with players who had trained at the second and 

under-16 levels with Simon Hall and Kerry Martin. There was a CISAA 

championship in 1994, seconci place in 1995, and championships in 1996 and 1997 

in undefeated seasons. Players such as Ryan Clark, Nick Griffin, Dean Lloyd, Rudy 

St. Rose, Brett Mathany, Ryan Truss, Bryce Murray, Shawn Naylor, and Chris Loat 

were dominant forces. One special tournament took place in February 1996, when 

Danielle Clark, Nick Griffin, Dean Lloyd, and Brett Mathany travelled to Sault 

Ste. Marie to compete in the Jahinger Khan Ontario High School Challenge Cup. 

They returned with with trophy. 

The last three years of the decade were less than spectacular. The depth of 

players was not sufficient to bring the championship back to Ridley. With a new 

round of strength developing under Simon Hall and Kerry Martin, there was 

promise of recovery in the new millennium. 

Swimming 

Paul Lewis continued his long career as head coach. Girls had increased both 

in numbers and strength until 1992, when winter term swimming officially became 

a coed sport. For the rest of the decade, the girls dominated the scene as the boys’ 

participation declined. There was male quality but no depth. The March OFSAA 

provincial championships became the real test of high school swimming. The 

home-and-home dual meet format among the CISAA schools of an earlier era was 

abandoned in favour of large meets at the new 25-metre facility at St. Andrew’s 

College. These proved to be excellent opportunities for swimmers to test the com¬ 

petition and to avoid some of the hazardous winter travel. What was lost, sadly and 

perhaps forever, was the old camaraderie between the schools’ teams occasioned by 

one school hosting another. It was now a different age. 

Small teams in the early 1990s made the CISAA and OFSAA championships 

opportunities for individuals. The scene was dominated by Ridley veteran Michael 

Ho and Ridley’s Bahamian superstar, Keino Rutherford, who established a 

blistering pace everywhere he swam. His two gold medal performances at OFSAA 

in the 50m and 100m freestyle in 1991 were efforts of magnificent proportion. It 

was fitting that guest speaker and Olympian David Shemilt ’83 should present 

Keino’s third successive UCC Cup at the winter Sports Dinner that year. It was 

David’s records in both the 50m and 100m freestyle that Keino surpassed. 

In 1993, Andrea Shemilt took over the first team coaching duties, and Paul 

Lewis headed up the building process with the second teams. The Ridley squads 

won the Zone and SOSSA championships every year that the competition was 

held. As the numbers improved with an overbalance of strong girls, those champi¬ 

onships came rather easily. As a testament to their strength, the girls captured the 

For the rest of the decade, 

the girls dominated the 

scene as the boys' 

participation declined. 
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CISAA championship in the final meet among the independent schools in 1993, 

1995, 1996, 1998, 1999, and 2000. A strong team went on tour to the Bahamas in 

1994- On that occasion, Toby McConnell, the UCC Cup winner that year, became 

a feature in the Nassau newspaper. Good training time, international exposure for 

the School, and some interesting ventures into the casinos were highlights. In 

1995, the team placed third overall at the Sudbury OFSAA competition among 

nearly 200 provincial schools. Medal performances by Allison Griffiths and Paul 

Wylie bolstered a team that was backed by the depth of Vanessa Thorne, Serena 

Gundy, Courtney Turtle, and Karen McGlone. 

It was 1997 that marked the high tide of the decade. The team placed second 

in the CISAA finals amidst stiff competition from the independent schools that 

enjoyed club-trained swimmers in their ranks. An unforgettable February training 

camp in Barbados was the first great highlight of that season. It prepared the team 

for the second highlight. As Stewart Kirby reported to A eta, 

In Barbados, Messrs. Barrow, Tomlin and Kirby demonstrated their driving skills on 
the wrong side of the road and their Barbadian hospitality skills as well. . . . All the 
participants returned with tans, better times, souvenirs and fond memories. As for 
OFSAA, everyone who qualified brought home hardware except for Mike Tomlin who 
watched the proceedings from the sick bench still dreaming of his future in water polo! 

The eighteen members who advanced to OFSAA combined to capture 

eighteen medals—the most ever. These included gold medals for the girls’ 200m 

medley relay (Jen Potten, Philippa Davis, Serena Gundy, and Heather Dawson), 

silver medals for the boys’ 200 medley relay (Stewart Kirby, Clement Tong, Paul 

Wylie, and Nick DeSantis), bronze medals for the girls’ 200m freestyle relay 

(Potten, Davis, Dawson, and Gundy), and for the boys’ 200m freestyle relay (Jay 

Meyer, Wylie, Tong, and DeSantis). There were also spectacular gold medal 

individual performances from Jen Potten in the 200m freestyle event, and from 

Clement Tong in the 100m breaststroke. This second highlight certainly topped 

the first in Barbados, but everyone believed that it was the tough training camp 

that gave the team the edge that season. 

In the 1998 season, Ridley’s domination continued. The combined team 

placed 7th overall at OFSAA, aided considerably by Paul Wylie. He ended his 

nine-year Ridley swimming career with an OFSAA medal and his fourth consec¬ 

utive UCC Cup. In 1999, when Shannon Harrigan took over as head coach, the 

senior girls captured their CISAA division again and at OFSAA there was a silver 

medal for the girl’s 200m freestyle relay (Beth Ruzylo, Alyssa Milot, Heather 

Dawson, and Tonika Carey) and an individual bronze for Nick DeSantis in the 

100m freestyle event. That and the UCC Cup ended Nick’s long and loyal associa¬ 

tion with the swimming program. With strong performances from Brooke Lockyer 

and Alyssa Milot, the girls finished fourth among the provincial teams. 

Badminton 

On selected days and evenings in the 1990s, badminton birds flew thick and 

fast. The sport was approaching its twentieth birthday, under head coach Michael 

Scott. It continued to draw large numbers of players each year—more, in fact, than 

the courts could accommodate. Securing sufficient playing time for the large 

turnouts has always been a challenge. Courts in local church halls helped ease the 

pressure on Ridley’s gym space, but the inconvenience and expense of bussing the 

players remains an issue. Mike Scott, with assistance from Nat Caters, has 

cultivated the sport over two decades. Below the first team, a large batch of 

hopefuls has always been in the wings—under the dedicated guidance of coaches 

Hutton, LaFrance, and Shantz. 

An unforgettable February 

training camp in Barbados 

was the first great highlight 

of that season. 
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Unlike most sports, which either keep club-trained players apart or provide 

separate categories for them, high school badminton has players competing against 

all comers. This favours the club players and those from schools where the sport 

has wide interest. For Ridley’s players, to advance much further than the Zone level 

is quite an accomplishment. In each year of the decade, however, a number of 

Ridley players have advanced to SOSSA. In 1996, nine did so. In 1995, Jen 

Olchowy and Ada Chung (quite possibly Ridley’s strongest pair yet) advanced to 

OFSAA—a remarkable feat. Players successful at SOSSA include Joe Chow, 

Andrew Fraser, Erwin Chung, Michael Wool-Smith, John Ingham, Simon Chan, 

Philippe Dubois, Mike Negrette, Mike Drake, Devraj McDonald, Kenji Kam, 

Edmund Lam, Candy Wat, James Spearing, and Davison Avery. 

Volleyball 
Girls’ volleyball proves the success of patiently building a strong program from 

below the first team level. The 1980s had been growth years, and the 1990s 

blossomed into championships. Ridley won the CISAA Tournaments in 1994 and 

1995 and the CISAA Championships in 1997 and 1999. Early in the decade, the 

team played in the local city league Single A category and did very well. They took 

the consolation round in 1990, putting the team 9th in the province. In 1991, the 

team took SOSSA again, and the girls brought back silver medals from the 

OFSAA championship. Claire Johnstone, who shared MVP honours with Casey 

Wilson that year, described that team for Tribune readers. 

We’re practically made up of all setters but Casey [Wilson] and Hilary [Cole] 
have been selected to look after that. . . . Who needs height when we’ve got Yuki 
[Morishima] Andrea [Charlton] or Jill [Hopkins] in front row power? And it doesn’t 
matter how tall the other team is, they still get blocked by Louise [Smith] Bridget 
[Kerr] and Jen [Scherle]. Everyone can relax though when Stacey’s [Graham] on 
the service line because no one can return her serves anyway! 

One factor in volleyball’s success was the numerous tournaments the teams 

attended. They supplied lasting memories and helped immeasurably in the team- 

bonding process. The long trips to the Choate Tournament in Connecticut were 

especially enjoyable. Another factor was the persistent pressure among the seconds 

and the juniors to develop their skills in anticipation of their turn at the top. 

Under Boh Malyk, Charlene Hutton, Vera Wilcox, and later Kim DeBon, the 

hopefuls provided a steady stream of experienced players to replace the graduates. 

Most significant at the first team level was the solid coaching of Erin Hayakawa, 

who headed the program throughout the decade. Helped by Maggie Swan in the 

early years, and Vera Wilcox later in the decade, there was an emphasis on 

fundamentals and conditioning. The theory was that if fundamentals are good, the 

games will look after themselves. Sarah Lachowsky described the regimen. 

Mrs. Hayakawa is our faithful coach once again, and she shows her great volleyball 
wisdom in our pursuit of perfection. . . . Mrs. Wilcox is her assistant, who always 
ensures that we do our sit-ups before practice. . . . Our practices are full of tedious 
yet surprisingly fun drills. I especially like the drill when Mrs H., with perfect 
technique, attempts to teach us how to slide properly. Then, as we try the pro 
sliding routine, the gym fills with the squishing sounds of skin scraping floor . . . 
Floor burn: a girl’s best friend! 

The years 1997 and 1999 were especially strong. The soccer and basketball 

athletes of first and third terms were dominant on the winter term court—Kate 

Tanner, Aku Kwamie, Natalie Iggulden, Heather Tredway, and Sarah Lachowsky. 

In 1999, with Maggie Lind, Keely McCleary, Cheryl Elliott, and Sayaka Ohba 

leading, the first-ever undefeated CISAA season unfolded. Volleyball had indeed 

established itself as a winner. 

“Everyone can relax 

when Stacey’s on the 

service line because 

no one can return her 

serves anyway!” 
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“Ho reveals his complex 

game plan—one that 

he’s been agonizing over 

for days. ‘Okay girls ... 

get the puck into the 

net!’ His words of 

wisdom amaze us all.” 

Girls’ H ockey 

One sporting activity that drew considerable attention in the decade was the 

advent of girls’ ice hockey. In keeping with the growth of this activity everywhere 

in Canada over the previous decade, it is not surprising that enthusiastic Ridley 

females would be campaigning the athletic director for a chance to play seriously. 

Sunday “free skate” was not what they had in mind. League hockey included three 

girls in 1991. In 1992 it included eighteen, which constituted a viable separate 

girls’ team demanding recognition. The official team’s inaugural season came in 

1994—fifteen girls, complete with jerseys donated by the Class of ’61 (hockey dads 

Gord Chaplin and Terry Scandrett were behind the gift). The first MVP award 

went to Captain Olina Hadala in 1994, and colours at the end of the 1995 season 

completed the official registry. Rachel Bartlett, Olina Hadala, and Amy Holliday 

were the pioneering leaders. 

The 1994 team included Ridley’s best female athletes—most of whom played 

other sports in the winter term as well. Sarah Scandrett and Rachel Bartlett 

allowed Tribune readers to peek into the locker room one day that year. 

As they strap on their equipment and lace their skates, music blaring at 100 
decibels, Mr. B. knocks on the door. 

“Is everyone decent in there?” 
He enters the dressing room accompanied by his sidekick Chris Deline, carrying 

clipboard, water bottles, med kit, and extra sticks for the anticipated aggressive play. 
Over the sound of the still-blaring tunes, he reveals his complex game plan—one 

that he’s been agonizing over for days. 
“Okay girls . . . get the puck into the net!” 
His words of wisdom amaze us all. . . . After a few more uplifting and awe-inspiring 

words, including his usual “just don’t get any penalties” . . . this powerhouse of a 
team heads for the ice. 

Our legion of fans bang on the glass, unable to contain their enthusiasm. . . . 
Senior First Varsity Girls skate dodecahedrons around their opponents. We even 
change on the fly (a new addition to the Brezicki game plan, though rumour has it 
that our next lesson will be in jumping over the boards and landing on our feet). 
We wait intently between periods for more inspiration from Mr. B, but alas, it 
isn’t forthcoming. . . . 

Though we may not win all of our games (in fact we have yet to win any), Girls’ 
Hockey is serious and spirited. 

By 1999, under Captain Anna Bartlett, the number of games played had 

catapulted to eighteen, and the team had close to a .500 season. liana Mizel was in 

goal; a most improved player award went to Danielle Lizak; and Kambria Berkhout, 

Caroline O’Mahony, Catherine Scandrett, and Lawrie Hamilton provided the 

scoring punch. Girls’ hockey had established its status as a winter sport. 

Gymnastics 

Gymnastics, a traditional Ridley sport, continued to enjoy success in the 1990s 

with small hut enthusiastic teams. As the sport had gravitated almost entirely into 

the girls’ realm (Dan Taylor was the sole male in 1991), it earned a respected niche. 

Their routines at the annual Amnesty Concerts were especially helpful in raising 

the team’s profile. With strong encouragement from head coach Karen Oude- 

Reimerink, as well as Dianne Purdie, Carol Luce, and, later, Sarah Thompson, the 

teams trained for competitions, which were chiefly with local schools. One of 

Ridley’s largest teams competed in 1993 with fourteen gymnasts, but this was 

microscopic in comparison with Sir Winston Churchill and Beamsville. What they 

lacked in numbers, however, the Ridley girls made up for in quality. Getting past 

the Zone and SOSSA barriers were worthy goals, and to advance to OFSAA was 

an indication of true excellence. Emily Leung, the Cap’s Cup winner in 1995 and 
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1997, won a gold medal for her floor exercise in 1993, a silver in 1994, and a bronze 

in 1996. Heather Scott achieved OFSAA ranking in 1993, 1994, and 1995; 

Jennifer Epp won gold in 1995 in the vault exercise as a member of the gold-medal- 

winning level 1 SOSSA team. Sara Morgan was fourth with her beam routine in 

1997 and struck gold in 1998. Alex Kyle in the vault achieved a bronze medal in 

1997. These were outstanding performances. 

Thanks mainly to the efforts of David MacLachlan ’45, the Cap’s Cup boards 

in the Iggulden Gym were refurbished and brought up to date in the mid-1990s so 

that the winners each year could see their names inscribed. The girls who 

combined both excellence and leadership in the decade included Denise Cadeau, 

Andrea Butorac, Leah Werner, Andrea Kallaur, Heather Scott, Cecelia Corzo, 

Andrea Speck, and Sara Morgan. 

The Leagues 

The catch-all activities, designated as “the league,” continued throughout the 

1990s. Amy LeMar, whose overall contribution to school life was exemplary, wrote 

a reflective Tribune piece entitled “Confessions of a league sports addict.” In it, she 

chided the School for not always recognizing that some students were simply not 

interested in achieving first team status. 

Did it ever occur to the Super Athletes that maybe some of us don’t want to compete ? 
As a league participant, I have more time to spend on my studies or on activities, I 
do not have to deal with temperamental coaches or players, and I do not have that 
“Bring Home the Gold” pressure . . . and I still keep active. This is the beauty of the 
system. I hate it when some athletic hot shot tells me that I should just “Go For It.” 
Well, I've seen the commercial too and I do go for it. I just do it in my own way. ... 
Maybe 1 won’t get a badge, or win some award, but that’s OK. I’m happy participating Dance became a significant 

the way I do. Isn’t that what Ridley is all about? sports option in the ’90s. 

The curling and cross-country skiing groups 

of the 1980s, disappeared but were replaced by 

indoor games and coed volleyball/basketball. League 

hockey (mostly coeducational), aerobics, and 

sometimes league squash constituted the roster 

of possibilities. 

Two other notable activities marked the winter 

term. The first was the annual Ski Day, usually in 

western New York state, in January. This event 

involved the whole of Upper School and often the 

Middle School as well. It was always keenly 

anticipated, with activities for virtually everyone— 

the downhillers, the snowboarders, the cross-country 

types, the racers, the skaters, and even the observers. 

This annual day was a welcomed break from routine. 

The excursions always did wonders for morale and 

were a source of many tales of joy and woe on the 

slopes. (Rhys Jenkins, who broke his arm on one 

occasion by crashing into a student was one of the 

tales of woe.) 

The second winter activity that was given a 

“league” designation at first was anything but. This 

was the dance group formed by James Nesbitt, 

Ridley’s choreographer, in the early part of the 

decade. In 1993, the space beneath the theatre was 

transformed into a dance studio, complete with 
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Soccer and hockey players 

supplied the driving power 

for most of the lacrosse 

teams of the decade. 

make-up rooms, a sprung floor, mirrors, ballet bars, and air-conditioning. The name 

“Dance Ridley” was adopted, and the small original group of dance enthusiasts 

quickly became a troupe of dedicated performers. The intensity that one of their 

workout sessions produced easily rivalled that of aerobics. It soon became an 

official sport in both the second and third terms, and it proved instrumental in 

virtually all stage productions of the decade. By 1997, the group created an entire 

evening of dance entertainment that astounded the large crowd in attendance. 

Adding to the strength of this cultural undertaking was a new award, The Dorothy 

Burgoyne-Doolittle Prize for achievement in dance. Nobody could have been 

prouder of the girls’ accomplishments than Dorothy herself, who witnessed this 

first gala evening. Ana Olyslager and Philippa Davis were the first recipients. 

THE SPRING 

Cricket 

Cricket in the 1990s presented an interesting case of survival, as the sport 

continued to suffer its general decline in schools across the province. At Ridley, the 

shortage of players who had the experience necessary for real excellence, and a 

fading of the high profile of the game was typical of cricket’s general decline. 

The Ridley story, however, is not a tale of woe but one of struggle. There were 

sufficient players to field two teams every year, and the success they did enjoy was 

directly attributable to the work of Chris Loat, a true veteran of Ridley’s cricket 

pitches. Colin Brezicki (in the early 1990s) and Kerry Martin (in the last half of 

the decade) each soldiered mightily with the junior players. There was only one 

year (1994) that went without a win or two. In his analysis of the apparent cricket 

crisis, Craig Scott suggested to Tribune readers in 1995 that 

if Ridley teaches us one thing, it is that tradition is a way of life. If the tradition no 
longer continues, and cricket is lost, the School will have suffered. . . . The sad part 
is that not many may notice! 

As the decade progressed, the number of experienced players diminished. 

Chris Loat paid a fine tribute in A eta ’90 to Captains Keith Hall and Rob Poe, who 

both bowed out that year after eight seasons with the game. Another wave of 

veterans, headed by Paul Kundrat, Jamie Leighton, and Courtney Trott, ended 

their careers in 1991 and 1992. After 1992, a new wave of keen cricketers enjoyed 

the strategy of the game and the challenges of competition. These included Lloyd 

Hardman, Kris Shukla, Steve Repple, Grant Suzuki, Craig Scott, Matthew Finch- 

Noyes, Michael Bentley, Paul Wylie, Don Walker, and Peter Reid. The sports 

reports of Acta are consistent, however, in the use of the words “inexperience,” 

“lack of depth,” and “weak batting.” These are factors that can only be remedied 

with time. The problems, while seemingly deep seated, do not detract from the 

players’ enjoyment of the game. What was consistent was their generally 

enthusiastic and positive approach to learning the game’s many nuances and the 

sartorial status conferred by the white blazers each spring term. 

Lacrosse 

Soccer and hockey players supplied the driving power for most of the lacrosse 

teams of the decade. The fast action of the game, the teamwork required, and Don 

Rickers’ excellent coaching made the sport attractive. In 1990, the team’s second 

competitive season, Ridley played a full eighteen-game schedule. Despite the fact 

that lacrosse is Canada’s official national summer game, six of the starters in 1990 

were Americans—Ted Trafalet, Tony Renda, Mark Slidell, Gerry Rosenheck, Jim 

Wellman, and Pat Pope. These were high-profile athletes who gave the team 
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Lacrosse had been played 

unofficially at Springbank 

a century before. 

recognition as more than just an upstart. 

In 1991, the Most Valuable Player Award 

was instituted, and Pat Pope was its first 

recipient. In 1992, Ridley came first 

among the CISAA schools and took the 

Niagara Secondary School Field Lacrosse 

Association title for the first time as 

well. Ryan Honey and Andrew Lewis 

shared MVP honours that year. Both had 

spent a term honing their skills at former 

Headmaster Jere Packard’s Wyoming 

Seminary in Pennsylvania. The Ridley 

team would tour there on a number of 

occasions later in the decade. 

The game seemed to attract players 

who sometimes had difficulties with 

established order. This led A eta to offer a 

cheeky comment about the 1993 team, 

the year Scott Atkin earned the Niagara 

Scoring title and Ridley’s MVP award as 

well. Acta described the group as “a ragtag 

band of warriors who played with great zeal throughout the season but had led 

Mr. Holmes to wonder after perusing the team roster whether it was the lacrosse 

team or the red gating list!” 

In 1994, the team won the all-Ontario Division 2 Field Lacrosse champi¬ 

onship. The lineup included strong athletes such as Kyle Strong, Tracey Moors, 

Chris Mackie, Jay Tredway, Chris Kaufman, and Toby McConnell. Most of them 

returned in 1995 for another brilliant season. The CISAA league was officially in 

place, and Ridley won their first independent school title that year. Jay Tredway 

was named the Tigers’ top defender, scoring two goals—the first two by a defense- 

man in the team’s history. He also won the Matheson Trophy that year for all round 

athletic contribution. CISAA titles continued in a remarkable chain of success— 

in 1996, 1997, and 1998. Those teams were helped considerably by spectacular goal 

tending, first by Trevor Van Egmond and later by Dan Lee. Nate Urban, Jack 

Charlebois, and Eric Partington supplied the scoring punch. In 1996, a new trophy 

was added for lacrosse, the Unsung Hero Award, for a first-year player who makes 

a significant contribution in ability and zeal. The first winner was Chris Drake. 

Chris Mackie was the key figure in clinching the championships in those amazing 

years. He was named MVP in 1997. In 1998, he became the all-time Niagara high 

school league scoring champion, a worthy reward at the end of his five-year Ridley 

lacrosse career. He was honoured that year with the Matheson Trophy as well. 

In 1999, some feared that the bubble had burst when the number of players 

declined alarmingly and when UCC finally defeated Ridley after seven years of 

trying. With rising stars in both soccer and hockey at the end of the decade, 

however, the potential for strong future lacrosse teams was in place. 

Rugby 

Coach Ray Nield once categorized good rugby players as having “fire in the 

belly, cool heads, sound basic skills, self-discipline, fitness and guts.” This 

combination of characteristics at any time is rare, and its absence in the early 1990s 

was evident. Players in those early years were short on experience, and the need to 

juggle positions constantly because of injuries did not help. Declining numbers of 
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“See, I told you I didn’t 

want to play this game!’ 

enthusiasts was also a cause for concern. There was strength with good ball 

handlers like Sandy Walker, Conway Bennett, Beda Zingg, Andrew Davidson, and 

Paul Mclnnes; but depth was missing. 

A resurgence for the senior team came in 1993. That season, coached by 

Jim McLaughlin and led by Dax Letham and Paul Gogan, experienced losses in 

only two games and enjoyed a sweet 14-10 victory over UCC—the perennial 

favourites. A year later, in 1994, Ridley was on top of the league again. 

The CISAA championship added a Zone IV title as well. Mark Cosgrove, the 

decade’s most explosive player, was beginning to show both personal strength 

and strong leadership in 1994 and 1995. This foreshadowed an excellent 

national and international career in the game. He was bolstered by Jason 

Garland, Andrew Walton, Jay Jackman, and Chris Wilkinson; but when they 

graduated, the senior team again became thin. The team awaited the spinoff 

from a resurgent junior side. 

Dave Whitty, an admitted rugby novice, became the coach of the junior team 

in 1996. He and his assistant coach and rughy veteran Tony Sherman did much to 

encourage boys into the program. “It you expect winning teams,” Dave said, “you 

simply have to build them piece by piece.” His 1996 and 1997 juniors developed 

marvelously. The outstanding senior players in those years (such as Pat Cosgrove, 

Parvez Taj, Jason Milton, Kieran Cuddihy, and Mike Gentry) could only watch as 

the juniors stole the limelight. Those two years saw the juniors take their CISAA 

championships, the Zone IV junior titles, and the SOSSA titles in two 

appearances in the Barbarian Cup—the Superhowl of Ontario junior rugby. Since 

there had never been a trophy for the junior team, Dave created one. The Nat 

Caters Cup was named after Ridley’s most senior rugby aficionado. Rumour had it 

that it held exactly one litre of Ireland’s finest, hut that was never tested (by the 

hoys anyway). Coach Whitty also had a way of securing the requisite number of 

players to field the team. He revealed this to The St. Catharines Standard after their 

first SOSSA victory. 

I started out with 12 kids and then we went and got about 6 more—some of them 
wandering down the driveway. . . . Some of them didn’t want to be there but by the 
end of the season, they loved it. 

Dave recalls Edmund Lam as one of those new recruits who was not aware that he 

was potentially a fine athlete. In one particular game, Edmund got the hall and 

made a magnificent run along the edge of the field, only to be stopped hy a hard 

tackle in a sea of mud at the sidelines and at the coach’s feet. He looked up at Dave 

and laughed, “See, I told you I didn’t want to play this game!” 

By 1998, many of the juniors had become seniors. The numbers on both teams 

were up considerably and the stage was set for a truly remarkable senior season. Jim 

McLaughlin, assisted by Brian Martin, guided that team to a rare 16 wins and 2 

losses. The season had actually begun in the second term, with Sunday practices in 

the gym in preparation for the British tour during March break. The Sunday 

practices and the successful tour may well have provided the extra skill necessary 

to mow down the opposition. The CISAA championship game was played in front 

of the home fans. Ridley played against arch-rival UCC in a thrilling and 

eventually victorious encounter. The next hurdle was the team’s berth at OFSAA 

the following week. Chris Drake reported that 

confident and experienced, we destroyed the competition in a number of qualifying 
matches. After two days of hard-nosed rugby, we had gained ourselves a place in the 
finals. Our rival for the match was Port Perry High School, a very talented side. 
However, our skills and heart were greater and after the tough-fought game, we had 
won by a 15-9 margin. For the first time in Ridley’s history, First Rugby had brought 
home the gold from OFSAA. It was a magnificent experience. 
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There were tries by Shaun Tam and Matt Rogers, and a penalty kick and 

conversion from Adam Lampman to seal the victory. It was a total team effort, 

upheld by rugby veterans Eugene Kalmuk, John Gray, Andy Page, and Charlie 

Locke. Gowan Tervo reflected on the game in The Standard a week later. 

I love the challenge. Rugby is a sport where you have to have the courage to put your 
body on the line for your teammates but you also have to have a code of sportsman- 
ship amongst the players on the field. . . . Because it holds such a physical commit¬ 
ment, it’s the one sport I’ve played where I’ve really felt part of a wonderful team. 

The teamwork that had prevailed in 1998 carried itself into the 1999 season. 

Although the team was seeded third in the province, they advanced to the 

OFSAA finals once more and again found themselves up against a very determined 

Port Perry team. For a change, there was excellent coverage of the series in the 

local papers. Coach McLaughlin was quoted: 

They’ve got three reasons to win it this year: they’re the reigning champions; we’re 
hosting the tournament; and the team hasn’t won anything else this year. . . . With 
outstanding kicking from Adam Lampman and Captain Charlie Locke, by far the 
best scrum half in the league, we’re up to full strength and ready. 

In the end, Ridley did not emerge as repeat champions. With six minutes 

remaining, Port Perry breached the defense and seized the gold medal. Students 

were given part of the afternoon off to witness the event. They cheered themselves 

hoarse and shared the disappointment. The Ridley players, many of whom had 

been together for five years, accepted their silver medals graciously. They had every 

reason to relish an outstanding run of success. 

The junior side lost its SOSSA championship appearances in 1998 and 1999. 

Their 1999 defeat at the Barbarian Cup came from that same Port Perry school that 

had beaten the seniors, in spite of heroic efforts from Dan Harriss, Simon Bentley, 

Josh Carrier, Gary Sobchak, and Tarek Mohamed. The stage was set, however, for 

another resurgence of strength. 

Indicative of the general popularity of the sport, rugby made its appearance in 

the Middle School in the 1990s. There were also rumblings among the girls about 

the need for a team of their own, though this did not materialize at the time. 

Golf 

Team goll emerged out of the cocoon that Keith Mawhinney had spun in 

the 1980s, when a few boys who had tired themselves out athletically in the 

first two terms won a spot on “the team,” or, rather, won a place in Keith’s car. The 

fun was in recreational golf in the spring sunshine. With growing demand for 

places in the early 1990s and the newly offered CIS A A championship tournament, 

it was not long before the golf enthusiasts began clamouring for recognition. 

Michael Hamilton took direction of the group in 1993, increased the amount of 

tournament play, and entered the team in its first CISAA tournament. Excellent 

playing from the likes of Boh Patterson, Brian Stewart, Greg Bodogh-Darte, and 

Cam Tedford allowed Ridley to walk off with the CISAA title in 1993 and 1994- 

Headmaster Lane, who is a keen golfer himself, conferred a certain prestige upon 

the “young” sport. 

In 1995, Ridley hosted its first CISAA tournament (but did not win) and 

awarded its first colours to Fraser Young, an outstanding player. That season will 

also always be remembered by Rod Earle for his hole-in-one shot at the Peninsula 

Lakes course. These facilities, near St. Catharines, were made available throughout 

the decade by the generosity of former board member, Denis Evans. In 1996, the 

sport added its own Most Valuable Player award—Greg Bodogh-Darte was the first 

recipient. Chris Little won the MVP title in 1997, and Patrick Cottone won in 

Headmaster Lane, 

who is a keen golfer 

himself, conferred a 

certain prestige upon 

the “young” sport. 
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“This epic adventure ended 

with a final whistle, a few 

tears, and a few final hugs, 

but no picture. ” 

1998. That year, the team came second in the CISAA, and the students almost 

beat the faculty. In 1999, with Stephen Billyard leading the team, the students did 

beat their teachers by a healthy twenty shots. 

Golf is a life sport, and it had established itself at the School as a permanent 

springtime fixture. Female golfers at Ridley had not appeared by the end of the 

decade, but they will be a welcome addition in the new millennium. 

Girls’ Soccer 

Soccer, the only exclusively girls’ sport for the spring term, was well into its 

second decade. As predicted in the 1980s, championship form eventually emerged. 

In the early 1990s, playing in the city league, the teams encountered local power¬ 

houses such as Denis Morris and Grimsby. The Ridley girls held their own, hut 

could not get close to the championship squads. Lack of team depth was always the 

nemesis. There were some stellar players in those years, including Sam Majendie, 

Julie Maggi, Tanis Booth, Jill Fiopkins, and Stephanie Perry—all of whom had 

post-Ridley university soccer careers. 

By 1993, the CISAA league was in official operation. That year also saw the 

addition of the Dr. R. B. Robinson Trophy as the major girls’ soccer award. (It was 

donated by Peter Robinson ’71 in memory of his father.) What had been The Most 

Valuable Player award became the Fleadmaster’s Trophy, given to a promising 

rookie. By 1995, the growing strength of the team led to an undefeated season in 

the city league, though the girls were vanquished in the semi-finals after a shoot¬ 

out. That team, featuring Naledi Bainbridge, Heather Tredway, Sarah Tanner, 

Katherine Tanner, Julia Vasic, Jessica Locke, and others, captured their first 

CISAA championship. This was the beginning of a four-year chain of excellence 

on the field. The Jill Hopkins Trophy was first awarded in 1995. This award was 

instigated hy Naledi Bainbridge to recognize the contribution of the former MVP 

and team captain who had been such a force in the early building years. 

The 1996 team, under captains Danielle Clark and Sarah Tanner, qualified for 

OFSAA and reached the semi-finals in the CISAA. In 1997, the CISAA 

championship came their way. That year, three girls (Kate Tanner, Heather 

Tredway, and Sarah Lachowsky) could stake their claim to three different CISAA 

championships in a single year (basketball, volleyball, and soccer)—a remarkable 

achievement. The team’s CISAA championship in 1998 was almost as brilliant. 

The championship game against Havergal in Toronto was described for Tribune 

readers by goal keeper Sarah Lachowsky, in her own inimitable style. 

The first half remained scoreless, but off the draw in the second half we scored a 
quick goal to take the lead. With minutes left, they got a penalty shot and tied the 
game. So, as Havergal sensed a comeback, Ridley placed the ball on the centre circle 
and decided to end it there. 

The ball was brought up the sideline, whizzed past their slow defender, and 
feathered onto the foot of Kate Tanner, Ridley’s sniper of the day. A roar erupted 
from the Ridley bench when the ball sailed into the bottom comer. 

This epic adventure ended with a final whistle, a few tears, and a few final hugs, 
but no picture. Oops, that’s okay, because we won in great fashion anyway! 

Sarah then went on to thank Geoff Park for his coaching expertise, keeping morale 

high when it was low, and his bad jokes, which always kept them laughing. 

The 1999 team was not quite as successful as its predecessors, in spite of heroic 

efforts from veterans Danielle Lizak, Keeley McCleary, and Anna Bartlett. The 

under-16 championship that year suggested that another period of championship 

form was soon to emerge. The overall success of girls’ soccer in the later half of the 

1990s was partly attributable to the dedicated coaching of Geoff Park, George 

Boucher, Brian Martin, and Wendy Pak. 
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Track-and-Field 

In the first half of the decade, there were many individual triumphs and 

enough OFSAA entries to confirm that a solid track-and-field program was in 

place. A team of experts led by Maggie Swan, and supported by Lowell Scott, Paul 

LaFrance, and later Ken Hutton and Neil Mawhinney ’83, worked with the team 

as the number of participants grew. 

Track stars of the early part of the decade included Krissy Lockyer, Dave 

Pontin, Greg Ireland, Maggie Boak, Jen Turner, Travis Cooper, Gen Okita, Sam 

McGlone, John Dill, and Ashley Hahn. Ashley was unique in the decade for 

capturing three Ridley crowns. She was the first recipient of the Most Improved 

Trophy in 1992, then the prestigious Scott Daniel Trophy for all-round excellence 

in 1993, and finally that same year The C. W. Dorland Memorial Trophy for the 

girl who contributed most in the whole girls’ athletic program. 

Another star of the 1990s was Bryan Henry. Bryan had joined the track 

fraternity at Maggie Swan’s urging when he was in grade 10. He showed 

outstanding talent for the 800-metre race in particular, and he was selected for the 

Canadian Junior Track-and-Field Championships in Saint John, New Brunswick 

in the summer of 1990. He placed sixth. He was accompanied by Krissy Lockyer, 

who placed seventh in the same distance. In May 1991, Bryan took eight seconds 

off his 800 time to post a new record of 1:54 at the Zone IV meet. He shattered this 

personal best at the provincial championship held in Sudbury that June. The 

Toronto Star reported the gold medal event. 

Bryan Henry came here [to Sudbury] believing he could beat his opponents in the 
800 metres and nothing that happened discouraged him. . . . He stunned competitors 
and spectators on the final day of the OFSAA championships with an incredible 
performance in the senior 800 metres. Taking advantage of ideal weather, the Ridley 
College athlete set a Canadian inter-scholastic record, clocking 1:50.07 seconds. 

The local press scrambled for details about Bryan, and Maggie became the 

target for questions about what “made him tick.” “He is eminently coachable,” 

Maggie reported. “He does all the workouts and he’s a great team member and role 

model as well.” Bryan confessed that there had been a slightly different reason for 

agreeing with his coach to try track three years before. 

There were some really good-looking girls on the track team, and that’s what pulled 
me into track in the first place. ... I’m motivated in the classroom and on the track. 
You can’t excel in track unless you have the mind for it. You have to be able to say 
to yourself “I can push through this” and ignore the pain. You realize that at the end 
of a practice the pain wasn’t that bad and in the long run its going to help you. 

That high school record brought Bryan to the notice of coaches from all over 

North America. Bryan’s goal, however, was medicine at Harvard and not a career 

in track, although he continued his running until 1995, the year he was named co- 

winner of Harvard’s male Athlete-of-the-Year award. He reflected on both his 

Ridley and his Harvard track careers for The St. Catharines Standard, stating, 

My priority has always been academics and doing what I have to do to become a 
doctor. Track is, well, I can’t really say I enjoy running. . . . Soccer is my favourite 
sport because I’m more of a team person. I do like to race though. The ultimate ath¬ 
letic challenge is putting on some shoes and seeing who can run the fastest. But track 
has always been a way for me to hang out with people I like and to have some fun. 

The 1995 season marked the team’s first of four consecutive CISAA coed 

championships. The high-profile athletes of those years included Brian Cooper, 

Gen Okita, Ricardo Martin, John Dill, Liz Boak, Bryan Rose, John Chiang, Femi 

Dawodu, Matt Cheeks, Michelle Gretzinger, Armin Rahn, Nicole Schmiedt, Sarah 

Taleski, and Barry Maybee. 

“Taking advantage of 

ideal weather, the Ridley 

College athlete set a 

Canadian inter-scholastic 

record, clocking 1:50.07.” 
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When it came to C1SAA 

competition, Ridley’s 

players faced competitors 

who were club trained. 

Tennis 

Tennis in this decade was marked by large teams, highly competitive matches, 

good fun, and sunny days. New direction was given to the program by Vera and 

Alan Wilcox, with strong support from Paul Bedard (an Ontario champion) before 

he left Ridley in 1996, and Athletic Director Sandy Peters. Vera and Alan did their 

best, arranging tournaments, juggling the ever-shifting ladder of strength, 

substituting for injuries, combining singles into doubles, and ensuring that 

everyone got equal court time. 

When it came to CISAA competition, Ridley’s players faced competitors who 

were club trained and who played regularly throughout the year. While this 

prevented winning teams at Ridley, it did not detract from the enjoyment the 

players had with the game itself. The lone CISAA senior championship came 

Ridley’s way on the girls’ side in 1995. Melissa Gruyich, Lizzy Kiraga, and Jen 

Olchowy were the strength on that team, which enjoyed an unbeaten season. 

Other female stars to emerge were Hilary Cole, Pam McCulloch, Clair Johnstone, 

Katsura Nakajima, Megan Cole, Jen Bassett, and Claudia Haegele. 

On the boy’s first team, the usual final placing was about fourth among the 

CISAA schools. The competitive players of the decade included Andrew Fraser, 

Kevin Bourke, John Ingham, Jason Lee, Chris Loat, Rene Ruhland, Ryan Clark, 

Jon Drake, James Goodliffe, and Aly Mansour. On the junior side, the 1997 team 

led by Ayo Badejo and Michael Iggulden had an outstanding 13-0 record, and took 

the CISAA Championship Tournament. 

The championship format changed near the end of the decade to allow for 

individuals to compete separately as well as for their teams. This reform, spear¬ 

headed by Vera Wilcox, provided more incentive for smaller schools to participate, 

and it resulted in an increase in the number of schools competing. 

Softball 

The boys team, with Jim Bryan and Derek Dunkley, became a full-fledged 

spring term sport in 1992. The girls’ team was close behind in 1993, under David 

Gagne. Both teams sported distinctive uniforms to match their official status. Most 

Valuable Player awards followed in 1994 and entries into the CISAA tournaments 

in 1996. Large numbers turned out each year, and cuts were always necessary to 

trim the teams to coachable sizes. 

Both teams struggled against more experienced opposition in the CISAA and 

locally. Ridley did have some excellent players, most of whom had gained 

experience on home or summer teams. On the girls’ side, Meghan Wylie, Jessica 

Fiedler, Christine Lawrence, and pitchers Katie Collins and Amanda Prudhomme 

were “impact” players. The boys’ teams also produced some excellent and 

enthusiastic talent, including Jim Bennett, David Tucker, Jamie Masters, Adam 

Clarkson, and J. P. Barbouth. 

Both sides practiced long and hard, and each team of the decade recorded 

excellent progress; carrying that progress into the next season was always a 

challenge. In thanking “Cito” Gagne back in 1993, Sue Balint spoke for all players, 

noting that “whether you are moving on to the big leagues or retiring your number, 

we’ll always have Walkinshaw Park!” 

Rowing 

By any other expectations but Ridley’s, the rowing program of the 1990s was 

highly successful. The standard of competition and the number of competing 

schools increased steadily. In 1997, Nicola McLaughlin, winner of the Bill Dick 

Award for the best girl’s contribution to rowing, wrote, 
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In recent years, other high schools have increased their winter training and their 
program size to the point where our crews have enormous competition. ... As many 
as 50 crews could be competing in one event and the calibre of competition has 
greatly changed from the days when a Ridley crew could get together in March and 
still expect to win it all. Women’s rowing has exploded in the last five years alone, 
and winning ergometer scores for the winter competitions have plummeted by 45 
seconds for an eight minute race. It’s a whole new ball game out there. 

The most conspicuous success for Ridley was its near monopoly in the early 

years of the Cosgrave Trophy at the Canadian Schoolboy regatta. This is awarded 

to the school with the most successful overall participation of that year. Ridley won 

the trophy in 1991, 1992, 1993, and 1995, and placed second in 1994 and 1996. In 

1991 and 1993, the girls’ crews took the Bobby Rosenfeld Trophy for women’s total 

points as well. Although the heyday of the great Ridley Heavy Eights was over, Jack 

Nicholson’s crew regained the Calder Cleland Trophy in 1992 and 1993. 

Every year, there were regattas for the crews to test the competition: Early Bird, 

Mother’s Day, Welland, Niagara Falls, and Toronto, as well as Philadelphia and 

Brentwood for the elite. These yielded a plethora of medals and memorable 

experiences. The number of dedicated oarspeople who continued in the sport after 

their Ridley experience surpasses any other competitive activity. This group 

includes Andrew Nicholson, Amber Tutton, Colin Chant, Heather Daniel, Sarah 

Hull, Felicia Neil, Fiona Milne, Maria Maunder, Lawrence Nwaesei, and Andrew 

Mactaggart among others. 

The women’s crews were spectacular. Nick Holmes’ crews were the most con¬ 

sistently successful. Nick took his Senior Lightweight Eight to the English Women’s 

Henley in June 1990, and they returned with silver medals. Plans for that expedi¬ 

tion almost came adrift when Chantal Aubin could not give up the opportunity to 

play with the N iagara Youth Orchestra, which went on tour at the same time as the 

regatta. Suzanne Hallerman filled the breach. Fiona Milne was in that crew as well. 

She enjoyed a long rowing career after Ridley: placing tenth at the 1999 World 

Rowing Championships in St. Catharines and competing in the 2000 Summer 

Olympics in Sydney. Maria Maunder finished her Ridley rowing career in 1990— 

her crew, the Senior Women’s Heavy Eight (coached by Bill Dick) ruled the waves. 

Maria went on to compete in the 1996 Olympics, winning a silver medal in the 

Women’s Heavy Eight. In 1993, Coach Don Munroe returned to the English 

Henley Regatta with his Senior Women’s Heavy Four—one of the strongest 

combinations of rowers of the decade. Kate Nickerson, Susan Stremlaw, Stacey 

Graham, Amber Tutton, and Susie MacDonnell wrapped up a successful three-year 

stint together by placing second in the college division. In 1994, Nick Holmes’ 

Senior Heavy Eight won the gold at Schoolboy. The C. W. Dorland Trophy for all¬ 

round athletic contribution went to rowers four times: Fiona Milne in 1990, Stacey 

Graham in 1992, Vanessa Thome in 1995, and Siobhan McLaughlin in 1996. 

On the boys’ side, the overall Schoolboy results were less dramatic. Toward the 

end of the decade, there was a marked decline in numbers, and the medal count 

dropped proportionally. This should not overshadow the boys’ successes of the early 

and mid-1990s, as the long string of total points championships for Ridley (the 

Cosgrave trophies) attests. The most consistently successful crews throughout the 

decade were Rick Rasmussen’s Senior 70 kg eights, and Rhys Jenkins’ and Dave 

Whitty’s 64 kg and 70 kg eights. These often broke into fours for additional 

successes. Rhys’ Senior 70 crew took the silver medal in 1997, and then rowed a 

second race in the Heavy Eight category and took the bronze. Rick’s Junior Heavy 

Eight were gold medal winners in 1994 and 1995, the year when there were two 

competitive heavy eight crews. Oarsmen from those crews formed the Senior 

Heavy Eight and Heavy Four that went to England in 1996 with Rick and Coach 

Jack Nicholson. This was the only men’s foray across the Atlantic in the decade. 

In the mid-1980s, the 

proportion of hoys to 

girls was about 70-30. 

By the mid-1990s, that 

figure had reversed to 

about 60-40 in favour 

of female rowers. 
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“As the fatigue from 

the months of 

dedication slowly drift 

away, the memories 

remain . . . forever. ” 

(Crew member Geoff Taylor was following in his father’s footsteps—Tim Taylor ’68 

rowed at the English Henley in 1968.) The ’96 crew’s early elimination put some- 

thing of a damper on the trip but the training, touring, and the successes at less 

prestigious regattas were good compensation and the source of fond memories. 

Criticism of the rowing program continued from some quarters, and Coach 

David Whitty responded in Tiger Tribune. 

Rowing has a unique ingredient for success—the discipline of detail. ... It is a sport 
of passion if you plan on being successful. The actual stroke in rowing, once learned, 
is a fairly brainless action. The difficulty of the sport is to repeat and perfect it once 
fatigued. To combat the onset of fatigue, you must be well trained both physically 
and mentally. . . . The passion for excellence that our rowing program has developed 
and now demands is to be commended, not attacked! 

Caroline Castonguay, another winner of the Bill Dick Award, spoke eloquently 

of the experience of competitive rowing to all who have known it. 

As the season came to an end, three emotions were present in the boat house: 
fatigue, disappointment and satisfaction. These emotions will soon fade into 
memories, as have first and second term’s intensive training. The long hours spent in 
the weight rooms brought satisfaction to every crew at some point in the season. . . . 
As the fatigue from the months of dedication slowly drift away, the memories 
remain . . . forever. 

The Leagues 

The spring term’s sports program would not be complete without the 

usual battery of league activities. From the mid-1980s onward, they catered to 

about eighty students each year. Coed softball had its own little league, playing 

inter-squad games under Wayne Fraser’s direction. Cycling with Bob Malyk 

continued, especially on the long Wednesday afternoon jaunts, as did the tradition 

of stopping for treats along the way. Aquatic fitness, cross-training, and aerobics 

completed the slate of options until 1999, when groups of table tennis and 

basketball enthusiasts convinced the athletic director that their sports should 

also be added to the mix. 

The Chimes Challenge continued as a late May fixture. Chris McNamara had 

the distinction of winning the event three years in a row, 1992, 1993, and 1994. 

The speed with which the whole event took place was notable. Classes were 

dismissed fifteen minutes before noon, the cheerleaders and a few band pieces 

created the pep-rally noise, and the runners completed their sprints on the 

treacherous asphalt in about fifteen seconds. By 12:06, almost everyone was at 

lunch. The event was lengthened a bit in 1997 when the girls began a Chimes 

Challenge tradition separate from the boys. This was accomplished with a taped 

version of the chimes and a giant loudspeaker. Grade 11 track star Michelle 

Gretzinger won that first contest, and her name tops a second Chimes Challenge 

plaque, which soon appeared beside the first on the wall under the bell tower. 

THE PERFORMING ARTS 
Ridley’s performance program now offered drama, musicals, opera, dance, 

instrumental and choral music, jazz and reviews. The annual successes of these 

offerings depended upon near miracles of improvization and ingenuity. No small 

help was the Mandeville Theatre, with its modem equipment for sound and 

lighting, versatile stage area, and banked auditorium. 

But no facility or equipment is effective without leadership. Experts were on 

hand (Dan Peat, Doug Anderson) to operate the sound and lighting systems and 

to train student technicians. Colin Brezicki has been the dominant drama person¬ 

ality, assisted by Jim Bryan and staff/student production teams. The success of the 
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ambitious musicals has been the result of various teams, led by Jim McLaughlin, 

David Cosgrove, Michael Tansley, Stephen Hunt, and Giles Campbell. The dance 

component owes its existence to James Nesbitt, a former professional dancer. 

Drama 

Except for 1995 (when two musical events were staged), an annual play was 

performed. The casts had extended rehearsal periods during Fourth Dimension, just 

before performance time. Colin Brezicki was responsible for eight of the plays. 

Some drama directors cultivate a small coterie of actors who tend to monopolize 

the leading parts, but Colin enlisted actors from all areas of school life. He has the 

talent and the experience to draw extraordinary performances from novice actors. 

One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest was chosen as the inaugural drama for the 

Mandeville Theatre (1989). The play presented marvellous humour against dis¬ 

turbing issues surrounding the misery of life in an asylum. Colin Chant and Kate 

Verge managed the principal roles convincingly. Chant, as the uncouth Randall P. 

McMurphy, faced off in a battle of wits with Verge, Nurse Ratched, whose 

domineering voice and controlled anger inspired both patients and audience to 

detest her. David Kerr, Tony Renda, Ted Trafalet, Bill Poole, and John Gardhouse 

were the motley crew of curables who provided the humour. Joey Pingue, as Chief 

Bromden, had nothing to say (for a change) but was a powerful presence as he 

narrated events through taped speeches. The moments when Joey stood alone were 

some of the most touching in the production. 

In 1990, a small but brilliant cast staged another somewhat disturbing play, 

Equus. A mental hospital was the site. A youth, Alan Strong, played by Julian 

Lumbreras was undergoing psychiatric treatment to discover why he had 

deliberately blinded six horses. His analyst seemed to have as many problems as he 

did. By the end, the audience was left wondering about what really constitutes 

“normal.” This production faced a real crisis when director Brezicki was forced to 

take on the analyst’s role to save the play. It gave an opportunity for the School to 

witness the drama director in action. A fine supporting cast made for a production 

that was riveting. Ciara Adams, already a veteran of the Ridley stage, was Alan’s 

highly emotional mother, and newcomer Stefani Cameron portrayed an aggressive 

Jill. Prim and proper magistrate Aimee Zelman, as well as Jeff Jakobsen, David 

Kruse, and Serena Southam rounded out the cast. One extra feature was the horses 

themselves, led by Joey Pingue. Theirs was a 

physical role and their horse masks, created by 

Jim McLaughlin, were marvels of ingenuity. 

Jitters, by Canadian playwright David 

French, was the 1991 selection. It emphasized 

the humour in the backstage area of the 

modern theatre scene. This was excellent 

comedy, and the audience left the theatre 

chuckling over such things as Joel Clark’s red 

underwear, Frank Pirri’s bare chest, and the 

antics of Matt Picken, Candy Armstrong, and 

Sue Balint. On the final night, Megan Cole 

missed catching one of the vases tossed her way, 

leaving the audience to wonder forever if that 

had been a mistake. Jen Birmingham, Peggy in 

the play, summed up everyone’s feelings when 

she said, “it’s a lot of hard work and at times you 

want to give up, but by performance time, 

Pingue was a powerful 

presence in One Flew Over 

The Cuckoo’s Nest (1989). 
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“Our students were 

themselves the highlight 

of the tour. They opened 

their hearts and minds to 

England and absorbed 

the whole experience. ” 

you’re glad you put in all the effort.” Rowen Reimer was assistant director for this 

play, and stage managers Danielle Richardson and Courtney Castle had a 

memorable experience keeping the actors supplied with props, lines, and lozenges. 

The year 1992 marked the 500th anniversary of the arrival of Christopher 

Columbus, and debate raged about the long-term consequences of that event. For 

this reason, Colin Brezicki felt that The Ecstacy Of Rita Joe would be an 

appropriate, although ambitious, undertaking. A plain set and a hare minimum of 

props forced attention onto the actors, who conveyed a powerful message about 

Canada’s native people—a lament for the loss of a culture. Stage veterans Megan 

Cole (Rita Joe) and Frank Pirri (Jaimie Paul) were already familiar to Ridley 

audiences. Cyrus Mosun as Rita’s concerned father was thoroughly convincing. Sue 

Balint (Eileen Joe) told the Tribune that tackling such a sensitive issue and making 

so many people aware of it was entirely appropriate. Stephen Flunt and junior 

master Adrian Osmond created the background music. Guitar, flute, and voices 

combined in haunting flashbacks of Rita Joe’s life. 

This play was taken to England in March on Ridley’s first-ever drama tour. The 

cast performed four times to appreciative school audiences. There were many 

memorable highlights, but the performance in the round at Cranleigh School was 

reported to have topped them all. Megan “had tears in her eyes as she spoke her 

last lines and so did the audience. The applause was long and loud.” Asked later for 

his recollection of the best highlight, Colin Brezicki was led to remark that 

our students were themselves the highlight of the tour. They opened their hearts 
and minds to England and absorbed the whole experience; triumphs and disappoint¬ 
ments equally. Their unguarded and at times naive encounters with the studied 
sophistications of their English counterparts were, somehow reassuring. Now I 
understand why they were able to find the purity in Rita Joe. 

Departures and Arrivals (1993) continued a trend of presenting a different sort 

of theatre. This Canadian play was a series of short sketches centered in an airport. 

Stephen Flunt’s music and the elaborate set, featuring a working escalator and 

luggage turnstile, provided the backdrop for each segment. The identically dressed 

joggers, Heather Rigby and Ryan Clark, had the audience in stitches as did Alex 

Burroughs, the elderly grandmother visiting her daughter. The audience roared 

with laughter at Shamir Doshi and Summer Nudel as the children waiting for their 

father, Patrick Kerney. From veterans Frank Pirri and Steve Pierson to novices 

Yasmin Khan and Vanessa Varalli, the actors delighted the audiences. 

More traditional theatre fare returned to the Mandeville stage in 1995 with 

the production of Doc. This play was produced by Jim Bryan, and the set was 

constructed by the new theatre technical wizard, Doug Anderson. Heather Scott 

was the veteran stage manager, with Nick Scheurkogel under her wing learning the 

technical ropes. The play starred Patrick Cosgrove, Amy LeMar, Barron Mosher as 

Doc, Kenzie Thompson, and Vanessa Varalli. Toria Lame, Alka Kundi, and Shawn 

Kahandaliyanage were on soundtrack. This play went on the second Ridley drama 

tour to England in March. Five performances in different venues represented a 

hectic schedule and plenty of adapting to different stages. Their final performance 

was at Monmouth, in Wales, the headmaster’s former school. As Kenzie Thompson 

reported later to Tiger Tribune, “we shared an amazing experience. Not only did we 

have the opportunity to represent Ridley doing something we enjoyed, hut we also 

had the privilege of meeting new people and experiencing a different culture.” 

Homeward Bound (February 1997) was the first student-run production in 

many years. An entirely OAC cast consisting of Robin Lind, Karsten Von 

Hoesslin, James Spearing, Stephania Varalli, Bryce Murray, and Jeff Kirkwood 

presented a moving reflection on families and relationships with professional style 

and energy. As Acta commented, “there is no doubt that this group proved their 
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ability to the School, and they accomplished all of this in the midst of second term 

while struggling with ISPs, schoolwork, sports commitments, activities and 

university applications.” Most significant, however, was their decision to steer the 

proceeds from ticket sales towards the Derek Zavitz Memorial Window Fund. It 

was fitting that the entire cast was named to the Mandeville Trophy that year. 

The Miracle Worker, the inspirational story of Helen Keller, was staged in 

November 1997. Grade 9 student Vanessa Milot was a shining star in a spirited and 

almost wordless performance. She succeeded beautifully in conveying the 

nightmare inside Helen’s mind. She was supported by Gowan Tervo (with his 

perfect Alabama accent), Jennifer Marion as Helen’s kindhearted mother, and 

Chris Ruge as Helen’s halt-brother. The audiences got a real insight into a host of 

family tensions with which Anne Sullivan (Alyssa Milot) had to contend. It was 

truly high drama at the end when Helen uttered her first word: “Water.” 

Noises Off (February 1998) was a that which featured exquisite timing of lines 

and dramatic body language from the actors. They portrayed a bumbling, distracted 

group at war with one other and often with the play they were performing. As the 

third act ended with the complete disintegration of their performance, the 

audience almost breathed a sigh of relief that the world could return to normal. 

The cast featured Matt Turner, Amanda Ballard, Sandy Gibson, Charlie Locke, 

Maggie Lind, Alyssa Milot, Sam Bellhouse, Linda Grey-Noble, and Matt Rogers. 

Amanda Ballard captured the essence of the next production in a Tribune 

article in October 1999, just as the fall play had been cast. Her prediction of a 

memorable performance of Lost In Yonkers was insightful. 

Coming up in November, we have “Lost In Yonkers.” Now, if you think that your 
family is weird, I’d say think again. You probably don’t have a horrible old German 
grandmother [Ashleigh Konrad] who takes every opportunity to say exactly what’s 
on her mind. Or you probably don’t have two aunts, one of whom is a halfwit [Alyssa 
Milot] and the other [Hilary Nudel] who had a very comical speech impediment. Nor 
do you most likely have an uncle [Matt Turner] who’s in the mob. So when Jay [Sean 
Moir] and Arty [Ian Davies] are forced by their father, Eddie, [David Bassett] to live 
with their unusual family, laughs abound. Add to that, the fact that this is a Jewish 
family living in New York during the Second World War, you end up with a play 
which is both entertaining and thought-provoking. 

The senior students of the decade were given opportunities to write, produce, 

and act out their own works. These were featured on OAC Drama Nights, and 

invariably presented perceptive topical issues or universal themes relating to their 

lives. In 1990, the Mandeville brothers agreed to fund a new trophy for best 

theatrical contribution. The Mandeville Trophy was first presented at the Literary 

Dinner in 1990 to David Hudson Kerr. In 1992, to add to dramatic honours, Hume 

Cronyn ’31 presented a new trophy for outstanding performance, which first went 

to Megan Cole. Hume’s decision to create this award, coupled with a reflection on 

his own Ridley dramatic career, is recorded in a letter to Colin Brezicki [see 

Appendisc]. In 1994, Summer Nudel was the first to receive the Richard Naylor 

Drama award, which was donated by Rick Naylor to recognize students who took 

on small roles but made the most of them. Many students of the 1990s have 

become involved in the professional theatre world following their Ridley careers. 

These include Melissa Cassin, Ciara Adams, Joey Pingue, John Gardhouse, Megan 

Cole, Daphne Randall, Susan Balint, Kenzie Thompson, and Serena Southam. 

Musicals 

It was truly high 

drama at the end when 

Helen uttered her first 

word: “Water.” 

Ridley’s production teams mounted a succession of highly enjoyable musical 

performances, which regularly involved between fifty and one hundred people 

(staff and students). The Mandeville Theatre’s inaugural 1989 extravaganza, Leader 
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“The Mikado [Joey 

Pingue] also had to get 

comfortable with his 

insanity and singing at 

painfully high pitches." 

of the Pack, was followed by Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Evita in February 1990. With 

a troupe of over one hundred students, Evita represented many challenges. 

Producer Jim McLaughlin and Director Dave Cosgrove took a successful gamble 

with a play designed specifically for the professional stage. Ciara Adams, with her 

powerfully mature voice, carried the action as a youthful Eva Peron. Strong support 

from David Kerr, David Cohen, Louis Yien, and Ann-Louise Malone made for a 

brilliant performance. The production featured an elaborate set designed by Jim 

McLaughlin and spectacular dance routines choreographed by James Nesbitt. “It’s 

the first political musical we have done,” declared David Cosgrove in an interview 

with Vanessa Hawthorne of the Tribune. 

There is little humour attached. It is very hard to display strong emotions and sing 
at the same time and at times there are nearly eighty people on stage at once, so it’s 
tough . . . but we’ll achieve a new record for putting on a show in six weeks flat. 

O what a circus! cries Rev. Shantz. 
O what a show! cries Mr. Hunt. 

The Mikado (1991) was the only Gilbert and Sullivan operetta of the decade. 

A full orchestra and an enormous cast of School Girls, Gentlemen of Japan, and 

principals was on hand to create the spectacle. This performance featured elaborate 

(and rented) traditional Japanese costumes. Colleen Malone suggested to Trib 

readers that aside from seeing Ridley’s finest on stage and a breathtaking 

McLaughlin set, a good reason to attend would be to spot Sean Ryan as a dancer. 

He did not disappoint! Danielle Richardson, one of the School Girls, gave Hank 

readers an inside look at the final week of preparation. 

In reality, the final week of practice was a frenzy of bounces, twists and turns, 
exits, entrances and last minute changes. 

The choreography for the chorus began only a week before opening, and 
coordinating the movements of twenty people at a time proved a challenge for Mr. 
Nesbitt. The Gentlemen of Japan had to get their chops right on and the ladies had 
to sort out their walks, kneels, bounces and fan snaps. Meanwhile the principals and 
dancers worked on the combinations, entrances and exits. 

Costumes arrived one week prior to opening. Trying to get the things on was a 
nightmare of twisted kimonos, flying headbands, knotted ties and ruffled wigs. 

It was exciting to see the characters evolve. . . . Poo Bah, Lord High of Almost 
Everything [Tyler Dingle] entertained us from the beginning with his antics and 
Katisha [Ciara Adams] horrified us from her first entrance. On the other hand, Koko 
[Simon Philips] mastered his hilarious walk and manner. Yum Yum [Rachel Bartlett] 
had a bit of trouble carrying herself daintily at the beginning . (Rachel . . . that’s a 
parasol in your hand, not a field hockey stick!) but became a perfect little creature 
of loveliness after a bit of coaching. The Mikado [Joey Pingue] also had to get 
comfortable with his insanity and singing at painfully high pitches. 

The curtain call after the Friday performance lasted a full fifteen minutes. 

In 1992, Cabaret was the chosen musical. Chorus, orchestra, dancers, and 

technical crew supported a smaller cast of principals, which introduced a new wave 

of talent. Jen Birmingham, Megan Cole, Frank Pirn, Jen Smith, Serena Southam, 

David Sutherland, and John Tucker held the production together marvelously. 

There was a sinister political undertone to the drama, which encouraged 

considerable discussion particularly in grade 12 twentieth century history classes. 

Fiddler On The Roof (1993) also had an underlying political theme. Andrew 

Madar wrote a long, analytical piece explaining the background to Trib readers. 

This musical gives us an insight into the problems facing Jews, and the trials of 
remaining true to one’s beliefs amidst a hostile majority. . . . This theme was also 
found in “Cabaret” which covered the life and times of a popular Berlin nightclub 
amidst the rise of Hitler and increasing anti-Semitism. The moral aspect completely 
dominated that musical creating a tense, uneasy atmosphere. . . . Yet where “Cabaret” 
is intense, “Fiddler” manages to convey a valuable message within a relaxed, enjoyable 
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musical. In a world where “ethnic cleansing” has become a buzzword, major cities are 
tom apart by race riots, and the Neo-Nazi movement is gaining popularity, we need 
to be educated. “Fiddler” manages to educate and entertain at the same time. . . . 

Hodel, played by Kira von Ostenfeld-Suske, becomes interested in Perchik [Steve 
Pierson] against her father’s wishes. Just when Tzeitel [Yasmin Khan] is ready to 
marry Lazar Wolf [Andrew Madar] Tevye [David Sutherland] decides to call off the 
wedding. ... It isn’t some sort of love triangle you might see on Geraldo, but it 
makes for a good plot and great songs. Other characters are Chava, played by Claire 
Kilmer, Fyedka, played by Christian Norden, and Frank Pirri as the rabbi. Of course, 
who could forget Megan Cole and Emilie Gairdner who play the role of Lazar’s dead 
wife and Teyve’s dead mother in Teyve’s dream? 

The chorus is stronger this year than any in recent memory too. It sets a positive 
tone for the rest of the performers. 

This musical is lighthearted, but the ending is bittersweet. The villagers are 
eventually evicted. Some look for another home in Russia while others leave the 
country for good. . . . 

If you still have some burning question that wasn’t answered, ask Mr. Tansley, 
Mr. Cosgrove or Mr. McLaughlin. ... As for me, I have to hit the books . . . I’m 
in grade thirteen! 

Godspell (1994) was an upbeat musical drama that put familiar biblical stories 

into a modern perspective. James Nesbitt and Dan Peat produced and directed. 

They were assisted by Iraina Neufeld and Stephen Hunt, who directed the music. 

Jim Bryan ensured that everything was running smoothly on the set. A small cast 

involved veterans Frank Pirri, Steve Pierson, Megan Cole, Claire Kilmer, and Jenn 

Olchowy, as well as relative newcomers Anish Kanungo, Aaron Brindle, Brenda 

Legacy, Chris Beard, and Mady Cole. What was unique was a complete set of 

understudies backing up the regular cast. There were no disasters; the performances 

drew full houses and received long standing ovations. 

In 1995, the decision was made to forego the traditional fall drama in order to 

free up time for The Music Man in January and the opera Dido and Aeneas in 

February [see page 489]. Chris Beard took the leading role in The Music Man as the 

travelling salesman Professor Harold Hill, who scams musical instruments and 

band uniforms to unsuspecting townsfolk. Jennifer Epp was Marian the music 

teacher. Jennifer Olchowy, Shamir Doshi, Declan Brady, and Heather Rigby 

offered strong supporting roles. The production also featured Middle School star 

Michael Schadinger as Winthrop Paroo, who was given courage by Professor Hill 

to overcome his lisp. Chorus, dancers, orchestra, and technical support crew were 

held together by director Colin Brezicki and producer Jim Bryan. The salesmen’s 

scene at the beginning with athletes Cam Tedford, Jay Tredway, Patrick Cosgrove, 

Shawn Naylor, and Josh Scheurkogal on the clickety-clack train was a show- 

stopper, preparing the audiences for marvellous evenings of entertainment. 

My Fair Lady (February 1996) was presented under Director Cosgrove, 

Producer McLaughlin, and Music Conductor Tansley. It starred James Spearing as 

Henry Higgins, Madelaine Cole as Eliza, Shawn Naylor as the professorial Colonel 

Pickering, Bryce Murray as Alfred Doolittle, and Anish Kanungo as the romantic 

Freddy. Bryce Murray’s appearance with his two followers, Josh Hollowell and 

Michael Schadinger, provided the show’s comic relief. This colourful production 

with its familiar songs and authentic wardrobe, as well as a surprise appearance by 

Headmaster Lane, left the audiences with a real appreciation of the enormous 

amount of effort involved. It was an exuberant triumph. 

In December 1996, Guys & Dolls took everyone by storm—none more so than 

Blanka Cechova, a grade 11 student who had ventured onto the Ridley scene from 

the Czech Republic only three months before. From her seat in the violin section, 

she became part of a hardworking team involving more than one hundred people. 

With thirty new songs to be learned and played, she was not sure that they could 

In December 1996, 

Guys & Dolls took 

everyone by storm. 
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“Every night I could hear 

the audience clap and 

laugh; I was laughing too 

even though I was hearing 

the same jokes for the 

hundredth time. ” 

ever “pull it off.” Bryce Murray as the affable Sky Masterson and fellow principals 

Kathryn Sheen, Serena Curry, and Heather Dawson amazed her. In Blanka’s review 

for Tiger Tribune, she wrote, 

Up until 4th Dimension the three major groups of guys and dolls—the actors, the 
dancers and the musicians—rehearsed separately with Mr. Brezicki, Mr. Nesbitt 
and Mr. Hunt. By the beginning of November, it was only three weeks to the show 
and I can clearly see James Spearing running around with his script telling me that 
he doesn’t know his lines! Some of the orchestra numbers were still far from being 
ready. . . . Two weeks before the show, the entire cast was meeting Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and on weekends. . . . but in the end, “Guys and Dolls” was a great success. 
I’ve never seen the show—I know it only from the screen of the orchestra pit monitor, 
but every night I could hear the audience clap and laugh; I was laughing too even 
though I was hearing the same jokes for the hundredth time . . . reward enough for me. 

The Tale Of Sweeney Todd (February 1998) presented a black tragicomedy set 

in Dickensian London. The subject matter was decidedly grim, portraying much of 

the seamier side of society. The set, designed and constructed by Giles Campbell 

and Doug Anderson was, once again, spectacular. Charlie Locke was Sweeney 

Todd and Serena Curry portrayed Mrs. Lovett. The other principals included Lara 

Housez, Michael Schadinger, James Bamberger, and Leah Hamilton. Josh 

Hollowell and Allen McCreath provided an impressive portrayal of selfishness, 

lust, and corruption as the judge and his partner, the Beadle. Hector Meza, in the 

role of Adolfo Pirelli the flamboyant Irishman, gave his part a decided Latin 

flavour to everyone’s delight. As usual, an energetic troupe of dancers coached by 

James Nesbitt transformed themselves into Londoners—an angry mob in one scene 

and a crowd of maniacs in another. The orchestra, directed by Stephen Hunt and 

Michael Tansley, coped valiantly with the difficult music. 

On A Clear Day (1999) was a marked contrast to Sweeney Todd. This was an 

entertaining musical comedy—the story of a psychiatrist [Michael Schadinger] 

who discovers psychic powers and a previous life in a girl named Daisy [Sara 

Morgan]. She falls in love with him, while he falls in love with her alter ego. This 

cast was well balanced between recent stage veterans Sara Morgan, Mike 

Schadinger, Josh Hollowell, Hector Meza, Jordon Williams, Caroline Smith, and 

Laura Carr, and a crop of newcomers including Clare Lewarne (an exceptional 

singer and dancer), Andrew Kilmer, Ashleigh Konrad, and Philip Han. The set, 

literally covered with flowers for most scenes, was matched by the elaborate 

costumes. The humour centered on Ashleigh Konrad, Josh Hollowell, and Hector 

Meza of pizza-eating fame. There was another guest appearance by Headmaster 

Rupert Lane on a revolving piece of the stage. The audiences gave the performance 

the traditional “two thumbs up” approval. 

Music 

In characteristic fashion, Ridley combined traditional and modern music 

throughout the 1990s. Performers moved easily from one idiom to another, dis¬ 

pelling the assumption of separate competencies by their zest for performance. 

George Dunkley had sustained the traditional music by his work as organist, 

choirmaster, leader of hymn-sings, and bandmaster. He had also contributed to the 

musicals. In 1993, he left Ridley to be ordained. Fortunately, Michael Tansley had 

been persuaded to return to Ridley in 1990, as director of music. 

Owing to the abandonment of Ridley’s Sunday rituals, the chapel choir had 

lost some ground. Michael’s immediate priority was to revive it, believing this 

to be the best training ground for young voices. Early in 1991, the choir was in 

danger of collapsing from a shortage of numbers. Michael made an appeal to 

the School. In an amazing display of school spirit (if not virtue), Leonard House 
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university to pursue music. 

In the fall of 1995, another 

Tansley concept came to the 

School’s attention. An inner 

choir called “The Martyrs” took 

its place on the Ridley arts scene. 

This group began with nine 

strong voices, and it gradually 

built a well-balanced repertoire of 

contemporary and medieval 

chamber music. The choir was 

the perfect size for a variety of 

performances, especially at school 

and Association gatherings. 

Their annual cross-border church 

service (and sumptuous brunch) 

hosted by the Buffalo Branch of 

the Ridley Association became a 

tradition in itself. In October 

1996, the group took Bermuda by 

storm. (By the time they left, 

came to the rescue with twenty male voices. Most of those stayed for the year, 

surprising themselves that they had not only survived but had mastered 

“Zadok the Priest” by Prize Day! From that year onward, the Ridley choirs were 

large and enthusiastic. 

The idea of taking the Ridley choir on tour came to fruition in March 1994- 

Thirty-four choristers, Ken Hutton as organist, and Michael and Pam Tansley 

toured three countries and six of Europe’s most famous musical cities. The music 

they sang in the various churches was predominantly sacred, although a sampling 

of secular pieces (including some Canadian items) was also in their folders. 

Meeting the famous Vienna Boys Choir and exchanging musical numbers in their 

palace school was on everyone’s list of highlights. Shamir Doshi drew attention to 

their visit to the Spanish Riding School’s Lippizaner horses. January Hill was 

enthralled by the sights in the area near Salzburg where the wedding scene in The 

Sound of Music was filmed. Mozart’s haunts in Salzburg and J. S. Bach’s home in 

Leipzig put the choristers in touch with these musical giants. One evening, Lara 

Housez ended up at the piano in a local bar. The group saw Dresden, with its vivid 

reminders of World War II, and the famous Cold War sites in Berlin, where a few 

managed to get some souvenirs from the crumbling Berlin Wall. Nicole Norris was 

the official photographer for the trip. One of her best pieces, showing the group in 

the Baroque splendour of St. Peter’s Abbey, adorns the cover of the spring 1994 

issue of Tiger [see Appendisc]. 

The 1995 winter term was a hectic one for music, due to the January 

performance of The Music Man, which was followed in February by Ridley’s only 

true venture into the world of opera: Dido and Aeneas. Months of rehearsal time 

and a large number of students and faculty were involved in both productions. The 

opera began as a project in Michael’s senior music class. Research uncovered the 

fact that 1995 marked the 300th anniversary of the death of Henry Purcell, the 

English composer of Dido and Aeneas. More significant to the decision to perform 

the work was Michael Tansley’s desire to highlight three superb voices—Marco 

Petracchi, Ada Chung, and Jennifer Epp. Jennifer, a strong lead in both winter 

term productions, received the Stoddard Jones Award for unique talent that year. 

Both she and Ada went on to 

The Martyrs group 

in a lighter moment 
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there had been five cases of “road rash” thanks to the famous rnopeds, Clement 

Tong got lost three times, and Miranda Malone had made the front page of the 

local paper.) The choir performed at a number of schools, at the Ridley Bermuda 

Branch reception, and on the steps of City Hall. The hospitality offered by the 

Bermuda families—the Spearings, the Kempes, the Lees, the Simpsons, and the 

Malones—was a welcomed bonus to a memorable expedition that raised the profile 

of Ridley music to new heights. 

A tour to the Boston area in March 1999, dubbed “The Martyrs’ Magical 

Mystery Tour,” was equally memorable. Former Headmaster Richard Bradley was 

host on the first weekend, and the group thoroughly enjoyed the billets with 

members of his church. Then they were off to New York City. The opportunity to 

walk the streets with the St. Patrick’s Day Parade, see a hockey game and a 

Broadway show, and give The Martyrs’ debut performance at the United Nations 

became longTasting memories. 

Instruments are assembled, 

places taken, an occasional 

grunt, squawk and squeak 

heard . . . and “1,2, 

1,2,3,4 . . .” Jazz Band 

practice begins. 

Clyde Dawson, a colleague of Michael Tansley’s from Albert College, joined 

the Ridley staff in 1993. An accomplished and effervescent instrumentalist, Clyde 

was exactly the person Ridley’s music program needed for the 1990s. The growing 

number of students who played band instruments and a growing student interest in 

band music, jazz forms, and a more secular approach to music in general fitted the 

Dawson talent. The facilities in the Second Century Building doubled his 

enthusiasm. A Jazz Band was established in the fall of 1993. A year later, there were 

two of them and an established program for beginners in the Middle School. Tiger 

magazine offered an insight into Clyde’s methods. 

It is 7:00 a.m. and some students receive an abrupt awakening by a teacher with a 
little too much enthusiasm. They groan but realize that persistence is his hallmark 
and the inevitable is inescapable. Twenty-two students in all perform this ritual every 
Tuesday and Thursday morning with relentless regularity. They proceed to the Band 
Room in the 2nd Century Building, brightening a little as they anticipate the hot 
coffee, juice, fruit and assorted goodies which await them. Instruments are assembled, 
places taken, an occasional grunt, squawk and squeak heard: one last swig, one last 

bite and . . . “1,2,1,2,3,4 • • •” Jazz Band practice begins. 

Other ensembles materialized as well, depending upon the talent available 

each year. There were flute ensembles, saxophone ensembles, the Spectrum 

Ensemble (a variety of instruments), and, from time to time, an orchestra. All the 

groups had opportunities to perform, especially in chapel where Michael 

encouraged short, confidence-building exposures. The main Jazz Band, however, 

topped all the groups regularly with performances on Association Weekends, at 

senior citizen’s homes, at all the annual JazzFests, the Kiwanis music festivals, and 

the annual Great Lakes Arts festivals. In fact, Ridley was the host school for the 

fourth of these festivals in April 1993. This was a three-day aesthetic extravaganza 

featuring massed bands, dance recitals, artwork, concert choirs, and a host of 

workshops. In the evenings, cabaret style entertainment with plenty of jazz and 

jamming took over, to everyone’s delight. Michael Tansley, one of the organizers, 

expressed the view that 

this non-competitive annual venture exposes students to the variety of visual 
and performing arts. . . . All the participants can be reassured that there is nothing 
peculiar about being artistic. In fact, there is an important strength to be gained by 
being singly or collectively creative in an encouraging environment. 

On a somewhat grander scale was Ridley’s participation in the Independent 

Schools Music Festival held each year at Roy Thomson Hall in Toronto. While the 
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choir formed the bulk of the participants, there were numerous instrumentalists 

who also were chosen to perform. These included Chris Wilshere, Martin Johnson, 

Andrea Boulay, Leke and Ayo Badejo, Bernard Livet, and Clement Tong. 

The annual Amnesty Concert remained immensely popular throughout the 

1990s. These variety shows continued to attract Ridley’s best amateur talent. There 

were valiant attempts to keep the Amnesty International cause in sight, and 

significant amounts of money were raised; but the chance for students to perform 

on stage continued to be the main driving force for this traditional spring fixture. 

In 1990 and 1991 the concerts went well past the five-hour mark, to 

housemasters’ distress. This prompted pre-Amnesty tryouts in subsequent years, to 

filter out some of the hopefuls. There were highlights (and lowlights) each year, of 

course. Rock bands of all sorts predominated, and the ubiquitous guitars with their 

amplified keyboard companions got special workouts. Rhys Jenkins, Stephen Hunt, 

and Clyde Dawson were the perpetual (and unofficial) organizers, duelling 

musically with equally enthusiastic students with the latest electronic gadgetry. 

Early in the decade, David Sutherland was a regular item with his semi- 

professional magic acts. He could pull birds out of nowhere, change them into 

rabbits, and then make them all disappear. The 1996 event, with Declan Brady and 

Barron Mosher at the main microphones, almost had the scoop of the era when the 

famous rock band “Our Lady Peace” was rumoured as a special attraction. Ridley 

students held their collective breaths. To see musical superstars Raine Maida ’89 

and Rob Coutts ’88 return to their “home” stage would have been a tremendous 

thrill. It was not to be, however, as the band had to decline their appearance in 

order to finish a recording session in Toronto. 

The Arts Nights of the later part of the decade (somewhat quieter than the 

Amnesty Concerts) were also instrumental in showcasing the dance and musical 

talent at the School. In 1998, Sun-Hwa Lee and her brother Sung-Han dressed in 

traditional costumes and performed on traditional Korean musical instruments. 

The pair had the audience in awe and absolute silence. In 1999, East Indian dance 

numbers led by Sheetal Nanda were the highlights. 

Two further notable events occurred in the decade. The first was the creation 

of a CD, which featured The Martyrs, the Jazz Bands, the Cadet Band, organ 

works, individual soloists, and an augmented choir that contributed a rousing 

version of the school hymn. The CD went on sale in September 1997. The second 

event, in April 1998, was the 100th Anniversary of the Annual Toronto Dinner, 

which was held that year at the Royal York Hotel. Over 220 Ridleians came to 

honour Hume Cronyn ’31 for his lifetime of achievement in the arts. A significant 

part of that evening’s entertainment were the performances of Isana Tsui on piano, 

The Martyrs, and the Jazz “A” Band. They were all lively, colourful, and as close 

to perfect as a high school group could ever be. Both Hume Cronyn and Kitty 

Miller ’21 were astounded when told that the performers were not professionals! 

The musicians, both on CD and live, were truly representative of all that had been 

accomplished in the dynamic 1990s. 

The Visual Arts 

The Second Century Building embodies an educational philosophy not often 

apparent at schools. Along with those contemporary darlings of science and 

computer technology, an equal priority was given to a superb visual arts centre. It 

has designated spaces for a number of art forms—sculpture, drawing and painting, 

design, photography, metalwork, and woodwork. No longer does the art teacher 

have to get out the lesson materials and pack them up fifty minutes later. In this 

aspect alone, the new facility is supremely enviable. 

Over 220 Ridleians 

came to honour Hume 

Cronyn ’31 for his 

lifetime of achievement 

in the arts. 
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The contributions of the 

school’s artists adorned 

the walls of the Second 

Century Building, 

School House, and the 

Matthews Library. 

Two developments occurred in the 1990s. One was the interconnection of art 

forms (design-to-construction or painting-to-sculpture), in which students could 

move easily from one medium to another and develop creative versatility. Even 

more dramatic was the impact of a truly international population. The student 

body included representatives of Asian, Native, Latin American, African, and 

European cultures. “The essence and origin of art in every culture are the same,” 

said Jim McLaughlin, head of the department. “Here we see the creative expression 

of these things in the idiom of very different cultures.” 

Art classes were mandatory up to grade 9; after this, there was a rich range of 

options. The cycle ended in grade 13 OAC classes, which ventured annually to 

New York City to visit the great art galleries. There was also exposure to the 

McMichael Gallery at Kleinberg, The Art Gallery of Ontario, The Albright-Knox 

in Buffalo, and St. Catharines’ own Rodman Hall. 

The contributions of the school’s artists adorned the walls of the Second 

Century Building, the main corridors of School House, and the Matthews Library. 

Students provided the sets for the school’s performing arts and the artwork 

(including photography) for the school’s publications. They also made a substantial 

contribution to the Great Lakes Arts Lestivals. 

Ridley welcomed visiting artists, whose work is displayed. Two in particular 

became part-time contributors to the arts program. Karen Kulyk, the highly 

respected Canadian artist, was one of these. She is particularly known in Canada 

and elsewhere for her watercolours. Joe Lernandez was also on Ridley’s artistic team 

for a while, sharing his remarkable skills, particularly in pottery. The reduction of 

the Upper School program from five years to four in 2003 will have a particular 

impact upon the offerings and sequencing of art courses. In 1998, Jim McLaughlin 

was led to observe that 

the ever-increasing demands on students make it all the more remarkable that there 
are so many who are willing to set aside sufficient time, not only to gain the credit, 
but to function as creative artists. 

CADETS 

Cadets in the 1990s, under Commanding Officer Tony Sherman, followed the 

pattern of the 1980s. The number of practice parades was reduced even further 

(although the students didn’t think so). There were periodic complaints, of course, 

mostly in the pages of Tiger Tribune and HANK, about the need for sweater coats 

and who got rank and who did not. The same pages, however, offered overwhelm¬ 

ing support for the cadet concept as the last great unifier of the School and as a 

provider of opportunities for leadership. 

Referring to that strange love-hate relationship with cadets, Private Kendall 

Anderson confessed in a Tribune article entitled “Pride, Tradition, and Polyester” 

that she rather liked the whole thing. 

Okay, though I hate to admit it, I’m going to let you in on a little secret. I like 
cadets. In fact you would be amazed by the number of closet cadet lovers there are. 
People tell me that it’s just because I’m new and it wouldn’t be so much fun after 
doing it for seven years. But truthfully, I think it’s a great experience. ... It may well 
be that what we are all doing together is standing for hours in the heat or cold until 
our legs are stiff and our hands are blue, but at least we’re all complaining together! 

Major Sherman took a relatively hands-off approach to training. The 

Commanders and/or the Regimental Sergeant Majors trained the officers and 

NCOs in the winter term. The idea of leadership by osmosis continued much as it 

had in the past. It is a credit to the seniors themselves and their firm desire to he 

effective leaders. Commander Steve Laine, working with RSM Pelicia Neil in 
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1995, outlined the value of cadets as seen by the leadership of the day. He 

mentioned unity and pride, the School’s exposure in town on Church Parade 

Sunday, and the reminder the Corps provided to Old Ridleians and parents that 

tradition was a cherished value. For individuals, Steve observed, 

Cadets provides a final opportunity [for us] to practice a dying style of leadership. 
Hierarchical leadership has given way to a more passive form and in a never 
ending effort to be politically correct, today’s leaders cannot be as intimidating as 
they once used to be. I see cadet leadership as an opportunity to be in charge of a 
group of students, to teach them how to march and to work together as a group. 
Cadets simply gives us a chance to practice gaining respect. 

With Commander Sherman on medical leave in the spring of 1993, former 

commander Major Paul Lewis, along with Robyn Campbell (No. 162’s first female 

Commanding Officer), RSM David Rigby, and an enthusiastic senior leadership 

decided on something a little different for Church Parade. (St. Thomas’ Church 

attendance was by then a distant memory, and the march to the cenotaph was not 

yet a fixed tradition.) A plan was adopted for the Corps to assemble in the front 

circle and then proceed to the train station to meet the 10 a.m. commuter. Sam 

Heaman, in full regalia, and his aide with medals, Carl Dorland, would both alight 

onto the station platform and receive a salute. Carl boarded the train as planned 

at Jordan Station, ten miles down the track, but Sam chose to avoid the train ride 

and hid himself in the station’s washroom until the train pulled in. Both gentlemen 

managed to appear on the station platform at the same moment, on schedule. They 

were greeted by Cadet Commander Campbell and the band 

at full volume. They stood for the General Salute along 

with a bewildered handful of passengers and an equally 

bewildered stationmaster, who told Captain Hollinrake 

afterward that he felt sure that he would be fired for having 

missed some memo announcing the arrival of important 

celebrities! In the meantime, the Corps had been drawn up 

around the little station park for Sam and Carl to review 

with solemn military efficiency. The dignitaries then 

climbed aboard a Rolls Royce belonging to Henry Burgoyne 

’67 (Henry was dressed as chauffeur), which led the Corps 

back to the School. Inside the western gates, there was an 

eyes right to the reviewing party, and then the Corps 

marched onto A-Squad for a Drumhead church service. It 

was all over before noon, the Corps had had its practice run, 

and Sam and Carl were honoured one more time. 

In the 1990s, fewer Old Ridleians were available to 

serve as Inspecting Officers. In 1994, Colonel Ian Reid ’44 

reviewed the Corps; in 1997, Colonel James G. Thompson 

’44 had the honours; and in 1998, it fell to Tim Rigby ’60, 

the Mayor of St. Catharines. Colonel Patrick Crandell, 

walked the ranks in 1996 with his daughter, Second-in- 

Command, Caroline Crandell, and Commander Bryan 

Rose—in the rain and mud. That was the year of the extra- 

hefty dry-cleaning bill! Colonel Richard Dillon, Ted 

Meighen’s grandfather, performed the official duties in 

1999. None of the Reviewing Officers had any difficulty in 

praising the deportment and appearance of Ridley’s cadets, 

Cadet inspection in May 2000 

with Canadian Prime Minister 

Jean Chretien. 
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and the half-holidays were always granted enthusiastically. As the twentieth 

century ended, Maggie Lind was announced as the second female Commanding 

Officer in the history of No. 162, still the largest cadet corps in Canada. 

Adding to the air of cadet vitality in the decade were the unbroken chain of 

Cadet Mess Dinners, usually in the winter term, and the Cadet Balls in the spring. 

The annual Cadet Ball was now a firm tradition away from the School, held most 

often in hotels in Niagara Falls. Dagnia Sherman and the Battalion Adjutants were 

the powers behind the arrangements each year. The fabulous meals, the dance, and 

the colourful photo opportunities provided fine memories—countering the mild 

indignity of the yellow school buses that transported everyone. 

“Sure, the Drill Team . . . 

can spin rifles like there’s 

no tomorrow, but can 

they play ‘Highland 

Laddie’ while performing 

elaborate countermarches? 

I don’t think so.” 

Thriving equally with the cadet program was the Cadet Band. Under the 

musical direction of Band Master Ken Hutton and the enthusiastic technical 

leadership of Derek Fraser 79, the size of the band was matched by its extensive 

repertoire. In an amusing Tribune article in 1999, Simon Bentley, the bass 

drummer, described the work of the Band. 

Band! For “Hang on Sloopy”! The call echoes over the field, as the 75 musicians 
sift through their music. A few drum beats later, the instruments are lifted, and the 
blissful harmony begins. . . . 

Led by Ayo Badejo and Charlie Locke, this unique blend of “artists” forms every 
year for what could be called a term-long jam session. Although often dismal at first, 
through hard work and determination, our motley crew melds into a single, well- 
oiled machine. Often mocked as a softer, escapist’s platoon, Cadet Band is in reality 
the most complicated and physically demanding segment. . . . The average cadet 
drills for approximately 3 and one-half hours a week while an elite member of the 
band marches for twice that long. Sure, the Drill Team is also out there, and they can 
spin rifles like there’s no tomorrow, but can they play “Highland Laddie” while 
performing elaborate countermarches? I don’t think so. 

Then there’s the half time show. . . . The crowd oohs and ahs as the band marches 
perfectly in formation. The whistle blows, the rotation begins, and the wheel spins 
like a good wheel should. After the specified rotations, the band marches off the field 
as smartly as it came, dressing in check, and in faultless step. 

I’ve spoken to countless marchers who all agree that marching would be 
unbearable were it not for the lively tunes that the band provides. ... It was even 
rumoured that students wanted the band to come out with an album, but that’s never 
been confirmed. Remember, we all march to the same drum, and it’s the Band’s! 

In November 1999, in a “first” for Ridley and for the Band, the School was 

entered into the annual Santa Claus Parade in Toronto. Arranged by Derek Fraser, 

it was a long day for the band members but a fantastic experience. Ken Hutton felt 

that its deepest impact came when passing by Sick Children’s Hospital, with kids 

at every window. Seeing the thousands of people lining the streets along the way 

also left an indelible impression. Derek received many notes of congratulations in 

the days after the parade, from those who saw it on television and from a number 

who were on the streets. Summer Nudel was one of these. She wrote, 

1 was wandering down Bloor Street today, at the hub of the Santa Claus Parade, 
and decided to stop and watch. It was my boyfriend (he could actually see) who 
announced “Now this band looks serious—these guys know what they are doing.” 
You can imagine the pride I felt when he soon exclaimed, “It’s Ridley College!” 

Good show! You guys looked fantastic against the backdrop of my favourite pub! 

THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH PROGRAM 
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idea of pursuing the three levels of attainment seemed unnecessary. Under George 

Briggs’ direction and enthusiasm in particular, there was a renewed effort to get 

students into the program. Twenty-six Bronze awards were earned in 1991, but that 

figure declined as the decade wore on. Those early efforts did bear fruit, however, 

and six Gold Awards were finally achieved. At a ceremony in Toronto in 1997, 

HRH The Duke of Edinburgh presented these personally to Miranda Ionson, 

Heather Rigby, Tamara Smith, Josh Scheurkogel, and Kate Taylor. Stephania 

Varalli also completed the requirements for her Gold Award in 1997, but she was 

the last Ridley student to gain that distinction in the decade. 

With the School providing so many other opportunities for travel, the inde¬ 

pendent organization of a major expedition was a daunting proposition. Moreover, 

the pressure of so many other activities, some ambivalence on the part of the 

administration, and (after George Briggs left in 1996) the absence of a strong and 

enthusiastic faculty coordinator all militated against the program. The Duke of 

Edinburgh scheme was a kind of transition program from traditional military 

preparation to the cultivation of positive peaceful citizenship. It served its purpose, 

and, in many ways, its place was taken by The Fourth Dimension. 

THE FOURTH DIMENSION 

As Ridley continued to promote the ideal of the well-rounded citizen, the 

Fourth Dimension program continued to be a prominent feature each November. 

Parts of the program in the early 1990s were distinctly unsettled; this led to a 

healthy reevaluation by students, faculty, and administration. As the decade began, 

practical and philosophical concerns were mounting—about the amount of time 

the November expeditions week consumed and the slipping away from the strong 

links the program once had with specific academic courses. There were questions 

about the cost of some excursions and the basic issue of whether the educational 

value of the week justified its existence. Some parents were also concerned that the 

program had created certain pressures tied to inequities between those who could 

afford expensive trips and those who could not. What tipped the scales toward a 

significant rollback was the economic recession of 1992 and 1993. This forced 

Headmaster Campbell (with the urging of the board of governors) to recommend 

a “home-based” program for grades 10, 11, and 12. 

What transpired in 1992, 1993, and 1994 was a valiant attempt to cut costs 

and to provide a fun yet educational experience outside classroom routine. Vera 

Wilcox and a committee of student and faculty volunteers constructed a full two- 

day schedule of events in 1992. Beaver Foods provided a spectacular feast of 

multicultural foods; there was a marvellous Junkanoo dance party with a Bahamian 

flavour; and the seminars and speakers were well received. The highlight, however, 

was supposed to be the “World Game.” Everyone was to congregate in the gym, be 

divided into countries, and then simulate world problems, which would expose 

everyone to the difficulties of finding solutions. Unfortunately, the facilitators were 

inexperienced and the rules were unclear, which quickly translated into frustration 

and boredom. As Sarah Scandrett wrote in Tiger Tribune, 

Although the other activities went well, I found it unfortunate that the failure and 
the attitude about the World Game had to dampen the entire event. This also leaves 
the school with the major problem of having to deal, once again, with what Fourth 
Dimension should be, if anything at all. 

In 1993, a second attempt at a mostly in-house Fourth Dimension was more 

successful. Most of the grade 10 class went on a combined environmental/personal 

responsibility excursion to Faurentian Fodge in Dorset. A smaller group went on a 

three-day biology trip. Grades 11 and 12 combined for a two-day symposium on the 

What transpired in 1992, 

1993, and 1994 was a 

valiant attempt to cut 

costs and to provide a fun 

yet educational experience 

outside classroom routine. 
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“Ah . . . not like 

his grandfather! ” 

quipped Chretien. 

general themes of “making the most of their lives” and “I can make a difference.” 
Peter Jensen, the noted authority on motivation and performance, spoke on 
mental fitness, optimism, and imagery—and how they could be used in everyday 
life. Both Tribune and Tiger reported that the students saw this program as “a 
worthwhile experience and a lot of fun.” 

However beneficial and cost-effective the “at home” programs might have 
been, the idea of taking trips stayed fixed in most minds. Contributing to this idea 
were the tales of adventure from the grade 13s who spent Fourth Dimension 
visiting prospective universities. Also significant in keeping the trip idea alive were 
the annual escapades at Kandalore for the grade 9s. These were organized by Rhys 
Jenkins throughout the decade. They were especially important as bonding agents 
for each successive class. Mentioning Kandalore to a whole generation of students 
continues to bring broad smiles and hearty laughs. Such things as someone being 
booted off the bus on the way up (but picked up by the following bus), archery, rock 
climbing, repelling, canoeing, Skit Night (Nick Night), the sauna, shaving cream, 
icy swims, and campfires became the stuff of legend (usually recorded on video for 
future reference). The 1994 campers were witness to one special campfire, when 
the cabin “Frost Box” burned to a charred lump while the students ate lunch. 
Apparently, the little cabin heaters were not intended to be clothes dryers! 

In 1994, the grade 10s returned to successful parliamentary adventures in 
Ottawa. Their inexpensive lodgings in the old jail youth hostel provided the base 
for many memories. The highlight for the group in 1994 was receiving Halloween 
candies from the prime minister at his 24 Sussex Drive home. In 1999, the 
Ridleians met Jean Chretien again, this time in the Parliament Buildings. After a 
photo shoot and brief question period, one student asked him it he knew that his 
grandson (Max Desmarais) was a student at Ridley. 

Chretien replied, “Yeeeeess . . . how is he doing?” 
“Good,” replied the students. 
“Ah . . . not like his grandfather!” quipped Chretien. 

The group then presented the prime minister with a Ridley hockey jersey, which 
he promptly put on over his suit jacket. Cameras snapped as he left the room to 
present the mini-budget; however, the jersey was not evident in the House of 
Commons a few moments later! 

By 1995, the experiment with in-house Fourth Dimension programming had 
run its course. Grades 11 and 12 were again offered a smorgasbord of options within 
fixed price ranges. There were trips for rock music and sports enthusiasts, aspiring 
lawyers, stock market buffs, film lovers, wall climbers, scientists, historians in 
Washington, biologists in New Brunswick, and linguists in Quebec City. Acta ’97 
summed up the experiences from two sides, reporting that 

Teachers would say in righteous tones that “Fourth D” works because students have 
a chance to expand their knowledge outside the classroom environment. Students 
would say, with one voice, that these few days are a lot of fun with some education 
on the side! 

ACTIVITIES 

While there were always a few students who tried to wiggle out of extra¬ 
curricular involvement, large numbers managed three or four different activities at 
a time. Keeping track of who was doing what was an administrative challenge for 
the activities directors of the decade, George Briggs and Vera Wilcox. The 
activities themselves contributed to the hectic pace of life, but their success attests 
to the fundamental enthusiasm of the students to learn new things, make a 
contribution to school life, or do something for others. 
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Students were required to participate in at least one extracurricular activity in 

each of the first two terms. Cadets counted for the third term. The choices 

numbered over fifty. There were the usual socially-oriented organizations such as 

Amnesty and Students Against Drunk Driving (SADD), as well as opportunities 

for librarians, singers, departmental monitors, admission assistants, Middle School 

counsellors, drama types, and a variety of social workers. Film appreciation, 

magazine construction, French club, Politics club, and ushering in the Mandeville 

Theatre were viable options. There were also goal-oriented or skill-oriented 

activities such as lifesaving, driver training, first aid, scuba diving, skeet shooting, 

CPR, Faces Book, equestrians, bridge, photography, and debating. One activity 

that reflected the environmental concerns of the time was Students Concerned 

About Planet Earth. Initiated by the efforts of Jane Lewis, Sophie Luxton, and 

Kathryn Yates, SCAPE focused on Ridley’s own need for a recycling program. 

Boxes for recyclables sprouted everywhere, and a significant change in the mindset 

of the community was accomplished. 

The School Reach inter-house quiz competitions were also a part of the 

extracurricular mix. In 1990, a team led by Graeme Scandrett, Andrew Madar, 

Daniel Flsueh, and Lawrence Nwaesei was invited to compete on CFdCFl TV in 

Hamilton. It was an exciting experience, even though the team was just a little 

slower on the buzzers than the opposition. In 1995, the Ridley team won the city 

championship and then the southern Ontario regional championship. This led to 

a final showdown at the provincial championship, where the team finally bowed 

out. The quick fingers on the buzzers that year were Mohamed Harouaka, Karen 

McGlone, Amy LeMar, Chris Loat, Danielle Rosmarin, and James Goodlifte. Paul 

Lafrance was the coach and host for this enthusiastic matching of inter-house wits 

in the later 1990s, as the teams vied for house honours and a trophy carved from a 

slice of an ancient Ridley elm. In the spring of 2000, a remarkable team came 

together to challenge the highest goal, a national championship. The team that 

year sailed through the school, local, and provincial championships, thus qualify¬ 

ing for the national tournament in Edmonton. There, Geoff Grove, Michael 

Fraser, Joey Turner, and master-of-trivia Jim Sensenbrenner battled their way to a 

second-place finish in the Canadian National School Reach Championship. 

Public Speaking was organized by Virginia Vickers, head of the English 

department. The annual presentations remained highly competitive. At stake were 

the two venerable senior prizes: the W. H. Merritt Memorial and the Honourable 

Mr. Justice Kingstone Memorial. A third award, for a dramatic monologue, was 

added in 1994 as an incentive to attract participants. The traditional contest 

“evening” was moved to the afternoon, to encourage attendance. 

The list of outstanding public speakers in the decade includes Aryeh Powell, 

Matt Picken, Lynne Chlala, Alana Tervo, Gowan Tervo, and Farris Rasheed. The 

topics were as diverse as the contestants. In 1990, Don McArthur won the Merritt 

Memorial with an amusing description of his summer job—selling luggage door to 

door! In 1994, Elise Taylor won top honours with a moving tribute to her 

grandmother. (She was unaware until just before the presentation that her mother, 

father, and grandmother were in the audience.) 

While the number of formal speaking contestants fell in the 1990s, there were 

increased opportunities for students to present themselves in front of people. Every 

English class incorporated public speaking as a part of its syllabus, as did many 

other departments. The practice of “doing a presentation” in class was a common 

requirement everywhere, even in the “English as a Second Language” class. The 

prefects of the 1990s also took turns addressing the school at morning chapel. 

Although most admitted to cases of “sweaty palms,” many personal reflections on 

a wide variety of topics captured everyone’s attention—even at 8:15 a.m. 

In 2000, the team 

battled its way to 

a second'place finish 

in the Canadian 

National School Reach 

Championship. 
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These became riotous 

affairs in the rink 

involving combinations 

of oatmeal, corn syrup, 

ketchup, and whatever 

other ingredients could 

be found to plaster on 

unsuspecting novices. 

Debating thrived in the 1990s hut without the great numbers evident in 

previous decades. Like the Public Speaking Contest, it had a long and rich 

tradition, and the competitions attracted some of the best and the brightest from 

all the independent schools. With the Fulford Cup at stake, Ridley’s debaters took 

up the challenge each year and always placed near the top. In 1997, the team of 

Lynne Chlala and Gowan Tervo brought the Cup back to Ridley after a long 

absence. There were also plenty of opportunities to travel within Canada. Karen 

Close, housemaster of Gooderham West, guided the debaters early in the decade 

and Paul O’Rourke, housemaster of Governors’ House, assisted in the last half. 

In an effort to encourage student attendance, the debating society decided to 

use Valentine’s Day in 1991 as a theme for an evening’s entertainment. The war in 

the Middle East was at its height in February that year. The debaters engaged the 

School in debate over the question of freedom of speech in wartime. In describing 

the history of the so-called Valentine’s Day Debates, Tyler Close, one of the 

decade’s strong debaters, explained to 1993 Tribune readers that in the first year, 

“Bring a Date to the Debate” was the rallying cry. The next year, [1992] the debate 
happened before Valentine’s Day so you were asked to “Find a Date at the Debate.” 
In 1993, the affair happened after Valentine’s Day, so you are cordially invited to 
“Dump your Date at the Debate.” 

A new prize was created in 1992—the Terence Cronyn Award for the best 

debater of the night. The topics themselves reflect the 1990s culture. In 1996, 

Lynne Chlala and Amy LeMar argued successfully that The Internet is the new 

Pandora’s Box, defeating Gowan Tervo and Barron Mosher. In 1997, Gowan and 

Nicola McLaughlin proved that We should be consumed in service, defeating Lynne 

Chlala and Amrit David. In 1999, Farris Rasheed, Jordon Williams, and Cam Fiske 

proved that Politics is an honourable profession. As Paul O’Rourke suggested in a 

recent Tiger article, 

A thriving debating society on campus ensures that the future looks bright. . . . The 
school has provided great support to this activity over the years, and in turn, it has 
been rewarded by many great performances. 

One of those fine performances occurred on Valentine’s Day in 2000, when the 

debate took the place of the Monday morning chapel service—in the Chapel. 

With the debaters wired for sound, the whole school heard the topic Religion is the 

glue that holds society together hotly debated. Farris Rasheed took top honours for the 

government side and the Terence Cronyn Trophy. 

There were also a number of activities that happened only once a year, hut 

which consumed blocks of organizing time and generated plenty of enthusiasm. 

The Fashion Shows of the early 1990s usually began as someone’s art project and 

ended up with large casts of volunteers. Similarly, the Winter Carnivals (revived 

in 1991), were mostly prefect inspired and proved remarkably popular even when 

the snow was marginal. The prefects also organized the initiations of the grade 9 

and new grade 10 students early each September. These became riotous affairs in 

the rink involving combinations of oatmeal, corn syrup, ketchup, and whatever 

other ingredients could be found to plaster on unsuspecting novices. The evenings 

were anticipated with trepidation but became fond (if somewhat messy) class- 

bonding exercises. 

Numerous departmental initiatives drifted into the realm of curricular 

activities, which also absorbed student enthusiasm. The English department 

continued to publish the best of its poetry and prose in the magazine VOICES. 

This publication was into its second decade and showed no signs of faltering. In the 
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math department, under Michael Hamilton’s initiative, the magazine Origin 

appeared in 1993. The founding editor was Leo Hsu. The magazine was full of 

mathematical puzzles and challenges. Interviews with students and faculty 

emphasized varied mathematical concepts. An interview with gymnast Heather 

Scott in an early issue examined the types of motion involved and convinced 

readers that “in order to do a handstand roll properly, one must think like a math 

student ... at least subconsciously!” Their special Valentine’s issues included such 

things as the method of calculating the amount of force required to send a love 

letter to one’s valentine! In the 1995 version, the editors concentrated on the 

friendly rivalry between the math giants Declan Brady and Victor Pau. Charles 

Lam confessed later that the issue had been created in Leonard House rather than 

in their tiny third-floor office in School House. 

Newton Lam, Victor Woo and I decided to move all of our hardware back into our 
rooms so that we could work late into the night. ... It was impossible for the three 
of us to walk back with the huge boxes of equipment, so we called a taxi ... to drive 
us 200 metres! 

The math department continued its promotion of entries (under Nat Caters’ 

coordination) into various contests, as did the science department. In 1993, a team 

of Ridley’s best scientific minds entered the annual Independent Schools Science 

Olympics held that year at UCC in Toronto. The team included David Suzuki, 

Martin Johnson, Tyler Close, Eugenia Ho, Mark Hsu, Steve Repple, and others 

who accumulated sufficient points during the day to capture the team title for 

Ridley. They edged out BSS, UTS, and UCC in the process! The annual visits of 

OAC physics students to Canada’s Wonderland amusement park also became a 

tradition in the 1990s. In fact, part of the students’ final exam involved measuring 

gravitational forces as they looped upside down at high speeds. They took 

measurements both on and off the rides, and used formulas learned in class to 

answer questions on such concepts as acceleration, friction, and centrifugal force. 

Science Department Head Brian Martin always reported the students’ surprise 

when they experienced classroom theories at work in the “real” world! 

World Travel 

Another aspect of the activities of the decade was the large number of Neil Mawhinney ’83 led a 

educational tours over and above those related specifically to sports or the Fourth 1999 Himalayan expedition 

Dimension. These took place outside 

school time, and the details of most trips 

are recorded in issues of Tiger. Emmett 

O’Neill conducted a series of visits to the 

USSR in the late ’80s and early ’90s. Paul 

Lewis organized adventures to Greece in 

1991 and to Egypt in 1993. In 1995, Bob 

Malyk took students interested in biology 

to Costa Rica, and in 1996 he mounted his 

second venture to the Galapagos Islands. 

In August 1995, eleven Ridleians headed 

to Baffin Island under George Brigg’s 

leadership, and in March 1999 Neil 

Mawhinney ’83 led a small group on a 

twenty-five day trekking adventure in 

Nepal. These trips were all eye-opening 

and enriching cultural experiences far 

beyond Ridley’s classrooms. 
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In May 1996, Cadet 

Inspection was held 

in the mud. 

REMEMBERING THE NINETIES 

School memories last a lifetime. Many are unearthed only at reunion time; 

they begin: “Remember when . . Some are a source of merriment; others are more 

profound. Some elicit genuine sadness. Here is a collection of memories culled 

from the submissions sent to the authors at the end of the decade. Interestingly, all 

but one were e-mails! They chronicle the years before the millennium. 

In the fall ot 1989, the whole school travelled to the new SkyDome to see a Blue 

Jays game. Doug arid Donna Campbell participated in the opening ceremonies, and 

pitcher Tom Henke received a Ridley cricket hat (and a cheque for charity). 

In the spring of 1990, Terence Cronyn Chair holder Richard Wright received the 

congratulations of the School on the publication of his seventh novel Sunset Manor. 

In the fall, the last ot Ridley’s great elms was taken down. It had guarded the side of 

Miller House for over ninety years. 

War on Iraq was declared in January 1991. Students with Middle East connections 

monopolized the phone lines. C. R. “Sandy” Somerville ’21, Canadian golfer of the 

first halt of the century, died in the spring. A memorial service was held in May for 

Mike Dolighan ’90, who died in a traffic accident in Lennoxville. A memorial 

window was installed, which included illustrations of the three sports Michael 

loved—football, swimming, and rowing. School House disappeared forever as a 

residence in June. It almost disappeared prematurely that spring when Don Ettinger’s 

homemade stereo hurst into flames. 

Duo pianists Lark Popov and George Vona ’78 returned to Ridley for a concert in 

February 1992. A giant AIDS conference drew everyone’s attention to this modern 

medical issue in April. Kristen French’s abduction and murder in St. Catharines 

began a long ordeal for the whole community. In September, Rev. Gerald Shantz 

returned to Ridley after his year away. 

In May 1993, Branksome Hall and Ridley combined for a spectacular Toronto gala 

and fund-raiser. A crowd of over 800 enjoyed the stage performance of Miss Saigon. 
Keith Mawhinney was treated to a special dinner honouring his thirty-one years in 

the classroom and rink. The Chapel turned seventy. Hymn No. 157 remains 

embedded in many minds. Dr. Kathy Swayze joined the infirmary staff in September. 

At Association Weekend, the new highway coach (The Spirit of Ridley), presented 

hy the Class of ’58, arrived to the cheers ot the entire student body. 

Bob Snowden began his interim headship in January 1994- In the fall, the CD Great 
Hymns of Ridley became available after a mammoth recording session in St. Thomas’ 

Church, which involved half the school. 

In 1995, Jen Olchowy organized the whole school for a collective photograph—the 

first since 1955. A few days later, Sean Jordan temporarily reorganized the school as 

“Headmaster For The Day.” There were no house prefects in September of that year. 

They had been abolished (again) in favour of a new “senior status” system. The 

Western Gates, a gift of the Class of 1960, were dedicated at Association Weekend. 

The spectacular Black and Orange Ball at Casa Foma in Toronto late in October was 

a grand success. The proceeds endowed Ridley’s new fitness centre. 

In May 1996, Cadet Inspection was held in the mud. In June, the School held a 

memorial service for Matt Davis ’94, who died tragically at university in Tennessee. 

Matt had been one of the most able editors of Tiger Tribune and an ardent Ridleian. 

In June 1997, a new stained-glass window was dedicated to the memory of Derek 

Zavitz, whose death at sea had inspired the Class of ’97 to unite in the Chapel the 

love that Derek had inspired. It was a tribute to all Ridley students who died before 

their time. On July 1, control of Hong Kong passed from Britain to China. In 

September, Princess Diana was killed in a car wreck in Paris. Mother Teresa died in 

the same week. The School mourned. December was witness to “The Great Snowball 

Fight” in the Arthur Bishop/Merritt House quad. The winner remains uncrowned. 
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In January 1998, TV comedian Jerry Seinfeld, a familiar face on the Common Room 

television sets, called it quits. The largest box-office hit ever was recorded that spring 

for the motion picture Titanic. The Chapel turned seventy-five in June. In 

September, the ill-fated Swissair Flight 111 crashed off the coast of Nova Scotia, 

taking the life of George Abady ’93 and 228 others; another sad memorial service. 

Security cameras appeared on campus that fall. In November, Spanish teacher Elisa 

Graham made a moving appeal in chapel for the Central American victims of 

Hurricane Mitch. The response of the students topped $2370—a record donation. 

On the stairwell wall leading to the math area in School House, a magnificent math 

mural appeared—a brilliant integration of art, math, and design. 

In January 1999, eight laptops disappeared from the I.T. office. Bruce (Mr. Security) 

Whiteford investigated but to no avail. Milk became available at lunch in May after 

years of student requests. In September, laptops hung from the shoulders of all grade 

9 students. The greatest concern, however, was the anticipated Y2K computer alarm 

forecast for the turning of the millennium. Nothing happened! 

We conclude this reminiscence with one quote from the submissions of each year 

of the decade. 

1990 “Some of my best memories had little to do with the “official side” of Ridley 

life . . . but provided many laughs and thrilling escapades . . . enough said.” 

1991 “Between a math teacher, a drama teacher, an advisor, a rowing coach and 

a swim coach, I am able to say that I had all the right leaders to give me the 

confidence to become what I am today.” 

1992 “Rumour has it that some rugby players may have been duped into eating 

some laced brownies that sent them running to the bathroom. They were so adamant 

that they deserved “A-Squad” and the girls’ soccer team deserved to be way back 

where no one would come to watch them play.” 

1993 “I learned about leadership—what works and what doesn’t. ... I learned what 

truly great teaching was. . . . All the different things I did, the people I met, and the 

obstacles I overcame instilled in me a sense of self-confidence. . . . Those are the 

things that remain with me.” 

1994 “Just recently I returned for my fifth year reunion. Returning to Ridley not 

only reminded me of where I came from, but also of who I am.” 

1995 “Wing Dings were clandestine affairs which went on supposedly without the 

housemaster being aware that every single resident of the house was gathered in the 

common room, wolfing down wings and pizza and watching movies. ...” “As for 

Cadets, you ask, . . . out in the heat in those beautiful polyester outfits, swaying and 

sweating, nothing will help. You need to fidget or faint.” 

1996 “Once, when conducting a tour, my heart welled with pride when, far across 

A-Squad, I spotted a steady torrent of water falling out of the Leonard House 

windows—on legions of unsuspecting victims. Glorious. . . . Luckily for me, my 

memories of Ridley are mostly fond ones, and I think it speaks volumes about Ridley 

that most of its graduates miss the place.” 

1997 “My academic days at Ridley were hard as you know . . . but I look back now 

at the things I have accomplished. ... I now believe in me too! 

1998 “Ridley is an experience that you can never fully appreciate until after you 

graduate. It’s not until you look back, that you realize that the lessons and 

experiences mould you into an individual prepared for the world.” 

“Just recently I returned 

for my fifth year reunion 

Returning to Ridley not 

only reminded me of 

where I came from, 

but also of who I am. ” 

1999 “All the hours that we put into working on the newspaper make up the 

satisfaction that each issue gave me. They have given me a true sense of pride.’ 
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A group of boys entered 

Gooderham House very 

early one morning and 

carefully removed all 

the toilet seats from 

the washrooms. 

THE PERFECT PRANK? 

Students have always been eager to devise and carry out “the perfect prank.” 

A number of these have been described in previous chapters. As to whether or not 

the word “perfect" can be applied . . . opinions will always vary. From the 

administration’s point of view, “perfect” means that there will be no damage— 

either to property or to an individual’s sensitivities. There is also an implicit 

understanding that any mess will be cleaned up by the perpetrators. Here are two 

that fit all of the criteria. (Arguably, the field hockey players who rearranged the 

Great Hall one night to look like a playing field might just as easily warrant the 

prize for originality.) 

The first occurred in October 1994, when the administration rented a mobile 

billboard to direct cars to the Western Gates entrance for Parent’s Day. The 

lettering on the sign board was simply too tempting for some enterprising students. 

They adjusted the words to cancel the event. Mr. Snowden soon had the sign re¬ 

adjusted but not before a few parents had phoned in distress! 

The second took place in the fall of 1996, when a group of boys entered 

Gooderham House very early one morning and carefully removed all the toilet 

seats from the washrooms. Removing the bolts that held them in place, and doing 

so without being seen or heard (apparently), was one thing. Quite another was 

their decision to hang them all, like ornaments, from the tree branches in front of 

the School. It was a hilarious sight at daybreak. One suspects collusion from the 

inside, but that too will remain a mystery. 

TRIBUTES 

ANNIVERSARIES 

In 1998, a special year in the School’s cultural history, no less than four 

anniversaries were marked. It was the 100th anniversary of the Ridley College 

Association, the 75th anniversary of the Chapel, the 75th anniversary of the 

founding of the Women’s Guild, and the 25 th anniversary of coeducation at Ridley. 

The Development Office was instrumental in coordinating the celebrations. 

The Association 

The 100th Anniversary Dinner was held in April at Toronto’s Royal York 

Hotel. The dinner highlighted the life and work of Hume Cronyn ’31, and 

inaugurated the Association Achievement Award with a recognition of his many 

years of distinction as actor, author, and producer. Well over 200 Ridleians 

attended the gala, and they were treated to a fine tribute to Hume by Ross Morrow, 

former head of English. Ross recalled the friendship between Hume and Terry 

Cronyn ’20, who had been such a strong influence in the ongoing development 

of the Ridley College Old Boys Association. Hume also drew attention to Terry’s 

significance in the history of the Association. He then read some hilarious passages 

from his book A Terrible Liar, which highlighted his years at the School in the 

1920s. Kitty Miller ’21 wras also a guest of honour on this occasion, helping to 

draw attention to the joys of maintaining such a fine and longstanding tradition 

of association. The reminiscences from the past were balanced by a modem update 

of the musical side of school life with performances by the Jazz Band and 

The Martyrs choral group. It was a marvellous evening, which in its own way 

also paid tribute to the work and support to the School by the oldest alumni 

association in Canada. 
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The Chapel 

Reverend Miller had stated in June 1923 that the Memorial Chapel’s presence 

“should compel us all to be better people.” Reverend Gerald Shantz could 

confidently assure everyone in 1998 that it still did. Gerald often reminded the 

students that the building itself was tangible evidence that Ridley, by 1923, had 

developed full maturity. The School had its own martyrs to mourn and to honour. 

It sealed Ridley’s ideals, principles, and tradition, honouring the memory of Ridley 

boys who had died in the spirit of service—the spirit of Ridley—still a Ridley virtue 

and hallmark. The values for which the Chapel stands are common to all the 

world’s great religions. To the new international Ridley, it is a shrine, a place of 

remembrance and contemplation. Reverend Shantz, who put his own special 

stamp on the life of the Chapel in the 1980s and 1990s, worked hard during these 

decades to educate the ever-changing stream of Ridleians about the Chapel’s 

deeper meaning. In his 75th Anniversary message, he wrote, 

Hundreds of students have sat in its pews, some of faith, some of no faith, some with 

interest, some with none. No matter. The Chapel still believes that we can be better 

people. It still believes that there are absolutes: there is good and evil, right and 

wrong, just and unjust, consequences follow actions, and yes, we are not victims, but 

accountable. . . . The Chapel is a place where we celebrate our humanity, where we 

constantly remind ourselves that in the frantic, hectic daily routine of Ridley, we 

should never be too busy to be kind, sympathetic and helpful to others. 

Gerald frequently used the parable of the Good Samaritan with the students 

to underline an important part of the School’s philosophy. The parable asked the 

question: “who is my neighbour?” The answer: “anyone in need.” He always tried 

to show that the moral and ethical imperative of the parable is more than just a 

guide or a code of conduct. He sees it as the glue that keeps Ridley together, alive 

and vibrant. “The Chapel is not a museum,” he said, 

much less a monument to dead ideas; it teaches, it celebrates the sacraments, 

it marries, baptizes and buries. It is part of a living tradition and for me a living 

tradition is an historically extended, socially embodied argument about the “goods” 

which constitute that tradition. We celebrate 75 years’ worth of “the goods.” We 

give thanks for past achievements and hope for the future. 

The anniversary was marked in May by a benefit celebration organized by 

Gerald and board member Gary Burroughs ’64- It was strictly a musical evening, 

featuring the Elora Festival Singers under renowned director Noel Edison. Their 

magnificent voices took full advantage of the Chapel’s acoustics. It was this 

occasion that first offered the opportunity to purchase chapel pews, to begin the 

establishment of an endowment for chapel maintenance and special initiatives. In 

October, a special Founders’ Day Service featuring the school choir marked the 

anniversary again. A new, expanded version of Terence Cronyn’s “History of the 

Memorial Chapel” became available that Association Weekend as well. One 

weekend participant, Alex Porter ’48, wrote later to thank Judy Lane for 

forwarding a copy. Referring to the poem by Richard Bradley about the annual 

Carol Service, which concludes the booklet, he wrote, “We have to tell you that 

the ‘Memory’ on the last page was very moving to both of us. I shed fifty years, and 

was back in the ‘tunnel’ with a lump in my throat!” 

The Guild 

For seventy-five years, the Ridley College Women’s Guild had dedicated itself 

“to help in making Ridley a greater force for good in our country.” This was their 

declared mission. In 1999, the Women’s Guild officially ceased to exist—it 

transformed itself into “The Ridley College Family Guild” (in effect, going “coed”). 

“We have to tell you that 

the ‘Memory’ on the last 

page was very moving to 

both of us. I shed fifty 

years, and was back in 

the ‘tunnel’ with a lump 

in my throat!” 
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The Family Guild 

celebrated its inauguration 

with a Great Hall dinner, at 

which both women and men 

attended in their own right. 

The Family Guild celebrated its inauguration with a Great Hall dinner, at which 

both women and men attended in their own right. It also celebrated the seventy- 

five years of a devoted progression from small satellite to major influence. 

In December 1923, a small meeting of Ridley wives and mothers occurred at 

the home of Mrs E. F. Blake in Toronto. Familiar Ridley names like Cassels, Drope, 

and Marani were recorded. Since then, their generous resolve has expressed itself 

in a multitude of ways. In a century when the roles of men and women have been 

fundamentally transformed, the Guild has kept Ridley abreast of contemporary 

trends. In the early days, they softened the contours of a masculine institution by 

their provision of some of the “finer things in life.” Latterly, they have aided in the 

evolution of modern Ridley by improving conditions for all students and by 

helping to fund the sophisticated requirements of contemporary education. 

The Guild in 1923 was largely inspired by the accumulated sorrow of Ridley 

families, which had led to the building of the Memorial Chapel. Here was a way in 

which the mothers, wives, girlfriends, and sisters of the war dead could have a part 

in the School’s act of remembrance. The first priority of the Guild was to assist in 

the beautifying of the Chapel. They took responsibility for the furnishing of the 

chancel. They provided altar coverings, vestments, and choir robes. They either 

made or purchased them, and they cared for them as well. From the beginning, Mrs 

Griffith led a Guild team that looked after the Chapel, providing flowers and 

preparing for services. Certain members of Ridley’s domestic staff have also made 

it a special part of their lives to dust and polish the furnishings. After Mrs. Griffith’s 

retirement, there has been a succession of senior Ridley women working with the 

Guild in the Chapel. 

In many other ways, Guild members acted as a civilizing influence. They 

undertook to furnish Rep Williams’ study when the new Lower School was built. 

In Merritt House, the St. Catharines Branch furnished a fine common room. They 

created a library in the Lower School and donated books. In Toronto and at the 

School, they organized dances when the School was reluctant to do so in the 

1930s. They even donated partners! They funded bursaries for needy students. In 

their branches (Toronto, Winnipeg, London, Sarnia, and St. Catharines), they 

recruited students and also comforted mothers missing their sons for the first time. 

They helped with drama productions and gave awards to a variety of activities. 

They set up a clothing exchange, and then a school shop (now a flourishing 

enterprise). As the day population of Ridley increased in the 1970s and 1980s, they 

ran fund-raising events and a decade-long series of Big “R” Bazaars. Their annual 

lunch and general meeting on Cadet Inspection day was a great affirmation of 

generous loyalty. This loyalty, generosity, and concern for the “extra needs” of the 

students continues unabated. A list of Guild presidents (Niagara Branch) is 

included in the Appendix. 

The Development Office 

Coordinating these anniversaries and indeed all the School’s special events has 

been the development office. This Ridley institution had its roots in the early work 

of Terry Cronyn '20 and then Sam Heaman ’39. It emerged in its present form in 

1986, when Bob Stanley ’47 combined the offices of the Second Century 

Campaign and the Ridley College Association. With Bob so heavily engaged in 

the campaign, it became necessary to augment the staff to plan and maintain so 

many other alumni functions. To this end, in 1987, came both Brian Iggulden ’67 

and Derek Eraser ’79. In 1991, the office moved to its new quarters on the top flat 

of School House. In 1994, Anne Kubu joined the Development Office with a 

special responsibility for The Ridley Tiger. 
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Under these three leaders, the development office has become a leader 

among all independent schools. It acts as the liaison between the School and the 

Ridley family at large. It has been instrumental in the creation of the largest 

combined (U.S. and Canada) endowment fund among all Canadian independent 

schools, the development of an enormous data base of individual records, and, 

most significantly, the encouragement of over 700 active volunteers—the 

backbone of the development office. They work at the grass roots level. The office 

has become highly professional in facilitating and coordinating branch 

meetings, Association Weekends, puh nights for recent grads, golf and squash 

tournaments, and the Toronto Dinners which honour long-service faculty. The 

planning and implementation of various fund-raising endeavours is also high on 

the priority list. Its activities, in fact, make the office the administrative hub for the 

ever-expanding Ridley family. 

RETIREMENTS IN THE NINETIES 

A ROLL CALL OF APPRECIATION 

The decade saw a record number of people retire from the School, front the 

ranks of both senior faculty and support staff. The average length of service of each 

retiree was approximately thirty years. If their careers had been compiled one after 

another, the earliest would have been a contemporary of Nicholas Ridley himself. 

As it is, they have provided stability at Ridley for the last thirty years of this 

century, a time of dramatic transition. 

Independent schools, especially hoarding schools, have always relied upon 

faculty members who “came and stayed.” These people have certain things in 

common. They understand total involvement. From September to June, their days 

begin early and end late. They enjoy the variety of teaching, coaching, supervising, 

and counselling. In the matter of salaries and benefits, they expect to be “taken 

care of’ by the School, but they know that they will never he wealthy. They and 

their families enjoy the benefits of a lovely, safe, and well-equipped environment. 

Their reward is the satisfaction of making a difference to many young lives. Their 

supreme gift to the School is their life-long allegiance. The long-serving supporting 

staff, providing their specialized services over the years, also make for continuity 

and stability—so important during times of change. 

Acta Ridleiana, The Ridley Tiger, and the Tiger Tribune always include tributes to 

retiring staff. Their biographers, in trying to find the words to thank these 

caretakers of the School, more often than not end up invoking the school motto. 

It is so very apt. It is impossible in this history to do them justice, and readers are 

encouraged to seek out the resources of the School’s archives for the account of 

their favourite characters. Here is a brief roll call of appreciation, in order of 

retirement, of many of them. May their retirements be long and rewarding. 

Independent schools, 

especially boarding 

schools, have always 

relied upon faculty 

members who “came 

arid stayed.” 

A. Jon Silver (1966-1991) “A model of commitment and dedication.” 

Robert E. Stanley ’47 (1955-1992) “The quintessential Ridleian.” 

J. Keith Mawhinney (1961-1993) “Coaching is in the blood, and Keith must 

have had an extra pint or two.” 

Raymond O. Nield (1971-1995) “A man of great geniality and kindness.” 

Frank Hollinrake ’57 (1961-1995) “Ridley’s most daring chemistry teacher.” 

Janet M. Lewis (1978-1996) “Administrator, reformer and leader; fairest of all.” 
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Michael Rice ’61 (1966-1997) “Number one spectator and fan of all Ridley teams.” 

Rick Coy ’60 (1963-1998) “One of the funniest, nicest and most genuine of people.” 

Mary Ann “Woody” Coy (1963-1998) “She never gave up on any student.” 

Paul E. Lewis (1971-1998) “Something of a teaching genius, unforgettable 

to his disciples.” 

David R. Cosgrove (1966-1999) “He gave you a reason to be the best you could be.” 

Connie Cosgrove (1967-1999) “Quite simply, the greatest nurse I have known.” 

J. David Mackey (1962-1999) “He was involved in almost every aspect 

of the Ridley experience.” 

W. Nathaniel Caters (1968-2000) “Always concerned about the basics.” 

]. Kerry Martin (1976-2000) “Never did get his own personal Xerox machine.” 

Supporting Staff 

Elizabeth C. Hunt (1952-1992) “The consummate professional.” 

Dr. John Stewart (1965-1995) “He mastered the challenges of the ills 

and mishaps of all Ridleians.” 

Bill Montgomery (1959-1990) “Cared for the Ridley grounds and fields, coached 

hockey for many years and personified good will.” 

Reg and Edie Farmer (1962-1986) Reg was the school mailman and Edie was the 

resident staff in the Headmaster’s house, looking 

after the Pilgrims, the Bradleys and the Packards. 

A couple of true Ridleians. 

Marge Cain (1948-1999) She celebrated over 4000 Lower School birthdays 

with her special range of cakes. 

IN MEMORIAM 

George Muir Hendrie ’49 

At one time or another, George Hendrie filled almost every role open to 

members of the Ridley family. He was a student, generous Old Boy, parent, class 

agent, head of the Ridley Fund, and president of the Ridley College Association. 

In 1991, he became the fourteenth president of the board of governors. 

George was a distinguished member of Toronto society. He was president of his 

family’s long-standing trucking company, and he was chairman of the prestigious 

Ontario Jockey Club. In 1954, he married Elizabeth (Betsy) Bartlett, who was the 

sister of two Ridleians. Of Betsy, his friend John De Pencier said, “She tempered 

his temperament and gave great strength to his character and love to his person.” 

They had three children, George ’74, Geoffrey, and Jane. 

George did not relish a high profile. Even as president, he was determinedly 

one among equals. Headmaster Doug Campbell recalled later that “His strengths 

were his straightforward approach and, in private moments, wearing his heart on 

his sleeve.” George was the voice of good will and common sense, and he brought 

humour and warmth to meetings. He endorsed the necessity for change, even 

though he was instinctively a traditionalist. Between 1966 and 1986, Ridley went 

through a transformation, and George was part of the courageous board that 
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brought this about. Changes of leadership at the School and the incorporation of 

information technology occupied his later years (1989 to 1995). His presidency 

was brief (1991 to 1995) but of great importance to the School. The Hendrie 

legacy was to identify Rupert Lane and set his headmastership in motion, as well 

as to settle the School into a period of relative stability. 

George’s death in June 1999 came as a shock, as he had seemed to have recov¬ 

ered from a previous illness. Ridley joined many others in expressing sympathy to 

Betsy and the family. We gave thanks for all that George meant to the School. 

Elizabeth Clark Hunt 

Elizabeth Hunt’s Ridley calling spanned forty years. She served five 

headmasters between the time she arrived in 1952 until the time she left in 1992. 

From 1952 until 1959, she was Dr. Hamilton’s secretary. She then did special 

project work in what would eventually be called the Academics Office, and later 

in the Business Office. During that period, she and her husband, George, had a son, 

Glenn, and a daughter, Lynn. Between 1972 and 1980, Elizabeth was general 

administrative secretary to Richard Bradley’s and David Wilson’s offices. In 1980, 

she became the secretary in the newly established Admissions Office. It was there 

that her most prominent Ridley role was fulfilled. 

Elizabeth was the first contact for telephone inquiries and usually the first 

person new families met when they entered the main doors of the School. It was 

in this position that her tact, Scottish charm, efficiency, and love of Ridley made 

such a fine impression and an enormous contribution to the School. The younger 

staff children of the 1980s in particular will remember a secret drawer in her desk, 

which contained hard candies. Elizabeth could always fine a “special one” wThen 

they sought her out. 

As enrollment grew towards 600 students in the 1980s, Elizabeth played a 

major role in keeping them all organized, and keeping their tiles up-to-date. She 

was the consummate professional. Her skills were a combination of refinement, 

intelligence, grace, and dignity, which she brought to work every day. 

Sadly, Elizabeth’s health began to deteriorate in 1991, and she relinquished her 

duties early in 1992. Her richly deserved retirement was not to be—Elizabeth died 

in July 1992. Her life and service to Ridley were celebrated with sad gratitude. 
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EPILOGUE 

THE HEADMASTER CONCLUDES . . . 

As this chapter on the 1990s draws to a close, it is clear that Ridley has never 

had so diverse a range of offerings nor more leadership initiatives from both staff 

and students. Rupert Lane was invited to write the closing words of this history, 

looking back on his first five years and forward to Ridley in the twenty-first 

century. Here is his response: 

I certainly take a quiet pride in our progress over these brief years: quiet, 

because so much that has been achieved is the work of others. 

Earlier in this chapter, the lack of success in certain traditional sports 

(preeminently football) was described as a cause of concern and of low morale. 

Even the fine achievement in other sports (mostly by girls’ teams) did not alleviate 

this discontent. That was especially of no solace to those who had known Ridley 

in its years of football and cricket supremacy. When the coaches came to let me 

know in the summer of 1996 that the candidates for first football were very few, we 

resolved to withdraw temporarily from CISAA football. Unaccustomed to the 

passion engendered in the Ridley (and North American) psyche by football, I was 

surprised by some extreme reactions. It turned out to be a good thing that I was 

thus unaware. The decision worked; within two years, we were back to winning 

games in the CISAA. In 1999, more than one hundred athletes presented 

themselves for football training. We also adopted a more pro-active policy of 

searching out North American athletic talents among our pool of candidates. The 

late 1990s saw notable success during the long hockey season and some dominance 

in CISAA soccer. Traditional pride was back once more. 

The early nineties were also a time of low morale in other ways, expressing 

itself in a disregard for the Student Honour Code. On the one hand, disciplinary 

dismissals (typically more than twelve per year) were regrettably frequent; on the 

other, 1 was left in no doubt by governors and others of the need to “tighten up” 

and curtail excessive liberalism. The approach adopted was more “softly, softly” 

than dictatorial. Again, this seems to be working. At any rate, a remarkable change 

has come about. In 1999, under the guidance of Pat Dawson, assistant head of 

student affairs, a school uniform for boys and girls was introduced, to almost 

universal welcome. It is my hope that this and other sources of pride in Ridley’s 

heritage will rehabilitate the school in the opinion of respected supporters in 

Toronto. The decade ended with a cheering growth in applications from this 

traditional marketplace. 

Managing and supporting the Faculty is always a headmaster's central 

function, and it was entirely appropriate that this “limey” should he treated with 

suspicion! On the one hand I relished the consultative style of the “Admin Team,” 

established hy Jere Packard. On the other, the suspicion that “Admin” did not 

really understand what was happening at the chalk face or in the dorm room was 

a constant discomfort. During my first five years, four out of five Administration 

Team replacements were outside appointments, which caused a little unrest, but 1 

felt strongly that, in complex times, vision and wider experience must take 

precedence over long service. Nonetheless I remain acutely conscious of the need 

to nurture the morale of a diverse anil highly committed faculty through effective 

communication and reasonably regular joint professional experiences. Underlying 

almost everything was the importance of supporting class work, such a major 

element in school life, and so easy to appear to neglect with such a devolved 

administrative style. 
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During this period, Information Technology exploded. I recall being 

introduced by Bob Snowden to the headmaster's ancient Macintosh computer in 

January 1995, and having the ON/OFF switch respectfully demonstrated. No 

change swept through Ridley during the late '90s more potently than the gathering 

tide of IT developments. Whatever one's background as an educator, these are 

exciting innovations. Thanks to generous support from the board, and in particular 

the exceptional IT Endowment Fund established hy Dr. Patrick Lett, and skilled 

leadership from Ridley’s first directors of IT, Stephen Hunt and Stephen Clarke, we 

were able to embrace these advances, drawing them into the academic mainstream. 

Even techno-skeptics became enthusiasts. There was a true sense of corporate 

faculty endeavour, of a kind which rarely occurs, in the self-help sessions which 

accompanied the introduction of laptops. As ever for the headmaster, the 

challenge was one of preserving a balance between the preservation of the 

traditional academic verities, and allowing full reign to the technological 

juggernaut. As the 20th Century drew to a close, I found Ridley wonderfully poised 

to forge ahead on this front and to cement her position as a Canadian leader. 

As always, much wonderful but unremarked achievement is occurring both in 

class and as part of the wider curriculum. Bob Malyk in the biology department 

introduced senior students to the exciting realms of real life research with the 

Human Genome Project. The Archives Project underlines Ridley’s commitment to 

preserving its history, and the recent gift of the farm property (The Idle Plow) is 

beginning to realize its potential for curriculum enhancement. For sheer academic 

prowess, nothing exceeded the feat of the Tervo family, with Alana and Gowan, 

both long term Ridleians and prefects, earning places at Cambridge and Oxford 

respectively. In the Mandeville Theatre, annual plays and musicals invariably 

attain extraordinarily high standards, enhanced hy a new Ridley feature—Dance— 

which flourishes under the talented guidance of James Nesbitt. Meantime, Michael 

Tansley produced highly creditable choirs to lead chapel services, and The Martyrs 

to represent the school with distinction on numerous occasions. 

Naturally the coming decades will present many challenges—some familiar 

and some less so. The abolition of grade 13 now established for 2003, implying 

fewer, larger grade populations, promises unprecedented curricular and 

demographic demands. Even if the loss in population can either be stemmed or 

sustained, the Ridley experience becomes affected. In the five-year character of the 

Upper School, an immense diversity of activities is offered. If that experience is 

reduced to four years, the priority of academic time will be even further challenged 

than it is now. Something has to give . . . but what? A possible solution is the offer¬ 

ing of some kind of post-graduate experience. But whatever the strategy, the 

current grade 10 will be the last thirteenth grade at Ridley. 

Don Rickers, director of admissions, works an annual miracle in presenting us 

with a healthy enrollment every September. It is necessary to achieve a healthy 

balance between Canadian and foreign students, boys and girls, and the boarding 

and day ratio. A perception of too few Canadians ill affected morale during the mid 

1990s. With ever-growing pressure to expand the one-third proportion of day 

students, and competition to attract equally talented boarders, whether from the 

remote corners of Ontario or from further afield, challenges lie ahead. 

It is a continuing source of wonder to me that Ridley manages, each year, to 

impose its traditions and rituals on a large recruitment of foreign nationals. Ridley 

is unique in so many ways, embodying the Canadian culture and imposing its 

requirements with unchanging consistency. There is always an anxiety that 

applications from Canadian families (perhaps for economic reasons) may not be 

adequate to sustain the school’s national identity. The steadily increasing demand 

for “day” places may help here. 
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Still on the subject of the school’s composition, there are, even after twenty- 

five years, perceptions that Ridley is not wholly coeducational. Recent 

appointments of staff have made the male/female ratio of teachers almost equal to 

the male/female ratio of students. I will continue to be aware of this sensitivity. 

Coming from an all-boys school, I delight continually at the enrichment that arises 

from experiencing coeducation! Above all, a determination is abroad to boost 

massively the Scholarship Endowment, hence making the Ridley experience 

available to an even wider cross-section of talented, deserving students. 

I have read of outstanding teachers—Powell, Hamilton, Guest,—who have 

held the tiller thus far. 1999 saw the inception of a third Faculty Chair, the 

Anderson Chair for Humanities and Languages, established through the generosity 

of Sam Anderson (ex-Faculty and OR ’45). Its first holder is Michael Scott, head 

of history. The existing Chairs are “The Cronyn” held currently by Virginia 

Vickers, and “The Hamilton” under Michael Hamilton (no relation). All the 

holders are exemplars of the very best in scholastic mentorship. They followed in 

the footsteps of former holders, Richard Wright and Colin Brezicki (Cronyn) and 

Brian Martin and Nat Caters (Hamilton), all denizens of the Bradley/Packard eras, 

who are now much respected senior colleagues. 

Will there be adequate successors to these, to say nothing of long serving 

housemasters like Janet Lewis, Kristine Corolis, Connie Cosgrove, the Loats and 

Shermans? I am optimistic. Great schools are founded on great friendships, and 

there is every reason to suppose that the wonderful teaching environment, allied 

to clear-headed leadership from the board and others, will continue to engender a 

21st Century style of loyalty and service which would not be unfamiliar to Dr. 

Miller and his disciples. While the school has established itself as arguably the 

leading coeducational boarding school in the land, the truly thrilling aspect of 

Ridley in 1999 is that far from basking in a golden “fin de siecle” glow, it is urgently 

contemplating new challenges. 

Last, but far from least, of the major differences between Ridley and many 

other schools is, as already mentioned, its significant international flavour. Canada 

herself has become a supreme example of racial tolerance in a multi-ethnic world. 

Even so, a wander through the Great Hall, with its colourful array of national flags, 

its many overheard languages and divers complexions—from eastern European to 

South American—is a remarkable experience to the visitor. 

Even more remarkable, Judy and 1 have found, are the gatherings held by 

Association Branches around the world. We have visited many of these, from 

Newfoundland to Victoria, from Mexico to Hong Kong. Often we have been 

accompanied by Brian and Rosemary Iggulden: Brian, as director of development 

and with his vast knowledge of the School, is uniquely skilful in promoting these 

occasions and nurturing such remote pockets of Ridley support. Most importantly, 

the visits often sowed the seeds for future enrollments. We are regularly and 

repeatedly struck by the camaraderie, often stretching back over generations, 

rooted in experiences at Ridley. There can be few other schools in the world 

enjoying this level of universal good feeling, which speaks volumes for the wisdom 

and humanity of former teachers—back to Dr. Miller himself. As a visitor to one 

such gathering mentioned, “You can be wearing a Ridley sweatshirt on the Sydney 

Harbour bridge or the Eiffel Tower and expect a warm back slap from a stranger, 

who will ask you ‘When?’ ‘Which House?’ ‘Did you row with Neil Campbell?’ and 

exchange reminiscences.” Perhaps this feature above all, the Ridley crest and 

motto, as a symbol of international friendship and goodwill, is the most important 

image to carry forward for future generations. 

TERAR DUM PROSIM 
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The School Prayer 

Almighty God, by whose providence we are met in this place, and who has 

knit together thine elect in one communion and fellowship; we beseech Thee to keep 

in continual Godliness all the present members of this School, and those who have 

gone out from its walls. Grant us by Thy Spirit to have a right judgement in all 

things, that we may think that which is good, and love that which Thou commandest. 

Teach us to perceive and know what things we ought to do, and give us grace and 

power faithfully to fulfill the same, and to withstand the temptation of the world, 

the flesh and the devil. Graft in our hearts to love of Thy Name. Increase in us 

true religion, and let Thy Holy Spirit be our daily guide. 

Through Jesus Christ our Lord. 

Amen. 

The School Hymn 

1. Father in heaven, who lovest all, 

O help thy children when they call, 

that they may build from age to age 

an undefiled heritage. 

2. Teach us to bear the yoke in youth 

with steadfastness and careful truth, 

that in our time thy grace may give 

the truth whereby the nations live. 

3. Teach us to rule ourselves alway, 

controlled and cleanly night and day, 

that we may bring, if need arise, 

no maimed or worthless sacrifice. 

4- Teach us to look in all our ends 

on thee for judge and not our friends, 

that we with thee may walk uncowed 

by fear or favour of the crowd. 

5. Teach us the strength that cannot seek, 

by deed or thought, to hurt the weak, 

that under thee we may possess 

man’s strength to comfort man’s distress. 

6. Teach us delight in simple things, 

and mirth that has no bitter springs, 

forgiveness free of evil done, 

and love to all men ’neath the sun. 

Rudyard Kipling 
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Chairmen of the Board of Governors 

1889-1899 T. R. Merritt 

1899-1900 N. W. Hoyles, Q.C. 

1900-1911 J. H. Mason 

1912-1942 G. H. Gooderham 

1943-1951 M. R. Gooderham ’92 

1951-1963 A. L. Bishop ’12 

1964-1966 B. B. Osier, Q.C. ’21 

1967-1969 Hamilton Cassels, Q.C. ’13 

1969-1973 J. E. McConnell ’31 

1974-1977 R. W. Stevens, Q.C. '44 

1978-1981 S. M. Irwin ’46 

1982-1986 Dr. D. C. McFarlane ’44 

1987-1991 W. D. McKeough ’51 

1992-1995 G. M. Hendrie ’49 

1996-2000 H. J. Daniel, Q.C. 

Principals and Headmasters 

1889-1921 Rev. J. O. Miller, M.A., D.C.L. 

1921-1932 H. C. Griffith, M.A. and H. G. Williams, B.A 

1932-1949 H. C. Griffith, M.A., LL.D. 

1949-1961 J. R. Hamilton, B.A., F.C.I.C., LL.D. 

1961-1962 ]. P. Matheson, M.A. (acting headmaster) 

1962-1971 E. V. B. Pilgrim, M.A. 

1971-1981 R. A. Bradley, M.A. 

1981-1989 H. J. Packard, M.A., D.S.L. 

1989-1993 D. J. Campbell, B.Sc., Dip.Ed. 

1994 R. T. Snowden, B.A. (acting headmaster) 

1995- R. D. Lane, M.A., Cert. Ed. 

Heads of the Lower School/Middle School 

1899-1933 H. G. Williams, B.A. (principal) 

1933-1956 E. V. Brown, B.Sc. (master-in-charge) 

1956-1976 J. S. Guest, B.A. (headmaster) 

1976-1988 Rev. Donald P. Hunt, B.A., S.T.B. (headmaster) 

1988-1999 D. R. Cosgrove, Cert. Ed. (director) 

1999- Bryan A. Auld, B.A., B.Ed. (director) 
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Chaplains 

1889-1920 Rev. Dr. J. O. Miller 1956-1961 Rev. J. T. Hesketh 

1920-1921 Rev. D. E. Bright (acting) 1961-1970 Rev. D. R Hunt 

1921-1926 Rev. Canon A. H. Howitt (honorary) 1970-1980 Rev. E. J. Rose 

1922 Rev. J. A. Davies 1981 Rev. W. L. Sharpe (acting) 

1923-1929 Rev. W. F. Wallace 1981-1991 Rev. Dr. G. S. Shantz 

1929-1932 Rev. C. G. Eakins 1991-1992 Rev. D. V. Macdonald 

1932-1942 Rev. W. H. Langhom 1992- Rev. Dr. G. S. Shantz 

1942-1956 Rev. R. C. Good 

Ridley College Women’s Guild Presidents (Niagara Peninsula Branch) 

1923-25 Mrs. Irwin 1969-71 Mrs. R. H. Hansen 

1931-33 Mrs. Creet 1971-73 Mrs. R. M. H. Seymour 

1933-34 Mrs. H. S. Williams 1973-75 Mrs. A. V. Orr 

1934-35 Mrs. A. J. Ralph 1975-77 Mrs. S. Kingstone 

1935-37 Mrs. P. C. Band 1977-79 Mrs. D. G. Greenwood 

1937-38 Mrs. T. R. Merritt 1979-81 Mrs. C. E. Frosst 

1938-39 Mrs. H. T. Taylor 1981-83 Mrs. W. T. Bright 

1939-40 Mrs. A. G. Newman 1983-85 Mrs. K. Souter 

1940-41 Mrs. J. C. Ball 1985-86 Mrs. D. M. Mason 

1941-42 Mrs. A. S. Notman 1986-87 Mrs. J. Morrison 

1942-43 Mrs. A. Lash 1987-88 Mrs. I. A. Milne 

1943-45 Mrs. H. B. Burgoyne 1988-89 Mrs. D. A. Henry 

1945-47 Mrs. F. McCordick Jr. 1989-90 Mrs. B. J. Kooter 

1947-48 Mrs. A. S. Newman 1990-91 Mrs. D. M. Stremlaw 

1948-50 Mrs. W. B. Court 1991-92 Mrs. R. J. Rigby 

1950-51 Mrs. J. Rodgers 1992-93 Mrs. A. Visser 

1951-52 Mrs. J. G. Walker 1993-94 Mrs. D. J. Staruch 

1952-53 Mrs. A. D. Rice 1994-95 Mrs. C. Plentai'Semerjian 

1953-54 Mrs. H. B. Burgoyne 1995-97 Mrs. A. Sinclair 

1954-56 Mrs. R. M. Robertson 1997-99 Mrs. M. Myers 

1956-58 Mrs. A. D. Rice 

1958-59 Mrs. F. H. Newman Ridley College Family Guild 

1959-61 Mrs. J. R Demetre 

1961-62 Mrs. D. G. Wilmot 1999-2000 Mrs. L. Barry Hollowell 

1963-65 Mrs. J. Proctor 

1965-67 Mrs. W. B. C. Burgoyne 

1967-69 Mrs. W. T. Szczuc inski 
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Ridley Co liege Association P residents 

1893 A. C. Kingstone 1938 J. G. Glassco 1978 K. C. Bunston 

1899 A. C. Kingstone 1939 H. Cassels 1979 R. C. Broad 

1900 W. R. Wadsworth 1940 W. E. N. Bell 1980 R. C. Broad 

1901 E. M. Hooper 1941 W. E. N. Bell 1981 G. M. Irwin 

1902 H. F. Darrell 1942 H. B. Williams 1982 G. M. Irwin 

1903 H. L. Hoyles 1943 H. B. Williams 1983 E. P. Elwood 

1904 W. E. H. Carter 1944 H. B. Williams 1984 E. P. Elwood 

1905 H. G. Wade 1945 H. B. Williams 1985 B. Jones 

1906 W. H. Cronyn 1946 G. M. MacLachlan 1986 D. G. Wotherspoon 

1907 C. E. Lee 1947 G. M. MacLachlan 1987 J. D. Gould 

1908 F. R. Spence 1948 J. E. Kennedy 1988 T. K. Griffin 

1909 A. E. Dalton 1949 J. E. Kennedy 1989 M. J. Moulden 

1910 A. W. Taylor 1950 G. R. Marks 1990 D. A. MacLachlan 

1911 E. D. Gooderham 1951 G. R. Marks 1991 A. J. Kling 

1912 R. M. Harcourt 1952 H. E. Foster 1992 W. H. Sears 

1913 V. Boyd 1953 H. E. Foster 1993 W. T. Hutton 

1914 F. A. McGiverin 1954 J. M. Soules 1994 W. T. Hutton 

1915 D. S. Robinson 1955 J. M. Soules 1995 S. W. Warner 

1916 A. C. Snively 1956 G. G. R. Harris 1996 R. D. Naylor 

1917 A. C. Snively 1957 T. E. Jarvis 1997 C. G. Ramsay 

1918 R. C. Lee 1958 T. E. Jarvis 1998 P. G. Iggulden 

1919 W. E. Caldecott 1959 H. Cassels, Jr. 1999 D. M. McGregor 

1920 W. E. Caldecott 1960 H. Cassels, Jr. 2000 D. J. Bryant 

1921 W. E. Caldecott 1961 H. K. Macintosh 

1922 D. H. C. Mason 1962 H. K. Macintosh 

1923 H. Cassels 1963 J. H. H. Scandrett 

1924 W. L. Matthews 1964 J. H. H. Scandrett 

1925 W. L. Matthews 1965 J. W. Murray 

1926 W. L. Matthews 1966 J. W. Murray 

1927 W. L. Matthews 1967 H. T. C. Taylor 

1928 A. C. Snively 1968 H. T. C. Taylor 

1929 A. C. Snively 1969 B. B. Cronyn 

1930 S. C. Norsworthy 1970 B. B. Cronyn 

1931 S. C. Norsworthy 1971 A. S. Jarvis 

1932 R. M. Harcourt 1972 A. S. Jarvis 

1933 R. M. Harcourt 1973 G. M. Hendrie 

1934 R. M. Harcourt 1974 G. M. Hendrie 

1935 R. M. Harcourt 1975 D. W. Naylor 

1936 R. M. Harcourt 1976 D. W. Naylor 

1937 J. G. Glassco 1977 K. C. Bunston 
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Blake Gold Medal (1891-1902) 

Mason Gold Medal (1903-2000) 

D. B. Macdonald 1930 H. E. Griffiths 1966 J. E. Savory 

A. C. Kingstone 1931 P. F. Seagram 1967 M. I. Soules 

W. R. Wadsworth 1932 G. C. Powell / 1968 T. K. Griffin 

E. G. Roy F. M. O’Flynn 1969 C. F. K. Ashbaugh / 

W. E. H. Carter 1933 R. C. Ripley P. M. Ridgway 

El. C. Griffith 1934 E. Rossiter 1970 E. A. Burton 

L. Price 1935 C. M. MacLachlan 1971 J. I. Bell / 

A. E. Dalton 1936 H. Cassels Jr. B. H. Love 

M. H. Gander 1937 C. 1. Park 1972 M. J. Sabia 

F. W. Baldwin 1938 L. J. Ashburner 1973 M. S. Hazell 

D. H. C. Mason 1939 D. G. McClelland 1974 P. M. Irwin 

H. D. Gooderham 1940 R. H. Douglas 1975 E. J. Kingstone 

P. D. Mitchell 1941 H. W. Watson 1976 D. A. M. H. Reeve 

R. D. Hague 1942 J. B. Chassels 1977 C. J. Feore 

F. A. Lee 1943 P. P. Pfohl 1978 T. T. G. Reid 

J. M. Glen 1944 J. P. MacLean 1979 M. K. Bunston 

R. C. Lee 1945 R. A. Glen 1980 K. Khorasani / 

W. L. L. Gordon 1946 J. S. Routley A. D. Porter 

A. R. Maxwell 1947 M. A. Frost 1981 N. D. Faes 

N. H. Daniel 1948 G. G. Rainbow 1982 R. B. Mason 

W. D. P. Jarvis 1949 E. W. Frey 1983 D. D. Conklin 

F. H. Marani 1950 T. C. Ehrenberg 1984 S. E. Burpee 

H. Cassels 1951 H. C. MacNeil 1985 R. A. F. Ingall 

J. F. Manley 1952 R. K. Banks / 1986 P. Filion 

V. R. Irvine F. A. Sievert 1987 H. D. Evans 

J. A. Boyd 1953 E. C. Evans 1988 R. D. M. Coutts 

R. A. Wilson 1954 P. D. McDougall 1989 P. C. Ventin 

J. G. Goldie 1955 P. M. Hutchison 1990 D. Cohen 

A. R. Glass 1956 R. O. Matthews 1991 B. A. Henry 

C. J. Barr 1957 G.W. Young 1992 S. E. Graham 

C. R. Somerville 1958 G. E. German / 1993 R. E. Campbell 

R. W. S. Johnston J. C. Banks 1994 J. W. M. Ross 

N. K. Gordon 1959 R. C. Kinnear / 1995 S. C. Jordan 

S. K. Bongard M. B. Millman 1996 B. J. Rose 

M. H. Snyder / 1960 J. S. Burns 1997 S. A. Snowden 

H. B. Soanes 1961 J. R. Grace 1998 R. H. Cole 

J. L. Maw 1962 J. O. Stubbs 1999 T. P. Clarkson 

W. H. Sims 1963 P. R. Henderson 2000 A. L. Bartlett 

W. E. N. Bell 1964 J. V. Shepherd 

V. A. Subosits 1965 B. M. Cruchley 
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The President’s Gold Medal (1890-1896) 

The Governor General’s Gold Medal (1897-2000) 

1890 W. H. Cronyn 

1891 D. B. Macdonald 

1892 A. C. Kingstone 

1893 W. R. Wadsworth 

1894 W. E. H. Carter 

1895 H. C. Griffith 

1896 H. C. Griffith 

1897 L. Price 

1898 R. H. Harcourt 

1899 H. L. Hoyles 

1900 A. C. Snively 

1901 H. H. Wilkinson 

1902 W. L. Archer 

1903 P. D. Mitchell 

1904 D. S. Robinson 

1905 J. D. Barter 

1906 J. W. Norsworthy 

1907 R. B. Cassels 

1908 R. D. Albertini 

1909 H. V. Wrong 

1910 G. E. Blake 

1911 H. H. Wrong 

1912 K. Jarvis 

1913 C. K. C. Martin 

1914 E. M. Boyd 

1915 V. R. Irvine 

1916 R. T. Weaver 

1917 H. B. Meyer 

1918 D. C. MacDonald 

1919 E. L. Weaver 

1920 H. F. Biggar 

1921 A. S. Kingsmill 

1922 G. F. Biggar 

1923 R. Turnbull 

1924 R. C. Bertram 

1925 H. B. Soanes 

1926 D. C. C. Masters 

1927 G. K. Masters 

1928 J. H. O’Flynn 

1929 H. R. Holland 

1930 A. T. Olmsted 

1931 K. S. Harris 

1932 K. S. Harris 

1933 T. H. Orr 

1934 A. H. Griffith 

1935 A. H. Griffith 

1936 W. D. Foulds 

1937 J.W. Murray 

1938 E. A. McIntyre 

1939 W. B. Spaulding 

1940 C. I. H. Nicholl 

1941 R. B. Ferris 

1942 J. C. Cairns 

1943 W. A. Cook 

1944 J. P. MacLean 

1945 P J. A. Daniel 

1946 P. N. Outerbridge 

1947 G. D. S. Rudd 

1948 J. E. Hazare 

1949 B. G. Chidley 

1950 R. Johnstone 

1951 J. R. Hamilton 

1952 P. J. G. Larmour 

1953 J. F. M. Kennedy 

1954 G. D. Rice 

1955 A. Havrlant 

1956 R. O. Matthews 

1957 R. C. Henry 

1958 D. M. Grace 

1959 E. P Rigby 

1960 E. P. Rigby 

1961 W. G. Charlton / 

J. W. O. Patrick 

1962 J. R. Grace 

1963 C. W. Henn 

1964 D. G. Morris 

1965 D. M. Sanders 

1966 R. N. Poole 

1967 J. A. Hinrichs 

1968 J. C. Drummond 

1969 P. S. Rapsey 

1970 I. S. MacLaren 

1971 C. P Ashdown 

1972 L. A. Weinstein 

1973 A. G. Stewart 

1974 J. A. G. Mordy 

1975 D. D. M. Ho 

1976 P. L. Domzella 

1977 A. Chiu 
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The T. R. Merritt Matriculation Go Id Medal (1901-2000) 

1901 L. Price 1941 R. B. Ferris 1980 J. Poon 

1902 W. L. Archer 1942 J. C. Cairns 1981 I. M. Anderson 

1903 not awarded 1943 W. A. Cook 1982 R. A. Kanji 

1904 not awarded 1944 J. P MacLean 1983 G. M. Stuart 

1905 J. D. Barter 1945 P. J. A. Daniel 1984 Y. H. S. Wong 

1906 not awarded 1946 P. N. Outerbridge 1985 E. Y. W. Yu 

1907 not awarded 1947 D. S. Rudd 1986 C. Yip 

1908 not awarded 1948 J. E. Hazard 1987 H. C. K. Lo 

1909 H. V. Wrong 1949 B. G. Chidley 1988 J. R. C. Bell 

1910 G. E. Blake 1950 R. Johnstone 1989 S. K. S. Wong 

1911 H. H. Wrong 1951 J. R. Hamilton 1990 H. W. C. Wat 

1912 K. Jarvis 1952 P. J. G. Larmour 1991 Y. W. D. Yu 

1913 C. K. C. Martin 1953 J. F. M. Kennedy 1992 D. W. Y. Leung 

1914 E. M. Boyd 1954 G. D. Rice 1993 W. C. Hsueh 

1915 V. R. Irvine 1955 A. Havrlant 1994 Y. Khan 

1916 not awarded 1956 R. O. Matthews 1995 H.J. Rigby 

1917 not awarded 1957 R. C. Henry 1996 S. Kallinis 

1918 D. C. MacDonald 1958 D. M. Grace 1997 C. C. W. Tong 

1919 not awarded 1959 E. P Rigby 1998 K. P-K. Hsu / 

1920 not awarded 1960 E. P. Rigby D. G. Tervo 

1921 J. W. Pearson 1961 W. G. Charlton / 1999 D. M. Taylor 

1922 G. F. Biggar J. W. O. Patrick 2000 A. Tsuchida 

1923 R. Turnbull 1962 J. R. Grace 

1924 R. C. Bertram 1963 C. W. Henn 

1925 H. B. Soanes 1964 D. G. Morris 

1926 D. C. C. Masters 1965 D. M. Sanders 

1927 G. K. Masters 1966 R. N. Poole 

1928 J. H. O’Flynn 1967 J. A. Hinrichs 

1929 H. R. Holland 1968 J. C. Drummond 

1930 A. T. Olmsted 1969 P. S. Rapsey 

1931 K. S. Harris 1970 I. S. MacLaren 

1932 K. S. Harris 1971 C. P. Ashdown 

1933 T. Orr 1972 L. A. Weinstein 

1934 A. H. Griffith 1973 A. G. Stewart 

1935 A. H. Griffith 1974 J. A. G. Mordy 

1936 W. D. Foulds 1975 D. D. M. Ho 

1937 J. W. Murray 1976 P. L. Domzella 

1938 E. A. McIntyre 1977 A. Chiu 

1939 W. B. Spaulding 1978 W. K. Chan 

1940 C. I. H. Nicholl 1979 K. Loo 
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Lower School, Head Boys (1899-1902) 

Lower School/Middle School Mason Gold Medal (1903-2000) 

1899 G. B. Nowers 1939 J. P. Maclean 1978 A. L. Mehta 

1900 P. Richardson 1940 P. J. A. Daniel 1979 S. E. Burpee 

1901 C. H. Sclater 1941 P. N. Outerhridge 1980 C. F. Bell 

1902 J. C. Wilde 1942 J. A. L. Goldie 1981 S. A. Kemaghan 

1903 E. A. Murphy 1943 M. P. G. Daubeny 1982 N. B. Langhome 

1904 A. R. Lee 1944 C. P. Cameron 1983 J. R. C. Bell 

1905 G. E. Blake 1945 R. Taylor 1984 M. Ison 

1906 K. W. McLea 1946 W. A.J.Atack 1985 D. M. Surka 

1907 W. D. P. Jarvis 1947 F. P. Banyard 1986 J. A. Efstathiou 

1908 A. L. Bishop 1948 N. E. Kessler 1987 P. S. Kundrat 

1909 V. R. Irvine 1949 G. D. Rice 1988 A. G. R. Madar 

1910 F. C. Betts 1950 J.W. Higgins 1989 A. A. Loat 

1911 R. L. Peek 1951 W. R. Kennedy 1990 S. Hapangama 

1912 W. H. R. Jarvis 1952 L. R. Lee 1991 K. R. Tansley 

1913 D. G. McAllister 1953 N. C. H. MacNeil 1992 I. E. Guttler 

1914 G. M. Thorpe 1954 K. Falkner 1993 L. E. Housez 

1915 H. L. Churchill 1955 D. 1. Matthews 1994 L. K. Hamilton 

1916 A. S. Kingsmill 1956 J. D. Rowland 1995 E. G. Dancy 

1917 J. G. Glassco 1957 C. W.Henn 1996 R. J. Leung 

1918 C. R. Jenkins 1958 D.J. Young/ 1997 L. C. Jennings 

1919 J. S. Weatherston K. R. N. Wetmore 1998 A. C. Gravitis 

1920 T. A. McAvity 1959 D. M. Sanders 1999 J. S. Kim 

1921 H. W. Wynn 1960 D. R. Morgan 2000 M. K. Crouch / 

1922 R. T. L. Rogers 1961 J. C. L. Gordon A. R. Shetty 

1923 J. H. O’Flynn 1962 R. L. Morris 

1924 H. R. Tucker 1963 D. S. Willmot 

1925 A. T. Olmsted 1964 D. C. Knapp 

1926 W. G. Shamrock 1965 T. E. Pilgrim 

1927 N. A. Creet 1966 J. C. Frederick 

1928 J. H. Moore 1967 J. B. Lowry 

1929 A. H. Griffith 1968 A. G. Stewart 

1930 F. D. Badgerow 1969 J. A. G. Mordy 

1931 R. M. Davis 1970 G. E. Willmot 

1932 J. S. Cameron 1971 J. R. Bullied 

1933 J. R. Geary 1972 D. S. Eden 

1934 J. B. Cronyn I 1973 D. R. Rokeby 

1935 J. B. Cronyn ma 1974 M. G. Dehiche 

1936 J. M. G. Smart 1975 M. Wilson 

1937 B. B. Cronyn 1976 T.W. Bright 

1938 G. E. B. Daniel 1977 R. A. Kanji 
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Lower School/Middle School Chief Tribesman (1926-2000) 

1926-27 R. B. Mackenzie 1951-52 R. O. Matthews 1976-77 T. W. Bright 

1927-28 F. M. O’Flynn 1952-53 G. E. German 1977-78 W. E. N. Drope 

1928-29 W. M. Vaughan 1953-54 G. E. German 1978-79 S. P. Moore 

1929-30 V. Francis 1954-55 D. L. Matthews 1979-80 A. B. Lundy 

1930-31 V. Francis 1955-56 R. B. Snyder 1980-81 L. Kling 

1931-32 R. G. Ramsay 1956-57 J. R. Grace 1981-82 M. J. Swan 

1932-33 A. C. Johnston 1957-58 C. W. Henn 1982-83 D. J. Dunkley 

1933-34 J. R. Geary 1958-59 P. R. Henderson 1983-84 D. A. Hunt 

1934-35 R. R. Schmon 1959-60 D. M. Sanders 1984-85 P. J. Allan 

1935-36 J. B. Cronyn 1960-61 D. R. Morgan 1985-86 G. Goodliffe 

1936-37 B. B. Cronyn 1961-62 C. M. C. Elliott 1986-87 C. S. M. Ho 

1937-38 W. S. Schmidt 1962-63 R. R. Dunsmore 1987-88 B. A. Kerr 

1938-39 G. E. B. Daniel 1963-64 T. K. Griffin 1988-89 A. A. Loat 

1939-40 FI. A. Slater 1964-65 D. C. Knapp 1989-90 H. R. Scott 

1940-41 R J. A. Daniel 1965-66 R. R. Hamilton 1990-91 H. R. Scott 

1941-42 W. F. Clarkson 1966-67 J. C. Frederick 1991-92 C. J. E. Loat 

1942-43 R. P. Bourne 1967-68 W. H. J. Doolittle 1992-93 D. G. Tervo 

1943-44 H. C. Sutton 1968-69 J. D. McKeshnie 1993-94 E. N. Ruzylo 

1944-45 C. P. Cameron 1969-70 P. M. Irwin 1994-95 M. B. Schadinger 

1945-46 W. E. Duftield 1970-71 M. R. Pos 1995-96 C. D. Smith 

1946-47 T. W. Storm 1971-72 J. R. Bullied 1996-97 L. C. Jennings 

1947-48 F. P. Banyard 1972-73 Pv. F. Tuttle 1997-98 L. J. Hoogasian 

1948^49 N. E. Kessler 1973-74 M. E. Preece 1998-99 J. E. M. Kmdellan 

1949-50 D. H. Cook 1974-75 M. G. Debiche 1999-00 S. K. Milligan / 

1950-51 D. A. Hagarty 1975-76 S. M. J. Molz P. D. Scott 
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